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Introduction

The title A Companion to Ethics may suggest a volume with short entries, in
alphabetical order, providing summary information about leading theories, ideas
and people in the academic discipline of ethics. As a glance at the outline of the
volume (following this introduction) will show, this book is very different. It
consists of 47 original essays. These essays deal with the origins of ethics, with
the great ethical traditions, with theories about how we ought to live, with
arguments about specific ethical issues, and with the nature of ethics itself. (In
accordance with current usage, in this book 'ethics' will usually be used not only
for the study of morality (that is, as a synonym for ‘moral philosophy’) but also
to refer to the subject matter of that study, in other words as meaning ‘morality’.)
I
have chosen to organize the book in this way because it is vital that ethics
not be treated as something remote, to be studied only by scholars locked away
in universities. Ethics deals with values, with good and bad, with right and wrong.
We cannot avoid involvement in ethics, for what we do - and what we don’t do is always a possible subject of ethical evaluation. Anyone who thinks about what
he or she ought to do is, consciously or unconsciously, involved in ethics. When
we begin to think more seriously about these questions, we may begin by exploring
our own underlying values but we will also be travelling over roads that have
been trodden by many other thinkers, in different cultures, for well over two
thousand years. For such a journey it is helpful to have a guide with information
about the path we shall tread, how it came to be laid out, the major forks where
people have taken alternative routes, and who has been there before us. More
valuable still, however, is the kind of companion who will stimulate our thought
about the route we are taking and warn us of the traps and culs-de-sac that have
stopped others making progress.
So the best way to use this book is to go first to the Outline of Contents, a kind
of map of the book, with explanatory notes at points where the map might
otherwise be unclear to those who do not already know the territory. Then,
depending on your interests, you may wish to start at the beginning and work
your way through, or you may prefer to read specific essays on subjects that
interest you. To find any subject not mentioned in the Outline of Contents, consult
the Index. It is designed to make it easy to find not only specific concepts or
theories, for example justice, or utilitarianism, but also particular aspects of topics.
Thus under ‘killing’ you will find not a single heading, but also sub-headings that
will lead you to discussions of ethical aspects of killing in Buddhism. Hinduism
v
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and Jainism; to the distinction between killing and letting die; to euthanasia and
killing in war; to the treatment of killing by consequentialist, deontological, utili
tarian and virtue-based ethical theories; and to killing in small-scale societies.
In addition you will find cross-references to capital punishment and to murder,
which have separate entries in the index. In this way I hope that the aim of
producing a book that is readable will not have been achieved at the cost of
rendering the book less helpful as a work of reference.
The selection of a companion is a personal matter; so too with the selection of
topics (and authors) for this Companion. I have tried to be broad in my tastes,
covering traditions that are certainly not mine, and inviting contributions from
authors with whom I expected to disagree (and my expectations were not dis
appointed). Nevertheless, there can be no totally objective and impartial selection
of topics or contributors. Another editor might have produced a very different
volume. I was brought up in a Western English-speaking society, and educated
in the Western philosophical tradition; I would not even be competent to edit a
volume that gives equal space to other traditions. Within that Western philo
sophical tradition, although no-one can claim to be immune from intellectual
trends, I have tried to focus on the timeless questions of Western ethical thought,
in preference to the issues that are currently fashionable.
P.S.
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The origin of ethics

3

MARY MIDGLEY

Where did ethics come from? Is it a human invention, or something we
owe to our pre-human ancestors? We need to put aside some myths that
still obscure our thinking on these matters: the myth that society is an
artificial construct and the myth that nature is red in tooth and claw.
Then we can look at what we now know about the social lives of other
animals, especially other mammals, and by this means find clues to the
origins of human ethics.
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Ethics in small-scale societies
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Early human beings lived in small nomadic groups. Examining the ethical
systems of contemporary small-scale societies, such as the Bushmen of
the Kalahari Desert, helps us to grasp the elements of ethical systems
suited for societies that live in this manner. Anthropological accounts can
help us to understand why and to what extent some ethical values and
principles are universal, or nearly so, among human beings, while others
are subject to wide variation.
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Ancient ethics
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The earliest surviving documents with an ethical content were written by
inhabitants of Mesopotamia, some five thousand years ago. They shed
light on the initial development of ethics in settled societies. Other early
ethical writings show the nature of ethics in ancient Egypt and in early
Hebrew civilization.
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P A R T II: THE G R E A T E T H IC A L T R A D IT IO N S
There are many distinct ethical traditions. The essays in this part outline
some of the major ones: Indian, Buddhist, Chinese, Jewish, Christian and
Islamic. (Western philosophical, as distinct from Christian, ethics is the
subject of Part III.) These ethical traditions are, for much of the world’s
population, the living ethical systems to which they look for guidance.
The essays present, for each tradition, the answers to such questions
as: how did this tradition arise? What is distinctive about it? How does it
answer such basic questions as: Where does ethics come from? How can
I know what is right? What is the ultimate criterion of right action? Why
should I do what is right? The essays also indicate what each tradition
shares with other ethical traditions, especially with contemporary
Western ethics.
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P A R T III: W ESTERN P H IL O S O P H IC A L ETH ICS: A SH O R T H IST O R Y
The dominant position of Western civilization today means that the
Western tradition of philosophical thinking about ethics exerts a strong
influence on all contemporary discussions of ethics. The three articles that
follow cover the history of Western philosophical ethics from ancient
Greece to the present day.
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P A R T IV: HOW OUGHT I TO LIVE?
The articles in this part discuss ethical theories that attempt to answer
the fundamental practical questions of ethics: What ought I to do? How
ought I to live? These theories make up the more abstract part of what is
known as normative ethics - that is, the part of ethics concerned with
guiding action.
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Natural law
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ST EP HEN BUCKLE

One ancient answer to the question ‘How ought I to live?’ is: ‘In accordance
with human nature’. In tracing the changes in the meaning of this answer
since Greek and Roman times, this essay provides a background to many
later ethical theories. At the same time it indicates some problems for
subsequent attempts to appeal to natural law in order to argue that
specific kinds of conduct (for example, the use of contraception) are wrong.
14

Kantian ethics

175

ONORA O ’NE ILL

Many modern ethical theorists invoke ideas that have their origins in the
ethical writings of Kant. Kant’s claim that all rational beings ought to
obey a ‘categorical imperative’ derived from a universal law of reason has
been much acclaimed, but also much criticized. Here Kant’s position is
explained, and the common charges against it are considered.
15

The social contract tradition

186
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Can morality be thought of as an implicit agreement we make with our
fellow human beings in order to gain the benefits of a co-operative social
life? This initially attractive view must face several objections: attempts
to meet these lead to distinctive modern variations on the idea of a social
contract as it was developed in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
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Egoism

197

KURT BA IER

Egoism tells us to live so as to further our own interests. Psychological
egoists think that we all do this anyway, and so it scarcely needs to be
advocated. Other philosophical egoists advocate the pursuit of one’s own
interest as the rational, and even the ethical, way to live. Despite doubts
xi
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about whether egoism is properly classified as an ethical theory, it does
provide a challenging answer to the fundamental practical question of
how we ought to live.
17

Contemporary deontology

205

NANCY ( A N N ) DAVIS

Deontological theories of ethics tell us that the most important aspects of
how we ought to live are governed by moral rules that ought not to be
broken, even when breaking them might have better consequences. To
assess such a view we need to understand how the rules are to be framed
and what acts are to count as a breach of them. Exploring these questions
leads to a need to distinguish between intention and foresight, and raises
doubts about the coherence of the common notion of obedience to a rule.
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An ethic of prima facie duties

219

J O N A T H A N DANCY

An ethic of prima facie duties is based on a distinctive notion of what it
is to have a duty. Prima facie duties may, in particular circumstances,
yield to other duties. Thus they avoid some of the harsher consequences
of a more rigid deontological ethic; but they encounter other objections.
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Consequentialism
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Utilitarianism is an example of a consequentialist theory: it tells us that
we ought always to do whatever has the best consequences. In the case
of classical utilitarianism, ‘best consequences’ is understood in terms of
the greatest possible increase of pleasure over pain; but other theories
may share the view that we ought to do what has the best consequences,
while dissenting from the classical utilitarian view that pleasure is the
sole intrinsic good, and pain the only intrinsic evil. This article sharpens
the distinction between such consequentialist theories and their nonconsequentialist rivals, finding the consequentialist approach more per
suasive.
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Utility and the good

241

ROBERT E. GOODIN

What things are good in themselves? Consequentialist theories obviously
need an answer to this question, but so will any ethic that under some
conditions advocates doing good. Classical utilitarianism suggests that
only pleasure is good in itself; but subsequent versions of utilitarianism
have suggested different, and perhaps more convincing, answers. In con
trast to the preceding essay, therefore, this essay focuses on the content,
rather than the structure, of consequentialist theories, and of any duty or
obligation to promote the good.
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Perhaps ‘What ought I to do?’ is the wrong question to ask. We might
ask instead: ‘What kind of person should I be?’ Virtue theory focuses on
this latter question, and on the virtues that make up good character. But
can a theory of the virtues replace alternative approaches to ethics?
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Rights
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BRENDA ALM OND

Some hold that a morality can be based on rights; others regard them as
derivative from a more fundamental moral principle or principles. What
ever the view taken on this question, it is widely thought that at least a
partial answer to the question of how we ought to live is given by the
injunction to respect the rights of others.
P A R T V: A P P L IC A T IO N S
The application of ethical reasoning to specific issues or areas of practical
concern - sometimes known as applied ethics - is the practical counterpart
of the more abstract theories of normative ethics discussed in Part IV. In
the last two decades the development of applied ethics has been so great
that it is impossible to cover it here in any systematic way. Instead, this
Part consists of articles on issues selected on the basis of the practical
importance of the issue, and the extent to which the issue is amenable to
ethical reasoning. (Ethical reasoning can do little to resolve an issue if the
parties are at one on all the value-questions, and differ only in their views
of the facts.) The titles of the articles indicate their subject-matter clearly
enough to make further description unnecessary.
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P A R T VI: THE N A TU R E OF ETHICS
Despite the many ethical theories that have been developed with a view
to guiding our conduct, and the considerable body of writing on the
application of these theories to practical issues, there is uncertainty about
what exactly we are doing - and are justified in doing - when we make
ethical judgements, or engage in ethical argument. Are we trying to get
the facts right, as a scientist might do? Or simply expressing our feelings,
or perhaps the feelings of our society as a whole? In what sense, if any,
can moral judgements be true or false? The study of these questions has
led to the development of theories that differ from the normative theories
discussed in Part IV, because they are not intended to guide conduct.
They are not so much theories of ethics, as theories about ethics. For that
reason this branch of moral philosophy is known as meta-ethicS; a term
that suggests that we are not engaged in ethics, but are looking at it, and
considering what exactly ethics is, what rules of argument can apply to
it, in what way it is possible for ethical judgements to be true or false, and
what (if anything) can provide a grounding for them.
35

Realism
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Moral realism is the view that in some sense there is an objective moral
reality; realism thus asserts that morality is objective. It also seems unde
niable, however, that morality provides us with reasons for action. But
the standard picture of human psychology suggests that to have a reason
for action we must have a desire; and desires seem to be subjective, in
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that one person’s desire may not resemble the desires of another. That
difficulty for realism is the theme of this article.
36

Intuitionism
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JO N A T H A N DANCY

Intuitionism holds that claims about morality can be objectively true or
false, and that we can come to know what moral principles are right in
a special way, by a kind of intuition or direct awareness of their moral
properties.
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Naturalism
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CHARLES R. PIGDEN

Like intuitionists, naturalists believe that moral judgements can be true
or false, and can be known; but unlike intuitionists, they do not think
there are any special moral facts or properties, to be known by intuition.
Instead, they think that goodness or rightness can be identified with, or
reduced to. some other property (happiness, perhaps, or maybe the will
of God. to take two very different examples). In defending their views,
naturalists must take account of the claim that it is a fallacy (the natu
ralistic fallacy) to derive values from facts.
38

Subjectivism

432

JAM ES RACHELS

There is now a widely held, if often unreflective, view that morality is
‘subjective’. By this, people often mean that any moral opinion is as good
as any other. Among philosophers, the term ‘subjectivism’ is usually
applied to a range of ethical theories that deny that moral inquiry can
yield objective truths. This essay discusses both popular subjectivism and
the philosophical theories to which the term is often applied.
39

Relativism

442

DAVID WONG

Meta-ethical relativism is the view that in moral matters there are no
universal truths; instead morality is relative to one’s particular society or
culture. This essay defends a moderate version of that position. It also
considers what many believe to be an implication of it, namely normative
relativism, or the view that we should not pass judgement on, or attempt
to change, the values of people from other cultures.
40

Universal prescriptivism

451

R. M. HARE

Universal prescriptivism attempts to avoid well-known objections to such
‘objectivist’ theories as naturalism and intuitionism: yet in contrast to
standard ‘subjectivist’ theories, it allows a prominent place for reasoning
about ethical judgements. The outcome, it is claimed, is a way of making
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moral decisions that combine elements of Kantian and utilitarian thinking.
Unlike the other meta-ethical theories discussed in this Part, universal
prescriptivism is of relatively recent origin; it is here outlined by its creator
and leading exponent.
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Do we develop morally, as we develop psychologically? This may not seem
to be a question about the nature of ethics, but the answer we give is
directly relevant to central issues about the nature of ethics. If human
beings generally pass through stages of moral development corresponding
to their psychological development, and if it could be shown that these
stages are the same for all of us, this would be persuasive evidence that
morality is not purely subjective or culturally relative.
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The final essay in this section differs from the others, in that its topic is
not the nature of ethics, but the nature of moral theory: that is, of the
kinds of theories of ethics put forward in Part IV of this volume. How can
we construct such theories, and argue that one is better than another?
Two different models are proposed and discussed. The widespread use of
hypothetical and imaginary examples in deciding between theories is also
addressed.
P A R T VII: CH ALLENGE A N D CR ITIQ U E
Subjectivism and relativism, discussed in Part VI, deny that ethics has
any objective or universal validity; but these are not the only challenges
that defenders of ethics have had to meet. There have been other attempts,
based on specific philosophical positions, to show that morality is merely
the instrument of the dominant group in society, or is all an illusion, or
is meaningless in the absence of religion. The articles in this Part take up
some of these challenges.
43

The idea of a female ethic

491

JEAN G R IM S H A W

Is there something distinctively male about ethics, or about the way in
which we currently understand ethics? The suggestion that there is has
been made by recent feminist writers; but what would a ‘female ethic’ be
like? Is ethics really something that can properly take forms that differ
according to gender?
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Darwin’s theory of evolution tells us that we owe our existence to millions
of years of evolution in which organisms that left more descendants
survived, and those that did not perished. Can we reconcile ethics with
such a process? Does evolution imply that our morality should allow the
weak to go under? Or more drastically, that we should reject morality
altogether?
45

Marx against morality
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ALLEN WOOD

According to Marx, the morality of a society reflects its economic basis,
and serves the interests of the ruling class. At the same time Marx
condemned capitalism in terms that suggest strongly-held values. Is Marx
inconsistent? If not, what substance is there in the Marxist challenge to
morality?
46

How could ethics depend on religion?

525

JO N A T H A N BERG

It is often said that without God, there can be no morality. This essay
examines different grounds for holding that belief: that the very meaning
of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ stem from God’s will; that only through God can we
come to know what is good; and that only belief in God can serve to
motivate us to act morally.
47

The implications of determinism

534

ROBERT YOUNG

The entire apparatus of moral decision-making, praise and blame, reward
and punishment, seems to be premised on the assumption that in normal
circumstances we are responsible for what we freely choose to do. Determinists maintain that there is a causal explanation for everything that
happens in the universe, human behaviour included. This seems to suggest
that we do not freely choose to do anything, and this in turn appears to
imply that we are not morally responsible for anything we do. Are ethics
and determinism incompatible?
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PART I

THE ROOTS

I
The origin of ethics
M A R Y M ID G L E Y

i

The search for justification

W h ere does ethics come from? Two very different questions are combined here,
one about historical fact and the other about authority. Anxiety about both
questions has been active in shaping many traditional myths about the origin of
the universe. These myths describe, not only how human life began, but also why
it is so hard, so painful, so confusing, so conflict-ridden. The primal clashes and
disasters they tell of are intended - perhaps often primarily intended - to explain
why human beings have to live by rules which can frustrate their desires. Both
these questions are still pressing. And in the last few centuries, theorists have tried
strenuously to answer them in more literal and systematic terms.
This quest does not flow just from curiosity, nor just from the hope of proving
the rules unnecessary, though both are strong motives. It perhaps arises centrally
from conflicts within ethics, or morality, itself. (I shall make no distinction between
these two words for the very general purposes of this article.) In any culture,
accepted duties sometimes clash, and deeper, more general principles are needed
to arbitrate between them. People look for the point of the different rules involved,
and try to weigh these points against each other. This search often forces them
to look, more widely still, for a supreme arbiter - the point of morality as a whole.
This is why our original question is so complex. Asking where ethics comes
from is not like asking the same question about meteorites. It is asking why we
should now obey its rules. (Rules are not actually the whole of morality, but we
can concentrate on them for the moment, because they are often the point where
conflicts arise.) In order to answer this question, it is necessary to imagine what
life would be like without these rules, and this inevitably does raise questions
about origins. People tend to look backwards, asking whether there was once an
‘unfallen’ conflict-free state before the rules were imposed, a state where rules
were not needed, perhaps because nobody ever wanted to do anything bad. They
then ask ‘How did we come to lose this pre-ethical condition? Can we get back to
it?’
In our own culture, two sweeping answers to these questions have been widely
accepted. One - coming predominantly from the Greeks and from Hobbes explains ethics simply as a device of egoistic prudence; its origin-myth is the social
contract. It sees the pre-ethical state as one of solitude; the primal disaster being
that people ever began to meet each other at all. Once they did. conflict was
3
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inevitable, and the state of nature was then, as Hobbes put it, ‘a war of every man
against every man’ (Hobbes, 16 5 1, Part One, Ch. 13, p. 64) even if, as Rousseau
insisted, they had not been actually hostile to each other before colliding (Rous
seau, 1762, pp. 188, 194; 1754 , Part One). Survival itself, let alone social order,
became possible only through rules arrived at by a reluctant bargain. (This story
was of course usually seen as symbolical, not as literal history.) The other acount,
which is Christian, explains morality as our necessary attempt to bring our
imperfect nature in line with the will of God. Its origin-myth is the Fall of Man,
which has produced that imperfection in our nature in the way described - again
symbolically - in the Book of Genesis.
Simplicity itself is always welcome in a confusing world, so the popularity of
these two accounts is not surprising. But simple accounts cannot really explain
complex facts, and it has already become clear that neither of these sweeping
formulae can really deal with our questions. The Christian account shifts the
problem rather than solving it, since we still need to know why we should obey
God. Christian teaching has of course plenty to say about this, but what it says is
complex, and cannot keep its attractive simplicity once the question about auth
ority is raised. I cannot discuss further here the very important relations between
ethics and religion (see Article 46, h o w could e th ic s d e p e n d o n r e l i g i o n ?). But it
is important that this Christian answer does not just derive our duty to obey God
naively from his position as an all-powerful being who has created us - a derivation
which would not confer moral authority. If a bad being had created us for bad
purposes, we should not think we had a duty to obey that being, whatever
prudence might dictate. The idea of God is not just the idea of such a being, but
crystallizes a whole mass of very complex ideals and standards that lie behind
moral rules and give them their meaning. But the authority of these ideals and
standards is just what we are enquiring about. So that question is still with us.

ii

The lure of egoism and the social contract

The notion that ethics is really just a contract based on egoistic prudence is indeed
much simpler, but for that very reason it is far too unrealistic to account for the
actual complexities of ethics. It may be true that a society of perfectly consistent
prudent egoists, if it ever existed, would invent institutions for mutual insurance
which would look like many of those found in actual human societies. And it
certainly is true that these careful egoists would avoid many of the atrocities that
actual human beings commit, because human rashness and folly notoriously and
constantly magnify the bad effects of our vices.
But this cannot mean that morality, as it actually exists anywhere, arises only
from this calculating self-interest. There are several reasons why this is impossible,
but I shall mention only two. (For further discussion, see Article 16, e g o i s m .)
(1) The first rests on an obvious human defect. People simply are not so
prudent or consistent as this account would imply. Even the very moderate
amount of deliberately decent conduct that is actually found in human life would
not be possible if it relied solely on these traits.
4
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(2) The second is an equally well-known range of human good qualities.
People who do make an effort to behave decently plainly are often moved by a
quite different set of motives, arising directly out of consideration for the claims
of others. They act from a sense of justice, from friendship, loyalty, compassion,
gratitude, generosity, sympathy, family affection and the like - qualities that are
recognized and honoured in most human societies. Egoist theorizers such as
Hobbes sometimes explain this by claiming that these alleged motives are unreal,
only empty names. But it is hard to see how names could ever have been invented,
and have become current, for non-existent motives. And it is still more puzzling
how anyone could ever have successfully pretended to be moved by them.
I have mentioned this egoistic explanation at once because, in spite of its
crying defects, it is very influential today. In asking about the origin of ethics,
modem people are quite likely to find themselves unthinkingly using its language.
They will pose their question in the Hobbesian form, ‘How did an original society
of egoists ever come to find itself lumbered with rules that required consideration
for others?’ The crippling difficulties that infest this approach will become clearer
as we go on.

iii

Moral and factual arguments

We might be asked to accept extreme individualism on strictly scientific grounds,
as a factual discovery. It then appears as a piece of information about how human
beings are actually constituted. Today, the most usual form for this argument
rests on the idea of evolution as proceeding, for all species, by the ‘survival of the
fittest’ in unmitigated cut-throat competition between individuals. That process is
held to have shaped them into isolated, wholly egoistic social atoms. This picture
is often conceived to rest so directly on evidence as to be - unlike all earlier stories
about origins - not a myth at all but wholly scientific.
We should be sceptical about this claim. In the crude form just cited, the
pseudo-Darwinian myth contains at least as much emotive symbolism from
current ideologies and as much propaganda for limited, contemporary social ideals
as does its predecessor the Social Contract story. It does also incorporate some
genuine scientific evidence and principles, but it ignores and distorts a great deal
more than it uses. It is particularly remote from current science on two issues:
first, its fantasy-ridden, over-dramatized notion of competition, and second, the
strangely predominant place that it gives to our own species in the evolutionary
process.
(1) It is essential to distinguish the mere fact of happening to ‘compete’ from
the complex of human motives which current ideology endorses as fitting for
competitors. Any two organisms may be said to be ‘in competition’ if they both
need or want something they cannot both get. But they are not acting com
petitively unless they both know this and respond by deliberately trying to defeat
each other. Since the overwhelming majority of organisms are plants, bacteria
etc. which are not even conscious, the very possibility of deliberate, hostile
competition is an extremely rare thing in nature. Moreover, both at the conscious
5
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and the unconscious level, all life-processes depend on an immense background
of harmonious co-operation, which is necessary to build up the complex system
within which the much rarer phenomenon of competition becomes possible.
Competition is real but necessarily limited. For instance, the plants in a particular
ecosystem normally exist in interdependence both with each other and with the
animals that eat them, and those animals are equally interdependent with each
other and with their predators. If there had really been a natural ‘war of all
against all’, the biosphere could never have developed in the first place. It is not
surprising therefore that conscious life, arising out of such a background, acts in
fact in a way that is much more often co-operative than competitive. And when
we come shortly to consider the motivation of social creatures, we shall clearly
see that co-operative motivations supply the main structure of their behaviour.
(2) Many popular versions of the pseudo-Darwinian myth (though not all)
present the evolutionary process as a pyramid or ladder existing for the purpose
of producing MAN as its apex, and sometimes as programmed to develop MAN
further to some distant ‘omega point’ which will further glorify contemporary
Western human ideals. This notion has no basis in today’s genuine biological
theory (Midgley, 1985). Current biology depicts life-forms quite differently, on the
pattern sketched out by Darwin in the Origin of Species, as spreading, bush-like,
from a common source to fill the available niches, without any special ‘upward’
direction. The pyramid picture was proposed by J.-B. Lamarck and developed by
Teilhard de Chardin; it does not belong to modern science at all but to traditional
metaphysics. Of course that does not refute it But since the views of human
nature associated with it have been widely seen as ‘scientific’, the point is of some
importance for us in assessing the standing of these views, and relating them to
our questions about the origin of ethics.

iv

Dualistic fantasies

These questions have begun to look harder since it became generally accepted
that our species took its rise from others which we class as merely ‘animals'. In our
culture, the species-barrier has commonly been seen as being also the boundary of
the moral realm, and metaphysical doctrines have been built to protect this
boundary. Christians, unlike Buddhists, have believed that souls, the seat of all
the faculties that we honour, belong only to human beings. Any emphasis on the
relationship between our own and other species was seen as degrading us, as
suggesting that our spirituality was ‘really’ only a set of animal reactions. This
idea of animality as a foreign principle quite alien to spirit is an ancient one, often
used to dramatize psychological conflicts as raging between the virtues and ‘the
beast within’. The human soul then appears as an isolated intruder in the physical
cosmos, a stranger far from its home.
This sharp and simple dualism was important to Plato, and to early Christian
thinking. It is probably much less influential today. Its contemptuous attitude to
natural motives has not worn well, and on the theoretical side it faces enormous
difficulties in explaining the relation between soul and body. Yet dualism still
6
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seems to be used as a background framework for certain topics, notably for our
thought about other animals. Aristotle countered Plato by proposing a much less
divisive, more reconciliatory metaphysic to bring together the various aspects
both of human individuality and of the outside world. St Thomas followed this
lead, and recent thought has in general been moving the same way. But this more
monistic approach has encountered great difficulty in conceiving how human
beings could actually have developed out of non-human animals. The trouble was
that those animals were viewed as symbols of anti-human forces, indeed often
simply as embodied vices (wolf, pig, raven). Until this view was challenged, only
two alternatives seemed open - either a depressed, reductive view of humans as
‘no better than the other animals’, or a purely other-worldly view of them as
spirits inserted during the evolutionary process into bodies to which they were
quite unrelated. (See Midgley, 1979, Ch. 2.)
Hence come the two simple ideas mentioned earlier about the origin of ethics.
On the social contract pattern all animate beings equally were egoists, and human
beings were distinctive only in their calculating intelligence. They were merely
the first enlightened egoists. On the religious view, by contrast, the insertion of
souls introduced, at a stroke, not just intelligence but also a vast range of new
notivation, much of it altruistic. To Darwin’s distress, his collaborator A. R.
Wallace adopted this second view, arguing that God must have added souls to
emerging primate bodies by miraculous intervention during the course of
evolution. And today, even among non-religious thinkers, there is still often found
an intense exaltation of human capacities which treats them as something totally
different in kind from those of all other animals, to an extent which seems to
demand a different, non-terrestrial source. Indeed, science-fiction accounts of a
derivation from some distant planet are occasionally invoked with apparent
seriousness to meet this supposed need.

v

The advantages of ethology

We can, however, avoid both these bad alternatives today by simply taking a
more realistic, less mythical view of non-human animals. In our own time, their
behaviour has at last been systematically studied, and the rich, complex nature
of social life among many birds and mammals is now becoming a matter of
common knowledge. People indeed have long known something about it. though
they did not use that knowledge when they thought of animals as incarnations
of evil. Thus, two centuries ago Kant wrote. ‘The more we come in contact with
animals the more we love them, for we see how great is their care for their young.
It is then difficult for us to be cruel in thought even to a wolf.’
Social traits like parental care, co-operative foraging and reciprocal kindness
show plainly that such creatures are not in fact crude, exclusive egoists, but beings
who have evolved the strong and special motivations needed to form and maintain
a simple society. Mutual grooming, mutual removal of parasites and mutual
protection are common among social mammals and birds. They have not produced
these habits by using those powers of prudent selfish calculation which the Social
7
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Contract story views as the mechanism necessary for such a feat, since they do
not possess them. Wolves, beavers, jackdaws, and other social creatures, including
all our primate relatives, do not build their societies by wily calculation from a
Hobbesian ‘state of nature’, an original war of all against all. They are able to live
together, and sometimes to co-operate in remarkable tasks of hunting, building,
joint protection or the like, simply because they are naturally disposed to love and
trust one another.
This affection becomes evident in the unmistakable misery of any social animal,
from a horse or a dog to a chimpanzee, if it is kept in isolation. Though they often
ignore each other and will indeed in certain circumstances compete with and
attack each other, they do this against a wider background of friendly acceptance.
Devoted care of the young, often including real self-denial over food, is widespread
and is often shared by other helpers besides the parents. (It may perhaps be seen
as the original matrix of morality). Some creatures, notably elephants, will adopt
orphans. Defence of the weak by the strong is common and there are many wellattested examples of cases where the defenders have paid for it with their lives.
Old and helpless birds are sometimes fed. Reciprocal help among friends is often
seen. All this is by now not a matter of folklore but of detailed, systematic, wellresearched record. And there surely is every reason to accept that in this matter
human beings closely resemble all their nearest relatives. (For the anthropological
evidence of this, see Konner, 1982.)

vi

Two objections

Before we examine the link between these natural dispositions and human moral
ity, two possible contrary ideological objections to this approach must be
considered. There is the behaviourist thesis that human beings have no natural
dispositions at all, being blank paper at birth, and the sociobiological reply that
social dispositions do exist, but are all in some sense ‘selfish’. (Readers not interested
in these ideologies could skip this discusssion.)
(1) The behaviourist thesis was, I think, always an obvious exaggeration.
The idea of a purely passive, motiveless infant never made sense. The exaggeration
had a serious moral point - namely, to reject certain dangerous ideas about just
what the innate tendencies were, ideas which were used to justify institutions
such as war, racism and slavery. But these were ideological misrepresentations of
the human heritage. It has proved much better to attack them on their own
ground, without the crippling difficulties imposed by espousing so unconvincing
a story as the Blank Paper theory.
(2) Over sociobiology, the trouble is really one of wording. Sociobiologists
use the word ‘selfish’ in a quite extraordinary way, to mean, roughly, ‘genepromoting; likely to increase the future survival and spread of an organism’s
genes’. They are saying that the traits actually transmitted in evolution must be
ones which do this work, which is true. By using the language of ‘selfishness’
however, they inescapably link this harmless idea to the still powerful egoist
pseudo-Darwinian myth, since the word selfish is entirely a description of motive 8
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not just of consequences - and its central meaning is the negative one that one
does not care for others. Sociobiologists do sometimes point out that this is a
technical use of the word, but nearly all of them get carried away by its normal
meaning and may be heard preaching egoism as ardently as Hobbes. (See Wilson,
19 75, also Midgley, 19 79 - index s.v. Wilson - and Midgley, 1985, Ch. 14.)

vii

Sociability, conflict and the origins of morality

Having said something to meet these objections to the idea that humans have
natural social dispositions, we ask next, what relation have these dispositions to
morality? They do not constitute it, but they surely do contribute something
essential to making it possible. Do they perhaps supply, as it were, the raw material
of the moral life - the general motivations which lead towards it and give it its
rough direction - while still needing the work of intelligence, and especially
speech, to organize it, to contribute its form? This suggestion was sketched out by
Darwin, in a remarkable passage which uses central ideas from Aristotle, Hume
and Kant (Darwin, 1859, Vol. 1, Part 1, Ch. 3. This discussion has so far had
little attention because versions of the noisy pseudo-Darwinian myth were widely
accepted as the only evolutionary approach to ethics).
By this account, the relation of the natural social motives to morality would
be much like that of natural curiosity to science, or of natural wonder and
admiration to art. Natural affections do not of themselves create rules - indeed, it
might seem that in an unfallen state they would make rules unnecessary. But in
our actual, imperfect state, these affections often conflict with each other, or with
other strong and important motives. In non-human animals, those conflicts may
be settled simply by further second-order natural dispositions. But beings who
reflect much on their own and each others’ lives, as we do, need to arbitrate these
conflicts somehow in a way that makes their lives feel reasonably coherent and
continuous. To do this we set priorities between different aims, and this means
accepting lasting principles or rules. (It is, of course, not clear at all that other
social creatures are totally non-reflective, since much of our own reflection is non
verbal. but we cannot discuss their situation here. On the very complex primate
situation, see Desmond 1979.)
Darwin illustrated the difference between the reflective and non-reflective
predicaments in the case of a swallow, which can desert the young it has been
devotedly feeding without apparent hesitation when its flock migrates. (Darwin,
1859, pp. 84, 91.) As he points out, someone blessed or cursed with a much
longer memory and a more active imagination could not do this without agonizing
conflict. And there is a most interesting difference between the two motives
involved. An impulse which is violent but temporary - in this case migration - is
opposed to a habitual feeling, much weaker at any one time, but stronger in that
it is far more persistent and lies deeper in the character. Darwin thought that the
rules chosen would tend to arbitrate in favour of the milder but more persistent
motives, because violating them would lead to much longer and more distressing
remorse later on.
9
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In searching, then, for the special force possessed by ‘the imperious word ought’
(p. 92), he pointed to the clash between these social affections and the strong
but temporary motives which often oppose them. Intelligent beings would, he
concluded, naturally try to produce rules which would protect the priority of the
first group. He therefore thought it exceedingly likely that ‘any animal whatever,
endowed with well-marked social instincts, would inevitably acquire a moral
sense or conscience, as soon as its intellectual powers had become as welldeveloped, or anything like as well-developed, as in man’ (p. 72). Thus ‘the social
instincts - the prime principle of man’s moral constitution - with the aid of active
intellectual powers and the effects of habit, naturally lead to the Golden Rule, “ As
ye would that men should do unto you, do ye to them likewise’’ and this lies at
the foundation of morality’ (p. 106).

viii

The problem of partiality

How convincing is this? Of course we cannot test Darwin’s generalization empir
ically; we have not communicated well enough with any non-human species that
we recognize as sufficiently intelligent. (It might be immensely helpful, for instance,
if we could hear something from the whales ...) We must simply compare the
cases. How suitable do these traits in other social creatures seem to be to furnish
material that could develop into something like human morality?
Some objectors rule them out of court entirely because they occur fitfully, and
their incidence is strongly biased in favour of close kin. But this same fitfulness
and this same bias towards kin prevail to some extent - often very powerfully in all human morality. They are strong among the small hunter-gatherer societies
that seem closest to the original human condition. People growing up in such
circumstances are of course in general surrounded - just as young wolves or
chimpanzees are - by those who actually are their kin, so that the normal attitude
they acquire to those around them is, in varying degrees, one which makes wider
concern and sympathy possible.
But it is important to notice that this bias does not vanish, it does not even
become noticeably weaker, with the development of civilization. It is still fully
active in our own culture. If any modern parents were to give no more care and
affection to their own children than they did to all others, they would be perceived
as monsters. We quite naturally spend our resources freely on meeting even the
minor needs of our close families and friends before considering even the grave
needs of outsiders. It strikes us as normal for human parents to spend more on
toys for their children than they spend in a year on aid to the destitute. Human
society does indeed make some provision for outsiders, but in doing so it starts
from the same strong bias towards kin which shapes animal societies.
This same consideration applies to another, parallel objection often brought
against treating animal sociability as a possible source of morality, namely the
bias towards reciprocity. It is true that, if we were dealing with calculating egoists,
the mere returning of benefits to those who had formerly given them might be
nothing but a prudent bargain. But again, in all existing human moralities this
10
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transaction appears in quite a different light, not just as insurance for the future
but as appropriate gratitude owed for kindness shown in the past, and as flowing
naturally from the affection that goes with it. There is no reason why this should
not be equally true of other social creatures.
It is quite true that these narrowing biases need to be - and gradually are systematically corrected by the recognition of wider duties as human morality
develops (see Singer, 1981). This widening, however, is surely the contribution
of the human intelligence, gradually developing wider social horizons as it devises
institutions. It is not and cannot be a substitute for the original natural affections
themselves. A certain narrowness in those affections is only to be expected, since
in evolution they have served the essential function of making possible strenuous
and devoted provision for the young. This could not have been effectively done if
all parents had cared as much for every passing infant as they did for their own.
In such a casual, impartial regime, probably few warm-blooded infants would
survive. Thus, as the sociobiologists rightly point out, heritable altruistic dis
positions are not easily passed on unless they make possible an increase in the
survival of the altruist’s own kin, who share the gene that gives rise to them. But
when that does occur, it becomes possible for such traits to develop and to spread
through ‘kin selection’, in a way that did not seem conceivable on the older, crude
model that only considered competition for survival between individuals.

ix

Is morality reversible?

If, then, these dispositions are indeed not disqualified by their narrowness from
serving as essential material for the development of morality, does Darwin’s picture
become a convincing one? There is surely great force in his suggestion that what
makes morality necessary is conflict - that an ‘unfallen’ harmonious state would
not require it. If this is right, then the idea of ‘immoralism’ as the proposal to get
rid of morality (Nietzsche, 1886, 1, section 32) would involve making everybody
somehow conflict-free. Unless that were done, we need priority-rules, not just
because they make society smoother, nor even just to make it possible at all. but
also more deeply, to avoid lapsing individually into states of helpless, conflict-torn
confusion. In some sense, this is ‘the origin of ethics’ and our search need take us
no further.
It may, however, seem less clear just which kind of priorities these rules are
bound to express. Is Darwin right in expecting them on the whole to favour the
social affections, and to validate the Golden Rule? Or is this just a cultural
prejudice? Might a morality be found which was the mirror-image of our own,
counting our virtues as vices and our vices as virtues, and demanding generally
that we should do to others just what we would least want done to ourselves (a
suggestion for which also Nietzsche sometimes wished to make room)?
Now it is of course true that cultures vary vastly, and since Darwin’s day we
have become much more aware of that variation. Yet anthropologists, who did
the world a huge service by demonstrating that variability, are now pointing out
that it should not be exaggerated (Konner, 1982; Mead, 1956). Different human
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societies do have many deep structural elements in common. If they did not, no
mutual understanding would be possible at all, and indeed it would scarcely have
been possible to do anthropology. Among those elements, the kind of consideration
and sympathy for others that is generalized by the Golden Rule plays a central
part, and if we ask ‘Could there be a culture without that attitude?’ we may find
real difficulty in imagining how it would count as a culture at all. The mere
mutual terror of co-existing egoistic solitaries that Hobbes invoked for his Social
Contract could certainly never produce one. Common standards, common ideals,
common tastes, common priorities that make a common morality possible, rest
on shared joys and sorrows and all require active sympathy. Morality needs, not
just conflicts, but a willingness and a capacity to look for shared solutions to them.
As much as language, it seems to be something that could only occur among
naturally social beings. (For more discussion of the common elements of human
culture, see Article 2, e t h i c s i n s m a l l - s c a l e s o c i e t i e s .)

x

Conclusion

This account of the origin of ethics is intended to avoid on the one hand the
unrealistic, reductive abstractions of egoist theorizing, and on the other the equally
unreal, moralistic boasting that tends to make the whole origin of human beings
as a terrestrial primate species look incomprehensible. It does not equate human
morality with anything found among other social creatures. It is always a fallacy
(the ‘genetic fallacy’) to equate any product with its source - to say ‘that flower
is really only organized dirt’. Morality as it emerges from this matrix is what it is.
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Ethics in small-scale societies
G E O R G E S IL B E R B A U E R

A s m a l l - s c a l e society is one whose members are to be counted in tens of
thousands, or even hundreds, rather than in millions. Largely or wholly-nonindustrial, its technology is centred on agricultural or pastoral production for
consumption within the society, or on hunting and gathering. No society is
isolated but those of small scale tend to be more nearly self-contained and inward
looking than are societies of our own type which are extensively connected to
others. Their social relationships are more integrated and close-knit than are ours;
people interact with one another in a wider range of roles which requires a more
coherent ordering of behaviour. Any one relationship has a wider range of
functions - bears a greater ‘load’ - and its state or condition is correspondingly
more important than is the case in our society where many relationships are
single-purpose and impersonal, e.g. that between bus-conductor and passenger.
But how different it would be if the conductor were also my sister-in-law, near
neighbour and the daughter of my father’s golfing partner - I would never dare
to tender anything other than the correct fare. In a small-scale society every fellow
member whom I encounter in my day is likely to be connected to me by a
comparable, or even more complex web of strands, each of which must be
maintained in its appropriate alignment and tension lest all the others become
tangled. My father’s missed putts or my inconsiderate use of a motor-mower at
daybreak will necessitate very diplomatic behaviour on the bus, or a long walk
to work and a dismal dinner on my return.
Social life of this complexity cannot be governed by a book of laws with any
more success than mere knowledge of the rules of tennis will improve my rabbit’s
performance on the court. Relationships are dynamic, not static, and co-ordination
of their processes requires many techniques and skills and also direction. As a
means of evaluating behaviour in gradations of good or bad a society’s ethical
and moral system provides some of that direction.
The institutions of small-scale societies, in keeping with the multi-purpose,
many-stranded nature of relationships, are also versatile and unspecialized,
serving many functions simultaneously. Their ethics are comparably diffuse. These
are not to be found formulated in a unitary doctrine, nor are they necessarily
explicitly stated as values or principles. The anthropologist studying a small-scale
society must go through the slow process of discovering and learning the content,
and vernacular view of its members’ joint cultural and social creations before
finding the ethical meanings carried in, to us, unconventional vehicles like pro14
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verbs, riddles, folktales or myths, which initially seem to have significances quite
other than the ethical. Eventually, with skill and serendipity the anthropologist
can derive the values which the society’s members hold in common, the rules of
their transformation as principles and precepts and their parameters of relevance
as well as the protocols of precedence of one over another. These are peculiar to
each society - there are parallels and correspondences but each set of trans
formations is unique. Consequently, although there are values which can be seen
as common to nearly all societies, there are sometimes strong contrasts in the
ways in which they are expressed in precepts, principles and evaluations of
behaviour. Comparison of different societies’ ethics must, therefore, take full
account of cultural context and vernacular social meaning if it is to be anything
more than idle collecting of curiosities.
The task of anthropology is to explain human social and cultural behaviour.
In the early stages of its history the discipline was concerned only with smallscale societies, it then being assumed that we knew enough of our own kind of
society not to have to explain this kind of behaviour of its members. As research
into individual tribes, peasant communities and other small-scale social formations
amassed, comparison became increasingly rewarding and revealing. At the same
time progress in other social sciences, (particularly sociology, politics and econ
omics) made it clear that there was, indeed, a great deal of social and cultural
behaviour in our, and other large-scale societies that called for explanation and
that the problems were similar to those which had excited the attention of
anthropologists. Anthropology has not only broadened its scope to that of the
whole phenomenon of social and cultural behaviour; it has also been much
enriched by being able to take the concepts and theories developed from con
templation of our own circumstances and apply them to other societies, and test
its own constructs on our own social and cultural behaviour.
The study of the ethics and morals of small-scale societies did not benefit
from this cross-fertilization until rather late. One’s own morality lies deeply
internalized, and it is not easy to overcome ethnocentric prejudice when con
fronted by behaviour which prima facie offends against it. Early anthropolo
gists reacted by dismissing the ‘savages’ as immoral or, at best, amoral or
‘the slaves of custom’. Later fieldwork showed the falseness of this view but the
tendency was to consider a people’s morality only as a part of their religion. As
I have mentioned, and will return to later, the ethics of a small-scale society
are not easily fractionated out of the mass of standards and precepts governing
the behaviour of its members. It is principally from the attempt to understand
vernacular epistemologies and logics of action that the realization has grown
that there are well-developed moral and ethical systems embedded in the cultures
of small-scale societies.
The constructs of Western moral philosophy cannot be applied to other
cultures without some modification. Culture is learned behaviour (and its prod
ucts) to which social meaning is accorded. Meaning is somewhat arbitrary; what
is mechanistically the same behaviour will have different meanings in different
societies. Even in the same society the meaning will change with context (I may
15
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be beaten to pulp in the boxing ring and have to lose with such grace as I can
pretend; outside the ring such treatment constitutes criminal battery).
Anthropology interprets behaviour in a culturally relativistic way, in the terms
of the society and context in which it occurs. Direct comparisons between cultures
cannot be made. When the matrices of meaning of the behaviour have been
understood, generalizations can be formulated in an abstract manner analogous
with an algebraic equation’s standing for a range of particular arithmetic cal
culations. Only at this generalized level can comparison proceed, including com
parison of moralities.
To proceed with direct comparisons is either to abandon one’s own moral
standards or to condemn the observed practice as immoral. The obligatory
brother-sister royal marriages of dynastic Egypt, old Hawaii or the Venda of the
northern Transvaal in South Africa, or the ritual incest of the Ronga of southern
Mozambique appear abhorrent to foreigners.
The moral significance of behaviour in any society is strongly culture-bound.
To choose a cousin as a spouse is, to the Tswana of Botswana, a good and sensible
thing to do. A Shona of Zimbabwe would be disgusted by this suggested incest.
Greatly simplified, the explanation of this contrast is that the relationship between
nieces and nephews and their respective aunts and uncles is of such a nature that
Shona cousins are regarded almost as brothers and sisters. Tswana cousins are
bound by ties of affection of a different kind; their respective families know each
other, and each others’ children, thoroughly, and can competently and confidently
assess the compatibility of the prospective spouses. In their respective contexts the
two opposing moral evaluations of cousin marriage make sense.
With the possible exception of ancient Egypt (see Article 3, a n c i e n t e t h i c s )
the royal brother-sister marriages referred to above were statements of the purity
and uniquely exalted status of the couples. Theirs was a purely social and
economic, not a sexual, relationship. A royal baby was recognized as the offspring
and heir of the king but was not begotten by him. Among the Ronga ritual incest
was a mimic performance in which actual intercourse did not occur. Rather than
a breach of what is, in fact, a strictly-observed prohibition, the ritual was an
indirect affirmation of their sexual morality. To compare directly and judge the
ritual by our own values would be as naively grotesque a distortion as would
be equating a communicant’s partaking of the body and blood of Christ with
cannibalism.
Anthropologists use many techniques for studying societies. The strategy
within which they are applied is that of participant observation. One lives in the
society, looking and listening and using the repertoire of theory and research
techniques to give direction and enhance the extent and accuracy of seeing
and hearing. Consistent with the cultural-relativistic approach and to broaden
exploration of the unknown, the anthropologist participates in as many of the
ongoing activities as circumstances, the researcher’s abilities and the measure of
her or his acceptance permit. Fieldwork is largely a matter of learning what
everybody else in the society already knows (without necessarily being aware of
having that knowledge). It is a survey of a ‘space’ of unknown dimensions with
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no prior knowledge of how much there is to be learned. A discovery made today
may recast the perceptions and interpretations of all the yesterdays.
Whether a society has an ethical system can be recognized by its having a
mental construct of values which are expressed as principles to be invoked and
interpreted in guiding social behaviour (i.e. that which has significance and
meaning for others) and in judging it in gradations of good or bad. All known
societies, judged by this criterion, have ethical systems. It is not necessary that
the principles be always successfully invoked, nor that everybody invoke the same
ones in coming to judgement, nor is it necessary that judges always concur. It is
sufficient that those concerned have shared knowledge of the values, etc. and of
their meanings.
In complex, large-scale societies like our own, social institutions are highly
elaborated and specialized and, although integrated as components of the whole
socio-cultural system, are relatively separate from, and impervious to one another.
(However much some may wish it otherwise, business is an economic pursuit;
ethics in business are important, but not central to the firm’s operations.) In smallscale societies institutions are versatile, serving many functions simultaneously,
and are not readily separable, having high levels of mutual relevance. (In such
societies an economic exchange may be more highly valued for its social kudos
than for the material gain it brings.) The moral system of-one of these societies is
not to be found in a single, readily identifiable, coherent body of thought. As a
category of thought the concept of a moral system is an artefact of our own, and
a small number of similar traditions (as is the concept of a philosophy, for that
matter). The presence of a notion of good and bad may be diagnostic of the
existence of a moral system but its contents will not necessarily be a unitary
entity. It is for the culturally-relativistic anthropologist to sort through what is
known and understood of the inventory of values, principles and rules governing
the people’s repertoire of regular, patterned behaviour in order to select functional
equivalents of what the moral philosophers include in their domain.
It is easy for the anthropologist to overlook corners of the culture or fail to
recognize the ethical in its vernacular guise of what we see as economics, theology,
politics, law, etiquette or everyday folk wisdom. Moreover, many values and
principles are distilled and crystallized as aphorisms, proverbs or even as riddles.
In many non-literate societies such crystallization amounts to an art-form, the
terse products of which have many facets and depths of meaning. The Shona
proverb, Murao ndishe, translates literally as ‘the law rules’. One level of its
meaning is that none may rule without reck of law and custom; not only must it
be followed, it must also be fostered. At a deeper level, custom is the shield of the
people against both tyrants and their own self-destructive folly. Customs and laws
are made by the people and are the symbolic, as well as organizational embodiment
of their unity.
An appropriate equivalent is the Tswana proverb, Kgosi kekgosi kabatho, ‘the
king is (made) king by the people’. In this society, until recently dynastically ruled,
the words seem nonsensical. The hidden irony appeals to Tswana humour. There
would always be a number of princes qualified for the throne; what gained it for
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any particular one was the support of the people for him against his royal rivals
who would never unite among themselves against him. While kingmakers could
also become kingbreakers the proverb served to remind them that it was their
choice that the king ruled, and if it had been a poor one, it was their fault as much
as the king’s. Power of both kings and kingmakers is undone by its inherent
vulnerability unless it is used for good.
Sociability appears to be a universal human trait. Hermits are a possible
exception but it could be argued that they surround themselves with remembered
and imaginary others for comfort and reference. Whether sociability is an
instinctual drive as the sociobiologists would have it, or a learned, acquired
dependence on others cannot be decided by present knowledge and is fortunately
not an issue here.
An apparently necessary condition of sustained relationships in all societies is
that that which is done, or given to one should be returned in some way. What
varies among and within societies are the vectors of reciprocation (i.e. direct or
indirect and, if the latter, via which categories of persons or groups) and methods
of evaluating the goods, services or other presentations (e.g. emotional responses)
which constitute the exchanges.
Although reciprocity appears to be a universal value from which a variety of
principles are derived, not all reciprocations are necessarily included in a society’s
scheme of morals and ethics. Some forms or contexts of exchange are considered
to be of purely economic, political or legal significance. This distinction is less
common in small-scale societies. Exchanges which might appear to us as being
of solely economic nature are also means of creating, expressing or modifying
relationships. As such, the transactions would be judged in gradations of good or
bad, i.e. exchange is also an ethical matter. Relationships are more important
in small-scale societies than are the rather casual, comparatively attenuated
acquaintanceships of suburbia or the workplace. We tend to perceive self and
personal identity as autonomous, self-contained attributes of individuals. In a
smaller society they are seen and felt as including the individuals’ kin and friends
and enemies. That is to say that, as a Mushona of Zimbabwe or a Motswana or
G/wi of Botswana, what I am is also a matter of what relationships I am involved
in, and my state of well-being, or otherwise, is much affected by the health of those
relationships. Health here is not a simple function of amity; it is the orderedness
of those relationships. In friendship I should know what my friend expects of me,
and why, and should behave accordingly. Similarly, I have expectations of my
friend’s behaviour, including her or his reactions to what I do. My enemy should
behave and react in comparable fashion. Health of a relationship is thus reflected
by my level of confidence in my expectations of others’ behaviour. Our shared
concepts of good and bad are important cardinal points in orienting ourselves in
agreed evaluations of behaviour. This function of morality is not, of course,
peculiar to small-scale societies. In these, however, moral orientation may be
effected in a somewhat different way. In their restudy of Schapera’s compilation
of Tswana custom and law, Comaroff and Roberts argue that, for the Tswana,
these ‘represent a symbolic grammar in terms of which reality is continually
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constructed and managed in the course of everyday interaction and confrontation’
(Comaroff and Roberts, 19 8 1, p. 247). They are not (as is often supposed) precepts
for ideal behaviour. Rather, they are a code for interpreting the meanings of
actions. Also, importantly, the shared knowledge of customs and laws creates
expectations of consequences and reactions to acts which amount to something
akin to a multi-dimensional, dynamic and relativistic conceptual map of the
possible states of relationships. By choosing appropriate routes on this map people
can manoeuvre their relationships around hazards, or conduct them from one
state to another. I do not wish to misrepresent custom and law as a programme
for social action; it is, if you like, a navigational aid. Like seafarers’ and fliers’ aids
to navigation its use requires judgement, experience and purpose, and where
custom and law do not maintain the health of a relationship, ‘pilot error’ is often
the cause.
In the context of relationship hygiene there is a dialectic of cardinal value and
negotiation which, in a crude and not very satisfactory way, may be compared
with negotiating the monetary value of a transaction in our society. If, for instance,
a dealer and I haggle over the trade-in of my old car for a newer one, we start by
referring to the agreed value of a dollar, pound or kina and use it as a cardinal
point in our arguing the value of our respective vehicles. By the time we have
arrived at agreement we have, in effect, altered the dollar (or whatever) value of
the two cars with respect to one another and, thus, changed the value of the dollar
itself for this transaction. (I emphasize that moral negotiation is not conducted in
the conventions of cut-throat secondhand car trading.)
The G/wi (the oblique stroke represents a click consonant) Bushmen of the
central Kalahari desert in Botswana provide a case-study of a moral system’s
operation in an unusually small social formation. Until the last decade they were
hunters and gatherers, living in bands of 40 to 80 men, women and children.
These were autonomous, making their own social, political and economic order,
each in its own territory over which it controlled the use of resources it contained.
The G/wi should not be taken as living examples of early mankind. It is true that
all our ancestors lived by hunting and gathering until about ten thousand years
ago, and that this means of subsistence has given w ay to the technology of raising,
and living off crops and domesticated animals, inventing and using machines to
wrest more materials and energy from the environment, which has enabled people
to live in very much larger groupings. Because the G/wi did not do these things
does not indicate that they stood still for ten thousand years. Their ancestors and
they had as long to devise and experiment with different cultural solutions as did
ours and ourselves. They are of interest here not as a relic of the Stone Age but
as a contemporary people whose lifestyle, although so different from our own,
nevertheless illustrates the commonality of human cultural themes in a context
of singularly small and intimate social groupings beset by the severe environmental
stress of a desert. This stress they successfully contended with by using a small
inventory of material culture and a large corpus of knowledge with ingenuity and
elegant, efficient simplicity. Plainly they did not value the acquisition of power
and material wealth as we do. They found for themselves a social and psychological
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security very different from that which is our lot. But they did it by using essentially
the same cultural apparatus which we have and the way they used it gave them
security and stability under very trying circumstances.
In G/wi exchanges the service or good given to another was evaluated by the
recipient’s need for it, discounted by the donor’s capacity to give. ‘You do not give
meat to a man who has a full pot’ epitomizes the standard. Among people who
had no means of preserving and storing meat, any more than enough was
worthless. Allowing somebody opportunity to show her or his generosity and
capability to do a favour was to confer a grace, which is why there was the
discounting factor. Nothing was subtracted from the value of what was given
from small store, or from what was done with difficulty and the rule inhibited
exploitation of a differential in advantage.
Any needed good or service might have been given in return for what had
been received. It was clearly in the giver’s interest to choose what was most
needed by the recipient (had the highest value) rather than simply that which
was most easily given (incurred the highest discount). Profit and opportunity
tended to cancel one another and the result was a gradient from the haves to the
have-nots along which goods and services flowed, reducing inequalities in the
distribution of wealth and ability.
From the viewpoint of a capitalist society these ethics and this economic logic
seem improbably virtuous and ruinously profligate. However, there was another
value being pursued, namely the establishing and maintaining of harmonious
relationships. Again and again in discussion and in general conversation this
stood out as a desired and enjoyed end in itself, often as the ultimate rationale for
action.
G/wi bands were egalitarian; that is, there were as many valued social positions
as there were those who sought them. Statuses were not ranked (with the
exception of the culturally limited authority which parents had over their
children). Economic egalitarianism, encouraged by the equalizing tendency of
exchange valuation, was favoured by G/wi theology which held the world and
its resources, together with humans and other creatures, to be the property of
NIadima, the creator. Things were only susceptible to ownership by people once
they had been collected, hunted or made, and it was an affront to Nladima (the
exclamation mark represents a different click consonant) to take more than was
sufficient for one’s needs. He is a deity who cannot be favourably influenced so
there was no practice of prayer, sacrifice or anything that was clearly worship.
There was consequently no cadre of priests who might otherwise have had
exclusive access to resources or other dimensions of power.
Politics, the conduct of affairs of public policy, were similarly non-exclusive in
the distribution of power and advantage. Political process was a series of consensus
decisions in which all adults and near-adults could, and usually did participate.
Consensus is neither unanimity nor majority will; it is consent to the judgement
of those who make it. In this case it was the band that judged what course action
would take, or which position would prevail. It was sometimes the case that the
wishes of a single member prevailed against all others, who agreed to the will of
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a minority-of-one because they could tolerate adjustment to the dissenter’s position
and she or he could not move to theirs. A requirement of consensus is that all are
bound by the eventual decision and that all have access to a common pool of
information, including the rules, subject, reason and foreseen consequences of
making the decision.
An example illustrates the scope that this system provided for ‘negotiating’
values. A woman had left her husband for his closest friend. Divorce was not
normally a shattering event, the spouses usually finding new partners within a
year and settling down happily. But this man would not; he mourned the undoing
of both the marriage and the friendship with so much sorrow as to disturb
everybody in the band. His lot thus became a public, hence political matter and
the band saw itself as having to solve an intolerable problem. The man could not
be condemned; he had done no wrong, but was unbearable. His former wife and
friend had moved away, so were beyond the blame or other direct influence of the
band. Enquiries found that they were happy together but the man missed his
former friend. Delicate diplomacy uncovered the couple’s willingness to return
and try out the unprecedented arrangement of a menage a trois. Polyandry was
completely unknown; it appeared to constitute adultery but, if all acquiesced, was
it? All did acquiesce, it was deemed not to be adultery and the band, the couple
and the deserted husband lived more happily.
Despite their enthusiasm for harmony and order the G/wi are volatile and
passionate and conflict was common. Men and women committed adultery, kin
stinted their relatives or were tardy in returning favours and gifts. People are lazy
and thoughtless. Everybody relishes gossip, but some lacked discretion and feelings
would run high. Then morals and ethics had plenty of private and public use and
reference in attacking, defending and judging behaviour.
Healthy relationships help to avoid much conflict; one can confidently expect
that behaviour of this sort or that sort will be well received, or that other behaviour
will provoke antagonism. But life apparently cannot be so structured as to avoid
all oppositions of interest and there is a need for ways in which disagreement,
outrage and resentment can be meaningfully and acceptably expressed. Many
societies have institutionalized what is termed the joking relationship, in which
certain categories of kin have licence to (among other things) criticize with broad
latitude one another’s conduct. It is a spear with a point at each end as the right
of reply is automatically unsheathed. Anger to white heat is permitted, but to
allow the flame of temper to ignite is deeply shameful. Where a direct exchange
may be too inflammatory or excessively confrontationary, the flanking assault of
‘talking at’ is used: A loudly informs B of her or his complaint against C, resorting
to more or less oblique allusion. C responds by addressing to D an equally indirect
answer or rebuttal, with a counter-charge. In G/wi bands the joking treatment
was frequently used to nip in the bud any growing tendency to commit nuisance
and, quite commonly, as a punishment. In these instances the sting of satire
ridiculing the offender would be sharpened by an appreciative audience’s derisive
response.
Some conflicts could be left to the adversaries to fight out alone. Violence was
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mainly verbal with occasional light blows being struck with fists or pieces of
firewood. Physical violence beyond this was a terrifying and shameful matter.
Recidivists were subjected to the ‘wrong-footed’ treatment; a conspiracy of
action to keep the victim out of tune with whatever was going on. Requests,
suggestions, jokes, whatever were misunderstood and the ensuing outbursts of
frustration were met with puzzled incomprehension. The object was to induce in
the wrongdoer a disgust with the band and the general obtuseness of its members,
leading her or him to seek other company in another band.
judgement was never framed in terms of outright condemnation and rejection
of a wrongdoer. This seems to be a common inhibition in small communities.
(Until becoming an academic anthropologist at near to middle age, I had spent all
my working life in a variety of small, rather closed and remote groups which were
part of either large-scale or small-scale societies.) Heinous offences were redefined
as being of lesser severity - a father’s murder of his son became ostensibly a
shooting accident. Irreducible wrongs like incest, of which there are not degrees,
disappeared behind a conspiracy of disavowal of the correct facts, even where
evidence was irrefutable. Preventive and compensatory measures were applied,
but informally, and outwardly for reasons unconnected with the offence. A third
alternative was to declare the wrongdoer insane but without involving competent
psychiatric opinion, even when it was available. This radically changed the
offender’s status, moral and social responsibilities and capacity for future relation
ships. The society at large may well have a concept of elimination by banishment
or judicial execution, but the isolated community itself lacks the social and moral
structures which could bear the burden that actual elimination would impose.
When we all come face to face every day, how shall I become reconciled with my
brother’s hangman? This w ay I can make atonement to the victim’s children.
With the efficiency of communication that can be achieved in a small community,
negotiation of moral values can produce tolerable satisfaction. The arithmetic of
lex talionis inflicts on the wrongdoer the pain and loss suffered by the victim, but
the latter cannot see with the eye, nor bite with the tooth that the former renders
up. In the calculus of negotiation the principle of restitution complements that of
retaliation.
A Tswana villager, A, contracted to drive B’s two cows to market, a week’s
walk distant. Many misadventures befell A and one cow died the night before
getting to market. He butchered the carcase and sold the meat for a higher price
than the remaining cow fetched. All the money was paid to B, who, however, felt
aggrieved by the death of his cow and took A before the village headman’s court.
He was fined an amount equal to half the proceeds of the butchered meat. Jn
discussing the case with the headman I argued that B had benefitted from A ’s
initiative in turning a carcase into marketable cuts. The headman challenged me,
‘If I tear your old shirt while beating your back in an assault would you be content
if I gave you a new shirt?’ To these villagers cattle were not simply commodities
to be converted into money. The cows were B’s darlings, of his prideful breeding,
and one of them had been belittled in the market. Here negotiation required that
retaliation be added to restitution and I had been the only one in the village who
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had not understood why and how. A ’s initiative had been acknowledged; without
it the fine would have been heavier.
A widely-held value is that, having taken into account all known and relevant
factors, members of a social group will seek to prolong the lives of those recognized
as belonging to the group. In expressing the value in action, there is broad
variation of what constitutes known and relevant factors and of the boundaries
of recognition of membership of the group. G/wi theology has Nladima as a
capricious deity who may decide to take a life because he ‘has grown tired of that
person’s face’, and will bring some lethal mishap to pass. Little, or no effort would
be made by others to save the victim. In one episode a lion made uncharac
teristically repeated attacks on one of a group of hunters. His companions decided
it must be Nladima’s agency and did little to intervene. When the victim survived
the first few attacks they changed their minds, reasoning that Nladima would
have been more efficient and had the lion kill in the first or, at least second
onslaught. They then made strenuous efforts to drive off the lion. The man
survived.
Edward Nelson, writing of the Bering Strait Malemut a century ago, described
how one of a party camped near a Kuskokwim village took umbrage at being
slighted by a villager and went to his tent to fetch a weapon to kill him. Two of
his Malemut companions tried unsuccessfully to dissuade him and one then drew
his knife and disembowelled him. In speaking of it afterwards, the man who had
done the killing said that if they had been among their own people he would not
have interfered, but added: ‘We were only a few among the Kuskokwim men, and
if our companion had killed one of their men they would have killed all of us and
it was better that he should die’ (Nelson, 1899 (1983), pp. 302-3).
Judicial execution is practised in both large and small-scale societies. Its
rationale in many of these is a confused mixture of discouraging example, retri
bution, defence and rejection of wrongdoing which had placed its perpetrator
beyond the pale of society. Nowhere do people behave consistently in their defence
of other’s lives but expediently juggle with ‘known and relevant factors’ or
recognition boundaries to decide whether intervention shall be for, or against,
prolonging a threatened life. In the 1930s the Nuer of the Sudan were faithful to
the blood feud, it being the duty of the deceased’s kin in the male line to avenge
the death by taking the life of the killer or of one of his kin. In many instances it
would become necessary for men who were related through the male line to both
killer and victim to choose which side they belonged to. This was done by locating
one’s kinship standing as being closer to one or the other group. Those who were
allies in one feud could become mortal enemies in another (Evans-Pritchard,
1940). The principle remains valid but perception of the frame in which it operates
has changed. Although the context is very much a moral matter (it is good to
seek vengeance for the wrong killing of another) the logic of the application of
the moral principle is entirely amoral. I remark this not to accuse the Nuer of
muddled thinking but to illustrate the universality of moral conundrums arising
from the seemingly inevitable application of combinations of differently oriented
principles (here, ethics and amoral logic) to the solution of moral problems.
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In our society we have stoically become accustomed to chafing under the
rough edges of the rule of rules. The absurdity of the logical consequence of
inflexible obedience to a rule is satirized by some (vide W. S. Gilbert, A. P. Herbert,
on law or C. Northcote Parkinson on bureaucracy), railed against by others and
haphazardly juggled by legislators and administrators, but it is endured, nor cured.
In small-scale societies the latitude allowed by negotiating the application of
principles tempers the rigidity of the rule of rules without challenging their validity.
Principle and goal are thus kept in alignment and absurdities are avoided or, at
least, ameliorated in their extent, frequency or both.
Many values are expressed in the form of virtues by which to live and vices to
eschew. It is recognized that these are simplifications. All Shona are taught that
the truth must be told, and that it is wrong to lie. But not all persons are entitled
to the truth; should a man ask a question beyond what is seen as the legitimate
scope of his business, he is properly answered, ‘Hameno’ (I don’t know). This is
not to lie, nor culpably to fail to tell the truth but to say, with face-saving
politeness, ‘I’m not going to tell you.’ In some situations the extolled virtues appear
contradictory; in punishing wrongdoers fine judgement is needed in achieving the
right proportions of strength and compassion. To use too much strength is to be
viciously vengeful and to be too compassionate is weakness. Shona do not see
these oppositions as contradictory, double binds or no-win traps. Virtues, and the
values they represent are standards of good, not absolutes which are in themselves
the essence of good. The real good is the enjoyment of what the attainment or
observance of values brings. In small-scale societies morality is ultimately about
states of affairs and the health of relationships rather than a concern with abstract
ideals. Not in a lotus-eating, hedonistic way, but as a striving for the most
comfortable arrangements to which people can come in their shared joys and
sorrows, pleasures and pains.
This is not to say that that endeavour is always successful. Every anthropologist
encounters much behaviour that causes (and, often, is intended to cause) bad
consequences for others. No society has been reported to be free of horrid indi
viduals and unhappiness caused by horrid behaviour. Evans-Pritchard’s account
of the Nuer is far from adulation of their good fellowship. The reader is left with
an impression of their enthusiasm for scoring off one another whenever they think
they can get away with it.
But all know the rules and meta-rules and can competently perform the
calculus of the consequences of action and reaction and, in their bruising style,
maintain the health of relationships between friend and friend and enemy and
enemy.
In many societies morality has divine, or other supernatural authority. To
the Huli of the south highlands of Papua New Guinea, Datagaliwabe is a deity
in the pantheon whose ‘special province is punishing breaches of kinship and
for this purpose he continually observes social behaviour . . . punishes lying,
stealing, adultery, murder, incest, breaches of exogamy and of taboos relating to
ritual. He also penalizes those who fail to avenge the deaths of slain kin. He has
no concern, however, with the behaviour of unrelated persons’ (Glasse, 1965).
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Among the Manus of the Admiralty Islands the moral life of the household is
watched over by the ghost of a recently dead male relative. His skull is kept in
the house and the ghost punishes various offences by sending sickness and mis
fortune (Mead 1963). Among many southern African Bantu-speaking peoples
the semi-divine spirits of ancestors both punish wrongdoers and reward good
behaviour.
The G/wi avoid greed for fear of Nladima’s wrath, but also despise it as socially
disruptive. However, their theology holds that any action which is likely to disturb
the order of the world will anger him as that order is part of his creation. As none
could be confident that he would restrict his punishment to the actual wrongdoer
and not visit it upon the whole band or, indeed, the whole world, anything likely
to anger Nladima was dangerous to all and therefore immoral in its recklessness.
In G/wi eyes an exact parallel would be for a man to have left his poisoned hunting
arrows within reach of a young child. It would therefore be misleading to claim
that G/wi morality has religious origins. Their design for living, they say, is of
their own devising, as is that of any other living creature. Nladima created lifeforms, including mankind, each with its particular characteristics, and it is up to
each species to explore its capabilities and devise a modus vivendi within them.
Explicitly, Nladima did not dictate how they should live.
The Pitjantjatjara of central Australia faithfully maintain their relationship
with tjukurpa, the mystical past and its supernatural heroes, by performing rituals
and other observances. To imperil this relationship will diminish and otherwise
harm the people, and carries its own fitting punishment. But, as with the G/wi
case above, many will suffer for the neglect or other wrongdoing of one, or a few.
If the wrong is severe enough in its foreseeable consequences, the punishment
may be death. Unlike the small communities I referred to earlier, Pitjantjtatjara
society does have the structural means of accommodating the burden that
execution places on the social order. The problem of the executioner’s having to
face the wrongdoer’s kin and friends and maintain normal relations with them
after having had to perform his dreadful duty is solved. Elimination is secret, and
is anonymously done by one or more of a group of senior men whose experience
and advancement in ritual knowledge qualify them to make decisions and act on
behalf of society with faithfulness to its values and principles and with wise
concern for the circumstances of the offence. Unlike the requirement of British
justice that it be seen to be done, the righting of wrongs in Pitjantjatjara society
is achieved by means in which all have trust and do not require public scrutiny
for their validation. The processes of judgement and punishment are mysterious
but their rationale is known to all.
Lesser wrongs, deserving of less momentous punishments than death, are
judged and dealt with in public. As is commonly, if not universally the case in
small-scale societies, the essence of the process is that the wrongdoer should
proclaim her or his acknowledgement of the wrong and of submission to judge
ment and punishment. For some offences, a guilty man will present himself for
spearing, standing out in the open, clear of bystanders, and wait for his aggrieved
plaintiff to hurl a spear through his thigh. Here the health of the relationship
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between enemy and enemy is of exquisite importance; if the guilty victim does
not stand absolutely still he will spoil the other’s aim and risk being speared
through an artery or the bone with fatal result. Should the plaintiff miss the small
part of the thigh which can be speared relatively harmlessly, he will be guilty of
murder. Each participant must meet the other’s expectations and in so doing
symbolically respect public morality.
I have stressed that the social meaning, hence moral significance of behaviour
is culture-bound. The integrity of the system of meanings depends on the stability
of the culture. Change in one area or component of a people’s culture will bring
changes of meaning which may spread well beyond the area of initial change. If
the rate and nature of change are such that the society can accommodate them
without loss of cultural coherence (not every society has a generation gap!) then
the attendant changes in moral values will probably not cause great distress. They
may even be seen as progressive and beneficial (e.g. such emancipation and
liberation of women and children as have occurred in our society in the last 150
years). We do not know enough of the early social history of many of the peoples
studied by past anthropologists to say whether or not they experienced cataclysmic
internal upheaval in their distant past, so we cannot judge their previous stability.
We do, however, have a plethora of evidence of the effects that contact with the
industrialized West has had on small-scale societies. It has almost always been
violently disruptive, destroying traditional social order and invalidating estab
lished systems of meaning and morality, leaving the people confused and deeply
distressed.
The Ik of northern Uganda, as described in Colin Turnbull’s The Mountain
People, are a deeply disturbing example of the corrosive effects of social dislocation
on a people’s moral system. They were displaced from the favourable, fruitful part
of their land when it was declared a game park. Abandoned in almost barren
mountain country, they discarded their social and moral order, once comparable
with that of the G/wi, for a dog-eat-dog existence. Turnbull’s description is not of
brutal violence but of tragic, cold indifference. Among the Ik the boundary of the
life-respecting group appears to have contracted to closed self-interest. Their
rationale of social order was negated by dislocation from the matrix of meanings
given, and sustained by the activities these hunters and gatherers had previously
engaged in, the interlocking roles, exchanges and interdependencies they had
developed and once maintained. The effect on the Ik of the loss of their fruitful
valley was to leave them not only without game to hunt and plants to gather but
was also to alienate them from their own lexicon of social meanings. Relationships
were no longer characterized by confident expectations of others’ behaviour and
reactions. Dislocation was all the more devastating because it befell the whole
society at once, leaving it bereft of any means of repair and sense of direction in
which to turn for adaptation to the new conditions. At the time Turnbull wrote
they had not even managed to devise stable, respectful and even minimally
affectionate relationships between spouses or parents and children.
It seems that the Ik have ‘ethical knowledge’ in that they are quite aware of
the deleterious consequences for others of harmful actions. However, they choose
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to act anyway, without concern for the cost to another. Does this mean that they
have no morals? The Mountain People could almost be an allegory of driver
behaviour on our roads; behind the wheel I behave like a pig when I think I can
get away with it, and the difficulties I cause others are their problem. I know I am
being horrid but feel safe in the anonymity of traffic.
Are the Ik a people without society and thus disqualified from generalizations
about universal ethical and moral values? That would be special pleading leading
to the circularity: no society without morality, therefore all societies have morals.
They do have social order but it is fragile and unstable, being based on the
exploitation of the weak by the momentarily strong, who forbear to exploit
to extinction only because the weak will be needed again tomorrow for more
exploitation. Perhaps this could be seen as minuscule respect for life, but it has
more the appearance of ruthless, cold-blooded recognition that an unextinguished
life might bring benefit to the exploiter. This is a rare, perhaps singular instance
to validate Hobbes; their life is, indeed ‘nasty, brutish and short’, but only because
what Turnbull describes is the wreckage of a society.
Among the characteristics common to all moralities, with the possible excep
tion of such special cases as the Ik, it seems that sociability is a universal human
trait and reciprocity appears to be a functional necessity of sustained relationships.
Respect for human life could perhaps also be regarded as a universal value, but
is subject to wide variation in the extent of recognition and of priority accorded
to life preservation relative to other interests. In all societies there is a fear of chaos
but this is not necessarily manifested as an insistent desire for order. Were that
the case it is difficult to see how change could occur because, in anything as
complex as even the simplest society, any change brings a measure of disorder. It
is probably the case that there is a general need to maintain order (or contain
disorder) at a level at which confidence of expectations is not intolerably low. The
threshold of tolerance is culturally defined and is also perceived subjectively.
Many societies have theologies (i.e. doctrines of humanity’s relationship with a
supernatural final cause) but many theologies are irrelevant to the people’s
morality (as would be, for instance, a set of scientific beliefs about their relationship
with the sun).
If there is a difference between the moralities of small-scale societies and those
of societies like ours, I suggest it stems from the greater importance of interpersonal
relations in the former. In these, morality is less of an end in itself but is seen more
clearly as a set of orientations for establishing and maintaining the health of
relationships. Morality, then, is a means to a desired, enjoyed end. In complex,
large-scale societies relationships are less intense and less significant in the lives
of individuals and in the structures of the societies. Morality certainly provides a
set of orientations and thus helps to create and maintain coherent expectations
of behaviour, but operates impersonally in that there is not the same capacity for
negotiation. Morality thus tends to be valued more as an end in itself and less as
a means to an end. This is not to conclude or imply that small-scale societies
would therefore have less developed moral systems. The opposite could well be
argued, on the grounds that a moral system which is viewed and used as a means
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to an end, and in which there is the additional dimension of complexity which
negotiation entails, is constantly under practical test and public scrutiny.
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Ancient ethics
G ERALD A . LARUE

S o m e t i m e between the twelfth and tenth millennia b c e (Before the Common

Era, the universal designation replacing b c , ‘Before Christ’), human life patterns
in the ancient Near East began to change from migratory existence or dwelling
in caves to habitation in settled communities. In this new setting, humans
produced their own food, developed skills in pottery making and the building of
permanent structures, all the while moving from hamlet and town environments
to cities and city-state organizations. By the end of the fourth millennium b c e ,
the two great river civilizations, Mesopotamia and Egypt, had invented and were
using writing. This essay utilizes some of the surviving written materials from the
ancient Near East, including stories about heroes who exemplified virtues most
admired, legal codes that defined acceptable and non-acceptable conduct and
instructional formulations, all of which inform us about the nature of ethics as it
first developed into something sufficiently explicit to be the subject of reflection
and discussion. As we shall see, later Western ethics has its roots in these ancient
approaches to the problems of regulating a settled society. (For discussion of early
ethical writings in India and China, see Article 4, I n d i a n e t h i c s , and Article
6, CLASSI CAL CHI NESE ETHICS. )

i

Ethics in ancient Mesopotamia

Although the exposition of ethical principles as such was not of primary concern
in the ancient Near East, value concepts can be discerned from commercial
documents, law codes, wisdom sayings, hero stories and myths. Many of the
earliest known textual materials from Mesopotamia relate to business and are
little more than ‘laundry lists’ dealing with land sales, contracts or explaining
that so-and-so brought his beast as an offering to such-and-such a temple where
it was received by priest so-and-so. The greatest number of recovered texts is from
the early second millennium, but from earlier records, beginning in the late fourth
millennium b c e , we learn that societies in the Tigris-Euphrates valleys were
organized along bureaucratic lines.
Royal archives provide the boasts of monarchs who conquered and often
devastated neighbouring territories. Obviously, no universal declaration of human
rights protected vanquished people. Personal property became booty and men,
women, and children were chattels. Oaths of fealty were demanded and given,
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and the conquered territory, now governed by vassals, became part of an expand
ing empire.
Mesopotamian legal texts and codes reflect monarchical and temple-state
settings which reveal the union of church and state for control of the land and
the people. Territorial boundaries provided citizen identity. Temples to various
deities abounded within the cities but each city-state had its own ruling deity and,
ideally, the land belonged to him. The local ruler, as the god’s personally chosen
steward, controlled the divine estate. The people were deemed to be in the service
of the gods to keep them at ease - a notion that is specifically stated in the
Babylonian creation epic Enuma elish (Speiser, 1958; Pritchard, 1958, vi. 33-6;
13 1). The king governed according to a code which was supposed to have been
revealed to him by the chief deity but which, in each instance, is clearly a
projection of current social ethics and practice. Regulations were presented as
case laws reading ‘If a m a n . . . ’ Of course the god could be consulted for guidance
on immediate problems by w ay of temple omens - a system that vested tremendous
power in the temple priesthood.
The temple functioned much in the manner of a modern city hall, and was
the centre for the administration of justice. Violations of divinely revealed codes
were interpreted as offences against the gods. Cases were heard at the temple gate
but when opponents or witnesses were required to swear oaths in the name of
the god, the case was moved indoors to the temple proper.
Despite the temple-state control of the land, secularization and privatization
of property did occur. Different social classes were recognized, and local economy
rested largely on slave labour. Most slaves were acquired by conquest, others were
natives who had fallen on hard times. Such individuals became property to be
bought and sold, bequeathed or given away.
One of the earliest monarchs in ancient Sumer, Gilgamesh, the third-mil
lennium b c e king of Uruk, posthumously assumed legendary status and was said
to be the product of the union of a high priest and the goddess Ninsun. The epic
story of his life reveals much about the values of ancient Sumer. In the fragmentary
contemporary textual references to him there is no indication that this legend was
current during his lifetime. A contemporary incantation text characterized him
as one who did ‘inquire, examine, judge, perceive and lead aright’ (Heidel, 1949).
In the legend that portrayed him as a semi-divine hero, he was introduced as
a brutal tyrant who ignored human rights and who, by virtue of rank and strength,
sought meaning through unbridled power as he bullied men and possessed virgins
prior to marriage (Pritchard, 1958; I, ii, 23-27). When the people complained to
the gods, a companion named Enkidu was formed and Gilgamesh’s antisocial
behaviour was modified. Instead of using his authority and strength against his
own subjects, he redirected his energies into heroic exploits involving the conquest
of territory beyond Uruk. This value system faltered when Enkidu and Gilgamesh
violated sacred precincts and offended the gods. Enkidu was condemned to die.
Now Gilgamesh became aware of his personal mortality. Never doubting the
validity of an ethic based on strength and authority, he determined to defeat
death. As he began his venture, he paused for refreshments at an ale-house where
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the barmaid commented on the folly of his quest and suggested a different value
system:
Gilgamesh, where are you running?
You won’t find the immortal life you are seeking.
When the gods created humankind
They ordained death for humans
And retained immortality for themselves.
So Gilgamesh, let your belly be full.
Be merry every day and night.
Make each day a day of joy.
Dance, play, by day and by night.
Wear clean clothes.
Let your head be washed and your body bathed with water.
Cherish the little child who grasps your hand.
Let your wife rejoice in your arms
For this is the destiny of mankind...

Gilgamesh ignored her logic. An ethical system that developed out of the recog
nition that one’s lifetime was limited and that proposed that life best be spent
in companionship, love and enjoyment did not coincide with his quest.
Ultimately, he met with his ancestor Utnapishtim who had preserved all life
during the flood and who had, unlike his biblical counterpart Noah, been granted
immortality by the gods. Gilgamesh received instruction concerning the imper
manence of human life and accomplishments and learned that despite his power
as a semi-divine king, he, like all mortals, would die. As compensation, Utnapishtim
directed him to a magic plant that grew at the bottom of the sea which, when
eaten, would make ‘the old man become as the young man’. Gilgamesh obtained
the plant with the rejuvenating power, but decided to delay eating it. As he was
bathing, the plant was consumed by a snake, which explains why the snake sheds
its skin and renews itself while humans are destined to wrinkle and age. Gilgamesh
returned to Uruk to become the great king, a shepherd to his people and the
builder of the ancient walls.
The Gilgamesh legend, which was known throughout the ancient Near East,
presented, in the adventures of the monarch, a commentary on finding meaning
in life. If an ethic that ignored the rights of others or exhausted itself in heroics
failed when performed by a semi-divine king, obviously such an ethic would fail
for ordinary humans. Even the simple, hedonistic, day-by-day joy in living and
loving recommended by the barmaid was rejected. If neither immortality nor the
secret of rejuvenation were available to humans and only the grave lay ahead,
how should one live?
The ethical stance that gave meaning and purpose to Gilgamesh’s life was not
stated but implied. He built the walls of Uruk that provided security for his people.
He refurbished the temples of Anu, the patron god of the city, which would secure
divine blessing for the people, and also those of Ishtar, the goddess of love and
fertility, which would promote amicable relationships and fecundity of crops,
flocks, herds and families. In other words, he lived up to the responsibilities of his
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divinely appointed task to be king in charge of the god’s people and estates. The
ethic that emerges from the story is the familiar work ethic. One fulfils one’s
destiny through service and through fidelity to whatsoever becomes one’s responsi
bility. Each reader was encouraged, implicitly, to build his own walls of Uruk.
The law code of the Semitic King Lipit-Ishtar of the city of Isin, composed
during the early nineteenth century bce . is one of several early royal prescriptions
recovered by archaeologists. The prologues in these codes are alike in that each
ruler declared that he was divinely chosen for office, thereby linking earthly rule
to divine wishes. Lipit-Ishtar claimed to have been selected by the sky god, Anu,
and the wind or storm god, Enlil,
to establish justice in the land, to rectify complaints, to eliminate hostility and armed
insurrection and to bring peace to the Sumerians and Akkadians.

Royal hymns exalt the period of peace. The focus on family law reflected concern
for family values and stability by providing guidelines for the rights of, and the
inheritance of property by, children produced by a legal wife or wives, a female
slave or a harlot. There was no recognition of equality among men or sexes. Some
men and women were affluent estate owners, other were slaves to be bought, sold
or traded although freedom could be earned. Other laws in the damaged text dealt
with business ethics. Lipit-Ishtar appears to have remitted debts, established
business controls to prevent social injustice and to have tried to put ceilings on
accumulated private wealth. In an epilogue, the king boasted that he had elim
inated enmity, rebellion, weeping and lamentations, and had brought righteous
ness and truth to his kingdom.
The most famous Mesopotamian law code, that of Hammurabi of Babylon
(17 2 8 -16 4 6 b c e ) echoes much that appeared in earlier codes. He was divinely
appointed to promote the welfare of his subjects by ensuring justice through the
elimination of evil and the wicked so that the ‘strong might not oppress the weak’.
Justice,*which meant ‘the straight thing’, referred primarily to economic justice
(Saggs, 1962, p. 1 98ff) and many of the laws dealt with property, law suits,
business practice and contracts. Justice was not blindfolded and distinctions were
made between social classes and family members. Personal injuries to members
of the aristocracy called for the lex talionis, an eye for an eye. For injury to freemen
and slaves, fines sufficed and, in the case of injury to a slave, the fine was paid to
the master as recompense for damage to property. Family law established the
primacy of the father. If a member of the aristocracy encountered financial
difficulties, he could sell his wife and children into slavery for a four year period.
A wife acquired without a contract had no legal standing. Rape of a betrothed
virgin of aristocratic standing resulted in the death of the rapist. Women accused
of infidelity were thrown into the river where, it was assumed, the river god would
attest to innocence or guilt.
False accusations were harshly dealth with and to accuse another falsely of
murder resulted in the death penalty for the accuser. Careless or inefficient
behaviour could result in payment for damages but a surgeon who operated with
a bronze lancet on a man of standing and caused his death or opened up his eye32
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socket and caused blindness had his hand cut off. If the operation was successful,
the doctor was paid ten shekels of silver. If the patient was a slave, the physician
replaced a slave for the dead slave and for the loss of a slave’s eye, paid the owner
one-half the value of the slave. If the slave recovered, the physicians received two
shekels of silver. If a man struck the pregnant daughter of a freeman causing her
to miscarry, he paid ten silver shekels for the loss of the fetus. Should his blow
cause the woman to die, the striker’s daughter was killed. Should the woman be
of a lower class or a slave, the killer paid a fine. The laws protected the male over
the female, the aristocrat over the freeman and slave.

ii

Ethics in ancient Egypt

As ethical patterns were developing in Mesopotamia, an ethical emphasis that
both differed from, and at times paralleled, Mesopotamian thought, was emerging
in Egypt. At the heart of the Egyptian ethic was ma’at, a word that signified justice,
balance, the norm, order, truth, what is correct and right action, all of which
were established in the beginning by the gods and were presently guaranteed by
the pharaoh. From the Fifth Dynasty (c. 2450-2300 b c e ) onward, public officials
appointed by the king to deal with legal matters were called ‘priests of ma’at'
(Morenz, 19 73, pp. I2ff). No law codes defining ma'at have been recovered and
the concept appears to have functioned as a basic value providing the foundation
for moral behaviour and judgement. It is clear that there must have been com
monly accepted regulations based on ma'at which could be augmented from time
to time by pharaonic edicts. Justice and truth were not vague concepts, they were
to be spoken and lived. In courts of law, justices were to manifest ma'at in what
they said and in how they determined cases (Morenz, 1973, p. 125). Individual
Egyptians were expected to operate in harmony with ma'at, not in terms of
prescribed legal precepts, but rather broadly and freely, although in later times,
the tendency was to conform to rules (Wilson, 1958).
Ethical norms that sustained ma'at were taught in scribal schools by wise men.
Schoolboy copies of the aphorisms, maxims and advice, some from around 2000
bce , have been found. They stress the importance of following precepts for success
in business, governing, holding administrative and state offices. The reasons given
for adherence to the ethical norms were essentially practical: to ignore them was
to court failure, to violate them was to invite punishment and social disaster
(Larue, 1988, pp. 70-73).
Pupils were encouraged to marry. The basic social unit was the family,
including the father, one or more wives and their children. Incestuous marriages
were accepted as normal. Property was inherited through families and when a
mother died, the father stood to lose because the daughter assumed control of the
property. To keep holdings within the family, it was not uncommon for a father
to marry his daughter or for a brother to marry his sister. There can be no doubt
that many of these unions were formal arrangements, designed purely to protect
property: however, there is some debate as to whether or not such marriages
were ever sexually consummated. The term ‘sister-wife’ is often mentioned in
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inscriptions and it is possible that some incestuous marriages reflect genuine love
and affection between siblings. ‘The gods Osiris and Set married their sisters Isis
and Nephthys respectively, and Osiris begat Horus by Isis and Set begat Anubis
by Nephthys; therefore the marriage of brothers and sisters was sanctioned by the
gods, and there is no doubt that they existed in the earliest times in Egypt’ (Budge,
19 7 7, p. 23). Manchep White points out that ‘To safeguard the purity of succession
it was advisable that the king should procreate as many children as possible within
what is called the forbidden degree. To this end he not infrequently married his
own daughters’ (White, 1970, p. 15).
Regarding non-incestuous marriage, pupils were advised to choose a wife
carefully, to provide her with food, clothing and ornaments to keep her content,
because she was the source of children, in particular sons who would inherit the
father’s office and carry on the family name. The husband was cautioned to avoid
legal disputes with his wife and to avoid other men’s wives. Because of inheritence
laws, women in Egypt enjoyed a status and a freedom denied them elsewhere in
the ancient Near East.
Rebellion against parental authority was discouraged. A son should be humble,
willing to accept counsel, should avoid dishonest or fraudulent acts and develop
good manners. According to the wise vizier, Ptah-hotep (twenty-fifth century
b c e ), filial misbehaviour could be the basis for disowning the son. The wise
teacher, Amen-em-opet, (fourteenth century b c e ) counselled against greed for
power and wealth through theft, fraud or dishonesty in business, urged his
pupils to think before speaking and warned against association with disruptive or
quarrelsome persons. His ideal was the temperate man who performed good deeds
and kindly acts, who did not mock the deformed or the elderly, who would assist
an elderly drunk rather than strike him and who, when reproached by an elder,
accepted the abuse and kept his composure.
Some dimensions of Egyptian ethics are related to their belief in an afterlife.
‘No other nation of the ancient world made so determined an effort to vanquish
death and win eternal life’ (Lichtheim, 19 75, I, p. 119 ). The mode was through
preservation of the body and the use of magic combined with a concept of ethical
judgement. Chapter 125 of ‘The Book of the Dead’ contains a negative confession
in which the deceased recited before a panel of 42 divine judges a list of 42
sins not committed. The crimes included mistreatment of persons or animals,
blasphemy, theft, maligning a servant to his master, causing pain or tears or
suffering, killing another, theft, illicit sex or masturbation, cheating in business,
and so forth. The protest ended with the repeated affirmation ‘I am pure!’ In an
additional statement made in the Hall of Ma’at, the deceased claimed to have
given bread to the hungry, water to the thirsty, clothing to the naked and river
transportation to the man without a boat (Budge, 19 13 , p. 587). Clearly, one of
the most powerful forces motivating adherence to accepted social values was fear
of judgement in the afterlife.
The prohibition of cruelty to animals, which represents an unusual ethical
stance in the ancient world, rests in part on the Egyptian belief that when Ptah,
the creator god of Memphis, brought life into being by his spoken word, all
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creatures were manifestation of the divine. All that was. including the other gods,
were projections of Ptah. Thus. Egyptians could imagine the creatures of the world
welcoming and praising the rising sun as it was reborn each day, just as each
Egyptian would do. Moreover, some gods assumed animal form. For example,
Thoth could be either a baboon or an ibis, the sacred animal of the goddess Bast
was the cat, Tauret was a hippopotamus goddess, Sebek a crocodile and so on.
The list of sacred animals was extensive and included the vulture, hawks,
swallows, turtles, scorpions, serpents, and so forth. Despite the respect and ven
eration given to these creatures (some were mummified), Egyptians did not hesitate
to use them for food, but because the animals were valuable and also because of
the Egyptian veneration of life, humans were expected to treat other creatures
with respect and, in the case of domestic animals, with kindness, for in the afterlife
the treatment of animals would be included in actions to be judged.
Of course there were those who were sceptical of the promise of afterlife.
Entertainment at Egyptian feasts was furnished, in part, by a harpist who encour
aged the guests ‘to surrender themselves to pleasure, because they can have no
certainty that earthly diligence will lead to eternal bliss’ (Wilson, 1958, p.467).
The harpist noted that the pyramidal graves of the divine Pharaohs and their
nobles had been violated, and it was as if they had never existed. He pointed out
that no one ever returned from the grave to assure the living of immortality. Like
the barmaid who counselled Gilgamesh, the harpist advised his audience:
Follow your desires as long as you live:
Put myrrh on your head and wear fine linen...
Don’t hesitate to seek personal pleasures and your own good.
Satisfy your earthly needs as your heart desires
Until your day of mourning comes.

He added that one can’t take one’s goods with one, that mourning and wailing
won’t save one from the grave from which there is no return.
So far as the world outside Egypt was concerned, Egyptian notions of their
own superiority were obvious. Egyptians saw themselves as humans as distinct
from gods and above animals. The term for foreigner suggested a category not up
to the Egyptian category of human, for according to Egyptian thinking foreign
influence was responsible for social breakdown. Foreigners, living in the outlands
away from the bounty of the Nile and the normality of life in Egypt (maat),
were even grouped in some literature together with animals. However, should a
foreigner make his home in Egypt, that person joined the ranks of humans.

iii

Ethics in the Hebrew Scriptures

When the Hebrews entered Canaan, probably in the late thirteenth century b c e ,
the land was controlled by local monarchies that paid tribute to Egypt. According
to biblical legend, the Hebrew kingship, like that of Mesopotamia, was established
in the tenth century b c e through divine choice by the Hebrew god, Yahweh. Saul
was selected and then rejected (1 Sam. 10: 17 -2 5 ; 13: 13 -14 ). David was chosen
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and established the Judean line of rulers (i Sam. 16: i —1 3; 2 Sam. 7: 5 -17 ). The
king was protector of Yahw eh’s kingdom (1 Sam. 8: 20), a shepherd to Yahw eh’s
people (2 Sam. 5: 2; 2 Kings 11 :17 ), a participant in some of the cultic rites
(1 Kings 3: 4, 8: 62, etc.), and in some instances was involved in the judicial
process (2 Sam. 12: 1-6) but was not entirely above the law (2 Sam. 12: 7-14 :
1 Kings 21).
Biblical law echoes motifs found in Mesopotamian legislation. Yahw eh’s rules
were revealed to his chosen vassal, Moses, in a personal encounter on Mount
Sinai (Horeb). The Torah, which represents a compilation of prescriptions - some
borrowed and some original - developed between the tenth and the fifth centuries
b c e . Like Mesopotamian law, it provided an identity for worshippers as a chosen
people bound to their deity in a binding convenantal and legal relationship (Deut.
14:2). Even after the sixth century b c e , when Yahweh was presented as a
universal, rather than a territorial, god, the Jews retained a particularism within
the univeralist expression (Isa., Chs. 40-55). The convenantal sign, circumcision,
was uniquely male, and non-circumcision or any attempt to obscure the sign was
tantamount to abandonment of the covenant (1 Maccabees 1:15).
The aim of the law was sedeq which is usually interpreted as ‘justice’ or
‘righteousness’ and which signifies ‘the right w ay’ or that which is normal. The
Deuteronomist wrote:
Sedeq, sedeq you shall pursue so that you may live and inherit the land which Yahweh,
your god, gives to you. (Deut. 16:20)

Sedeq as expressed in biblical law came in both casuistic (case law) and apodictic
(thou shalt/not) form. When the law was sanctified as holy and adquate for all
time and all generations, it assumed the binding, inflexible form of ‘rule book
ethics’.
The relationship between deity and people was based on a do ut des (I give so
that thou mayest give) principle by which Yahweh promised rich blessings in
proportion to obedience to his rules, which covered everything from acceptable
food, clothing, and sexual practices to offerings and ritual enactments. In other
words, obedience earned rewards, disobedience caused punishment, so that when
an individual or group suffered pain or loss it could be attributed to unethical
behaviour (Deut. 7 :12 -14 : 28).
The cohesive nature of the family produced a concept that has been labelled
‘corporate personality’ (Robinson, 1936). Evil done in one generation could
be punished in another (Deut. 5:9). Thus, an unethical ancestor might escape
punishment and a good descendant might suffer misfortune. This belief, which
reflected a defective sense of individualism, was challenged in Ezekiel where each
person was held responsible for personal evil (Ezek. 18).
The relationship between sin and punishment was challenged in the story of
Job. The hero, a righteous individual who had faithfully observed all the rules,
suffered not because of his or another’s sin but because of a wager made in heaven.
Since Job could not know the reason for his misery and because traditional theories
did not explain his circumstance, questions were implied concerning the proper
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way to live. The answer in Job was that one should unquestionably obey the
revealed rules whether or not the consequences made sense. A different response
was given in Ecclesiastes.
Ecclesiastes echoes themes familiar from Gilgamesh and the songs of the harpist
in Egypt. The author, posing as Solomon, assumed the title Qoheleth (teacher).
His opening cry is that life is meaningless. By virtue of status, wealth and power
(as Solomon), he could indulge his every whim, from participation in the ways of
wisdom to pleasure (wine, women and song), from accumulation of wealth and
investment in building projects to madness and folly. All were void of significance.
Indeed, the fate of humans, whether wise or foolish, good or evil, was perceived to
be no different from that of other living creatures (Eccl. 2: 14 -16 ; 3: 18 -2 1; 7:15;
8;8). The mystery of what life was all about remained hidden (8:17). How then
should one live? Qoheleth recommended acceptance of whatever lot was given to
humans and, like the barmaid in the Gilgamesh legend, advised his pupils:
Go then, eat your bread with enjoyment, and drink your wine with a merry heart, for God
has already approved what you do. Wear white garments and anoint your head with oil.
Enjoy life with the woman you love, all the fleeting days of your meaningless life span,
because that is your lot in life as you toil at your tasks beneath the sun. Whatever your
hand finds to do, do it with your might, for in Sheol (the grave), where you will be going,
there is neither work nor thought nor knowledge nor wisdom. (Eccl. 9: 7-10)

Qoheleth’s ethic suggested a one-day-at-a-time approach to life. Unlike the Egyp
tians, he had no belief in judgement in an afterlife. This life was all there is. The
work ethic remained at the core of his teaching and the significance of the
responsible life with joy in existence was not ignored. Some things are better than
others: wisdom is preferred to stupidity, decency to indecency, life rather than
death, but ultimately, when death comes, whatever one has chosen is meaningless.
Hebrew wisdom teachings (Proverbs) recognized two classes of men: the wise
who adhered to the divine law and who were good citizens, discreet, prudent,
reliable, honest, of gentle speech, humble, conforming, industrious, and impartial
in judgement, and the evil who were stupid and ignored the law. There were two
classes of women: the good who were ideal wives whose major concerns where
the welfare of family and husband and who worked diligently as home managers
and astute business women (Prov. 31: 10 -31). and the evil who were wanton
adventuresses representing the way of folly and disaster (Prov. 7: 6-27; 9: 1 3 18). The reason for following the teaching was practical - one way led to success,
the other to failure and trouble.
Despite the regulation in Exodus 12: 49 ‘You shall have but one law for the
home-born and for the outsider who lives among you’, distinctions were made.
There were citizens and there were slaves, sojourners who passed through the
land and resident aliens, and there were men and there were women. All were
not equal. Social concern was expressed for orphans and widows and sojourners
(Deut. 10: 18 -19 ). Enslaved Hebrews were to be released after six years and
treated generously (Deut. 15: 12 -18 ). Intermarriage with outsiders was forbidden
(Deut. 7: 3-4); Neh. 13: 23-27). Social and political inequities were accepted.
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Familial ethics emphasized the significance of the male family line. There was no
belief in an afterlife and ‘immortality’ consisted in the continuance of identity
through male offspring.
Of course sedeq was ignored by some. Prophetic protests decry the violation of
the rights of the poor and of widows and orphans by the rich and powerful. Micah,
in the eighth century b c e , called upon the people to ‘do justice, to love kindness
and to walk in humility with your God’ (6: 8). The prophetic threat of disaster
made to the nation during that same period might have terrified some but was
ignored and mocked by others (Isa. 28: 14-22).
By the close of the sixth century b c e , the threatened disasters had occurred:
Jerusalem had been destroyed, Jewish leaders and skilled artisans had been taken
to Babylon as exiles, and Cyrus of Persia had, in turn, conquered Babylon. Persian
policy permitted Jewish exiles to return and rebuild the ruined city of Jerusalem
and the temple. In the fifth century b c e , powerful Jewish leaders emerged, includ
ing Ezra and Nehemiah, who sought to establish Jewish identity, not only through
the physical restoration of the city and temple, but also on the basis of a faith
system. During this period, final additions were made to the Torah. This law code,
which comprises the first five books of the Bible, became the basis for a covenantal
ethic, based on a relationship between deity and the people - a relationship
which tradition traced back through Moses to Abraham. Nehemiah’s and Ezra’s
interpretation of this covenant demanded the separation of Jews from all others,
forbade intermarriage between Jews and non-Jews (Neh. 10: 30) and even went
so far as to insist that intermarriages already consummated be dissolved (Ezra 10:
18 -19 ). These two leaders were convinced that intermarriage not only polluted
the purity of Judaism (Neh. 13: 23-26) but violated scriptural prescriptions (Neh.
13: 1-3 ) and provoked divine anger (Ezra 10: 14).
Not everyone agreed with the separationist policy. The author of the book of
Ruth, which was composed in the late fourth century b c e , noted that King David
was descended from a Moabite-Hebrew marriage. The novella Jonah made clear
the concern of the Jewish deity for other people and hence the responsibility of
the Jew for foreigners - even the despised Assyrians (Jonah 4 : 1 1 )
While the struggle concerning separationist ethics was in progress, another
element influenced Jewish thought. It stemmed from the Persian religion of the
prophet Zoroaster and introduced into Judaism the Aryan notion of cosmic
dualism. Zoroastrian theology taught that Ahura Mazda, the all-knowing creator
and sustainer of the world of good, truth, purity, and light was pitted against
Angra Mainyu, the epitome of evil, the lie and darkness. Each human was endowed
with free choice and each could choose whether to follow light or darkness. Within
this bipolarity, Zoroastrianism envisaged history as moving toward an end-time,
a final epoch in which truth and goodness would triumph. In the eschaton, each
human soul now united with its body would approach a Bridge of Separation over
which the righteous would pass to paradise and from which the wicked would be
turned away. Ultimately, both wicked and righteous would be tested by passing
through a stream of molten metal. To the righteous it would be like taking a
warm bath, for the evil it would mean extinction. The eschatological ethics were
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concerned with the problem of theodicy, the righteousness of God. If the deity was
good and righteous and all powerful, how could evil be so prevalent and successful
in the world? The response was that evil was the result of the activity of Angra
Mainyu (who foreshadowed the devil), and although evil seemed to triumph in
this world, balance would be restored in the world to come when right behaviour
would be rewarded and evil punished. The focus was on the individual whose
good behaviour would earn eternal paradise.
These concepts entered into Jewish ethics. They form the central teachings of
the book of Daniel, written about 168 b c e when persecution of the Jews by the
Seleucid Greeks was most intense and vicious (see i Maccabees i; 2 Maccabees
6-7; Josephus, Antiquities XII. v, vi). Daniel provided the Jews with a new answer
to the problem of theodicy: if the righteous suffer on earth despite their goodness
and fidelity to the Law, they will be rewarded in the afterlife. Should evil people
seem to prosper and grow in power and wealth and authority, the pious knew
that in the afterlife they would be punished in proportion to their evil deeds, for
all the power, wealth and authority gained in this life mattered nothing in the
world to come. The righteous knew that the end was at hand, they had only to
hang on to their faith despite persecution, torture and death. Yahweh was an
ethical deity, his regulations represented a positive ethic, and his obedient followers
knew they were living according to the highest ethic, a divinely revealed code of
behaviour.
The book of Daniel symbolized a failure of nerve. The good life, the decent life,
the ethical life was no longer important for the creation of an ethical society. That
was impossible among humans, for evil was dominant and besides, the end was
at hand. Only in the afterlife, when the kingdom of the righteous came into being,
could the full ethical society emerge. To be part of that idealized society, one must
focus on individual righteousness in this life. Whereas Judaism had taught that
ethical behaviour in this life could be recognized as fulfilling the covenant regu
lations and thereby earned rewards in divine blessing for the individual and the
nation, now the emphasis was upon personal reward and punishment.
Some Jewish sects, including the Pharisees and the monks who lived by the
Dead Sea (who are believed to have been Essenes) accepted the eschatological
teachings: it may have been through these sects that this view of the world became
part of Christianity and Christian ethics.
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Indian ethics
PU R U SO T T A M A B IL IM O R IA

Preamble
I t i s often asked: ‘Has there ever been “ ethics” in India?’ Can one meaningfully
speak of “ Indian ethics” ?’ ‘Isn’t the idea of “ ethics” a Western invention - like
anthropology?’ Or, alternatively, does not the Indian mystical and ‘life-denying’
world-view rule out the use of ethics? There is no gainsaying that the Indian
tradition did concern itself with a quest for the ‘morally good life’ and the attendant
principles, laws, rules, etc. that might help achieve this goal. And like their
counterparts elsewhere, Indian thinkers did not shy away from enquiring into the
nature of morality, of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’, ‘good’ and ‘bad’, even if they went no
further than describing or codifying the prevailing ‘ethos’, mores, customs and
habitual traditions - that is to say, giving expression to what in Sanskrit is termed
dharma, meaning, very roughly, the moral and social order.
The questions we began with do, however, point to one difficulty, namely,
that of locating in the Indian tradition the sort of ahistorical, abstract and formal
theorizing in ethics that we have become accustomed to in the West. In India it was
recognized that ethics is the ‘soul’ of the complex spiritual and moral aspirations of
the people, co-mingled with social and political structures forged over a vast period
of time. And this is a recurrent leitmotif in the culture’s profuse wisdom literature,
legends, epics, liturgical texts, legal and political treatises.
As with any other major civilization whose origins lie in antiquity, one can
naturally expect there to be a variety of ethical systems within the Indian tradition.
To cover all of these positions would be an impossible task. Also, to speak of
‘Indian tradition’ is to refer rather loosely to an incredibly diversified collection of
social, cultural, religious and philosophical systems, which have also changed
over time. The present discussion has to be selective and it will be confined to the
Brahmanical-Hindu and Jaina traditions, concluding with a brief look at Gandhian
ethics. (Buddhist ethics, whose Indian career would normally be part of such a
chapter, is discussed in Article 5.) The use of Sanskrit terms is inevitable, in view
of the lack of English equivalents (and vice versa), but they will be explained.

General remarks about early Indian ethics
To start with the most general remark, the early Indian people in their practical
moral judgements, placed on the side of the ‘good’: happiness, health, survival,
progeny, pleasure, calmness, friendship, knowledge and truth: and on the side of
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‘bad’ more or less their opposites or disvalues: misery or suffering, sickness and
injury, death, infertility, pain, anger, enmity, ignorance or error, untruth, etc.
And these are universalized for all sentient beings, for it is thought that the highest
good is possible when the whole world can enjoy the good things the cosmos has
to offer. The highest good, however, is identified with the total harmony of the
cosmic or natural order, characterized as rita: this is the creative purpose that
circumscribes human behaviour. The social and moral order is thus conceived as
a correlate of the natural order. This is the ordered course of things, the truth of
being or reality (sat) and hence the ‘Law’ (Rigveda 1.12 3 : 5.8).
One therefore does that which is consistent with, or which promotes, the good
so perceived, and desists from doing that which produces the bad things or effects,
so that overall the order is not unduly disturbed. One may also attempt to prevent
or overcome the untoward effects of certain actions. An act is therefore right if it
conforms to this general principle, and an act is wrong if it contravenes it, and
hence is anrita (disorder) (Rigveda 10 .8 7.11). Since to do what is right safeguards
the good of all qua rita (the factual order), it is assumed that it is more or less
obligatory to do or perform the right acts (the ‘ought’ or moral order). This
convergence of the cosmic and the moral orders is universally commended in the
all-embracing category of dharma, which becomes more or less the Indian analogue
for ethics.
‘Right’ or rightness is identified with ‘rite’, i.e. it is formalized as ritual, with
varying content. In other words, the obligation derived from a value, say, survival
of the race, becomes the value itself, e.g. sacrifice, regardless of what is offered in
the act. Rite now comes to possess an intrinsic moral worth. But it also assumes
a power all its own, and people are disposed to pursuing rites or rituals for egoistic
ends. One group may claim entitlement and therefore advantage over others as
to the prescribed rites, their content, correct performance, utility, and so on. This
leads to the working out of differential duties and moral codes for the different
groups in the larger social complex. Differentiation is superimposed on the organic
unity of nature and individuals alike.
What counts as ethics, then, although in appearance naturalistic, is largely
normative; the justification usually is that this is the ‘divined’ ordering of things,
and hence there is a tendency also to absolutize the moral law.
That is not, however, to say that genuine issues, concerns and paradoxes of
ethical relevance do not get raised, even if these appear to be couched in religious,
mythical or mythological terms. To give an illustration: scriptures prescribe avoid
ance of flesh; but a priest would wrong the gods if he refuses to partake of a
certain ritual offering involving an animal. With the gods wronged, order can’t be
maintained: which then should he do? (Kane, 1969, I. 1.) Here we are led into
an ethical discussion. What we have sketched above is, admittedly, a sweeping
account that basically covers the very early period (c. 1500-800 b c e ), during
which time the Brahmanical tradition grew and flourished. This also outlines a
broad framework for looking at how moral consciousness, various ethical concepts
and often competing moral schemes develop and become articulated in later
periods, which we may identify as the ‘Hindu’ ethical tradition.
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Brahmanical-Hindu ethics

First we shall make three concrete observations about the Brahmanical society.
1 The Vedas, the canonical collection of texts, is its ultimate authority. There
is no one ‘Supreme Revealer’ who is the source of the scriptures. Their contents
are simply ‘seen’ or ‘heard’ (shruti); and the principles invoked are embodied in
the gods, who are models for human conduct.
2 A particular principle of social ordering is adopted (probably introduced in
India by Aryans around 1500 b c e ), according to which society is organized into
a functional division of four ‘classes’, called varna (literally, ‘colour’). These are,
with their respective tasks:
brahmana (brahmin)
kshalriya
vaishya
shudra

religious, instructional
sovereign, defence
agriculture, economic
menial, labour

Ideally, the sources of power are distributed justly at different places: and also,
differences in function need not entail differences in interests, rights and privileges.
But the outcome in practice appears to be otherwise. A system of subdivisions or
‘castes' (jati) further complicates the class functions, gradually turning them into
a discriminatory institution based on birth. The brahmins profit most from the
system and they hold the power-base. A life-affirming but rigidly authoritarian
morality develops. Because of this, Max Weber judged that the Vedas ‘do not
contain a rational ethic’ (Weber, 1958, pp. 261, 337).
3 Despite the overall ritualistic worldview, the Vedic hymns do praise certain
humanistic virtues and moral ideals, such as truthfulness (satya), giving (dam),
restraint (dama), austerities (tapas), affection and gratitude, fidelity, forgiveness,
non-thieving, non-cheating, giving others their just desert, and avoiding injury
or himsa to all creatures. (Rigveda, 10; vedas, Atharvaveda, 2.8.18-24: cf. Kane,
1969,1.1:4.)
Classical Hindu ethics
Vedic authority becomes normative in the later periods: the Vedas, which now
extend beyond hymns and rituals, are invoked as the source or as symbols
of ethics. Another important institution, ashrama, and two morally significant
concepts, namely, dharma and karma emerge, and these culminate in the ethical
concept of purusharthas (ends), which are all central to classical Hindu ethics, as
we shall now describe.
Ashrama (life-cycle). Life is conceived as progressing through four relative stages
in concentric circles, each with its own codes of conduct. Namely, studentship,
requiring discipline, continence and dedication to the teacher: the householder
stage, entailing marriage, family, and their obligations; the semi-retreat stage,
entailing gradual withdrawal from worldly pursuits and pleasures; and renunci
ation, leading to total withdrawal and contemplation. The last stage marks the
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preparation for final liberation and shedding of egoistic as well as altruistic
tendencies, since the renunciant has to exercise extreme disinterestedness. It also
involves breaking with the customary patterns of family and society and becoming
an autonomous individual.
Dharma (duty). Dharma, as we said, is an all-embracing conception and is perhaps
unique to Indian thought. But the term is also rather diffuse as it has many and
varying meanings, beginning with ‘fixed principles’ in the Vedas and ranging
from ‘ordinance, usage, duty, right, justice, morality, virtue, religion, good works,
function or characteristics’ to ‘norm’, ‘righteousness’, ‘truth’ and much else
(Kane, 1 9 6 9 , 1.i: 1-8). The word is derived from the Sanskrit root dhr, meaning
to form, uphold, support, sustain, or to hold together. It certainly connotes the
idea of that which maintains, gives order and cohesion to any given reality, and
ultimately to nature, society and the individual. As will be noticed, dharma takes
over from the Vedic idea of organic unity (a la rita) and shifts more towards the
human dimension. In this respect it parallels Hegel’s idea of Sittlichkeit (the actual
ethical order that regulates the conduct of the individual, family, civil life, and
state) more than it does Kant’s ideal conception of the Moral Law. Nevertheless,
to a Hindu dharma suggests a ‘form of life’ whose sanction lies beyond individual
and even group or collective preferences.
Law makers brought the notion of dharma more down to earth by devising a
comprehensive system of social and moral regulations for each of the different
groups, subgroups (caste, rulers, etc.) within the Hindu social system, as well as
specifying certain universal duties encumbent on all. Vocational niches, duties,
norms, and even punishments are differently arranged for different groups, and
the roles and requirements also vary in the different life-cycle stages for the different
groups. Thus, while the wife of a ‘twice-born’ (the three higher classes) may take
part in certain Vedic rites, a shudra (toiler) would be risking punishment if he or
she so much as hears the Vedas recited - to say nothing of those who fall outside
the class-caste order, and aliens like us! (Manu, 2.16, 67; 10 .127.)
More often than not though, dharma is invoked as though it were an objective
possibility, when in fact it merely gives an overall form to a system of positive
law, mores and regulations which are cultural imperatives, the contents of which
are determined by various factors, more particularly the voice of tradition, con
vention or custom, and the conscience of the learned. Dharma then provides a
‘frame’ for what is ethically proper or desirable at any one time. What gives
coherence to the conception itself is perhaps its appeal to the need to preserve the
organic unity of being, to ‘make’ justice where justice is due, and to minimize the
burden of karma, if not also to free the individual from its encumbrances. But what
do we understand by the concept of karma?
Karma (action-effect). The basic idea here is that every conscious and volitional
action an individual engages in generates conditions for more than the visible
effect, such that the net effect of an action X may manifest itself at a later time,
or perhaps its traces remain in the ‘unconscious’ and get distributed over another
time. X may combine the residual effect of Y to generate a compounded effect in
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some future moment. And this in turn becomes a determinant of another action,
Z, or a state of affairs pertaining to that particular individual (perhaps even a
collective). The effect of Z might be pleasurable (sukha) or it might be painful and
induce suffering (dukkha), but this is the retribution entailed in the causal network
that is itself an inexorable manifestation of dharma.
Further, the idea of an infinite possibility of action-retribution suggests to the
Indian mind the idea of rebirth, for merit or virtue appears to be in need of being
rewarded, and demerit punished, according to the Law of Karma. Thus merit or
demerit achieved in one lifetime could well continue to determine one’s capacities,
temperament and circumstances in another birth. Hindu thought generally
espouses the idea of a more substantial theory of rebirth, meaning that something
like the ‘soul’ carries with it the latent potential (karma) of all that constitutes the
person. However, some Hindu philosphers, such as Shankara (eighth century c e )
do away with the idea of a permanent self by asserting the identity of the individual
self, atman, with the ultimate reality, Brahman; hence what really transmigrates
is something nearer to an illusory self, which has lost sight of its true identity,
namely its oneness with Brahman.
The linkage of dharma and karma (action-effect) has the following conse
quences: there are no ‘accidents of births’ determining social iniquities: mobility
within one lifetime is excluded; one has one’s dharma, both as endowment and as
a social role (Creel, 1984, p. 4). One either accumulates an improvement in karma
aiming towards a higher, re-birth, or one tries to cut the Gordian knot and opts
to step off, once and for all, the wheel of cyclical existence (samsara). But this is
not achieved as simply as it is willed. Indeed, this freedom is placed as the fourth
and the most difficult of goals in the scheme of the fourfold deontological ends of
purusharthas, literally, ‘things sought by human beings’.
Purushartha (human ends). According to the Hindu view, there are four pursuits
in life which are of intrinsic value, namely: artha, material interests; kama, pleasure
and affective fulfilment; dharma, again, social and individual duties; and moksha,
liberation. They may or may not be continuous with each other, though one goal
might prove to be of instrumental value for achieving another; dharma is often
thought to be of instrumental value in connection with liberation. Thus an
ascending scale might be admitted, and the fixing of the relative status of each
could lead to vigorous debate, as it has in Indian philosophy.
What is significant is that the above conception of human ends provides the
context and criteria for determining the rules, conduct and guidelines in respect
of the institutes of class and life-cycle stages. For an individual will want to strive
towards achieving the best in terms of these ends within the limits of his or her
temperament, circumstances, status and so on. Sometimes it is a question of
balance; at other times it is a question of which interests get priority.
For example, a brahmin in the semi-retreat stage might consider that he has
discharged all his family and social obligations, so that his remaining interest is
to edge towards liberation, by becoming a full-time renunciant. What he should
do and what he should not do in pursuit of this end is left entirely to his own
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determination, for which he relies on his meditative and cognitive insights. His
particular dharma is the correlate of his innate constitution, of which he alone is
the master: thus an inward-attentive praxis is the source of the principles for his
ethic. Here, it may be observed, the gap between intuition and ethics is very nearly
closed over. This is another salient feature of Indian ethics.
Upanishadic ethics
The Upanishads (post 500 b c e ), perhaps the key philosophical texts of the Hindus,
presuppose in principle the authority of the earlier Vedas (while being cynical
regarding Vedic ritualism with its promises for utilitarian returns, such as cows
and progeny), however, develop this alternative scheme with much finesse for a
more universal application. Here metaphysical knowledge is placed above worldly
pursuits. But this scheme also allows for the possibility of, indeed encourages, a
detached and asocial pursuit of spiritual ends removed from the challenges of the
world.
That this tendency develops in the hands of yogis and ascetics, and that it
influences Indian ethical thinking cannot be denied. It appears almost as though
dharma could be dispensed with. As the virtuoso Yajnavalkya, justifying his hasty
decision to leave behind his wealth, home and two wives, puts it: It is not for the
sake of the husband, wife, sons, wealth, gods, Vedas, brahminhood, kshatriyahood,
etc., that these are dear, but for the sake of the Self, all these are the Self, one
knows all in the Self .. . Work cannot increase nor diminish the greatness of
this knowledge (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 5.5.6-7; 4.4.24). Virtue is deemed
necessary for knowledge, and the Socratic dictum, ‘knowledge is virtue’ rings
through here also. The ideal Upanishadic person is expected to overcome emotions,
feelings, inclinations and sentiments in pursuit of a higher, nonetheless selfcentred, ‘calling’. But there are few rules.
It is, however, just for these sorts of reason that there have been charges, from
within and without the tradition, that all we have here is an ethically bankrupt,
quietistic and mystically-grounded morality (Danto, 1972, p. 99). At least this is
what is said of the Vedanta and Yoga systems.
True as this charge might be, there is a list of three comprehensive virtues
extolled in the Upanishads (and familiar to readers of T. S. Eliot) which is worthy
of mention, namely, ‘damyata, datta, dayadhvam', signifying, self-restraint, giving
or self-sacrifice, and compassion. But again, there are no rules other than exemp
lars, and no virtues to worry about after attaining liberation. Still, one moral
ramification of the Upanishadic worldview is that all life, as indeed the whole
world, is to be looked upon as a whole, where the ego sets aside its own narrow
self-interests and even effaces itself.
Smarta ethics
There occur parallel and subsequent developments among the more doctrinaire
and legalistic advocates of the rule of dharma, in what we shall call smarta
(derivative) ethics. The school of Mimamsa champions a rigidly categorical reading
of the scriptural imperatives. The implication is that all duties - religious as well
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as secular - could be divided into those that are optional or prudential and those
that are obligatory, and that all ensuing actions are instrumental towards some
result or end (even if not indicated). But if there is a mandate one does it out of a
sense of obligation. The Mimamsa developed the thorough going hermeneutic of
dharma for which the school is best known, and which proved instructive for later
ethical and legal discourses.
The more populist texts known as Dharmashastras, of which the most relevant
are Manu’s ‘Law Books’ and Kautilya’s treatise on politics, overstress the legalistic
side (Manu, 1975; Kane; 1969). Thus Kautilya (c. 200 c e ) justifies the rigid reign
of the ‘rod’ (danda) wielded by the king on the grounds that unless there are
calculated controls the (natural) law of the small fish being swallowed by the big
fish would prevail. Jurisprudence, ordinances for regulating civil life, and the
governance and security of the state are his chief objectives. But he also highlights
the use of reasoning (anvikshiki) in the study and deliberation on these matters
(Kane, 1969, 1.1:225) Both he and Manu make it mandatory for the king to
attend first to the welfare of the citizens, and they seek to protect the rights and
interests of the individual within a group framework, although not in the most
egalitarian manner. Manu even admits that there are different dharmas in different
epochs, which is suggestive of relativity in ethics (Manu, 1 9 7 5 , 1, 81-86). Manu
decrees some ten virtues, namely contentment, forgiveness, self-restraint, non
anger, non-appropriating, purity, sensual-control, wisdom, self-knowledge, and
truth. Again, these are common to Indian ethics.

The Epics and the Gita
The popular epics of the Ramayana and Mahabharata, through their moving
narratives and anecdotes, explore the struggles, paradoxes and difficulties of
coming to grips with the evolving idea of dharma. The Ramayana, which presents
the heroic Rama and his chaste wife Sita as the paragons of virtue, is somewhat
dogmatic on its stance of ‘righteousness’, while the voluminous Mahabharata is
less sanguine about exactness in matters of duty, as it turns over every conceivable
ethical stance the culture has hitherto known. For instance, the sage Kaushika,
who in the Mahabharata courts censure for his insistence on telling the truth to a
bandit - because it leads to the killing of an innocent man - might well be
acclaimed in the Ramayana for his uncompromising adherence to principle - as
Rama indeed is for giving priority to his father’s promise over his royal and family
obligations.
The Bhagavad Gita, however, which is part of the Mahabharata, appears to be
more decisive in its ethical pronouncements and perhaps for that reason has had
an extraordinary impact on the modern Hindu-Indian mind. The Gita locates
itself in the middle of two opposing traditions: Nivritti (abstinent), the austere path
of anti-action (echoing non-Vedic asceticism), and Pravritti (performative), the
doing of social and moral duties. Each had ethical ramifications for its time and
their respective codes and rules were in competition and conflict.
While the Gita is recognized for the ingenuity with which it raises a host of
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ethical issues (e.g., should I kill my own kin for the sake of regaining my rightful
sovereignty?), its judgements have not satisfied all and sundry. The deep conflict
of traditions is resolved through a synthesis of asceticism and duty in the unique
concept of nishkama karma or disinterested action. What this implies is that one
does not forsake one’s apportioned duties but performs them in complete disregard
of their fruits or consequences. Action is a universal necessity, and the individual
has a ‘right’ (adhikara) only to the performance of the action and not to its fruit
(2.47). The argument is that it is not acting that enslaves, but rather the thought
that one is the cause, the agent and enjoyer of the act; stripped of this linear
causal thinking no action can be binding on the self, which is free to start with.
This disinterested action ethics might look somewhat like Kant’s ethic of ‘duty
for duty’s sake’, or acting from respect for the Law (hence the Categorical Impera
tive), but the precise rational-universalizable formulation of Kant is absent here.
The Gita's motivation is not so much to make the ‘Good Will’ the determinant of
moral actions but to conserve the Brahmanical cultural base (its performative
ideal) while integrating the threatening asocial ethic of ascetic renunciation, and
also accommodating the influence of a nascent devotionalism, with its theistic
orientation. The Gita’s ethics is both formal and material; one must do one’s duty
according to one’s ‘nature’; but this duty is determined by virtue of the individual’s
place in the larger social whole, i.e. by dint of the class he or she finds himself
belonging to. Thus the maxim: better one’s duty (though) imperfect, than another’s
duty well-performed (3.35). As to the specific content of the duty and the criterion
by which its validity is to be judged, the text remains largely obscure. Nonetheless,
the promise of liberation lies in disinterestedly pursued action, and a crude ‘work
ethic’ (karmayoga), rid of egoism, is suggested, which might appear to justify
prescribed ritual activity (sacrifice, austerities and giving) (18.5) and killing alike
(18.8).
But the Gita does not overlook the significant role that a quasi-rational dis
cerning faculty plays in such a process. For this it develops the yogas (paths) of
buddhi or intelligent-willing and jnana or knowledge ('gnosis'). That the ‘will’ could
at once be intelligent and practical (i.e. socially-attuned), making for its moral
autonomy, is itself an interesting idea canvassed here. Apart from these teachings,
truth, continence and non-violence (ahimsa), (16.2; 17 .14 ) as well as ‘welfare of
all’ (lokasamgraha) and ‘desiring the good of every living creature’ are underscored
in the Gita (3.20; 5.25). The Gita’s model of an ethical person, in Krishna’s words,
is one who is:
without hatred of any creature, friendly and compassionate without possessiveness and
self-pride, equable in happiness and unhappiness ... who is dependent on nothing, dis
interested, unworried . .. and who neither hates nor rejoices, does not mourn or hanker,
and relinquishes both good and evil.
(12.13-1 7)

But as to why one should follow these principles, and what one should do if the
consequences of one’s action or duty are detrimental to the interests of another,
the Gita seems to have little to say. (Cf. Rama Rao Pappu, 1988.) Also, if good
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and evil are transcended and the distinction obliterated can there any longer be
an ethic to speak of? (Can we each be like Nietzsche’s Superman?) Modern Indian
reformers, such as Gandhi, have tried to fill in some of the lacunae in the traditional
ethical teachings, symbolized in the Gita. But before that we’ll look at another,
contrasting, Indian ethical system.

ii

Jaina ethics

One of the lesser known ethical traditions of India is that of the Jainas. Jainism,
which is both a philosophical system and a way of life in its own right, was
founded around 500 bce by Mahavira, an ascetic and unorthodox teacher thought
to be a contemporary of the Buddha, to whom he is often compared. Jainism is
decidedly non-theistic, rejecting, like Buddhism, belief in a ‘supremely personal
God’. Very early on a dispute and rift arose over the charge that Jainas had
concerned themselves far too much with individual morality and monastic life.
This gave way to two distinct Jaina sects, the Digambaras (non-clad) and Shvetambaras (white-clad); the latter shifting towards a more pragmatic approach to
lay life in contrast to the strictly austere life continued by the former.
The source of Jaina teachings is identified with a much older ascetic group of
‘great teachers’ (tirthankaras) called Nirgranths. Their teachings were codified and
systematized in canonical texts known as Nigantha pavayana, most of which are
no longer extant (Jaini, 1979, p. 42). The basic philosophic belief of the Jainas is
that every entity in the world has jiva or a sentient principle, whose distinguishing
feature is consciousness along with vital energy and a happy disposition. The idea
is that consciousness is continuous and nothing in the universe is without some
degree of sentiency at varying levels of conscious and apparently unconscious
existence, from its more developed form in adult human beings to invisible
embryonic modes at ‘lower’ animal and plant levels. (Here sentiency is not
determined merely by pain-pleasure responses.)
Each and every sentient principle however, subsists in a contingent relation
to the quantity of karma, which is described as a ‘nonconscious immaterial’ matter
of the most subtle form that determines the relative nature of the being. Activity,
of both volitional and non-volitional kinds, induces karma and by association
conditions the development of the sentient being, resulting in the eventual death
and reembodiment of the particular ‘soul’. If karma can be prevented and exhausted
the bondage could be broken, the cyclical process arrested, and the sentient
principle could grow to its fullest possible realization - a belief Jainism shares with
much of Hindu and Buddhist thought (Jaini. 1979. pp. m - 1 4 ) .
The ethical implication of this ‘spiritual’ worldview is that there has to be a
rigid discipline of renunciation, which entails an individual and a collective mode
of life, dharma, conducive to this principle. A monastic community (samgha) is the
preferred model, although a social life that aims to maximize this principle in a
secular environment is acceptable. The life of a monk, particularly of an arhant,
a philosopher-ascetic, who through his stoic practices has attained a ‘nearomniscient’ state, becomes the normative standard for the layperson, who would
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have to be born as a monk in the next round to attain that glorious final liberation
(moksha) which is the end of Jaina life. Thus the duties of the layperson in civil
life are derived, with due concessions and modifications, from those observed by
the monk in a monastic samgha. But this rules out the possibility of an independent
social ethics, for as with Hindu Yoga, self-culture and personal ‘salvation’ take
priority over all else. Paradoxically, this end is not attainable without the annihil
ation of all self-interest and self-centred desires and inclinations. The sentient
principle in that state is both disinterested and inactive. It goes without saying
that for the Jaina all ethics is perceived by reference to monastic ethics.
The Jaina ethical life becomes almost synonymous with the observance of a
list of vows and austerities, and abstention from useless and untoward activities.
But the Jainas gave no real reasons w hy a certain practice X, e.g. the painful
uprooting of every hair from the body, is deemed essential to an ascetic life, save
to say that hair represents pleasure. So all pleasure is evil, and pain is at least
endurable: which in effect turns classical utilitarianism on its head! The practical
manual of Jaina ethics defines right conduct in terms of the observance of vows
of restraint, progressively geared towards the complete renunciation of the ascetic.
This is their axiological scheme. There are five such ‘vows’, namely, ahimsa, satya,
asteya, brahmacharya, apigraha, which we shall describe briefly.
Ahimsa refers to non-injury or non-harming of sentient beings and is perhaps
the most fundamental concept of Jaina ethics. With its broad understanding of
sentience, Jaina ethics inevitably reflects an uncompromising ‘reverence for all
life’. The restraints comprise rigid dietary habits, such as non-consumption of
meat, alcohol, and foods of certain kinds, and rules against the abuse, ill-treatment,
exploitation, etc. of all ‘breathing, existing, living, sentient creatures’. There are
prohibitions against injurious treatment of animals, such as beating, mutilating,
branding, overloading and deprivation of food and space. Meat-eating is strictly
prohibited on the grounds that this requires killing of animals.
These concerns make the Jainas among the earliest protagonists of ‘animal
liberation’ and they surpassed the Hindus and Buddhists on this moral stance and
in expounding vegetarianism (Jaini, 1979, p. 169). Furthermore, Jainas were so
sensitive to the killing, both intentional and accidental, of living matter that they
would strain water to avoid drinking any creatures that might be in it, brush ants
and insects from the path, and wear masks over the mouth to prevent minute
‘nigodas’ (fungus-like entities) from being inhaled. The logical extreme of this ethic
would be to curtail all movement and starve oneself (to death), as indeed some
Jaina monks did - a sure antidote to eudaimonism! In cases of extreme or terminal
illness, this practice may also be opted for by a Jaina.
One important qualification, however, has to be noted here. While the vow of
ahimsa or non-injury may appear to have been practised on altruistic grounds,
the concern here is as much with the motive of avoiding injury or harm to oneself,
which could occur through any number of actions, not just in acts that lead to
the suffering of others. Thus if one told lies this could be harmful to oneself for it
hinders the development of one’s ‘soul’. Thus a Jaina monk will maintain silence
where lying to the bandit could well save the life of his innocent prey. A layperson,
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however, may be inclined to place the interest of the victim above his or her own
minimally threatened interest. This rather negatively articulated virtue has had
an influence on the wider Indian ethical tradition.
The other vows pertain to being truthful (satya); not appropriating what is
not one’s own (asteya); exercising sexual continence (brahmacharya) - which
legitimizes the institution of marriage for the laity; and non-possessiveness (apigraha), which encourages disinterested dealings in daily life. Fasting, giving alms,
forgiveness, compassion and kindness towards others are some of the positive
virtues that are encouraged. It could be said that the question of ‘rights’ and
interests of others is not raised, except marginally under ahimsa (non-injury), for
the ultimate justification for all ethical practices is that they should raise the moral
stature of the practitioner, not necessarily of others. One even pardons another
for this reason. In the stark absence of other beings, a lonesome Jaina might not
accumulate much meritorious karmal Sometimes monks appeal to adverse social
consequences to explain the evils of the non-observance of vows, but such pru
dential and utilitarian considerations are merely expedient rationalizations rather
than their justification.
It has been claimed, somewhat contentiously, by some modern writers that
virtues such as ahimsa have intrinsic value and that their justification lies in their
being derived, not from objective facts (such as ‘life is dear’), but from some
experience which is self-evident. What is ‘right’ is in harmony with this experience.
Ahimsa, in their example, is an experience related to the occurrence of pain and
suffering among living beings and is universalized for others from one’s own
experience of pain. Ahimsa stands as the ‘good’ to which other values tend (Sogani,
1984, p.243).
Overall, one gets the sense that Jaina ethics strives to be autonomous; it is not
naturalistic but normative, and it admits the possibility of objective values, of
which ahimsa seems to be its most significant and distinctive contribution.

iii

Gandhian ethics

M. K. Gandhi, or Mahatma Gandhi as he is popularly known, is all but forgotten
in India; and yet he, more than most in recent times, has struggled to advance
Indian ethics beyond the pale of its apparently diminishing relevance in a modern,
civilizing, world. Perhaps Gandhi doesn’t have much to offer as an ethical theor
etician. But, it is said, his genius lay in his practical wisdom, especially his ability
to take an idea from a traditional practice or context (e.g. fasting) and apply it to
contemporary issues or situations, whether on dietary matters or in an act of civil
disobedience. For this he would attract criticism from both traditionalists and
modernists alike.
Gandhi led a nationalist struggle against British sovereignty in India, which
sparked off a spate of anti-colonial movements throughout the globe. The way or
means by which he was able to achieve this feat, and how this ties in with the
particular ethics he gave voice to, is particularly significant. That in the process he
also ended up questioning many of the traditional (Hindu) values and customary
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practices, as well as a host of modern (Western) values, though perhaps not
overturning them, is also significant. So, for example, he grew up a vegetarian on
customary Hindu grounds; but after a short lapse he switched his moral jus
tification for vegetarianism to ethical consideration for animals.
Gandhi is a curious mix of the radical and the conservative. For example, he
takes up the cause of civil rights in South Africa, but his struggle does not extend
much beyond rights for the Indian community. Still, he set an example of ‘civil
resistance’ which some Black leaders and their Christian sympathizers of the time
followed. Returning to India, Gandhi is much anguished by the injustices of the
caste, class and religious divisions that had taken deep root in the Indian society.
He becomes a champion of the cause of the ‘untouchables’, whom he gives the
name Harijan (People of the Lord), and he rails against the prejudices and ‘the
evils of the caste system’. It looks as though Gandhi is set to have the entire
structure dismantled.
In the long run, however, Gandhi defends the varna class structure, on the
grounds that it is (i) different from the divisive caste system, (2) a sensible scheme
for demarcation of work, (3) a law of human nature, and hence part of dharma.
What he doesn’t find agreeable is the inordinate privileges one class, especially
the brahmin, has arrogated to itself. Inequality, he thinks, is not an issue in the
design, but it becomes a problem when the structure gets tilted vertically (Gandhi,
1965, pp. 29, 80.) The enigma of dharma oddly places constraints on the otherwise
splendid idea of civil and human rights that Gandhi awakens to rather early in
his career; but it also helps him forge a principle of human action which itself has
buttressed the struggle for rights of one kind or another in different quarters. That
principle is non-violent action or, as Gandhi also called it, ahimsa.
Gandhi first toys with non-co-operation, an idea which he discovers in Tolstoy
and Henry Thoreau, and which is reinforced by his Quaker friends in South
Africa. It underpins the idea of ‘non-resistance’ (or ‘resist not evil’), meaning the
renunciation of all opposition by force, when faced with evil, injustices and
oppression. Gandhi initially calls this ‘passive resistance’; although he modifies
his strategy, and coins a new term, satyagraha (‘truth-force’), which he says better
reflects the Indian basis of this technique. What this implies is that Gandhi, no
longer content with simply ’turning the other cheek’ or just withholding taxes
and obligations, or advocating ‘go slow’, looks for a method by which to bring
the adversary to (1) confront the situation and meet ‘eye-to-eye’ on the issue in
dispute, and (2) redress the evil or wrong without coercing or inflicting injury or
violence onto the other party.
In developing this method, what Gandhi does in effect is to combine three
cardinal notions that had long currency in Hindu, Jaina and Buddhist ethics,
namely, satya, ahimsa, and tapasya. The last of these came up in our discussion of
the austere practices associated with asceticism (tapas, ‘spiritual heat’). For Gandhi
this concept provides a framework for the cultivation of courage, fortitude, stamina
and most importantly disinterestedness (here invoking the Gita), necessary for the
successful deployment of the ensuing technique.
Satya has to do with ‘truth’, but truth in three senses, namely, of being truthful,
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the truth of knowledge and the truth of being or reality. Its original sense is of
course derived from sat, which means the ‘IS’ of existence, the really existent
truth; whether this is identified with Non-being, Brahman, Nirvana, or God is a
matter for philosophy to determine. For Gandhi Truth is God, by which he means
we should continue to strive for truth beyond all human conception, in a spirit of
creative tolerance.
On the practical level, satya means truth as action, or satyagraha, which suggests
the idea of ‘seizing’ or ‘holding firmly to a good cause’; thus satyagraha is a
categorical attitude or ‘force’ by which one holds firmly to, grasps and hangs in
there until truth triumphs in the situation. And this truth-force, he argues, must
meet the needs of society at large beyond the individual’s selfish ends (Gandhi,
1968, 6, pp. I 7 iff).
There lurks in the idea of satyagraha ail the connotations of a force, or exertion,
of pushing oneself, or doggedly putting one’s foot down, and so on. The force
could be a subtly coercive one, or an overtly injurious or violent one. This is where
Gandhi finds the Jaina precept of ahimsa or ‘not causing injury or harm to another
being’ to be most instructive. Of course, we shouldn’t overlook the Buddhist
emphasis on just the same precept. Gandhi acknowledges as much and uses this
negative precept of non-injury to qualify satyagraha so that no hurt or harm
should arise.
But Gandhi does more: he transforms ahimsa into a dynamic condition for a
stratagem that does not stop until the goal of the action is achieved! In other words,
far from a passive ‘do not’ injunction, ahimsa (non-injury), when intertwined with
satyagraha (truth-force), becomes a positive mode of action that raises the intent
of this injunction to a much higher ethical level: it seeks to bring about what is
right in the situation at hand. Further, the interest of the other party is not
compromised, for activists would rather suffer injury or violence on themselves
than have it inflicted on the other; and compassion or ‘love’, as Gandhi calls it, as
well as utter humanity or humility, must accompany the action. This, Gandhi be
lieves, can be universalized to form a principle of disinterested non-violent action.
This principle is then put to use in social and political action, in a civil
disobedience movement, in non-violent freedom and civil rights struggles, some
of which have achieved remarkable results. One can argue whether the application
of this principle in some instances does or does not entail coercion, and whether
this would nullify the principle; or whether the inadvertent violence unleashed in
the process defeats the purpose altogether. The consensus of those who have been
influenced by this principle, such as Martin Luther King, Jr., in leading the struggle
for the rights of Afro-Americans in North America, is that the purpose is never
defeated. This will perhaps go down as the most significant development of Indian
ethics in the twentieth century.

iv

Concluding remarks

What our enquiry shows is that the Indian culture, like any civilization, strives
for ethically right conduct as well as a theoretical understanding of ethics. It may
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not succeed in achieving the goal, or it may lose sight of its goal, or even fail to
reach a stage of clarity in its ethical discourse. But there are some important ideas
and a few principles that emerge; these helped the society to survive, and to
develop, even aesthetically. For us in the modern era, edging towards the twentyfirst century, they may seem inadequate: but they might at least provide some
useful metaphors, or analogues, to engage with our own notions, ideas, theories
and analysis.
Dharma, with its roots in rita or ‘natural order’, can open up a more holistic,
organic and ecologically enlightened perspective as a contrast to the more indi
vidualistic, competitive, nature-subjugating, and technocratic environment in
which we try and think ethics. Karma or ‘action-effect’, and even the Indian
ideas of concentric life-cycles and human ends, may suggest other possibilities of
integrating the disparate and finite features of human life into this organic whole.
And last but not least, the principle of disinterested non-violent action may prove
effective in the continuing struggles towards justice and peace in the world.
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Buddhist ethics
P A D M A S I R I DE S I L V A

i

Introduction

T he Buddha’s personal name was Siddhartha and his family name was Gotama.
His father was the ruler of the kingdom of the Sakyas in North India. As a prince
living in north India during the sixth century b c e , Siddhartha was caught in the
intellectual ferment of the times, of ascetics and seers and philosophers of various
brands, materialists, sceptics, nihilists, determinists and theists. He was also highly
disturbed by the rigidities of caste, by animal sacrifices and by the uncritical
attitudes of rulers regarding these issues. But he was even more disturbed by the
perennial human issues of sickness, anguish and suffering, and the riddle of life
and death. Thus in the young Siddhartha who left the royal palace at the age of
29 to become an ascetic, we find the profile of a rebel as well as a philosopher.
In addition to inquiring into these issues, Siddhartha experimented with
different lifestyles. He immersed himself in the different techniques of meditation
current at the time. He learnt from the teachers of meditation at the time the
practices leading to states of meditative absorption referred to as jhanas. But he
wished to go beyond these current practices and developed a comprehensive
system of meditation, including both the practice of tranquillity meditation to
reach a stage of calmness and the development of insight. The development of
insight was focused on the three important realities of impermanence, suffering
and egolessness. By the practice of meditation, he attained enlightenment at the
age of 35 years, and preached thereafter to his fellow men. For 45 years after his
enlightenment he taught and spoke to all types of men and women, peasants,
carpenters. Brahmins and outcastes, kings and criminals, as well as ascetics and
philosophers. It is these discourses which have been preserved in the Pali canon
and are the primary sources for our study of the ethics of Buddhism.
The teachings of the Buddha were handed down in the form of an oral
tradition, and it was many years later (first century b c e ) that the monks wrote
the discourses in ola leaves. They remained so till during recent times they were
edited and printed by the Pali Text Society. Of these discourses, the group of
discourses called the Vinaya Pitaka deal with the rules of discipline for the monks,
while the Sutta Pitaka contains the basic teachings of the Buddha. A system
atization of the doctrine by later commentators is called the Abhidhamma Pitaka.
Together they are called the three baskets and provide the primary sources for the
study of Buddhism as well as the guidelines for the practical codes of conduct.
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The very early tradition of Buddhism often called Theravada Buddhism took
root in South East Asia, specially in Sri Lanka, Thailand, Burma and Cambodia.
The later traditions. Mahayana (meaning the Greater Vehicle) developed in Nepal.
China, Korea and Japan, while the tradition called the Tantrayana (the Esoteric
Vehicle) emerged in Tibet and Mongolia. The Mahayanist referred to the early
Buddhist tradition as Hinayana (the lesser vehicle). In this article we are concerned
with the common ethical teachings of the Buddha. Some of the differences of
emphasis brought out by the different traditions in relation to ethics will be dealt
with in the final section of this analysis.

ii

Ethical concerns in the Buddhist tradition

When we refer to ‘Buddhist ethics’, we refer to the Buddha’s analysis and insights
into ethical issues, found dispersed over his discourses, as well as the reflections
on ethical issues found in the later traditions. The discourses, however, provide
the common doctrinal core for the analysis of ethical issues from a Buddhist
perspective. Though he did not present a well-knit treatise on philosophical ethics,
the discourses contain theoretical perspectives on major ethical issues. But beyond
the rational scrutiny of ethical issues, he showed an abiding interest in ethics as
a practical concern, a way of life and a well-.defined ethical path towards liberation
from suffering.
While the Buddha often emphasized the social dimensions of ethics, he also
saw it as a personal quest marked by leading a good life, practising virtues
and following meditational exercises. The practice of meditation emphasized the
importance of paying attention to whatever one is doing while doing it, without
the intrusion of distracting thoughts. Developing awareness of this sort laid the
foundation for meditational exercises with specific objects for concentration. The
development of meditation promoted its expansion into daily activities and
enhanced individual morality. Thus in Buddhist ethics there is a close integration
of the ethical as a rational engagement of analysis and argument, as a normative
recommendation of conduct and a way of life, as a social expression and as an
intense personal quest and mode of character development.
To understand how ethical concerns originate in the Buddhist traditions, one
has to focus attention on the Four Noble Truths, which in a sense summarize the
basic message of the Buddha. An understanding of the Four Noble Truths and the
orientation of the Buddhist world-view helps us to place Buddhist ethics in a
proper setting. At the core of the Buddha’s doctrine is the notion of dukkha, a sense
of unsatisfactoriness which lies at the heart of the perilous condition of human
suffering, of physical pain and sickness, psychological conflict, anxiety and anguish
and a deeper feature of the world described as insubstantiality. This latter feature
of insubstantiality is related to the Buddhist doctrine of egolessness and the
doctrine of change and impermanence. What we call an ‘individual’ or ‘I’ is,
according to the Buddha, a combination of physical and psychological factors
which are in constant change. By projecting a sense of ‘permanence’ onto a
process which is in constant flux, man becomes disappointed when he faces
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change, destruction and loss. This complex which we consider as an ‘individual’
is liable to constant suffering, and if we project and anticipate a continuous life of
pleasure and joy in terms of our sense of an individual person, we find it difficult
to accept that we are liable to sickness, grief and suffering. Thus in this manner
the three doctrines of impermanence, suffering and egolessness are interrelated.
The Four Noble Truths, and the Noble Eightfold Path as a component of the Four
Noble Truths, are related to the diagnosis of the human predicament described by
the Pali word dukkha. Reflections on morality and society cannot be severed from
this basic concern.
Some see the notion of dukkha as indicating a pessimistic outlook. Yet the ideal
that the Buddha offers for man in following the ethical system is an ideal of
happiness. While nibbana represents the ideal of ultimate happiness for man as a
moral ideal, the Buddha also offers a qualified notion of happiness for the house
holder who lives a harmonious and righteous life. Just as there are various
expressions of pain, there are also diverse grades of pleasure and well-being. While
the righteous and harmonious life permits the householder to seek wealth by
lawful means, without greed and longing, to get ease and pleasure for him or
herself and do meritorious deeds, the recluse exercises a more stringent control
over desires and wants and is more earnestly committed to the ideal of release
from all suffering (nibbana). Both the life ideals of the householder as well as those
of the recluse are highly critical of the life of pure sensuality devoid of any ethical
constraints. A life of pure pleasure by its inner nature ends up in boredom and
dissonance, and interferes with the healthy functioning of family and community
life. The Buddha condemned pure hedonism on psychological and ethical grounds.
The Buddha was also critical of some materialists who did not believe in an afterlife
and thus supported a hedonistic lifestyle without any moral values.
The Buddha was critical of the w ay of pure sensuality and the way of self
mortification, and considered his own w ay as the middle path. The first Noble
Truth is the truth of suffering, the second deals with the arising of suffering, the
third deals with the cessation of suffering (nibbana), and the fourth with the way
to end suffering (the Noble Eightfold Path). The Noble Eightfold Path has the
following aspects: (i) right understanding; (2) right thought; (3) right speech; (4)
right bodily action; (5) right livelihood; (6) right effort; (7) right mindfulness; (8)
right concentration. An important point about the path is that the items fall under
three divisions: items 3-5 come under ethical conduct (slla), items 6-8 come
under mental training (samadhi), and items 1 and 2 come under wisdom (pahha).
Thus it is a threefold scheme of moral training, consisting of the practice of virtues
and the avoidance of vices, the practice of meditation and the development of
wisdom. It is through the Eightfold Path that one can attain the ultimate moral
ideal of Buddhism.

iii

The moral philosophy of Buddhism

Philosophically, the first prerequisite for a system of ethics, according to the
Buddha, is the notion of free will, secondly the distinction between good and
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bad, and thirdly the notion of causation in relation to moral action. The third
concept, as indicating the good and bad consequences of actions which can
be morally assessed, is also related to a specifically Buddhist notion, survival after
death.
Of these, the most crucial concept necessary for the evaluation of human
action is the notion of kamma, based on the notion of moral causation. The Pali
term kamma is used to refer to volitional acts which are expressed by thought,
speech and bodily action. The oft-quoted statement ‘I call the motive to be the deed’
provides a focus for the evaluation of human action from a moral point of view.
Volitional acts which come within the purview of moral evaluation can be good,
bad or neutral, and could also be of a mixed nature.
When we evaluate an action, we can look at its genesis. If the action has as
its roots greed, hatred and delusion, it is an unwholesome or bad action, and if it
was generated by the opposite roots of liberality, compassionate love and wisdom,
it is a good action. But we have also to see its consequences to others as well as
oneself, as they also play a part in moral evaluation.
The Pali word ‘cetana, usually translated as motive, is a complex term covering
intention and motive as well as the consequences of action dependent on the
motive or intention. According to the law of moral causation, if a person gives
some money to a needy person several consequences follow in the form of
psychological laws: it is a good thought and stabilizes the tendency to repeat such
thoughts, it is a good action, and it is said that the greatest blessing of a good
action is the tendency to repeat it, that it becomes a part of one’s character. This
psychological dimension is believed to extend over several births and to be carried
over to another life.
There is another aspect to the consequences of good and bad actions. According
to the law of moral causation, a person who gives for charity expects to get
something in return, comforts in future life, and a person who steals or is miserly
will be repaid by being subjected to poverty. These are two aspects of the moral
consequences of action. We may describe the first aspect of character-building as
the craftsmanship model of action and the second aspect, which focus on rewards
and punishments, as the judicial model of action.
Another dimension of these two models is that disinterested character-building
may be nibbana-oriented, as it is basically an attempt to rid oneself of greed, hatred
and delusion, and the attempt to accumulate merit is directed towards a better
life in the future. It has been observed by scholars who have gone into the
terminology that ‘good’ and ‘bad’, used in the context of nibbana-oriented action,
may be translated by the words kusala and akusala, and ‘good’ and ‘bad’, when
speaking of the wish for a better existence in the future lives, may be translated
by the terms puhha and papa. If puhha is rendered as merit and papa as de-merit,
a meritorious action paradoxically helps us to collect more fuel for a longer journey
in saipsara (the wheel of existence), while a good action in the form of kusala
shortens our journey and speeds our approach to nibbana.
The Buddha will not limit the evaluation of actions to the narrow concept of
a motive alone, as the act has to be performed, and the manner in which it is
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done and the consequences are important. In this sense this is a consequentialist
or a teleological ethics. (See Article 19, c o n s e q u e n t i a l i s m .)
Within the consequentialist orientation. Buddhist ethics lays very great empha
sis on working towards the material and spiritual welfare of others. The Buddha
himself was described as a person concerned with the well-being and happiness
of mankind. In general, Buddhist ethics has a utilitarian stance, but the Buddhist
utilitarianism is not a hedonistic utilitarianism. (Varieties of utilitarianism are
discussed in Article 20 , u t i l i t y a n d t h e g o o d .) Certainly the Buddha would
be critical of the pursuit of pure sensuality and also of any attempt to reduce human
pleasures to a hedonistic calculus. As one proceeds on the path of meditation, the
jhanas (states of deep meditative absorption) are associated with states of pleasure
and happiness, not of a mundane nature but rather states of joy, zest and rapture.
There are certain refinements in these states which go beyond the pleasures we
normally associate with hedonism (the view that pleasure is or ought to be the
goal of all our actions). Against the background of these jhanic states, concepts
like hedonism and eudaimonism (in which ‘happiness’ plays the role that ‘pleasure’
does in the hedonistic doctrine) used in the context of Western ethics may lose
clear application.
Buddhism may be described as a consequentialist ethic embodying the ideal
of ultimate happiness for the individual, as well as a social ethic with a utilitarian
stance concerned with the material and spiritual well-being of mankind. In keeping
with this stance, Buddhism also has a strong altruistic component, specially
embodied in the four sublime virtues of lovingkindness, compassion, sympathetic
joy and equanimity.
The Buddha also emphasizes the role of duties and obligations in relevant
contexts. The Sigaldvada Sutta discusses the duties and rights of parents and
children, husband and wife, teachers and pupils as well as one’s obligations to
friends and recluses. But what is described here are reciprocal relations of mutual
obligations, rather than any concept of human rights. First, the Buddhist
approach to duties and rights is more a humanistic than a legalistic one. Second,
while considering duties and rights as important, the Buddha never elevated them
into an ethic of duty and obligation as found in Western ethical systems. (See, for
example, Article 18 a n e t h i c o f p r i m a f a c i e d u t i e s .) In ethical systems
emerging in the Judeo-Christian tradition, a breach of duties is tied to the notion
of feeling guilty about wrongdoing. Sin and guilt and worry over past offences are
not concepts that fit into the Buddhist analysis of wrong-doing. In fact it is a
difficult task to find a Pali equivalent in the discourses for notions like guilt in the
context of wrongdoing. In general wrongdoing is described as unskilled action, as
unwholesome, as a defilement etc. In fact, worry7 and restlessness, as well as
unhealthy fears regarding wrongs done, are considered as obstructions to the
leading of a morally good life. Thus while concepts of duty and obligations,
as well as of justice and righteousness, play a part in Buddhist ethics, they
are integrated within the broader humanistic and consequentialist ethics of
Buddhism.
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A Buddhist perspective on the place of knowledge and truth in ethics

In ordinary everyday situations, statements like ‘There is a red book on my table’
can be checked regarding their truth and falsity. But in ethics we get statements
like ‘Killing is wrong’, ‘Stealing is bad’, ‘He did wrong in not going to the
appointment’ and so on. Though these statements are grammatically similar to
the other statement cited above, they appear to lack any cognitive content. Thus
it is said that it is illogical to apply notions like knowledge and truth in the
field of ethics. (For further discussion see Articles 35 and 38, r e a l i s m and
SUBJECTI VI SM. )

Such problems did not disturb the Buddha and there is no explicit discussion
in his discourses of the relationship between facts and values. Yet the Buddha
upheld the relative objectivity of moral utterances as crucial to his system against
the sceptics and the relativists of his time. There is a broad-based naturalistic
stance in Buddhist ethics, and it can be said that certain types of facts are relevant
as support for moral utterances. Thus in Buddhist ethics, there is no relationship
of logical entailment between facts and values, but a relationship of specific kinds
of relevance according to which facts will provide a kind of grounding for values.
But yet from another perspective it appears that a concept like dukkha seems
to lie at the point of intersection between a range of facts and their evaluation. A
word like dukkha is a description of a state of affairs, the nature of the human
predicament, but in the context of the Four Noble Truths, it carries with it the
notion that it has to be known, abandoned and realized. The first Noble Truth
suggests that dukkha has to be realized, the second that it has to be abandoned,
the third that it has to be realized and the fourth that knowledge about dukkha
has to be developed and gradually refined so that it culminates in knowledge of
dukkha. Thus in Buddhist ethics, in one sense facts are relevant for understanding
values, but in another sense some of the central concepts like that of dukkha seem
to lie at the point of intersection between values and facts.
It is also necessary to point out that the Buddha’s use of the notion of ‘fact’
goes beyond its usage in Western ethical reflections. A ‘fact’ for the Buddha can
be found out by the avenues of our normal senses, but he also upholds the
acquaintance with facts through extra-sensory perception. Let us take an example
like ‘Killing is bad’. Killing is considered bad or wrong for several reasons. (1) The
genesis of the action show that it is clearly associated with the effective root of
hatred, sometimes with greed and also with the cognitive root of having wrong
views; (2) It has harmful consequences to oneself and is an obstruction to attaining
nibbana or will have bad consequences in another life; (3) Here and now, it hardens
one’s character in transgressing the ideal of non-injury, makes one develop a
heavy conscience, comes into conflict with other people and can be punished by
the law.
Now, some of the information relevant to the normal utterances may be had
by sensory observation, by self-analysis, by the observation of others, etc. But
certain types of information like the consequences for a future life go beyond our
normal powers. Buddhism also accepts that there are levels of spiritual develop
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ment and that the differences between normal perception and extra-sensory
perception are merely a difference of degree, not of kind.
The Buddha’s notion of facts and the relevance of facts to values is something
which emerged from the nature of the world in which he lived. Sometimes we
convert ordinary usages into excessively difficult riddles by trying to impose a
formal rigour into them. The Buddha himself said that he was neither a tra
ditionalist nor a rational metaphysician who considers that logic can solve all the
problems, but an experimentalist who respects facts as they are found in the
world. But facts to him also have some significance in the light of his doctrine.
That significance is something which emerges from the natures of things and is
not imposed from outside.

v

Buddhism as an ethics of virtues and vices

As an ethics concerned with the moral development of man, Buddhist ethics deal
both with the nature of the evil states which darken the mind, as well as the
wholesome mental states which illumine the mind. The sutta on the Simili of the
Cloth cites sixteen such defilements: greed, covetousness, malevolence, anger,
malice, hypocrisy, spite, envy, stinginess, deceit, treachery, obstinacy, impetuosity,
arrogance, pride and conceit. The most well-known and important analysis is the
tenfold evil actions, which are in turn related to the three roots of evil: killing,
stealing, enjoying sensual pleasures of a wrong nature, false speech, slanderous
speech and frivolous talk, as well as intense greed, malevolence and wrong view.
The Buddha requested people not only to refrain from such evil states, but also
to practise positive moral virtues. Following the analysis of Wallace (Virtues and
Vices, 1978), we can say that the virtues fall into three groups:
1
2
3

virtues of conscientiousness:
veracity, truthfulness and righteousness
virtues of benevolence:
lovingkindness, compassion, sympathetic joy and equanimity
virtues of self-restraint:
self-control, abstinence, contentment, patience, celibacy, chastity, purity

The arrangement of the recommended moral qualities shows that Buddhist
ethics brings into play a wide variety of virtues for the building up of human
character. Some of them are closely welded to the natural feelings humans have
for fellow beings, others apply to the needs of social organization and community
living, and yet others are demanded by the path of moral development and selfrestraint. Virtues and vices also refer to our emotional aspect. In addition to
making a close analysis of the negative emotions like anger, malevolence, lust,
envy and worry, the Buddha gave a central place to the positive and creative
emotional responses which had a great moral relevance, like compassion, gen
erosity and gratitude. His analysis shows that there is a great range and variety
of emotional responses sharpening and expanding our moral sensibility. The link
between moral psychology and ethics is a central feature of the ethics of Buddhism
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and makes it appropriate to consider it as an ethic of virtue. (See Article 21,
VI RTUE THEORY. )

vi

Buddhist social ethics

The social ethics of Buddhism revolve around two important ethical perspectives,
which may be referred to as ‘the ethic of care’ and the ‘ethic of rights’. It is a blend
of the principles of humanistic altruism and the notion of a righteous social, moral
and political order which provide the ethical foundations of society. Though the
ethical path as a path towards liberation is basically a consequentialist ideal, the
social and political ethics of Buddhism has a deontological strand as an ethics of
duty and rights, which is, however, integrated into Buddhist social ethics in its
own way.
The family forms a central unit in Buddhist social ethics. Within the family
there are reciprocal duties that link up all members of the family. This notion of
reciprocity in human relations means that talk of sexual equality and the rights
of men and women is somewhat misplaced. The concept of equality was raised
when the question of admission of women to the order became a practical issue.
Regarding the moral and spiritual excellence of women, there is a well documented
tradition of references in the discourses and the Buddha gave permission to initiate
a separate order of nuns. Within the family it was accepted that a woman brings
stability, care, patience and compassion. While women attained the state of
sainthood (arahat). the concept of a Buddha was limited to men and this became
a point of debate within the later traditions.
In rejecting caste and race the Buddha said that distinctions based on birth
are artificial and the only worthwhile distinctions are based on character. In
admitting people to the order he did not pay any attention to distinctions based
on caste and socio-economic status.
The Buddha also showed concern regarding all forms of life. The Buddhist
concept of society would in a deeper ethical sense include all living beings, not
only those who are human but animals and lower creatures as well. Unlike most
Western systems of ethics, the cultivation of socio-moral virtues covers behaviour
in relation to all living beings.
The Buddha expected the universal monarch to govern justly and impartially.
There are three components of the concept of righteousness; impartiality, just
requital and truthfulness. While impartiality and fair play are emphasized for
kings, their rule is expected to be pervaded by the spirit of benevolence. Above the
social and political order was the Buddhist concept of dharma, the cosmic order
in the universe, and the king had not merely to respect this order but also as the
‘wheel-turning monarch’ to see that this order was reflected in his regime. In
general it may be said that though in the political order the concepts of rights and
fairness are important, the Buddhist social ethics is centred on human relations,
where the ethic of responsibility and the recognition of differences in need play
an important part.
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Buddhist perspectives on practical ethics

If one is to search for the existence of any core moral values in Buddhism, they
are to be found in the five precepts: abstention from killing and hurting living
creatures, abstention from stealing, abstention from wrong indulgence in sensual
pleasures, abstention from lying and abstention from taking intoxicants. These
precepts embody basic requirements for the living of a good life and the estab
lishment of a good community. The respect for life and property, the acceptance
of a lifestyle which rejects excessive, illegitimate and harmful pleasures, truth
fulness and an awareness of the danger of certain social evils like alcoholism and
drug addiction are the basic moral concerns of a Buddhist society.
During the time of the Buddha as well as during later debates, questions
relating to these precepts have been discussed. We shall briefly take two of these
issues, questions concerning the respect for life in relation to animals and the
accumulation of wealth.
Even kings were expected to provide protected territory not only for human
beings but also for beasts of the forests and birds of the air. Deliberate infliction of
torture and hurt to animals and killing were condemned by the Buddha.
There are four topics in the discourses which are relevant to issues pertaining
to the values of life: animal sacrifices, warfare, agriculture and meat-eating. The
Buddha did not hesitate to condemn both the performance of animal sacrifices
and the pleasures of hunting. He also pointed out the futility of warfare. He
prohibited the monks from joining the army and also from digging the ground,
as in this process there was the danger of injuring insect life. But regarding meateating he left it as an open possibility that if one practises compassion one would
be inclined to practise vegetarianism. Also there is a social context where the
Buddha himself and other monks went for their food with the begging bowl and
walked silently through the streets and the marketplace. The Buddha had asked
the monks not to ask for any particular food unless the monk was sick but collect
what was offered. As far as the rules are concerned the monk may accept meat
that is offered for a meal if the monk is convinced that it was not specially killed
and prepared for a monk's meal. Though the Buddha rejects professions like the
selling of armaments and the killing and selling of animals, he did not restrict the
monk’s food, unless it was forbidden because it was poisonous. It is also important
that the Buddha did not want to make eating into a fad or a fetish through which
recluses would seek purification. It appears that vegetarianism is a positive practice
that can emerge through the practice of compassion, but in the context of the
monks collecting the food that was given to them, there was no rule forbidding
them from taking meat under all conditions.
The problem about the accumulation of wealth is of course well understood
in terms of the lifestyles recommended by the Buddha. While the monk lives with
no possessions except the robes and the begging bowl, the layman is encouraged
to contribute to his economic stability. The layman is asked to concentrate on the
production of wealth through skilled and earnest endeavour, and protecting
wealth through savings and living within one’s means. The Buddha condemned
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both miserliness and extravagance and provided the guidelines for contented
living. The layman has a right to property and to accumulate wealth to ensure a
decent existence for his family, but not to develop greed and avarice for wealth.
Also, the idea that the needy should be helped and that wealth should be given
to the have-nots was accepted even by the kings who ruled according to the advice
of the Buddha. Whatever moral values we take in terms of the five precepts, there
was a pragmatism and realism in the Buddha’s outlook, which provide useful
resources for dealing with conflicts between human needs and moral ideals.

viii

Contributions to ethics in the later Buddhist traditions

The later Buddhist traditions of Mahayana, the Tantrayana and Zen Buddhism are
all rooted in the original teachings of the Buddha, and with the Hinayana tradition
share his basic doctrines of egolessness, impermanence and suffering. But their
techniques of communication and points of emphasis took different directions.
In relation to the ethics of Buddhism a central point on which both the
Mahayana and the Tantrayana traditions opened up a fresh line of inquiry was on
the question whether everyone should aspire to be a Buddha or whether one
should be contented with the cessation from suffering by attaining the state
of perfection called the arahant. The Mahayanist felt that instead of attaining
enlightenment as a disciple of the Buddha, everyone should aspire to be a Buddha,
so that one could help others. The Mahayanist felt, like the followers of Tantrayana,
that there was a higher ideal, that of the Bodhisatva, which indicated an infinite
commitment to others and was an expression of the widest limits of altruism. The
Buddha is an enlightened one and a Bodhisatva is one who aspires to be a Buddha.
The different lives of the Bodhisatva are dedicated to the practice of special virtues
like charity, patience, effort, meditation and wisdom. The Bodhisatva attempts to
identify himself with the liberation of others.
The Tantrayana added a strong devotional strand into the religious practices
with an emphasis on symbolism and rituals. As these were associated with esoteric
teachings they do not appear to have any specific contribution to ethics which
differs from the Mahayanist perspective.
The word Zen is an equivalent of the Sanskrit word dhyana meaning meditation.
It emerged from the Chinese soil and was deeply centred on the practice of
meditation. But it was critical of moral codes and rituals which were practised
through the force of convention. When a tradition gets too much stuck in rules,
codes and procedures an intended ‘means’ can become an ‘end’ in itself. Also, the
prolific philosophical and scholastic distinctions which emerged in the Indian
tradition after the Buddha seemed to submerge the deep meditative tradition which
the Buddha initiated. Thus the Zen masters used stories, paradoxes, parables, and
meditational exercises called koans to shock the conventional mind stuck in rules
and procedures. This is a useful perspective for the practice of morality rather
than a theory of ethics, but it does emphasize that the practice of morality is
intrinsically related to the inner transformation of the individual. Thus the Zen
masters come out with the paradox that Zen begins where morality ends.
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Both the early and later traditions of Buddhism continue as living traditions
in different parts of the Eastern world and their impact has spread to the West.
While the ethics of Buddhism influence the daily lives of its adherents, there is a
great admixture of rituals and conventional practices of each culture, which can
both be an aid to the development of the teachings of the Buddha as well as an
obstruction. Thus Buddhism continues to live in the minds of people at different
levels, of routine practice and rituals, intellectual reflection and debate, and a
deeper personal quest rooted in Buddhist meditation.
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Classical Chinese ethics
CHAD HANSEN

T h i s essay focuses on the classical period of Chinese thought (550-200 b c e )

which spawned the main Chinese philosophical positions. We will forgo a com
prehensive treatment of the entire civilization’s history, which includes both a
Buddhist and a neo-Confucian epoch, for a more detailed analysis of the classical
views.
The differences between Chinese and Western ethics are broad and deep. Our
inherited Greek psychology divides the ego into the rational and the emotional.
It explains all human mental processing via belief and desire. Our concept of
morality involves reference to the human faculty of reason. Chinese thinkers view
human action in a different way. They appeal to no such faculty nor to beliefs
and desires as reasons for action.
The Chinese approach is initially more social. Humanity is social. A social dao
(‘w ay’) guides us. Chinese ethical thinkers reflect on how to preserve, transmit or
change this way - the public, guiding discourse. When modern Chinese writers
sought a translation for ‘ethics’, they chose the compound term dao de - ways
and virtues. Dao is public, objective guidance. De (‘virtue’) consists of the char
acter traits, skills, and dispositions induced by exposure to a dao. De is the
physical realization of dao in some part of the human system - a family, a state,
or an individual. We may get virtue either by internalizing a way or it may be
inborn.
Both dao and de encompass more than morality proper. There are ways of
fashion, etiquette, archery, economics, and prudence. Both dao and de can have
negative connotations, e.g. when speaking of the ways of one’s opponents. Most
Chinese writers, however, use dao in speaking of their own system for guid
ing behaviour and most take the social point of view. Translations, as a rule there
fore, treat dao as a definite description. They write ‘The W ay’ when they find dao
in a text. (Classical Chinese has no definite article.) This causes no difficulty
if we remember that the different schools disagreed about which way was the
way.

i

The positive Dao period: Confucius and Mozi

1

Confucius and the conventional Dao

Confucius (55 1-4 7 9 b c e ) was the first and most famous thinker from the classical
period. He alleged, however, that he was merely transmitting a code of social
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conduct - the li (‘ritual’) inherited from ancient sage-kings. The Book of Li makes
up the Confucian dao. Confucius taught his disciples the dao in all the classic texts.
He did not see himself as a philosopher but as a historical scholar. His task was
not justifying or systematizing the code but learning and relaying it.
Confucius’ disciples collected dialogues and exchanges that they remembered
having with Confucius. These make up the aphorisms in the book known as The
Analects. His disciples disagreed about Confucius’ dao. Some focused on li (‘ritual’)
and others on ren (‘humanity’). Ren occurred often and somewhat mysteriously
in The Analects.
Confucius treated the code of ritual as consisting of names and role descriptions.
His pronouncements included no explicitly prescriptive ought-statements. He did
not segment the li into sentence-like rules which generate duties. For Confucius,
the basic role of all language is to guide our acts. We hear, study and learn the
w ay of the sage-kings via transmitted texts, inherited traditions and conventional
strings of words. They used language to regulate behaviour. Their guidance is
still available to us now because they recorded and relayed their words.
We detect the li in explicit written form. Li epitomizes a positive, cultural way
conveyed in literature. Translations of li include ‘ritual’, ‘etiquette’, ‘manners’,
‘ceremonies’ and ‘propriety’. The most general term we might use for li is ‘con
ventions’. Li guide, for example, forms of address, funeral wear, even how to sit
at meals. Confucius’ attachment to li is uncritical. He never raises the Socratic
ethical question, ‘Why follow just these conventional norms?’ Yet he does seem
aware that conventional norms vary in different areas and at different times.
Classical Chinese philosophers expressed their disputes as accounts of i (‘mora
lity’). Translations normally translate / puritanically as ‘righteousness’ or deontologically as ‘duty’. I avoid ‘duty’ since Chinese thinkers do not segment their
systems of guidance into sentential rules. They do not individualize obligations
and duties as we do. Think of i (‘morality’) as the ideally correct social guidance
in language. Confucius thus has a conventional morality (li i) in contrast to Mozi’s
utilitarian morality (li i - a different li character) and Mencius’ intuitive morality
(ren i).
Confucius argued for neither the content of the Book of Ritual nor for its guiding
authority. He fixed instead on an intriguing practical concern. How do we correctly
extract guidance from the language in the text? How do we use the book in
building the human virtues that would result in our following the sages’ intended
way?
Confucius addressed the intellectual problem of interpretation of the guiding
texts. His was a dao of education. The key to communicating a literary dao, he
argued, was to rectify names. (Analects 13:3.) The first step is study - ingest the
content. Confucius had his disciples study the classics. They contained both the
guiding codes and the accepted description of historical models of appropriate
virtue.
We learn to embrace these cultural roles and play them by studying models
in life and literature. We learn to play music or act out our parts from models.
The society must provide us with example of rulers, ministers, fathers, and sons,
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and correctly identify them. Only then can we learn from their interpretations of
their parts. The desire to internalize roles flows from our nature as social beings.
We make ourselves fully human by expanding our repertoire of roles. We show
our excellence by the quality of our interpretation of our parts.
Interpretation of ritual, thus, shares the sense it has when we speak of musical
interpretation. Confucius often pairs yue (‘music’) with li (‘ritual’). Given any piece
of music used as a guide, we may perform it well or badly. We call our performance
an interpretation of the piece. Building good character requires that we interpret
the li in playing our roles. The mysterious concept ren (‘humanity’) guarantees a
correct performance of the guiding dao.
The interpretive ability must be separate from the code which we interpret
and yet closely tied to it. Humanity is an interpretive intuition. We cannot teach
ren by explicit instructions, since we have to interpret those instructions. This
makes it look as if humanity must be inborn. Yet we do get better at interpretation
as we learn and practice. Without this interpretive skill, the ritual code cannot
function correctly.
Thus humanity must be the ability to rectify names. We rectify a name when
we make the right discrimination, apply it to the right setting. Think of the code
as an internalized programme. To execute the programme containing the term X,
we have to discriminate whether this is a case of X or non-X. We must rectify any
term that occurs in the code book. To rectify a name is to see that people use it
of the right objects. Otherwise the code book’s instructions will misdirect people.
Since he regards the tendency to convey and receive a dao as natural, the main
political concern for Confucius is rectifying names. ‘If names are not rectified .. .
affairs cannot be accomplished .. . and the people will not know how to move
hand or foot.’
The ruler rectifies names in appointing people to status positions. Most of the
code’s content directs proper action toward people filling social roles - father,
brother, ruler, minister etc. The names are primarily social, hierarchical roles.
The ruler dubs someone minister. We then all conform in using that title to guide
our behaviour toward the person filling the role. Similarly, Confucius argues, the
political system should identify model fathers and sons. This gives us our link to
the code. It also gives us our models of how to act out the role patterns described
in the ritual code. Without an accepted, shared social pattern of name use, the
code could not guide us.
Plainly, rectifying names requires something beyond the code book itself, since
we must rectify names to use the code book. Ren (‘humanity’) is the intuitive
ability to interpret the li correctly. We may apply ren either in our own action or
in guiding others. Rectifying the use of language requires ren. Without people to
model roles and rulers to recognize and title a fine performance, we cannot relay
the role-based way intended by the sage-kings.
Some passages suggest Confucius pointedly would not teach about this nur
tured interpretive intuition he called ren. He used the term often, but was notori
ously elusive about it. In response to his students’ frustration Confucius twice
hinted without explanation that all the details of his guiding dao had some unifying
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core. 'Confucius said, “ My dao has a single thread” . Zengzi replied, “ I hear you” .
Confucius left. The other asked “ What did he refer to?” Zengzi answered, “ Our
master’s dao is loyalty and reciprocity” .’ (Analects 4:15.) Most Confucians accept
Zengzi’s guess. Confucius himself bequeathed little of his theory of either loyalty
or reciprocity.
Confucius does formulate a negative version of the Golden Rule, ‘What you do
not desire, do not effect on others.’ This may count as a gloss on ‘reciprocity’. In
its simplicity, it conflicts with the elaborate code of li which Confucius usually
stresses. It is implausible that Confucius meant the Golden Rule to replace his rolebased morality - the way Christ repealed ‘the law ’ with his Golden Rule. Still,
such passages suggest that while the code is conventional, interpretation of
the code appeals to more universal, moral considerations. Confucius’ refusal to
elaborate on ren invites speculation that it is a universal moral sense intended to
guide interpretation. The conventional translations - ‘humanity’ or ‘bene
volence’ - suggest a universal utilitarian standard for interpretation. Confucians
would find this result uncomfortable. The orthodoxy treats Confucius as an anti
utilitarian because his most vociferous critic advocated utility.
Apart from pointing to a developed intuition for interpreting, Confucius did
not theorize about abstract axioms of conduct. He bases his explicit normative
system on roles. He does not assign a normative value to persons apart from their
social relationships. All your duties are duties of your station towards other
socially described persons or things. These roles are natural and the family roles
are the core examples. This leads Confucianism to characterize itself as a system
of ‘partial’ or ‘graded’ love. We deal with people qua ‘mother’, ‘neighbour’,
‘mentor’, ‘daughter’. Contrast this with the Kantian respect for individuals as bare
persons or agents. The basis for this special Kantian status of moral respect is the
rationality of moral agents (persons). (See Article 14, k a n t i a n e t h i c s .)
Confucius also exhibits little sense of desert in moral theory. Nor does he
exhibit familiar deontological attitudes such as categorical requirements to tell
the truth or keep promises, to be just or to respect an agent’s autonomy. He
strongly opposes the rule of law. In part he objects to the tendency of punishment
to induce egoism. Confucians also oppose the role-corroding egalitarianism of a
legal code. In place of law, Confucius would have social education - modelling of
name use and role performance, together with a traditional socio-cultural dao set
in the classics. The basis for normative relations among people is social role
relations, not some bare rational agency.
2

Mozi and the utilitarian Dao

Mozi, the first rival philosopher, adopts much of the structure of Confucius’
normative scheme. He too discusses how names in codes guide behaviour rather
than discussing ought sentences. We use a name by making a shi (‘this:right’) or
a fei (‘not this:wrong’) assignment. To know the name is to know to shi what
should have the name and fei what should not. This ability to divide things in
response to language triggers a tendency to treat each discriminant in the proper
way. Still Mozi raises familiar philosophical doubts about the explicit linguistic
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content of the guidance. He asserts that we need an argument for the traditional
content. Why should we regard our specific traditions or customs as i (‘morality’)?
Why regard ren (‘humanity’) as merely an intuitive interpretive ability applied to
a customary dao (‘w ay’)? Any such ability should also guide us to create new moral
codes - to revise social morality. Thus he directly questions the authority of the
ancestral guiding daos.
Customs can be very wrong. (Mozi recites or invents a story of a tribe who
customarily eat their first-born sons. That should shock good Confucians!) So, he
argues, we must have a gauge for selecting among different dao contents. He
proposed utility as the measure. He treated this norm as the standard of shi
(‘this:right’) and fei (‘not this:wrong). Thus it became a model both for ordering
and rectifying the terms in the dao.
Mozi argued that his criterion came from a natural or heavenly will - the
natural preference for benefit over harm. This naturally guiding name pair (benefitharm) becomes the basis for using all other guiding name pairs. If we do not start
from that distinction, Mozi says, we can never be clear on shi-fei. So a correct,
positive dao should contain whatever passages will increase benefit when appro
priately engaged in guiding our behaviour. Mozi is a language utilitarian. We
should use a single criterion to choose both the code we follow and the dis
criminations we make with the terms in that code. We should choose both in
ways that constantly or reliably advance li (‘benefit’) and diminish hai (‘harm’).
Mozi thinks this proposal entails that we should use the phrase ‘universal love’
in public discourse rather than the Confucian ‘partial love’. A dao that includes
frequent use of the phrase partial love will not be constant. It will guide someone
who adopts it to prefer that others have a more universal attitude. {Mozi, Section
1 6.) The question for Chinese ethics is what dao should we instil in people to guide
their de. Partial love doctrines will entail that we ought to instil a universal love
dao. Since it is self-condemning in this way, the Confucian dao is not a constant
dao.
Mozi assumes that we should make both our name assignments and the
patterns of shi-fei judgements uniform throughout society. Thus we should curtail
a host of wasteful orthodox Confucian ritual practices such as elaborate funerals,
expensive concerts and especially aggressive warfare. They waste resources that
could be better used to benefit the people. He condemns Confucians for being able
to separate morality from immorality in small matters, while in large matters,
such as a state’s going to war, they praise the ruler and call him ‘moral’. He likens
it to calling a little bit of white ‘white’ and a lot of white ‘black’. Confucians set a
bad example of moral term use.
Mozi’s way is utilitarian. He does not link his utility to subjective states such
as pleasure, happiness or desire satisfaction. Utility is a matter of objective, material
well-being. In other ways as well, Mozi’s viewpoint is less individualistic than a
typical Western moral theory. His version of the Socratic philosophical question
is social rather than individual. Socrates asks whether he should obey socially
accepted codes. Mozi asks if society should accept or change its public code.
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ii

The anti-language period: Yangzhu, Mencius and Laozi

i

Mencius: innate guidance

Mencius lived after Mohism, the school of Mozi, had become a large school and a
powerful political force. He saw it as a rival to Confucian influence and power.
He bemoaned the spread of the language of Mozi and another consequentialist,
Yangzhu. Mencius takes Yangzhu’s language to embody egoism. Yangzhu used
heaven-nature as his touchstone for guiding conduct. However, he took heaven’s
mandate to be implicit in our natural capacities rather than natural will. Heaven
mandates that I live a fixed time by endowing me at birth with a fixed quantity
of qi (‘breath’). To die before my organically intended death is to go against
heaven’s command. Thus, I must avoid any activity (particularly politics) that
might result in exhausting my qi before heaven wants me to die. Our life is a
command from heaven and self-preservation, therefore a duty.
Mencius absorbed both his opponents’ views about the need for a natural or
heavenly standard to ground the social, conventional dao. He argues, however,
that heaven’s guidance comes as inborn feelings or inclinations to behaviour.
These are neither merely inclinations to egoistic preservation nor even a general
inclination for altruistic benefit. Heaven’s endowment is a fully instinctive morality
in seed form. Each of us is born with genetic inclinations to behaviour. As we
mature, these inclinations grow in strength and sensitivity to the moral setting.
Barring deprivation or distortion from external influences, they will eventually
yield sage-like Confucian moral character. The heart can be thought of as similar
to conscience in Western theories except that the moral discrimination capacity
postulated by Mencius grows in accuracy throughout life.
The inclinations to behaviour make up the xin (‘heart-mind’) - the ruler of
the body. Its role is to guide human behaviour. Mencius identifies four seeds or
hearts which develop into the four primary virtues. The first seed is the human
proclivity Mozi wanted to inculcate. We react out of sympathy for other humans.
That, fully developed, becomes the virtue of humanity. The second is our penchant
to feel shame, which motivates the development of i (‘morality’). The third is our
disposition to show respect and deference toward social superiors. This motivates
conformity to ii. Finally, we have a congenital tendency to discern shi-fei. We
distinguish in action and attitude between something approved in the context (sh i)
and something not approved (fei). This tendency to have pro-con, action-guiding
attitudes grows into practical wisdom, zhi (‘knowledge’).
These seeds, in the normal course of development, generate their associated
virtues. We can impede their normal healthy development, however. Political,
economic and social conditions can interfere with proper maturation of the organic
moral traits. People made desperate by war or economic deprivation will not
develop normal moral character. People influenced by the language of Mozi and
Yangzhu will also fail to develop. They try to force their plant’s growth using
words and language. Both heretics claim a natural basis for their discriminations.
However, each uses a basic distinction (benefit-harm or self-other) to change the
natural inclination to moral guidance. They advocate adopting linguistic practices
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to alter the natural pattern of shi-fei assignments. The seeds, finally, might also
fail to develop because we ourselves do not diligently attend to and encourage
them. If we could erase all these distorting influences, human moral perfection
would be the rule, not the rare exception.
Mencius alleges that their spontaneous origin vindicates the conventional
practices. The burial rituals come about as a natural response. We cannot bear
to see insects and wild animals feasting on a dead parent’s corpse. Thus, indirectly,
heaven commands the funeral ritual via the natural feelings and behavioural
biases in the heart. The attitudes of special affection for family and clan (partial
love) are also natural. Heaven programmes all moral behaviour in us at birth. It
also programmes the ritual code of etiquette and the ability to sort types in guiding
action - the interpretive ability to shi-fei. Any spontaneous sorting is a correct
sorting. A sorting generated by a specific, deliberate criterion can only distort that
natural spontaneous way of sorting.
Mencius thus launched a radical departure from the assumptions Confucius
and Mozi shared. Our motivation to ethical conduct, our character, comes from
nature not nurture. (Although we must cultivate it.) Morality is not a product of
civilization. It is hereditary. It is organic. Fully matured, these seed propensities
culminate in sage-like moral character. Since the motivations are natural, they
are mystically continuous with the entire order of nature. The sage can, therefore,
take the whole world as the subject of his moral concern. Fully ripened, the heart's
organic constitution puts us in harmony with a cosmic moral force - the ‘flood
like’ qi (‘breath’). We simultaneously use and are used by it.
Mencius similarly vindicates the code of li. Since produced by the sage-kings,
that code represents the best imaginable linguistic summary of the correct dao.
But the definitive criterion of moral behaviour is the mind of the sage, not any
code book. (The Mencius, 4A :z) The question in each predicament is ‘What would
a sage do here?’ Each action position is unique. Thus a developed intuition is
preferable to any language-based moral system. Without the intuition, we would
misinterpret the guiding discourse. So Mencius stresses ren and i where Confucius
stressed li.
His opposition to the language of Mozi and Yangzhu becomes an opposition to
language itself. Language is a chief source of distortion of the natural inclinations
to moral behaviour. Mencius makes moral pronouncements freely. He pointedly
avoids formulating a normative theory, however. If you guide yourself with any
contrived moral language you have ‘two bases’ of your behaviour. You both rely
on your moral instincts and try to change them to fit some linguistic blueprint some explicit dao. This can only retard or damage the natural moral instincts.
You can no more force their growth by studying a criterion for discrimination
than you can hurry the growth of rice plants by pulling on them.
2

Laozi: primitive innatism

Mencius was not the only anti-language moral philosopher. Laozi, the mythical
author of the Daode-jing (Tao-te Ching), presents another anti-distinction view.
Both agree that no linguistic guide to behaviour can give constantly adequate
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advice. As Mozi showed, etiquette Confucianism cannot be a constant dao. Without
some interpretive instinct, its guidance is indeterminate and its partial love con
demns itself as a collective guide. And Mozi may be no better off. His appeal to
universal utility may be inconstant too. Mencius argued that a dao based on utility
might not be able to justify appealing publicly to utility. (Mencius i A :i.) Promoting
talk of benefit may not benefit society. Further, even if we accept a certain linguistic
content, as Confucius noted, the interpretive problem still faces us. We need an
extra-linguistic guide to use a linguistic one. We need a moral intuition to interpret
the terms of a guiding code. The code itself can never guarantee constant patterns
of conduct.
The Daode-jing gives an explicit linguistic rationale for its scepticism that any
dao can be constant. No dao can be constant because no ming (‘names’) can be
constant. We can interpret any dao in various ways because the application of any
name contained in a dao requires both an interpretive distinction and preference
induced response. Mozi merely assumed the li-hai (‘benefit-harm’) distinction
provides guidance. It may also be interpreted, and the interpretation would likely
vary in different utilitarian theories. He seemed to ignore something. If social
discourse can modify our preference for our own family, it can modify our
preference for benefit. Furthermore, social discourse can instil different ways to
calculate benefit. Each will generate different courses of action - different daos.
One could even have an anti-benefit dao. Thus benefit is not a constant dao.
Names supply all (linguistic) moral ways with their capacity to guide in the
real world. A name guides discrimination, desires, and action. Learning a name
guides because, when we add it to our vocabulary, we become disposed to make
a socially approved distinction. Our social superiors, our teachers and models,
approve when we discriminate as they would with a given term. This training is
an integral part of our socialization. Our social models train us to choose ways of
acting toward the object named. In a particular context, they teach us to treat
some thing as shi and other things as fei. To learn any name is to learn to shi-fei
with it.
These learned inclinations to select and reject things are conventional or
acquired desires. An internalized linguistic dao translates into a body of inclinations
to classify things. We use the classification in executing our internalized guiding
programme. We select or avoid those things in conduct. Thus language guides
our wei (‘deeming:actions’). Actions based on deeming things to be this or notthis are unnatural, conventional actions. Laozi’s famous slogan, wu-wei (‘avoid
deeming action’) enjoins us to vacate this social, linguistic, conditioning. The
contrasting ideal is spontaneous, natural action. Whenever conventional categ
ories generate the actions, the actions are unnatural. Natural actions, by contrast,
do not require any artefact terms. No one needs to teach us to eat, sleep, or
procreate.
To wei - engage in discriminating behaviours guided by names - interferes
with our natural spontaneity. Laozi’s theory explains Mencius’ criticism of lan
guage-based ways. He also adopts a more realistic view of the range of natural
behaviour. Mencius had assumed that our intuition was potentially rich enough
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to make us sage-kings of a unified moral empire. Laozi’s version of pre-linguistic
inclinations remains strongly optimistic from a Western individualist perspective
but less idealistic than Mencius. He assumes that without language and cultural
accumulation, we would be social enough only to form small farming villages.
We would live in peace because, without language, we would lack curiosity to
interact with the other villages. That natural primitive behaviour is the only chang
(‘constant’) dao. We follow that natural path when we refuse to act by deeming wu-wei.
As we saw with Mozi and Confucius, conflicting ways use the same terms, e.g.
good and bad, beautiful and ugly, high and low. However, they disagree about
how to draw the distinctions in guiding our behaviour. Laozi’s Daode-jing invites
us to contemplate an anti-conventional way. That way reverses all the con
ventional pairs of opposing guiding terms. The dao of reversal reverses valuation.
We normally value dominance, the male, the active, having, benevolence, wisdom,
and clarity. Laozi presents considerations for valuing submissiveness, the female,
the passive, lacking, non-benevolence, and dullness. For each pair of opposite
guiding terms, the text tries to motivate reversing the conventional choice. This
is enough to show that these names do not give constant guidance.
Once we see the inconstancy of social guidance by names or language, what
follows? Here the Daode-jing becomes enigmatic. Confucian interpretations treat
Laozi as recommending his negative way as the constant way. Legalism also treats
the advice as a serious guide, expecially in its political reversal sections. Legalist
writers draw quotations from the text justifying Machiavellian ‘scheming methods’
of government - keeping people ignorant, finding benevolence unnatural.
I recommend a different view of Laozi. He urges, as Mencius does, that we
abandon all language guides to behaviour. The issue between Mencius and Laozi
lies in their view of the content of our genetic mechanisms. On Laozi’s account,
our natural bent, unembellished by culture and language, would only support
society at the level of the agrarian village. Call this primitive Daoism.
We may also take the point of reversing values associated with names to
express pure scepticism. This pairs him with Zhuangzi. Finally, Buddhists read the
text as entailing mystical monism and, like the metaphysics of the Buddha-nature,
justifying stoic resignation. There may be other possibilities. The Daode-jing alleges
simply that no statement of a way can be constantly sound. It could not coherently
tell us what constant, practical conclusion to draw.

iii

The schools of names: formal meta-ethics

The obvious importance of names and language in Chinese ethical doctrines led
to a period of intense analysis of names. Three schools of thought emerged. One
conclusion was that we should reform language along ideal theoretical lines.
Ethical guidance, using names, should be unambiguous to be chang (‘constant’).
This proposal is a formal version of Confucius’ doctrine of rectifying names. It
adopts the slogan of one-name-one-thing.
Another school, the neo-Mohists, noted that natural language does not and
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need not conform to the one-name-one-thing. Our ordinary ways of speaking do
not follow any consistent principle. We ordinarily do think a white horse is a
horse. We also agree that riding a white horse is riding a horse. But sometimes
we do not think doing something to an object under one description is the same
as doing it under another description. We think a thief is a person, but we treat
executions (killing thieves) as different from murders (killing people).
This school thought that we could perfectly well make sense of our language
as long as we based it on what we knew of reality. Given common sense and the
external similarities and differences, we can rest the patterns of name use on an
external, constant reality. This school, an outgrowth of Mozi’s thought, thus
developed a linked theory of linguistic and moral realism. The world provides the
grounds of assertability of our shis and feis.
The third school challenged even this qualified realism. Similarities and differ
ences among things do guide our naming, but we can count and group similarities
in unlimited ways. Reality privileges no constant classification scheme. Reality
cannot settle our disputes about how to draw distinctions. Interpretation of any
dao (‘w ay ’) must capriciously adopt one of a limitless range of perspectives.

iv

Zhuangzi: Daoist relativism

That third position underwrote the Daoism of Zhuangzi. He could no longer follow
the anti-language views of Mencius and Laozi. The realists had shown that any
statement of an anti-language position was incoherent. To say ‘all language
distorts the dao’ was to distort the dao. They had further argued that in any
disagreement about shi-fei one party must be correct.
Zhuangzi reversed Laozi’s Daoism. Do not reject language for natural, spon
taneous action. Instead he dropped the assumption that ‘heavenly’, ‘natural’, or
‘reality’ provides a coherent standpoint for constructing daos. Zhuangzi likened
all the warring schools to ‘pipes of heaven’. Each claims to be expressing the
natural or heavenly point of view. Trivially, each does. They are, as actual points
of view, natural. In their naturalness, however, none is superior to the others. All
the actual points of view about shi-fei are equal from the point of view of heaven
or reality.
Of course, once we take this lofty cosmic view, we must grant the same status
to the points of view of animals. The cosmos assigns no special significance to the
life or death of the human species.
The goal of deriving guidance out of natural make-up fails, Zhuangzi shows.
It always assumes some prior interpretive shi (*this:right’). Consider, for example,
how Mencius tried to get guidance out of the natural qualities of the heart-mind.
He presumes that the heart-mind should rule the other natural inclinations. He
imagines that sage-like taste is thisrright and the fool’s taste in cultivating his
heart-mind is not this:wrong. The whole idea that the heart-mind can be a
distorted standard - the distinction between a natural and deficient development
of the heart-mind - presupposes some standard for developing the heart. It must
be other than appeal to the natural, organic heart. No mature heart-mind yields
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a shi-fei judgement without having accumulated and assumed a prior arbitrary
shi-fei standard of judgement.
Thus Zhuangzi arrives at a sceptical view of guidance by language. We can
show that natural or evaluative distinctions among types are correct only when
we presuppose an evaluative point of view. All assignments of shi are indexical.
What is shi (from one vantage point or intellectual lineage) is fei (from another).
Anyone trying to resolve a difference takes a third point of view. Knowledge
neither reaches all the way down nor all the way out. Our lives do end. To pursue
what has no limit (perfect knowledge) with what has a limit (our lives) is foolish.
Even if we had knowledge, we would not know it. We would not know if we had
found the constant knowledge-ignorance distinction.
So what conclusion would Zhuangzi have us adopt from this non-cognitivist
analysis? (For an account of non-cognitivism in Western ethics, see Article 38,
s u b j e c t i v i s m .) Zhuangzi seems, with some hesitation, to draw three practical
conclusions. First, he extols flexibility and tolerance - openness to other perspec
tives. He seems aware that even this advice also presupposes a point of view - a
point of view on points of view. Once we take Zhuangzi’s perspective, we lose the
motivation to condemn all alternative ways of guiding discourse and behaviour.
Some new way of assigning categories and guiding action, e.g. science, might
turn out to give us amazing powers - like the ability to fly. Being open to new
conceptual schemes is characteristic of youth and flexibility. Being closed and
rigid is characteristic of old age and impending death. Zhuangzi, of course, worries
that our preferring life to death might arise from ignorance.
Second, we can go with ‘the usual’ since it provides the basis for useful co
operation and interchange with others. We could practically, intelligibly require
little more of a point of view or a way. Finally, given any guiding way we ingest even being a butcher - we can hone it to artistic perfection. We can develop any
skill to the point of second nature. We lose ourselves in our practice. When we
have that trained intuition guiding our actions, our inner view is that an external
force evokes and guides the skill. We can make any learned activity into skilled
artistry and create satisfying beauty in practice. Of course to cultivate any such
skill is to ignore others. Perfected at one thing, we are tragically condemned to be
flawed at another.

v

Xunzi: pragmatic Confucianism

Xunzi also learns from the analytic theories of language and sees in their analysis
a way to resurrect Confucianism. As Hui Shi and Zhuangzi have argued, we have
no natural basis for shi-fei distinctions. The only legitimate grounds of correct and
incorrect language are the very conventions from which Mencius and Laozi fled.
Only a fixed social pattern of shi-fei can make the use of names correct. The world
cannot do it alone. Humans are linguistically social animals and the standards of
acceptability are social. Our impulses impel us to adopt, preserve, and transmit
such guiding conventions. Rather than undermine them, any responsible person
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would strive to accord with them. Thus, society should punish those who mis
construe names, make new distinctions, and sow conceptual confusion.
The ancestral Confucian way, based on ritual, is thus the only appropriate
guide to action. Wonderfully intelligent sage-kings wrote it and all the ages have
followed it successfully. To muddle it invites anarchy and disaster in an already
dangerous world. The evidence of history is that the ancestral dao secures human
survival. It works because it coincides with natural human feelings. On the other
hand, it instils orderly feelings and desires. The use of ritual in the state results in
instilling desires in a population. The desires are different for each hierarchical
role. People of higher ranks learn a different set of desires and inclinations. If
people have different desires, then society can distribute scarce resources while
satisfying all desires. If all desire silk, the result will be competition, strife, chaos
and disaster. We instil the desire for silk only in the higher classes. A differentiated
ability to classify and desire will thus encourage widespread satisfaction. Inequality
will lead to equality.
Humans have a natural tendency to make such discriminations and to adopt
conventional, invented moral systems. Mencius’ idealist assumption that nature
disposes us to the specific content is the mistake. People are naturally moral, but
only in the sense that they are natural language users. We have tendencies to
adopt some conventional structure or other. Xunzi still asserts we all have the
abstract capacity to be sages because we can learn any role, together with its
desires. If we could get rid of distorting obsessions, passions and distractions, any
of us could apprehend the right way as the sages did. Still, given the strength of
our other motivations, giving up on historic standards of behaviour would lie
somewhere between imprudent and insane.

vi

The Dark Ages: the end of the Hundred Schools

Xunzi’s most famous disciples became the leaders of a legalist school. It accepted
Xunzi’s language - minus his passion about traditional norms. We do need con
ventional standards of behaviour, but they need not be old conventions. Their
usefulness as conventions does not require a sage-king ancestry. Modern kings
can perfectly well formulate them. A contemporary way will be more realistic.
This view served the First Emperor of Qin particularly well. He succeeded in
conquering China, burying rival scholars, burning books and bringing the exciting
classical period of China to a thundering halt.
That first dynasty lasted barely longer than the First Emperor’s reign.

vii

The continuing impact of classical thought

The Emperors of the later Han Dynasty adopted Confucianism as the official dao
in the midst of the Philosophical Dark Age. Buddhism, imported from India,
introduced elements of a more Western conceptual scheme and dominated early
medieval China. Later as Buddhism declined, a Mencian version of Confucianism
re-emerged. This neo-Confucian orthodoxy divided into disputing interpretive
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factions, but all accepted the orthodoxy of Mencius. They are competing interpret
ations of natural intuitionism in ethics.
The contact with the West has faced the Chinese tradition with its second
barbarian invasion of ideas. Socialism and pragmatism were the most attractive
Western systems to Chinese intellectuals. Mao Zedong, however, liked to compare
himself to the legalist First Emperor as a reformer of tradition. Deng Xiaoping
represents the resurgence of the pragmatic impulse. Whatever dao follows next in
China will show more Western influence, but China is not likely to interpret it via
the ethical scheme of deontological individualism. Chinese reformers may well try
the rule of law, but, like the classical political thinkers, they may always prefer
character inculcation to punishment.
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Jewish ethics
M EN ACH EM KELLN ER

T h e very concept ‘Jewish ethics’ raises a number of problems, some of them

inherent in the notion of any parochial ethic (be it Christian ethics, Navajo ethics,
Marxist ethics, or whatever) and some of them unique to Jewish ethics. But, these
problems aside, there exists a substantial body of literature which by common
consensus is called ‘Jewish ethics’. A separate essay in this volume is devoted to
an analysis of the relation between religion and ethics (see Article 46, h o w c o u l d
e t h i c s d e p e n d o n r e l i g i o n ?); the general problems raised, therefore, by the
notion of Jewish ethics as an example of a religious ethic will not be addressed
here. There remain, however, a number of problems unique to Jewish ethics. This
essay, then, will be divided into two parts. In the first I will describe some of the
problems raised by the notion of Jewish ethics while in the second I will describe
that body of literature ordinarily denoted by the term.
What is Jewish ethics? Answering this question presupposes being able to
answer the antecedent question, ‘What is Judaism?’ This is not so simple a task.
As the old saw has it, ‘Two Jews, three views’. The well-known propensity of Jews
to disagree on matters theological while not definitively excluding each other from
the faith or from the community may reflect the typical Jewish concentration on
matters concrete and practical. This concentration elevates matters of behaviour
(including most emphatically ethical issues) to a centrality of importance which
may be unique among Western monotheistic faiths. Thus, for example, we find
the Talmud quoting God as saying, ‘Would that they [the Jewish people] had
abandoned Me but kept my Torah!’ (T. J. Hagigah, I. 7). This emphasis on how to
behave as opposed to what to believe makes it difficult to define ‘Judaism’ as a
system of beliefs in a simple fashion.
In the contemporary world, for example, Judaism can be defined in both
secular and religious terms. The secular definition can itself be either nationalist
or cultural. The secular nationalist definition can either be Zionist (calling for the
resettlement of the Jews in their ancient homeland) or non-Zionist. The Zionist
definition of Judaism is itself defined in a plethora of ways. Defining Judaism in
religious terms is no simpler today. Four different major movements (Orthodoxy,
Conservatism, Reconstructionism and Reform) each claim to be the normative
interpretation of Judaism. Many of the approaches mentioned here can also be
combined (as, for example, in forms of religious Zionism).
It is immediately evident, then, that no one definition of Jewish ethics is
possible, since there are so many varieties of Judaism. Since, however, we cannot
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possibly hope to settle this issue here we will simply ignore it henceforth. But,
even assuming that we know what the term ‘Jewish’ means in the expression
‘Jewish ethics’, there are still fundamental problems which need clarification.
Judaism is very much a religion oriented towards practical perfection in this
world (a ‘religion of pots and pans’ in the words of its nineteenth-century Prot
estant derogators). This practical orientation finds its concrete expression in the
codified norms of Torah-based behaviour called Halakhah or Jewish law. While
much of Halakhah is given over to what we would today call religious or ritual
law, it encompasses, civil, criminal and moral law as well. The moral component,
however, is not distinguished in any way from the other components of Halakhah
and, at least from within the system, is seen as drawing its authority, as does the
rest of the Torah, from God’s command. Since Halakhah contains an ethical
component it must be asked whether ‘the Jewish tradition recognizes an ethic
independent of Halakhah’ (see Aharon Lichtenstein’s article by this name in
Kellner, 1978). Can there be, that is, significantly Jewish ethical norms not included
in Halakhah?
This is a thorny problem. If Judaism recognizes the existence of two authen
tically Jewish yet independent realms, one of Halakhah and one of ethics, how
do they interrelate? Can Halakhah be corrected on the basis of Jewish ethical
considerations? This possibility is abhorrent to those Jews who maintain that
Halakhah is the unchanging expression of God’s will on earth. Can ethics be
corrected on the basis of halakhic considerations? This possibility would probably
be unacceptable to those Jews who see Halakhah as an expression of an early
stage of God’s dynamic and ongoing revelation. This issue may be rephrased as
follows: if Halakhah and Jewish ethics are both authentically Jewish, is one
superior to the other? If not, what do we do when they conflict? If they never
conflict, in what sense are they different?
And there are yet further problems; if there exists a supra-halakhic Jewish
ethic, what is its relationship to non-Jewish civil law? What is the obligation of
the Jew with respect to imposing that ethic upon or offering it to non-Jews?
More questions arise: if morality must be universally recognizable, then not
only must Jewish ethics apply to all human beings, but it must be available to
them as well. If a supra-halakhic Jewish ethic exists, is it really universally
available, and, if it is, what is specifically Jewish about it?
So much for the problems raised by the notion of Jewish ethics generally. If,
as is often maintained, Jews are like everybody else, only more so, it is appropriate
that the notion of Jewish ethics be as problematic as the notion of religious ethics,
only more so. But since, as the Yiddish expression has it, no-one has ever died
from having an unsolved philosophical problem, we can turn to the second part
of our discussion and describe what in fact has been passing as Jewish ethics all
these many years.
Following the lead of Isaiah Tishby and Joseph Dan we may divide the literature
of what is ordinarily called Jewish ethics into four main categories: biblical,
rabbinic, medieval and modem. Certain recent scholars (such as Israel Efros and
Shubert Spero) have maintained that the (Hebrew) Bible is self-consciously aware
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of a distinct area of human activity parallel to what we call ethics. I do not agree;
while the Bible is surely permeated with ethical concern, it does not see the laws
mandating ethical behaviour as being in any significant sense distinct from its
laws governing civil, criminal, and ritual matters: they all ‘are given from one
Shepherd’ (Eccl. 12: 11). Biblical Hebrew does not even have a word for ‘ethics’
in our sense of the term. The Bible, then, teaches ethics, but not self-consciously
and as such: it is a source of Jewish ethics while not seeing itself, so to speak, as
an ethical text. (On biblical ethics, see also Article 3, a n c i e n t e t h i c s .)
This said, the question remains, what are the ethical teachings of the Bible?
The question presupposes that the Bible is, at least in moral and theological terms,
a single unit. While that assumption may be rejected by historians of the Bible, it
reflects the traditional Jewish approach to the text and will be adopted here.
Perhaps the best-known of the ethical teachings of the Bible is the so-called
‘Ten Commandments’ (‘so-called’ because there are many more than ten specific
commandments in this passage), found in Exodus 20. Of the ten discrete statements
in this text, at least six have direct ethical import: (a) honour thy father and thy
mother: (b) thou shalt not murder; (c) thou shalt not commit adultery: (d) thou
shalt not steal; (e) thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbour;
and (f) thou shalt not covet thy neighbour’s possessions (which include thy
neighbour’s wife, which indicates that the Decalogue is not exactly a monument
to feminist sensibilities). The remaining four (‘I am the Lord thy God . . . ’, that God
alone may be worshipped, that God’s name must not be taken in vain, and the
observance of the Sabbath) relate to matters of theological and ritual importance.
This division of subject matter reflects a division which later rabbis read out of
(or into) the Bible: that between obligations between human individuals and
obligations between human individuals and God.
Much of biblical legislation involves this first group and herein may lie one of
the basic contributions of Judaism to the Western religious tradition: that one
worships God through decent, humane, and moral relations with one’s fellows.
(As the later rabbis were to put it, God is ideally worshipped in three ways: study
of Torah, sacrifice and prayer, and acts of - lovingkindness.) In other words,
whatever morality might be, its basis is in God’s will. God can be no more irrelevant
to morality than he can be for religion. The basis for this demand that God makes
upon his creatures to treat each other properly is the biblical teaching that man
is created in the image of God (Gen. 1 :2 7 ).
Since human beings are created in the image of God, it is obvious that one
achieves the highest possible level of perfection or self-realization by becoming as
similar to God as humanly possible. This is the basis for what may be the single
most important ethical doctrine of the Hebrew Bible, that of imitatio Dei, the
imitation of God (on which, see the essays by Shapiro and Buber in Kellner, 1978).
The biblical doctrine of imitatio Dei finds expression in verses such as the
following: ‘Ye shall be holy, for I the Lord your God am holy’ (Lev. 19: 2); ‘And
now, Israel, what doth the Lord thy God require of thee, but to fear the Lord thy
God, to walk in all His ways, and to love Him, and to serve the Lord thy God with
all thy heart and with all thy soul’ (Deut. 10: 12): and ‘The Lord will establish
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thee for a holy people unto Himself, as He hath sworn unto thee; if thou shalt
keep the commandments of the Lord thy God, and walk in His w ays’ (Deut. 28;
9). For our purposes here, these verses involve two explicit commandments: to be
holy, because God is holy, and to walk in the ways of God. How does one make
oneself holy and thus God-like? The Bible couldn’t be clearer. Leviticus 19: 2 is
an introduction to a list of commandments combining matters moral (honour of
parents, charity, justice, honesty, kindness to the disadvantaged, etc.), ritual
(Sabbath observance, sacrifices, etc.), and theological (not taking the name of the
Lord in vain). One achieves holiness, that is, by obeying God’s commandments,
or, in the words quoted above from Deuteronomy, by walking in his ways.
It should come as no surprise that when Judaism, which so clearly emphasizes
the practical over the metaphysical, introduces a doctrine which seems so clearly
to beg for a metaphysical interpretation, it immediately insists on interpreting it
in practical terms. The imitation of God, that is, is not a metaphysical issue in
Judaism but a practical, moral one. Jews are not commanded (and it must not be
forgotten that the imitation of God, as the verses adduced above clearly show, is
a commandment of the Torah and was so construed by most later authorities)
literally and actually to transcend their normal selves and become in some sense
like God; rather, they are commanded to act in certain ways. It is through the
achievement of practical, moral perfection, that Jews imitate God and thus fulfil
their destiny as individuals created in the image of God.
This point can be made sharper if we contrast the Jewish approach to the
imitation of God to two others, that of Plato and that of Christianity. In the
Theaetetus (176) we find Socrates saying, ‘We ought to fly away from earth to
heaven as quickly as we can; and to fly away is to become like God, as far as this
is possible: and to become like him is to become holy, just, and wise.* Far from
flying away from earth, the Torah calls upon Jews to imitate God here on earth,
through the fulfilment of his commandments. One does not then become like God;
one walks in his ways, i.e. acts in a God-like manner so far as this is possible for
a human being. In Christianity we find an even clearer emphasis on the actual,
literal, and therefore metaphysical interpretation of the imitation of God. The God
of Christianity is so eager to allow human beings to become like him that he
actually performs an act of imitatio humani and incarnates himself in the body of
an actual living breathing human being. The imitation of God is then performed
through an intermediary and becomes imitatio Christi, which finds its expression,
not in the fulfilment of the six hundred and thirteen commandments of the Torah,
but in attitudes of faith and trust, and, before its self-destructiveness became
evident, through the imitation of Christ’s passion. (For a Jewish view of this, see
Buber in Kellner.)
The moral implication of humanity’s having been created in the image of God
underlies both specific laws (such as ‘Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself’
(Lev. 19: 18) - because your neighbour is no less created in the image of God
than you are) and the general universalistic thrust of the Hebrew Bible, something
particularly evident in the classical literary prophets (Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel). It
also lies at the basis of rabbinic discussions of what we would call moral issues.
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I wrote above that the Hebrew Bible is not self-consciously aware of morality
as a distinct religious or intellectual category. This is also true, I would maintain,
of the corpus of rabbinic writings which centres on the Mishnah and those texts
which developed around it. Here, too, we have no separate, distinct text dealing
with ethics in an explicit fashion, and no apparent recognition of ethics as a
department of thought which must be treated independently of other concerns.
This is even true of the well-known Mishnaic tractate Avot, a compilation of
maxims and homilies, many of which embody what we call ethical teachings. The
point of this treatise, as Herford suggests, is to describe the ideal personality of the
Mishnah; it is therefore much more concerned with piety than with ethics.
Even more than the Bible, the vast corpus of rabbinic writings is basically
concerned with one issue: how we ought to live our lives so as to fulfil the
command to make ourselves holy by walking in God’s ways. The rabbinic response
to this was the delineation of a body of detailed law designed to govern every
aspect of our behaviour. That body of law is called ‘Halakhah’ (homiletically if
not etymologically derived from the Hebrew word for ‘the w ay’ - compare the
Chinese concept dao, discussed by Chad Hansen in Article 6, c l a s s i c a l C h i n e s e
e t h i c s - and thus taken as the specification of how one walks in God’s ways)
and includes, but by no means is limited to, moral concerns.
Fully aware, however, that no specification of legal obligations can cover every
moral dilemma, the rabbis of the Mishnah and Talmud rely on a number of broad
spectrum biblical commands such as ‘Righteousness, righteousness, shalt thou
pursue’ (Deut. 1 7: 20) and ‘Thou shalt do what is right and good in the sight of
the Lord’ (Deut. 6: 18) - and on one of their own devising, the obligation to go
beyond the letter of the law in the fulfilment of God’s will - to demand super
erogatory behaviour from the Jews. Such a demand may be justified on the
grounds that one never fully satisfies the obligation to imitate God.
The centrality of the doctrine that human beings are created in the image of
God (the basis, as noted above, for the commandment to imitate God) is emphasized
in the well-known debate between two mishnaic rabbis: Akiba and Ben Azzai.
Their debate centred on the question, ‘W hat is the greatest] maxim of the Torah?’
Rabbi Akiba’s nominee was ‘Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself’ (Lev. 19:
18) while Ben Azzai insisted on ‘This is the book of the generations of man, in the
image of God created He him’ (Gen. 5: 1). (Sifra. VII.4. On this debate, see the
article by Chaim Reines in Kellner, 1982.) The important point for our purposes
here is that there is no actual debate. Both Rabbi Akiba and Ben Azzai agree that
the doctrine of humanity’s having been created in the image of God is the central
teaching of the Torah. Ben Azzai cites the doctrine itself, Akiba, its clearest moral
implication. Given the Jewish tradition’s preference for practice over preaching, it
is no surprise that in the popular Jewish mind, at least, Rabbi Akiba is thought
to have won the argument.
This emphasis on the respect for others based on their having been created in
the image of God also finds expression in what may be the best-known rabbinic
moral teaching, Hillel’s so-called ‘Golden Rule’. When a non-Jew asked Hillel to
teach him the entire Torah while he (the non-Jew) stood on one foot, Hillel
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replied, ‘What you dislike don’t do to others; that is the whole Torah. The rest is
commentary. Go and learn.’ (B.T. Shabbat 31a). It is perhaps only a personal
idiosyncrasy (I don’t like to be nagged) but I like to think that Hillel’s formulation
of this principle is superior to that of a well-known contemporary of his who
phrased the same idea in positive terms (‘Do unto others as you would have them
do unto you’) since I think that one can show no higher respect to one’s fellows
than to leave them alone if their behaviour harms no-one.
In sum, despite the importance of moral teachings in the Bible and Talmud,
these texts know of no self-consciously worked-out moral system; they are not
even aware of ethics as a distinct religious, intellectual, or human category. It is
only in the Middle Ages, under the apparent impress of Greek categories of thought
as mediated through Islam, that we first find a distinct corpus of Jewish literature
self-consciously and explicitly devoted to ethics. The form may have been essen
tially Greek; the concern with right behaviour is obviously not new. What is new
is the composition of texts which deal with moral behaviour outside of the strict
context of Torah and Halakhah.
The literature of this period has been divided by Tishby and Dan into four
categories: philosophic, rabbinic, pietistic, and kabbalistic. In terms of literary
genre we find ethics being taught in philosophical or mystical texts, sermons,
homilies, wills and letters, stories and fables, poetry, commentaries on Bible and
Mishnah, and in manuals of ethical behaviour.
Turning to the first of the four categories of medieval Jewish ethical literature,
it would seem that the basic issue which underlay discussions of ethics among
medieval Jewish philosophers had to do with the nature of God: the importance one
attaches to ethical behaviour (the vita activa as over against the vita contemplativa)
depends upon one’s assessment of human nature. Since Judaism teaches that
human beings are created in the image of God and reach their most perfect selfrealization through the imitation of God, it follows that our estimation of human
nature depends to a great extent upon our estimation of divine nature. If God is
construed as essentially active, then we should find our perfection in activity and
ethics becomes a very important department of human endeavour; if, on the other
hand, God is essentially contemplative, then we should find our perfection in
contemplation and ethics plays a correspondingly less important role in our lives,
often being seen as a propaedeutic to intellectual (contemplative) perfection.
The issue is highlighted in the work of the most important of the medieval
Jewish philosophers, Moses Maimonides (113 8 -12 0 4 ). In a semi-popular work.
‘Laws of Character Traits’, Maimonides presented a slightly modified version of
Aristotle’s doctrine of the ‘Golden Mean’ as the ethical teaching of Judaism. In his
philosophic work, Guide for the Perplexed, however, he seems to advance a purely
intellectualist interpretation of Judaism, reducing ethical (and, concomitantly,
halakhic) perfection to the level of a necessary propaedeutic for the achievement
of intellectual perfection. At the very end of the book, however, the moral, practical
orientation of Judaism wins out and Maimonides informs his reader that the truest
perfection involves the imitation of God’s lovingkindness, justice, and righteous
ness after having achieved the highest achievable level of intellectual perfection.
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Maimonides the philosopher, one might say, urges us to imitate God through
metaphysical speculation; Maimonides the rabbi cannot leave it at that and insists
that such imitation have practical impact on our lives in the community.
Perhaps in response to the ethical writings of medieval Jewish philosophers
(on which see the Introduction to Kellner, 1978) writers rooted deeply and often
exclusively in the rabbinic tradition began writing ethical treatises based entirely
on mishnaic and talmudic texts, in an attempt to prove that these texts provided
all that one needed in order to produce a complete ethical system. Accepting the
rabbinic injunction to turn and turn in the Torah ‘because everything is included
in it’ (Avot, V. 25), they felt that there was no need to turn to Aristotle for
instruction in either the form or content of ethics. Rather, all one need do is search
through the Torah and the rabbinic compilations. Rabbinic ethics is not a uniquely
medieval phenomenon and works continue to be written to this day in this
framework. A whole movement, which started in the last century and which has
about it remarkable elements of modernity, the so-called ‘Mussar Movement’ (on
which see Hillel Goldberg) is perhaps best understood as a version of medieval
rabbinic ethics.
Pietistic ethical literature is associated with a circle of Jewish mystics and
pietists called Hasidei Ashkenaz, who were active in twelfth- and thirteenth-century
Germany. This literature, by and large, is concerned with specific problems and
actual situations, rather than with the search for general principles. It is marked
by deep piety, by superstitious elements typical of Jewish folk as opposed to elite
religion, and by an emphasis on the effort involved in the performance of a moral
or religious action: the greater the difficulty in performing an action, the more
praiseworthy it is. This idea, and the parallel notion that the pietist (hasid) is
marked by his adherence to the ‘law of Heaven’, which is stricter and more
demanding than the ‘law of the Torah’ to which all others must adhere, may not
have been totally unprecedented in Judaism, but were surely given new emphasis
by the Hasidei Ashkenaz. This call for supererogatory ethical behaviour had great
influence on subsequent developments in European Jewry.
One of the most striking intellectual developments in the history of medieval
Judaism was the rise and spread of a Jewish mystical movement called Kabbalah
(on which see Scholem, 1946, and Moshe Idel, 1988). A Kabbalistic idea which
had important influence on Jewish ethics was the notion that religious actions
can have a profound impact on the very structure of the universe. This, of course,
makes sense in the context of a world-view which sees the physical and the
spiritual in a constant state of active interpenetration. On this understanding there
is no problem with maintaining that a definite interdependence can exist between
the deeds of human beings and developments in the world.
Not until 1789 in Europe and much later in the Muslim world were Jews
allowed, to all intents and purposes, fully to take part in the cultures of the societies
around them. When such participation was made possible, the Jews dove in
enthusiastically. This openness to and involvement in the broader culture is one
of the crucial distinguishing marks of modern as opposed to medieval Judaism. A
second distinguishing mark of modern Judaism is the way in which it has become
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fractured into many competing movements, trends, and even, perhaps, denomi
nations. Judaism today, therefore, is distinguished from medieval Judaism by
virtue of its being open to the entire problematic of modernity, and in that it no
longer speaks with one voice (or with many different but still essentially har
monious voices, for those who insist that Judaism was always marked by plural
ism) in its attempt to answer that complex of problems.
This situation is particularly clear in the case of ethics. One can find Jewish
thinkers who maintain that Jewish ethics is essentially autonomous in the Kantian
sense and others who glory in the fact that it is, was, and should be absolutely
heteronomous (see Article 14, k a n t i a n e t h i c s ). Every possible position on the
question of the relation between ethics and Halakhah is forcefully maintained by
different thinkers as being the authoritative position of the Jewish tradition. On a
more concrete level, you have rabbis who can boast of impressive credentials as
experts in the fields of Jewish law and ethics testifying before congressional
committees studying the question of abortion and presenting diametrically opposed
positions on the Jewish attitude towards abortion. (On all these matters see the
essays in Kellner, 1978, and S. Daniel Breslauer’s important annotated biblio
graphies.)
Jews and Judaism are not, of course, unique in this respect. They are like
everyone else, only more so. The fractured Jewish response to the problems posed
by the modern world is as much a reflection of the nature of modernity as it is a
reflection of the nature of Judaism.
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Christian ethics
R O N A LD PR ESTO N

C h r is t ia n ethics can most simply be differentiated as the way of life appropriate
to those who accept the Christian faith. However, in the course of nearly two
thousand years Christianity has become a worldwide protean phenomenon. There
fore there are many points of view from which Christian ethics could be analysed,
and many ways in which its history could be charted. This account is written by
one who can reasonably be said to be in the mainstream of Christianity, as it has
been historically expressed. So the plan of this article is to begin with an overall
view of the phenomenon of Christian ethics, then to deal with its foundation in
New Testament times in the ministry of Jesus and the interpreter of Jesus of whom
we have most evidence, St Paul, and conclude with a brief mention of criticisms
of Christian ethics made in recent years.

i

A survey of Christian faith and ethics

The Christian faith, as its name implies, is specifically related to Jesus Christ. It
can be said to rest on two presuppositions. The first is the reality of God. But when
the question is raised, what sort of God? (since there have been many and diverse
gods in human history), the second presupposition is that God is as disclosed in
the ministry of Jesus Christ. This has become a single name in common usage,
though the term Christ is rooted in the Jewish faith within which he lived. It refers
to an expected Deliverer who would be sent by God to put the world to rights.
The earliest Christians were those Jews who believed that this had indeed happened
in the ministry of Jesus.
The Jewish faith is a strongly ethical one, quite unlike the various mystery
religions which were current in the Roman Empire at the time of Jesus. So it is
no surprise that the Christian faith is also strongly ethical. Its sources are found
first of all in the Bible. The Old Testament is seen as preparing for and being
fulfilled (though also in many respects negated) by the ministry of Jesus; the New
Testament is seen as a witness to the life, death, and triumph over death of Jesus,
and to the new community, or People of God, which came into existence as a
result of his ministry. Experiences after his death led the closest disciples to worship
God through him, an extraordinary thing for strictly monotheistic Jews to do; and
that is why the Christian church commonly ends prayers with the phrase ‘through
Jesus Christ our Lord’. However, even the term ‘resurrection’ which the Christians
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used to interpret Jesus’ triumph over death is drawn from the vocabulary of
Judaism in the last few centuries b c e .
Initially the traditions about Jesus were transmitted to and within the new
Christian congregations by word of mouth, and in ways relevant to their situation.
Later they were incorporated into the four gospels, each author having his own
theological stance. Mark is the earliest, about forty years after Jesus’ death. Prior
to that we have letters from St Paul to various churches, several of which he
founded. These cover both his basic understanding of Christian faith and ethics,
and his answers to specific ethical problems which had arisen in the life of these
young churches.
It took three or four centuries before it became quite clear which books would
be regarded by the Church as included in the Canon (or Rule) of Scripture, and
thus in the Bible as we know it. So the sources of Christian ethics also include the
tradition of ethical reflection in the community of the Church down the centuries
as it was brought to bear on the changing situations it faced. And the data
themselves of these problems became another source of Christian ethics. Under
lying all is the conscience (or power of reasoning on ethical questions) which
Christians share with all human beings.
The questions which had to be raised ranged from the intimately personal to
the complexities of economic and political life, including those of war and peace.
A classic typology of five characteristic attitudes to the whole realm of human
culture which continually appear in Christian history is that of Richard Niebuhr
(Christ and Culture, 19 5 1). These are (1) Christ against culture, a kind of other
worldly pietism; (2) the Christ of culture, a Christianity which casts a gospel glow
over the existing order and hardly challenges it; (3) Christ and culture in paradox,
which makes a sharp separation between God’s kindly rule in the Church and his
stern rule (for the sake of order) in public life; (4) Christ above culture, meaning
a triumphalist church which seeks control over public life; (5) Christ transforming
culture, a leaven in the lump of personal and public life which allows for a
legitimate autonomy of secular disciplines and seeks to influence but not necessarily
to control institutions. All five positions refer back to the same biblical material,
showing how important is the way it is decided to move from the Bible to the
modern world. These five types have usually not been exemplified in totally pure
ways; they are what the sociologist Max Weber called ‘ideal types’, in which an
attempt is made to distil the distinctive elements and different tendencies in each.
But it is suggested that since they have reappeared so constantly in Christian
history each is likely to have some basic cogency. For instance the Christ against
culture type speaks powerfully when Christians find themselves against hostile
and oppressive governments; or perhaps a small minority in a particularly alien
environment. However, this is not to say that all five are equally plausible. All of
them originally developed against the background of a social order relatively
stable compared to that which the world has known since the scientific and
technological changes which we call the Industrial Revolution. This has produced
a new kind of civilization, and one involving rapid social change over almost the
whole world. Today the fifth type, Christ transforming culture, seems to be much
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the most cogent, and more so than in the days of St Augustine and Calvin whom
Richard Niebuhr finds to be two of the most notable examples of it.
This typology illustrates the protean nature of Christianity. Beginning as a
reform movement, associated with a charismatic figure in the Jewish countryside,
it rapidly became a predominantly urban movement as it spread along the great
road routes of the Roman Empire. The direct Jewish influence soon ceased (par
ticularly after the fall of Jerusalem to Rome in 70 c e ), and that of the pervasive
Hellenistic culture increased, with its legacy of Greek philosophy and ethics. After
the fall of Rome itself four centuries later, Christianity became heir to the rickety
Roman Empire, and in due course embodied itself closely in the institutions of one
civilization, that of Europe and its later offshoots in the ‘new world’. Christianity
has now spread globally and this presents it with new doctrinal and ethical issues.
Living through these changes, Christianity has split into five broad confessional
traditions, each of which has achieved a certain stability and each with a doctrinal
and ethical style of its own. (1) The Orthodox, primarily in eastern Europe and
Russia; (2) the Roman Catholic, by far the most numerous; (3) the Lutheran; (4)
the Calvinist or Reformed, met with in the English-speaking world in the form of
Presbyterian, Congregationalist and Baptist; (5) the Anglican, to which must be
added Methodism as an offshoot bigger than the parent. In addition there are
hundreds of other churches; a few are historic, like the Society of Friends or
Quakers and other Peace Churches, whilst many are the products of this century,
notably indigenous African churches. The Ecumenical Movement is bringing
greater coherence and mutual understanding into both doctrinal and ethical
reflection among this variety, though there remains a sizable minority which is
either anti-ecumenical or so far unaffected by it.
To come closely to grips with Christian ethics, against this general background,
it is worth noting that the term is commonly used in Protestant circles, whereas
in Catholic ones the more common term is moral theology. There is no agreed
differentiation between the use of the terms nor any essential difference in subject
matter. Both are concerned with the two basic issues in ethics, how to act
from the right motive and how to find what is the right action in particular
circumstances. In essence the methods and procedures of Christian ethics are no
different from those of moral philosophy; the difference in Christian ethics is its
starting point in the Christian faith. (Other systems of ethics will have other
starting points, either religious or some form of humanism, for all must have some
presuppositions before they can get going.) It will be found that at many points
there will be an overlap between different systems of ethics, and this is important
in a growingly interconnected but plural world whose inhabitants must learn to
live together.
That the two basic issues in ethics are right motive and right action seems
obvious, butjt is not always realized that they are. For instance Samuel Butler in
his nineteenth-century novel The Way of All Flesh has this passage, T h e more I
see the more sure I am that it does not matter why people do the right thing so
long as they do it, nor why they may have done wrong if they have done it. The
result depends upon the thing done and the motive goes for nothing.’ St Paul, in
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a benevolent mood in the first chapter of Philippians, seems to take the same view.
He says some people are preaching Christ out of envy but nevertheless he rejoices
that Christ is preached. However, he would not have agreed with Butler that
‘motive goes for nothing’. In furthering action from the right motive Christian
ethics is concerned with what is often called ‘spiritual formation’. By that is meant
a growth in character through private prayers and public worship (both of which
involve reflection on the Bible), and discussion with fellow Christians (and others
where appropriate) so that one’s insight or powers of discernment deepen. Bringing
motivation to bear on particular decisions is traditionally known as casuistry.
This got a bad name at the time of the Counter-Reformation because its aim
seemed to be a series of rules for the evasion of obvious moral duties rather than
to find out and fulfil what was the right action in particular circumstances. For
instance mental restriction, equivocation and perjury were said to be legitimate
if the welfare of the person, including honour or possessions, was at stake; whilst
the doctrine of ‘philosophic sin’ held that no action was morally sinful unless the
agent was actually thinking of God at the moment of committing it. Such absurd
ities were excoriated in Pascal’s Lettres Provinciales (1656) and they were soon
condemned by the Papacy. It was a passing phase. The abuse of a procedure does
not mean that the procedure is wrong in itself. ‘Casuistry’, whether known by
that name or not, is essential. But it can no longer be tied to the precise demarcation
of sins, associated with the confessional, as recent Roman Catholic moral theology
recognizes. Nor is it to be supposed that there are clear, specific, ‘Christian’ answers
to all the ethical problems that the world throws up. More likely there is a range
of possibilities, with some ruled out. Recognizing the ambiguities of choice is part
of the task of Christian ethics.

ii

Jesus

We turn to the roots of Christian ethics in the ministry of Jesus, especially the
teaching in the so-called synoptic gospels, Mark, Matthew and Luke. The fourth,
John, can best be regarded as a selective and mature series of meditations on the
main themes of the first three, whether the author knew them or only the oral
traditions behind them. The crux of Jesus’ teaching concerns the Kingdom of God,
or the w ay God exercises his rule as King over the world. Jesus saw it as exemplified
in his own life and teaching. He reflected on the traditions of his people which
were available to him through the synagogues as he grew up, and interpreted
them in a new and original way in terms of his own mission. He saw the weight
of God’s purpose for the world through Israel resting upon himself. The intimacy
of his understanding of God comes clearly through the gospels. His understanding
of God’s kingly rule was highly paradoxical by conventional standards, so he
expressed it less by doctrinal affirmations than by indirect means, parables and
pithy sayings (as well as by choice of actions), related to everyday experiences but
designed to startle the assumptions of the hearers and viewers and shift them to
a new dimension. In particular God’s rule is seen not in the punishment of
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wrongdoers but in bearing the consequences of their wrongdoing. Equally para
doxical ethical teaching followed.
It may be asked how far we can be sure that these teachings go back to Jesus.
The broad answer is that the gospels have been put through a more meticulous
and widespread critical examination than any other writings of the ancient world
and that, allowing for elements of uncertainty in places, there is no doubt that
from them we can know a great deal about Jesus’ teaching, even though it has
come to us filtered through the concerns of the earliest Christian congregations.
One of the indirect evidences for this is that two great themes of post-resurrection
(Pauline) Christianity, the dynamism of the Holy Spirit and the universality of the
gospel, were not read back into the life of Jesus but only appear as anticipatory
hints in the written gospels.
What is conduct appropriate to a citizen of the Kingdom of God? Some of it is
at the level of ‘natural’ morality, for instance the Golden Rule, ‘Always treat
others as you would like them to treat you’ (Matt. 7: 12), which is found in some
similar form in other ethics, and which can be taken at different levels provided
one is consistent between oneself and others. Some of Jesus’ words appear to
follow ‘natural’ human judgements in offering rewards for good conduct and
threatening penalties for bad. We shall return to this. But the distinctive feature
of Jesus’ ethical teaching is the way it radicalizes common morality. For instance
there is to be no limit to the forgiveness for injuries (Matt. 18: 2 iff), not on the
grounds that it will win over the offender but because it corresponds to God’s
forgiveness of us. Similarly love of enemies is enjoined (Matt. 6: 1 4ff) not because
it will win over the enemy (although of course it might) but because God loves
his enemies. There is to be no restriction on neighbour love (Luke 10: 29ff).
Anxiety is the surest sign of lack of trust in God (Matt. 6: 19-34), especially
anxiety over possessions. So far from motive not being important provided the
right action is done, Jesus was penetratingly critical of the self-love o f ‘good’ people
(Luke 18: 9-14 ), and it is clear from many passages in the gospels that he thought
bad people to be not nearly so bad as the ‘good’ thought them. Underlying all this
teaching lies the fact that Jesus was a man of faith (trust). Faced with the
ambiguities of existence he looked at the weather, sun shining and rain falling
alike on good and bad, and saw it as a sign of the unconditional goodness of the
creative power of God. A sceptic would have drawn from the same evidence the
conclusion that the universe is quite indifferent to moral worth. In this respect
Jesus is an archetype for his followers.
His ethics is very different from an everyday ethic of doing good turns to those
who do good turns to you; that is to say an ethic of reciprocity. This is invaluable
as far as it goes. Social life requires a level of mutuality on which we can normally
rely. One of the perils of international relations is that governments have not
sufficient confidence in their relations with one another for mutuality to be relied
upon. However, in our lives as citizens we do usually count on it. Some people
behave better than the rule of reciprocity requires. Some keep it exactly on a fiftyfifty basis. Some get by with the minimum of co-operation. Some who do not even
do that are likely to end in prison. Jesus goes much deeper, explicitly warning
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against loving only those who love you, and saying that there is nothing extra
ordinary in that, the Gentiles do it; rather, what do you do more? (Matt. 5: 45ff).
He goes beyond the world of claims and counter-claims, of rights and duties or
something owed to others, as St Paul clearly sees when in Romans (13; 8) he
says, ‘Owe no-one anything but to love one another’. Jesus calls for a certain flair
in life, a certain creative recklessness at critical points.
It might be thought that another emphasis in the gospels, that on rewards,
is incompatible with this non-reciprocal ethic. Indeed it has continually been
misunderstood. It is true that there is one passage in the gospels, about taking the
lower seat in order to be promoted to the higher (Luke 14: 7ff) which is presented
as pure prudential morality, presumably teaching that egoism is self-defeating, as
a traditional proverb might. But it is most uncharacteristic. The usual teaching
on rewards is found in such passages as Matthew 19: 29, where it is eternal life,
or Luke 18: 22 where it is treasure in heaven, and especially the Beatitude in the
Sermon on the Mount, ‘Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see God’ (Matt.
5: 8). This teaching, as that on punishments, must be taken as a statement of
fact. In the Kingdom of God there is only one reward whether, as in the parable
of the labourers in the vineyard, you have worked all day or began only at the
eleventh hour (Matt. 20: iff). The thrust of the teaching is towards a selfforgetfulness which results in an unselfconscious goodness. Writers on spirituality
often call it disinterestedness. Jesus spoke severely against self-conscious goodness,
as we noted when referring to Luke 18: gff. In the allegory of the sheep and the
goats the sheep are unconscious of either their goodness or of rewards. The
rewards Jesus spoke of cannot follow from the direct pursuit of them. Indeed
consciously to pursue disinterestedness is self-defeating. One cannot pursue selfforgetfulness. If God is as Jesus said he is, it must be the case that following his
way of life brings us to God; and to turn our backs on it must bring us to
destruction, vividly symbolized by the perpetual burning rubbish dump outside
the walls of Jerusalem (Gehenna). The fact that one can be tempted to do the right
thing for the wrong reason, which was the fourth and most insidious temptation
of Becket in T. S. Eliot’s play Murder in the Cathedral cannot alter that reality. The
reward of God’s presence must be for those who follow ‘the way of the Lord Jesus’
for love’s sake, not the reward’s sake. Indeed only they will be able to appreciate
the reward. Whether anyone with full knowledge will turn their back on the
vision of goodness lived and taught by Jesus is a question to which we have no
answer. If there is a hell of destruction, is it empty?
This teaching on rewards has often not been followed or understood. Alms
giving is a litmus test. Donations and bequests have often been made with the
motive of securing God’s favour now and after death, and not as a joyful response
to a graciousness of God already known.
It is significant that Jesus did not give a precise ruling on detailed ethical issues.
When asked whether tribute should be given to Caesar (Matt. 22: 2 5ff) he said
that what was due to God should be rendered to God and what due to Caesar
should be rendered to him, without saying which was which. This has had
continually to be worked out in varying circumstances. Education is a key area.
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When asked by two brothers to divide an estate he refused (Luke 12: 14). There
is truth in Richard Robinson’s contention (An Atheist’s Values, 1964, p.149):
‘Jesus says nothing on any social questions except divorce, and all ascriptions of
political doctrine to him are false. He does not pronounce about war, capital
punishment, gambling, justice, the administration of law, the distribution of goods,
socialism, equality of income, equality of sex, equality of colour, equality of
opportunity, tyranny, freedom, slavery, self-determination or contraception. There
is nothing Christian about being for any of these things nor about being against
them if we mean by ‘Christian’ what Jesus taught according to the synoptic
gospels.’
Some have thought that the passage in the Sermon on the Mount concerning
‘turning the other cheek’ is an injunction to pacifism as a political technique
(Matt. 5: 39ff), but this is to ignore its literary character as well as the nature of
Jesus’ ethical teaching. It occurs along with the command to pluck out an eye or
cut off a hand rather than fall into evil, and also to give your cloak as well to
anyone who asks for your coat (and thus be naked, for only two garments were
worn). Like paradox, hyperbole is a way of giving concreteness to abstract ideas.
The passage is neither for nor against pacifism as a political technique; Robinson
is right.
Divorce is the one apparent exception to the fact that Jesus did not give detailed
ethical rulings, but it is very doubtful if it is so. The key passage is Mark 10, 1 12 which deals with God's basic intention for marriage, without any direct
reference to ecclesiastical, still less state, law. In Matthew 5; 32 and 19: 9 this is
modified to include a clause forbidding divorce except on the grounds of porneia,
usually translated as adultery. There has been an immense discussion of these
texts. Apart from the inherent improbability that Jesus would give a detailed rule
on only one issue, it seems clear that Matthew has made him arbitrate between
the two rival contemporary rabbinic schools of Hillel and Shammai on what
justified divorce in terms of the Mosaic ruling in Deuteronomy 24: 1.
The fourth gospel reflects in its own way the distinctive features of Jesus’
ethical teaching. There is no ruling on any specific issue. The concentration is on
the radical challenge Jesus brings to accepted ways. All is darkness except the
white light focused on him, and through him on his intimate disciples. Indeed
mutual love in the first instance is restricted to them, but it is only a provisional
restriction, for the world is to be saved and not abandoned (17: 2off). Love in
word, will and action is stressed, even as a condition of knowledge (7:17). There
is a parallel here with classical Marxism, which has been picked up by recent
liberation theology, that only those who are actively committed to the cause of
the poor will understand the Christian faith. It is certainly the case that lesus
challenged society’s standards by the standards of the Kingdom of God in his
attitude not only to the poor, but to heretics and schismatics (Samaritans), the
immoral (prostitutes and adulterers), the politically compromised (tax collectors),
society’s rejects (lepers), those whom society neglected; and to women as a sex.
What is the meaning of love to which Jesus referred when he said that the Old
Testament law (Torah) could be summarized in two commandments, love to God
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and to one’s neighbour as oneself? (Matt. 22: 34ff). Without going into a detailed
word study, it is well known that the one English word love covers several different
Greek words, notably eros (a yearning for satisfaction at any level up to the heights
of beauty, truth and goodness), philia (friendship), and agape. This last was a
relatively colourless Greek word which Christians took over to express the heart
of Jesus’ teaching. The two loves are not univocal, for adoration and worship are
involved in our attitude to God, but not to our neighbour. Briefly, love of neighbour
means being responsible for our fellow human beings, not because of their idio
syncratic qualities but because of their humanity as made in the image of God
(Gen. 1: 22). It does not depend on natural affection in the one who loves nor
natural attractiveness in the one loved. It does not imply identical treatment, but
putting oneself in the neighbour’s shoes. It is not a question of what you would
want if you were in the neighbour’s shoes. It does not mean submission to being
exploited; for one thing it would not be for the good of the neighbour to be allowed
to exploit you. Nor is it in the first instance concerned with self-sacrifice; it is
service to the neighbour, not a loss to the self which is important. Indeed an
affirmation of the self is needed. Those who hate or despise themselves cannot
love their neighbour. It is pride, sloth and anxiety which are the enemies of the
self, and thus the enemies of agape.
When more than two people are involved the expression of agape involves
being fair to each of them. Questions of corrective and distributive justice are in
the background of the New Testament, but the relation of them to agape is not
systematically worked out because it is not a systematic work on ethics. The focus
is on the new community of the church. Response in neighbour love to the love
of God requires life within a community of love, a fellowship of repentance,
forgiveness and reconciliation. The New Testament is very rich in its picture of
the church in this respect, and very sharp in its criticism of the church when it
fails to be such a community. But questions of justice remain. Suppose, for
instance, parents have two children. They love both equally; but children of the
same parents can differ greatly and it is still necessary to be fair between them. If
this is so in the intimacy of family relations it is just as necessary and far more
difficult to arrive at what is fair, in the wider collective relationships in which
humans are involved. These extend even to issues of war. St Thomas Aquinas’
brief discussion of the rudiments of a ’just w ar’ doctrine occurs in the framework
of his treatment of love. (Summa Theologiae, 2a, 2ae, q40 articles 1-3.)
The relation of justice and love is complex. It quickly brings in questions which
are discussed in moral philosophy, like the place of special obligations. At least it
must be said that love presupposes justice; it cannot require less than justice even
if it transcends it; otherwise it degenerates into sentimentality.
Love as motivation does not give detailed content to ethical decisions. That
requires knowledge and discernment, a combination of skills and perceptiveness.
A love which is unwilling to be formed in this way and is content to ‘mean well’
is irresponsible and potentially dangerous. Some of the worst sins against love
have been perpetrated by those who ‘meant well’.
One theological tradition, the Lutheran, has particularly emphasized the gra
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tuitous and unceasing love of God, his ‘amazing grace’, which is not dependent
in any way on the merits of the loved one. It does this because it wants to remove
any possibility of human boasting, any trace of a religion of works which thinks
it can earn acceptance by God, that a credit balance of meritorious deeds is a prior
condition of being ‘right with God’, rather than the Christian life being a response
to God’s prior graciousness. In a major modern work, Agape and Eros, Anders
Nygren ends by comparing human beings to tubes or channels through which
God’s grace flows to the neighbour. Something has gone wrong when humans
are compared to tubes. Rather they are called to share in God’s non-reciprocal
love which yearns for a response from the neighbour but does not give up when
it fails to elicit it. In this it differs from friendship, which is more mutual and
changeable, and needs agape to save it from self-centredness. Eros also, which can
move from the instinctive level of sexual libido to the highest levels of aspiration,
needs to be set in the context of agape to save it from self-centredness.
The Church has had trouble in holding to this radical understanding of love.
It is focused in the question of how to interpret the very radical sayings found in
the Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 5-7), the most considerable collection of Jesus’
teaching. Several ways have been adopted, all having the effect of neutralizing
these radical elements and bringing them nearer to common-sense morality. One
has been to say that Jesus expected the imminent end of the world and that the
ethic was meant only for the short time left. This is probably correct about Jesus’
expectation, but it does not follow that the ethic is irrelevant now that the world
has not ended. Another way has been to siphon off the more radical elements as
‘counsels of perfection’ to which a few are called. They are usually to be found in
monasteries and nunneries, having taken vows of poverty, chastity and obedience,
and are called the Religious with a capital R. The rest are called to follow the basic
ethical ‘precepts’ which are binding on all. One way of expressing this is to say
that one must be just and one may be loving. It is a kind of Honours and Pass
course in Christian living. A serious feature of it has been to make the married
state a second best. Whilst Religious communities still flourish, they are rarely
advocated to-day, even by their members, on such grounds. Still another way is
to make a sharp separation between the realm of love in the church and the stem
realm of justice and order in the world, or to say that the purpose of Jesus’ radical
ethic is to convict us of sin and prevent the development of spiritual pride. None
of these attempts will do. The radical elements in Jesus’ ethic are an authentic
corollary of the radical stance of the Kingdom of God, calling us past the necessary
struggles with justice to a fuller realization of love. It is the more challenging
because the more serious sins feed on moral achievements, not on the more coarse
and flamboyant ones. Both with individuals and collectives corruption can feed
on moral achievement, so that if there is a moral collapse it can be greater than
if the achievement had been less. Nazi Germany is the great example of this in the
twentieth century. Hence the question has been raised, Is there any point in such
a radical ethic which is always being ignored? Would not a less drastic and more
practical one be better? It is a question which is frequently asked in this century
by adherents of other faiths, such as Jews and Muslims.
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One of the first Jewish writers to make a sustained effort to get behind the
polemics and persecutions of the centuries and take a new look at Jesus was Joseph
Klausner (Jesus of Nazareth, 1925). He has had a number of successors. This is a
remarkable change. Christian scholarship at the same time has become alert to
the deep Jewishness of Jesus. Klausner’s verdict is that all Jesus’ ethical teaching
is to be found somewhere in Jewish sources but nowhere else gathered together
without any commonplace matter. However, it is an ethic for the days of the
Messiah and impossible short of them. It breaks up the family, ignores justice, and
would disrupt social stability. More than that it has been ignored by all except
priests and recluses; and in its shadow every kind of wickedness and vice has
flourished. How much better the practical, corporate ethic of Judaism! For instance
the Rabbis would have been likely to agree with Jesus that ‘the sabbath was made
for man and not man for the sabbath’ (Mark 2; 27), but they wanted a rule for
breaking the normal sabbath rules and this he did not give. This is not because
life can be lived without rules or codes, like an extemporare speaker, but because
Jesus’ ethic is in a different dimension. It always seeks an adequate expression of
agape whilst transcending particular instances of it.
To these charges Christians tend to make two replies. One is to say that it is
indeed fortunate that Jesus did not give us detailed ethical instructions or we
would be forever trying to relate them to very different and changing cultures and
involved in tortuous exegesis in doing so. Second, and more important, they stress
the relevance of an impossible ethic. Its point is to bring us to see that the reward
of loving is to learn more of the depth and range of love, so that even those who
we consider the most ‘saintly’ are those who are most conscious of the gulf in
their lives between what is and what ought to be the case; and this not because
they are morbid but because they have grasped more of the inexhaustible nature
of love.
Such a perspective is meant to be a spur to action, with both a personal and
social reference, and not an excuse for a spurious otherworldliness (as distinct
from a hope beyond this life which is involved in following Jesus’ understanding
of human destiny). To paraphrase the rather prosaic words of a modern New
Testament scholar, the Christian ethic does not provide a law for either the
individual or society, but creates a tension which has transforming results. {Jesus
the Messiah, William Manson, 1943).
That is how it should work out. What did the earliest Christians make of it?
Here our best witness is St Paul; and his later years lead on to post-apostolic
Christianity and the latest books of the New Testament.

iii

St Paul

St Paul is a controversial figure because of the controversies in which he was
involved, and those which have focused on him since, not least at the time of the
Reformation. Because of his Pharisaic background and his split from it he cannot
be considered apart from the question of the self-definition of the Christian com
munity as against Judaism, particularly after the fail of Jerusalem to the Romans
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in 70 c e . By then the number of Jews in the Christian community was small. The
kind of character that Jews and Christians admired was very similar, and hence
Christianity attracted admirers of Judaism in the Gentile world because it com
mended the virtues of Judaism but without circumcision and the food laws. The
dominant gospel picture of Jesus’ controversies with the Pharisees must not be
taken as a complete picture; indeed there are indications in them of a positive
relationship between him and some Pharisees. The Pharisees were not a uniform
party. In an effort to find and follow God’s way in every detail of life they were
argumentative. Moreover arguments were not finally resolved; minority opinions
continued as part of the tradition. Some Pharisees were like the dominant gospel
picture, but it has been a Christian travesty to say of all of them that they were
content with a religion of outward observance of moral rules as a means of
establishing their moral worth in God’s eyes, whereas Jesus probed to inward
motives. This travesty was intensified by Luther’s struggle against the spirit of late
medieval Catholicism, as he encountered it, which often became attributed to
Pharisaism. Wherein, then, lay the difference between Jesus and the various
parties of Judaism, particularly the Pharisees? In the first place it was their
exclusiveness, and in the second their understanding of the range and depth of
love was not radical enough. But with respect to St Paul, he was a complex thinker
and these issues are still much discussed and by no means resolved.
It is clear, however, that St Paul grasped that the basis of Jesus’ ethic is a joyful
response in life to the overflowing graciousness of God. ‘Freely you have received,
freely give’ (Matt. 10: 8). The Kingdom of God in the first three gospels is witnessed
to in St Paul's letters as the new life in Christ, which he understood as essentially
a community experience. A typical expression is ‘We who are many are one body
in Christ’ (Rom. 12: 5). The ‘law of Christ’ is Christ himself (Rom. 10: 4). The
Kingdom of God is both a present reality and a leaven in the lump of history (Rom.
14: 7), and yet it is still to come in its fullness (1 Cor. 15; 24 and 50). Love is the
cornerstone of it. The characteristics of love are spelled out in 1 Corinthians 13,
which is somewhat like a Stoic diatribe but quite different in spirit. Jesus was the
model for this passage. St. Paul does not directly quote incidents from his life but
assumes they are known to his hearers and readers by referring in passing to his
birth, teaching, crucifixion, burial and resurrection. He assumes that the young
Christian congregations know in their own experience that the work of Christ has
led to an outpouring of God’s spirit which has broken down barriers between
people which humans have created; between Jews and Gentiles, men and women,
slaves and free. He uses this shared assumption to chide them when they fail to
express this reality. In Romans 13 he sums up the Christian ethic as one of love,
as has been mentioned.
Moreover what makes St Paul so important for us is that he is the first Christian
of whom we are aware who was called upon to bring his understanding of the
Christian ethic to bear on particular problems thrown up by the churches, as
when a deputation from Corinth puts to him various questions about marriage
which he answers in 1 Corinthians 7. In dealing with them he shews on occasion,
as we would expect, that not every corner of his mind was instantly converted to
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understand all the implications of his new faith. Some of his teaching with respect
to women is incompatible with his best insights. Too often the church has taken
his instructions as a permanent rule so that, to take a trivial example, it is only
in this century that women have been able to enter churches without hats because
of what St Paul wrote in i Corinthians 12.5ft. Again as we would expect, his
advice has to be put in the context of the situation of the early Christians in the
first century a d . His expectation of the imminent end of the world influenced his
advice on marriage. However, he took a typically robust attitude in urging the
Christians to get on with their daily lives and work just because time is short, and
not sit about waiting for it to end. By the close of the first century the church had
made a major change of view in this matter (though the attitude has continued
among some to this day). The fourth gospel re-interprets the return of Christ and
the end of time as the gift of the Spirit within the community. Cosmically St Paul
accepted the current view that superhuman powers affect human affairs (though
the exalted Christ had now drawn their sting). These ideas have to be translated
by us into a realistic sociology. As to earthly powers, Christians were in no position
to alter human institutions or affect public policy. In this situation St Paul takes
a favourable view of the pagan Roman state, of which he was proud to be a citizen
and to which he had reason to be grateful. The abolition of slavery does not enter
his view, though he does show how Christians can transcend its structures (note
the letter to Philemon). In short he gave to people oppressed with a fear of change
and of a fate decreed by the stars a present security and a future hope because of
his belief in the lordship of Christ.
The problem of Christians in the later years of the first century, as of all
Christians since, was to sustain the radical rigour of the gospel ethic without an
expectation of the imminent end of time. The ongoing life of the local churches
produced a number of standard problems, particularly in the realm of marriage
and the family. In the later books of the New Testament we find codes of conduct
inserted, often taken from Greek ethics and Christianized with biblical illustrations.
Examples can be found in Colossians (3. 18 -4 .1), Ephesians (5.12-6.9), 1 Peter
(2 .1 1-3 . 12 and 5.1-5 ), Titus (2.1-3.2), and 1 Timothy (2 .1-6 .19 ). There is here
a difference in emotional tone as well as in content from that of earlier letters;
piety and perserverance are stressed, and love becomes one virtue in a list of
others. There is no reason to object to codes of conduct to cover standard situations,
provided the radical ambience of the gospel is kept. However, some of it was lost.
The church is settling down too easily in the current social and political order.
An unfortunate feature of some of the codes is a stress on the duties of the ‘inferior’
to the ‘superior’ party, wives to husbands, children to parent, and slaves to
masters, without any corresponding stress on the duties of the ‘superior’ party.
Such an ethic of patience and submission is hardly adequate for our world, which
is more and more conscious of personal responsibility and the need for social
structures which encourage it, or even in some situations of oppression begin to
make it possible for the first time.
However, periodic persecutions prevented the church settling down too easily,
and we can find elements of a challenge to those who tried to do so in these later
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New Testament writings. It takes the form of a rigorist reaction against mere
conforming, in the shape of references to sins which cannot be forgiven. We do
not know what was the ‘sin unto death’ of John 5: 16 (perhaps apostasy), but we
are forbidden even to pray for anyone who commits it. In three places Hebrews
refers to sins which cannot be forgiven (6: 4-6; 10: 2 6 -3 1; 12: i6ff), whilst
Revelation never considers that any of those who suffer the fearful penalties of
John’s visions will repent, nor hopes that they will; rather it exults in their
punishment. These two tendencies continued. Conformism in the church,
especially after the ‘conversion’ of Constantine, as it is usually referred to - it is
not clear how far he was using Christianity as a weapon in his political struggle led to the rigorist reaction of the Desert Fathers, and then to the beginnings of
communal monasticism and to the double standard of counsels of perfection and
precepts. Thus by the end of the New Testament period the creative tension
established by Jesus had largely been dissolved into disparate elements, though it
has always remained as a source of renewal in the church, challenging distortions.

iv

Criticisms of Christian ethics

Problems of moving from the Bible to the modern world continue to be explored,
as do the different traditions in thinking about ethical issues which have developed
in Christian history. Notable among these has been the incorporation of Natural
Law thinking into Christian ethics; on this see Article 11 , m e d i e v a l a n d
r e n a i s s a n c e e t h i c s , and Article 13, n a t u r a l l a w .
It is necessary, however, that mention should be made of some common
contemporary criticisms of Christian ethics.
(1) Christian ethics is intolerant and breeds intolerance. There is much
evidence to support this charge. All the major confessional traditions have at
times persecuted each other. Indeed it was only at the second Vatican Council
(1962-5) that the Roman Catholic Church finally abandoned the position that
‘error has no rights’. Anti-semitism was also a major disease of Christendom
(though also found outside it). Toleration came into the ‘Christian’ world largely
through the influence of those who were appalled by Christian intolerance, and
Christians learned through the sceptical tolerance of a man like Voltaire to
distinguish tolerance from an indifference to truth. There have always been
Christians who understood this. Bitter lessons this century have brought it home.
(2) Christian ethics is immoral because it works on a system of rewards
(heaven) for good behaviour and threats (hell) for bad; and not on doing what is
right simply because it is right and for no other reason. The question of rewards
has already been mentioned and seen to be overdone. (See also Article 14,
K A N T I A N ETHICS. )

(3) Instead of leading to self-fulfilment Christian ethics is repressive. Most
modern psychological analyses of human growth and development advocate as
an ethical norm an altruistic, autonomous character. They do not look to Chris
tianity to produce it; rather they think it leads to defensive and restrictive behav
iour, and to a static social conformism. This is connected to a further criticism.
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(4)
Christian ethics keeps people at an immature level, because it leads to
stock moral reactions regardless of circumstances. It prevents people from learning
from experience. Many immature people are ‘religious’. At its worst Christian
ethics has certainly had this effect, but at its best its effect has been quite the
reverse, as in its traditional teaching on conscience. The traditional teaching has
been that it is reasons which justify moral judgements, and conscience has been
the name given to the power of reason and discernment brought to bear on moral
issues. This is so central to the integrity of the person that the teaching is that
‘conscience must always be obeyed’. In saying this no claim is made for the
infallibility of conscience, or for more certainty than the very nature of the
uncertainties of ethical decisions can provide. The teaching is accompanied by a
call for the formation of an informed and sensitive conscience by living in the
Christian community, and making use of the resources for the education of
conscience which have already been mentioned. Differences between Christians
on ethical issues often arise from different weights attached to these different
sources. Sometimes this whole teaching has been suspect as leading one to put
one’s own unregenerate judgements in the place of the guidance of God. Hence
sometimes conscience has been seen as the ‘voice of God’ within the self, but the
problems and dangers of this, as of all forms of intuitionism, are obvious. (On
intuitionism see Article 36, i n t u i t i o n i s m , and Article 40, u n i v e r s a l p r e 
s c r i p t i v i s m .) Once the complexities of the moral life are faced, the traditional
teaching on conscience is seen to lead to vigorous, creative and hopeful Christian
living.
Within the spectrum of attitudes among Christians to Christian ethics there is
a strong, though not universal, stress on the dignity of the human person, the
reality and universality of the community of the church, and a concern for its
contribution to the holding together of humanity in a pluralistic world. Christianity
must not add to its divisions, but exert a healing influence. These convictions are
in conflict in many respects with the ‘possessive individualism’ which has had a
wide influence in Western circles in the late twentieth century. It has produced
in some circles a version of Christian ethics in its own image, but one which is
not accepted by the majority of contemporary Christian ethicists, certainly not
those influenced by the Ecumenical Movement. Rather there has been a growing
emphasis on giving preference to the needs of the poor. These two emphases,
concern for the unity of mankind and for ‘a preferential option for the poor’, mark
the end of the embodiment of the Christian ethic in Church and State which for
centuries characterized its heartland, Christendom.
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i

Introduction

I s l a m is among the youngest of the world’s major religions, belonging to the

family of monotheistic faiths that also includes Judaism and Christianity. From its
beginnings in what is now Saudi Arabia over 1,400 years ago, it has grown and
spread to include almost a billion adherents, living in virtually every corner of the
world. Though the majority of Islam’s followers, called Muslims, are found in the
continents of Africa and Asia (including the Asian republics of the Soviet Union
and north-west China), there has been a substantial increase in the number of
Muslims living in the Americas, Australia and Europe in the last quarter of the
twentieth century. More recently, the various nation-states and communities that
constitute the global Muslim ummah (community), are expressing a need, in
varying degrees, to relate their Islamic heritage to questions of national and
cultural self-identification. Where this phenomenon has become allied to domestic
or international reaction and conflict, it has caused a great deal of confusion and
misunderstanding regarding the role of Islam. It is therefore important to develop
historical insight into how the whole spectrum of Islamic values and their under
lying moral and ethical assumptions have been shaped in the course of Muslim
history, in order to appreciate the diversity of Islam’s heritage of ethical thought
and life.

ii

Beginnings and development: foundational values

The norms and assumptions that have characterized belief and action in Islam
have their initial inspiration in two foundational sources. One is scriptural,
embodying the message revealed by God to the Prophet Muhammad (d. 632) and
recorded in the Quran. The second is the exemplification of that message in the
perceived model pattern of the Prophet’s actions, sayings and norms, collectively
called the Sunnah. Muslims regard the Quran as the ultimate closure in a series
of revelations to humankind from God, and the Sunnah as the historical projection
of a divinely inspired and guided human life in the person of the Prophet Muham
mad, who is also believed to be the last in a series of messengers from God.
The late Fazlur Rahman, noted University of Chicago scholar of Islamic thought
and modernist Muslim thinker, argued that in its initial phase Islam was moved
by a deep rational and moral concern for reforming society, and that this moral
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intentionality was conceived in ways that encouraged a deep commitment to
reasoning and rational discourse. Like other religous traditions, and particularly
Christianity and Judaism. Islam, in answering the question ‘What ought or ought
not to be done?’ thus had a clearly defined sense of the sources of moral authority.
While revealing his will to humankind in the Quran, God also urges them to
exercise reason in understanding revelation. One part of this rational inquiry into
the meaning of revelation led Muslims to elaborate rules for ethical behaviour and
the principles upon which such rules could be based. In time, the relationship
between the Quran and the life of the Prophet, as a model of behaviour, would
also be elaborated, to extend the framework within which values and obligations
could be determined. The process of determination and elaboration, however,
involved the application of human reasoning, and it is this continuing interaction
between reason and revelation, and the potential and limits of the former in
relation to the latter, that provided the basis for formalized expressions of ethical
thought in Islam.
In one of the chapters of the Quran, entitled the Criterion (Furqan: Sura 25),
revelation - to all humanity - becomes the point of reference for distinguishing
right from wrong. The same chapter goes on to cite examples of past biblical
prophets and their role as mediators of God’s word to their respective societies.
Like Judaism and Christianity, Islam’s beginnings are thus rooted in the idea of
the divine command as a basis for establishing moral order through human
endeavour. (See Article 46, h o w c o u l d e t h i c s d e p e n d o n r e l i g i o n ?) Else
where in the Quran, the same term also indicates the concept of a revealed
morality that presents humanity with a clear distinction between right and wrong
which is not subject to human vicissitude. By grounding a moral code in divine
will, an opportunity is afforded to human beings to respond by creating a rational
awareness that sustains the validity of revelation. Thus a wider basis for human
action is possible, if rationality comes to be applied as a result of revelation to
elaborate criteria for encompassing the totality of human actions and decisions.
These themes are played out in the Quranic telling of the story of Adam’s creation
and regress.
Adam, the first human, is distinguished from existing angels, who are asked
to bow down to him, by virtue of his divinely endowed capacity to ‘name things’,
that is to conceive of knowledge capable of being described linguistically and
thereby codified, a capacity not accessible to angels, who are seen as one-dimen
sional beings. This creative capacity carries with it, however, an obligation not
to exceed set limits. Satan in the Quran exemplifies excess, since he disobeys God’s
command to honour and bow before Adam, thus denying his own innate nature
and limits. In time, Adam too fails to live within the limits set by God, loses his
honourable status, which he will have to recover subsequently by struggling with
and overcoming his propensities on earth, the arena that allows for choice and
action. Ultimately he does recover his former status, attesting to the capacity to
return to the right course of action through rational understanding of his failure
and by transcending the urge to set aside that rationality and test the limits set
by divine command. Adam’s story therefore reflects all of the potential for good
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and evil that is already built into the human condition and the unfolding saga of
human response to a continuous divine revelation in history. It exemplifies the
ongoing struggle within humanity to discover the mean that allows for balanced
action and submission to the divine criterion. It is in that sense that the word Islam
stands for the original revelation, requiring submission to achieve equilibrium, and
that a muslim is one who seeks through action to attain that equilibrium in
personal life as well as society.
The human quality that encompasses the concept of the ideal ethical value in
the Quran is summed up in the term taqwa, which in its various forms occurs
over two hundred times in the text. It represents, on the one hand, the moral
grounding that underlies human action, while on the other, it signifies the ethical
conscience which makes human beings aware of their responsibilities to God and
society. Applied to the wider social context taqwa becomes the universal, ethical
mark of a truly moral community:
0 humankind! We have created you out of male and female and constituted you into

different groups and societies, so that you may come to know each other - the noblest of
you, in the sight of God, are the ones possessing taqwa. (49: 1 1 -1 3 )

More specifically, when addressing the first Muslims, the Quran refers to them
as ‘a community of the middle way, witnesses to humankind, just as the Messenger
(i.e. Muhammad) is a witness for you’ (2: 132).
The Muslim ummah or community is thus seen as the instrument through
which Quranic ideals and commands are translated at the social level. Individuals
become trustees through whom a moral and spiritual vision is fulfilled in personal
life. They are accountable to God and to the community, since that is the custodian
through whom the covenantal relationship wdth God is sustained. The Quran
affirms the dual dimension of human and social life - material and spiritual - but
these aspects are not seen in conflictual terms, nor is it assumed that spiritual
goals should predominate in a way that devalues material aspects of life. The
Quran, recognizing the complementarity between the two, asserts that human
conduct and aspirations have relevance as acts of faith within the wider human,
social and cultural contexts. It is in this sense that the idea that Islam embodies
a total way of life can best be understood.
An illustration of one aspect of such a vision is the Quran’s emphasis on the
ethics of redressing injustice in economic and social life. For instance, individuals
are urged to spend of their wealth and substance on:
1
2
3
4
5
6

family and relatives
orphans
the poor
the travelling homeless
the needy
freeing of the enslaved.

Such acts define a Muslim’s responsibility to develop a social conscience and to
share individual and communal resources with the less privileged. They are
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institutionalized in the Quran through the duty of zakat, a term connoting ‘giving’,
‘virtue’, ‘increase’ and ‘purification’. In time, this became an obligatory act,
assimilated into the framework of the ritual pillars of the faith, including prayer,
fasting and pilgrimage. The Quran also sought to abolish usurious practices in
the mercantile community of Mecca and Medina, stigmatizing such practices as
reflecting the lack of a work ethic and an undue exploitation of those in need.
At the social level, the Quran’s emphasis on the family includes a concern for
ameliorating the status of women, through the abolition of pre-Islamic practices
such as female infanticide and by according women new rights. Among these
were the rights of ownership of property, inheritance, the right to contract
marriage and to initiate divorce, if necessary, and to maintain one’s own dowry.
Polygyny, the plurality of wives, was regulated and restricted, so that a male was
permitted to have up to four wives, but only if he could treat them with equity.
Muslims have traditionally understood this practice in its seventh-century context,
as affording the necessary flexibility to address the social and cultural diversity
that arose with the expansion of Islam. Some modern Muslims, however, maintain
that the thrust of the Quranic reform was in the direction of monogamy and an
enhanced public role for women. They also hold that the development and
occurrence of customs and practices of seclusion and veiling of women were a
result of local tradition and customs, occasionally antithetical to the spirit of
emancipation of women envisaged in the Quran.
Since Muslims had been privileged by the Quran as the ‘best of communities’,
whose function it was to command the right and prevent wrong, the Prophet
Muhammad’s mission, like that of some past prophets, involved the creation of a
just, divinely ordained polity. The struggle towards this goal involved Muslims in
warfare, and the term in the Quran that encompasses this effort as a whole is
jihad. Often simply and erroneously translated as ‘holy w ar’, jihad carries a far
wider connotation that includes striving by peaceful means, such as preaching,
education, and in a more personal and interiorized sense, as struggle to purify
oneself. Where it refers to armed defence of a justly executed war, the Quran
specifies the conditions for war and peace, the treatment of captives and the
resolution of conflict, urging that the ultimate purpose of God's word was to invite
and guide people to the ‘ways of peace’.
As the Muslim polity took shape it also became necessary for it to address the
question of its relationship and attitude towards non-Muslims with similar scrip
tural traditions, particularly Jews and Christians. In the Quran they are referred
to as ‘People of the Book’. Where they lived among Muslims, as subjects, they
were to be granted ‘protected’ status through a mutual agreement. They were to
be subject to a poll tax and their private and religious property, law and religious
practices were to be protected. They could not, however, proselytize among
Muslims. While recognizing the particularity of the Muslim community and its
pre-eminent status, the Quran encourages a wider respect for difference and
otherness in human society, while favouring common moral goals over mutually
divisive and antagonistic attitudes:
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For each community, we have granted a Law and a Code of Conduct. If God wished, He
could have made you One community, but he wishes rather to test you through that
which has been given to you. So vie with each other to excel in goodness and moral virtue.

(5: 48 )
The need for congruence between the divine moral imperative and human life
is also reflected in the preserved Prophetic tradition, which is perceived as explain
ing and confirming Quranic values and commands. The recording of episodes of
the Prophet’s life, his words, actions and habits, came in time to represent for
Muslims a timeless model pattern for daily life. It also assumed an authoritative
role in explaining and complementing the Quran. His personal character, struggle,
piety and eventual success, enhance for Muslims Muhammad’s role as the para
digm and seal of prophecy. A rich tradition of poetry in praise of the Prophet exists
in virtually all the languages spoken by Muslims, enhancing both the commitment
to emulate his behaviour and a sense of personal affinity and love for his person
and family. For Muslims, the message of the Quran and the example of the
Prophet’s life thus remain inseparably related through all of history as paradigms
for moral and ethical behaviour. They formed the basis for Muslim thinkers
subsequently to develop legal tools for embodying moral imperatives. The elab
oration of the legal sciences would lead to a codification of norms and statutes
that gave form to the concept of law in Islam, generally referred to as the Shari‘a.
Among the forms that developed to encompass the moral imperative are the
various schools of law in Islam, each of whom, through the legal discipline offiqh
(jurisprudence), elaborated legal codes to embody their specific interpretation of
how Muslims should respond to God’s commands in conducting their daily lives.
Parallel to the developing legal expressions, there also emerged a set of moral
assumptions that articulated ethical values, rooted in a more speculative and
philosophical conception of human conduct as a response to the Quran and the
Prophet’s life. Groupings in Islam, as well as schools of law, were not as clearly
circumscribed in the first three centuries of Muslim history as is generally thought.
Most were still crystallizing and their subsequent boundaries and positions were
yet to be fully defined and elaborated. Public, legal and educational institutions
in the Muslim world of the time had not achieved the classical forms or purposes
that came to be associated with them. A key to this process of definition and
distinction is the nature of public discourse that characterized the growing Muslim
society in its first three centuries. Muslim conquest and expansion had resulted
in contact with cultures whose intellectual heritages were in time selectively
appropriated by Muslims, then refined and further developed. The integration of
the intellectual and philosophical legacies of Greece, India and Iran among others,
created conditions and a tradition of intellectual activity that would lead to the
cosmopolitan heritage of an emerging Islamic civilization. Christian and Jewish
scholars, who had already encountered the above legacies in varying degrees,
played a crucial mediating role as ‘translators’, particularly since they were also
aware that the moral disposition of Muslims, like theirs, was shaped by common
monotheistic conceptions based on divine command and revelation. The term
no
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adab has come to be used to define the wide connotation of meanings implied by
the moral, ethical, intellectual and literary discourse that emerged. It was also
during this period, from the eighth to the tenth centuries, that we see the
emergence of what later came to be clearly identifiable theological and intellectual
positions, within the Muslim community identified with traditions such as the
Sunni, Shi'a, Mu'tazila and the Muslim philosophers.
The main features of the moral environment and perspective based on the
Quranic message are defined by general ethical stances that came to be regarded
as normative through their expression in legal language and terms. In the early
period of Muslim intellectual history, these values also provided a frame of ref
erence for the selective appropriation and development of philosophical, moral
and ethical assumptions from other traditions, such as the Hellenistic, and served
as a basis for widening the scope and application of an Islamic frame of reference
to articulate ethical and moral values outside of merely juristically defined values.
Since clear-cut distinctions in Islam between religion, society, and culture are
hard to sustain, it seems appropriate, in discussing Muslim ethics, to let the whole
spectrum of tendencies, legal, theological, philosophical and mystical, act as
resources for disclosing moral assumptions and commitments in order to appreci
ate both development and continuity across the whole spectrum of Muslim thought
and civilization.

iii

The theological and traditionalist approaches

The transition towards what Marshall Hodgson has termed the Tslamicate’ civi
lization marked two types of moral and intellectual beginnings. Both derived their
inspiration from Islam’s foundational texts and the unfolding of self-reflexive
rational processes. The first involved, on the part of the early Muslims, a shift from
a pre-Islamic Arab culture bound primarily by local, oral tradition, to one based
on a revealed text, whose preservation and recording, in Arabic, created the
conditions for the emergence of a new Islamic culture, based on the Quran and
incorporating and extending the monotheistic imperative reflected in Judaism and
Christianity. The second ‘beginning’ was influenced in part by the translation into
Arabic and study of works of ancient philosophy, medicine and the sciences (to a
lesser extent including those of ancient Iran and India). The moral discussions
and intellectual forces that emerged from the juxtaposition and integration of
these into fresh beginnings, facilitated to a certain extent by the presence of
Jewish and Christian scholars, stimulated a concern for how moral and religious
perspectives could be reconciled with intellectual modes of inquiry.
The emergence of an intellectual tradition of inquiry based on the application
of rational tools as a way of understanding Quranic injunctions led to the use
among Muslims of a formal discipline devoted to the study of kalam, literally
speech, i.e. the word of God. The goals of this discipline were theological, in the
sense that the application of reason was to make comprehensible and justify the
word of God. The discussions involved Muslims in the elaboration and definition
of certain ethical concerns, namely:
h i
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the meaning of Quranic ethical attributes such as ‘just’, ‘obligatory’, ‘good’,
‘evil’, etc.
the question of the relationship between human free will and divine will
the capacity of human beings to derive, through reason, the knowledge of
objective ethical norms and truths.

Without doing too much injustice to the process of debate and discussion
among various Muslim groups, it can be maintained that, in general, two clear
positions emerged; one associated with the Mu'tazila and the other a traditionalist
approach (generally associated with the Sunni tradition in Islam).
The Mu'tazila argued that since God is just and rewards and punishes within
that context, human beings must possess free choice in order that they might be
held fully accountable. They denied that acts could therefore be predestined.
Secondly, they maintained that since ethical notions had objective meaning,
human beings possess the intellectual capacity to grasp these meanings. Reason
therefore was a key attribute capable, independently of revelation, of making
empirical observations and drawing ethical conclusions. Natural reason, however,
must be supplemented and confirmed by divine revelation. Related to this was
another Mu'tazili conviction, that God’s just nature precluded any belief that he
might deliberately lead believers to sinful acts.
Historically, the Mu'tazila school of thought died out and its views were not
deemed acceptable to the majority of the traditionalists. The latter’s refutation of
the main points suggest a differing orientation towards the sources from which
ethical values are derived, and the context of faith in which they have meaning.
The traditionalist position, as embodied, for example, in the classic work of one
founder of a Muslim juridical school, al-ShafTi, was that the foundations of faith
were a matter of practice, not speculation. Over against the Mu'tazila belief that
natural reason enabled good and evil to be determined, al-Shafi‘i emphasized
revelation as the ultimate source of definition. Since the principle of human
accountability was also the cornerstone of juridical thought - obligations implied
the capacity to undertake them - good and evil were to be determined on the
basis of textual proof, Quranic and by extension that contained in Prophetic
tradition. Acts and obligations were good and evil ultimately because divine
commands defined them as such.
On the question of human freedom for action, the Mu'tazili portion was
combated, in one respect, through a notion of ‘acquisition’. It was argued that
the human power to perform acts was not one’s own, but came from God. Human
beings ‘acquire’ responsibility for their actions, thus making them accountable. It
must be underlined that traditionalist thinkers were not opposed to the use of
reason, quite the contrary; they parted company with rationalists only over the
value placed on reason. They regarded it as an aid and tool for affirming issues of
faith, but purely secondary in its relation to the definition of ethical obligation.
In summing up the traditionalist position, George Makdisi has emphasized that
the final basis for moral obligation, from its perspective, was the data of Islam’s
foundational texts, the Quran and the Sutmah, elaborated and applied as God’s
112
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commands and prohibitions, conceived as the Shari'a, formulated through the
respective Muslim juridical schools. Such formulations of commands and pro
hibitions in Muslim books of law are expressed in ethical terms. Five categories
are employed for evaluating all acts:
1
2
3
4

5

Obligatory acts, such as the duty to perform ritual prayer, paying of zakat and
the practice of fasting.
Recommended acts, which are not considered obligatory, such as super
erogatory acts of charity, kindness, prayer, etc.
Permitted actions, regarding which the law adopts a neutral stance, that is
there is no expectation of reward or punishment for such acts.
Acts that are discouraged and regarded as reprehensible, but not strictly
forbidden: Muslim jurists differ about what actions to include under this
category.
Actions that are categorically forbidden, such as murder, adultery, blasphemy,
theft, intoxication, etc.

These categories were further set by jurists within a dual framework of
obligations: towards God and towards society. In each instance transgression was
perceived in both legal and theological terms, as constituting a crime as well as
a sin. Such acts were punishable under the law and the jurists attempted to specify
and elaborate the conditions under which this could occur. For example, one of
the punishments for theft or highway robbery was the cutting off of a hand and
in minor instances, flogging. Traditionally, jurists attempted to take into account
active repentance to mitigate such punishment, following a tradition of the
Prophet to restrict the applicability of such punishments to extreme cases.
Some of these categories have received attention in several Muslim countries
in recent times, where traditional juristic procedures have been reinstated, but
there is a great deal of divergence in the Muslim world about the necessity and
applicability of some of these procedures. Where applied, such punishment is
meted out through Shari'a courts and rendered by appointed Muslim judges. Jurists
or legal experts also function as interpreters of the Shari'a and are free to render
informed legal opinions. Such opinions may be solicited by individuals who wish
to be certain about the moral intentionality of certain acts, but among most
Muslim schools of law such opinions need not be binding. The four major Sunni
schools of law consider each other to reflect normative stances on matters of legal
and ethical interpretation. For these Muslim jurists, both law and ethics are
ultimately concerned with moral obligations, which they believe are the central
focus of the Islamic message.

iv Philosophical approaches
The integration of the philosophical legacy of antiquity in the Islamic world was
a major enabling factor in the use of philosophical tradition among Muslim
intellectuals. It gave rise to figures such as al-Farabi, Ibn Sina (Avicenna), Ibn
Rushd (Averroes), and others, who became well-known to medieval Europe as
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philosophers, commentators and exponents of the classical tradition going back
to Plato and Aristotle. The public discourse of adab, grounded in philosophical and
moral language and concerns, represents a significant part of the cosmopolitan
heritage of ethics in Islam and reflects efforts to reconcile religiously and scripturally derived values with an intellectually and morally based ethical foundation.
The Muslim philosophical tradition of ethics is therefore doubly significant: for
its value in continuing and enhancing classical Greek philosophy and for its
commitment to synthesizing Islam and philosophical thought.
Al-Farabi (d. 950 c e ) argued for harmony between the ideals of virtuous
religion and the goals of a true polity. Through philosophy, one is able to arrive
at an understanding of how human happiness is to be achieved, but the actual
recourse to moral virtues and acts involves the instrumentality of religion. He
compares the founding of religion to the founding of a city. Citizens ought to
acquire the traits which enable them to function as residents of a virtuous polis.
Similarly the founder of a religion establishes norms that must be upheld through
action, if a proper religious community is to be established. The thrust of Farabi’s
argument, particularly as it is articulated in his classic work, The Virtuous City,
suggests a communal framework for attaining ultimate happiness, and therefore
significant social and political roles for religion as well as an engagement in
similar concerns by politicians. In this respect, the emphasis on virtue and its
ethical connotations suggests a common focus for both Greek and Muslim
philosophy, namely the application of such standards and norms to political
societies. The greater the wisdom and virtue of the rulers and the citizens,
the greater the possibility of attaining the true goal of philosophy and religion happiness.
Ibn Sina (d. 1037) develops the argument that the Prophet embodies the
totality of virtuous action and thought, the best of which is reflected in the
attainment of moral virtue. The Prophet has acquired the moral characteristics
needed for his own development which, having resulted in a perfect soul, not only
imbues in him the capacity of a free intellect, but also makes him capable of laying
down rules for other people, through laws and the establishment of justice. This
implies that the Prophet goes beyond the philosopher and the virtuous ruler,
who possess the capacity for intellectual development and practical morality,
respectively. The establishment of justice is, in Ibn Sina’s view, the basis for all
human good. The combination of philosophy and religion encompasses har
monious living in both this world and in the hereafter.
Ibn Rushd (d. 1198) was faced with the daunting task for a Muslim philosopher
of defending philosophy against attacks, the most well-known being by the great
Sunni Muslim theologian Al-Ghazali (d. 1 1 1 1 ) . The latter, through a work entitled
The Incoherence of the Philosophers, had sought to represent philosophers as self
contradictory, anti-scriptural and in some cases as affirming heretical beliefs. Ibn
Rushd’s defence was based on his contention that the Quran enjoined the use of
reflection and reason and that the study of philosophy complemented traditionalist
approaches to Islam. He asserted that philosophy and Islam had common goals,
but arrived at them differently. There is thus a basic identity of interest between
114
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Muslims who adopt philosophical frames of inquiry and those who affirm juridical
ones.
In summary, the various Muslim philosophers in their extension and
occasional revision of earlier classical notions linked ethics to theoretical know
ledge, which was to be acquired by rational means. Since human beings were
rational, the virtues and qualities that they embraced and practised were seen as
furthering the ultimate goal of individuals and the community. This goal was the
attainment of happiness.

v

Ethics in the Shi‘a tradition

Among the Shi‘a, who differed from the Sunni group in attributing legitimate
authority after the Prophet Muhammad’s death to his cousin and son-in-law ‘Ali,
and subsequently to his designated descendants, known as Imams, there developed
the notion of rationality under the guiding instruction of the Imam. The Imam,
who was believed to be divinely guided, acted in early Shi’a history as both
custodian of the Quran and the Prophet’s teaching, and interpreter and guide for
the elaboration and systematization of the Quranic vision for the individual as
well as society. Shi’ism, like the early theological and philosophical schools,
affirmed the use of rational and intellectual discourse and was committed to a
synthesis and further development of appropriate elements present in other
religions and intellectual traditions outside Islam.
An example of a work on ethics by a Shi’a writer is the well-known Nasirian
Ethics by Nasir al-din Tusi (d. 1275). Developing further the philosophical
approaches already present among Muslims and linking them to Shi’a conceptions
of guidance, Tusi draws attention to the need for ethical enactments to be based
on superiority of knowledge and preponderance of discrimination, i.e. by a person
‘who is distinguished from others by divine support, so that he may be able to
accomplish their perfection’ (Tusi, 1964, pp. 19 1-2 ). Wilferd Madelung has tried
to show that Tusi blended into his ethical work elements of Neoplatonic as well
as Shi’a Ismaili and Twelver Shi’a philosophical and moral perspectives.
The Twelver Shi’a are so-called because of their belief that the twelfth in the
line of Imams they recognized had withdrawn from the world, to reappear phys
ically only at the end of time to restore true justice. In the meantime, during his
absence, the community was guided by trained scholars called mujtahids who
interpreted for individual believers right and wrong in all matters of personal and
religious life. In the Twelver Shi’a tradition therefore, such individuals, called
mullahs in popular parlance, play a significant role as moral models and, as in
recent times in Iran, have assumed a major role in the political life of the state,
seeking to shape it in line with their view of a Muslim polity.
Among Ismaili groups that give allegiance to a living Imam, the Imam’s
presence is considered necessary to contextualize Islam in changing times and
circumstances and his teachings and interpretation continue to guide followers
in their material as well as spiritual lives. An example is the role of the current
Imam of the Nizari Ismailis, the Aga Khan, who leads a worldwide community.
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Among the Shi’a continuity with Muslim tradition and values thus remains tied
to the continuing spiritual authority vested in the Imam or his representatives.

vi

Sufi perspectives

Sufism is the mystical and esoteric dimension of Islam, emphasizing the cultivation
of an inner personal life in search of divine love and knowledge. Since a major
part of Sufi teaching was to enable an individual Muslim to seek intimacy with
God, it was felt that such seekers must embrace a commitment to an inner life of
devotion and moral action that would lead to spiritual awakening. The observ
ances of the Shari*a were to be complemented by adherence to a path of moral
displine, enabling the seeker to pass through several spiritual ‘stations’, each
representing inner, spiritual growth, until one had understood the essential
relationship of love and union between seeker and God. Since the inner meaning
of action was a significant aspect of Sufi understanding of ethical and moral
behaviour, Sufis emphasized the linkage between an inner, experiential awareness
of morality and its outward expression, so that a true moral action was one
embracing and penetrating the whole of life.
In institutional settings organized Sufi groups taught conformity to traditional
Muslim values but added the component of discipline and inner purification. Since
the practices that instilled discipline and moral awareness varied across the
range of cultures and traditions encountered by Islam, many local practices were
appropriated. These included, for example, the acceptance of the moral customs
and practices adhered to in local tradition, such as in Indonesia and other
countries, where large scale conversions had occurred. Sufi ethical practices thus
provided a bridge for incorporating into Muslim moral behaviour the ethical
values and practices of local traditions illustrating the universality of Sufi Muslim
perspectives on the oneness of the inner dimension of various faiths. Al-Ghazali,
the Sunni jurist and theologian mentioned earlier, became a supporter of Sufi
thought, but sought to synthesize the moral perspectives of the Shari'a with
the notion of inner piety developed by Sufis. He conceived of divinely ordained
obligations as a starting point for cultivating a moral personality, provided that
it led to an inwardly motivated sense of ethics in due course. He was, however,
reluctant to accept the emphasis of some Sufis on a purely experiential and
subjectively guided basis for moral action.

vii

Muslim ethics in the contemporary world

The practice and influence of the diverse ethical heritage in Islam has continued
in varying degrees among Muslims in the contemporary world. Muslims, whether
they constitute majorities in the large number of independent nation states that
have arisen in this century, or where they live in significant numbers and
communities elsewhere, are going through an important transitional phase. There
is growing self-consciousness about identification with their past heritage and a
recognition of the need to adapt that heritage to changing circumstances and a
116
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globalization of human society. As with the rest of the issues, ethical questions
cannot be reflected in unified and monolithic responses. They must take into
account the diversity and pluralism that has marked the Muslims of the past as
well as the present.
Ethical criteria that can govern issues of economic and social justice and moral
strategies for dealing with questions of poverty and imbalance have taken up the
greater share of Muslim attention in ethical matters. Whether such responses are
labelled ‘modernist’ or ‘fundamentalist’, they all reflect specific readings of past
Muslim symbols and patterns and in their rethinking and restating of norms and
values, employ different strategies for inclusion, exclusion and encoding of specific
representations of Islam. In terms of broad moral and ethical concerns, this
ongoing discourse seeks to establish norms for both public and private life, and is
therefore simultaneously cultural, political, social and religious.
Since the modern conception of religion familiar to most people in the West
assumes a theoretical separation between specifically religious and perceived
secular activity, some aspects of contemporary Muslim discourse, which does not
accept such a separation, appear strange and often retrogressive. Where such
discourse, expressed in what appears to be traditional religious language, has
become linked to radical change or violence, it has unfortunately deepened
stereotypical perceptions about Muslim fanaticism, violence, and cultural and
moral difference. As events and developments in the last quarter of the twentieth
century indicate, no one response among the many Muslim societies in the world,
can be regarded as normative for all Muslims.
In the pursuit of a vision that will guide Muslims in decisions and choices
about present and future ethical matters, the most important challenge may be
not simply to formulate a continuity and dialogue with its own past ethical
underpinning but, like the Muslims of the past, to remain open to the possibilities
and challenges of new ethical and moral discoveries.
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Ethics in ancient Greece
C H R IS T O P H E R

i

ROWE

Historical outline

T he tradition of Western ethical philosophy - if that is generally understood as
the search for a rational understanding of the principles of human conduct began with the ancient Greeks. From Socrates (469-399 b c e ) and his immediate
successors, Plato (c. 4 2 7-3 4 7) and Aristotle (384-322), there is a clear line
of continuity, through Hellenistic (i.e., broadly, post-Aristotelian), Roman, and
medieval thought to the present day. While it is true that the problems and
interests of modern ethical philosophers frequently diverge from those of their
Greek counterparts, their discussions are still recognizably the descendants of
those that were already taking place in the fifth and fourth centuries b c e . Nor is
the connection purely historical. The study of the ancient texts, at least in the
English-speaking world, is nowadays largely the preserve of scholars who are
themselves philosophers, and who recognize in them an immediate relevance and
vivacity which belies their age. The process is two-way; on the one hand, modern
insights repeatedly give an extra dimension to our understanding of Greek thought;
on the other, Greek ideas retain the power directly to shape, or at any rate to
sharpen, contemporary reflections - and not least in the sphere of ethics (for two
recent examples, albeit of somewhat different kinds, see Bernard Williams’s Ethics
and the Limits of Philosophy, and Martha Nussbaum’s The Fragility of Goodness).
It is a moot point where ancient Greek ethics ends. Lucretius and Cicero, for
example, the two most important early writers of philosophy in Latin aim chiefly
to interpret Greek sources for a Roman audience, and it was Greek thinking chiefly Stoicism, in various forms - which dominated intellectual life at Rome
from the late Republic onwards. But in the present context ‘Greek ethics’ will
mean the period from Socrates down to Epicurus himself (3 4 1-2 71) and the
founding fathers of Greek Stoicism, Zeno of Citium (334-262), Cleanthes (3 3 1232), and Chrysippus (c. 280-c. 206).
Chrysippus was especially prolific, and is said to have produced more than
seven hundred ‘books’ (i.e. papyrus scrolls); Epicurus wrote about a third as many.
But of all this vast output hardly anything remains: we possess none of Chrysippus’
works, and only three summaries and a collection of ‘key doctrines’ from Epicurus.
Lucretius’ poem On the Nature of Things gives us a fairly complete account of the
principles of Epicureanism, though with little reference to the ethical doctrines,
and Cicero provides what appear to be highly competent accounts of the central
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features of the Epicurean system, of Stoicism, and also of the brand of scepticism
adopted by Plato's Academy in the third and second centuries. For the rest, the
evidence for the Hellenistic era - which also includes other minor schools like the
Cynics - has mostly to be gathered from scattered reports and references in later
writers, many of whom are distinctly hostile witnesses.
But in the case of Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle, who on any account are likely
to appear as the most influential representatives of Greek ethics, we are fortunately
better off. Socrates himself in fact wrote nothing, but a clear picture of his
distinctive ideas and methods emerges trom - among other sources - the earlier
dialogues of Plato like the Euthyphro or the Laches, whose chief purpose seems to
have been to continue the Socratic tradition of oral philosophy in written form.
In later works like the Republic (for which the important Gorgias may be regarded
as a kind of preliminary sketch), Plato goes on to develop a series of ideas which
increasingly distance him from Socrates, although he would no doubt have seen
them as legitimate extensions of the Socratic approach: most notably, what has
come to be known as the ‘theory of forms', and a theory of government closely
based on it. Aristotle, for his part, will have nothing to do with Platonic formtheory, which he seems to have rejected soon after he joined the Academy at the
age of seventeen. But with that main exception his two ethical treatises, the
Eudemian and Nicomachean Ethics (both written after the foundation of his own
school, the Lyceum or Peripatos), build directly on his Academic inheritance, as
does his treatise on Politics. Indeed later writers like Cicero saw no essential
difference between Platonic and Aristotelian philosophy, although that was largely
from the perspective of a contrast between them and Epicurus. The relationship
of the Hellenistic philosophers to Aristotle, and to Socrates and Plato, is a more
complex question, but there is little doubt that in general they wrote with a fair
knowledge of their predecessors.

ii

Themes and issues in Greek ethics

Greek ethics in all periods essentially revolves around two terms, eudaimonia
and arete; or, as they are traditionally rendered, ‘happiness’ and ‘virtue’. These
translations are probably as good as can be managed, but in many contexts - as
we shall see - are likely to be thoroughly misleading. It will be as well, then, to
begin by getting clear about the real meanings of these two central terms.
Let us take eudaimonia first. ‘Happiness’, the English term, now perhaps pri
marily connotes a subjective feeling of contentment or pleasure (as in ‘happy as a
sand-boy’). The Greeks, however, attributed eudaimonia to someone with reference
rather to what would normally be the source of such feelings, i.e. the possession
of what is thought to be desirable, which looks more like an objective judgement.
Thus someone may be called eudaimon because he or she is rich, powerful, has
fine children, and so on; if such things may very well make for contentment, the
ascription of eudaimonia need not strictly imply it. (If it did, Solon’s maxim ‘Call
no man happy until he is dead’ would be literally nonsense: as would Plato’s
suggestion that the good man would be eudaimon even if impaled on a stake 122
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although this is a less secure example, since it is in any case a deliberate paradox.)
‘Happiness’ too, of course, may be used in something like this ‘objective’ sense,
but probably only by derivation from the other sense: if ‘Happiness is a warm
puppy’, that is just because being warm makes one, or the puppy, feel happy.
The relationship between ‘virtue’ and arete is rather more complex. Firstly,
things as well as people can be described as possessing their appropriate arete
(‘excellence’?). But secondly, and more importantly, the list of the aretai (plural)
of a human being may include qualities which are not ‘virtues’ at all - that is,
not moral qualities: so for example Aristotle’s list includes ‘wittiness’, and the
capacity for successful philosophizing, both of which seem in themselves clearly
to lie outside the sphere of morality. On the other hand, most of what we do count
as virtues - though not all of them - are there, and indeed what Socrates and
Plato mean by arete seems largely to be restricted to these. (Their basic list runs:
jadsdom, justice, courage, and moderation, with ‘piety’, which relates to right
behaviour towards the godsToften added as afiffrTTWtsddm, from our point of
view, might be the odd one out, as at most a condition of some types of morally
respectable behaviour. But Socrates, at any rate, seems to take a different view,
insofar as he makes the claim that each of the other virtues is somehow identical
to wisdom or knowledge.)
The importance of these issues about translation becomes obvious as soon as
we encounter the fundamental question which preoccupied all the Greek ethical
philosophers. It is first framed by Socrates (or rather by Socrates as reported by
Plato): how should a man live, in order to achieve eudaimonia? Now if the
question meant merely ‘What makes for an enjoyable life?’, it would be entirely
uninteresting, since almost anything might turn out to fit that description. Perhaps
more importantly, it would imply that Socrates took a fundamentally hedonistric
position, which is certainly untrue: if in any sense he died for his beliefs, it was
not the pleasure of doing so that motivated him. (Plato’s Protagoras indicates a
way in which his views could be represented in hedonistic terms, but the historical
Socrates should not be held to that.) Epicurus alone among the major figures
identifies eudaimonia with pleasure: for all the rest it is in principle an open question
whether pleasure or enjoyment is even a part of the eudaimon life. But even for
Epicurus himself, ‘ Eudaimonia is pleasure’ is something which has to be argued
for, not a mere tautology. If so, and if ‘pleasantly’ is Epicurus’ answer to Socrates’
question, that question cannot itself contain any essential reference to pleasure.
It is rather a request for reflection about what is really desirable in human life:
how should a man live in order that we may reasonably say of him that he has
lived successfully?
Socrates’ own answer, which is echoed by nearly everyone else in the Greek
tradition, gives pride of place to arete. If arete were equivalent to ‘virtue’, this could
be taken as a simple assertion that the good life is, necessarily, a good moral life.
As it happens, this might fairly respresent the core of Socrates’ position - and of
Plato’s, to the extent that we can distinguish the two. But Aristotle seems finally
to adopt a miite different view: for him, the life ‘in accordance with’ arete in the
highest sensiTuimrTJntTohe the life of the intellect, in which the ‘moral’ and the
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other ‘virtues’ play a role only insofar as the human intellect - unlike its divine
counterpart - is an aspect of a more complex entity (the whole human being),
which has more complex needs and functions. In this case, plainly, arete means
something rather different from ‘virtue’; if we do translate it in that way, Aristotle’s
conclusion will look strange indeed - and there is no clear indication that he
thinks of himself as applying the term in any radically new way.
We can get closer to an idea of the true meaning of arete by looking at the
type of argument which Plato and Aristotle use to connect it with eudaimonia. It
is assumed, first, that human beings - seen either as jgomplexes of soul and body
(Aristotle), or as souls, temporarily uflited with bodies (Plato) - are like other
things in the world in that they have a ‘function’ or activity which is peculiar to
them. The second assumption is that the good life, eudaimonia, will consist in the
successful performance of that function. But, thirdly, nothing can perform its
peculiar function successfully unless it possesses the relevant arete, i.e. unless it is
good of its kind (so, to use two Platonic examples, the only horses that will be able
to win races, and the only pruning-knives which can successfully be used to cut
vines, will be good ones). But this then raises two questions: what is the ‘function’
of human beings, and what is the arete which relates to that? Plato’s answers are,
respectively, ‘governing and the like’ (i.e. the governing by the soul of its union
with the body), and ‘justice’; A r is t o t le jO m jic t i^
whicl^possesses
reason’, and ‘the best of the aretaP. IU^ a matter of dispute whether Aristotle is
here already referring to the arete of the intellect functioning in isolation, or
whether he means something else - perhaps the combination of this with the kind
of arete which he sees as necessary to the conduct of practical life, and which
forms the main subject of the Ethics (practical wisdom, together with the relevant
dispositions of ethos or ‘character’, justice, courage, wittiness and the rest). But
for present purposes what is significant is that for both Plato and Aristotle the
content of arete depends on some prior notion of what it is to be human. In this
respect it is quite different from the concept of ‘virtue’, which already marks out
a more or less well defined area for investigation by the ‘moral philosopher’ - the
category of ‘morality’ itself. The modern philosopher can start by asking about
the relationship between moral and non-moral considerations, about the nature
of moral reasoning, or about substantive moral issues. Such a category hardly
exists in the Greek context. The subject of investigation is not morality, but the
nature of the good life for man; and since different views can be taken about what
human nature is, so different views can also be taken about what it might be to
live a good human life, and about the role to be played in such a life - if any - by
the sorts of questions which we are likely to regard from the beginning as central
to the concerns of philosophical ethics.
In one respect, this is perhaps an overstatement. Justice, courage, moderation,
‘piety’, liberality - all of these form part of the civic ideal in the Greece of the fifth
and the fourth centuries b c e ; and at first sight this hardly seems different from
our own general presumption in favour of the ‘virtues’. But the point should not
be pressed too hard. To us, perhaps, the concept of virtue is likely in the cir
cumstances of ordinary life to appear as self-justifying, in the sense that if in some
124
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particular situation this or that is agreed to be the right and virtuous thing to do,
that already constitutes at least a prima facie reason for choosing it; and if people
who are in a position to choose it fail to do so, our natural reaction is to say either
that they are insufficiently principled, or that they have not sufficiently thought
the matter through. In Plato’s Gorgias, Socrates proposes what looks like a similar
analysis in relation to arete: in calling unjust actions ‘shameful’, he suggests, he
and anyone else will implicitly be saying that there is a powerful reason for
avoiding them (since otherwise the description ‘shameful’ will amount to a mean
ingless noise). But what he is up against is the view that behaving unjustly or
unfairly is often better for the agent, which to Socrates’ opponent seems an even
more powerful consideration. Indeed Socrates only manages to persuade him in
the end by demonstrating - albeit by somewhat devious means - that ‘shameful’
is itself to be understood in the same terms. The rules of justice, from this point
of view, are merely a limitation on one’s freedom to act, imposed either by society,
or as Thrasymachus puts it in the Republic, by whatever government happens to
be in power, as a means of furthering its own interests. If this looks, and is, an
extreme position, it accurately reflects a widely felt ambivalence not only about
justice but about all the civic ‘virtues’. That one had obligations to one’s city, and
one’s fellow-citizens, was of course recognized; but there were also competing sets
of obligations to other groupings within the city - one’s associates, friends, family.
Even more crucially, the male citizen had a strong sense of his own worth, and
of being in a state of permanent competition with others. In the absence of any
notion of a moral imperative, of an ‘ought’ which somehow carries with it (in
however vague a sense) its own stamp of authority, the question was always
likely to arise why one should honour obligations whose strength appeared to
stand in inverse proportion to their distance from home. (The same attitude may
of course arise in other societies; in present-day Britain and the United States, for
example, politicians, publicists and other allies of the conservative right sometimes
appear anxious to encourage it. But it is likely to have been far more marked in
a society like that of ancient Athens, which had never known a liberal moral
consensus of any kind.)
Nor, when in the Gorgias Socrates adopts the criterion of self-interest, is he
merely taking on the colouring of his opponent, or arguing ad hominem. Although
he saw himself - again, if we can believe Plato’s evidence - as having spent a
lifetime of service to the Athenians, attempting to stir them into active thought
about the conduct of their lives, the idea that service to others might be an end
in itself hardly seems to have surfaced at all in his explicit arguments. If, as he
believed, we all seek eudaimonia, that means our own, not someone else’s. For him
too, therefore, the fact that certain types of behaviour seemed to involve preferring
the interests of others to one’s own was itself the problem, not a solution; and any
successful case for justice and the rest had somehow to show that they were, after
all, in the interests of the agent. It is in this sense that we are to understand the
famous Socratic paradoxes, that ‘Arete is wisdom’, and ‘No-one goes wrong
deliberately’. ‘Think hard enough’, he is saying, ‘and you will always find that
doing the right thing is best for you’ - and if anyone does do wrong, that is
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because they have not thought enough. The good that is supposed to come of
right action is not of a material kind, although it will include the right use of
material goods; rather it is the living of a successful life, of which right action,
based on the use of reason, is the chief (or only?) ingredient. (‘No-one goes wrong
deliberately’ - or, as the Greek is usually translated, ‘No-one does wrong willingly’:
this is Socrates’ famous denial of the existence of akrasia, or ‘weakness of will’.
Aristotle’s characteristic comment on this claim, in Nicomachean Ethics VII, is that
it is ‘manifestly at odds with the observed facts’, though he then proceeds - again
characteristically - to concede that Socrates was in a sense right. What Socrates
denied was that one could act contrary to one’s knowledge of right and wrong.
True, says Aristotle, in the sense that what is ‘dragged about’, or obscured, by
pleasure in the weak-willed man is not knowledge in the primary sense, i.e.
knowledge of the relevant general principle, so much as his awareness of the
particular fact that this now falls under it.)
Something like this general strategy of Socrates’ is adopted by most of his
successors, although only the Stoics are tempted to connect the good life so singlemindedly with rational processes. For Plato and Aristotle the use of reason is a
necessary, not a sufficient, condition of living the life of practical arete. In effect,
they point out that not all actions allow for reflection. Suppose that I see an old
lady (not my grandmother, or Aunt Lucy) about to walk under a ten-ton truck:
if I stop to reason things out, then the decision which Socrates would probably
have thought right would have been pre-empted by the truck. What is clearly
needed, and what Plato and Aristotle provide, is a parallel emphasis on the
dispositional aspect of behaviour. If I do the right thing, and put myself at risk
by doing something to save the old lady, that is partly because I have acquired
the disposition to act in that sort of way, or because I have become that sort of
person (i.e. courageous), even though when I do have time to pause and think,
reason will confirm the rightness of my action. Perhaps Socrates would have
agreed with this as a sensible modification of his position. Alternatively, he
might have offered a different model of reasoning which would somehow include
instantaneous decisions, as the Stoics seem to have done: the Stoic sage, if he ever
existed, would evidently know under any circumstances exactly what it was
appropriate to do, and act accordingly. In any case, all those who followed old
Socrates - even, in his way, the pleasure-seeking Epicurus - were happy to accept
two basic points from him. First, they accepted that the ways of man both can
be and need to be justified by rational means. Second, they accepted that that
justification must ultimately be in terms of the individual’s self-interest. There is
also widespread agreement that the Socratic aretai are indispensable to the good
life. Except when he turns, surprisingly, to eulogy of the purely intellectual life,
this seems to be Aristotle’s position: hedonists like Epicurus, too, insist that these
cardinal ‘virtues’ have a place, insofar as they contribute to the sum of pleasure.
If pleasure is the only rational goal in life, and if pleasure is broadly defined - as
Epicurus defined it - as the absence of pain, doing the just thing will be the most
efficient way of avoiding painful injuries to oneself, a moderate attitude towards
pleasures (in the ordinary sense) will spare one both the frustration of unfulfilled
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desire and the consequences of over-indulgence, and the courage which comes
from reasoning about the things we fear will remove the most potent form of
mental anguish.
By itself, the emphasis on self-interest may seem like a kind of egoism, and
indeed in Epicurus that would be exactly the right way to describe it. But the
interpretation put on ‘self-interest’ by the other philosophers, which treats even
necessarily other-regarding qualities like justice as good for their possessors, makes
it nothing of the sort (despite Aristotle’s paradoxial claim that someone who acts
for others, like the man who dies for friends or country, is philautos, a lover of self,
insofar as ‘he claims a greater share of what is fine for himself). It was in plain
fact the only means available for the defence of such qualities in a society which notwithstanding the lofty pronouncements by public figures like Pericles, in the
Funeral Speech attributed to him by Thucydides - continued to place a primary
value on individual status and achievement. The rise of Greek ethics can be seen
in large part as a reflection of the overlaying of a fundamentally individualistic
ethos with the demands for co-operative behaviour implied by the political insti
tutions of the city-state. What the philosophers attempt to show is that there is,
in the end, no conflict between the two. Their faith in reason also had deep roots
in fifth- and fourth-century Greek culture, both insofar as it expressed the habit of
argument and debate, ingrained in a form of political society which presupposed
a fair degree of individual involvement, and as a reaction against less rational
forms of persuasion which the rhetorical theoreticians of the time had already
developed into a high art. The hedonists alone advocated retirement from the
political sphere, as altogether too dangerous; all the rest see man, to use Aristotle’s
famous phrase, as a ‘political animal’, or rather as a creature destined by his
nature to participate, in a rational way. in the life of the larger community.
Nowhere, perhaps, is this clearer than in Stoicism, which counts the realization
of our relatedness to other members of the human race as itself part of our growth
to maturity as rational beings.
But if fine or right actions matter to us, how do we come to know what fine
and right actions are? This question, which overlaps with the modern question
about the sources of moral knowledge, inevitably became a major preoccupation
of the Greek philosophers, not least because they themselves tended to emphasize
how difficult it was. Only the hedonists found it easy; ‘right action’ was merely
what was generally considered to be right, and since it was only justified by its
contribution to pleasure, any grey areas could in principle be illuminated by
reference to that criterion, which was recognizable by anyone. By contrast,
Socrates seems to claim neither to know himself how to give a proper account of
this thing, arete, which he values so highly, nor to be able to find anyone else who
knows about it. At the same time, Plato represents him as behaving as if anyone
might discover what it was, for the Socrates of the earlier dialogues - who. as I
have said, seems to be meant to stand close to the historical Socrates - is apparently
happy to discuss the subject with all and sundry. In later dialogues, on the other
hand, where authentic Socratic ideas begin to fade into the background, Plato
begins to treat such knowledge as accessible even in principle only to a few. His
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general theory of knowledge (the ‘theory of forms’) has much in common with
theories of innate ideas. What is known, at the highest and most general level, is
a collection of objects, with which we have all had direct acquaintance prior to
birth (the ‘forms’ or ‘ideas’). All of us, therefore, may have some inkling of general
truths: but only those whose rational capacities are especially well developed - in
short, philosophers - can fully reactivate their memories. The consequence is that
arete itself is fully accessible only to these few^ insofar as it involves the exercise
of reason and deliberate choIceTone cannot choose what one does not know), and
the majority, if they are to be able at all to imitate the harmonies discovered by
their intellectual superiors, must be robbed of their autonomy. That, at any rate,
is the view which Plato proposes in the Republic. In later dialogues, the idea of the
possibility of discovering ethical truths by rational introspection largely disappears,
to be replaced by a greater emphasis on the need for a consensus among the
citizens about public and private values. But throughout all its phases the Platonic
project always has more to do with establishing the foundations of such values
than with examining them in themselves, and understanding their implications
for the conduct of everyday life. He tells us a good deal about the sort of person
we should aim to be, and why (broadly, because being like that is in harmony
both with our nature as human beings, and with nature as a whole), but relatively
little which might help to solve the particular problems which the individual
actually faces in life.
Plato himself shows some signs of recognizing this gap in his account, but has
no way of filling it. The fact is that no amount of gazing on eternal truth, or the
structure of the universe, can tell me how to act now. The Stoics, in effect, follow
him up the same blind alley by putting all their money on the impossible ideal of
the sage, whose attitude and actions will somehow unfailingly answer to his
predetermined role in the cosmic drama. At, firsf eight Aristotle seems to offer us
something more promising. He begins bv rejecting the theory of knowledge of the
Republic^outright, and erects iiTTtsplace a theory which locates the source of
ethical insight in experience of life itself. Knowing how to act, the possession of
practical wisdom, means having an ‘eye’ for solutions: and that can only be
developed through a combination of training in the right habits and direct
acquaintance with practical situations. This is in itself an attractive proposal,
which accords at least with our more optimistic intuitions about human beings:
that our sensitivity, and our ability to make appropriate decisions on our own
account, gradually increase through a process of trial and error. The trouble is
that Aristotle stops there. Like Plato, he describes types of correct behaviour - as
for example in his famous ‘doctrine of the mean’, which locates each of the
‘virtues’ between corresponding ‘vices’ of excess and defect. Courage will be a
matter of striking the right balance betwen fear and confidence: moderation lies
between excessive indulgence and complete insensitivity to pleasure: wittiness
between boorishness and a crass lack of humour, and so on. He also stresses, far
more than Plato did, how difficult it will be to apply these descriptions to cases,
and in general how imprecise a science ethics is. But our reaction is likely to be
that this is just the point at which ethical philosophy becomes interesting, and
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useful. The world is full of problems - about forms of war, about war itself, life
and death, sex, race and religion - to which Aristotle’s bland assurance, ‘Maturity
will bring an answer’.s carcely seems an adequate response'
A further difficulty about Aristotle’s position kTtKat it ties his conclusions to
pre-existing patterns of behaviour. Aristotelian man is a creature of fourth-century
Greece, in many respects incapable of being transported into any other cultural
environment. Socrates and Plato are somewhat less liable to this criticism, insofar
as they seem to set out partly to reform existing attitudes. Thus if Socrates is
dissatisfied with the answers he gets to his questions about justice, or piety, that
is not only because his fellow-citizens are unable to articulate their ideas, but also
because they frequently say things with which he fundamentally disagrees. So
Euthyphro’s understanding of piety turns out to be predicated on an unacceptable
view of the nature of the gods; and the plain man’s account which Polemarchus
gives of justice in the Republic, as doing good to one’s friends and harm to one’s
enemies, meets with the reasonable objection that harming anyone per se seems
rather to be a matter of injustice. In this way Socrates and Plato - for it is after
all Plato who is here reconstructing or inventing Socrates’ arguments for him appear as thoroughgoing radicals. But this is in part an illusion. The emphasis of
Socrates’ arguments is not on pointing out the error in other people’s ways, but
on revealing the lack of clarity in their ideas, and the way in which they so often
turn out to believe things which are actually mutually contradictory. His whole
method, in fact, presupposes that the truth can be discovered from them: what he
wants to know is something that is common to everyone, if only it could be
properly articulated. This idea in a way prefigures the Platonic doctrine of learning
as recollection, which similarly implies that ethical truth is a matter of common
property (even if not commonly accessible). It also implies, of course, that this
truth - as both Socrates and Aristotle would have agreed - is objective, and not
merely culturally determined. (Several other essays in this volume take up this
issue: see especially A rticle35, r e a l i s m : A rticle38, s u b j e c t i v i s m : and
Article39, r e l a t i v i s m .) The fact is, however, that what any of the three
philosophers thinks of as being ‘discovered’, whether through questioning,
through introspection, or through experience, has overwhelmingly to do with the
resolution of the tension between civic and individualistic values which I earlier
identified as a basic feature of Greek society of the period.
If they were to return from the dead, Socrates and company might plead in
mitigation that such tensions are likely to exist to some degree in any society: for
good measure, they might then try to turn the charge of cultural relativism against
their modern counterparts for their obsession with that puzzling special category
of considerations labelled ‘moral’. But neither move would be effective. The
complaint against them is not that they have nothing to say which is of relevance
to any other society (far from it), but rather that they are so impressed with the
need to defend the basis of civilized life that they fail to consider how civilized that
life really is. Plato, for example, takes the institution of slavery for granted, while
Aristotle justifies it in the most question-begging way. Neither raises a voice
against the subordinate position of women in Greek society (except, in Plato’s
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case, on pragmatic grounds: some women are clearly outstanding, so that it would
be a waste not to put their talents to use). ‘Man’ in Socrates’ question - ‘How
should a man live?’ - is automatically regarded as referring exclusively to the
(adult, free) male of the species, and the parallel question about the female is
assumed, strangely, to be adequately answered by her actual role in a maledominated society. (Or perhaps it is not so strange: after all, the issue arises in
relation to men chiefly because society seems to offer them the possibility of
living in more than one kind of way.) Again, both typically endorse a narrow
nationalism, and the easy assumption of the inferiority of non-Greek races: and
so on. There are of course some elements in modern society with which such ideas
strike a ready chord, and which are happy to cite Plato and Aristotle as their
authority. But that some people, however great, happened to express unargued
prejudices similar to one’s own is hardly a useful justification for continuing to
repeat them. What is sometimes conveniently forgotten is that it is a guiding
principle of Greek philosophy itself that a position is only as good as the arguments
that support it. It is this that represents its real and lasting legacy to the modern
world. Plato’s Socrates repeatedly warns us against taking any proposition what
ever as authoritative; and in doing so he not only entitles but invites us to apply
the same criterion either to him or to anyone else. We may notice and deplore
the fact that he and his successors in some respects remained prisoners of their
culture. But at the same time they provided the only means by which it is possible
to break free from the assumptions foisted on us either by society or by temporarily
fashionable ideologies. Or, to put it in a more generous way, we may deplore the
fact that they expended so much energy on exploring the foundations of the
subject that they had none left for discussing the substantive issues that constitute
the subject itself - rather as if a mathematician were to become so obsessed with
the problem of the nature of mathematical truth as to forget to do any mathematics.
But this is to speak with hindsight. In the context in which the ancient Greek
philosophers wrote, it was the fundamental questions - about the sort of life one
should live (if I may here write anachronistically in a gender-neutral way), and
about the criteria to be used in answering questions of that sort - which really
mattered. In any case, it will be a poor mathematician who fails to worry about
the status of the things with which he plays his complex games.

^

A postscript: I said that Socrates and nearly everyone after him ‘gave pride of
place to arete' in the good life. This phrase was intended to be sufficiently vague
to include a variety of different positions: that arete is sufficient by itself for
eudaimonia, which is complete without anything being added to this one ingredient;
that it is sufficient, but that other things - good fortune, material goods - may
enhance the degree of one’s eudaimonia; and that while arete is the most important
ingredient in eudaimonia, other things are also necessary. The first position is that
of the Stoics, the last that of Plato and Aristotle (for the mature Plato, the good
file will include the moderate satisfaction of our irrational impulses, while for
Aristotle material goods are the necessary means of excellent activity, whether
practical or intellectual - and who, he asks rhetorically, would attribute eudaimonia
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to someone who encountered the misfortunes of a Priam?). All three positions,
however, can and have been plausibly attributed to Socrates. This example will
serve as a general indication of the degree of disagreement which often exists
between different interpreters of Greek ethics; my own brief account should be
read with this in mind, although I have not deliberately adopted any outrageously
radical views.
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Medieval and Renaissance ethics
JOH N H A L D A N E

The Human will is subject to three orders. Firstly, to the order of its
own reason, secondly to the orders of human government, be it
spiritual or temporal, and thirdly, it is subject to the universal order
of Divine rule.
ST TH OMA S A Q U I N A S , SUMM A T H EO LO G IA E , l a , I la e , q 8 , a i

i

Introduction

T he central timespan covered in this essay extends from the eleventh to the
sixteenth centuries - a period of half a millennium of considerable philosophical
activity only matched in its variety and vigour by the modern and contemporary
periods. Yet, somewhat surprisingly, between the end of the Renaissance and the
middle of the twentieth century the philosophy of those five hundred years was
largely forgotten. Indeed, it is only in the last twenty or so years that philosophers
in the English-speaking world have begun to appreciate the intrinsic quality of
medieval and Renaissance thought, and its relevance for the continuing effort to
understand the central issues in philosophy.
Part of the difficulty in evaluating the philosophy of the Middle Ages, and to
a lesser extent that of the Renaissance, is that it is couched in a largely unfamiliar
theoretical vocabulary. This is connected with the nature of scholasticism - the
dominant philosophical tradition - which was uncompromisingly technical. A
further problem for understanding and assessing the argument and conclusions
presented by authors of these periods arises from the very different assumptions
about the nature of the universe and the situation of mankind within it that they
and we are apt to make.
In order, then, to make sense of the patterns of ethical thought which developed
through the medieval and Renaissance periods, it is necessary to begin with an
account of the historical and philosophical background to the emergence of
scholasticism towards the end of the eleventh century. Following that, I shall
discuss some of the ideas and disputes of the one-hundred-year period falling
roughly between the middle of the thirteenth and that of the fourteenth centuries.
This was without doubt the high point of medieval thought, a period in which
intellectual seeds were sown and entire philosophical gardens grew up, flourished
and bloomed. The authors of the great works of this era were members of two
religious orders - the Dominicans and the Franciscans - whose activity determined
13 3
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much of the character of a fruitful age in the history of Western culture.
Following upon this, however, was a period of relative infertility. Significantly,
not a single historically important philosopher was born in the fourteenth century.
(The best candidate for this status, namely John W yclif (1320-84). was too much
a theologian and churchman to qualify.) Yet by its close, new growth had begun
which in due course produced several new species of ideas and transformations
of older ones. Discussion of this period will lead on to an examination of the main
elements in Renaissance ethics, which can be divided into two traditions: first that
of the late scholastics, who elaborated and synthesized the products of the geniuses
born in the thirteenth century, and second that of the humanists who looked back
to classical antiquity and forward to a secularized political future.

ii

From the Church Fathers to the scholastics

The earliest post-classical origins of medieval philosophy lie in the patristic period
of Christianity, in the writings of the Church Fathers. These works were produced
between the second and fifth centuries by religious teachers belonging to the
Eastern and Western Churches. The aim of these theological authors was to
interpret Judeo-Christian scriptures and traditions with the assistance of ideas
derived from Greek and Roman philosophy. Although the Fathers were not
themselves speculative thinkers, they introduced into their theistic ethics notions
of considerable importance which recur throughout medieval and Renaissance
philosophy.
The first of these, which appears in the writings of Clement of Alexandria
(15 0 -2 15 ) and in subsequent authors, is the idea that, by the exercise of natural
reason, some of the philosophers of antiquity had arrived at conclusions con
cerning the kind of life fitting for human beings which were coincident with parts
of Christian moral teaching. This concurrence was later to become a theme in the
defence of philosophy, and of the study of pagan writers, that scholastics would
offer to the charge that their enquiries endangered faith. The particular discovery
of Greek philosophy which interested the Fathers was that of practical reasoning
(ratio practica) or ‘right reason’ (recta ratio in the Latin, orthos logos in the Greek).
Both Plato and Aristotle had argued that there is a faculty of rational judgement
concerned with choosing the right way of acting. Excellence in the exercise of this
power constitutes the intellectual virtue of practical wisdom - phronesis (Latin:
prudentia) - and conduct in accord with its deliverances is moral virtue.
Generally there was little concern with the philosophical arguments supporting
these suggestions. The points of interest were rather that some of the conclusions
about how to live concurred with religious teachings derived from revelation, and,
implicit in this, that an alternative model of moral knowledge might be available.
In addition to knowing how to act by having received public instruction, it might
be that an individual could think his own w ay towards moral rectitude. This
possibility would relieve the difficulty with the idea of public revelation: that,
through no fault of their own, those who have not received it directly, or had it
communicated to them, are deprived of the means of salvation. For if the pagans
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could reason their way to virtue, then perhaps all men have the same innate
resource to lead good lives. This indeed became a model of universal salvific grace;
that is, of the idea that each man is given sufficient means for his salvation though, of course, he may choose not to follow the route this grace prescribes.
Notice, however, that the idea of an innate power of moral knowledge is open
to at least two interpretations. On the first, men are endowed with a capacity for
rational thought, and starting from certain premises, knowledge of which is not
dependent on revelation, they can arrive at conclusions about right conduct. On
the second interpretation, the relevant endowment is one of a faculty of moral
sense by which men can simply intuit what it is right or wrong to do. Borrowing
from the vocabulary of later theories it may be useful to describe these views as
‘rationalist’ and ‘intuitionist’, respectively.
Following the introduction of the term by St Jerome (347-420), writers of the
earlier and later Middle Ages referred to the innate power of distinguishing good
from evil as synderesis. Jerome himself describes this as the ‘spark of conscience
.. . by which we discern that we sin’, but it later became usual to reserve the term
‘conscience’ (conscientia) for the ability to distinguish good from bad at the level
of particular actions. In the thirteenth century, for example, St Thomas Aquinas
(122 4 -74 ) argues that the first principle of thought about conduct is that good
is to be done and pursued and evil avoided. This ‘synderesis rule’ is, he maintains,
a self-evident principle, such that anyone who understand it must assent to its
truth. What it concerns, however, is not the rightness or wrongness of this or
that particular action, but rather the polarity of the axis on which conduct lies
and the intrinsic attraction of one pole and repulsion of the other. Even granting
the truth of the principle, however, knowledge of it will not suffice to guide one
through life without a more specific capacity to distinguish good from bad courses
of action, and it is this capacity which Aquinas follows tradition in identifying
with conscientia. Furthermore, given his distinctly rationalistic account of moral
knowledge (which I discuss below) it should come as no surprise to learn that he
regards conscience as equivalent to practical or ‘right’ reason (recta ratio). In the
pre-scholastic period, however, the tendency was to take an intuitionist view of
moral thinking. On this account, versions of which are to be found in the writings
of St Jerome and St Augustine (354-430), conscience is an innate faculty which
reveals God’s moral law as this is inscribed in men's souls. Something of this idea
persists today in contemporary Christian discussions which (adapting the sense
analogy) speak of conscience as if it were the mind’s ‘inner ear’ by which one
may attend to the word of God.
In Augustine’s moral theology this account of conscience is connected to a
line of thinking which constitutes the second major contribution from earlier
tradition to later medieval moral philosophy. This is the idea of moral purification
as resulting in a ‘flight of the soul’ away from the world. The more distant origins
of this notion lie in Plato’s Republic and in equally ancient mystical traditions. It
features in the writings of Plotinus (204-69) but was introduced into patristic
thought by his Christian fellow-student Origen (185-255). Indeed it was a widely
held doctrine, advanced in one form or another by St Gregory of Nyssa (335-95).
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Dionysius the pseudo-Areopagite (fifth century) and John Scotus Eriugena (8 10 77), and it was taken up again with some enthusiasm in the Renaissance period
by Mirandola (146 3 -9 4 ) and other Neoplatonists. According to Augustine, God
endows each man with a conscience whereby he may know the moral law.
However, this knowledge is not sufficient for virtue, which requires that the will
should also be turned towards the good. In order to achieve this benevolent
orientation God illuminates the soul by a revelation of his own goodness, and this
induces virtue as the soul becomes charged with love for God’s perfection and
strives to be united with him. This psychology of grace is less prosaically expressed
by Augustine in the claim that love draws a soul to God as weight draws a body
to the earth; but, of course, since God is ‘above’ all things, the direction of pull is
upwards and so the movement effected by grace becomes a flight of the soul away
from the world.
A further issue raised by this theory of moral knowledge concerns the nature
of that which conscience reveals. Earlier it was said that conscience discloses the
moral law, but this latter notion is in turn open to at least two interpretations,
both of which influenced medieval and Renaissance thought. The expression
‘law ’ translates the Latin word ius, which may mean either order or ordinance,
systematic regularity or prescribed regulation. Hence the claim that conscience is
a form of knowledge of the moral law could be read as holding that it is a means
of discerning states of affairs and properties which constitute moral facts and
values, just as science is a method for discovering those facts which are constitutive
of the laws of physics, for instance. Alternatively, the claim could be interpreted
as maintaining that conscience is a way of coming to know what God commands,
much as consulting a textbook may be a w ay of discovering the content of a
nation’s law.
Writers of classical antiquity, of the patristic period and of the early and later
Middle Ages often use the expression ‘natural law ’ (ius naturale) to refer to
whatever principles are taken to govern human conduct, other than those which
originate in human legislation or positive law (ius positivum). To the modern
reader the expression ‘natural law ’ probably suggests the idea of an objective
moral order independent of the mind or will or any being. It should be clear,
however, that for those living in these earlier periods if might signify a number of
distinct ideas. The common element is the contrast with human legislation, but
beyond that lie differences. It was held by some that natural law pertains to the
ordered structure of the world into which each kind of thing fits and by reference
to which a proper pattern of its development may be determined. On this view,
the idea that natural law yields prescriptions for human conduct is a metaphorical
way of referring to preconditions of man’s natural development, but it has no
implication that their prescriptivity issues from the will of a legislator. They are
not in that sense commands. According to a second view, however, natural law is
precisely the set of rules legislated by God and promulgated to mankind via the
presentation of the decalogue to Moses, and via the revelation afforded to indi
viduals through their exercise of conscience.
The first of these views partly originates in the pre-Socratic period of Greek
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philosophy and was known to authors of the early Middle Ages in the form of the
Stoic doctrine that all processes are governed by cosmic reason (logos), and that
law (nomos) is what this universal rational principle dictates concerning the
various spheres of activity. This idea was usually combined with two others which,
taken together, yielded a more theologically acceptable account of natural law as
metaphysical order. The first of these additional notions was the Platonic theory
that individual entities and characteristics are instances of ideal forms (eide), and
are better or worse of their kind to the extent that they approximate to, or deviate
from, these perfect paradigms. The second related notion derived from patristic
exegeses of Chapter i of Genesis, which suggested that in creating the world God
gave material instantiation to a plan which pre-existed as an eternal idea (ratio
aeterna) in his mind. (This notion, sometimes referred to as ‘divine exemplarism’,
was undoubtedly influenced by the previously mentioned element of Plato’s
metaphysics and by the creation myth he presents in the dialogue Timaeus, in
which the supreme God or Maker (demiurge) is attributed with the desire to create
a world that embodies the forms.) Put together, these ideas provided an account
of natural law as the proper pattern of activity in accord with the rational order
of creation.
It is important to appreciate that in the foregoing account the role of God in
relation to the moral law is an indirect one. An action is good because fitting,
given the nature of things - a nature owing to God’s design and manufacture.
But according to the second view mentioned above, God’s role is wholly direct,
for the natural law is nothing other than a body of legislation willed into existence
by God for the governance of human affairs. And this law need have no relation
to the design of the created world.
In the thirteenth century there was a major dispute between proponents of
these two views of the universal moral law. I shall return to this in the next
section. For now, however, it is enough to point out that there are further
complexities in the structure of pre-scholastic theories which were transmitted to
later periods. For example, as was previously noted, it was held by some that the
innate capacity to determine the requirements on conduct is the ability to discover
the proper nature of things, most centrally of man himself, and to reason to
conclusions about how to perfect these natures. For others, while the truths
discovered by the exercise of synderesis and conscientia are indeed those pertaining
to self-perfection, their discovery is not a matter of empirical investigation and
practical reasoning but simply apprehension of prescriptions pronounced to the
soul by God. (In a famous passage in his work On the Trinity, Augustine writes
that ‘men see the moral rules written in the book of light which is called Truth,
from which all other laws are copied’ (De Trinitate, 14, 15, 21)). For others yet,
the form of discovery is of this latter style, but what is apprehended is simply the
ungrounded will of God expressed in commands to act or to refrain from action,
and not guidance offered in accord with a law of nature.
So much for the developing complexity of pre-scholastic thought about the
source of morality. There was also a variety of views concerning the objects of
moral assesment, i.e. those features which are properly judged to be right or
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wrong. St Augustine had claimed that merit only attaches to actions which
conform to God’s moral law if they are performed with the appropriate motive,
i.e. a love of God and a wish to perfect oneself so as to draw closer to him. As he
puts it: ‘To live well is nothing other than to love God with all one’s heart, soul
and mind’ (De Moribus Ecclesiae Catholicae, I, 25, 46). This introduces a focus on
the state of mind of the agent, rather than on the performance as such, and
introduces the possibility that while two people could perform actions of the same
type, e.g. nursing the sick, only one would do something creditable, inasmuch as
his motive was love whereas that of the other was Pharisaism, i.e. the self-righteous
desire to be thought well of.
Other authors, drawing upon the parable(s) of the talents (Matt. 25) or pounds
(Luke 19), tended to regard merit as appropriate to the achievements or conse
quences of conduct. The most wide-ranging and exacting account of moral
assessment, however, held that for an action to be good, everything about it - its
type, its motive and its outcome - must be good, and that should just one of these
be bad, then the action is bad and the agent culpable. This strict doctrine seems
to have originated in a work written in the fourth or fifth century by Dionysius
the Areopagite entitled On the Divine Names (De divinis nominibus). This author’s
writings, known collectively as the Corpus Dionysiacum, were of great influence
from the sixth century onwards into the Renaissance. Indeed, he was the main
channel through which Platonic and Neoplatonic ideas passed from the Greek
into the Christian worlds. Besides being one of the main sources of the ‘flight of
the soul’ theological psychology and of the strict doctrine of moral assessment
mentioned above, he advanced the view (as did Augustine) that evil is nothing
other than the privation of good, just as sickness may be thought of not as a
distinct independent condition but merely as the absence of health. This idea, and
the doctrine about what is required for an action to be good, were endorsed and
elaborated by Aquinas in the thirteenth century and have remained as part of the
general body of Thomist teaching. The considerable respect accorded the Corpus
Dionysiacum throughout the Middle Ages and the Renaissance was due in part to
its value as a source of Platonic philosophy but also because of a mistaken belief
about its authorship. The writer claims to have been a witness to events recorded
in the New Testament and uses the pseudonym ‘Dionysius the Presbyter', from
which he came to be identified with an Athenian converted by St Paul. However,
from internal evidence, it has long been generally agreed that these writings were
produced around the year 500.
Before proceeding to consider the central period of scholasticism, it is appro
priate to give some rough idea of relevant historical developments within the
preceding centuries. This history is in effect that of the fall and re-establishment,
as a Christian institution, of the Roman Empire. In the fifth century the Western
Roman Empire succumbed to Teutonic invasions from the north, and when the
Eastern Roman Empire, based on Byzantium, succeeded in the sixth century in
re-establishing an hegemony in the Mediterranean, it was in turn attacked by the
Arabs in the east and the south. Among the damage wrought by these invasions
was the destruction of the Roman educational system which, through schools
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located in the main cities, had provided administrators for the Empire. As has
been the case in Britain in this century, an education suited to the staffing
needs of a civil service also produced men of wide culture with something of a
philosophical cast of mind. Following the invasions, however, such centres of
education as remained or were created were attached to monasteries situated in
isolated rural areas. In the very changed circumstances, the aim of these monastic
schools became the more limited one of preserving the culture of the past.
In the year 800, Charlemagne was crowned first Holy Roman Emperor, and
for a period following this there was something of a revival of the imperial idea
and associated with it a cultural renaissance. Indeed the only original Western
philosopher writing between Boethius (4 75-52 5) and St Anselm (10 3 3-110 9 ),
namely Eriugena, was head of the Palace school founded at Charlemagne’s court.
A series of wars, political conflicts and disputes beween the Church and the Empire
led by stages to the recovery of Christendom and the victory of the Papacy over
the Emperor, marked by Pope Gregory VII’s reforms of the Church, begun in
1073, and by the Emperor Henry IV doing penance before the Pope at Canossa
in 10 77.

iii

The golden age of scholasticism

During the patristic and early medieval periods, educated discussion of morality
was of an entirely theological sort. It was concerned either with normative ques
tions (like those discussed in Part IV of this volume) about which virtues to
cultivate, what actions to avoid and what goals to aim for, or else it set out the
general structure of morality, indicating, for example, its relation to natural pro
cesses or to revealed doctrine. By and large, however, it was neither systematic
nor interested in what are now characterized as meta-ethical issues; that is, issues
about the content and logical character of moral concepts. (Part VI of this volume
deals with meta-ethics.) In the eleventh and twelfth centuries this began to change,
as there evolved the scholastic method of enquiry.
The ‘father’ of scholasticism was St Anselm, Archbishop of Canterbury and
now best known as the originator of the ‘ontological proof of the existence of
God. In the sixth century, Boethius had held that some propositions, including
some moral principles, are intuitively self-evident. He also favoured a more rig
orous style of reasoning than was then common. In Anselm’s writings these two
factors come togeher to yield a logically ordered discussion proceeding from
‘axioms’ to implied conclusions. He applied this method of systematic and dis
cursive reasoning to a range of theological issues, and in citing authority (auctoritas), in the form of quotations from scripture or patristic writings, was
concerned to use it as a means of proceeding towards additional conclusions. This
innovative attitude is expressed in a passage, the concluding words of which
compose the motto of scholasticism. He writes: ‘It seems to me to show negligence
if after we have become established in the Faith we do not strive to understand
what we believe’ (Cur Deus Homo, i, 2).
In his moral theory Anselm is influenced by Augustine’s psychology, and
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adopts the view that grace induces in the soul a disposition to move towards the
good (affectio justitiae) by conforming its actions to the will of God. The importance
of the will is also emphasized by Abelard (i 0 7 9 -114 2 ). The Augustinian tendency
to voluntarism (from the Latin: voluntas, meaning ‘will’) is pursued in relation to
both the subject and the criterion of goodness. As regards the latter the standard
is, as mentioned, conformity to the divine will. In regard to the former, Abelard
insists that in themselves actions are morally neutral. Moreover, he suggests that
desires or inclinations are likewise not good or bad as such. The appropriate
object of moral assessment is the agent’s intention. Vice is nothing other than
knowledgeable consent to sin, that is to action performed in the knowledge of its
disobedience to God’s commands. As he writes: ‘Defect, then, is whereby we are
. . . inclined to consent to what we ought not to do . . . What is that consent but
to despise God and to violate His laws?’ And later in the same work he illustrates
how vice lies not in desire but in consent. The example is of a man who in seeing
a woman has his ‘concupiscence aroused; his mind enticed by fleshly lust and
stirred to base desire but who yet bridles this lascivious longing by the power of
temperance’ (Scito Teipsum, Ch. 2), and so reaps the reward of obeying God’s
commandment (presumably the ninth: Thou shalt not covet thy neighbour’s wife).
This view, shared by Anselm and Abelard (and later adopted in part or in
whole by Henry of Ghent (12 17 -9 3 ), Duns Scotus (126 6 -13 0 8 ), William of
Ockham (12 9 0 -13 50 ) and in the Renaissance by Francisco Suarez (15 4 8 -16 17 ))
has certain potentially troublesome implications. If virtue consists in rightness of
intention, and this in turn is analysed in terms of consent to God's commandments,
(conceived of under that description, i.e. as ‘conduct commanded by God’) then a
problem arises if the agent does not know what God commands, or that he
commands anything, or indeed that there is even a God to issue commands.
Certainly if one lacks this knowledge then one cannot be sinful or vicious (i.e.
vice-filled), since in that circumstance one cannot knowingly intend to breach a
divine commandment. By the same token, however, neither can one be virtuous,
not knowing to what to give consent. And if virtue is necessary for salvation then
the ignorant are in trouble, albeit perhaps a less damnable predicament than that
facing those who know God’s law and intend to contravene it. As regards the first
of these implications, Abelard took it to show that those who (in ignorance)
persecuted and crucified Christ committed no sin - an opinion apparently not
shared by his contemporaries, for it was condemned at the Council of Sens in
1 1 4 1 . In connection with the second implication, he offers an unconvincing
version of the suggestion discussed earlier, that those existing outside the scope
of the Christian revelation might yet be virtuous inasmuch as they conform their
intentions to the content of the moral law as this is revealed to reason.
The second problem facing the Anselm/Abelard view arises from the location
of moral character in the agent’s intentions rather than in the type of actions he
performs. If one believes that it is publicly determinable what kind of action each
of several people has performed but that it is not determinable what intention
each has, then, if intention is the locus of moral quality, one is not in a position
to say whether they have all acted virtuously even if one somehow knows that
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one of them has. For Abelard this problem is overcome by the claim that God can
‘see* into the hearts of men, though they are unobservable to others. That
possibility, however, will be of little comfort to those mortals who may have a
responsibility to assess moral character, which in any event we do often take to
be manifest in publicly observable events. This latter presumption suggests a
different solution: to deny that agent’s intentions are necessarily private objects
and to allow that they are sometimes open to assessment.
The greatest of medieval and scholastic philosophers, St Thomas Aquinas, was
born eighty years after the death of Abelard. Only those who have made the effort
to comprehend the philosophy of Aquinas can properly appreciate the extent of
his system and the power of his mind. Albertus Magnus (1206-80) - St Albert
the Great - his sometime teacher and patron, said of the young St Thomas, who
had acquired the nickname ‘the dumb ox’ on account of his taciturnity and stout
figure, that ‘he will eventually bellow so loudly in his teaching that it will resound
throughout the whole world’. At least by the standard this suggests, viz. renown,
there can be no doubt that Aquinas is the greatest of the scholastics and perhaps
of all philosophers born between Aristotle and Descartes.
The Thomistic genius lay in the capacity to see how Greek thought and
Catholic doctrine might be synthesized into a Christian philosophy. So far as this
vision concerned ethics, it took the form of showing that the previously noted
parallels between ideas of virtue originating in the philosophy of classical antiquity
and those recurrent within Christian thought could be developed so as to give a
rational foundation to ethics and thereby demonstrate an account of true virtue
which could be compelling to any intelligent human being. The scale of St Tho
mas’s synthesis of ethics and moral theology is vast. It covers both theoretical and
normative issues and is spread through many texts. Fifteen volumes of the current
Blackfriars edition of the Summa Theologiae and many other independent com
mentaries and treatises are concerned with ethics and value in one form or
another. Given the extent of this corpus, therefore, it would be absurd to do other
than identify the essence of the theory.
Something of Aquinas’ views has already been indicated, including the fact
that he held a rationalistic account of moral thinking - regarding the ‘natural
law’ as discoverable by the exercise of ‘right reason’. In arguing for this he was
greatly assisted by the recent availability in the Christian West of the ethical
writings of Aristotle. Drawing on these he was able to develop a form of consequentialist eudaimonism, according to which right action is conduct that
either tends to promote or actually realizes human flourishing. On this view
there is a distinctive and essential human nature, and associated with it a set
of values constituting excellence in the conduct of life. Hence, virtues are
those habits of action which are conducive to the fulfilment of an agent’s rational
nature.
To speak of the ‘natural law’ is thus to refer to that part of the general order
of things which involves human kind and its progress to perfection. This law is
embodied in natural human tendencies, such as the inclinations to preserve one’s
life, to mate and rear children, to co-operate with others in society, and so on. In
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addition to this empirical source of moral values and requirements there is the
‘law of God’ promulgated to mankind via the Mosaic law and other parts of the
divine revelation. However, for Aquinas this is not a source of alternative or
additional commandments, but rather a supplementary source of those pre
scriptions conformity with which is necessary for achieving well-being. What
Christian theology adds to the basically Aristotelian moral theory is first, super
natural assistance, through revelation and grace, and second, a supernatural
transformation of the goal of virtue, from the state conceived of by Aristotle as
flourishing (eudaimonia) to that of blessedness (beatitudo) consisting of eternal
union with God.
In giving due place to the religious dimension of morality while combining it
with a broadly rationalist theory, Aquinas trod a path between two groups of
contemporary philosophers: the Latin Averroists and the Franciscan voluntarists.
The former, of whom the most important was Siger of Brabant (1240-84),
maintained an unqualifiedly naturalistic version of Aristotelian eudaimonism. The
latter, by contrast, challenged the idea that divine law is in effect a ‘users’ guide’
to human life, and maintained that it is an independent source of obligation rooted
in God’s legislative will. This revival of Augustinian thought began in St Thomas’s
lifetime in works of a mystical inclination by St Bonaventure (1 2 1 7 -7 4 ), Ramon
Lull (1 2 3 5 -1 3 1 5 ) and Meister Eckhardt (12 6 0 -13 2 7) which emphasized divine
illumination and the turning of the soul’s will to God. More philosophically
significant, however, were the writings of the two greatest Franciscan thinkers of
this period, namely, Duns Scotus and William of Ockham.
Until recently it was common to regard both men (but especially Ockham) as
espousing straightforward versions of theistic voluntarism, i.e. the view that an
action is good if and only if God commands or approves of it. However, the
situation is not so simple. Scotus holds much in common with the ‘right reason’
theory of Aquinas but he accords two special roles to the will. On the one hand,
the object of moral assessment is always an act of will, and on the other, God is
able to invest moral prescriptions with the additional status of absolute obligations
by willing that they be obeyed (Opus Oxoniense III).
Ockham moves further towards locating the source of morality in the divine
will by arguing that since God is omnipotent he can do anything save the logically
impossible. The criterion of logical impossibility is contradiction. So, if a statement
is not a contradiction, then the situation it describes is at least logically possible
and hence is such as can be brought about by God. But a moral statement such
as ‘theft is permissible’ is not contradictory - even if it is false. Accordingly, if God
is omnipotent then it must be possible for him to make it the case that theft is
permissible without this being achieved by changing any other logically inde
pendent fact of the matter. One, and perhaps the only, way in which this could
be achieved would be if permissibility, requirement and prohibition are constituted
simply by God’s attitudes. That is, if the moral character of an action is an
immediate logical consequence of God’s allowing, commanding or prohibiting it.
In fact, Ockham was willing to allow that much of what we hold to be right and
wrong is so for reasons presented by natural law theory. But he also saw, like
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Scotus, that such a theory has some difficulty accounting for the legalistic charac
ter of some moral requirements, and he further held that belief in the absolute
omnipotence of God must imply that the moral order could be reversed by nothing
other than God’s willing it to be so (Reportatio, IV, q9).

iv

Renaissance pluralism and the decline of scholasticism

Ockham was the last philosopher of the golden age of medieval scholasticism. In
the century following his death the intellectual and political worlds were trans
formed by the rise of science and the decline of the Church of Rome. Once again
Western Europe became subject to political and religious warfare, but in regard
to the latter the source of attack was not, as before, an alien faith; rather it came
from within the Christian Church, from scandalized or disaffected clergy and other
members of the religious orders. It is not altogether surprising, therefore, that the
leaders of the Reformation and those of the new natural science were both apt to
set aside a philosophical tradition which had by then come to be closely associated
with the old order.
This said, the movement to develop Aristotle’s ethical theory did not come to
a halt. Rather, it split into two directions and proceeded onwards for some while
longer. The division corresponded to secular and religious interests and was also
largely geographical. In Italy a group of writers and natural scientists located in
and around Padua looked back to the Latin Averroists of two hundred years
before, and beyond them to Aristotle himself, as sources for a wholly naturalistic
ethical theory consonant with their wider scientific world view. The most
renowned of this otherwise little-known group was Pietro Pomponazzi (14 6 2 1525), who, given his philosophical materialism, sceptical epistemology and quasi
utilitarian ethical theory, would no doubt find the contemporary philosophical
environment rather congenial.
Meanwhile in the Iberian peninsula the Thomist tradition persisted among a
group of Catholic neo-scholastics. Much of their word consisted of expounding
and commenting upon the writings of Aquinas and Aristotle, but they also
contributed something to the tradition by attempting to relate it to the changed
circumstances. The Dominican, Francisco de Vitoria (148 0-1546), for example,
considered the legitimacy of using violence in defence of society, and thereby
advanced the development of ‘just w ar’ doctrine. The same issue also formed part
of the normative ethics proposed by the Jesuit, Francisco Suarez. He was probably
the most distinguished of all the Iberian Thomists, though while he was a major
commentator on Aquinas his ambitions went far beyond re-presenting the ‘Angelic
Doctor’s’ teachings. His own synthesis of scholasticism also drew from the meta
physical ideas of Ockham, and this led to his espousing a view in which the will
of the agent and that of God play a large part in determining the moral value of
conduct. Perhaps the main historical significance of Suarez’s writings, however,
is as the channel through which Thomist moral philosophy was made available
throughout Europe to those who had not been educated in the scholastic tradition,
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including those who, like Hugo Grotius (15 8 3 -16 4 5 ), were deeply hostile to
its particular religious associations but who nonetheless, often unknowingly,
developed moral views similar of those of the Catholic scholastics. Much closer in
theological outlook to Suarez, but living in isolation from Thomist circles, was his
English contemporary Richard Hooker (15 5 3 -16 0 0 ) who drew upon the natural
law theory presented by Aquinas to develop an account of the relation between
natural and revealed law. So great, indeed, was the influence of Thomist ideas
upon Hooker in his writing of The Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity that he came to be
known as the ‘Anglican Aquinas’.
Several factors contributed to the post-medieval reaction against scholasticism.
Besides the rise of empirical science and the fragmentation of the Universal Church,
there was a movement within philosophy against Aristotelianism and in favour
of a return to Platonic doctrines. The latter trend was due in part to the rediscovery
of the authors of classical antiquity and to the increased availability of their works
through translation. This encouraged a somewhat uncritical eclecticism, there
being less interest in determining the internal consistency of compilations of ideas
than in admiring the aesthetic qualities of both parts and wholes. Early on in this
development Nicholas of Cusa (14 0 1-6 4 ) had drawn upon Pythagorean and
Platonic metaphysics and Christian mysticism to construct an account of reality
according to which there is a general movement of all humanity towards God,
directed under the guidance of mystical love.

Such ideas were to the fore in the writings of those associated with the
Neoplatonic Academy founded in Florence in the fifteenth century under the
patronage of Cosimo de’ Medici. The two main figures in this circle were Marsilio
Ficino (1433-99) and Giovanni Pico della Mirandola. Like Nicholas of Cusa,
Ficino blends pre-Socratic and Augustinian ideas about the causal efficacy of love
as a universal principle, but then manages to identify this with a generalized
concept of man, thereby giving rise to the idea of humanity (humanitas) as the
primary moral value.
More important, perhaps, than the intoxication resulting from such rhapsodic
associations of ideas were the numerous translations of classical texts produced
by members of the Florentine Academy. Besides introducing new notions into
Renaissance thinking, these texts encouraged the development of a different form
in which to cast moral and social thought, namely, lyrical fables of past or future
gold ages. While the Renaissance scholastics sought to extend the philosophical
methodology of the Summa Theologiae by drawing in yet more material for logical
analysis and subsequent systematization, the Renaissance humanists looked back
to the Republic, finding in it the perfect model for the literary expression of ideas.
Thus it was that during the long eve of the modem period Vitoria was writing his
Commentary on the Second Part of the Summa Theologiae, while Sir Thomas More
(1 4 7 8 -1 5 3 5 ) penned Utopia; and Suarez wrote De Legibus as Tommaso Campanella (15 6 8 -16 3 9 ) was composing his City of the Sun. (Some small degree of
essayist’s licence should be allowed in relation to the chronological pairings of
these works). Of interest also is the fact that whereas Vitoria and Suarez preserve
the theocentrism of medieval ethical theory, More and Campanella offer homo-
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centric views presented through visions of secularized political futures. Such was
the state of moral thought at the end of the Renaissance.
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Modern moral philosophy
J. B. S C H N E E W IN D

A n c i e n t Western philosophical thought about how to live centred on the
question of the highest good: what life is most fully and lastingly satisfying? While
virtue was meant to govern one’s relations with others, it was first of all the
condition of attaining the good for oneself. Christianity taught that the highest
good was attainable only through salvation, and complicated the pursuit of it by
insisting on obedience to God’s commands. The distinctive enterprise of modem
philosophical ethics grew as ideas of the highest good and of the will of the
Christian deity came to seem less and less able to provide practical guidance. Since
many people today do not believe, as the ancients did, that there is just one definite
way of living which is best for everyone, and since many think we cannot resolve
our practical problems on a religious basis, the questions of modem Western
ethics are unavoidably still our own questions.
If there is no highest good determined by nature or God, how are we to know
whether our desires are misguided or sound? If there are no divinely ordained
laws, what can tell us when we should refuse to do what our desires urge us
to do, and when we may proceed? Modem moral philosophy emerged from
consideration of these problems. There is no standard way of organizing its history,
but it is useful to think of it as having three stages.
(1) The first stage is one of gradual emergence from the traditional assump
tion that morality must come from some authoritative source outside of human
nature, into the belief that morality might arise from resources within human
nature itself. It was a movement from the view that morality must be imposed on
human beings towards the belief that morality could be understood as human
self-governance or autonomy. This stage begins with the Essays of Michel de
Montaigne (1595) and culminates in the work of Kant (1785), Reid (1788) and
Bentham (1789).
(2) During the second stage moral philosophy was largely occupied with the
elaboration and defence of the view that we are individually self-governing, and
with new objections and alternatives to it. The period extends from the assimilation
of the work of Reid, Bentham, and Kant to the last third of the present century.
(3) Since then, the attention of moral philosophers has begun to shift away
from the problem of the autonomous individual toward new issues concerning
public morality.
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Toward autonomy

Montaigne (153 3-9 2 ) tried to show that the ideas of the good life proposed by
classical antiquity fail as guides because most people cannot live as they direct.
Though himself a believing Catholic, he also thought most people could not live
up to Christian standards. He offered nothing in place of these ideals. He held that
there are no clear norms governing social and political life beyond the laws of our
own country, which, he held, are always to be obeyed. Positively, he suggested
only that each of us might personally find a way of life which our own nature
makes necessary for us.
Montaigne’s radical challenges to accepted ideas about authoritative morality
spoke to the condition of an increasingly diversified, self-reliant and literate
European population, but the public life of the time called for principles of a kind
he did not present. Endless ferocious wars made evident the deep need for peaceful
ways of settling political disputes. Christianity could no longer help, because
Protestantism had split Europe so deeply that there could be no agreement on
what the historical religion required. Although everyone took religious belief to
be essential somehow to morality, it was plainly necessary to go beyond sectarian
principles. The universities continued to teach watered-down versions of Aris
totelian ethics, but these hardly spoke to the pressing needs of the time. Innovators
drew on other sources.
The most durable tradition of thought about the norms governing human
conduct was the Thomistic natural law tradition. It claimed to show what prin
ciples for public life are available to human reason, independent of revelation and
without specifically Christian bias. Accepted by many Protestants as well as by
Catholics, it taught that God’s laws require us to act in certain ways which,
whether we know it or not, are for the benefit of everyone. It held that the laws
could be known at least by the wise, who could instruct the rest; and it showed
what rewards and punishments God connects with obedience and disobedience.
The moral thought of the seventeenth century started from classical natural law
theory, but altered it drastically.
Classical natural law saw humans as created to play a part in a divinely
ordained community expressing God’s glory, and morality as teaching what that
part is. Modern natural law began with the assertion that individuals are entitled
to determine their own purposes, and that morality comprises the conditions under
which these can best be pursued. Hugo Grotius (15 8 3 -16 4 5 ), the acknowledged
originator of the new outlook, was the first theorist to claim that rights are a
natural attribute of the individual independently of any contribution the individual
makes to the community. In his Law of War and Peace (1625) he insisted that we
are sociable by nature; but when we form political societies, he said, we do so on
condition that our individual rights be respected. Though our rights may be traded
for political security, we begin, Grotius taught, as naturally entitled to determine
our own lives within the space our rights create.
Thomas Hobbes’s masterpiece, Leviathan (16 51), denied natural sociability,
and stressed our self-interested aims. There is, for him, no ultimate good: we
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restlessly seek ‘power after power’ to protect ourselves from death. Since we are
basically equal in natural ability, this would cause a war of all against all if we
did not agree to be ruled by a sovereign capable of enforcing peace while we each
pursue our private goals. The laws of nature or morality are ultimately no more
than indicators of the most essential steps we must take so that an orderly society
may exist. Our limitless desires thus create a problem that can only be solved by
setting up a ruler who is above any legal control; but it is our desires themselves
that move us to solve that problem.
The theory that political society emerges from a social contract makes man
and not God the creator of the secular powers that govern him. Many natural
lawyers in the seventeenth century accepted this view. While Hobbes aroused
almost universal opposition for his assertion that morality serves human selfish
ness, the natural lawyers nonetheless agreed that humans are unruly beings,
needing strong governmental control. John Locke (16 3 2 -170 4 ) was opposing
Grotius as well as Hobbes when he claimed that some of our rights are inalienable,
and hence that there are moral limits to what the government may do. But even
Locke held, with his contemporaries, that most people cannot know without
instruction what morality requires and that threats of punishment are needed to
get the majority to behave decently. Even though the laws of nature are meant
to guide us to individual as well as common well-being, and even though we are
competent to set up our own political order, we are still to be viewed, according
to most seventeenth-century thinkers, as needing to have morality imposed on
us.
Late in the seventeenth century criticism of this outlook became vocal; and
during the eighteenth century a number of thinkers developed views in which
morality was taken, to one degree or another, not simply as suitably imposed on
our nature but as an expression of it.
One major step was taken when Pierre Bayle argued in 1681 for the then
shocking claim that a group of atheists could form a perfectly decent society. A
more systematic effort to sketch a new picture of human nature and morality
came from the third Earl of Shaftesbury. In his Inquiry concerning Virtue (1 7 1 1 )
he argued that we have a moral faculty which enables us to judge our own
motives. We are virtuous when we act only on those we approve; and we approve
only our benevolent or sociable motives. Shaftesbury thought that our moral
sense must even be our guide in determining whether allegedly divine commands
came from God or from some demon. Morality thus became an outgrowth of
human feelings.
There was much debate in the eighteenth century about the respective roles
of benevolence and self-interest in human psychology, and about whether either
of them could be the sole explanation for our moral behaviour. Similarly there
was considerable discussion of whether our moral convictions result from feeling,
as Shaftesbury had suggested, or from reason, as the natural lawyers had believed.
Both debates involve the question of the extent to which humans can be auton
omous.
It was agreed on all sides that virtue requires us to work for the good of others.
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Some argued that this is shown us by moral feelings of approval and disapproval,
others that it is learned by intuition or direct moral insight. In either case it might
be argued that everyone could be aware of the requirements of morality, since
brilliance and education are not required in order to have feelings or to intuit
what is self-evident. Some criticized Hobbes’s psychology, arguing that we nat
urally desire the good of others. Then external sanctions are not needed to motivate
us; and as we can readily see what brings good to others, we can also direct our
own actions without instruction. Those who held with Hobbes that self-interest
is all that ever moves anyone tried to show that nature is so constituted that if
we act for our own best interests, we will in fact be helping others. Some claimed
that nothing is more enjoyable than virtue; others argued that virtue pays because
without it we cannot get assistance in pursuing our own projects. In either case,
the aim was to show that self-interest - traditionally maligned as the source of
evil-doing - would naturally lead us to virtuous behaviour. Even a selfish human
nature could then be seen as expressing itself through morality. (See Article 16,
EGOISM. )

In all these debates no-one seemed able or willing to say more about the good
than that it is whatever gives happiness or pleasure. Still, it was assumed that
what we ought to do is always a function of what it would be good to bring
about: action can only be right because it produces good. The two most original
eighteenth-century moral philosophers, David Hume ( 1 7 1 1 - 7 6 ) and Immanuel
Kant (172 4 -18 0 4 ) challenged this deeply rooted idea, Hume indirectly and in
part, Kant frontally.
Hume rejected natural law models of morality and sought to show that a
virtue-centred theory could best account for our moral convictions. Morality, he
argued, must be rooted in our feelings, since morality moves us to action, and
reason alone can never do so. (Michael Smith expounds this position in Article
35, r e a l i s m .) Approval and disapproval are the moral feelings. They are directed
at the basic desires and aversions that move us to action. We approve, Hume
argued, of those that move us to do what is generally beneficial, and disapprove
of those that cause harm. Though we are often self-interested, we also have desires
for the good of others, and regular action arising from them constitutes virtue.
This is at least the case with virtues such as parental affection and kindness to
the needy, which express our natural concern for the well-being of others. The
question was whether all the virtues can be explained in this way.
The problem case, Hume thought, was justice. One of his immediate prede
cessors, Bishop Butler (1 6 9 2 -17 5 2 ) had noted that following the rules of justice
does not always bring about a favourable balance of good either to the agent or
to others - as when, for instance, a virtuous impoverished parent returns lost
money to a miserly millionaire. If what is right is always determined by what is
good, how can we account for the virtue of justice? Hume argued that what
benefits society is having an accepted practice of following known rules of justice,
even if the practice causes hardship in some cases. He also argued that a dis
interested desire to observe these rules grows naturally within us, out of sym
pathetic appreciation of the feelings of others. On Hume’s view we can see how
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even the virtue of obeying laws can arise entirely from our own feelings and
desires.
Kant held a more radical version of the view that morality arises from human
nature. He took the central point about morality to be that it imposes absolute
duties on us, showing us what we have to do no matter what. But he held that
this special kind of moral necessity could only arise from a law we impose on
ourselves. The clue to Kant’s view is freedom. When we know we morally must
do something, we know we can do it; and this can only be true if we are free.
Freedom in action excludes determination by anything outside ourselves, and it
is not merely undetermined, or random, behaviour. The sole way in which we
can be free, for Kant, is if our actions are determined by something within our
own nature. This means that in free action we cannot be pursuing natural goods,
or conforming to eternal laws or laws God imposes, because in all those cases we
would be determined by something external to ourselves. Our moral obligations
must arise from a law which we ourselves legislate.
The moral law, Kant holds, is not a requirement to do good to others. It tells
us rather to act only in ways which we could rationally agree to have everyone
act. The law thus sets a formal requirement, and its function in our thinking is
to serve as a test for our plans. Each of us, Kant holds, can methodically think
out whether a planned action is allowable or not by asking: can I without selfcontradiction will this plan to be a law according to which everyone always acts?
Only if I can am I permitted to act on it. The Kantian position is thus a far more
thorough alternative than Hume’s to the view that good consequences always
determine what is right. For Kant we must always settle what is right before we
can know what is good.
Kand also holds that a special motive is involved in morality. Our awareness
of our activity in legislating for ourselves generates a special respect for the law
we have imposed. Since it is always possible for us to be dutiful out of respect, we
need not depend on external sources for motivation any more than for guidance.
We are fully autonomous. (For a more detailed account see Article 14, K a n t i a n
e t h i c s .)

Kant held an extreme form of the view that morality is an expression of human
nature. But one central part at least of his revolutionary view was advocated,
quite independently, by both Thomas Reid (1710 -9 6 ), founder of the important
nineteenth-century Scottish ‘common sense’ school, and Jeremy Bentham (17 4 8 1832). the originator of modern utilitarianism. This was the belief that ordinary
people can get adequate guidance for action by consciously applying abstract
moral principles. Earlier thinkers had appealed to such principles to explain
moral decisions, but did not think that everyone possessed a methodical way of
consciously using them. After the work of Kant, Reid, and Bentham, it became
widely accepted that a basic principle of morality had to be one which could
actually be used by everyone alike.
Thomas Reid, the most conservative of the three, held that common-sense
morality embodies principles whose truth everyone can see intuitively and can
readily apply. We just know we are required to help others, act fairly, tell the
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truth, and so on. No further systematization of these principles is possible, or
needed. Thus common sense and with it the moral competence of the individual
are vindicated against theoretical doubts and simplifications. From this position
Reid argued against the secularistic hedonism he saw in Hume. He aimed to
defend Christianity, now built into common sense, against its detractors. Bentham,
by contrast, thought that appeals to intuition simply hid the dangerous selfinterest of those who made them. He claimed that his utilitarian principle - that
we are to act so as to bring about the greatest happiness of the greatest number was rational on the face of it, and provided a rational method of making moral
decisions. And he held that no other principle did so. If producing the general
happiness and producing our own do not always call for the same action, then,
he said, we should change society so that they do: otherwise people will not be
reliably moved to act as morality requires. It is no accident that Bentham and his
philosophy were the centre of an active group of political reformers.

ii

Autonomy and theory: pro and con

In its second period, after Kant, Reid, and Bentham, the enterprise of moral
philosophy became more fragmented by nationalities than it had earlier been, and
grew increasingly into a technical subject for university study rather than a topic
of concern for the whole of educated society. At the cost of ignoring much of its
ever more sophisticated development, I will discuss only three aspects of the work
done during the period: (i) the continuation of efforts to vindicate and explain
moral autonomy: (2) efforts to assert the primacy of the community over the
individual; (3) the rise of nihilism and relativism, and the increased significance
of questions about the epistemology of morals.
(1)
Bentham’s utilitarian theory led to some new questions. The principle
seemed to yield moral conclusions strongly at odds with common-sense con
victions: and despite Bentham’s claim that it could be used for decision making,
it seemed to call for calculations ordinary people could not make. John Stuart
Mill ( 1806 - 73 ) worked out replies in his Utilitarianism ( 18 6 3 ) . Common-sense
morality, he said, which we all learn as children, represents the accumulated
wisdom of mankind about the desirable and undesirable consequences of actions.
Hence we can and must live by it, except in usual or new cases, when direct
appeal to the principle of utility is appropriate. But in those cases, common
sense is itself apt to be undecided. Utilitarianism so interpreted will not lead to
conclusions common sense finds unacceptable. So no appeal to intuitively grasped
non-utilitarian principles is needed to explain our ordinary morality. Mill also
proposed a new theory of moral motivation. We can come to be directly attached
to our moral principles, he argued, just as a miser becomes attached to his money,
even if we start by viewing them as instrumental to our own happiness. We can
thus have inner motivation to act morally, and so be fully autonomous. (Issues
underlying utilitarianism receive more detailed discussion elsewhere in this
volume, especially in Article 1 9 : c o n s e q u e n t i a l i s m and Article 20 , u t i l i t y
a n d
t h e
g o o d . See also Article 40 , u n i v e r s a l
p r e s c r i p t i v i s m .)
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Utilitarians continued the attempt to derive principles of right action entirely
from consideration of the good that right acts bring about. Though Mill argued
for a more complex understanding of human happiness than Bentham allowed,
he still held the good to be essentially a matter of satisfying preferences which
differ, often drastically, from person to person. Intuitionists, in opposition, held
that principles of right action could not simply be derived from consideration of
what people actually want. You cannot, they held, even draw a valid conclusion
about what is good simply from premises about what people actually want. The
premise ‘whatever people want is good’ must be added. Otherwise the basic
principle of utilitarianism has no foundation. But only intuition, it was argued,
can supply the missing premise. And in fact, the intuitionists held, not everything
people want is good. As Reid had claimed, there are self-evident principles requiring
justice and veracity as well as benevolence, and sometimes in conflict with it. So
guidance about right action cannot be obtained solely from considering the good.
The nineteenth-century British intuitionists, of whom William Whewell
(179 4 -18 6 6 ) was the most distinguished, were trying to defend a Christian ethic
against the utilitarian claim that the point of morality is to produce worldly
happiness for all. But their intuitionism allowed that each person had the ability
to know what morality requires. In The Methods of Ethics (1874), Henry Sidgwick
tried to show that the intuitionist view about the foundations of morality could
serve the utilitarian view about its point. Utilitarianism, he allowed, needed an
intuition as its foundation; but without the utilitarian method, intuitionism would
be useless in settling moral disputes. He argued in detail for the view that
utilitarianism gives the best theoretical account of common-sense convictions.
Other varieties of intuitionism were also developed. The German-speaking
philosophers Franz Brentano (18 3 8 -19 17 ), Max Scheler (18 74 -19 28 ) and
Nicolai Hartmann (188 2-1950 ) worked out different theories of the general
nature of value, with moral value as one species. In opposition to Kant, they
argued that through feeling we have access to a realm of real values; and they
spelled out the structures or hierarchies of objectively existing values thus given
to us. These values show the content of the good, and ultimately set the direction
for right action. This enables us to move beyond the view, shared by Kant and
the utilitarians, that the good for man can only be defined in terms of satisfaction
of desires. A similar view of the objectivity and multiplicity of values was defended
in England by G.E. Moore, who argued in Principia Ethica (1903) that knowledge
of values could not be derived from knowledge of facts, but only from intuition of
the goodness of kinds of states of affairs, such as beauty, pleasure, friendship, and
knowledge. Right acts are those producing the most good, he held, thus advocating
a form of utilitarianism going beyond the hedonistic version. But unlike Kan
tianism and classical utilitarianism, which both claim to provide a rational pro
cedure for settling moral disputes, the intuitional views all rely ultimately on
claims to insight, and offer no method for settling disagreements.
(2)
The view that moral community depends on decisions made separately by
individuals capable of seeing for themselves what morality requires occupied a
major place in nineteenth and early twentieth-century Western thought. But
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there has also been a constant stream of thinkers rejecting it. Among the early
reactions to Kant, the criticisms by G.W . F. Hegel (1 7 7 0 -18 3 1 ) are most sig
nificant. Hegel pointed out that Kant’s purely formal principle requires content,
and argued that the content can only come from the institutions, vocabularies,
and orientations with which society provides its members. The moral personality,
Hegel argued, is and must be formed by the community in which the person lives.
The claim to have a critical standpoint wholly beyond it is unsustainable: and the
community has a structure and an impetus of its own that goes far beyond
anything individual choice could deliberately construct. In France Auguste Comte
(1 7 9 8 -18 5 7 ) developed a philosophy of the historical evolution of society that
ignored individual moral judgement in favour of policies to be derived from an
ever-improving scientific sociology. The stress placed by Karl Marx (18 18 -8 3) on
inevitable historical development generated by economic forces also attributes
little importance to the choices and principles of the individual.
It is often said that although these writers have strong moral views, they have
no moral philosophy: but their refusal to give a central place to individual morality
as Kant and Mill saw it is itself a philosophical position about how we are to view
the ethics of the self-directing agent.
American pragmatism has had less to say about morality than about other
subjects, but John Dewey (18 5 9 -19 5 2 ), influenced by Hegelian claims about the
primacy of the community in structuring the moral personality, was a notable
exception. In Human Nature and Conduct (1922) and other works he tried to show
that a liberal society need not presuppose, as Hegel had claimed, either a standpoint
outside history or a single abstract principle as its basis. Though individuals are
shaped by their community, they can through rational inquiry devise new sol
utions to social problems, working consciously together to reform their community
and their own moral outlooks.
(3)
Sceptical and relativistic doubts about the existence of an eternal universally
binding morality, arising from awareness of the variety of codes and practices
throughout the world, had been voiced by Montaigne and debated during the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The issue was revived with great force and
depth by the brilliant and unsettling attacks which Friedrich Nietzsche (18 4 4 1900) directed against all pretensions of societies or theorists to deliver principles
properly binding on everyone. In The Genealogy of Morals (1887) and other works
Nietzsche did not try to refute Kantian and utilitarian theories. Instead he exposed
what he took to be the psychological forces leading people to assert such views.
The struggle for mastery, and envy and resentment of those who achieved it, were
the roots of modern morality. Not even abstract claims to rationality escaped
Nietzsche’s unmasking: they too, he held, are fronts behind which nothing but
the struggle for power is hidden. There is no impersonal guide to action: all one
can do is decide what sort of person one proposes to be, and strive to be so.
The rise of modern anthropology encouraged philosophers like Edward Westermarck (18 6 2 -19 3 9 ) to reopen the old relativistic question of whether there is
such a thing as moral knowledge. The debate continues, as Article 39, r e l a 
t i v i s m , indicates. More generally, science-oriented logical positivists such as
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Moritz Schlick (18 8 1-19 3 6 ) held that any alleged beliefs not meeting the tests
that scientific beliefs can meet are not simply false: they are meaningless. Moore
and others had convinced many people that claims about morality cannot be
derived from statements of fact. If that is so. the positivists held, then moral beliefs
cannot be empirically tested in the way that scientific beliefs can. Hence moral
beliefs are really just expressions of feeling, not cognitive claims at all. The debate
thus initiated about the meaning of moral language and the possibility of moral
reasoning began in the 1930s and lasted for several decades. (See Article 38,
SUBJECTI VI SM. )

Unlike earlier discussions of morality, this controversy seemed to be wholly
indifferent to the substantive issues of what principles or values should be
sustained. It was often said that these were ‘meta-ethical’ issues, and that phil
osophers should and could say nothing about actual moral problems and specific
principles. But the whole debate was structured by the assumption that what
matters about morality is that individuals should be able to make their own moral
decisions and live accordingly. The question concerned the status of individual
decision-making: is it an outcome of knowledge, or a matter of feeling or custom?
In an oddly similar vein the continental writers who, like Jean-Paul Sartre (19 0 5 80) developed existentialist thought, reached back to Nietzschean views to argue
that morality rests on nothing but the totally untrammelled free decision of each
individual. Nothing general could be said about morality, Sartre held, because
each person must make a purely personal decision about it - and then, to be in
good faith, live accordingly.
If the existentialists expressed their moral outlooks rather through literature
than through formal studies of ethics, this is hardly surprising. The philosophers
interested in meta-ethical issues moved back to the study of moral principles,
sometimes by means of arguments to the effect that morality can have its own
kind of non-scientific rationality and that certain specific principles are required
if morality is to be rational. R. M. Hare, Kurt Baier, and Richard Brandt are among
the many philosophers working on these lines. (See Article 40, u n i v e r s a l
p r e s c r i p t i v i s m , written by Hare, for an example.) They all see the ultimate
point of morality as increasing human happiness by providing rational methods
for resolving disputes. Though other positions were voiced, it would be fair to say
that broadly utilitarian views dominated Anglo-American ethics through the
nineteen-sixties.

iii

New directions

In opposition to the long tradition of utilitarian thought, Kantian views have more
recently been revitalized. Here the work of John Rawls is central. His A T h e o r y o f
J u s tic e (1971) attempts to show how principles of right action, at least in the
domain of justice, are justifiable independently of the amount of good that just
action brings about. And he has argued powerfully that no utilitarian account of
justice can as adequately incorporate our strong common-sense convictions as
can his Kantian view that the right is prior to the good.
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Rawls’s work indicates not only a new rejection of utilitarian thinking. It
signals a turn away from the preoccupation with seeing morality as structured
around the self-governing individual and taking moral philosophy to have the
task of explaining how such an individual can operate. Rawls holds that the
problems of justice cannot be resolved by decisions individuals make separately.
The issues are simply too complex. Justice can only be achieved through something
like a social contract, in which we all autonomously agree on how the basic
institutions of our society must be structured so as to be just. Rawls thus tries to
combine an Hegelian recognition of the priority of community with a rein
terpretation of the Kantian insistence on autonomy.
Three further concerns have marked recent developments in moral philosophy,
(i) Much work is being done on actual social and political problems. As the essays
in Part V of this volume indicate, questions concerning abortion, environmental
ethics, just war, medical treatment, business practices, the rights of animals, and
the position of women and children occupy a considerable part of the literature
and teaching considered to be moral philosophy or ethics. ( 2 ) There has been a
return to the Aristotelian vision of morality as centrally a matter of virtue, rather
than abstract principles. Alasdair MacIntyre and Bernard Williams, among others,
attempt to develop a communitarian view of moral personality and of the func
tioning of morality. (See Article 2 1 , v i r t u e t h e o r y . ) ( 3 ) Finally, there has been
a rapid growth of interest in the problems posed by the need to co-ordinate the
behaviour of many individuals if effective action is to be taken. If too many people
use a lake for a rural retreat, no-one will get the solitude each desires; but one
person’s decision to stay away may do no good: how are we to decide what is to
be done? Many issues, including preservation of resources and the environment,
population control, and the prevention of nuclear war seem to have similar
structure, and moral philosophers along with economists, mathematicians, and
others are being drawn to them.
Issues like these, affecting groups or communities of autonomous individuals,
may be coming to have more importance for modern moral philosophy than the
historically central problem of explaining and validating the morally autonomous
individual as such.
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HOW OUGHT I TO LIVE?

1 3

Natural law
STEPH EN BUCKLE

i

Introduction

h e idea of natural law in ethics has had a long and varied history - so much
so, in fact, that it is difficult to pick out the essential ingredients in a natural law
ethic. For the same reason, some attempts at exposition are very misleading,
typically because they oversimplify: it is tempting to pick out one version of natural
law and generalize from its particular features, in the hope that it is representative.
The hope will probably be vain, however, partly because the idea of a natural law
ethics has itself changed over time. In fact, such change was inevitable because,
as this paper will show, from the beginning natural law theories drew on disparate
elements, which, waxing and waning at different times, shaped and reshaped the
doctrine accordingly.
In order to bring out some of this variation, and also to show what remained
relatively constant, the most helpful approach will be to sketch the early develop
ment of the idea of natural law, and then turn to consider some distinctive modern
aspects. In this way it will be possible to bring out both the plurality of the natural
law tradition, and also how abstract and general the idea of natural law must be
kept in order to focus on its more stable features. An important implication of
recognizing the necessary generality of the idea of natural law is its limited value
as a practical ethic, in the sense of providing specific maxims to govern human
conduct. The idea of natural law provides no shortcuts for moral reasoning.
It is very important to emphasize this point, because the idea of natural law
is so commonly taken by contemporary moralists, especially by its nominal
defenders, to provide just such a shortcut. Thus it is not uncommon to find
many Roman Catholic moralists, for example, who argue that contraception, or
homosexuality, or masturbation (to name just three popular subjects for this kind
of treatment), are immoral because they are ‘unnatural’. This issue will be
considered below. First it is necessary to explain the central thrust of natural law,
and this is most economically achieved by tracing its history.

T

ii A thumbnail history
The seeds of natural law ethics are normally attributed to Aristotle, but they are
also evident in the ethical and political dialogues of Plato, which, in their turn,
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reflect a more widespread debate in ancient Greece, a debate to which Plato and
Aristotle came to be the major contributors. The focus of the debate was the
contrast between two concepts thought to be crucial to an adequate understanding
of human affairs: nomos and phusis. Nomos, from which we have such English
words as ‘autonomy’ (self-rule), referred to the practices established in a society,
whether customs or positive laws (i.e. those laws which depend for their existence
entirely on the legislative actions of human beings). Since these vary from society
to society, and even, within a single society, change over time, what was nomos
was changeable. In contrast, phusis, from which we get our word ‘physics’, referred
to what was unchangeable: nature, or reality. The contrast between the two
notions was employed by the Sophists in order to distinguish the human world
from the unchanging natural order. For the Sophists, the human world - human
society and its institutions, including its moral beliefs - was a world of change,
variety, convention: of nomos rather than phusis.
Plato’s dialogues show the different interpretations placed on this conclusion
by different Sophists: Callicles maintains that human laws are a device of the weak
to frustrate the natural order, which shows the strong to be naturally superior to
the weak; while Protagoras holds that, although law and morals are human
creations which vary from society to society, they are nevertheless binding for
human beings. For Plato, however, even Protagoras’ non-sceptical form of con
ventionalism is inadequate. He holds instead that there is an unchanging moral
reality, but one of which human societies, with their great variety of conventional
practices, are largely ignorant. Like all knowledge, knowledge of goodness depends
on being able to penetrate beyond the veil of appearances to the hidden, un
changing reality of the Forms. Plato thus rejects the idea that morals and law are
purely conventional. Against its ancient background, his theory can be understood
as an attempt to show that human behaviour is subject not only to established
social rules, but first and foremost to an ‘unwritten law ’ - whether understood to
be imposed by the gods, as it is put by Sophocles in the tragedy Antigone, or a rule
to which the gods themselves are subject.
The idea of natural law is sometimes described as the view that there is an
unchanging normative order that is a part of the natural world. If this is accepted,
then Plato has provided a natural law view in everything but name. This would
be a little surprising, since it is more common to attribute the origins of natural
law thinking to Aristotle - and an examination of the Aristotelian position shows
that it does not equate the natural with the unchangeable.
In the Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle distinguishes between two kinds of justice:
legal, or conventional, justice, and natural justice, ‘which everywhere has the
same force and does not exist by people’s thinking this or that’ (v. 7). Natural
justice is therefore independent of particular positive laws, and applies to all people
everywhere. Contrary to what might be expected, however, Aristotle does not
distinguish the two kinds of justice in terms of their changeability. He does not
do this because, although positive laws (legal justice) are indeed changeable, it is
not the case that the natural is entirely free of change. He puts the point somewhat
awkwardly:
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Now some think that all justice is [conventional], because that which is by nature is
unchangeable and has everywhere the same force (as fire burns both here and in Persia),
while they see change in the things recognized as just. This, however, is not true in this
unqualified way, but is true in a sense; or rather, with the gods it is perhaps not true at
all, while with us there is something that is just even by nature, yet all of it is changeable;
but still some is by nature, some not by nature. It is evident which sort of thing, among
things capable of being otherwise, is by nature; and which is not but is legal and
conventional, assuming that both are equally changeable. And in all other things the
same distinction will apply; by nature the right hand is stronger, yet it is possible that all
men should come to be ambidextrous. (Nicomachean Ethics, v. 7)

This passage is rather murky, but it becomes clearer once Aristotle’s general
account of nature and change (in the Physics) is brought into the picture. To
understand that account itself, it is necessary to recognize his primary concern
with biological phenomena, which leads him to adopt a biological model for
explaining all kinds of natural processes. So, for Aristotle, a thing’s nature is its
inner principle of change, and a change will be natural if it is the work of this
inner principle. Consider the case of organic growth: a plant changes over time
from seed to seedling to mature plant before eventually dying. These changes are
natural because they are due to the work of inner principles which govern its
development and eventual decay. They are to be distinguished from other changes
which result from external factors, whether these factors are beneficial or det
rimental - for example, the many possible effects of human intervention. So, in
sharp contrast to Plato’s view, Aristotle’s account does not imply that the natural
(or real) is unchangeable; it requires only that changes occur as the result of the
natural inner workings of a being.
Like other biological beings, human beings also grow and mature over time;
but more importantly, they are also active beings, and can order their actions
in the light of rational understanding. For Aristotle this further feature is the
distinguishing mark of human beings: his definition of humans as rational animals
is meant to pick out rationality as the most fully human characteristic. Thus if
we are to determine what is human nature, what we seek is the inner principle
governing distinctively human life; and this is reason. In this way Aristotle
provided the raw materials from which the Stoics - and in particular their Roman
descendant, Cicero - formulated the first explicit principles of natural law.
The Stoics rejected Aristotle’s biologically-flavoured account of natural
processes. They developed an explicitly deterministic account of the cosmos, in
which the unity - and thus the interconnectedness - of all things was a central
theme. This theme resulted in a distinctive approach: in contrast to Aristotle, who
had sought out the distinctive element of human or other natures in order to
characterize them - a method which emphasized the differences between things the Stoics understood human nature as one part of the natural order. Nevertheless,
they preserved Aristotle’s stress on the importance of reason in human beings,
because their cosmology placed rational order at the heart of things. Human
reason was thus a spark of the creative fire, the logos, which ordered and unified
the cosmos. Through this connection they were able to formulate the distinctive
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claim of natural law ethics: the natural law, the law of nature, is the law of human
nature, and this law is reason. Since reason could be corrupted into serving special
interests rather than its own ends, this formula came to be stipulated more
narrowly: the natural law is the law of right or sane reason.
This is the form in which the idea of natural law received its classic formulation
in the writings of the eclectic Roman lawyer, Cicero. In perhaps the most famous
account of the natural law, in his Republic, Cicero describes it as follows:
True law is right reason in agreement with nature: it is of universal application, un
changing and everlasting: it summons to duty by its commands, and averts from wrongdoing
by its prohibitions. And it does not lay its commands or prohibitions upon good men in
vain, though neither have any effect on the wicked - We cannot be freed from its obligations
by senate or people, and we need not look outside ourselves for an expounder or interpreter
of it. And there will not be different laws at Rome and at Athens, or different laws now
and in the future, but one eternal and unchangeable law will be valid for all nations and
all times, and there will be one master and ruler, that is, God, over us all, for he is the
author of this law, its promulgator, and its enforcing judge. Whoever is disobedient is
fleeing from himself and denying his human nature, and by reason of this very fact he
will suffer the worst penalties, even if he escapes what is commonly considered punishment
... (De Re Publica, III, xxii)

In order to explain just what this passage implies, it is necessary to remember
that, for the practically-minded Roman, the requirement that laws governing
human conduct were founded in nature could be accepted without the trappings
of Stoic metaphysics. All that was needed was to recognize that human nature
provides the elements essential to such a scheme, and that they are (as a rule)
shared equally by all. Cicero spells out these features as follows: upright posture
(which is necessary for a broad and far-sighted view of things), speech and
expressive features (for communication), a natural sense of fellow-feeling (to
support social life), and of course rational thought (Laws, I. vii-xiii). The more-orless universal and equal possession of these features by human beings shows the
sense in which, for Cicero and his intellectual inheritors, the natural law was
understood to be natural.
Once we add to this the sense in which for them the natural law was understood
to be law, we are in a position to remove a common misconception. Cicero
contrasts the correct view of law with the view held by the crowd. For the crowd,
law is ‘that which in written form decrees whatever it wishes, either by command
or prohibition’ but for the learned man, ‘Law is intelligence, whose natural
function it is to command right conduct and forbid wrongdoing - it is the mind
and reason of the intelligent man, the standard by which Justice and Injustice are
measured’ (Laws, I. vi).
If this is the core of Ciceronian natural law, then it is free of any substantial
commitment to either Stoic or Platonic metaphysics; and therefore it involves no
substantial commitment to the existence of a ‘normative natural order’, at least
in any sense that implies more than the facts of human nature already identified.
This conclusion contrasts quite sharply with some interpretations of natural law,
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which see it as the wistful belief that there is a moral code inscribed somewhere
in the heavens. The problem with such views is that they have misunderstood
the central meaning of the claim that human law and morals are ‘founded in
nature’ - not a surprising error, since, for a modern reader, the expression is a
curious one. However. Cicero is quite clear that the belief in natural law is the
belief that, on both an individual and a social level, human affairs are properly
governed by reason, and that such government gives clear, compelling answers
for organizing the lives of rational social beings.
Despite disagreements about the content of natural law, the standard for
mulations of the basic idea of natural law in medieval Europe were of a piece with
the Ciceronian. The theory of Thomas Aquinas (contained in his massive Summa
Theologiae, and often identified as the theory of natural law) is no exception:
although Aquinas’ largest concerns are metaphysical and religious, his account
of natural law appeals to neither metaphysical nor religious doctrines. Rather, he
explains both the naturalness and law-like character of natural law in terms of
reason.
For Aquinas, the natural law is natural because it is in accordance with
human nature, and this nature is a rational nature:
Whatever is contrary to the order of reason is contrary to the nature of human beings as
such; and what is reasonable is in accordance with human nature as such. The good of
the human being is being in accord with reason, and human evil is being outside the order
of reasonableness . .. So human virtue, which makes good both the human person and
his works, is in accordance with human nature just in so far as it is in accordance with
reason: and vice is contrary to human nature just in so far as it is contrary to the order
of reasonableness. (ST, I—II, q.71, a.2c)

Similarly, the law-like character of natural law is a function of its rationality:
Law, he says, is ‘an ordinance of reason for the common good’; it is a ‘rule and
measure of acts, whereby man is induced to act or is restrained from acting’, and
‘the rule and measure of human acts is the reason’. (ST, I—II, q.90, a .i, 4) He also
adds that, to be a law, a rule must be promulgated, because only known rules
can be a measure of action. This addition appears to indicate a greater concern
for the situation of the ‘crowd’ than does Cicero’s aristocratic dismissal of mere
popular beliefs; but in other respects Aquinas’ view is faithful to the spirit of the
Ciceronian formulation.
Aquinas goes well beyond Cicero, however, by offering an account of the
relationship between natural law and eternal (divine) law on the one hand, and
ordinary human laws on the other. Throughout, his governing concern is to show
that, although these are distinct forms of law, they do not come into conflict.
Since Aquinas shares the common medieval view that there is an eternal law,
and that it is unchanging, whereas human law is manifestly changeable, his
attempt at harmonization may appear doomed from the start. His solution is to
divide the natural law into primary and secondary principles, of which the latter,
but not the former, are changeable. Thus abstractly stated, this may look more
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like shifting the problem than solving it, but for our purposes two points are
important: in the first place, the solution depends on reviving the Aristotelian
conception of natural changes: and in the second, the subsequent success of
Thomas’s views in later medieval Europe meant that the capacity of the natural
law to incorporate change became widely accepted. Despite a widespread modern
belief to the contrary, then, natural law was not generally understood to be a
fixed, unalterable set of rules which could be simply applied to human conduct or
society irrespective of the circumstances.
The flexibility thus gained is not, however, entirely an advantage: it avoids
one kind of problem by exacerbating another. A common problem for natural law
theories is how to translate abstract claims about the existence of natural, rational
solutions to questions of the proper governance of human conduct into usefully
specific practical rules or maxims. Increasing the flexibility of the idea of natural
law exacerbates this problem because it loosens the connection between the
general principles and the actual practical maxims. It prevents a straightforward
answer to the question, what does natural law imply in practice?
The problem need not be taken to be too serious, provided one keeps in mind
the initial point of natural law theories. It is not uncommon for modern critics of
natural law to take it as one among many competing theories intended to explain
the foundation and nature of our moral duties. In its classic formulations, however,
natural law is understood as the alternative to moral scepticism: the alternative,
that is, to the view (variously expressed) that there are no right answers to
moral questions - only accepted answers, mere conventions. In this sense, ‘moral
scepticism’ refers to both strong theses like nihilism, and also weaker ones, such
as relativism. All such positions deny that moral beliefs have any objective or
(eternally) real foundations, that there are moral conclusions to be discerned
sub specie aeternitatis. (They are discussed in Article 35, r e a l i s m , Article 38,
s u b j e c t i v i s m , and Article 39, r e l a t i v i s m .) So, when understood as the denial
of moral scepticism, the irreducible abstractness of natural law doctrine is not
surprising.

iii

A theory of human rights

Early modern natural law, like its ancient and medieval forebears, was also pre
eminently concerned to rebut scepticism. It thus also tended to be very general in
its conclusions, and so not always very helpful as a practical guide. However, the
modern variant has provided the basis for the secular theory of human rights.
The basic elements of such a theory are stated clearly in the writings of Hugo
Grotius, so Grotius has come to be known as the father of modern natural law.
In his major work, On the Law of War and Peace (published in 1625, in the
middle of the Thirty Years’ War), Grotius adjudicates in detail on the common
sources of dispute that led nations into conflict. His hope was to provide a
moral framework for nations that could thereby serve to secure peace. In the
Prolegomena and opening chapter of that work, he also gives a brief account of
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the general principles that should govern any such enquiry. These principles
provide the basis of modern natural law.
Given that in international relations, moral scepticism - in the form of the
belief that there are no moral rules to govern the conduct of conflict between
nations, or in the even stronger view that ‘reasons of state’ override ordinary
moral considerations - is accorded more credence than in the conduct of individual
lives, and also has a considerably greater capacity for harm, Grotius’s concern to
rebut scepticism is readily comprehensible. His approach to the task, however, is
shaped by his natural law predecessors. Like Cicero, he addresses the sceptical
views of Cameades, the most famous ancient critic of natural law; the answers
he offers are also recognizably Ciceronian. Carneades had argued that human
laws and morals were not ‘founded in nature’, but were mere conventions, adopted
simply because they were useful. Like Cicero before him, Grotius denies the
opposition between human nature and utility, arguing that only by framing laws
in accordance with human nature could utility be served. (This general argumentthat utility cannot stand alone as a measure of human conduct, because it depends
on a prior knowledge of the constitution of human nature - is a standard feature
of natural law arguments. It appears to put natural law theory at odds with
modern utilitarianism. However, the truth is somewhat more complicated than
the initial appearances would suggest: the issue will be discussed below.)
In both ancient and medieval accounts, it was held that the law of nature
was, in some sense, implanted in us by God (or the gods). Since it was also held,
however, that this law was the law of our nature, and consisted in the capacity
of (right) reason, it is clear that belief in God was not an essential part of the
doctrine. Aquinas’ distinction between natural law and the eternal law of God
implicitly recognized this, and the autonomy of the natural law was further
affirmed by the rationalistic Spanish Jesuits (particularly Francisco Suarez). Gro
tius’s statement of the point was therefore not new, but it was sufficiently direct
to catch the attention of a wider audience: ‘What we have been saying [i.e. about
the foundation of natural law] would have a degree of validity even if we should
concede that which cannot be conceded without the utmost wickedness, that
there is no God, or that the affairs of men are of no concern to Him’ (Grotius,
1625, Prolegomena, 11).
Grotius was not an atheist, so his insistence on the point is all the more
significant. Although a clear specification of how extensive he took the ‘degree of
validity’ to be is lacking, his conservative interpreters took the view that, while
our knowledge of the law of nature is not dependent on God, our reasons for
obeying it are. This is an instructive view, since many contemporary philosophers
could be regarded as having come to a comparable conclusion: there is con
siderably more agreement amongst contemporary moral philosophers about our
ability to discern right and wrong than about the source, or even reality, of a
sufficient reason to act accordingly.
Grotius’s most distinctive contribution, however, was to translate natural law
into a theory of human rights. Again, he was not the first to make the connection,
nor did subsequent defenders of natural law all follow him down this path. (Samuel
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Pufendorf’s influential revision of Grotius, On the Law of Nature and Nations (1672),
retained a theory of rights, but considerably reduced its importance.) What he
provided was a clear statement of the idea that the moral domain could be
construed as a body of individual rights, and which therefore came to enjoy
considerable fame. On the Law of War and Peace says that the law can be understood
as ‘a body of rights .. . which has reference to the person. In this sense a right
becomes a moral quality of a person, making it possible to have or to do something
lawfully’ (Grotius, 1 6 2 5 , 1.1. iv). Since it makes moral action possible, this ‘moral
quality’ is best understood as a sort of moral power or capacity: and as such it
invests the individual with an independent moral significance. Consequently, this
account implies a dramatic shift in the common understanding of the relationship
between the individual and society. Whereas morality had previously been more
commonly understood as the cluster of obligations generated by the patterns of
interdependence of human social life, it could subsequently be understood as the
result of voluntary transactions between independent moral agents, with the
further implication so characteristic of modern rights theories (in particular): the
moral significance of the separateness of persons. The success of this conception
of social relations can be gauged by considering the predominance of the theories
which presuppose it: contract theories of political legitimacy, and comparable
consensual moral theories, most notably rational choice theories.
Intriguingly, such right-based theories are weak precisely at the point where
Grotius’s secularism was perceived to be problematic: they seem unable to provide
an adequate notion of obligation. If my moral duties depend on my having freely
accepted them, why cannot I renege on them when I find it convenient to do so?
Of course, if everybody freely adopted this attitude, the social order could well
collapse. But recognizing this commits one only to caution in acting on the
principle, not to abandon it entirely. Put crudely, the question remains: w hy not
renege on my obligations when it is advantageous, all things considered - includ
ing knowing that I can get away with it? So the two most distinctive features of
Grotius’s modernized natural law, its secularism and its individualist theory of
rights, are vulnerable at the same point, thus making the question of obligation
perhaps the most persistent problem for the contemporary moral philosopher.

iv

Natural law and its modern rivals

Grotius’s remarks on method are also instructive, since they help to illuminate
the relationship between modern natural law and its principal competitor, modern
utilitarianism. He distinguishes between two kinds of method for establishing
what is in accord with the law of nature. The a priori method consists of ‘dem
onstrating the necessary agreement or disagreement of anything with a rational
and social nature’, whereas the a posteriori method follows the more fallible course
of ‘concluding, if not with absolute assurance, at least with every probability, that
that is according to the law of nature which is believed to be such among all
nations, or among all those that are more advanced in civilization’. Although the
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latter method is fraught with difficulties, Grotius employs it in an attempt to
discover what is natural to human life: ‘an effect that is universal demands a
universal cause: and the cause of such an opinion can hardly be anything else
than the feeling which is called the common sense of mankind’ (Grotius, 1625,
1.1. xii. 1).
Suppose we adopt the a posteriori method, only to find prior expectations
frustrated: rather than discovering universal or at least generally acknowledged
beliefs, as Grotius clearly expected, we instead find that human diversity is so
deeply-rooted that it cannot be comprehended by general principles of human
nature, nor explained by invoking regulative beliefs (such as ‘level of civilization’).
If forced to this conclusion, we would also be encouraged, by the a posteriori
method, to adopt another. The irreducible diversity of human beliefs, together
with the commitment to accepting patterns of those beliefs as a guide to what is
natural to humans, would incline us towards a pluralistic view of human goods
(or, in an alternative terminology, towards pluralism about human ends): and, if
our pluralism was sufficiently whole-hearted, we would be led to the view that
there was no criterion for human goods above and beyond the preferences of
actual human individuals.
At this point the idea of natural law is in'danger of breaking down completely.
The issue is sharply expressed by asking the question: If human diversity is so
great, and the realm of human value so fragmented, how is society possible? Two
quite different kinds of answer are possible. On the one hand, we could insist on
the moral significance of the separateness of persons (and their preferences), a
view which, in a situation of such diversity, would allow room for recognizing
the moral significance of very little else, at least beyond those procedural principles
thought to be necessary to preserve the desired separateness. To follow this path
would be to move towards an extreme version of natural rights theory, a version
which separated the possession and justification of rights from any overarching
human good. (The clearest representative of this sort of position is that of Robert
Nozick in Anarchy, State, and Utopia.) Alternatively, a method could be proposed
for harmonizing conflicting preferences. One attractively simple way of doing this
would be to allocate an equal weighting to the preferences of individuals, and
then to fit them into an outcome that provided the greatest degree of preferencesatisfaction. This would be to adopt preference utilitarianism. (If we were to
commit ourselves to a hedonistic psychology of action, we would then have
adopted classical utilitarianism. Further discussion of these forms of utilitarianism
can be found in this volume in Article 20, u t i l i t y a n d t h e g o o d .)
This short sketch helps to pick out the principal difference between natural
law and its major modern competitors: whether human diversity can be accom
modated within a unified system of distinctively human goods, or not. In answer
ing that such a system is possible, natural law is at odds not only with standard
forms of utilitarianism, but also with contemporary theories of rights similar to
the one mentioned above. So, although modern natural law helped to establish
modern rights theories, it would be a mistake to class all rights theories as species
of natural law.
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Equally, it would be a mistake to class natural law and utilitarianism as simple
opposites. If the divide between the two rests, first and foremost, on the degree of
diversity thought to exist between different human beings, it will frequently be
more illuminating to think of them as differing more in degree than kind. Natural
law theories depend, for their distinctiveness, on the assumption that human
values, whatever their surface diversity, display underlying uniformities that can
provide content for the idea of natural (or true) human goods. But this is a belief
which utilitarianism need not reject. In fact, any form of utilitarianism which
seeks to identify a rational order in human preferences, rather than simply
accepting the preferences anyone happens to have at any given time, proceeds in
a manner no natural law theory need oppose. (The ‘objective utilitarianism’
espoused in David Brink, Moral Realism and the Foundations of Ethics, is a good
recent example of such a form of utilitarianism.) However, should the assumption
of underlying uniformity fail, simpler, less structured forms of utilitarianism forms not compatible with natural law - would then be difficult to resist.
This conclusion derives implicit support from the general formulations of the
natural lawyers themselves, since they standardly insist that, although the natural
law is not founded on utility, it nevertheless is reinforced by, or in harmony with,
or the only sure guide to, utility. To dissolve or fragment the natural foundation
would thus be to leave nothing but (diverse) utilities, and the practical problem
of how to regulate or harmonize them. Of course, as already noted, one possible
response to this problem is that of rights theories like Nozick’s; but since such
theories appear to be very unattractive from the standpoint of overall utility, they
have in this respect departed further from the spirit of the natural lawyers than
the utilitarians.
These brief remarks do not, of course, provide anything like a complete account
of the relationship between natural law theories and utilitarianism. Putting the
issue in these terms is useful, however, because it helps to avoid an important
possible misunderstanding. It is all too easy to think that natural law and modern
utilitarianism are simple opposites, especially when one is confronted by modem
debates on contentious issues like abortion and euthanasia. On one central point
the two theories are agreed. Natural law is, first and foremost, the affirmation
that there is a natural foundation to moral beliefs, that morals can be rationally
justified. The modem utilitarian agrees. Although typically a revisionist about
traditional moral beliefs, the utilitarian is not a moral sceptic, since to embrace
utilitarianism is to accept that there are genuine moral goods. The differences
between the two positions will then typically reduce to the extent to which
underlying facts of human nature (if such there are) are thought to shape or
constrain moral conclusions.

v

A theory of human goods

One reason for contrasting natural law theories with other contemporary moral
theories in such terms is to show that a natural law theory can be expressed as
a theory of (a limited number of) genuine human goods. This is the form in which
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the most recent sophisticated natural law theory has been presented. John Finnis’s
Natural Law and Natural Rights defends the following set of basic human goods:
life, knowledge, play, aesthetic experience, sociability (friendship), practical
reasonableness, and ‘religion’. The last of these categories is not meant to pick
out a specific set of beliefs, but all those beliefs that can be called matters of
ultimate concern; questions about the point of human existence.
This is at least a plausible list of candidates for the status of basic human
goods, but Finnis’s account becomes more controversial when he goes on to
specify the basic requirements of practical reasonableness. The most contentious
of these requirements is that practical reason requires ‘respect for every basic
value in every act). It is intended to serve a double (and doubly Catholic) role: not
merely to rule out all forms of consequentialist reasoning, but also to enshrine
the moral viewpoint of the Roman Catholic Church on a range of contentious
issues, such as contraception and masturbation. To include this among the basic
requirements of practical reasonableness, and even to rank it alongside such
irreproachable requirements as concern for the common good and the unjus
tifiability of arbitrary preferences amongst values or persons, is to bring the theory
into line with Roman Catholic orthodoxy at the expense of its general plausibility.
The point is not that Catholic moral orthodoxy could not possibly be correct, but
that it cannot be established, to the exclusion of all else, simply by enunciating
the most general principles of morality and practical rationality.
Nevertheless, natural law is commonly understood to be steadfastly deontological. (See Article 17, c o n t e m p o r a r y d e o n t o l o g y , for more on deontological ethics.) To attempt to challenge this feature, in the manner of this essay,
may be thought quite implausible, and so it may also be thought that Finnis’s
requirement of practical reason, for all its excess, is the lesser evil. To this charge
it is possible to answer as follows. It has certainly not been argued here that all
forms of utilitarianism are compatible with natural law, only that some are - and
that these are all of a very sophisticated kind, bearing little resemblance to classical
act-utilitarianism. Secondly, since natural law is standardly described as the law
of reason, everything will depend on the account of rationality. Unless all forms
of instrumental rationality are rigidly excluded (itself an implausible hypothesis if
the theory is to be genuinely practical), it is very difficult to see why consequences
will not, at least on occasions, play a decisive role in selecting or shaping the
principles to be followed. In fact, the limited relativity commonly incorporated
in natural law theories - such as the acknowledgment that different societies
legitimately follow different rules - may be explained along just such lines. Thirdly,
the rigidly deontological public image of natural law owes a good deal to the fact
that many of its nominal defenders adhere to a version which is insupportable
even from a natural law standpoint. Finnis himself sharply criticizes this version.
It depends on what he calls the ‘perverted faculty argument’, an argument which
he says is absurd (Finnis, 1980, p. 48). It is nonetheless a popular view, and is
also frequently taken to be the very soul of natural law thinking, so it is necessary
to outline its nature and failings.
The type of view in question classes certain actions to be wrong simply because
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they are unnatural. Although there are different versions of this view, they all
depend on the idea that unnaturalness consists in the violation of basic principles
of human biological functioning. It is most commonly applied to aspects of sexual
behaviour, especially to homosexuality, masturbation, and contraception. As a
thesis about sexual behaviour, it can be put as follows. Although sexual activity
may give pleasure, it is not for pleasure: pleasure is part of the means to the end,
but the end of sexual activity is human procreation. However, the weakness of
this style of thought (at least in its simpler forms) is readily apparent. It amounts
to the view that an action is wrong if it is at odds with a relevant biological
function, and thus implies that even innocuous behaviours like kissing and writing
(or typing) are also wrong. Mouths are designed for eating and (perhaps) talking,
not kissing; and although the human hand is possibly the most adaptable mech
anism in nature, nevertheless writing and typing are no part of its biological
function. If this seems a little too quick, it might be thought necessary to distinguish
between those non-functional activities which frustrate biological functions, and
those which do not: kissing does not prevent eating, whereas homosexuality does
prevent procreation. But this strategy will not work, since it is only exclusive
homosexuality, not individual homosexual acts, which prevents procreation, but
the immorality is alleged to pertain to the individual acts.
Why does this view, which has seemed to many to be morally compelling, go
so wildly astray? The basic problem is its totally inadequate conception of the
nature of human beings. The only role it can allow for human rationality is the
pinched and narrow role of discovering, and then conforming to, biological
functions. This is ironic, since from the beginning the theory of natural law
emphasized that its foundation lay in the rational nature of the human being.
(There are, of course, sophisticated versions of this view which appeal to a more
adequate conception of rationality. However, even these versions appear to be
infected by an excessive concern with biological functions, since it is difficult to
see how else the conclusions which distinguish these views can be maintained.
For this reason it is also hard not to suspect that, despite his objections to the
argument, Finnis himself is not entirely immune from its effect.)
One final point: it is sometimes observed that words like ‘nature’, ‘natural’, etc.,
are dangerously ambiguous, since they may have either descriptive or normative
meanings, and that the basic failing of natural law is its trade in this ambiguity.
The ambiguity is real enough, and certainly it is true that many attempts at
natural law theorizing are manifestly guilty. Nevertheless the conclusion is not
justified, even though it also cannot be shown to be false. The objection depends
on uncritically accepting that a moral position must depend on distinctively moral
(rather than, most importantly, prudent) reasons. The most general formulations
of natural law, however, are built on precisely the opposite view. They assume
that the task of a theory of right human conduct is to know how to live successfully
(in the broadest sense). The essential justificatory argument for living in accord
ance with (one’s) nature, reiterated in countless defences of natural law, is that
to fail to do so is self-destructive.
This is a large claim, and may seem beyond all hope of justification. There is
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little doubt that the single most powerful historic support for it has been the
Christian doctrine of rewards and punishments in the next life, a doctrine which
is able to cast even the most self-denying of modes of life as the very soul of
prudence. However, the view does not entirely stand or fall with that doctrine.
For example, the belief that one has a determinate nature makes the injunction
to live in accordance with it imperative, at least if that nature can be specified in
some detail. The problem is thus not merely whether one has a nature of this
kind, but whether it can be known in sufficient detail. The shortcoming of natural
law theory is therefore its typical failure to go beyond the insistence that human
nature is rational nature. If the essential justificatory argument simply defines
irrationality as self-destructiveness, and without further specifying the latter, then
justification has been bought at the cost of content. If so, there is no sound basis
for many of the standard claims of the classical natural lawyers. To take just one
example: it cannot be maintained that there is an intimate connection between
the requirements of nature and the general observance of established norms of
behaviour.

vi Conclusion
Natural law is a very general moral outlook developed, in the first place, to rebut
moral scepticism. Its basic premise is that human moral beliefs have a rational
foundation, in the form of general principles of right conduct that reflect a
determinate and rational human nature. Its weakness has been the difficulty of
showing how these most general claims can be translated into reliable and specific
practical maxims. In the environment of contemporary ethical theories, natural
law differs from its competitors by resisting the tendency to accept that human
flourishing admits of an immense variety of forms, achievable by equally diverse
ways of living. It need feel no embarrassment about this, but its present task is to
provide a plausible account of basic human goods and their implications, and
thereby to provide a challenge to the easy pluralism of so much contemporary
moral thought.
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Kantian ethics
O N O R A O ’ N E IL L

i

Introduction

I m m a n u e l K a n t (172 4 -18 0 4 ) was one of the most important European phil
osophers since antiquity; many would say simply that he is the most important.
He lived a notoriously uneventful life in the remote Prussian town of Konigsberg
(now Kaliningrad in the USSR), and published an array of significant works in
his later years. His writings on ethics are marked by an unswerving commitment
to human freedom, to the dignity of man, and to the view that moral obligation
derives neither from God, nor from human authorities and communities, nor from
the preferences or desires of human agents, but from reason.
His writings are difficult and systematic; to understand them it helps to keep
the following three things separate. First, there is Kant's ethics, contained in his
writings of the 1780s and 1790s. Secondly, there is ‘Kant’s ethics’, a (mainly
unfavourable) account of Kant’s ethics developed by his early and influential
critics and still often attributed to Kant. This position has an independent life in
current debates. Thirdly, there is ‘Kantian ethics’, a much broader term which
covers both Kant’s ethics and ‘Kant’s ethics’ and is also used as a (mainly admiring)
label for a range of contemporary ethical positions which claim descent from
Kant’s ethics, but which diverge from Kant in many ways.

ii

Kant’s ethics: the critical background

Kant’s ethics is to be found in his Groundwork of the Metaphysic of Morals (1785),
Critique of Practical Reason (1787), The Metaphysics of Morals (1797), (whose two
parts, The Metaphysical Elements of Justice and The Doctrine of Virtue are often
published separately), as well as in his Religion within the Limits of Reason Alone
(1793) and a large number of essays on political, historical and religious themes.
However, the fundamental moves that determine the shape of this work are most
fully discussed in Kant’s masterpiece, The Critique of Pure Reason (1781), and an
account of his ethics has to be set in the wider context of the ‘critical philosophy’
which he develops there.
This philosophy is in the first place critical in a negative sense. Kant argues
against most of the metaphysical claims of his rationalist predecessors, and in
particular against their supposed proofs of the existence of God. On his account
our thinking has to be undertaken from a human standpoint, and we can vindicate
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no claims about any transcendent reality to which we have no access. The
knowledge claims that we can vindicate must therefore be about a reality that
meets the condition of being experienceable by us. Hence an inquiry into the
structure of our cognitive capacities yields a guide to the aspects of that empirical
reality which we can know without referring to particular experiences. Kant
argues that we can know a priori that we inhabit a natural world of spatially and
temporally extended objects that are causally connected.
Kant is distinctive for insisting that this causal order and our claims to
knowledge are restricted to the natural world, but that we have no reason to
think that the knowable natural world is all there is. On the contrary, we have
and cannot do without a conception of ourselves as agents and as moral beings
which makes sense only on the assumption that we have free will. Kant argues
that free will and natural causality are compatible, provided that human freedom the capacity to act autonomously - is not taken to be an aspect of the natural
world. Causality and freedom apply in separate domains; knowledge is restricted
to the former and morality to the latter. Kant’s resolution of the problem of freedom
and determinism is the most controversial and fundamental feature of his moral
philosophy, and the one that creates the greatest difference between his thought
and that of nearly all twentieth-century writing on ethics, including most that is
classified as ‘Kantian ethics’.
The central question around which Kant arranges his discussion of ethics is
‘W hat ought I do?’. He tries to identify the maxims, or fundamental principles of
action, that we ought to adopt. His answer is developed without reference to any
supposedly objective account of the good for man, such as those proposed by the
perfectionist positions that we associate with Plato, Aristotle and much Christian
ethics. Nor does he base his position on claims about whatever subjective con
ceptions of the good, desires, preferences, or commonly shared moral beliefs we
may happen to have, in the w ay that utilitarians and communitarians do. As in
his metaphysics, so in his ethics, he neither introduces claims about a moral
reality that transcends our experience nor assigns moral weight to actual beliefs.
He repudiates both the realist and theological framework within which natural
law theory and accounts of the virtues had been developed, and the appeal to a
contingent consensus of feeling or belief on which many eighteenth (and twen
tieth!) century writers rely.

iii

Kant’s ethics: universal law and the construction of duty

Kant’s central move is to construct the principles of ethics according to rational
procedures. Although he begins his Groundwork (which is short, famous and
difficult) by identifying a good will as the only unconditional good, he denies that
the principles of good willing can be fixed by reference to an objective good or
telos at which they aim. Rather than assuming a determinate account of the good,
and using this as the basis for determing what we ought to do, he uses an account
of the principles of ethics to determine what it is to have a good will. He asks only
one rather minimal question: what maxims or fundamental principles could be
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adopted by a plurality of agents without assuming anything specific about the
agents’ desires or their social relations? Principles that cannot serve for a plurality
of agents are to be rejected: the thought is that nothing could be a moral principle
which cannot be a principle for all. Morality begins with the rejection of nonuniversalizable principles. This idea is formulated as a demand, which Kant calls
‘the Categorical Imperative’, or more generally the Moral Law. In its best known
version it runs: ‘Act only on the maxim through which you can at the same time
will that it be a universal law ’. This is the keystone of Kant’s ethics, and is used
to classify the maxims agents may adopt.
An example of the use of the Categorical Imperative would be this: an agent
who adopts a maxim of promising falsely could not ‘will it as a universal law’.
For if she were (hypothetically) to do so she would be committed to the predictable
result that trust would break down so that she could not act on her initial maxim
of promising falsely. This thought experiment reveals that a maxim of false
promising is not universalizable, hence cannot be included among the shared
principles of any plurality of beings. The maxim of rejecting false promising is
morally required: the maxim of promising falsely morally forbidden. It is important
to note that Kant does not think false promising wrong because of its presumed
unpleasant effects (as utilitarians would) but because it cannot be willed as a
universal principle.
The rejection of a maxim of false promising, or of any other non-universalizable
maxim, is compatible with a wide variety of courses of action. Kant distinguishes
two modes of ethical assessment. In the first place we might evaluate the maxims
that agents adopt. If we could discern these we would be able to pick out those
who reject non-universalizable principles (so have morally worthy principles)
and those who adopt non-universalizable principles, (so have morally unworthy
principles). Kant speaks of those who hold morally worthy principles as acting
‘out of duty’. However, Kant also holds that we do not have certain knowledge
either of our own or of others’ maxims. We normally infer agents’ maxims or
underlying principles from the pattern of their action, yet no pattern will pick out
a unique maxim. For example, the activity of the genuinely honest shopkeeper
may not differ from that of the reluctantly honest shopkeeper, who deals fairly
only out of desire for a good business reputation and would cheat if a safe
opportunity arose. Hence for ordinary purposes we can often do no more than
concern ourselves with outward conformity to maxims of duty, rather than with
claims that an act was done out of such a maxim. Kant speaks of action that
would have to be done by anyone who had a morally worthy maxim as action
‘in accordance with duty’. Such action is obligatory and its omission forbidden.
Evidently, many acts accord with duty although they were not done out of maxims
of duty. However, even this notion of outward duty has been defined by reference
to being indispensable in a given situation for one who holds underlying principles
of acting out of duty. This is in sharp contrast with contemporary accounts of
duty which identify it with patterns of outward action. Kant’s question ‘What
ought I do?’ therefore receives a double answer. I ought at best to base my life
and action on the rejection of non-universalizable maxims, and so lead a morally
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worthy life whose acts are done out of duty; but even if I fail to do this I ought at
least to make sure to do any acts that would be indispensable if I had such a
morally worthy maxim.
Kant’s more detailed account of duty introduces (versions of) certain traditional
distinctions. He contrasts duties to self and others, and under each of these
distinguishes perfect and imperfect duties. Perfect duties are complete, in the sense
that they hold for all agents in all their actions with all possible others. In addition
to refraining from false promising, refraining from coercion and violence are
examples of principles of perfect duties to others; they are obligations which can
be met for all others, (to which negative liberty rights may correspond). Kant
derives principles of imperfect obligation by introducing one further assumption;
he takes it that we not only have to deal with a plurality of rational agents who
share a world, but that these agents are not self-sufficient, hence are mutually
vulnerable. Such agents, he argues, could not rationally will that a principle of
refusing to help others or of neglecting to develop one’s own potential be univ
ersally adopted: since they know that they are not self-sufficient, they know that
to will such a world would be (irrationally) to will away indispensable means to
at least some of their own ends. The principles of not neglecting to help those in
need or to develop one’s own potential are, however, less complete (hence imper
fect) principles of obligation. For we cannot help all others in all needed ways, nor
can we develop all possible talents in ourselves. Hence these obligations are
necessarily selective as well as indeterminate. They lack counterpart rights and
are the basis for imperfect duties. The implications of this account of duties are
most fully developed in the Metaphysics of Morals, whose first part deals with the
principles of justice that are matters of perfect obligation and whose second part
deals with the principles of virtue that are matters of imperfect obligation.

iv

Kant’s ethics: respect for persons

Kant develops his basic lines of thought along a number of parallel (he claims
equivalent) tracks. The Categorical Imperative is formulated in a number of
strikingly different versions. The formulation discussed above is known as ‘The
Formula of Universal Law’, and is said to be the ‘strictest’. The one that has had
the greatest cultural impact is the so-called ‘Formula of the End in Itself’, which
demands that we treat ‘humanity in your own person or in the person of any
other never simply as a means but always at the same time as an end’. This
second-order principle is once again a constraint on the maxims we adopt; it is a
highly articulated version of a demand for respect for persons. Instead of demand
ing that we check that all could adopt the same maxims, it demands less directly
that we act in ways that respect, so leave intact, others’ capacities to act (and so,
in effect, leave them able to act on the maxims we ourselves adopt). The Formula
of the End in Itself is also used to distinguish two sorts of moral failure. To use
another is to treat him or her as a thing or tool and not as an agent. On Kant’s
account to use another is not merely a matter of doing something the other does
not actually want or consent to, but of doing something to which the other cannot
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consent. For example, deceivers make it impossible for their victims to consent to
the deceiver’s project. Unlike most other appeals to consent as a criterion of
legitimate (or just) action, Kant (in keeping with his basic philosophical position)
appeals neither to the hypothetical consent of ideally rational beings, nor to the
historically contingent consent of actual others. He asks what is needed to make
it possible for others either to dissent or consent. This does not mean that actual
dissent may be coercively overridden on the grounds that consent has at least
been made possible - for the very act of overriding actual dissent will itself coerce,
hence make consent impossible. Kant’s contention is that the principles we
must adopt if we are not to use others will be the very principles of justice that
were identified by considering which principles are universalizable for rational
beings.
Correspondingly, Kant interprets the moral failure of not treating others as
‘ends’ as an alternative basis for an account of the virtues. To treat others who
are specifically human in their finitude - hence vulnerable and needy - as ‘ends’
requires that we support one another’s (fragile) capacities to act, to adopt maxims
and to pursue their particular ends. Hence it requires at least some support for
others’ projects and purposes. Kant holds that this will require at least a limited
beneficence. Although he does not establish an unrestricted obligation of ben
eficence, such as utilitarians hold to, he does argue for an obligation to reject a
policy of refusing needed help. He also argues that systematic failure to develop
one’s own potential amounts to disrespect for humanity and its capacities for
rational agency ‘in one’s own person’. Failure to treat others or oneself as ends is
once again seen as a failure of virtue or imperfect obligation. Imperfect obligations
cannot prescribe universal performance: we can neither help all in need, nor
develop all possible talents. We can, however, refuse to make indifference of either
sort basic to our lives - and may find that rejecting principled indifference demands
a lot. Even a commitment of this nature, taken seriously, will demand much. If
we honour it, we have on Kant’s account shown respect for persons and specifically
for human dignity.
The remaining formulations of the Categorical Imperative bring together the
perspectives of one who seeks to act on principles that all others could share, and
one who seeks to act on principles that respect all others’ capacities to act. Kant
makes use of traditional Christian rhetoric and of Rousseau’s conception of the
social contract to formulate the image of a ‘Kingdom of Ends’ where each is
simultaneously legislator and bound by law, where each is autonomous (literally:
self-legislating) on condition that what is legislated is respect for others’ like status
as ‘legislators’. For Kant, as for Rousseau, to be autonomous’ is no mere matter of
wilfulness or independence from others or from social conventions: it is to have
the mode of self-control that takes account of others’ like moral status. To be
Kantianly autonomous is to act morally.

v

Kant’s ethics: the problems of freedom, religion and history

This basic structure of thought is developed in many different directions. Kant
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presents arguments to suggest why we should think of the Categorical Imperative
as a principle of reason that is binding on us. He explores what is involved in
moving from a principle to its concrete application to actual situations. He dis
cusses the relationship between moral principles and our actual desires and
inclinations. He develops the political implications of the Categorical Imperative,
which include a republican constitution and respect for freedom, especially of
religion and speech. He sketches a still influential programme for seeking inter
national peace. He explores how his system of moral thought is connected to
traditional religious claims. Many objections of principle and of detail have been
raised. Some of the less fundamental objections can be conveniently discussed
under the heading of ‘Kant’s ethics’. However, the most central objection demands
independent discussion.
This objection is that Kant’s basic framework is incoherent. His account of
human knowledge leads to a conception of human beings as parts of nature, whose
desires, inclinations and actions are susceptible of ordinary causal explanation. Yet
his account of human freedom demands that we view human agents as capable
of self-determination, and specifically of determination in accordance with the
principles of duty. Kant is apparently driven to a dual view of man: we are both
phenomenal (natural, causally determined) beings and noumenal (non-natural, selfdetermining) beings. Many of Kant’s critics have held that this dual-aspect view
of human beings is ultimately incoherent.
In the Critique of Practical Reason Kant tackles the difficulty by proposing that
provided we accept certain ‘postulates’ we can make sense of the idea of beings
who are part both of the natural and of the moral order. The idea is that if we
postulate a benevolent God, then the moral virtue at which free agents aim can
be compatible with, indeed proportioned to, the happiness at which natural beings
aim. Kant speaks of such perfect co-ordination of moral virtue and happiness as
the highest good. Producing the highest good will take a long time: so we have
to postulate immortal souls as well as divine providence. This picture has been
lampooned time and again. Heine depicted Kant as a bold revolutionary who
killed deism: then timidly conceded that practical reason could ‘prove’ God after
all. Nietzsche less kindly likens him to a fox who escapes - then slinks back into
the cage of theism.
In later writings Kant dropped both the idea of a guaranteed co-ordination of
virtue and rewarding happiness (he thought this might undermine true virtue)
and the demand that we postulate immortality, understood as everlasting life (see
The End of All Things). He offers a variety of historized versions of the thought that
we can make sense of our status as free beings who are part of nature only if we
adopt certain postulates. For example, he suggests that we must at least hope for
the possibility of moral improvement in human history, and so for a this-worldly
co-ordination of the moral and natural ends of mankind. The various historicized
accounts he offers of the postulates of practical reason are aspects and precursors of
a this-worldly account of human destiny that we associate with the revolutionary
tradition, and specially with Marx. However, Kant did not renounce a religious
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interpretation of claims about human origins and destiny. In his late work Religion
within the Limits of Reasons Alone he depicts Christian scriptures as a temporal
narrative which can be understood as a ‘symbol of morality’. The interpretation
of this work, which got Kant into trouble with the Prussian censors, presents
many problems. However, it is at least clear that he does not reintroduce theo
logical claims to serve as a foundation for morality, but rather uses his moral theory
as a lens for reading scripture.
If Kant did not go back on his original repudiation of theological foundations,
an understanding of the connection he sees between nature and morality remains
problematic. One way of understanding it may be by relying on the idea, which
he uses in Groundwork, that nature and freedom do not belong in two independent
worlds, or metaphysical realities, but rather constitute two ‘standpoints’. We must
see ourselves both as parts of the natural world and as free agents. We cannot
without incoherence do without either of these standpoints, although we cannot
integrate them, and can do no more than understand that thay are compatible.
On such a reading, we can have no insight into the ‘mechanics’ of human freedom,
but can understand that without freedom in the activity of cognition, which lies
behind our very claims to know, a causally ordered world would be unknown to
us. Hence it is impossible for us to think freedom away. For practical purposes
this may be enough: for these we do not need to prove human freedom. However,
we are left trying to conceptualize the hiatus between the natural order and
human freedom, and must also commit ourselves to some version of the ‘postulates’
or ‘hopes’ that connect the two. At the very least a commitment to acting morally
in the world depends on assuming (postulating, hoping) that the natural order is
not wholly incompatible with moral intentions.

vi

‘Kant’s ethics’

Many other criticisms of Kant’s ethics recur so often that they have acquired an
independent life as elements of ‘Kant’s ethics’. Some hold that these criticisms do
not apply to Kant’s ethics, others that they are decisive reasons for rejecting Kant’s
position.
(i)
Formalism. The commonest charge against Kant’s ethics is the allegation
that the Categorical Imperative is empty, trivial or purely formal and identifies no
principles of duty. The charge has been widely made by Hegel, by J. S. Mill and in
many contemporary works. On Kant’s own view the demand for universalizable
maxims is a demand that our fundamental principles be fit for adoption by all.
This condition can seem pointless: for cannot any well-formed act-description be
prescribed by a universal principle? Are principles such as ‘steal when you can’
or ‘kill when it isn’t risky’ universalizable? This reductio ad absurdum of universalizability is achieved by replacing Kant’s Categorical Imperative with a different
principle. The Formula of Universal Law demands not just that we formulate a
universal principle incorporating some act-description that applies to a given act.
It demands that an agent’s maxim, or fundamental principle, be such that the
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agent can ‘will it as universal law ’. The test requires commitment to the normal,
predictable consequences of principles to which the agent is committed and to
normal standards of instrumental rationality. When maxims are non-universalizable this is typically because commitment to the consequences of their
universal adoption would be incompatible with commitment to the means of
acting on them (e.g. we cannot be committed both to the results of universal false
promising, and to preserving the means to promising, hence to false promising).
Kant’s account of universalizability differs from related principles (universal
prescriptivism, Golden Rules) in two major respects. First, it does not refer to what
is desired or preferred, not even to what it is desired or preferred should be
universally done. Second, it is a procedure only for picking out the maxims that
must be rejected if the fundamental principles of a life or a society are to be
universalizable. Non-universalizable principles are identified in order to discover
the side constraints on the more specific principles agents may adopt. These side
constraints enable us to identify more specific but still indeterminate principles of
obligation. (For a different account of universalizability, see Article 40, u n i v e r s a l
PRESCRIPTIVISM.)

(2) Rigorism. This is the claim that Kant’s ethics, far from being empty and
formalistic, leads to rigidly insensitive rules, and so cannot take account of
differences between cases. However, universal principles need not mandate
uniform treatment; indeed they may mandate differentiated treatment. Principles
such as ‘taxation should be proportionate to ability to pay’ or ‘the punishment
must fit the crime’ are universal in scope but demand differentiated treatment.
Even principles that do not specifically mandate differentiated treatment will be
indeterminate, so leave room for differentiated application.
(3) Abstraction. Those who concede that Kant’s arguments identify some
principles of duty, but do not impose rigid uniformity, often advance a further
version of the formalism charge. They will say that Kant identifies ethical
principles, but that these principles are ‘too abstract’ to guide action, hence his
theory is not action-guiding. Kant’s principles of duty certainly are abstract, and
he does not provide a detailed set of instructions for following them. There is no
moral algorithm of the sort utilitarianism might provide if we had sufficiently full
information about all options. Kant emphasizes that the application of principles
to cases involves judgement and deliberation. He also maintains that principles
are and must be abstract: they are side-constraints (not algorithms) and can only
guide (not make) decisions. The moral life is a matter of finding ways of acting
that meet all obligations and violate no moral prohibitions. There is no automatic
procedure for identifying such actions, or all such actions. However, for moral
practice we begin by making sure that the specific acts we have in mind are not
incompatible with acts on maxims of duty.
(4) Conflicting grounds of obligation. This criticism points out that Kant’s ethics
identifies a set of principles which may come into conflict. The demands of fidelity
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and of helpfulness, for example, may clash. This criticism is true of Kant’s ethics,
as for any ethic of principles. Since ‘trade-offs’ between differing obligations are
not part of the theory, there is no routine procedure for dealing with conflicts. On
the other hand, since the theory is only a set of side constraints on action, the
central demand is to find some action that falls within all constraints. Only when
no such action can be found does the problem of multiple grounds of obligation
arise. Kant has nothing very illuminating to say about these cases; the charge
made by advocates of virtue ethics (e.g. Bernard Williams, Martha Nussbaum),
that he does not say enough about the regret that may be appropriate when some
moral commitment has unavoidably to be violated or neglected, is apposite.
(5) Place of the inclinations. A group of serious criticisms of Kant’s moral
psychology occurs throughout the secondary literature. In particular it is said
that Kant requires that we act ‘out of the motive of duty’, hence not out of
inclination, and so is driven to the claim that action which we enjoy cannot be
morally worthy. This grim interpretation, perhaps first suggested by Schiller,
involves a tangle of difficult issues. By acting ‘out of the motive of duty’, Kant
means only that we act on a maxim of duty and so experience a feeling of
‘reverence for the law ’. This reverence is a response to and not the source of moral
worth. It is compatible with action being in line with our natural inclinations and
so enjoyed. On one view the apparent conflict between duty and inclination is
only epistemological; we can know for sure that we act out of duty only if
inclination is lacking. On other views, the issue runs deeper, and leads to a more
serious charge that Kant cannot account for wrongdoing.
(6) No account of wrongdoing. This charge is that Kant can allow only for free
action which is fully autonomous - i.e. done on a principle that meets the
constraint that all others can do likewise - and for action which reflects only
natural desires and inclinations. Hence he cannot allow for free, imputable but
wrong action. Clearly Kant thinks he can give an account of wrong doing, for he
frequently gives examples of imputable wrongdoing. This charge probably reflects
a failure to keep separate the claim that free agents must be capable of acting
autonomously (in the distinctive Rousseauian or Kantian sense which links
autonomy with morality) with the claim that free agents always act auton
omously. Imputability requires the capacity to act autonomously but this capacity
may not always be exercised. Wrongful acts are indeed not autonomous, but they
are chosen rather than inflicted mechanically by our desires or inclinations.

vii

Kantian ethics

Kant’s ethics and the image of his ethics which often replaces it in modern debates
do not exhaust Kantian ethics. This term is now often used to cover any of a range
of quasi-Kantian positions or commitments in ethics. Sometimes the usage is very
broad. Certain writers will talk of Kantian ethics when they have in mind theories
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of rights, or more generally action-based rather than result-based moral thinking,
or any position that treats the right as prior to the good. In these cases the points
of resemblance to Kant’s ethics are fairly general - for example, concern with
universal principles and respect for persons, or more specifically for human rights.
In other cases a more structural resemblance may be indicated - for example, a
commitment to a single non-utilitarian supreme moral principle, or to the view
that ethics is based on reason. The specific understanding of Kantian ethics varies
very much from context to context.
The most definite Kantian programme in ethics recently has been that of John
Rawls, who has labelled one stage in the development of his theory ‘Kantian
constructivism’. Many features of Rawls’s work are clearly Kantian, above all his
conception of ethical principles as determined by constraints on principles chosen
by rational agents. However, Rawls’s constructivism assumes a quite different
account of rationality from Kant’s. Rawls identifies the principles that would be
chosen by instrumentally rational beings to whom he ascribes certain sparsely
specified ends - not the principles that could consistently be chosen regardless of
particular ends. This produces far-ranging differences between Rawls’s work, even
at its most Kantian, and Kant’s ethics. Others who use the label ‘Kantian’ in ethics
are even more loosely related to Kant - for example, many of them offer no
account of the virtues, or even deny that an account is possible; many treat rights
rather than obligations as fundamental: nearly all rely on a preference-based
theory of action and an instrumental account of rationality, all of which are
incompatible with Kant’s ethics.

viii

The Kantian legacy

Kant’s ethics remains the paradigmatic and most influential attempt to vindicate
universal moral principles without reference to preferences or to a theological
framework. The hope of identifying universal principles, which is so apparent in
discussions of justice and in the human rights movement, is constantly challenged
by communitarian and historicist insistence that we cannot appeal beyond the
discourse and traditions of particular societies, and by utilitarian insistence that
principles derive from preferences. For those who find neither of these routes
compelling, the neo-Kantian slogan ‘Back to Kant’ remains a challenge which
they must explore or refute.
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The social contract tradition
W ILL KYMLICKA

v e r y
moral theory must answer two questions: what are the demands that
morality makes of us, and why should we feel obliged to obey those demands?
Much of the attractiveness of the social contract approach to ethics is that it seems
to provide simple and related answers to these two questions: the demands of
morality are fixed by the agreements that humans make to regulate their social
interaction, and we should obey these demands because we have agreed to them.
What could be simpler?
The appearance of simplicity is deceptive, however, for different theories give
widely divergent accounts of the content and normative force of the supposed
‘agreement’. Contractarian morality requires that we ‘join others in acting in
ways that each, together with others, can reasonably and freely subscribe to as a
common moral standard’ (Diggs, 1982, p. 104). But unless we put limits on what
counts as a reasonable and free agreement, then almost any theory can be
described as contractarian, since almost any theory claims to provide a common
moral standard that people can reasonably and freely subscribe to. To argue for
a theory is, in part, to attempt to show that its demands are reasonable, and that
people should freely accept them. If we are to put boundaries on contractarian
ethics, we need to put limits on the kinds of reasons that can be appealed to in
making agreements, and the kinds of conditions under which they are made.
But which sort of reasons and conditions make a moral theory a distinctively
contractarian theory? I will approach that question historically, to see where and
why a distinctive contractarian tradition arose.

E

i

The historical background

While contractarian thinking in ethics goes back to the ancient Greeks, the
approach first achieved prominence during the Enlightenment. In the teleological
and religious systems which dominated pre-Enlightenment thought, moral obli
gations were thought to derive from a larger natural or divine order. Each person
has a naturally or divinely-ordained place or function in the world, from which
their duties follow. As the Enlightenment called into question the various elements
of these older ethical systems, philosophers turned to social contract theories to
fill the vacuum. One of the first elements to be undermined was the divine-rightof-kings doctrine. Even those who accepted the institution of kingship could no
longer accept that the particular person who occupied the throne did so by divine
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grant. Monarchs were ordinary men and women who happened to inherit or
usurp an extraordinary position. But how is it legitimate that some people rule
over others, when all are by nature equals?
The first social contract theories were concerned with this limited question what explains our political obligation to these ordinary men and women? And
the heart of their answer is this: while there is no natural or divine duty to obey
particular rulers, we can put ourselves under such a duty by promising to obey,
for that brings into play our personal obligation to keep promises (a personal
obligation which was simply taken for granted as part of natural law or Christian
duty).
Why would people agree to be governed? Since political relations lack any
natural basis, the natural state of humanity is pre-political. By nature, all people
are free and equal, in that there is no higher authority with the power to command
their obedience, or the responsibility of protecting their interests. However, this
‘state of nature’ breeds insecurity - without any government, social norms go
unenforced, and transgressors are not fairly punished. People would therefore
agree to institute government, and cede certain powers to it, if the governors
agreed to use these powers to ensure security. In this way, some people could
legitimately come to govern others, despite their natural equality, for the rulers
held their power in trust, to protect the interests of the ruled. For classical contract
theorists, then, the question of political obligation is answered by determining
what kind of contract individuals in the state of nature would agree to concerning
the establishment of political authority. Once we know the terms of that contract,
we know what the government is obliged to do, and what citizens are obliged
to obey. But while contract theorists defended political obligation in terms of
contractual promises, this approach was embedded within a larger non-contractarian moral theory. The idea of a social contract was used to constrain
political rulers, but the content and justificatory force of this contract rests on a
pre-existing theory of natural rights and duties, of which the duty to keep promises
was just one element. (See Article 13, n a t u r a l l a w .)
This sort of political contractarianism died out during the nineteenth century.
Its death was inevitable, for it suffers from two overwhelming flaws. Firstly, there
never was such a contract, and without an actual contract, neither citizens nor
government are bound by promises. As a result, all existing governments, however
good and just, lack legitimacy according to social contract theory. But this is
implausible. The legitimacy of government is determined (we normally think) by
the justice of its actions, not by the contractual nature of its historical origins.
Contract theorists wanted their theory to endorse just governments (just rulers
are the ones that keep their contractual promises), but the insistence on an actual
contract strikes down just and unjust governments alike. It may be that people
would have signed a contract to obey just rulers, if asked, and if so then we can
speak of a ‘hypothetical contract’ between rulers and the ruled. But a hypothetical
promise is no promise at all, for no-one has undertaken an obligation. I am obliged
to keep my promises, not my hypothetical promises. Thus the idea of a social
contract seems either historically absurd, if it is intended to identify actual
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promises, or morally insignificant, if it is intended to point out purely hypothetical
promises. And even if the original creation of government was based on agreement,
what serves to bind future generations who are simply born under a government
and automatically subjected to its laws?
Secondly, contract theorists say we should obey government because we
should keep our word, but, as Hume noted, they ‘find [themselves] embarrassed
when it is asked, Why we are bound to keep our word?’ (Barker, i9 6 0 , p. 229). The
very considerations which put people in doubt about the naturalness of their
political obligation to obey rulers soon put them in doubt about the naturalness
of their personal obligation to keep promises. Social contract theory, therefore,
was a kind of stop-gap response to the dissolution of pre-Enlightenment ethics it simply replaced one questionable natural duty with another.
Despite these flaws, classical contract theory contained resources which have
attracted modern-day moral theorists. Indeed, contract theory has experienced a
remarkable rebirth in recent years. This contemporary contract theory is more
ambitious than its historical predecessor, for it hopes to provide a contractual
justification not only for political obligation, but also for the personal obligations
that classical contract theorists simply took for granted. It might seem that a
contractual defence of personal obligation is even less plausible than one of
political obligation. A contractual defence of political obligation faces many prac
tical problems, but there is a logical problem in grounding personal obligations
in contract. It makes no sense to say that people could sign a contract agreeing
to keep contractual promises. However, the emphasis on promising is not what
contemporary contract theorists draw from the earlier tradition. They draw on
two other elements: (1) obligations are conventional, not divine, arising from the
interactions of people who are naturally equal; (2) conventional obligations secure
important human interests. Combining these two elements, it is possible to (re)interpret social contracts not primarily as promises, but as devices for identifying
social conventions that promote the interests of the members of society.

ii

Current social contract theories of ethics

There are two basic forms of contemporary social contract theory. While both
accept the classic contract view that people are by nature equals, they have
different conceptions of our natural equality. One approach stresses a natural
equality of physical power, which makes it mutually advantageous for people to
accept conventions that recognize and protect each other’s interests and
possessions. The other approach stresses a natural equality of moral status, which
makes each person’s interests a matter of common or impartial concern. This
impartial concern is expressed in agreements that recognize each person’s interests
and moral status. I will call proponents of the mutual advantage theory ‘Hobbesian
contractarians’, and proponents of the impartial theory ‘Kantian contractarians’,
for Hobbes and Kant inspired and foreshadowed these two forms of contract
theory.
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Hobbesian contractarianism: morality as mutual advantage

According to Hobbesian contractarians, the modern world-view rules out earlier
notions of divine rights or natural duties. Whenever we try to find objective moral
values what we find instead are the subjective preferences of individuals. So there
is nothing inherently right or wrong about the goals one chooses to pursue, or
the means by which one pursues those goals - even if this involves harming
others. However, while there is nothing inherently wrong in harming you, I
would be better off by refraining from doing so if every other person refrains from
harming me. Such a convention against injury is mutually advantageous - we
do not have to waste resources defending our own person and property, and it
enables us to enter into stable co-operation. While injury is not inherently wrong,
each person gains by accepting conventions that define it as ‘wrong’.
The content of such conventions will be the subject of bargaining - each
person will want the resulting agreement to protect their own interests as much
as possible while restricting them as little as possible. While social conventions
are not really contracts, we can view this bargaining over mutually advantageous
conventions as the process by which a community establishes its ‘social contract’.
And while this social contract is not intended as a defence of traditional notions
of moral obligation, it will include some of the constraints which earlier theorists
took to be natural duties - e.g. the duty not to steal, or the duty to share the
benefits of co-operation fairly amongst the contributors. Mutually advantageous
conventions occupy some of the place of traditional morality, and for that reason
can be seen as providing a ‘moral’ code, even though it is ‘generated as a rational
constraint from the non-moral premises of rational choice’ (Gauthier, 1986, p. 4).
Gauthier aptly calls this ‘moral artifice’, for it artificially constrains what people
are naturally entitled to do. But while the resulting constraints partially overlap
with traditional moral duties, the overlap is far from complete. Whether it is
advantageous to follow a particular convention depends on one’s bargaining
power, and the strong and talented have greater power than the weak and infirm.
The infirm produce little of value, and what little they do produce may be simply
expropriated by others without fear of retaliation. Since there is little to gain from
co-operation with the infirm, and nothing to fear from retaliation, the strong have
little reason to accept conventions which help the infirm.
The resulting conventions will accord rights to various people, but since these
rights depend on one’s bargaining power, Hobbesian contractarianism does not
view individuals as having any inherent moral rights or status. Indeed, the
theory allows some people to be killed or enslaved, for ‘if personal differences are
sufficiently great’, then the strong will have the capacity to ‘eliminate’ the weak
or to seize any goods produced by the weak, and thereby set up ‘something similar
to the slave contract’ (Buchanan, 19 75, pp. 59-60). This is not simply an abstract
possibility. Personal differences are that great for defenceless or ‘defective’ humans
beings like babies and the congenitally handicapped, who therefore ‘fall beyond
the pale’ of morality (Gauthier, 1986, p. 268).
I mentioned that Hobbesian contractarianism accepts the classical contract
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view that humans are by nature equal. What sort of equality underlies a theory
which is prepared to contemplate the enslaving of the defenceless? Because the
theory recognizes no inherent moral status, any equality of rights between people
presupposes a prior physical equality between them. Hobbesians claim that since
I am equal to others in physical abilities and vulnerabilities - equal in the ability
to harm others and the vulnerability to being harmed - then I must show an
equal concern for others, for I must secure an arrangement which gives each
person grounds for refraining from exercising that power to harm me. Of course,
Hobbesians know that this assumption of a natural equality in physical power is
often false. Their claim is not that people are in fact equals by nature, but rather
that morality is only possible insofar as this is so. By nature, everyone is entitled to
use whatever means are available to them, and moral constraints will only arise
if people are roughly equal in power. For only then does each person gain more
from the protection of their own person and property than they lose by refraining
from using other people’s bodies or resources. Natural equality is not sufficient,
however, for artificial inequalities can also undermine the required basis for moral
constraint. People of similar physical capacities may find themselves with radically
unequal technological capacities, and those with the more advanced technology
can often dictate the terms of social interaction. Indeed, technology may get us to
the point where, as Hobbes put it, there is a ‘power irresistible’ on earth, and for
Hobbes and his contemporary followers, such power ‘justifieth all actions really
and properly, in whomsoever it is found’. Moral constraint would have no place
in such a world.
What are we to make of Hobbesian contractarianism as a moral theory? It
does not fit our everyday understanding of morality. Hobbesians say that rights
flow from the constraints necessary for mutually beneficial co-operation, even
when the activity in which people co-operate is the exploitation of other individ
uals. Everyday morality, however, tells us that mutually beneficial activities must
first respect the rights of others, including the rights of those too weak to defend
their interests. It may be advantageous for the strong to enslave the weak, but
the weak have prior claims of justice against the strong. Indeed, we normally think
our moral obligations are strengthened, not diminished, by people’s vulnerability.
Mutual advantage cannot be the foundation of morality as we normally under
stand it, for there are moral claims prior to the pursuit of mutual advantage.
Of course, this appeal to everyday morality begs the question. The whole point
of the Hobbesian approach is that there are no natural duties to others - it
challenges those who believe there is ‘a real moral difference between right and
wrong which all men [have] a duty to respect’ (Gough, 19 5 7, p. 118). To claim
that Hobbesian contractarianism ignores our duty to protect the vulnerable is not
to give an argument against the theory, for the existence of such moral duties is
precisely what is in question. But if Hobbesian contractarianism denies that there
is a real moral difference between right and wrong that all people should respect,
then it is not so much an alternative account of morality as an alternative to
morality. While it may lead to justice wherever people have equal power, it also
leads to exploitation wherever ‘personal differences are sufficiently great’, and
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there are no grounds within the theory to prefer justice to exploitation. If people
act justly, it is not because morality is a value, but only because they lack
irresistible power and so must settle for morality. A theory which denies that
morality is a value may be a useful analysis of rational egoism (see Article 16,
e g o i s m ) or realpolitik, but it is not an account of moral justification.
Again, this is not a refutation of the theory. The fact that Hobbesian con
tractarianism does not conform to standard views of morality will not worry
anyone who thinks that those views are untenable. If standard views of morality
are untenable, and if Hobbesian contractarianism cannot yield morality, then so
much the worse for morality. Hobbesian morality may be the best we can hope
for in a world without natural duties or objective values.
2

Kantian contractarianism: morality as impartiality

The second strand of contemporary contract theory is in many ways the opposite
of the first. It uses the device of a social contract in order to develop, rather than
replace, traditional notions of moral obligation; it uses the idea of the contract to
express the inherent moral standing of persons, rather than to generate an artificial
moral standing; and it uses the device of the contract to negate, rather than reflect,
unequal bargaining power. In both premises and conclusions, this strand of
contract theory is, morally speaking, a world apart from the first.
The best-known exponent of Kantian contractarianism is John Rawls. On his
view, people are ‘self-originating sources of valid claims’ - that is, people matter,
from the moral point of view, not because they can harm or benefit others (as in
Hobbesian theory), but because they are ‘ends in themselves’. Implicit in this
Kantian phrase is a concept of moral equality - each person matters and matters
equally, each person is entitled to equal consideration. This notion of equal
consideration gives rise at the social level to a ‘natural duty of justice’. We have
a duty to promote just institutions, a duty not derived from consent or mutual
advantage, but simply owed to persons as such. What is the content of our natural
duty of justice? We have intuitions about what it means to treat people with equal
consideration, but they are vague and we need some procedure to help us
determine the precise meaning of justice. The idea of a social contract is one such
procedure, according to Rawls, for it embodies a basic principle of impartial
deliberation - i.e. that each person take into account the needs of others ‘as free
and equal beings’.
But as we’ve seen, contracts are not always between free and equal beings,
and they may not attend to the needs of the weak. Many people take this to be
an unavoidable result of any contract theory, for contracts in the everyday legal
sense are agreements between people each of whom is trying to do as well as they
can for themselves, rather than trying to do well for everyone equally. Rawls,
however, believes that the problem is not with the idea of an agreement between
self-interested contractors, but with the conditions under which the contract is
determined. A contract can give equal consideration to each of the contractors,
but only if it is negotiated from a position of equality, which in Rawls’s theory is
called the ‘original position’.
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What is this original position of equality? Rawls says that it ‘corresponds to
the state of nature in the traditional theory of the social contract’ (1 9 7 1, p. 12).
But the traditional state of nature allows the strong to exercise greater bargaining
power, so it is not a position of genuine equality. Rawls hopes to ensure genuine
equality by depriving people in the original position of the knowledge of their
ultimate position in society. People must agree on principles of justice under a
‘veil of ignorance’ - without knowing their natural talents or infirmities, and
without knowing what position they will occupy in society. Each contractor is
still assumed to be trying to do the best they can for themselves. But since no-one
knows what position they will occupy in society, asking people to decide what is
best for themselves has the same consequence as asking them to decide what is
best for everyone considered impartially. In order to decide from behind a veil of
ignorance which principles will promote my good, I must put myself in the shoes
of every person in society and see what promotes his or her good, since I may end
up being any one of those people. When combined with the veil of ignorance, the
assumption of self-interest is no different from an assumption of benevolence, for
I must sympathetically identify with every person in society and take their good
into account as if it were my own. In this way, agreements made on the original
position give equal consideration to each person. The original position ‘represents
equality between human beings as moral persons’ (Rawls, 19 7 1, p. 190), and it
is only in such a position of equality that contract is a useful device for determining
the content of our natural duty of justice.
This, then, is the role of Rawls’s social contract from an original position of
equality (it is more a generalization of the Golden Rule than a generalization of
the traditional state of nature doctrine). Not all Kantian contractarians use Rawls’s
original position, but, like Rawls, they all replace the traditional state of nature
with contracting positions that instruct each contractor to give impartial con
sideration to the interests of every individual in society. And while they do not
agree about which principles would be selected by impartial contractors, they all
gravitate towards some sort of equality in rights and resources. Inequalities are
not prohibited, but the demand for impartial justification suggests that inequalities
must be justified to those made worse off, and perhaps even subject to their veto.
As with the Hobbesian version, Kantian contractarianism offers an account of the
idea that we are, by nature, equals. But for Kantians, this natural equality refers
to a substantive moral equality - indeed, the whole point of Kantian contractarian
reasoning is that it ‘substitutes a moral equality for a physical inequality’ (Diggs,
19 8 1, p. 282).
What are we to make of Kantian contractarian theories of morality? They will
be intuitively attractive to those people (the majority, I suspect) who endorse
the underlying notions of moral equality and justice. Kantian contractarianism
expresses a widely-held belief that impartiality is definitive of the moral point of
view - the moral point of view just is the point of view from which each person
matters equally. This belief is found not only in Kantian ethics, but throughout
the ethical tradition of the West, both Christian (we are all God’s children), and
secular (utilitarianism provides its own non-contractual interpretation of the
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requirement of equal consideration for persons; see Article 40, u n i v e r s a l p r e 
, for another non-contractual interpretation.) Unlike the Hobbesian
version, Kantian contractarianism fits in with these basic elements of our everyday
moral understanding.
What is not clear is whether the contract device does any work defending or
developing these ideas. Consider Rawls’s claim that impartial contractors would
agree to distribute resources equally, unless the inequality is to the benefit of the
least well-off. This principle is chosen because impartial contractors are (according
to Rawls) unwilling to risk being one of the undeserving losers in an inegalitarian
society, even if that risk is small compared to the likelihood of being one of
the winners. But, as Rawls admits, other assumptions about the dispositions of
contractors are possible, in which case other principles would be chosen. If
contractors are disposed to gamble, they might choose utilitarian principles which
maximize the utility each contractor is likely to have in society, but which create
the risk that they may end up being one of the people who is sacrificed for the
greater good of others. In fact there are many possible variations in the description
of the original position, so that ‘for each traditional conception of justice there
exists an interpretation of the initial situation in which its principles are the
preferred solution’ (Rawls, 19 7 1, p. 121). How then do we know which interpret
ation is the most suitable? According to Rawls we decide by seeing which interpret
ation yields principles that match our convictions of justice. If the principles
chosen in one interpretation of the original position do not match our considered
judgements, then we move to another interpretation which yields principles more
in line with our convictions.
But if each theory of justice has its own account of the contracting situation,
then we have to decide beforehand which theory of justice we accept, in order to
know which description of the original position is suitable. Rawls’s opposition to
gambling away one life for the benefit of others, or to penalizing those with
undeserved natural handicaps, leads him to describe the original position in one
way; those who disagree with Rawls on these issues will describe it in another
way. This dispute cannot be resolved by appeal to contractual agreement. It would
beg the question for either side to invoke its account of the contracting situation
in defence of its theory of justice, since the contracting situation presupposes the
theory of justice. All the major issues of justice, therefore, have to be decided
beforehand, in order to decide which description of the original position to accept.
But then the contract is redundant.
While the idea of contracting from an original position cannot justify our basic
moral judgements, since it presupposes them, it does serve some useful purposes.
It can render our judgements more determinate (contractual agreements must be
explicitly and publicly formulated), render them more vivid (the veil of ignorance
is a vivid way of expressing the moral requirement of putting ourselves in other
people’s shoes), and can dramatize our commitment to them (the veil of ignorance
dramatizes the claim that we would accept a certain principle however it affected
us). In these and other ways, the contract device illuminates the basic ideas of
morality as impartiality, even if it cannot help defend those ideas. On the other
s c r ip t iv is m
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hand, the contract device is not required to express these basic moral judgements.
Impartial consideration has also been expressed through the use of ideal sym
pathizers, rather than impartial contractors. Both theories instruct the moral
agent to adopt the impartial point of view, but whereas impartial contractors view
each person in society as one of the possible future locations of their own good,
ideal sympathizers view each person in society as one of the components of their
own good, since they sympathize with and so share each person’s fate. The two
theories use different devices, but this difference is relatively superficial, for the
key move in both theories is to force agents to adopt a perspective which denies
them any knowledge of, or any ability to promote, their own particular good.
Indeed, it is often difficult to distinguish impartial contractors from ideal sym
pathizers.
Impartial consideration can also be generated without any special devices at
all, just by asking agents to give equal consideration to others notwithstanding
their knowledge of, and ability to promote, their own good. We ask each agent to
respect the interests of others, not because doing so promotes his or her good, but
because it promotes their good, and they are ends in themselves whose well-being
is as morally important as the agent’s. As w e’ve seen, this understanding of
impartiality has been affirmed in many non-contractarian ethical theories, and
special devices are not needed to express it. Indeed, there is a curious sort of
perversity in using the Kantian contractarian (or ideal sympathizer) device in
order to express the idea of moral equality. The concept of a veil of ignorance
attempts to render vivid the idea that other people matter in and of themselves,
not simply as a component of our own good. But it does so by imposing a
perspective from which the good of others is simply a component of our own
(actual or possible) good! Rawls tries to downplay the extent to which people in
the original position view the various individual lives in society as just so many
possible outcomes of a self-interested choice, but the contract device encourages
that view, and so obscures the true meaning of impartial concern.
So the contract device may not help to express the idea of moral equality. But
whether it helps or not, it is simply an expression of prior moral commitments. It
may be, in Whewell’s words, ‘a convenient form for the expression of Moral
Truths’ (1845, p. 218), but it neither defends nor generates these truths. The
ultimate evaluation of Kantian contractarianism depends, therefore, on one’s
commitment to the ideals of moral equality and natural duty that underlie it. To
the Hobbesian, these ideals have no foundation. Kantian contractarianism claims
to express Moral Truths, but Hobbesians deny there are any moral truths to
express. Talk of natural moral duties is ‘queer’, for these alleged moral values are
not visible or testable. There is no such thing as a natural moral equality under
lying our natural physical (in)equality, and so Kantianism is without foundation.
This objection explains much of the attraction of Hobbesian contractarianism,
for it seems to offer a secure answer to the moral sceptic (although it does so
by sacrificing any pretence of being a genuine morality). However, Kantian
contractarianism is no more vulnerable to this charge than any other genuinely
moral theory. Kantians employ a distinctive approach to determining our moral
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claims, but almost all moral philosophy in the Western tradition shares the
assumption that there are obligation-generating claims which all persons have a
duty to respect. And, in my view, this assumption is legitimate. Moral values are
not physically observable, but different kinds of objectivity apply to different areas
of knowledge, and there is no reason to expect morality to have the same kind of
objectivity as biology. (See Article 35, r e a l i s m .)
But, as I said earlier, moral theory must not only identify moral norms, it must
also explain why we feel obliged to obey them. Why should I care about what I
morally ought to do? Hobbesians argue that I only have a reason to do something
if the action satisfies some desire of mine. If moral actions do not satisfy any
desires, I have no reason to perform them. This theory of rationality may be true
even if there are objective moral norms. Kantian contractarianism may give a
true account of morality, and yet be only an intellectual perspective that has no
motivational effect. In contrast, Hobbesian theories give the agent a clear reason
to care about the ‘moral’ duties they affirm - namely, they increase his or her
long-term desire-satisfaction.
Why should people who possess unequal power refrain from using it in their
own interests? Buchanan argues that the powerful will treat others as moral
equals only if they are ‘artificially’ made to do so ‘through general adherence
to internal ethical norms’ (19 75, pp. 175-6 ). And indeed Rawls does invoke
‘adherence to internal ethical norms’, such as our sense of justice, in explaining
the reasonableness of obeying moral duties. In saying that such appeals to ethical
norms are ‘artificial’, Buchanan implies that Kantians have failed to find a ‘real’
motivation for acting morally. But why shouldn’t our motivation for acting
morally be a moral motivation? To Kant and his contemporary followers, the
search for a non-moral motivation for moral action is unnecessary - people can
be motivated to act morally simply by coming to understand the moral reasons
for doing so. This may seem ‘artificial’ to those who accept a Hobbesian view of
rationality, but the acceptability of that view is presisely what is at issue. Just as
the objectivity of morality needn’t meet empirical standards of objectivity, so its
rationality needn’t meet desire-based standards of rationality.

iii

Conclusion

What unites the contract tradition as a whole? It is often said that all contract
theories ground morality in agreement. But only the classical theorists actually
grounded obligation in agreement. For modern theorists, agreement is just a
device for identifying the requirements of impartiality or mutual advantage, which
are the real grounds of obligation. The idea of social agreement is used to weigh
people’s interests according to the criteria of impartiality or mutual advantage,
but if some other device applied these criteria more accurately, then contract
could be dropped out of the theory entirely. It is often said that contract theories
are committed to atomistic individualism, viewing society as an artificial product
of agreement between pre-social individuals. This is indeed suggested by an
excessively literal reading of the term ‘social contract’. But only the classical
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theorists talked about people leaving their natural state in order to create artificial
relationships (and even then it was political not social relations that were seen
as artificial). There is no inherent reason for modern contract theories to be
individualistic. Since they are simply devices for weighing interests, they can be
used with any account of our interests, including those which affirm our natural
sociability. In the end, there is very little that unites the tradition as a whole. We
cannot evaluate contract theories simply as contract theories, for that label does
not explain either their premises or conclusions. We must evaluate the tradition’s
three component theories as distinct theories, grounded respectively in natural
law, mutual advantage, and impartiality. In a sense, there is no contract tradition
in ethics, only a contract device which many different traditions have used for
many different reasons.
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Perhaps this characterization fits only very crass and ruthless egoists but,
whatever its level or degree, egoism involves putting one’s own good, interest,
and concern above that of others. But this does not seem to be the whole story:
surely, I am not an egoist just because I care more about my own health than
yours. Nor does my egoism wax and wane precisely in proportion to the number
of instances in which I favour myself over others. Rather, what makes me an
egoist seems to depend on some special feature of the cases in which I do so.
That feature emerges if we attend to the moral overtones of ‘egoism’: to call
you an egoist is to ascribe to you a moral flaw, namely, a determination to promote
your own good or interest even beyond the morally permissible. You behave
egoistically if you fail to restrain the pursuit of your own good in situations when
it conflicts with mine, and it is morally required or desirable that I observe that
restraint. And you are an egoist in this everyday sense if the proportion of your
behaviour that is egoistic exceeds a given measure, typically the average.

ii Psychological egoism
Those who think of egoism (and its corresponding opposite, altruism) in this
morally loaded way, and believe that excessive egoism and insufficient altruism
are among the main causes of most of our social problems, are likely to be
surprised, perhaps bewildered or even shocked, if they read books on ethics. For
in many of them the view is seriously entertained that everybody is an egoist, and
egoism is not always regarded as a bad thing. In the main, they will find two such
theories. The first, psychological egoism, to be discussed in this section, is an
explanatory fheory~to the effect that we are all egoists in the sense that all our
actions are always motivated by concern for our own best interest or greatest
good. The second, to be discussed in subsequent sections, conceives of egoism as
an ideal requiring one to act egoistically.
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Adherents of psychological egoism can admit that we may not always actually
promote or even protect our greatest good, for we may be mistaken about what
it is, or how to get it, or we may be too weak-willed to do what is needed to obtain
it. Thus, strictly speaking, psychological egoism claims to explain not all human
behaviour, but only behaviour explainable in terms of the agent’s beliefs and
desires, or the considerations and reasons that weighed with the agent.
The ‘egoism’ meant by the psychological egoist is not, of course, the kind
defined in section (i). It is incapable of degrees and is not restricted to what is
morally objectionable. It is the motivational pattern of people whose motivated
behaviour is in accordance with a principle, namely, that of doing whatever and
only what protects and promotes their own welfare, well-being, best interest,
happiness, flourishing, or greatest good, either because they are indifferent about
that of others or because they always care more about their own than that of
others when the two conflict. (There are important differences between these ends,
but they can here be ignored.) To be such an ‘egoist’, one need not consciously
apply this principle every time one acts; it is sufficient that one’s voluntary
behaviour conform to this pattern.
However, the available empirical evidence seems to refute even this psycho
logical egoism of merely motivated behaviour. Many normal people appear quite
frequently to be concerned not with their own greatest good but with the attain
ment of something the pursuit of which they know or believe to be to their own
detriment. One may woo one’s boss's spouse, though one knows or believes with
good reason, that the pursuit, and even more the attainment, of this end will cost
one one’s livelihood, destroy one’s marriage, alienate one’s children and friends,
and will in other ways ruin one’s life.
To dispose of these apparent counter-examples, psychological egoism would
have to make it plausible that they are illusory. To that end, it can, of course,
point to the fact that many non-egoistic explanations of someone’s behaviour are
suspect. Since egoistic behaviour is morally disapproved of, people may wish to
conceal their real, egoistic, motivation and to persuade us that their behaviour
really was non-egoistically motivated. Not infrequently, we are able to unmask
such non-egoistic explanations as hypocritical or at least as due to self-deception.
But this does not justify us in generalizing to all cases, for quite often we not only
cannot unmask someone’s seemingly non-egoistic behaviour in this way, but we
have no reason to suspect the existence of hidden egoistic motives. Most of us are
acquainted with cases of people knowingly endangering their health, risking their
worldly fortune, or even their life, in the hope of attaining some end, such as
satisfying the (perhaps extravagant) desires of one with whom they are infatuated
or the needs of another whom they love or to whom they feel committed for other
reasons, as when someone donates a kidney to her sister with whom she had not
been on speaking terms for some years, or blood to someone whom she does not
even know.
Psychological egoists should not attempt to dispose of these prima facie cases
of non-egoistic behaviour, as some tend to do, by insisting that there must be an
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egoistic explanation. Admittedly, a clever psychological egoist can often invent a
plausible underlying egoistic explanation of the apparently non-egoistic behaviour
in question, just as a dissembling egoist can substitute an invented, nobler expla
nation for the real egoistic one. But insisting that there must be such an egoistic
motive, and inventing a possible one, does not make it the operative one.
Some of us may find any substituted egoistic explanations more plausible than
a non-egoistic one, because we already believe that deep down we are all egoists.
But, despite the many ‘unmasking’ explanations to which Marx and Freud have
accustomed us, to think the egoistic explanations are as such deeper, more
complete, more persuasive, and so more satisfactory than non-egoistic ones - and
therefore to find the egoistic explanation more plausible - is simply to assume
what needs to be proven. If psychological egoism is based on this assumption, it
is not the surprising and disillusioning ‘discovery’ about human nature it purports
to be, but at best an unsubstantiated claim that we have not found the ‘real’
explanation of someone’s behaviour until we have ‘unearthed’ suitable egoistic
motivation. But then to use this ‘real’ explanation in support of the more general
claim is to argue in a circle.
At this point, a psychological egoist may object that all supposedly non-egoistic
behaviour is in reality egoistic. For after all, the objection goes, in examples like
those given above, the person did what she really most wanted to do.
But this objection emasculates psychological egoism. Instead of being a sur
prising, indeed shocking, empirical theory to the effect that we are all always
egoistically motivated in the ordinary sense of ‘egoistic’, it merely gives a new and
rather misleading meaning to ‘egoistic motivation’. On this new interpretation,
one is egoistically motivated, not if and only if one is motivated to do whatever
one takes to be for one’s own greatest good even if it harms others, but if one does
whatever one most wants to do, whether or not that is what one takes to be for
one’s greatest good, and even if one’s aim is to benefit others in ways costly to
oneself. Ordinarily, an egoist is someone who most wants something much more
specific, namely, to promote his own good, to promote only interests in his self,
to promote his own best interest, to satisfy only self-regarding wants or aims. The
non-egoist, by contrast, does not want this most, at least not when it is morally
impermissible. Thus, ordinarily, egoists are characterized by the uniformly over
riding strength of their self-regarding, non-egoists by an ‘adequate’ strength of
their other-regarding, desires or motivations.
The present version of psychological egoism is, therefore, empty since ‘what
one “ most wants” to do’ here must mean, whatever one is finally, all things
considered, motivated to do, for instance, to make a large contribution to Oxfam
(even if one’s most strongly felt inclination is to replenish one’s wine cellar). Thus,
on this last construal, psychological egoism holds that we are all egoists simply
because we are all motivated by our own motivation, not someone else’s; but in
this sense the motivation could not conceivably be anyone else’s: it is mine, not
my sister’s, even if, hating it, I regularly light a candle at our father’s grave, only
because she wants me to.
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Egoism as a means to the common good

Adam Smith’s An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations
(published in 1 776), presents an argument for egoism as a practical ideal, at least
in the economic sphere. He advocated the freedom of entrepreneurs to promote
their own interest, that is, their profits, by suitable (as they saw it) methods of
production, hiring, sales and so forth, on the grounds that such a general arrange
ment would best promote the good of the whole community. On Smith’s view,
the promotion by each entrepreneur of his or her own good, unimpeded by legal
or self-imposed moral constraint to protect the good of others, would at the same
time be the most efficient promotion of the common good. This would happen,
Smith believed, because there is an ‘invisible hand’ (the pervasive effects of the
free enterprise system itself) which co-ordinates these many otherwise unco
ordinated individual economic activities.
This idea, that the removal of legal or self-imposed moral constraints on the
pursuit of one’s own interest is generally beneficial, has often been extended
beyond the narrowly economic sphere. It then becomes the doctrine that, if each
pursues her own interest as she conceives of it, then the interest of everyone is
promoted. This theory, if advanced without the support of an ‘invisible hand’,
becomes the fallacy, often ascribed to John Stuart Mill, that if each promotes her
own interest, then the interest of everyone is thereby necessarily promoted. Clearly,
this is a fallacy, for the interests of different individuals or classes may, and under
certain conditions (of which the scarcity of necessities is the most obvious), do
conflict. Then the interest of one is the detriment of the other.
We can think of the theories just described as extolling egoism, not in opposition
to morality, but rather as the best w ay to attain its legitimate end, the common
good. It is doubtful whether this is a form of egoism at all, since it does not embrace
egoism for its own sake, but only as - and to the extent that it really is - the best
strategy to attain the common good.
It should be plain that this practical ideal - whether genuinely egoistic or not rests on a dubious factual claim. For the removal of legal or self-imposed moral
constraints on the individual pursuit of self-interest is likely to promote the
common good only if these individual interests do not conflict, or if something
like a ‘hidden hand’ takes the place of these constraints. If we all rush to get out
of the burning theatre, many or all may get trampled to death or perish in the
flames. To avoid or minimize mutual interference, we need some suitable co
ordination of our individual activities. Of course, that may not be enough. Even
if we form orderly lines, though no-one will then get trampled to death, the last
ones in the line may be caught in the fire. Thus, our system of co-ordination may
not be able to prevent all harm, and then the contentious problem arises of how
the unavoidable harm is to be allocated. So far as egoism as a means to the
common good is concerned, the essential point is that the pursuit of individual
good does not necessarily promote, and may in fact be disastrous for, the common
good.
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Rational and ethical egoism

I turn, last, to two versions of egoism as a practical ideal, usually called rational
and ethical egoism, respectively. In contrast to the previously considered doctrine
of egoism as a means to the common good, they do not rest on any factual claims
about the social or economic consequences of each of us promoting our own
greatest good. They hold, as if this were self-evident or were something for people
to decide simply as they saw fit, that promoting one’s own greatest good is always
in accordance with reason and morality.
Both ideals have a stronger and a weaker version. The stronger maintains
that it is always rational (wise, reasonable, reason-backed), always right, (moral,
praiseworthy, virtuous) to aim at one’s own greatest good, and never rational
etc., never right etc., not to do so. The weaker version maintains that it is always
rational, always right to do so, but not necessarily never rational or right not to
do so.
Rational egoism is highly plausible. We tend to think that when doing some
thing seems not to be in our interest, doing it calls for justification and showing
that it actually is in our interest after all provides that justification. In a famous
remark, Bishop Butler claimed that ‘when we sit down in a cool hour, we can
neither justify to ourselves this or any other pursuit till we are convinced that it
will be for our happiness, or at least not contrary to it’ (Butler, 1 726, Sermon 11 ,
Para. 20.) Although Butler says, ‘our happiness’ rather than ‘our greatest good’,
he really means the same thing, since he believes that our happiness does constitute
our greatest good.
Together with another highly plausible premise, rational egoism implies ethical
egoism. That other premise is ethical rationalism, the doctrine that if a moral
requirement or recommendation is to be sound or acceptable, complying with it
must be in accordance with reason. In the two emphasized sentences of the
following splendid passage from Leviathan, Hobbes suggests both rational egoism
and ethical rationalism: ‘The kingdom of God is gotten by violence but what if it
could be gotten by unjust violence? Were it against reason so to get it when it is
impossible to receive hurt by it? And if it be not against reason, it is not against justice,
or else justice is not to be approved for good’ (Hobbes, 16 5 1, Ch. 15). Thus, if we
accept the weak version of ethical rationalism - that moral requirements are
sound and may be accepted if complying with them is in accordance with reason and also accept the weak version of rational egoism - that behaving in a certain
way is in accordance with reason if by behaving in this way the agent aims at
his own greatest good -, then we must in consistency also accept the weak version
of ethical egoism - that moral requirements are sound and may be accepted if, by
complying with them, the agent aims at his own greatest good. And similarly for
the strong versions.
Unfortunately, however, ethical egoism is in direct conflict with another
highly plausible conviction, namely, that moral requirements must be capable of
authoritatively regulating interpersonal conflicts of interest. Let us call this the
doctrine of ‘ethical conflict-regulation’. It implies an element of impartiality or
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universality in ethics; arguments for this are presented elsewhere in this volume,
for instance Article 14 k a n t i a n e t h i c s , and Article 40, u n i v e r s a l p r e 
s c r i p t i v i s m . An example: can it be morally wrong for me to kill my grandfather
so that he cannot change his will and disinherit me? Assuming that my killing
him will be in my best interest but detrimental to my grandfather, while refraining
from killing him will be to my detriment but in my grandfather’s interest, then if
ethical conflict-regulation is sound, there can be a sound moral guideline regu
lating this conflict (presumably by forbidding this killing). But then ethical egoism
cannot be sound, for it precludes the interpersonally authoritative regulation of
interpersonal conflicts of interest, since such a regulation implies that conduct
contrary to one’s interest is sometimes morally required of one, and conduct in
one’s best interest sometimes morally forbidden to one. Thus, ethical egoism is
incompatible with ethical conflict-regulation. It allows only personally auth
oritative principles or precepts; they can tell me to kill my grandfather and tell
my grandfather not to allow himself to be killed, perhaps preventively to kill me
in self-defence, but they cannot, ‘regulatively’, tell both of us whose interest must
give way. But it is precisely this interpersonally regulative function we ascribe to
moral principles.
Well, then should we accept ethical egoism and so reject ethical conflictregulation, or should we reject ethical egoism and therefore also reject at least
one of ethical rationalism or rational egoism? Most people (including philosophers),
have not found it difficult to choose between ethical egoism and ethical conflictregulation, since most have rejected ethical egoism for other reasons anyway.
Similarly, few people (including philosophers), have wanted to give up ethical
conflict-regulation. However, as we noted, retaining ethical conflict-regulation
and rejecting ethical egoism involves giving up either ethical rationalism or
rational egoism, and many have found that choice very difficult. Some utilitarians,
following Henry Sidgwick (see his The Methods of Ethics, 1874, 7th edn., final
chapter) have retained ethical conflict-regulation, ethical rationalism, and
rational egoism. (But they can retain rational egoism only in its weak version,
since ethical conflict-regulation and ethical rationalism together are incompatible
with rational egoism in its strong version. For these two, together with rational
egoism in its strong version, would imply that it is sometimes contrary to reason
to do what is in one’s best interest and also contrary to reason not to do it.) They
maintain, in other words, that it is never contrary to reason to do what is in one’s
best interest nor contrary to reason to do what is morally required or desirable,
and that, when the two conflict, doing either is in accordance with reason.
Sidgwick was. understandably, unhappy about this ‘bifurcation’ of practical
reason, and equally unhappy about the only ‘solution’ he could think of: a deity
who, in cases of conflict between the right and the advantageous, attaches
adequate rewards to the right and punishments to the advantageous, thereby
making it rational for people to do what is morally right rather than what but for
the rewards and punishments would have been in their best interest. But why
should a deity, presumably itself a rational being, attach such exorbitant rewards
to choosing what is morally required and such shocking penalties to choosing one’s
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own good, when both ways of acting are supposed to be equally in accordance with
reason?
Another possibility is to retain rational egoism in its strong version but abandon
ethical rationalism, thereby toppling reason, the monarch among justifiers, from
its long-held throne. On this sort of view, the fact that doing the right thing may
be detrimental to one’s interest and therefore contrary to reason, does not imply
that one may, let alone should or ought to, do what is in one’s interest rather
than what is morally required; accordance with reason constitutes only one type
of justification, and ‘decent’ people will ignore it when it conflicts with moral
justification. Taken at face value, this would seem to imply that the choice between
the rational and the moral is a matter of taste, a choice comparable to that between
being a farmer or a businessman, a choice that is solely the chooser’s own business.
But many are convinced there is more to being irrational than indulging a personal
(perhaps idiosyncratic) taste.

v

Conclusion

We have distinguished five versions of egoism. The common-sense version treats
it as a vice, the promotion of one’s own good beyond the morally permissible. The
second, psychological egoism, is the theory that if not on the surface, at least deep
down we are all egoists in the sense that as far as our behaviour explainable by
our beliefs and desires is concerned, it always is aimed at what we believe to be
for our own greatest good. The third, illustrated by the views of Adam Smith, is
the theory that under certain conditions the promotion of one’s own good is the
best means of attaining the legitimate aim of morality, namely, the common good.
If there are no moral objections to bringing about or maintaining these conditions,
then it would seem to be desirable both from the moral and the egoistic point of
view to bring about or maintain these conditions if under them we can attain the
moral aim by promoting our own greatest good. The fourth and fifth versions,
ethical and rational egoism, present it as practical ideals, to wit as the ideals of
morality and reason.
Concerning the second version, psychological egoism, which, because of its
purported unmasking of human nature as less than admirable, has had con
siderable appeal for the disillusioned, we are convinced of its untenability. Con
cerning the third version, egoism as a means to the common good, we think it
fairly clear that no-one has yet found those conditions under which a group of
such unconstrained egoists would attain the common good. Certainly, the most
promising candidate for these conditions, the actual existence, if it were possible,
of a perfectly competitive market as defined by neo-classical economists, could not
guarantee the attainment even of their economic version of the common good,
efficiency. There is not even initial plausibility in the fourth version, ethical egoism,
because it requires the abandonment either of morality as a regulator of conflicts
of interest or of the almost certainly true belief that such conflicts are an ines
capable fact of life. If ethical and psychological egoism are false, then there is no
good reason to reject our first, common-sense, version of egoism as a widespread
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moral failing. This leaves only rational egoism, the most deeply entrenched
normative theory of egoism. But the jury on this case is still in disarray.
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Contemporary deontology
N A NC Y ( A N N ) DAVIS

Ordinary moral understanding, as well as many major traditions of
Western moral theory, recognize that there are some things which a
moral man will not do, no matter w hat....
It is part of the idea that lying or murder are wrong, not just bad.
that these are things you must not do - no matter what. They are not
mere negatives that enter into a calculus to be outweighed by the
good you might do or the greater harm you might avoid. Thus the
norms which express deontological judgments - for example, Do not
commit murder - may be said to be absolute. They do not say: ‘Avoid
lying, other things being equal’, but ‘Do not lie. period’.
(fried ,

1978. p. 7. p. 9)

M a n y people profess to believe that acting morally, or as we ought to act, involves
the self-conscious acceptance of some (quite specific) constraints or rules that
place limits both on the pursuit of our own interests and on our pursuit of the
general good. Though these people do not regard the furtherance of our own
interests or the pursuit of the general good as ignoble ends, or ones that we are
morally required to eschew, they believe that neither can be regarded as providing
us with morally sufficient reason to take action. Those who hold such a view
believe that there are certain sorts of acts that are wrong in themselves, and thus
morally unacceptable means to the pursuit of any ends, even ends that are
morally admirable, or morally obligatory. (How strong the prohibition is against
performing such acts is a matter that will be taken up later.) Philosophers call
such ethical views ‘deontological’ (from the Greek deon, ‘duty’), and contrast them
to views that are ‘teleological’ in structure (from telos, Greek for ‘goal’). Those
who hold teleological views reject the view that there are special kinds of acts that
are right or wrong in themselves. For teleologists, the rightness or wrongness
of our acts is determined by a comparative assessment of their consequences.
Teleological views are discussed in this volume in Article 19, c o n s e q u e n t i a l i s m , and Article 2 0 , u t i l i t y a n d t h e g o o d . The focus of this essay
is on deontological theories.
Fried and other contemporary deontologists often present their views as a
response to, and corrective of, the consequentialist moral theories that were
widely discussed mid-century. Though many of their objections to consequentialist
views have been primarily normative, deontologists’ normative dissatisfactions
have often formed the basis for claims that consequentialist views are structurally
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or conceptually deficient. Any theory that would allow us to treat other human
beings in the ways that consequentialist theories appeared to allow, or enjoin, is,
by many contemporary deontologists' lights, a moral theory that has an untenable
understanding of what it is to be a person, or what it is for an action to be wrong.
Because the characterization of deontological views is often a contrastive one,
it is easiest to begin understanding deontological views by drawing attention
to some specific points of contrast between deontological and consequentialist
theories.

i

Teleological vs. deontological theories

Many philosophers follow John Rawls in supposing that two categories, teleo
logical and deontological, exhaust the possibilities regarding theories of right
action. According to Rawls
The two main concepts of ethics are those of the right and the good . .. The structure of
an ethical theory is, then, largely determined by how it defines and connects these two
basic notions . .. The simplest way of relating them is taken by teleological theories: the
good is defined independently from the right, and the right is defined as that which
maximizes the good. (Rawls. 19 7 1. p. 24)

A deontological theory is defined by contrast with teleological theories as
one that either does not specify the good independently from the right, or does not interpret
the right as maximizing the good. (p. 30)

Deontologists believe that the right is not to be defined in terms of the good, and
they reject the idea that the good is prior to the right. In fact, they believe that
there is no clear specifiable relation between doing right and doing good (in the
consequentialists’ sense, i.e. producing a good outcome). As Fried puts it
The goodness of the ultimate consequences does not guarantee the rightness of the actions
which produced them. The two realms are not only distinct for the deontologist, but the
right is prior to the good. (Fried, 1978, p. 9)

To act rightly, agents must first of all refrain from doing the things that can be
said (and known) to be, before the fact, wrong. The particular requirements to
refrain from doing the various things-that-can-be-known-before-the-fact-to-bewrong are variously called rules, laws, deontological constraints, prohibitions,
limitations, proscriptions, or norms, and I shall generally refer to them simply as
‘deontological constraints’. Deontological views require agents to refrain from
doing the sorts of things that are wrong even when they foresee that their refusal
to do such things will clearly result in greater harm (or less good).
From this it is easy to see that deontological views are non-consequentialist,
and that they are neither maximizing nor comparative. By a deontologist’s lights,
it is not the badness of the consequences of a particular lie, or of lying in
general, that makes it wrong to lie; rather, lies are wrong because of the sorts of
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things they are, and are thus wrong even when they foreseeably produce good
consequences.
Nor are deontological views based on impartial consideration of the interests
or welfare of others, as consequentialist theories are. If we are enjoined to refrain
from harming one innocent person even when our harming the one would prevent
the deaths of five other innocent people, then it is obvious that the interests of the
six do not count, or do not count equally: if they did, then it would be permissible if not outright obligatory - for us to do the thing that saves the five (and
harms the one). Moreover, even if we resist the suggestion that interests can
be agglomerated in this way, deontological views are not based on impartial
consideration of interests. For that would seem to allow - if not require - that
each one of the five’s interests be weighed against those of the one; it would seem
to allow - if not require - us to (for example) toss a coin five times, in order for
each of the five’s interests to receive the same consideration that the one’s interests
are accorded.
And there is yet another respect in which deontological views depart from
consequentialist impartiality. Deontologists maintain that we are not permitted
to do something that violates a deontological constraint even when our doing so
would obviate the necessity of five other agents being faced with the decision
either to violate a deontological constraint or allow even more serious harm to
occur. Not only are we forbidden to harm an innocent person to decrease the
number of deaths, we are also forbidden to harm the one to decrease the number
of (wrongful) killings by agents whose motivations and character are no worse,
morally, than ours. Many critics have objected to consequentialism’s impartialist
stance on the grounds that it attacks, or leaves no room for, personal autonomy.
If we are to have lives worth living by our own lights, then we cannot regard our
own interests, projects, and concerns neutrally - as consequentialists are widely
supposed to regard them - as merely one among other equally worthy candidates.
Instead, we must be able to assign more weight to them simply because they are
ours.
But deontologists go beyond tolerance for such favouritism. Considerations of
autonomy might allow us. in non-extreme circumstances, to assign more weight
to our own concerns, projects, or values, than to the interests of others. But
deontological views not only assign more weight to our own avoidance of wrong
doing - where wrongdoing is narrowly understood as involving the violation of
the rules - than to the interests (and even lives) of other agents, they also require
that we assign more weight to our own avoidance of wrongdoing than we do to
the avoidance of wrongdoing tout court, or the prevention of wrongdoing by
others. Deontologists' recognition of the importance of avoiding wrongdoing does
not translate into an obligation, or even a permission, to minimize the wrongdoing
of others. In effect, then, the preservation of our own virtue outweighs not only
the preservation of others’ lives, it also outweighs the preservation of others’
virtue. We may not save a life with a lie even when the lie would prevent the loss
of life by deceiving an evil agent who credibly intends to kill several innocent
victims.
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The nature and structure of deontological constraints

It is time to look more closely at the nature and structure of deontological
constraints - that is, the system of rules or prohibitions which form the basis of
deontological views - for doing so may help us get a clearer idea of the nature
and structure of deontological views themselves. Three features of deontological
constraints are especially noteworthy.
Deontological constraints are usually (i) negatively formulated as ‘Thou shalt
nots’ or prohibitions. Though it would seem to be theoretically possible to trans
form deontological constraints that are formulated as prohibitions into ostensibly
‘positive’ prescriptions - for example, ‘Don’t lie’ into ‘Tell the truth’, and ‘Do not
harm the innocent’ into ‘Render assistance to those who need it’ - deontologists
do not think that the positive formulations are equivalent to (or entailed by) the
negative ones.
According to the deontologist, though it is evident that lying and failing to tell
the truth, or harming and failing to benefit, may well result in the same untoward
consequences, and issue from the same sorts of motivations, ‘lying’ and ‘failing
to tell the truth’ are not the same kinds of acts, nor are ‘harming’ and ‘failing to
benefit’. Since it is kinds of acts that are deemed wrong, a deontological constraint
may forbid lying and be silent on a (putatively) different but quite closely related
kind of act, namely, failures to tell the truth. Says Fried
In every case the [deontological] norm has boundaries and what lies outside those
boundaries is not forbidden at all. Thus lying is wrong, while withholding a truth which
another needs may be perfectly permissible - but that is because withholding a truth is
not lying. (Fried, 1978, pp. 9-10)

Deontological constraints are thus not only negatively formulated (as prohib
itions), they are also (2) narrowly framed, and bounded. This is critical, for different
understandings of the scope of deontological constraints - or different views
about what constitute different kinds of acts - will obviously yield very different
understandings of agents’ obligations and responsibilities.
Finally, (3) deontological constraints are narrowly directed: they attach nar
rowly to agents’ decisions and actions rather than to the full range of projected
consequences of their choice and action. As Nagel puts the point, ‘Deontological
reasons have their full force against your doing something - not just against its
happening’ (1986, p. 177).
The narrow-directedness of deontological constraints is often explained in
terms of an interpretation of the notion of agency, and explicated by an appeal to
the distinction between intention and foresight. Thus it is held that we violate the
deontological constraint against harming the innocent only if we intentionally
harm another. If we merely choose not to take action to prevent harm from
befalling others, or if the harm that befalls them is seen as a consequence of our
(prima facie permissible) action, but not as a chosen means or chosen end, then,
though our action may be open to criticism on other grounds, it is not a violation
of the deontological constraint against harming the innocent. By deontologists’
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lights, we are not as responsible for (or not fully agent of) the foreseen consequences
of our actions, as we are for the things that we intend.
Though most deontologists believe that we have some ‘positive’ obligations,
most of the moral rules that they take to govern our behaviour are formulated
‘negatively’ as prohibitions or impermissions. This is not fortuitous or accidental.
Deontological views treat the category of the forbidden or impermissible as funda
mental in several respects.
For the deontologist, the most important moral distinction is between the
permissible and the impermissible, and it is the notion of the impermissible that
forms the basis of the definition of the obligatory: what is obligatory is what it is
impermissible to omit. Though deontologists differ on the question of just what,
apart from avoiding transgression of the rules, agents are obliged to do, they agree
in thinking that the largest portion of moral space, and certainly the largest
portion of an agent’s time and energy, ought to be taken up with the permissible.
As Fried expresses the point,
One cannot live one’s life by the demands of the domain of the right. After having avoided
wrong and doing one’s duty, an infinity of choices is left to be made. (1978, p. 13)

The contrast with consequentialist moral theories is here quite a stark one. While
deontologists take the notion of the right to be a weak (or exclusionary) one,
consequentialists employ a strong (or inclusionary) notion: an agent acts rightly
only when his or her actions maximize utility, and wrongly otherwise. Con
sequentialist theories achieve (what might be called) moral closure: every course
of action is either right or wrong (and actions are permissible only if they are
right).
For the deontologist, an act may be permissible without being the best (or even
a good) option. For the consequentialist, however, a course of action is permissible
when and only when it is the best (or equal best) option open to an agent: it is
never permissible to do less good (or prevent less harm) than one can. This aspect
of consequentialism has been much criticized, and many people have objected to
consequentialist views on the ground that they leave agents with insufficient
moral breathing room. Those of a deontological bent have often taken the strenu
ousness of consequentialist theories to derive from their (mis)understanding of the
notions of permission and obligation. (We shall return to this below.)
The narrow-directedness and the narrow framing of deontological constraints
are closely connected. Though a number of philosophers and legal theorists have
questioned the tenability of the distinction between intention and mere foresight,
and expressed doubts about the wisdom of placing moral weight on that distinc
tion, many deontologists appeal to the distinction between intention and mere
foresight to explain what narrow-directedness means. Both Fried and Thomas
Nagel speak approvingly of what Nagel calls ‘the traditional principle of double
effect’, which he construes as stating that
to violate deontological constraints one must maltreat someone else intentionally. The
maltreatment must be something that one does or chooses, either as an end or as a means,
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rather than something one’s actions merely cause or fail to prevent but that one doesn’t
aim at. (Nagel, 1986, p. 179)

To violate a deontological constraint, one must do something wrong: but if the
thing in question was not something that one intended to do - it was not one’s
chosen means or end - then one may be said not to have done anything (‘in the
relevant sense’) at all. One is not said to have done something wrong if one did
not intend to do the thing in question.
The nature of the connection between narrow-directedness and narrow
framing is not hard to understand. If the prohibitory force of deontological con
straints attaches only to what we intend, then a lie is a different sort of act from
a failure to tell the truth. For lies are necessarily intentional (as attempted
deceptions), but failures to disclose the truth are not, for they do not necessarily
have deception as their object. More broadly, if the notion of intention is explicated
in terms of the notions of choice as a means to an end - for example, something
is an intentional harming of the innocent only if the harm to the innocent was
chosen as an end in itself, or as a means to an end - then harms that are merely
foreseen - for example, as a result of the failure to prevent a natural disaster or
to pre-empt the action of a wicked tyrant - are different in kind from the harms
that are chosen as a means to preventing other harms. If an agent harms one
person in order to prevent five others from being killed in a rockslide, what he or
she does is an intentional harming, and thus violates a deontological constraint.
But if the agent refuses to kill the one to save the five, then, since the deaths of
the five are not the agent’s chosen means or the agent’s chosen end, there is no
violation of a deontological constraint.

iii

Unanswered questions and potential problems

Both the overall structure and some of the motivation behind deontological views
should by now be clear. But there are some unanswered questions and potential
problems that deserve further attention.
1 What are the sorts of things that are wrong, and why are they wrong?
Theories like consequentialism offer a theoretical explanation of what makes
wrong acts wrong that is both simple and intuitively appealing: to do the wrong
thing is to choose to act in a way that brings more harm (or less good) into the
world than one had to. Since it may be difficult to determine what consequences
will follow upon one’s chosen course of action, and impossible to foresee all of
the consequences of all of one's deeds, consequentialism has been criticized as
unrealistic or impracticable. Commentators disagree about the force of such
criticism, and many consequentialists think that it does not pose a serious objec
tion. But it may appear that deontologists can avoid this practical problem
altogether. Since deontologists think that acts are wrong because of the sorts of
acts they are, we need not speculate about the projected consequences of our act,
or attempt to calculate their value. It is easy enough to say in advance what acts
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are wrong, namely those that violate any of the deontological constraints. The
list that Nagel offers is representative:
Common moral intuition recognizes several types of deontological reasons - limits on what
one may do to people or how one may treat them. There are special obligations created
by promises and agreements: the restrictions against lying and betrayal: the prohibitions
against violating various individual rights, rights not to be killed, injured, imprisoned,
threatened, tortured, coerced, robbed; the restrictions against imposing certain sacrifices
on someone simply as a means to an end; and perhaps the special claim of immediacy,
which makes distress at a distance so different from distress in the same room. There may
also be a deontological requirement of fairness, of even-handedness or equality in one's
treatment of people. (Nagel, 1986, p. 176)

Deontologists may appear to do better in the practical domain than consequentialists, but it is evident that they face some serious theoretical problems.
And, once we have reflected on those theoretical problems, we will see that the
appearance of practical superiority may be largely illusory.
Deontologists reject the view that an act’s being wrong has a necessary
connection to, and is explicable in terms of, its having bad consequences, or
producing more harm than good in the world. But the question must then arise:
just what is it about a wrong act that makes it wrong? Why are the things on the
deontologist’s list (and no others) on that list?
Sometimes deontologists appeal to common moral intuitions, seasoned with a
bit of tradition. The things that appear on Nagel’s list are the sorts of things that
many people think are wrong, and have thought wrong for a long time, based
on hundreds of years of Hebrew-Christian teachings. Sometimes deontologists
maintain that deontological constraints can be derived from, or be seen to be the
expression of, a more fundamental principle. The candidate principle is usually
one that owes its origin (perhaps rather foggily) to Immanuel Kant, and is taken
to state (something like) ‘It is morally obligatory to respect every person as a
rational agent*. (Alan Donagan’s formulation more closely follows deontologist
format: ‘It is impermissible not to respect every human being, oneself or any other,
as a rational creature’ (19 77, p. 66).) It is taken to be a requirement (or expression)
of respecting others as rational creatures that we not subject them to the sorts of
treatment proscribed by deontological constraints. This is roughly the line taken
by Donagan and Fried.
Sometimes this approach is supplemented with the claim that it is part of what
it means for something to be wrong or evil that we see it as proscribed in
deontological terms, as something we must not do (no matter what). According
to Nagel, if we identify certain sorts of conduct as evil - for example, hurting a
child in order to extract some needed piece of life-saving information from the
child’s frightened or irrational babysitter - then we have identified our conduct
as something we must not do:
our actions should be guided, if they are guided at all, toward [the] elimination [of evil]
rather than toward its maintenance. That is what evil means. (Nagel, 1986, p. 182)
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When we choose to do something like lie, harm the innocent, or violate someone’s
rights, then we are thereby aiming at evil, and so ‘swimming head-on against the
normative current’ (Nagel, 1986, p. 182) even when that choice is guided by the
desire to prevent greater harm or realize greater good thereby. By Nagel’s and
Fried’s lights, consequentialists who allow that it may be right to lie or harm the
innocent do not have a satisfactory understanding of what it is for something to
be evil, or wrong.
But none of these approaches - the appeal to people’s moral intuitions, but
tressed (or not) by respectful reference to the teachings of venerated moral theo
logians; the appeal to a fundamental principle as the basis from which highly
specific deontological prohibitions are to be derived; or the assertion that deontological normative judgements are built into the fabric of the concept of wrong
(and right?) - is satisfactory.
Appeals to ‘ordinary moral understanding’ or ‘common morality’ or ‘moral
common sense’ cannot plausibly be thought to provide a valid theoretical or
normative litmus test for a moral theory, even if the theory has a long and
distinguished pedigree. Most educated individuals now reject the picture of the
universe and its workings held by the Church Fathers. And many aspects of the
views of the monks, priests, and clerics that dominated early religious morality
(and still influence orthodox Hebrew-Christian morality) are widely rejected as
reflecting views of human nature - and men’s and women’s different roles and
abilities - that are prejudiced, parochial and punitive. If traditional common
morality can easily be seen to have such weak parts, it is wise to be sceptical, or
at least cautious, about other parts, and about the foundation that holds all the
parts together. (See Article 42, m e t h o d a n d m o r a l t h e o r y ).
Nor are appeals to a fundamental principle more effective. Even if one grants
that the violation of any of the items identified as deontological constraints involves
a failure of respect, important questions remain unanswered (and often, unasked).
Several are especially pressing.
Recall that deontological constraints are narrowly framed and bounded: we
act wrongly in misleading another person only if our act is classified as a lie, but
the withholding of truth, and the ‘dup[ing of] children, madmen, and those whose
minds have been impaired by age or illness’ for ‘benevolent purposes’ (Donagan,
19 77. p. 89) are not classified as lies, and hence may be permissible, presumably
on the ground that they do not constitute the relevant sort of failure of respect.
But the notion of respect that is being employed here is by no means a transparent
one, nor does talk of respecting others (or oneself) as a rational creature render
the notion more perspicuous. The question must arise: why should respect be so
narrowly - and technically, or legalistically - understood as requiring us to
refrain from lies while tolerating the sort of deception that rational creatures can
perpetrate by silence and other allegedly permissible forms of ‘withholding the
truth’? The question is an especially pointed one, for it is not only true that the
consequences of lying and withholding the truth may be the same, it is also true
that the person who lies and the person who withholds the truth may both have
the same motivation in so doing, whether benevolent or malign. If a lie is a
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wrongful act that denies to its victim ‘the status of freely choosing, rationally
valuing, specially efficacious person, the special status of moral personality’ (Fried,
1978, p, 29) whatever motivation underlies it, then why isn’t the same thing true
of deliberate withholding of the truth?
It is also unclear why the requirement of respect should be thought to stop
short of (or not include) respect for other beings as possessors of welfare, and thus
unclear why consequentialist attempts to maximize well-being (or minimize harm)
must be deemed incompatible with respecting other persons. Without minimum
conditions of well-being - which surely include the possession of life itself - it is
not possible to act as a rational creature. When, as deontological theories decree,
we allow five people to be killed by a rockslide (or an evil agent) rather than harm
one person ourself, why are we not guilty of failing to respect the five persons?
And, finally, even if it is possible to provide a plausible defence of regarding
deontological constraints as narrowly framed and bounded, as well as some
plausible account of the narrowness of respect, the question remains: why should
respect be seen as something that morally outweighs the requirement to further
others’ well-being? Donagan tells us that
Common morality is outraged by the consequentialist position that, as long as human
beings can remain alive, the lesser of two evils is always to be chosen. Its defenders
maintain, on the contrary, that there are minimum conditions for a life worthy of a human
being, and that nobody may purchase anything - not even the lives of a whole community by sacrificing these conditions. (1977, p. 183)

There are problems with this characterization of the consequentialist position. But
if we are to justify allowing the whole community to be lost rather than violate
the deontological constraint that would prevent this, it is essential to be very clear
on just what ‘the minimum conditions for a life worthy of a human being’ are,
and what it is about a proposed effort to save hundreds of lives by (for example)
killing one innocent person that constitutes a failure of respect so great that it is
worth sacrificing all of those lives.
2 Though deontologists tell us that deontological constraints are absolute, that
we are obliged to refrain from violating deontological constraints even when we
know that our refusal to do so will have very bad consequences, the sort of
absoluteness they have in mind is really both qualified and restricted. As we have
seen, significant narrowing of the scope of deontological constraints’ absolute
force is achieved by the supposition that deontological constraints are narrowly
framed and bounded. And further narrowing is achieved through the narrowdirectedness of deontological constraints, the insistence that deontological con
straints must be understood as applying only to the things that we do as chosen
means or ends, and not to untoward consequences or results that we merely
foresee as resulting from our action.
It is crucial for deontologists to be able to employ some sort of device to narrow
the scope of deontological constraints, and crucial, in particular, for them to
be able to distinguish the (permissible) causing of bad consequences from the
(impermissible) performance of wrongful action. For unless they can do so, deon
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tological views threaten to degenerate into incoherence over the question of
serious and irreconcilable conflicts of duty. If we are deemed to have violated the
deontological constraint against harming the innocent when we refuse to lie to
one person in order to prevent harm from befalling five other people, then we act
wrongly whatever we do (nor is the coming about of such a bind necessarily a
consequence of our - or anyone’s - previous wrongful action). If deontological
constraints are absolute (or categorical) - we are never justified in violating them then we often act wrongly whatever we do. Some philosophers believe that there
can be exceptional circumstances in which we act wrongly whatever we do, and
they do not take this possibility to undermine an otherwise plausible moral theory.
But such an option is not open to the deontologist, for unless there is a way of
narrowing the scope of deontological constraints, conflicts of duty will be the
norm, not the exception. And the notion of ‘wrong’ could not intelligibly be
regarded as possessing absolute or categorical force; faced with the prospect of
doing wrong by lying or doing wrong by causing harm, the unfortunate agent
would have to consider which action would be more wrong. And from here it is
but a short step to a view that looks much more like some form of consequentialism
than deontology.
3 Though, as we have seen, it is essential for deontologists to be able to narrow
the scope of deontological constraints, and to be able to distinguish the (permissible)
causing of bad consequences from the (impermissible) performance of wrong acts,
it is not at all clear that they can successfully do so. A number of philosophers
have expressed scepticism about the possibility of producing any clear, principled,
and non-question-begging way of distinguishing (wrongful) harming from the
(mere) causing of harm. Though their reasoning is too complex to discuss here,
its upshot can be briefly indicated. It is often true that our views about what sorts
of things are right and wrong, and what sorts of bounds and limits there are on
agents’ responsibility for their deeds, determine our views about whether an act
that causes harm is to be viewed as a case of wrongful harming or as the mere
(permissible) causing of harm, rather than - as the deontologists suppose - vice
versa. People with different normative moral views thus often have different beliefs
about whether their acts merely (permissibly) caused harm or were (wrongfully)
harmful. Someone who is initially inclined to believe that we are often obliged to
take action to prevent bad consequences from occurring may see a knowing
failure to prevent harm as a case of wrongful harming, while someone who (like
the deontologist) has a more restricted view of our moral obligations will see it as
a case of merely permissibly allowing harm to occur. For example, someone with
consequentialist leanings will see a refusal to lie to one person in order to prevent
serious harm from befalling five other people as a case of wrongfully harming the
five, while someone with less consequentialist leanings might not. But if this is
so, then even when people make a good faith effort to do what deontological views
decree (e.g. avoid wrongful harming), they will interpret those views as giving
rather different advice, and may thus act quite differently in their attempts to
follow them.
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Nor does the other favourite device of deontologists for attempting to narrow
the scope of deontological constraints - reliance on ‘the traditional principle of
double effect’ and the distinction between intended harm and merely foreseen
harm - fare much better. As we have noted, both philosphers and legal theorists
have criticized the principle of double effect, and raised questions about the
tenability of the distinction between intention and mere foresight.
If - as I believe - there is merit in these criticisms, they may pose serious
problems for contemporary deontological theories. For they force deontologists
either to expand the scope of deontological prohibitions, or to retract the claim
that those prohibitions have absolute or categorical force. As we have seen, the
first horn of the dilemma lands deontologists with serious problems about conflicts
of duty, as well as a view that is normatively implausible. And the second threatens
to undermine the very structure of deontological views. If deontological constraints
do not possess absolute or categorical force, then what sort of force do they possess,
and how can an agent determine when a forbidden act really is forbidden and
when it is not? If deontological constraints do not possess the sort of absolute or
categorical force that their advocates have maintained they do, then deontological
views threaten to collapse into a form of moral pluralism, and one that is deeply
intuitionist at that. Agents are told that a whole raft of different things are wrong,
but it is left to them to sort out how much force a particular prohibition should
have in the particular circumstances, how wrong a putatively wrongful act
actually is. There are, of course, philosophers who have held such views. (In this
volume, such a position is discussed by Jonathan Dancy in Article 18, a n e t h i c
o f p r i m a f a c i e d u t i e s .) But these views are a far cry from deontology, at least
as its contemporary advocates present it.
In fact, though many of their statements suggest that their view is uncom
promisingly absolute, deontologists do not think that we are justified in refusing
to violate deontological constraints when the consequences of our refusal would
be dire. It is worth looking more closely at deontologists’ reasoning on this point.
According to Fried,
we can imagine extreme cases where killing an innocent person may save a whole nation.
In such cases it seems fanatical to maintain the absoluteness of the judgment, to do right
even if the heavens will in fact fall. And so the catastrophic may cause the absoluteness
of right and wrong to yield, but even then it would be a non sequitur to argue (as
consequentialists are fond of doing) that this proves that judgments of right and wrong
are always a matter of degree, depending on the relative goods to be attained and harms
to be avoided. I believe, on the contrary, that the concept of the catastophic is a distinct
concept just because it identifies the extreme situations in which the usual categories of
judgment (including the category of right and wrong) no longer apply. (Fried, 1976, p.
10)

Donagan expresses a similar view in discussing consequentialism (19 77, pp. 2067 ).
Though allowing that we may violate deontological constraints in dire cir
cumstances saves deontological views from the appearance of fanaticism, and
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thus confers greater normative plausibility on them, it may well undermine them
as theories. The addition of a ‘catastrophe clause’ is particularly problematic. Why
do the effects of our acts on others’ weal and woe acquire relevance only at the
‘catastrophic’ level? And to what (clear and practicable) features can agents appeal
to distinguish a ‘catastrophic’ situation in which ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ do not apply
from a merely dreadful one in which they do?
It is hard to see how one can justify the view that a decision about whether
or not to take the action that is necessary to save the nation (an action that
would, in less extreme circumstances, be counted by Fried as being wrongful) is
not a moral decision. Such a view carries the suggestion that terrible circumstances
somehow relieve us of the obligation (though surely not the need!) to act morally.
When ‘traditional morality’ was first formulated and advocated, both the scope
and the threat of catastrophe, and people’s ability to respond to it, were severely
limited. But we now live in a world in which the threat of global ‘catastrophe’ is
a real possibility, and our perceptions of human moral capacity and responsibility
must expand to reflect our awareness of this. There are courses of action that
might be taken in the face of an impending nuclear or environmental disaster (be
it ‘natural’, ‘accidental’ or contrived) that would not only be foolish or mad, but
wrong. The view that the concepts of right and wrong do not apply in extreme
situations is one that encourages complacency, if not actual passivity. It is one
that any responsible moral agent ought to reject.

iv

Concluding remarks

At the heart of deontologists’ insistence on the importance of moral rules or
constraints lies the belief that the avoidance of wrongdoing is the principal - if
not the only - task of a moral agent qua moral agent, and the conviction that, as
moral agents, we have it in our power to aim at the avoidance of wrongdoing
and achieve this aim, provided only that we make a reasonable and sincere effort.
We can be assured of success if we avoid doing certain sorts of things, things
which are narrowly and clearly specifiable, and specifiable beforehand, prior to
involvement in the often overwhelming circumstances of deliberation and action.
Consider the deontological constraint against lying. What it requires of us is
clear and simple, for lies are datable, beatable, and narrowly specifiable bits of
conduct. (Similar things can be said about enslaving, torturing, and so forth.) If
acting rightly consists mostly in avoiding wrongdoing - in the sense of avoiding
the transgression of deontological constraints, or rules - and if the rules are
relatively few in number, and clearly and narrowly specified, then the require
ments of morality are dischargeable (at least most of the time, for most agents).
Even if it is acknowledged that agents may have some positive duties - they must
keep the promises and contracts that they voluntarily make, and look after the
children that they chose to have, for example - the requirements of morality are
things that it is not difficult to get out of the way. (Recall Fried: ‘After having
avoided wrong and doing one’s duty, an infinity of choices is left to be made’
(1978, p. 13).)
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That this conception of morality is legalistic is obvious, and the conception of
law that it is modelled on is not hard to construct. On such a view, what is
required of us by law is that we refrain from violating the statutes, and such a
requirement is one that is clear, and usually easily dischargeable, for it is one
which usually intrudes only minimally into the private lives of ordinary decent
citizens, and obedience to it is generally not difficult. Obedience is understood
simply as compliance: whether we refrain from cheating on our taxes, stealing
others’ goods or harming our neighbours out of fear of the consequences of our
transgression, out of Lockean respect for the property of others, or out of Kantian
respect for their rational wills, is immaterial. It is our compliance with the law,
and that alone, that establishes us as persons of rectitude.
The sort of compliance that is required by this legalistic conception of morality
is not only straightforward and simple, it is also - quite speciously, I believe strict. We are bound to obey carefully formulated laws, but obedience is understood
in very narrow terms. We are bound only to comply with the letter of the law;
we are not obliged to go beyond that and seek to embody its spirit in our deeds.
If we can find loopholes in the law, we cannot be legally chastised if we choose
to take advantage of them.
Compliance is also a relatively easy matter. Citizens can ascertain just what
the law is, and just what is required of them, if they make a reasonable, but hardly
strenuous, effort to find out. And if they cannot find it out, then they are generally
not faulted for whatever transgressions they may then go on to (inadvertently)
commit.
Whatever merits or problems may attend this interpretation of positive law
and its requirements, it is quite unsatisfactory as a framework for understanding
moral requirements, or a model for the construction of a moral theory. Some of
the reasons are obvious. Without an easily identifiable and authoritative moral
law-giver, we cannot be sure of knowing just what moral laws (deontological
constraints) must constrain our conduct. And without a clear set of procedures
that explain how disputes regarding the content of proposed moral laws are to be
settled, there is no way of adjudicating or resolving serious disagreements on that
issue. But there are also less obvious reasons for rejecting this legalistic picture of
morality.
The belief that the requirements of morality are things that we can or should
aim to get out of the way so that we can go about the really important (and
presumably, morally neutral) business of living our lives as we choose is one that
seems, upon reflection, both normatively and psychologically unsound. For we
are members of a moral community, not just discrete rational wills or guardians
of our own virtue, and we care about other individuals in that community, as
well as about the community itself. And the proper expression of such concern is
not just the credo of non-interference that gets reflected in the minimal deon
tological notion of respect, and the narrow deontological constraints that are
taken to express or follow from it (for example, not lying, cheating, or otherwise
impeding people from getting on with their own lives), but one that involves, and
requires, people’s active interest in promoting others' well-being. We must thus
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reject any picture of morality that views it simply (or primarily) as a burden
externally imposed on our lives. If we cannot ‘live our life by the demands of the
domain of the right’, (Fried, 1978, p. 13), we must at least acknowledge that that
domain is wider than contemporary deontologists have supposed.
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An ethic of prima facie duties
JONATHAN DANCY

A c l a s s i c conception of a moral theory is that it should contain a list of basic
moral principles, a justification for each item on the list, and some account of how
to derive more ordinary principles from the ones we started with. The obvious
example is classical utilitarianism, which offers us a single basic principle, tells us
some story about why we should accept this principle (this bit is often missed out,
but it shouldn’t be), and then shows how to derive from it principles like ‘Do not
lie’, and ‘Care for your parents’ (an example to which I am becoming increasingly
attached). If our theory offers more than one basic principle, it needs also to show
how the ones it does offer fit together as a group. This can be done in various
ways. We could argue directly that no one of them should be accepted unless the
rest were, or more indirectly that together they embody a coherent and attractive
conception of a moral agent - and there are other ways too, of course.
The theory of prima facie duties does not look much like this. First, it does not
suppose that some moral principles are more basic than others. Second, it does
not suggest that there is any coherence in the list of principles it does offer. It is
a contribution to moral philosophy, certainly, but it is not a moral theory in the
classical sense; it holds that in ethics everything is pretty messy and there is not
much room for that sort of theory at all. This is rather like holding that we can
say something about the physical nature of the world but that what we can say
does not amount to the sort of theory that physicists have come to expect. We
may not find this very exciting but it might nonetheless be the only sort of theory
we are going to get, since the world (moral or physical) fails to fit the desires of
theorists.
To see why that might be so we need to look at how W. D. Ross, the creator
of the theory of prima facie duties, argued for it. (He would not have claimed to
have been the theory’s only parent - rather he was working on ideas at least
partly due to H. A. Prichard.)
Ross, who did his main work at the University of Oxford in the 1920s and
30s, started out by arguing that all forms of monism (the view that there is only
one basic moral principle) are false. He only knew of two forms of monism Kantianism and utilitarianism; so he tackled them in turn. His argument against
Kant was that Kant’s basic principle is incoherent. The principle is something like
this: ‘Only acts done from the motive of duty are right’. Ross thought that this
amounted to saying that we ought to act from a certain motive. But he urged
that the only things which one can say we ought to do are things which it is in
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our power either to do or not to do. We cannot choose what motives we will act
from; our motives are not up to us. We can choose what we will do but not why
we will do it. So we cannot be required to act from a particular motive. Kant does
require this of us, and hence his theory must be rejected. In Article 14, k a n t i a n
e t h i c s , Onora O’Neill denies that Kant holds the view that Ross attributes to
him; See p. 183 above.)
Utilitarianism was rejected for rather different reasons. Ross knew that utili
tarianism was only one version of the more general approach called consequentialism. He did not suppose that all forms of consequentialism must be
monistic, since he was aware that G. E. Moore’s ideal utilitarianism was pluralistic.
(Moore held that the right action is the one that maximizes the good, but also
held that there are just various different sorts of things that are good, such as
knowledge and aesthetic experience.) But he argued against consequentialism
knowing that if he succeeded here he would also have refuted utilitarianism. The
argument starts from a straightforward claim, supported by an example. The
claim is that ‘ordinary people’ think they ought to do what they promised to do,
not because of the (probable) consequences of breaking their promises, but simply
because they promised. But in thinking this way, they are not considering their
moral duties in terms of consequences at all. The consequences of their actions
lie in the future, but they are thinking more about the past (about the promises
they made). The example goes as follows: suppose that you have promised to
perform some undemanding task - your neighbour’s car has broken down and
you promised to take him out shopping with you this morning. But now an
opportunity arises for you to do something a bit more valuable instead - perhaps
just take two other similarly stranded neighbours to meet their daughter at the
airport. Ross suggests that viewing the matter solely in terms of the consequences,
you would have to agree that what you ought to do was to break your promise,
for the dismay of neighbour 1 at being let down would be overbalanced by the
pleasure of neighbours 2 and 3 at not having to make three bus changes to get
to the airport. But still, he argues, against this balance of the consequences is to
be put the fact that you promised, and in a case like this this fact might win the
day. You might feel that, in spite of the potential gain in the consequences, what
you ought to do is to keep your original promise. Of course, you would not feel
this in a case where the benefit gained by breaking your promise was much
greater, but that doesn’t do anything to show that in this case the right course is
to break your promise.
What this shows is that though it matters what the consequences of one’s
actions will be, other things can matter as well. Consequentialism simply fails to
capture the whole story. (Philip Pettit indicates how the consequentialist would
respond in section (iii) of Article 1 9 , c o n s e q u e n t i a l i s m .) R o s s ’ s general view
is that there are all sorts of things that matter, so that no very neat list of morally
significant features can be made. Among the things that matter are that you
should be beneficent (help others where you can), that you should foster your
own talents, and that you should treat others fairly. Perhaps all these things do
have an importance which can be understood in terms of the difference acting in
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that sort of way can make to the world (i.e. in terms of consequences). But what
you ought to do can be affected by other things as well, for instance by earlier
actions of your own in various ways (as. in our example, by your earlier promise)
or by earlier actions of others, as when you owe a debt of gratitude to someone
for a past act of kindness.
Ross expresses this position using the notion of a prima facie duty. He says
that we have a prima facie duty to help others, another to keep our promises,
another to repay past acts of kindness and another not to let down people who
are relying on us. What he means by this is just that these things matter morally;
they make a difference to what we should do and to whether we acted rightly in
what we chose to do. If we choose to keep a promise, our action is right to that
extent - as far as that goes it is right - it’s being a promise-keeping counts in
favour of it. This is what Ross means when he says that our action is a prima
facie duty in virtue of being an act of promise-keeping. Of course whether it is a
promise-keeping or not is not the only relevant consideration. Other things matter
too, as we have seen; we express this by saying that we have other prima facie
duties as well, for instance the prima facie duty to increase the welfare of others
(the prima facie duty of beneficence). And these other prima facie duties may
matter more in the case we are considering. We cannot tell in advance which
relevant prima facie duty will turn out to matter most in the situation we are
faced with. All we can do is to consider the circumstances and try to decide
whether it is more important here to keep our promise or to drive neighbours 2
and 3 to the airport. No rule or set of rules can help us in this.
So a given action can be a prima facie duty in virtue of one feature (promise
keeping, perhaps), a prima facie duty in virtue of another (it will be a great help
to neighbour 1), and prima facie wrong in virtue of some third feature (it means
that neighbours 2 and 3 are going to have a hard time getting to the airport). Put
in ordinary English, this just means that some features of the action count in its
favour and others count against. Once we have established which features count
which way, we make an attempt to decide where the balance lies. This is ines
capably a matter for judgement, according to Ross, and theory cannot help at all.
Theory could only help if we could rank our different prima facie duties in order
of importance, so that we knew in advance that, say, it is always more important
to help others than to keep one’s promises. But no such ranking fits the facts. The
plain fact is that sometimes one ought to keep one’s promises even at an overall
cost to others, and sometimes the cost of keeping one’s promise means that here
it would be better to break it, for once. Ross would say that this sort of thing is
just a feature of our moral predicament. It would no doubt be nice if the world
was neat and orderly, so that our different prima facie duties could be ranked
once and for all. But ‘it is more important that our theory fit the facts than that
it be simple’ (Ross, 1930, p. 19). There is no general ranking of the different types
of prima facie duty, and since different moral principles express different prima
facie duties, there is no general ranking of moral principles. There is just a
shapeless list of them, which is no more than a list of the things that make a
moral difference, a difference to what we should do.
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What do these different moral principles tell us? An obvious suggestion is that
the principle ‘Do not steal’ tells us that all actions of theft are actually wrong. If
this is what the principle tells us, the principle is false if there is a single act of
stealing which is not in fact wrong. This makes it appear that a counter-example
to a purported moral principle would consist just of a right action which the
principle forbids, or of a wrong action which the principle requires. But in that
case probably all moral principles are false. I suspect that for each principle you
mention it will be possible to dream up a situation in which one ought to break
it. For instance, one ought not to steal, perhaps, but someone whose only method
of feeding his family is to steal ought to steal, especially if he is going to steal from
wealthy people living in great luxury. He would be wrong not to; we would hardly
approve his watching his family die of malnutrition while repeating to himself ‘I
could feed them by stealing, but stealing is wrong’. Similarly, on this account of
what moral principles tell us no two principles could both survive a conflict. If I
believe that only fish breathe water and that no fish have legs, and I then come
across a creature which breathes water and has legs, one of my ‘principles’ has
to be scrapped. In the same vein, suppose I believe that one ought to tell the truth
and that one ought to help those in need. What is to happen when I am sheltering
a runaway slave in the deep South and the owner comes asking if I know where
his ‘property’ has got to? A case like this would show that one of my principles
must be rejected. But this is surely wrong. Principles can survive conflict like this,
even though one of them has to give (it is not right here to tell the truth). Ross,
with his notion of a prima facie duty, can give an account of what principles tell
us which shows how this is so. Our two principles say that we have a prima facie
duty to tell the truth and a prima facie duty to help those in need. It is true that
here I have to choose between telling the truth and helping the needy. But this
does nothing to show that either principle should be abandoned. In fact it just
shows that we should retain them both, since the very existence of a conflict is
evidence that it does matter whether one tells the truth (i.e. that we have a prima
facie duty to do so) and it does matter whether we are helping the needy when
we can (i.e. we have a prima facie duty to do that too). The conflict is between
two things that do matter, and it is resolved not by abandoning either principle
but just by coming to a decision about which matters more in this situation.
This gives a different picture of what a counter-example to a moral principle
would look like. Instead of being an example where the principle tells us to do one
thing and we think we ought to do the opposite (‘Do not steal’), it would be an
example where, though the principle tells us that some feature counts in favour
of any action that has it, we think it either makes no difference at all here or else
that it does make a difference, but counts in the opposite direction. To give an
example of each: my daughter trod on a sea-urchin on holiday last year, and we
caused her great pain (not entirely with her consent) in extracting the spines from
her heel. Is this a counter-example to the purported principle ‘Do not cause pain
to others’? Your answer will depend on whether you think that our actions were
morally speaking the worse to the extent that they caused her pain, or whether
you think that the pain we caused her made no moral difference or was not a
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moral reason for not doing what we did. An example of a feature counting in the
opposite direction might be the thought that in general it is indeed a point in
favour of an action that it is the cause of pleasure both for the agent and for the
onlookers. But sometimes it is a point against; consider the suggestion that we
have more reason to have public executions of convicted rapists if the event would
give pleasure both to the executioner and to the crowds that would no doubt attend.
If we reject that suggestion, we have here a counter-example to the purported
principle ‘It is right to act so as to cause pleasure for yourself and others'.
So Ross gives a distinctive account of what it is that moral principles tell us;
they express prima facie duties - duties to act or to avoid acting. Ross contrasts
prima facie duties with what he calls duties proper. An action is a prima facie
duty in virtue of having a certain property (e.g. being the return of a favour); this
property (maybe along with others) counts for its being done, while yet further
properties may count against. The action is a duty proper if it is one which we
ought overall to do - if all things considered we should do it. In deciding whether
this is so we try to balance against each other the various prima facie duties we
have in the case, deciding which matter more here, which side the balance comes
down on. There is a clear contrast here between duty proper and prima facie duty.
But there is more to this contrast. Ross wants to say that we often know for
certain what our prima facie duties are, but we can never know what our duty
proper is. Put another way, this means that we have certain knowledge of moral
principles, but no knowledge of what we ought overall to do in any actual
situation. This is an interesting combination of general moral certainty with a
sort of diffidence about particular cases. Ross takes a distinctive position in what
is called moral epistemology (the theory of moral knowledge and the justification
of moral belief).
First, how do we come to know the truth of any moral principle? Some
philosophers hold that we know the truth of such principles directly (it was
sometimes said that we know them by a sort of moral intuition). For instance, it
has been held that the principle ‘One should treat all people equally’ is self-evident,
in the sense that you only have to consider it with an open mind and its truth
will simply strike you. Ross does not believe any such thing. For him, the only
way to come to know a principle is to discover its truth in moral experience. It
happens like this: first we are faced with a case in which we have to make a
decision what to do. My wife and I are going out to dinner with some people that
I know but she doesn’t know. I am keen not to offend these people and generally
to make a good impression. My wife knows this. However, time is getting on and
we are already a bit late. My wife emerges, all ready for the fray, and asks me
whether she is suitably dressed for the occasion. It is immediately clear to me that
she is not. What am I to say? I have three choices. The first is to lie, and hope
that the truth will not be apparent to her as soon as we walk into our hosts’
house. The second is to tell the truth, so that she goes and puts on something else
(making us even later). The third is to say that what she is wearing is not right
but that it is too late to change it now because we are already late. This has the
advantage of minimizing our lateness but only at the cost of completely poisoning
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the evening for her and generally causing her distress. Now what Ross wants to
say about this is that I can see already three sorts of consideration that are
mattering or making a difference here. The first is that it is better if we are not
late. The second is that it is better not to lie about the dress. The third is that it is
better not to distress one’s nearest and dearest. These things are all in the story
here; they all matter and I have just got to sort out which is more important than
the others. So far everything I have noticed is restricted in its relevance to the
case before me. But I can immediately move beyond that, for I can see that what
matters here must matter wherever it occurs. It is important not to be late here,
and this tells me that it is generally important not to be late. What has happened
is that I have learnt the truth of a moral principle (which expresses a prima facie
duty) in what I have noticed in a particular case. I did this by generalizing, using
a process called ‘intuitive induction’. It is the same process as the one by which
logical principles are taught (to oneself or to others). I get you to see the validity
of some particular argument, such as ‘All cows are brown: all heifers are cows:
so all heifers are brown’. Then I call on you to generalize from the case before you
to this general principle: ‘All Bs are Cs: all As are Bs: so all As are Cs’. The idea is
that if you are sufficiently alert and intelligent you will just be able to see the
general truth that lay in the particular case you started from. It is the same idea
in ethics.
Ross held that as our life goes on we come across features that matter to some
choice we have to make, and that we learn from this that these features matter
generally - matter wherever they occur. In this way experience reveals to us the
truth of general principles of prima facie duty. These principles are self-evident,
not in the sense that one only has to ask oneself whether they are true to know
that they are, but in the weaker sense that they are evident in what the particular
case shows us. The act of generalization adds nothing significant to what we
already knew. So what happens is that we start from something about which
there is no significant doubt, for instance that it is better if we are not late tonight.
We move from that by a process which adds nothing contentious to the recognition
that it is generally better not to be late, and we have emerged with a grasp of a
self-evident moral principle.
We reached that principle from what we noticed about the case before us that it matters here whether we are late or not, that it matters whether I tell the
truth, and so on. But what I notice about the case has to serve another role; it
has to help me decide what I should actually do (my duty proper). This is a
completely different enterprise, in Ross’s view. Here I am engaged in trying to
decide not what matters (I already know this) but how much each of the principles
matters and which of them matters most here. Questions of balance like this are
inherently so difficult that my eventual judgement could never be called knowledge,
but can at best count as probable opinion. So it emerges that we know many
moral principles but can never be said to know which choice we should actually
make. We can know our prima facie duties but never our duties proper.
I have told this part of the story in terms of what we can know and what we
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cannot know. These are terms that Ross himself would have been happy to use,
since he held that there are facts about what is right and wrong which we can
sometimes get to know. (This is what makes him an intuitionist: see Article 36.
i n t u i t i o n i s m .) But I could have told the same story in non-cognitivist terms
(see Article 38, s u b j e c t i v i s m ) by saying simply that though one may strongly
disapprove in general of such things as lying and upsetting one's nearest and
dearest, still we should never be too confident that the attitude we are tempted to
adopt in a given situation is the right one. Firmness of commitment at the general
level can and should go with recognition of the complexity inherent in any difficult
moral choice. And we might move from this to the thought that we should be
tolerant of those whose attitude here differs from ours, since we should never lose
our sense of how unstable such decisions are.
One further feature of the relation between prima facie duties and duties proper
is worth mentioning. We have distinguished three elements in the story. First was
my recognition of properties which made a difference here. Second was my
resulting recognition of general prima facie duties. Third was my judgement about
my duty proper. One might suppose that just as we move to the second element
from the first, we move to the third from the second. But that is not Ross’s view.
He holds that I move to the overall judgement directly from the first element, my
recognition of the properties that matter here. I don't work through my knowledge
of any moral principles. I don’t make my decision in the light of any general
principles of prima facie duty. He says ‘I never seem to be in the position of not
seeing directly the rightness of a particular act of kindness, for instance, and of
having to read this off from a general principle - “ all acts of kindness are right,
and therefore this must be, though I cannot see its rightness directly” ’ (Ross,
1930, p. 17 1). The only occasions when I might need to do that are ones where
I have it on good authority that some property is important when I haven’t been
able to see this for myself, or where I am so overcome by lust or another strong
passion that I need to remind myself of a relevant feature of the situation which
I would not be likely to notice otherwise (‘Married people ought not to sleep with
people they are not married to, and I am not married to this person’). This might
restore my lost sense of the relevance of a relevant feature. But normally I don’t
work through the prima facie principles at all.
This must raise the question what use the principles are, and why, if they are
really of no use, Ross sees them as an important element in the story. We have
admitted that knowledge of the principles can be of some use occasionally. But
this would hardly satisfy those who think that a grip on principles is central to
what it is to be a respectable moral agent. There is a very general view that to be
a moral agent is just to accept and act on a set of principles which one applies to
oneself and others equally. Ross does not accept this picture. For him, respectable
agents are ones who are sensitive to the morally relevant features of the situations
they find themselves in, not in a general way but just case by case. There is a
stress on perception here; moral agents see as relevant the features that are
relevant, and see as most relevant the ones that in fact are most relevant. They
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do not work out that these features matter by bringing a packet of moral principles
to bear on the situation. They see them as relevant in their own right, without
help from the list of moral principles which they admittedly know.
There is one way in which a good list of moral principles might help, and that
would be to reassure oneself that one has not missed the relevance of anything.
With a complete checklist, one could get this benefit. But of course there is no
suggestion in Ross’s theory that there will be such a thing as a complete list of
prima facie duties - of properties that make a moral difference. There may be a
reasonably short list of types of prime facie duty, and Ross gives such a list himself,
though he is careful not to claim that it is complete; but this does not mean that
one could complete an explicit list of the actual prima facie duties we have.
So it does not look as if our moral principles are much use to us, on Ross’s
theory. And it is not clear to me that there could easily be a different version of
the theory, which held that the principles do play a significant role. After all, the
main argument for the theory consists in an appeal to the sorts of things people
find important in cases that confront them, the point being that not everything
that seems to matter can be accounted for by consequentialists. Given this appeal
to what we find in particular cases, and the resulting account of how we extract
moral principles from w hat we find, it is very hard to see how we could ascribe a
greater role to those principles in future decisions than the one which Ross allows.
W hy then is he so convinced that there are any moral principles? The answer
is that it just seems obvious to him that if a feature makes a moral difference in
one case, it must make the same difference everywhere. It is impossible for a
feature to matter in this case alone; mattering must be general mattering. This
can be disputed; I will shortly give some reasons for doubting it. Ross believes it,
and it is his only reason for allowing that there are such things as moral principles
at all. He believes it because it offers him some sense in which as we make
moral choices through life we can be said to be choosing consistently; we choose
consistently because our choices reflect the attempt to allot the same weight to
every feature that matters wherever it occurs. So though Ross holds that in moral
decision we are responding to the rich particularity of the case before us, he can
say that we make each choice in the light of what our moral experience has
taught us.
I end with two criticisms of the theory of prima facie duties. The first is that it
leaves no real room for thoughts about rights. Although Ross is antagonistic to
utilitarianism, his theory shares one feature with it. This is the thought that in
every case of moral decision-making, we are in the business of balancing the
prima facie duties on the one side against those on the other. But one standard
attack on utilitarianism has been that this sort of approach completely fails to
capture something we think of as important. In the vexed issue of abortion, we
might think it quite unsuitable to decide the fate of the fetus solely on the question
whether the world overall will be a happier place with or without it. We may feel
that the fetus has a right to its life which is independent of and should stand before
any question of balancing the advantages and disadvantages of getting rid of it.
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The fetus’s right is here viewed as a ‘trump’; what this means is that where there
are no such rights at issue, other considerations such as those of the overall
consequences of our actions come into play and properly decide what we ought
to do, but where there are rights (as in the case of abortion) the rights decide the
issue, rendering thoughts of consequences null and void. We might even say that
to treat rights as lying in the balance with other considerations is deep evidence
of immorality. Any such approach as this is in opposition to the theory of prima
facie duties, for on that approach all duties are (and are nothing more than) prima
facie; there is nothing stronger than that, which can reasonably claim to be a
trump.
Ross could offer something in his own defence here. He could remind us that
there are many cases where people mistakenly take as trumps considerations
which should not be allowed to play that role. For instance, a lawyer who discovers
the guilt of his client may feel that he is bound by a duty of confidentiality, a duty
which derives from the joint roles of lawyer and client, and suppose that this duty
is a trump, i.e. that it precedes and quashes all thoughts of the harm that may be
done by remaining silent. There are many similar cases where people feel that
they are bound by absolute duties deriving from their role or status, which
prevent them from doing acts which in themselves would have enormously good
consequences or prevent terribly bad ones. Ross could fairly argue that this is all
bad faith. We are using our professional duties as an excuse, hiding behind them
to avoid having to face the problem for what it is. But one might agree that some
appeal to rights and duties is bad faith, without admitting that all such appeals
are. And the fact is that many people find morally distasteful the thought that all
our moral decisions should be made by balancing pros and cons in the way Ross
recommends.
The best defence of Ross now is to argue that the importance of rights is
exaggerated if we think of them as trumps. Rights are indeed important, and this
fact can itself be captured within the theory of prima facie duties by awarding
rights great weight when we come to balance reasons for and against. But there
will always come a point where an individual’s rights should be infringed; for
instance, it would not be right to refuse to imprison an innocent person if by doing
so one could prevent a nuclear holocaust.
Opponents of Ross would now argue that even if this is what should be done
in such a case, still the action would be intrinsically evil in a way that Ross cannot
capture. For Ross, any reasons against doing the action have already been used
up in the assessment of the balance of pros and cons. Defeated reasons do not
remain in the story making the action somehow both right (maybe even required)
and also evil. A right action, for Ross, cannot be evil. But many philosophers think
that in tragic cases such as the one above we can be required to do evil. (See, for
instance, Nagel’s essay ‘War and massacre’, 1979.)
The second criticism comes from the opposite direction, and concerns the role
of moral principles in the theory. I have already said that these play a minimal
role, but the question is why, if we start from the place where Ross starts, we
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should accept that there are any such principles at all. What Ross supposes,
without argument, is that a feature which counts in favour of this action must
count in the same way in favour of any action which has it. Now he can be fairly
flexible about this. He could say, for example, that though this feature is always
a pro rather than a con, the extent to which it is a pro here can be affected by
what else is true in this case. So the same feature need not be thought of as always
adding just the same amount to the balance, but if it once counts as a pro it will
always be a pro. It is this last point that I think one can reasonably challenge.
First, its presence in the theory makes the theory unstable, since Ross has to show
somehow that what we notice as mattering in a particular case we immediately
see must matter in the same w ay on every recurrence. But it is hard to see how
this is possible, for it supposes implausibly that the ability of a feature to make a
difference in a particular case is entirely independent of the other features it is
there present with. So the theory allows too small a role to context; it is too
atomistic. I prefer a theory which allows the contribution of a feature to be entirely
sensitive to the context in which it is here present, so that what here counts in
favour may elsewhere count against. To take the example I used before: that an
action causes great pleasure to large numbers of people including its agent is
surely often a reason for doing it. one might think. But where the action is a
public hanging, we might suppose that the pleasure it would cause is a reason
against doing it. This is only a schematic example, but the qustion is why we
should resist it. And if we do not resist it and others like it, we have effectively
abandoned the claim that there are such things as moral principles. Ross already
admits that they are no use. I suggest that he would have done better to do without
them altogether.
Ross’s reply to this would have been that without principles of any sort there
is no possibility of achieving a consistent moral position; to be morally consistent
just is to allow the same weight every time to something that matters, inde
pendently of its context. My response would be to offer a new account of con
sistency, which grants context a larger role than Ross allows, in a way that I
think fits our actual moral practice better. But this is not the place for that
account.
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Consequentialism
PHILIP PETTIT

i

The definition of consequentialism

M o r a l theories, theories about what individual or institutional agents ought to
do, all involve at least two different components. First, they each put forward a
view about what is good or valuable, though they do not all make this explicit
and may even resist talk of the good: they each put forward a view about which
properties we ought to want realized in our actions or in the world more generally.
A theory like classical utilitarianism holds that the only property that matters is
how far sentient beings enjoy happiness. A natural law theory holds that the
property which matters is compliance with the law of nature. Various other
theories propose that what matters is human freedom, social solidarity, the
autonomous development of nature, or a combination of such features. The
possibilities are endless, since about the only commonly recognized constraint is
that in order to be valuable a property must not involve a particular individual
or setting essentially; it must be a universal feature, capable of being realized here
or there, with this individual or that.
This first component in a moral theory is sometimes described as a theory of
value or a theory of the good. (This component is discussed by Robert Goodin in
Article 20 , u t i l i t y a n d t h e g o o d .) The second component which every moral
theory involves is often described in parallel as a theory of the right. It is a
view, not about which properties are valuable, but about what individual and
institutional agents should do by w ay of responding to valuable properties. Depend
ing on the view adopted on this question, moral theories are usually divided
into two kinds, consequentialist and non-consequentialist or. to use an older
terminology, teleological and non-teleological: the non-teleological is sometimes
identified with, and sometimes taken just to include, the deontological. This essay
is concerned with consequentialist theories, as theories of the right, but not with
any particular theory of value or of the good.
Suppose I decide, in a moment of intellectualist enthusiasm, that what matters
above all in human life is that people understand the history of their species and
their universe. How ought I to respond to this perceived value? Is my primary
responsibility to honour it in my own life, bearing witness to the importance of
such understanding by devoting myself to it? Or is my primary responsibility
rather to promote such understanding generally, say by spending most of my time
on proselytizing and politics, giving only the hours I cannot better spend to the
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development of my own understanding? Is the proper response to the value one
of promoting its general realization, honouring it in my own actions only when
there is nothing better I can do to promote it?
Again, suppose I decide that what is of importance in life is nothing so abstract
as intellectual understanding but rather the enjoyment of personal loyalties,
whether the loyalties of family or friendship. Here too there is a question about
how I should respond to such a value. Should I honour the value in my own life,
devoting myself to developing the bonds of kith and kin? Or should I only permit
myself such devotion so far as that is part of the more general project of promoting
the enjoyment of personal loyalties? Should I be prepared to use my time in the
manner most effective for that project even if the cost of doing so - say, the cost
of spending so much time on journalism and politics - is that my own personal
loyalties are put under severe strain?
These two examples are from the sphere of personal morality but the same
question arises in the institutional area. Suppose that a liberal government comes
to power, a government which is primarily concerned with people’s enjoying
liberty. Should such a government honour people’s liberty punctiliously in its own
conduct, avoiding any interference that offends against liberty? Or should it pursue
all measures, including offences against liberty, that make for a greater degree of
liberty overall? Imagine that a group forms which begins agitating for a return to
authoritarian rule: say, a rule associated with an influential religious tradition.
Imagine, to make things harder, that the group has a real chance of success.
Should the government permit the group to conduct its activities, on the grounds
of honouring people’s liberty to form whatever associations they choose? Or should
it ban the group, on the grounds that while the ban interferes with people’s liberty,
it makes for the enjoyment of a greater degree of liberty overall: it means that
there will not be a return to an illiberal society.
Consequentialism is the view that whatever values an individual or insti
tutional agent adopts, the proper response to those values is to promote them.
The agent should honour the values only so far as honouring them is part
of promoting them, or is necessary in order to promote them. Opponents of
consequentialism, on the other hand, hold that at least some values call to be
honoured whether or not they are thereby promoted. Consequentialists see the
relation between values and agents as an instrumental one: agents are required
to produce whatever actions have the property of promoting a designated value,
even actions that fail intuitively to honour it. Opponents of consequentialism see
the relation between values and agents as a non-instrumental one: agents are
required or at least allowed to let their actions exemplify a designated value, even
if this makes for a lesser realization of the value overall.
This way of introducing the distinction between consequentialism and nonconsequentialism, by reference just to agents and values, is unusual but, I hope,
intuitively appealing. One drawback it involves is that the notion of promoting a
value, and even more so the notion of honouring a value, is not carefully defined.
In the next section this fault is remedied in some measure. (The section will be
too philosophical for many tastes but it can be read lightly without great loss.)
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Once more, with some formality

In order to introduce our more formal approach, it will be useful to define two
notions: that of an option and that of a prognosis associated with an option. An
option may be a directly behavioural option such as that expressed by a proposition
like ‘I do A’ but equally it may be only indirectly behavioural, as with options
such as ‘I commit myself to being faithful to this principle of benevolence’ or ‘I
endorse this trait of competitiveness in myself: I shall do nothing to change it’.
The defining feature of an option is that it is a possibility which the agent is in a
position to realize or not. He can make it the case - or not - that he does A,
that he lets the principle of benevolence dictate his actions, or that he remains
complacently competitive.
Although an option is a possibility that can be realized, the. agent will almost
never be able to determine how exactly the possibility works out; that will depend
on other agents and on other things in the world. I may do A and it rains or not,
I may do A and there is a third world war or not: the list is open. Given the
differences in how such conditions can work out, any option has different
prognoses. If an option is a possibility that can be realized, its prognoses are the
different possible ways in which the possibility can come to be realised. The notion
of a prognosis picks up one version of the familar notion of a consequence.
Returning now to the definition of consequentialism, we can identify two
propositions which consequentialists generally defend.
1

Every prognosis for an option, every w ay the world may be as the result of a
choice of option, has a value that is determined, though perhaps not up to
uniqueness, by the valuable properties realized there: determined by how far
it is a happy world, a world in which liberty is respected, a world where nature
thrives, and so on for different valuable properties; the value determined will
not be unique, so far as the weightings between such properties are not
uniquely fixed.

2

Every option, every possibility which an agent can realize or not, has its value
fixed by the values of its prognoses: its value is a function of the values of its
different prognoses, a function of the values associated with the different ways
it may lead the world to be.

The motivation for going into this level of detail was to give clearer content
to the notion of promoting a value. An agent promotes certain values in his or
her choices, we can now say, if - and indeed only i f - the agent ranks the prognoses
of options in terms of these values (proposition i) and ranks the options - where
the ranking determines his choice - in terms of their prognoses (proposition 2).
There is an indeterminacy in proposition 2, since it has been left open how exactly
the value of an option is fixed by the values of its prognoses. The usual approach
among consequentialists, though not the only possible one, is to cast an option
as a gamble among the different possible prognoses and borrow a procedure from
decision theory to compute its value. On this approach you find the value of the
option by adding up the values of the different prognoses - and we assume these
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are uniquely determined - discounting each such value by the probability the
prognosis has - say, a quarter or a half - of being the correct one; I leave open
the question of whether the appropriate probability to use is objective chance,
subjective credence, ‘rational’ credence, or whatever. Suppose that the agent’s
concern is to save life and that in some dire circumstances two options present
themselves: one gives a fifty per cent probability of saving one hundred lives, the
other a certainty of saving forty. Other things being equal - which they will rarely
be - the approach would favour the first option.
We now have a better grasp of what it is the consequentialist says. The
consequentialist holds that the proper way for an agent to respond to any values
recognized is to promote them: that is, in every choice to select the option with
prognoses that mean it is the best gamble with those values. But we can now also
be somewhat more specific about what the non-consequentialist says. There are
two varieties of non-consequentialism, two ways of holding that certain values
should be honoured, not promoted. One variety insists that while there are
respectful or loyal options, there is no sense to the notion of promoting the abstract
value of loyalty or respect. This is to deny the consequentialist’s first proposition,
holding that values like loyalty and respect do not determine abstract scores for
the different prognoses of an option: the values are irrelevant to prognoses,
failing even to determine non-unique scores. The other position which the nonconsequentialist may take is to admit the first proposition, acknowledging that
the notion of an agent promoting values at least makes sense, but to deny the
second: that is, deny that the best option is necessarily determined by the values
of its prognoses. The important thing is not to produce the goods but to keep your
hands clean.
One last thought, while we are being more formal, on non-consequentialism.
This is that non-consequentialists assume with the properties they think should
be honoured rather than promoted, that the agent will always be in a position to
know for certain whether an option will or will not have one of those properties.
Faced with a value like that of respect or loyalty, the idea is that I will never be
uncertain whether or not a given option will be respectful or loyal. The assumption
of certainty may be reasonable with such examples but it will not generally be so.
And that means that with some valuable properties, the non-consequentialist
strategy will often be undefined. Take a property like that of happiness. This value
can lend itself to being honoured as well as being promoted: honouring it might
require concern for the happiness of those you deal with directly, regardless of
indirect effects. But it will not always be clear in practice what a non-con
sequentialist attachment to happiness requires. Non-consequentialists do not tell
us how to choose when none of the available options is going to display the
relevant value for sure. And there will often be cases of this kind with a value like
that of happiness. There will often be cases where none of the options offers a
certainty of doing well by the happiness of those you are dealing with directly:
cases where one option offers a certain chance of that result and a second option
offers the best prospect for happiness overall. The non-consequentialist response
in such cases is simply not defined.
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The main argument against consequentialism

It is usually said against consequentialism that it would lead an agent to do
horrendous deeds, so long as they promised the best consequences. It would forbid
nothing absolutely: not rape, not torture, not even murder. This charge is on
target but it is only relevant of course in horrendous circumstances. Thus if
someone of ordinary values condoned torture, that would only be in circumstances
where there was a great potential gain - the saving of innocent lives, the pre
vention of a catastrophe - and where there were not the bad consequences
involved, say, in state authorities claiming the right to torture. Once it is clear
that the charge is relevant only in horrendous circumstances, it ceases to be
clearly damaging. After all the non-consequentialist will often have to defend an
equally unattractive response in such circumstances. It may be awful to think of
torturing someone but it must be equally awful to think of not doing so and
consequently allowing, say, a massive bomb to go off in some public place.
Probably in view of this stand-off, the charge against consequentialism usually
reduces to the associated claim that not only would it allow horrendous deeds in
exceptional circumstances, it would allow and indeed encourage the general habit
of contemplating such deeds: or if not of actively contemplating the deeds, at least
of countenancing the possibility that they may be necessary. Consequentialism,
it is said, would make nothing unthinkable. It would not allow agents to admit
any constraints on what they can do, whether constraints associated with the
rights of other people as independent agents or constraints associated with the
claims of those who relate to them as intimates or dependants.
The idea behind this charge is that any consequentialist moral theory requires
agents to change their deliberative habits in an objectionable fashion. They will
have to calculate about every choice, it is said, identifying the different prognoses
for every option, the value associated with each prognosis and the upshot of those
various values for the value of the option. Doing this, they will be unable to
recognize the rights of others as considerations that ought to constrain them
without further thought to consequences; they will be unable to acknowledge the
special claims of those near and dear to them, claims that ought normally to brook
no calculation; and they will be unable to mark distinctions between permissible
options, obligatory options and options of supererogatory virtue. They will become
moralistic computers, insensitive to all such nuances. F. H. Bradley made the point
nicely in the last century, in Ethical Studies (p. 107). ‘So far as my lights go, this
is to make possible, to justify, and even to encourage, an incessant practical
casuistry; and that, it need scarcely be added, is the death of morality.’
But if this sort of charge was made in the last century, so it was also rebutted
then, particularly by writers like John Austin and Henry Sidgwick. Such writers
defended classical utilitarianism, the consequentialist moral theory according to
which the only value is the happiness of human, or at least sentient beings. Austin
picked a nice example when arguing in The Province of Jurisprudence (p. 108) that
the utilitarian does not require agents to be incessant casuists. ‘Though he
approves of love because it accords with his principle, he is far from maintaining
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that the general good ought to be the motive of the lover. It was never contended
or conceived by a sound, orthodox utilitarian, that the lover should kiss his
mistress with an eye to a common weal.’
The point which Austin is making in this passage is that a consequentialist
theory like utilitarianism is an account of what justifies an option over alter
natives - the fact that it promotes the relevant value - not an account of how
agents ought to deliberate in selecting the option. The lover’s act may be justified
by its promotion of human happiness, in which case the utilitarian will applaud.
But that does not mean that the utilitarian expects lovers to select and monitor
their overtures by reference to that abstract goal.
The line which non-consequentialists generally run against this response is to
deny that it is available to their opponents. They say that if a consequentialist
thinks that an agent’s choices are justified or not by whether they promote certain
values, then the consequentialist is committed to saying that the moral agent the agent who seeks to be justified - should deliberate over how far in any setting
the different options promote those values. In saying this, they assume that such
deliberation is the best way for an agent to guarantee that the choice made
promotes the values espoused.
This non-consequentialist rejoinder is unpersuasive, however, because that
assumption is clearly false. Consider again the lover and his mistress. If the
lover calculates his every embrace, fine-tuning it to the demands of the general
happiness, there will probably be little pleasure in it for either party. A condition
of the embrace’s producing pleasure, and therefore of its contributing to the
general happiness, is that it is relatively spontaneous, coming of natural and
unreflective affections. The point hardly needs labouring.
But though the point is clear, and though it clearly applies in a variety of
cases, it raises a question which consequentialists have been too slow to tackle,
at least until recently. The question is this. Granted that consequentialism is a
theory of justification, not a theory of deliberation, what practical difference what difference in deliberative policy - is made by being a consequentialist?
Suppose the lover in Austin’s example were to become himself a utilitarian. What
sort of policy could he then adopt, granted he would not tie himself to considering
the utilitarian pros and cons of his every action?
The answer usually offered by consequentialists nowadays is motivated by
the observation in the last section that the options that call for assessment in
consequentialist terms - the possibilities over which an agent is decisive - include
options which are only indirectly behavioural as well as alternative actions he
may take in any context. They include options such as whether or not to endorse
a certain motive or trait of character, letting it have its untrammelled way in
some settings, and options such as whether or not to make a commitment to a
certain principle - say, the principle of respecting a particular right in others giving it the status of an automatic behavioural pilot in suitable circumstances.
The fact that the option-sets faced by agents include many of this kind means
that if they become consequentialists, their conversion to that doctrine can have
a practical effect on how they behave without having the clearly undesirable effect
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of turning them into incessant calculators. It may have the effect of leading an
agent to endorse certain traits or principles, traits or principles that lead him or
her in suitable contexts to act in a spontaneous, uncalculating way. It will have this
effect, in particular, if choosing to go in thrall to such pre-emptors of calculation is
the best w ay to promote the values that the agent cherishes.
But won’t it always be best if agents keep their calculative wits sharpened,
having an eye in every case as to whether following the automatic pilot of trait
or principle really does best promote their values? And in that case shouldn’t the
consequentialist agent still remain, in a sense, an incessant calculator?
This is a question at the forefront of contemporary consequentialist discussions.
The answers canvassed among consequentialists are various. One answer is that
agents are so fallible, at least in the heat of decision-making, that the calculative
monitoring envisaged here would probably do more harm than good. Another is
that some of the relevant pre-emptors of calculation, for example certain traits
that the agent may nurture - say, the trait of being obsessional about completing
tasks - are such that once in play they are incapable of being controlled via
monitoring. Yet another answer, one particularly favoured by the present writer,
is that many values are such that their promotion is undermined if habits of
deliberation - pre-emptors of calculation - which are designed to promote them
are subjected to calculative monitoring. Suppose I commit myself to the principle
of saying what first comes to mind in conversation in order to promote my
spontaneity. I will undermine the promotion of that value if I attempt to monitor
and control my remarks. Or suppose I commit myself to the principle of letting
my teenage daughter have her way in a certain sphere - say, in her choice of
clothes - in order to promote her sense of independence and self. Again I will
subvert the promotion of that value, at least assuming that I am relatively
scrutable, if I try to monitor and moderate the tolerance I offer. In each case,
within suitable contexts, I must put myself more or less blindly on automatic pilot
if I am to promote the value in question.
The brand of consequentialism which is explicit about the possibility that being
a consequentialist may motivate an agent to restrict calculation over consequences
is sometimes described as indirect, sometimes as strategic, sometimes as restrictive.
Such restrictive consequentialism promises to be capable of answering the various
challenges associated with the main argument against consequentialism, but that
claim can hardly be documented here. In concluding our discussion of that
argument the only point that calls to be made is that restrictive consequentialism
in this sense should not be confused with what is called restricted or ruleconsequentialism, as distinct from extreme or act-consequentialism. That doctrine,
no longer much in vogue, claims that rules of behaviour are justified by whether
compliance or attempted compliance best promotes the relevant values, but that
behavioural options are justified in other terms: specifically, by whether they
comply or attempt to comply with the optimal rules. The restrictive con
sequentialism to which we have been introduced is not half-hearted in this way;
it is a form of extreme or act-consequentialism. It holds that the test for whether
any option is justified is consequentialist, whether the option be directly or
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indirectly behavioural: the best option is that which best promotes the agent’s
values. What makes it restrictive is simply the recognition that agents may best
promote their values in behavioural choices, if they restrict the tendency to
calculate, abjuring the right to consider all relevant consequences.

iv

The main argument for consequentialism

The key to the main argument for consequentialism is a proposition which we
have so far taken for granted, that every moral theory invokes values such that
it can make sense to recommend in consequentialist fashion that they be promoted
or in non-consequentialist that they be honoured. The proposition is fairly com
pelling. Every moral theory designates certain choices as the right ones for an
agent to make. In any such case, however, what the theory is committed to
recommending is not just this or that choice by this or that agent but the choice
of this type of option by that sort of agent in these kinds of circumstances; this is
a commitment, as it is sometimes said, of universalizability. (See Article 40,
u n i v e r s a l p r e s c r i p t i v i s m , for more on this aspect of moral judgement.) The
commitment means that every moral theory invokes values, for the fact that such
and such choices are made is now seen as a desirable property to have realized.
The other aspect of our key proposition is that with any value at all, with any
property that is hailed as desirable, we can identify a consequentialist and a nonconsequentialist response. We can make sense of the notion of promoting or
honouring the value. I hope that this claim can be supported by the sorts of
examples introduced at the beginning. We saw there that an agent might think
of honouring or promoting values to do with intellectual understanding, personal
loyalty and political liberty. It should be clear by analogy that the same possibilities
arise with all desirable properties. As we also saw, I can think of honouring a
value traditionally associated with consequentialism such as that of people’s
enjoying happiness, though uncertainty about options may sometimes leave the
strategy undefined; to honour this will be to try not to cause anyone unhappiness
directly, even if doing so would increase happiness overall. And I can think of
promoting a value as intimately linked with non-consequentialist theories as that
of respect for persons; to promote this will be to try to ensure that people respect
one another as much as possible, even if this requires disrespecting some.
Our key proposition motivates an argument for consequentialism, because it
shows that the non-consequentialist is committed to a theory which is seriously
defective in regard to the methodological virtue of simplicity. It is common practice
in the sciences and in intellectual disciplines generally to prefer the more simple
hypothesis to the less, when otherwise they are equally satisfactory. Con
sequentialism, it turns out, is indisputably a simpler hypothesis than any form of
non-consequentialism and that means that, failing objections such as those
rejected in the last section, it ought to be preferred to it. If non-consequentialists
have not seen how much their view loses on the side of simplicity, that may be
because they do not generally assent to our key proposition. They imagine that
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there are certain values which are susceptible only to being promoted, others that
are susceptible only to being honoured.
There are at least three respects in which consequentialism scores on simplicity.
The first is that whereas consequentialists endorse only one way of responding
to values, non-consequentialists endorse two. Non-consequentialists all commit
themselves to the view that certain values should be honoured rather than
promoted: say, values like those associated with loyalty and respect. But they all
agree, whether or not in their role as moral theorists, that certain other values
should be promoted: values as various as economic prosperity, personal hygiene,
and the safety of nuclear installations. Thus where consequentialists introduce a
single axiom on how values justify choices, non-consequentialists must introduce
two.
But not only is non-consequentialism less simple for losing the numbers game.
It is also less simple for playing the game in an ad hoc way. Non-consequentialists
all identify certain values as suitable for honouring rather than promoting. But
they do not generally explain what it is about the values identified which means
that justification comes from their being honoured rather than promoted. And
indeed it is not clear what satisfactory explanation can be provided. It is one thing
to make a list of the values which allegedly require honouring: values, say, like
personal loyalty, respect for others, and punishment for wrongdoing. It is another
to say why these values are so very different from the ordinary run of desirable
properties. There may be features that mark them off from other values, but w hy do
those features matter so much? That question typically goes unconsidered by nonconsequentialists. Not only do they have a duality then where consequen
tialists have a unity; they also have an unexplained duality.
The third respect in which consequentialism scores on the simplicity count is
that it fits nicely with our standard views of what rationality requires, whereas
non-consequentialism is in tension with such views. The agent concerned with a
value is in a parallel position to that of an agent concerned with some personal
good: say, health or income or status. In thinking about how an agent should act
on the concern for a personal good, we unhesitatingly say that of course the
rational thing to do. the rationally justified action, is to act so that the good is
promoted. That means then that whereas the consequentialist line on how values
justify choices is continuous with the standard line on rationality in the pursuit
of personal goods, the non-consequentialist line is not. The non-consequentialist
has the embarrassment of having to defend a position on what certain values
require which is without analogue in the non-moral area of practical rationality.
If these considerations of simplicity are not sufficient to motivate a con
sequentialist outlook, the only recourse for a consequentialist is probably to draw
attention to the detail of what the non-consequentialist says, inviting reflection
on whether this really is plausible. In the second section above we saw that nonconsequentialists have to deny either that the values they espouse determine
values for the prognoses of an option or that the value of an option is a function
of the values associated with those different prognoses. The consequentialist can
reasonably argue that either claim is implausible. If one prognosis realizes my
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values more than another then that surely fixes its value. And if one option has
prognoses such that it represents a better gamble than another with those values,
then that surely suggests that it is the best option for me to take. So how can the
non-consequentialist think otherwise?
Of course, the consequentialist should ideally have an answer to that question.
The consequentialist should be able to offer some explanation of how non-consequentialists come mistakenly to think the things they believe. It may be useful
to say a word on this in conclusion.
There are at least two observations which ought to figure in a consequentialist
explanation of how non-consequentialists come to hold their views. The first has
already been suggested in this essay. It is that non-consequentialists probably
focus on deliberation rather than justification and, noticing that it will often be
counter-productive to deliberate about the promotion of a value involved in
action - a value like loyalty or respect - conclude that in such cases choices are
justified by honouring the values, not by promoting them. Here there is a mistake
but at least it is an intelligible mistake. Thus it may help the consequentialist to
make sense of the commitments of opponents.
The second observation is one that we have not made explicitly before and it
offers a good ending note. This is that many deontological theories come from
acknowledging the force of the consequentialist point about justification but then
containing it in some way. One example is the rule-consequentialist who restricts
his consequentialism to choices between rules, arguing that behavioural choices
are justified by reference to the rules so chosen. Another example, more sig
nificantly, is the non-consequentialist who holds that each agent ought to choose
in such a way that were everyone to make that sort of choice then the value or
values in question would be promoted. Here the thought is that consequentialism
is suitable for assessing the choices of the collectivity but not of its members. The
collectivity ought to choose so that the values are promoted, the individual ought
to choose, not necessarily in the way that actually promotes the values, but in
the way that would promote them if everybody else made a similar choice.
Here as in the other case the non-consequentialist position is motivated by the
consequentialist thought. That will not make it congenial to the consequentialist,
who will think that the thought is not systematically enough applied: the con
sequentialist will say that it is as relevant to the individual agent as to the
collectivity. But the observation may help consequentialists to make sense of their
opponents and thereby reinforce their own position. They can argue that they are
not overlooking any consideration that non-consequentialists find persuasive.
What non-consequentialists find persuasive is something which consequentialists
are able to understand, and to undermine.
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Utility and the good
R O B E R T E. G O O D IN

T h e o r i e s of ethics are standardly partitioned into theories of the right and

theories of the good. The latter style of ethical theory, insisting as it does that good
consequences be promoted, clearly needs a theory of the good in order to say
which consequences are good and to be promoted and which are not. But even
the former style of ethical theory often finds itself needing some theory of the good,
if only to flesh out the ‘duty of beneficence’ that is standardly included among the
‘right things’ to be done: obviously, we will need a theory of the good to tell us
how, exactly, to go about discharging that duty to do good for others. So a theory
of the good seems pretty well indispensable, whatever your fundamental ethical
stance.
Naturally, however, there is much less agreement on the content and the
source of a theory of the good than there is on our need for some such theory in
the first place. Even a thoroughly ugly world, some would say, might display
excellence of a sort. Still, beneath it all, most theories of the good seem ultimately
to appeal to broadly similar standards of goodness. Most ultimately have recourse
to a broadly Aristotelian principle which analyses excellence in terms of a rich
complexity that has been somehow successfully integrated. The good, it is stan
dardly said, consists essentially in the organic unity of a complex whole.
That broad agreement, though, comes basically in the realm of aesthetics. The
crucial question is whether any such theory really can do the work cut out for it
in our ethical theories. Where our ethics require a theory of the good, is that the
sort of thing that can plausibly be plugged in to fill the gap?
Arguably it is not. Ethics is not aesthetics, and no more. We may well have a
duty, among our many other duties, to promote truth and beauty, as ends in
themselves and even if that quest does no good for anyone. The last person on
earth may well have a duty not to destroy it all as he or she dies, even though by
so doing no-one’s good will have suffered. But promoting things that are good in
themselves, without being good for anyone, is not what ethics is principally about.
Ethics is a theory of social relations. The injunctions of ethics are principally
injunctions to do good for people, and for sentient beings more generally perhaps.
Henry Sidgwick may have exaggerated when asking rhetorically in his Methods
of Ethics whether anything can really be good if it has no effect - direct or indirect,
actual or potential - on any being’s state of consciousness. Perhaps we can
contrive contorted examples to show some such things to be good, in that more
abstract sense. But our duty to promote that good would be severely attenuated
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by such contortions and contrivances. Forced to choose between a good that is
good for someone and a good that is good for no-one, morality would almost
invariably lead us to prefer the former to the latter.
Therein lies the great appeal of utilitarianism, as the theory of the good most
standardly used to fill out the larger consequentialist framework. There is a sense
of ‘utilitarianism’, associated with architects and cabinet-makers, which equates
it to the ‘functional’ and makes it the enemy of the excellent and the beautiful.
Yet therein lies one of the great advantages of utilitarianism as a theory of the
good: by running everything through people’s preferences and interests more
generally, it is non-committal as between various more specific theories of the
good that people might embrace, and it is equally open to all of them.
Where the utilitarian theory does draw the line is in insisting that to be good
something must be good, somehow, for someone. ‘Utility’, in its most general
sense, means merely ‘useful’. Why, it quite reasonably asks, should we ever require
gestures that are of no earthly use to anyone, anyway? Yet any moral theory or
religious dogma or aesthetic principle that refused to put considerations of utility
and usefulness squarely at its centre must necessarily run the risk of requiring
just such empty gestures, from time to time. It is no accident that precisely that
attack on ‘principles adverse to that of utility’ comes right up front in Jeremy
Bentham's Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation, following hard
on the heels of the introduction of the ‘principle of utility’ itself (Bentham, 1823).
It was in Bentham’s day, and remains in our own, the very best argument for a
utility-based moral theory.
In one obvious respect, though, that argument raises as many problems as it
solves. It is well and good to equate utility with usefulness. But that leaves the
further glaring question, ‘Useful for what?’ A very large part of the later history
of utilitarian doctrine can be read as an attempt to answer that one very simple
taunt.
The initial answer - Bentham’s own, borrowed in turn from the proto-utili
tarians Hobbes and Hume - was to equate utility with usefulness in promoting
pleasure and avoiding pain. That is ‘hedonic’ (or ‘hedonistic’) utilitarianism. That
is the version that most readily invited caricature by the sophisticated and highminded. The vision of a mad assembly of pleasure hogs constantly out for a buzz
is not a pretty picture.
Such caricatures would have most bite, philosophically, if hedonic utilitarians
actually claimed - and still more if, by the logic of their theory, they were somehow
committed to claiming - that people should be hedonists. Like all good caricatures,
though, that is an exaggeration. Hedonic utilitarianism needs make no such
claim. At most, writers like Bentham would merely assert as a baldly empirical
proposition that people are in fact hedonists, driven by pleasures and pains, and
that our moral theories must respect that fact about them. Ethical hedonism is in
that way derived only very loosely from a hypothesis, of an essentially contingent
sort, of psychological hedonism.
Benthamite utilitarianism can thus be characterized as an exercise in inferring
exceptionable moral conclusions from exceptionable psychological premises. The
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error is well worth caricaturing. The caricature, however, is principally of
Benthamite psychology, not of the structure of Benthamite ethics as such. In
principle, any other more credible theory about the true sources of personal
satisfaction or indeed of the good for human beings can be fitted into the basic
structure of Benthamite ethics. Once that is done, the substance of the ethical
conclusions may well have altered, but the structure of the ethic will not.
The most standard modern substitution replaces Bentham’s own hedonistic
psychology with a notion of ‘preference satisfaction’. The idea here is that what
is - and, to give the idea ethical bite, preference utilitarians must add ‘and
should be’ - maximized is not the balance of pleasures over pains, but rather the
satisfaction of preferences more generally. The latter subsumes the former, for the
great majority of cases where Bentham’s hedonistic psychology-cum-ethic was
indeed on broadly the right track. But it also leaves room to account for those
cases in which it was not.
We sometimes engage in acts of self-sacrifice, donating hard-earned dollars to
charity, or standing aside so other more deserving claimants can secure their just
rewards, or throwing ourselves on live hand grenades to save comrades from
certain death. It might cynically be said that, in the end. we perform all such acts
of kindness towards others for our own ulterior purposes - if only to ease our own
consciences. Still, whatever satisfaction we get out of those acts is not readily
described in crassly hedonistic terms. Likewise, when a marathon runner endures
great agony to turn in a personal best time or when Republican prisoners undergo
torture instead of betraying their comrades, the satisfaction they derive is again
ill described in hedonistic terms.
The way to describe these cases, for the modern utility theorist under the spell
of the modem micro-economist, is in terms of ‘preference satisfaction’. Insofar as
a person happens to have preferences that go beyond (or even counter to) that
person's hedonistic pleasures, satisfying those preferences is nonetheless a source
of utility for that person. For the preference utilitarian, just as for the hedonic
utilitarian, there is nothing in the theory that says that people should have those
sorts of preferences. It is just a theory about what follows, morally, if they happen
to do so. It is good - good for them - to have their preferences satisfied, whatever
those preferences might be.
Now, highbrows may still say that that is a pretty impoverished theory of the
good. And in many way it is. It makes the good equivalent to the desired,
reducing everything to a question of consumer demand. Even in his essay entitled
Utilitarianism, John Stuart Mill could not help chafing at that conclusion. Surely
there are some things - truth, beauty, love, friendship - that are good, whether
or not people happen to desire them.
There is a band of self-styled ‘ideal utilitarians’, taking their lead from G. E.
Moore’s Principia Ethica, making precisely that claim the centrepiece of an osten
sibly utilitarian philosophy. But the further this theory distances itself from classic
hedonic utilitarianism, and the closer it comes to embracing an aesthetic ideal
regardles of whether or not that is good for any living being, the less credible this
analysis is as an ethical theory.
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A more convincing response to broadly the same challenge comes from ‘welfare
utilitarians’, who would have us talk in terms of the satisfaction of interests rather
than of mere preferences. Here again, those two standards broadly converge: the
former model subsumes the latter for that great majority of cases in which people
see their interests clearly and prefer them to be satisfied. Where, through some
defect of cognition or of will, the two standards diverge, welfare utilitarianism
would suppress short-sighted preference satisfaction in favour of protecting
people’s long-term welfare interests.
That model must be stated fairly carefully. We must not construe ‘welfare
interests’ so narrowly, and give them such strong priority, that people are never
allowed to spend their savings - not even for that thing for which they had been
saving. Considered consumption acts might promote a person’s welfare, too. So
much emphasis here must fall upon the demonstration of defects of cognition or
will, in allowing us to suppress preference-based standards in favour of interestbased standards of utility. We must talk in terms of what the person would have
chosen in some ‘ideal choice situation’, characterized by perfect information,
strong will, settled preferences, and such like.
But such ideal choice situations are rarely actualized. When they are not,
there is at least a case to be made for focusing on interests rather than just
preferences as the right standard of utility. Welfare interests need not be all that
far removed from preferences, though. The most credible characterization depicts
them as simply being abstracted from actual and possible preferences. Welfare
interests consist just in that set of generalized resources that will be necessary for
people to have before pursuing any of the more particular preferences that they
might happen to have. Health, money, shelter, sustenance, and such like are all
demonstrably welfare interests of this sort, useful resources whatever people’s
particular projects and plans.
This move does not address the full range of concerns that motivated the ideal
utilitarians, to be sure. By welfarist standards, truth and beauty and such like will
qualify for protection and promotion only insofar as they can be construed to be
in people’s welfare interests. No doubt they can, at least to some extent. But no
doubt Moore and his followers would want that endorsement to be far less
qualified.
Still, the welfare-utilitarian move has gone far toward meeting the larger style
of challenge posed by the ideal utilitarians. What made their objection particularly
forceful was the proposition - surely undeniable - that there must be more to
utility than what people happen to want, at any particular moment. Welfare
utilitarians, by abstracting from people’s actual wants to their more generalized
welfare interests, has given that intuitively appealing broader notion of utility
some practical content.
The path that has led us to the characterization of utility as welfare max
imization may seem a long and circuitous one. But however winding the path,
notice that that ultimate conclusion chimes nicely with the basic insight with
which we began. Utility is essentially a matter of usefulness; and the whole point
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of the generalized resources that welfare utilitarians strive to protect is that they
are so very useful to such a wide range of life plans.
Utilitarianism of whatever stripe is, first and foremost, a standard for judging
public action - action which, whether performed by private individuals or public
officials, affects various other people besides just yourself. True, utilitarianism may
have some implications for purely private affairs. It may lay upon us a duty (a
duty to ourselves) to maximize our own utility, even if no-one else’s is affected.
In the case of preference utilitarianism, that duty would seem pretty vacuous: it
would amount to no more than a duty to do what we want to do, anyway. But
in the case of welfare utilitarianism it might have more bite, paternalistically
laying upon us a duty to look out for our own welfare interests, even if we were
not so inclined.
Whatever its application to the purely private case, though, the utilitarian
doctrine really comes into its own in public settings. When our actions will affect
various people in various different ways, it is the characteristically utilitarian
conclusion that the right action is that which maximizes utility (however con
strued) summed impersonally across all those affected by that action. That is the
standard that we are to use, individually, in choosing our own actions. That is,
more importantly, the standard that public policy-makers are to use when making
collective choices impinging on the community as a whole.
One step in that procedure - summing utilities - has been the subject of much
discussion. Aggregating individual utilities into some overall measure of social
utility is an obviously tricky business, presupposing comparability of several sorts.
It presupposes, first, comparability across goods, so that everyone can compare for
themselves the utility that they derive from apples versus oranges. It presupposes,
second, comparability across people, so we can say whether what I have lost is
more or less than you have gained in consequence of some particular action. Both
comparability claims have been queried from time to time, but the latter has
proven particularly contentious.
Basically, the problem is that we do not have utility meters implanted into our
foreheads that can be read like electricity meters by anyone who wants to see
what sort of a charge is flowing through at any particular moment. Instead, every
mind is inscrutable to every other mind. Insofar as utility refers essentially to a
state of mind (and hedonic or preference-based standards of utility clearly do: even
‘satisfying the preferences of my dead friend’ requires me to judge, counterfactually, ‘what he would have thought’), taking a utility reading requires me to
get inside someone else’s head. Only in that way can I calibrate his utility scale
and mine so they are measuring in comparable units. Clearly, I can say whether
a pinprick is or is not worse for me than a broken arm. But there is no Archimedean
point from which I can say, unequivocally, whether my broken arm is worse for
me than your pinprick is for you. That is what we mean when we talk about the
‘impossibility-of interpersonal utility comparisons’.
Were we to refuse to engage in such interpersonal utility comparisons, the
practical consequences would be dire. We would be left with nothing but weak
orderings of alternatives, of the sort recommended by Pareto and myriad econ
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omists following him. Without interpersonal utility comparisons, the most we
could say would be that one alternative is better than another if everyone is at
least as well off and at least one person better off, in their own terms, under it.
One disadvantage of that formula is that it is rarely satisfied, and hence it simply
leaves most alternatives unranked. Another disadvantage is that it builds a deeply
conservative bias into our decision rule, since without some mechanism for
making interpersonal comparisons we can never justify redistributions by saying
that the gainers gained more than the losers lost.
There is no need to rush headlong into the economist’s camp at this point,
though. There are available various genuine solutions, and not mere Paretian
evasions, to the problem of interpersonal utility comparisons. Many turn on
technical tricks, of one sort or another. The simplest and most interesting, however,
is merely to point out that the problem is a problem only for hedonic or preference
utilitarians. They are the ones asking us to get inside someone else’s head. Welfare
utilitarians, by abstracting from people’s actual preferences, definitely are not. We
can know what is in people’s interests, in this most general sense, without knowing
what in particular is inside their heads. Furthermore, at some suitably general
level at least, one person’s list of necessary basic resources reads much like anyone
else’s. Whereas preferences, pleasures and pains are highly idiosyncratic, welfare
interests are highly standardized. All that goes a very long w ay toward helping
to solve the problem of making interpersonal utility comparisons.
The basic utilitarian formula, as I have said, asks us to sum utilities imper
sonally across everyone affected. Historically, most criticism has focused on the
problem of comparing those utilities that are to be summed. Recently, criticism
has come to focus on the impersonality of such summation itself. In the utilitarian
formula, a utile is a utile is a utile - whether it is your own, your daughter’s, your
neighbour’s or some starving Eritrean’s. What we ought to do, individually and
collectively, is for the utilitarian therefore independent of any consideration of
who we are or of any special duties that might arise from that fact. According to
the standard caricature, everyone in a utilitarian scheme is in principle inter
changeable for anyone else. Such impersonality is widely thought to rankle.
Impersonality has an attractive side, too, though. Putting your thumb on the
scales on your own behalf, or on behalf of those of whom you are fond, is not a
particularly pretty picture, morally. So opponents of impersonality must first
show that, rankle though it may and unnaturally though it may come to us,
impersonality is not the morally right stance, nonetheless. They would be wrong
to assume that leading the moral life is always going to be easy, or that it will
always come naturally.
Having laid that challenge, utilitarians can go on to say, perfectly properly,
that as a purely pragmatic matter their calculations will often lead us to show
some apparent favouritism toward those near and dear to us. It is easier to know
what people nearby need, and how best we can help; it is easier to get the necessary
aid to them efficiently, without losing too much in the process; and so on. Those
are purely contingent, pragmatic considerations, to be sure. In the ideal world,
they may be absent. But in the real world, they are powerfully present. Given those
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facts, it makes a good deal of utilitarian sense to assign particular responsibilities for
particular people and projects to other people near to hand. The utilitarian’s point
here is simply that those special responsibilities are not moral primitives but rather
that they are derived from broader utilitarian considerations.
In similar fashion, it has often been said in criticism of utilitarianism that its
impersonal summation of utilities renders it insensitive to the distribution of
utilities across people. A distribution that gives everything to one person and
nothing to another would, by that standard, be better than one that gives both
equal shares, just so long as the utility sum in the former case turns out to be
higher than that in the latter case. That is the objection from the left. Analogously,
the objection from the right is that utilitarianism would license radical redis
tribution of people’s property (even their body parts - gruesome stories of manda
tory redistributions of corneas and kidneys have been conjured up here) just
depending upon the utility sums. Both left and right think that we need a notion
of rights, constraining utilitarian maximizing, to protect us against outcomes of
one sort or the other.
Here again, the utilitarian response appeals pragmatically to utterly contingent
and baldly empirical facts. The crucial one in reassuring the left is that most goods
(food, money, whatever) yield ‘diminishing marginal utility’ - i.e. the utility that
you derive from the first unit is higher than that you derive from the second, and
so on. After a half dozen ice cream cones, you start to feel distinctly ill. After a
few million dollars, another dollar would be little more than litter to you. The
consequence of diminishing marginal utility (combined with certain other plaus
ible assumptions) is that a poor person - one who does not already have many
units of the good - would derive more utility from any given unit of the good than
would a rich person. That, in turn, provides a utilitarian rationale for more rather
than less egalitarian distributions of goods and resources. It makes the value of
equality derivative (and in a pragmatic, empirically contingent way, at that) from
the value of utility. But it produces egalitarian conclusions of the sort leftists
demand, at least.
Whether we should achieve equality by radical redistribution of present hold
ings, violating property rights in ways feared by the right, is perhaps another
matter. Utilitarians would recognize the value of stability and security in planning
our own lives and in anticipating the ways that others’ life plans will affect our
own. So, for reasons first given by Bentham and Hume and reiterated frequently
since, we may be reluctant - again, for purely derivative, empirically contingent
reasons - to redistribute property radically, even if we are utilitarians.
These two implications of utilitarianism obviously pull in opposite directions.
But it is no contradiction to say that there are utilitarian considerations both for
and against any particular policy. Furthermore, there is considerable advantage
in being able to say that there is one common standard - utilitarianism underlying arguments both for and against, and hence capable of adjudicating
the conflict. Utilitarianism in that way provides some rational basis for making
what all too often seem to be no more than arbitrary value trade-offs, in such
situations.
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It is right that my discussion of the utility principle should end on the topic of
public policies. For it is principally as a guide to public policymakers that utili
tarianism was originally - and still is most persuasively - proposed. Bentham’s
introduction was, after all, to the principles of morals and legislation; and judging
from his voluminous subsequent works, it is clear that it was always legislators
and judges and other public officials for whom Bentham was principally writing.
‘What should we do, collectively?’ is much more the characteristically utilitarian
question than is ‘How should I live, personally?’
Seen as a standard for public rather than private choice, the utility principle
evades a great many of the hackneyed objections often posed against it. Utilitarian
calculations may well require us to violate people’s rights, in certain extreme
cases; and individuals might find themselves in just such an extreme case, from
time to time. But governments, which by their nature must make general policies
to cover standardized cases, will not find themselves responding to those rare and
extreme cases. In legislating for the more common, standard sort of case, public
policymakers will very much more often than not find that the requirements of
the utility principle and those of Ten Commandment deontologists will dovetail
nicely.
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i

Introduction

G e o r g e E l i o t in Middlemarch writes of her heroine Dorothea Brooke that ‘Her
mind was theoretic, and yearned by its nature after some lofty conception of the
world which might frankly include the parish of Tipton and her own rule of
conduct there; she was enamoured of intensity and greatness, and rash in embrac
ing whatever seemed to her to have those aspects.’ Dorothea marries Reverend
Casaubon, whom she soon discovers to be dull and insecure. Casaubon becomes
so dependent on Dorothea that if she revealed her real opinion, he might commit
suicide. Locked in a bad marriage of her own choosing, Dorothea resigns herself
to small, private moments of happiness. When she meets Will Ladislaw and finds
love, she considers abandoning her husband. For most of the novel, Dorothea
struggles with herself and agonizes over questions like, ‘What kind of person
would I be if I leave him? If I stay?’
It is just such questions of how one ought to live in shaping one’s own
character that have recently engaged moral philosophy. Some moral philosophers
have become frustrated with the narrow, impersonal form of the hitherto dominant
moral theories of utilitarianism and Kantianism and have revived the neglected
tradition of ‘virtue theory’. Previously, ethical theory had two concerns. First, it
tended to focus on internecine warfare between utilitarianism and deontology.
Second, it often abandoned ethical theory altogether. This occurred either by a
‘descent’ to ethical issues without mention of any theoretical base or by an ‘ascent’
to descriptions of words and concepts without regard to implications for action.
In such theories, considerations of character were notably absent. As Lawrence
Blum says, ‘It is especially striking that utilitarianism, which seems to advocate
that each person devote his or her entire life to the achievement of the greatest
possible good or happiness of all people, has barely attempted to provide a
convincing description of what it would be like to live that sort of life.’ (Blum,
1988.) It is just this goal, describing types of character which we might admire,
that virtue theory seeks.
Although ‘virtue’ sounds antiquated (non-philosophers would use words such
as ‘integrity’ or ‘character’), questions about personal character clearly occupy a
central place in ethics. Such questions concern what a ‘good person’ would do in
real-life situations. Champions of virtue, while not necessarily rejecting utili
tarianism or rights-based theories, believe that those traditions ignore those central
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features of ordinary moral life involving character. Dorothea’s answer to the
question of what she ought to do, they say, has nothing to do with calculations
of utility, balancing interests, or resolving conflicts of rights. Her problem concerns
the kind of person she is.
Utilitarians often defensively reply that their theory implies that one should
strive for good character because the possession of good moral traits by most
people maximizes general utility. Such a reply misses the point. Take almost
anyone regarded as having admirable moral character. Next ask about the expla
nation of why this person’s approach to life should be a model for others. The
answer is never that the person has a personal goal of maximizing utility. If the
utilitarian agrees, the question then arises: how is utility relevant to forming
character? Considerations of utility rarely enter into the thinking of ‘saints’ or
‘heroes’. Although utilitarianism has important answers to questions, say, of
public health or medical triage, it doesn’t explain the ‘data’ of the life of character
and its issues of courage, compassion, personal loyalty, and vice.
Dorothea’s situation illustrates two other aspects of virtue theory. First, one
might concentrate on the general question of the nature of virtue. Is there some
core quality which Dorothea shares with other good people? Some master virtue?
Christianity often held that humility was such a master virtue (and pride the
master vice).
Second, one might look at specific virtues or traits, especially as they conflict.
Dorothea is pulled in one direction by what was called ‘fidelity’ in the Middle Ages,
‘steadfastness’ in Victorian times, and might be called ‘loyalty’ today. This virtue
conflicts with something pulling Dorothea the other way, her desire for autonomy.
Considered in isolation, both traits are good: loyalty can get Dorothea through
the inevitable rough spots in her marriage, autonomy can prevent her from being
a doormat.
Questions of this sort would ask whether a good person can ever divorce simply
because of incompatibility, especially in a marriage without cruelty or abuse.
Moreover, Dorothea’s situation is complicated (as is usual in the dilemmas of
moral life) because her husband will be irremediably, perhaps fatally, hurt if
Dorothea defects. More commonly, children will be harmed. Resolution of her
dilemma partly depends on how she answers the question of how a good person
in her situation should rank the virtues of loyalty and autonomy.

ii

Anscombe and MacIntyre

The revival of interest in virtue in the 1980s was sparked by the earlier work of two
philosophers, Elizabeth Anscombe and Alasdair MacIntyre. In 1958, Anscombe
argued that historical notions of morality - of moral duty and obligation, of ‘ought’
in general - were unintelligible today. The world-views within which such notions
formerly made sense no longer held sway, but their ethical progeny persisted
regardless. Such anchorless ‘children’ have become contorted into doctrines such
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as ‘Act not to satisfy any want of yours but simply because it’s morally right to
do so’. For Anscombe, such doctrines are not only not good, they are actually
harmful. Virtue perniciously becomes an end in itself, unattached to human needs
or desires.
Alasdair MacIntyre agreed with Anscombe and carried her analysis further. In
his view, modern societies have inherited no single ethical tradition from the past,
but fragments of conflicting traditions: we are Platonic perfectionists in saluting
gold medallists in the Olympics: utilitarians in applying the principle of triage to
the wounded in war; Lockeans in affirming rights over property: Christians in
idealizing charity, compassion and equal moral worth: and followers of Kant and
Mill in affirming personal autonomy. No wonder that intuitions conflict in moral
philosophy. No wonder people feel confused.
Instead of this hodgepodge, MacIntyre would revive a neo-Aristotelian account
of human good which would ground and sustain a set of virtues. Such an account
would also provide a conception of a meaningful life. The common question,
'What is the meaning of life?’ is almost always a question about how those asking
the questions can feel they have a place in life in which they are emotionally
committed to those around them, in which their work expresses their natures,
and in which individual good connects to some larger project which began before
a life and which continues after it. MacIntyre’s answer is that such meaning
comes - as do the excellences which are the virtues and which sustain the
prospering of rational societies - when a person belongs to a moral tradition which
allows for a narrative order of a single life and which depends for its existence on
standards of excellence in certain practices.
For example, medicine has a moral tradition dating back at least to Hippocrates
and Galen. This tradition sets out what a physician is supposed to do when a
patient comes bleeding into the emergency room or a plague begins. Within this
tradition, physicians’ lives can achieve a certain unity or ‘narrative’. They can
look backwards (and forward) and see how their lives made (make) a difference.
Moreover, medicine has its internal ‘practices’ which allow for intrinsic pleasure
beyond its extrinsic rewards: the deft surgical hand, the perspicacious diagnosis
of the esoteric disease, the esteem of a great teacher by students. Contrast this life
with that of a worker on an assembly line making plastic bolts, who has suddenly
seen his factory close. MacIntyre contends that only in certain kinds of societies,
just as in only certain kind of jobs, can the virtues prosper.

iii

The historical foundation of virtue theory

It is impossible to understand modern virtue theory without some understanding
of the history of ethics. The ancient Greeks (mainly Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle)
made three kinds of contributions. First, they focused on virtues (traits of character)
as the subject of ethics. For example, Plato’s Republic described the virtues encour
aged by democracy, oligarchy, tyranny, and meritocracy. Second, they analysed
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specific virtues such as the ‘cardinal’ (major) ones of courage, temperance, wisdom,
and justice (we will discuss ancient views of courage later). Third, they ranked
types of character, e.g. Aristotle classified human character into five types, ranging
from the great-souled man to the moral monster.
In the thirteenth century, Thomas Aquinas synthesized Aristotelianism and
Christian theology. Aquinas added the ‘theological virtues’ of faith, hope, and
charity to the cardinal virtues. Ancient Greek ethics, however, was secular,
whereas Aquinas ultimately gave a theological justification of virtues. He is a half
way point between the naturalistic view of character of the ancient Greeks and
the hostility to naturalism of Kant.
During the Enlightenment, Kant tried to derive morality from pure reason
itself. Although Aquinas claimed that truths of morality could be known by reason
alone, he sometimes was forced to appeal to God’s existence and nature. Kant
later tried to avoid such appeals and to discover an essence of moral character of virtue or good character - which transcended any particular set of virtues or
any particular historical society.
Kant decided that virtuous people act precisely from, and because of, respect
for a moral law which is ‘universalizable’ (see Article 14, k a n t i a n e t h i c s ).
When they are acting in their highest capacity as pure rational agents, Kant
thought - at least on one interpretation - that people emphatically do not act on
ordinary desires, even desires to be known as a good person, or because it makes
them feel good to ease suffering. On this view, Kant wanted an account of moral
character above and beyond the contingent desires fostered by particular societies
at specific times in history. Thus, he was left with a very abstract, but also very
hollow, position.
Modern virtue theorists think Kant went wrong here and that modern moral
philosophy has followed listlessly in his wake. Rather than seeing Kant as a
beginning of an ethical tradition, they see him as its reductio ad absurdum. Utili
tarianism commits a spill-over mistake, identifying Kant’s abstract duty with the
greatest good for the greatest number, and ignoring the problem of how acting
on such a duty relates to problems of character, such as being deficient in
compassionate feelings. As Joel Kupperman says, ‘Despite the opposition between
Kantians and consequentialists, it is easy for someone who is reading some of the
works of either school to get the picture of an essentially faceless ethical agent
who is equipped by theory to make moral choices that lack psychological con
nection with either the agent’s past or future.’ (Kupperman, 1988.)
In an influential paper, Susan Wolf argued for a stronger point than that
utilitarianism merely omits reference to character. She argued that it actually
entails an ideal character at which it would be neither good nor rational to aim.
A utilitarian saint, who devoted maximal time and money to saving the starving,
would be a boring, one-dimensional person who missed out on the non-moral
goods of life such as participation in sports or reading history. In striving to
maximize aid to humanity, such saints would devote all their spare time to
altruistic acts, leaving no time for the many self-enhancing acts which normally
make life rich and satisfying.
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iv Eliminatism
Anscombe and MacIntyre sometimes talked as if principle-based ethics had to be
abandoned altogether and that a correct account of virtue could accomplish this.
Such ‘eliminatism’ still holds the allegiance of those who would believe they can
resurrect in modern life the virtues of the Aristotelian polis or the code of the
eighteenth-century aristocrat.
This way of thinking often ignores, among many other problems, the fact
that the Aristotelian and aristocratic societies were not democracies. Indeed, the
accounts of virtues given by aristocrats such as Aristotle and Hume were ideali
zations of the behaviour of their times, not descriptions. Those who wish for a
‘return’ to the polis or Scottish Enlightenment are not returning to real societies,
but to ancient books.
Still, it is argued by some that an account of virtues is possible which is
compatible with democracy and which can still dispense with talk of rights and
principles in ethics. Instead we would only talk about what is noble, good,
honourable, ‘appropriate’, and in taste. Is this not possible?
To show that it is not possible, we will discuss courage as an example.

v

Courage

Any discussion of how one ought to live needs to consider at some point the
importance of courage in a life. Here two interesting questions appear. First, can
one try to be courageous without knowing what courage is? Second, how is
courage connected to other things, such as other virtues and knowledge?
Philosophical discussion of courage can be traced to Plato’s dialogue Laches,
in which Socrates debates the Athenian generals Laches and Nicias over the
correct definition of courage. Courage was certainly esteemed as a virtue before
Socrates, e.g. among Homer’s warriors, but in the fifth century b c e its nature had
become a problem. When the Athenian navy brought home strange ideas and
customs from the world, the Sophists begin to teach that standards of courage
varied from society to society, century to century.
Against them, Socrates, Plato and Aristotle argue that courage is a timeless
value trait. In the Laches, Socrates embarrassed the Athenian generals, who first
incorrectly identify it with stereotypic behaviour associated with courage (rescuing
babies from burning houses), and who then fail to appreciate the difference
between facing any fear and facing worthy fears. For Socrates, courage requires
wisdom and hence cannot serve evil goals.
Socrates also defends the controversial claim that courage serves an indi
vidual’s self-interest. As John Mackie has argued in his book, Ethics: Inventing
Right and Wrong, if one developed the disposition to calculate when courage served
one’s interest and when it did not, the disposition would neither be real courage
nor one which would serve one’s real interests (This problem of calculation is also
discussed by Philip Pettit in Article 19, c o n s e q u e n t i a l i s m .)
Notice that the question here is not between courage and daring. The difference
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between these two is precisely that courage involves acting to further an ethical
ideal, whereas the daring of the clever jewel thief does not. The controversial
question about courage and worthy ideals is really about whether courage is
courage when serving the ‘wrong’ ideals.

vi

Eliminatism, again

So now we return to the question of eliminatism, i.e. to whether an ethical theory
based entirely on character can do all the work of ethics. Let us approach this
question by asking whether an officer in the Confederacy could be courageous
during the American Civil War. On an ideal-neutral analysis of courage, he can.
Courage here is simply facing risks for some ideal, not necessarily the right one.
Most people would regard the officer as fighting for the wrong ideal because
the Confederacy depended on slavery. So then, presumably, Socrates would say
that the Confederate officer wasn’t truly courageous. But, alas, this is precisely
what Socrates would not say. For all the great ancient philosophers thought slavery
was natural and correct. Indeed, the lifestyle of the virtues of the aristocrats in
the polis in part depended on the existence of it. The ancient Greeks had the wrong
moral principle about relations between humans, and there seems no easy w ay in
which their theory of character can be developed to do the work of this principle.
When we read the ancient Greeks, we are impressed by their sense of developing
themselves according to ideals of beauty, courage, and nobility. Ancient Greek
ethics was perfectionistic in stressing the perfection of the polis, the individual,
and the future of man. Such perfectionism scorns the equality of democracies.
There is simply no way fully to emulate ancient Greek ideals of character and also
to act on principles of moral equality between humans (much less humans and
animals).
The German philosopher Frederich Nietzsche also wrote about trying to shape
our character with pride and style. Here again we find a perfectionistic ideal of
character which is incompatible with moral equality. Indeed, Nietzsche’s ideal is
more notable for what it rejected (Judeo-Christian ethics) than what it posited.
But even Nietzsche seemed unaware of just how a thoroughgoing anti-Christian
ideal of character would look. He is aware that his Ubermensch (‘Superman’)
would lack what Hume called ‘the monkish virtues’ such as humility and chastity,
but he seems not to appreciate that compassion is a virtue historically indebted
to ‘monkish’ traditions such as Judaism, Christianity, and Buddhism. From his
Zarathustran heights, the great-souled man may at times help the insignificant
poor out of his power and magnaminity simply because he feels like doing so. But
more likely he will think that their ways of feeling and thinking do not count
morally and will find them expendable. Thus ideals of character alone cannot do
all the work of ethics.
On the other hand, if one were willing to define courage in a non-Socratic
fashion, as capable of serving any ideal or goal, then the problem vanishes. This
problem arises only if such virtues as courage and wisdom must do all the work
of ethics.
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The point could also be made by thinking about the role of rights to privacy
and liberty in modern societies. Some rights of non-interference and some liberties
are necessary to the minimally smooth functioning of modem society as we know
it. The reason it is wrong to steal property or force hysterectomies on unsuspecting
women cannot be totally explained by discussing the vices of criminals. Something
must be said about why such actions violate the rights of victims. So eliminatism
fails in virtue theory, although this leaves quite a lot of room for virtue theory to
operate.

vii

Essentialism

A related question concerns whether all virtues are excellences because of their
connection to a single dominant telos (goal) of humankind. This question arises
from attempts to revive neo-Aristotelian accounts of virtues which posit one true
aim of a perfectly good life. One way to address this issue is to ask, as did Socrates
and Aristotle, whether all virtues share a ’master virtue’. Alternatively, all virtues
might share not necessarily a virtue, but some common essence, such as common
sense. Aristotle thought a stupid man could truly have no virtue, and this point
shows his difference with Christian accounts.
In recent times, Edmund Pincoffs has argued for a ‘functionalist’ account of
virtues. In his account, the real virtues are those necessary to living well in any
of several forms of ‘common life’. On his view, a core of virtues exist which are
necessary for the flourishing of any form of society at any time in history.
Nevertheless, there seems no more plausible reason why all virtues must share
some quality than that all goods must share some quality. Virtues may be seen
as skilled excellences and there are myriad things at which one can excel. The
idea that there ‘must’ be a core of all virtue is really the assumption in disguise
that there is only one good way to live or one correct way for society to develop.
But there are many possible worlds for the future: each would have different mixes
of institutions and practices, each would need different kinds of virtues for its ideal
development.
For example, in frontier societies, great heroes were often highly intelligent
people who functioned beautifully outside the tight bounds of civilized cities with
their churches, weddings, schools, lawyers, stores, police, and factories. Such
frontier heroes lived by a simple hard code (horse thieves must be caught and
killed, ‘savages’ are the enemy, each person pulls his own weight). When the
frontiers became civilized, such heroes often found that their characters did not
fit the society they had helped create. Society had required their types, and then
moved on.

viii

Moral feelings, desires, wants

Virtue theorists often examine the motivation of moral actions in kinds of desires
and feelings. In a seminal essay, Jonathan Bennett discusses the role of feelings
or empathy in ethical life. He discusses the conflict between compassion and moral
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duty of Huckleberry Finn and Nazi SS leader Heinrich Himmler. The morality of
Huck’s time compelled him to turn in the runaway slave Jim. with whom Huck
had become friends. In contrast, Himmler urged SS generals to overrule their
human revulsion at killing Jews for their higher duty to the Fatherland. Bennett
argues for the anti-Kantian conclusion that Huck rightfully heeded his affection
for Jim, not his morality, whereas Himmler’s generals should have heeded their
feelings more. A moral theory which only explains this problem as a cognitive
mistake (Huck should have transcended his time and just ‘seen’ that slavery was
evil) does not address the issue which Bennett presses home.
Bennett also discusses the American fire-and-brimstone theologian Jonathan
Edwards, who wrote that part of the special pleasures of the saved in heaven will
be watching the torments of the damned below (‘the seeing of the calamities of
others tends to heighten the sense of our own enjoyments’.) Bennett writes that
Edwards seems to have had absolutely no sympathy for the eternal suffering of
the damned. For Bennett, Edwards is inferior to Himmler because at least Himmler
felt something.
This theme leads to a common defect in non-virtue theories. On theories of
duty or principle, it is theoretically possible that a person could, robot-like, obey
every moral rule and lead the perfectly moral life. In this scenario, one would be
like a perfectly programmed computer (perhaps such people do exist, and are
products of perfect moral educations). In contrast, in virtue theory, we need to
know much more than the outer shell of behaviour to make such judgements, i.e.
we need to know what kind of a person is involved, how the person thinks of
other people, how he or she thinks of his or her own character, how the person
feels about past actions, and also how the person feels about actions not done.
For example, almost everyone goes through life without becoming a murderer
(‘the outer shell’), yet types of character of non-murderers differ significantly. The
person who is frequently tempted to murder because of a hot temper, but refrains
from doing so for moral reasons, does not seem like a higher moral type. It is far
superior never to want, simply because of minor slights, to kill people at all. Better
still is the person who would not kill and who mourns innocent lives when
murdered.

ix

Character, self, and society

Action does not occur in a political vacuum. Virtue theory also studies how
different kinds of societies encourage different virtues and vices. One could
approach Dorothea’s dilemma much more globally by asking whether the limited
choices offered her in Victorian society were just. Some modern feminist phil
osophers pursue similar themes in discussing whether the traditional virtues and
vices of women are praiseworthy. Past feminists have advocated androgynous
ideals and promoted only human virtues, not male or female virtues. More
recently, some feminists have rejected androgynous ideals and returned to the
idea that some virtues (nurturing, compassion) may be more open to women than
men (See Article 43, t h e i d e a o f a f e m a l e e t h i c .)
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In looking at character, one may both be ‘philosophical’ in looking globally
at societies or ‘philosophical’ in being personal and looking at character from
‘within’. How much can a person shape his or her own character?
It is clear that this discussion presupposes that some people have some capacity
to shape thfeir own character. Some philosophers dispute this, arguing that while
individual acts may be free, character is a fixed aspect of humans. In reply, it can
be agreed that not everyone has the ability to change, or even to modify, character.
However, so long as the critic admits that one act can be free, then the possibility
remains open that this act could initiate change in character.
Moreover, our systems of moral praise and blame, our development of manners,
and our assumptions about free will, all assume that people can deliberately shape
or corrupt their own characters. How much people can change their traits and
characters is a subject beyond the scope of this essay, but a sketch of an answer
is that situations of crisis often force people to re-examine their basic values, as
Miss Brooke must do in her bad marriage when she falls in love with Will. When
lucky, people sometimes obtain insight into their problems and are supported by
resources for change (this is one value of psychotherapy). And it is a fact that
people do change - they stop drinking, become more compassionate, or become
mean. So it seems that change is possible. (See also Article 4 7 , t h e i m p l i c a t i o n s
OF D E T E R M I N I S M . )

It is a deep fault of non-virtue theories that they pay little or no attention to
the areas of life which form character. Perhaps the most important decisions in
such areas involve whether to marry, have children, be friends, and where to
work. Writers working in ethical traditions based on rights, utility, or Kantian
universalization have largely regarded such areas as involving non-moral choices.
But since ethics is about how we ought to live, and since such areas occupy so
much of how we live, is this not a colossal defect?
Modern philosophers are pursuing many questions about virtue, such as the
degree to which one is responsible for one’s own character, connections between
character and manners, connections between character and friendship, and analy
sis of specific traits such as forgiveness, loyalty, shame, guilt, and remorse. They
are even returning to analysis of traditional vices such as inordinate desires for
drugs, money, food, and sexual conquest, i.e. the traditional vices of intemperance,
greed, gluttony, and lust. The next decade will see many important works on
virtue.
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Rights
BRENDA ALM O N D

i

Historical introduction

T he Second World War involved violations of human rights on an unprecedented
scale but its ending saw the dawn of a new era for rights. Following their heyday
in the seventeenth century, when the idea of rights was propounded by such
writers as Grotius, Pufendorf and Locke, rights played a crucial role in the
revolutions of the late eighteenth century. In the nineteenth and early twentieth
century, however, appeal to rights was eclipsed by movements such as utili
tarianism and Marxism which could not, or would not, accommodate them.
The contemporary period has seen a further shift in their fortunes and today
they provide an accepted international currency for moral and political debate.
In many parts of the world, irrespective of cultural or religious traditions, when
issues of torture or terrorism, poverty or power are debated, the argument is very
often conducted in terms of rights and their violation. Within societies, too, rights
play an important role in the discussion of contentious moral issues: abortion,
euthanasia, legal punishment, our treatment of animals and of the natural world,
our obligations to each other and to future generations.
Whilst of comparatively recent vintage linguistically, rights belong to a tra
dition of ethical reasoning which goes back to antiquity. In relation to this
tradition, the overtones of the notion are legal rather than ethical. As shown by
Stephen Buckle in Article 13, n a t u r a l l a w , the roots of the conception of
universal human rights lie in the doctrine of natural law. The Greeks, in particular
the Stoic philosophers, recognized the possibility that actual human laws might
be unjust. They observed that laws varied from place to place, and concluded that
such existing laws - laws of convention - might be contrasted with a natural law
which was not variable or relative in this way, a law to which everyone had
access through the individual conscience, and a law by which actual laws in
particular times and places might be judged and sometimes found wanting.
While the Greeks themselves did not make such a transition, in fact this idea
of natural law readily generates the notion of natural rights as marking out an
area in which man-made laws, the laws of states, are subject to limits imposed by
a wider conception of justice. But it is significant that in ancient times it was this
concept of an inner person independent of social context that made Stoicism a
philosophy of special appeal to slaves - people who were most completely lacking
in public or social recognition of their rights.
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Later, the spread of the Roman Empire provided a wider legal and political
context in which the Roman jus gentium gave practical effect to this notion in a
system of law which applied to all, whatever their race, tribe or nationality.
A further element in the development of the conception of a moral law
independent of local enforcement was supplied by the respect for the individual
and for the individual conscience which was the hallmark of the Christian religion,
although Christians have divided on the question of whether that law is inde
pendent of God or a result of God's commandment. Either view, however, creates
a relationship between a human being and his or her conscience which may even
justify the rejection of a ruler by the ruled. This was strikingly illustrated by the
trial and execution of King Charles I in 1649, an event which some see as marking
the beginning of the modern notion of rights.
It was, however, the British philosopher John Locke who set out the claim to
rights to life, liberty and property which the Americans later included in their
Declaration of Independence of 17 76 . substituting for property, however, the
pursuit of happiness.
Following the French Revolution of 1789 the French National Assembly issued
a Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen, asserting the rights to liberty
and property, but adding security and resistance to oppression. It was in answer
to Burke's criticisms of that Revolution that Tom Paine, in 17 9 1, published The
Rights of Man.
Contemporary declarations of rights have been considerably more detailed and
far-reaching, taking the form of international agreements, some given legal force
by the states endorsing them, others being no more than statements of aspiration.
The European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms (1950) is an example of the first sort, with the International Court at
the Hague available to judge cases which are presented to it. The United Nations’
Declaration of Human Rights (1948) is an example of the second sort, although
it was later supported by more specific International Covenants on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights and on Civil and Political Rights (1976).
While the eighteenth-century notion of rights was protective and negative,
setting limits to the treatment which governments might mete out to their subjects,
the modern conception adds to these a positive element, by including rights to
various kinds of welfare goods. But since the provision of such items as education
or health requires taxation and an elaborate bureaucracy, this has led to a
bifurcation of rights. Where the older negative rights limited government, the
newer positive rights justify its expansion in the pursuit of greater social wealth,
comfort or economic advance. In practice, however, it was only the addition of
this second concept of rights that produced the endorsement necessary for the
United Nations and later the European agreements to emerge.

ii

The analysis of rights

While some welcome these developments, others see the widespread appeal of
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rights as an unwelcome proliferation of a notion which is either suspect or
redundant. Questions surrounding the issue, then, begin with a challenge to the
very meaningfulness of the notion. If this challenge is to be met, it is necessary to
offer, first of all, a satisfactory analysis of rights, and secondly a justification for
using this vocabulary. For rights are only one element in our moral vocabulary,
which includes also such terms as ‘duty’, ‘obligation’, ‘right’ (used as an adjective),
‘wrong’, ‘ought’, as well as terms which may be seen either as competitors to
‘rights’, or as an essential part of their meaning - terms such as ‘liberties’, ‘claims’,
‘immunities’, and ‘privileges’. If ‘rights’ can be translated without residue into
any of these terms, then it might seem that talk about rights is redundant.
Before considering these questions, however, it will be useful to make some
further distinctions. The practical discussions of rights referred to above are likely
to involve what are today called human rights. The justification of rights of this
sort is essentially ethical, although the international community, in attempting
to enshrine them in law, seeks to convert their justification into a matter of fact
and practice.
Within sovereign states, many rights are already a matter of legal fact in this
way. But not all legal rights are also moral rights, and many moral rights will
continue, even in a society which contains much agreement about matters of
behaviour, to exist only as moral rights and not as legal ones. A question about
the existence of a legal right is to be answered by establishing whether there are
legal rules detailing that right and specifying penalities for the violation of those
rules. (As the jurist H. L. A. Hart has pointed out, the validity of the legal rules
themselves is a further question, which may need to be settled by seeing whether
they are consistent with principles set out in a nation’s Constitution or Bill of
Rights, or, in countries which do not have a written Constitution, by appealing
to case law and precedent (Hart, 1976)).
There are many examples of purely legal rights, often merely matters of
technical qualification, but also including an important category of rights to do
things that morally one ought not to do. They may also include rights to do things
which are bad for one, so that a right cannot be defined as something to one’s
advantage. The existence of moral rights is disputed by some for reasons which
will be discussed below, but if there are moral rights, then these include rights
which no-one would ever think of converting into legal rights - such things, for
example, as a right to gratitude from a beneficiary, or a right to one’s own opinion
on some uncontentious matter of fact.
There are, then, three broad categories for discussion: universal human rights
(which are claimed as moral rights but also aspired to as legal rights); specific
legal rights; and specific moral rights. Within this framework, some further
questions can be identified:
1
2

What or who can be the subject of a right? Are there limitations on the kind
of being that may be said to have a right?
What kind of things can there be a right to? What is the content or object of
a right?
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What can be a ground for, or justification of, a rights? Or are rights selfjustifying, perhaps in a way that makes them ethically stronger than anything
from which they might be derived? If so, does this mean that there is a
possibility of grounding morality itself on rights?
Are rights inalienable?
Are rights ever absolute?

It will be clear that the answers to these questions may vary depending on which
of the three categories of rights is involved. A right is not a thing except in the
sense in which duties, obligations and promises are things. These are all abstract
nouns, better understood in terms of what they assert about human relationships
and human action. Some writers (for example, A. R. White) argue that sentences
including the word ‘right' are factual, and may therefore be judged true or false.
Others, however, including the Scandinavian realists Axel Hagerstrom and Karl
Olivecrona argue for an emotivist analysis. That is to say, they believe that to
assert a right is to take up a position rather than to state a fact. In contrast to
both, the American philosopher Ronald Dworkin proposes that they be interpreted
as special kinds of fact - moral facts - which, in analogy with card-games, may
be regarded as trumps in moral disputes. (Compare the discussion of ‘moral
trumps’ in Article 18, a n e t h i c o f p r i m a f a c i e d u t i e s .) For example, much
good might be achieved by deflecting an inheritance, but the right of an heir
prevents this being placed on the moral agenda. A similar point is made by Robert
Nozick when he describes rights as side-constraints. Libertarians in general regard
rights as setting important limits to the actions of government.
Rights are not, however, all of the same kind. To begin with, there are both
active and passive rights: rights to do things, and rights to have things done for
or to one. But the term covers rather more variety than this. It is usually
agreed that the differences include rights as claims, as powers, as liberties or as
immunities. The dominant meaning may well be ‘claim’ and in this, which is also
its narrowest sense, it is the correlative of ‘duty’. These distinctions are best
displayed in examples:
(i)

Claims: a right to have a loan repaid is a claim by a creditor which generates
a corresponding duty on the part of the debtor to make the repayment.
(ii) Powers: a right to distribute property by will is an example of a right which
is a power, carrying with it the ability to affect the rights of other people.
(iii) Liberties: the law may confer a liberty or privilege on individuals by not
imposing upon them a potentially burdensome requirement - for example,
giving evidence in a court of law against a spouse.
(iv) Immunities: a person may be protected from the actions of another: for
example, in the case of a trade unionist, a right to join a union is a guarantee
of immunity from the action of an employer who might seek to forbid this.
The most celebrated taxonomy of rights was provided by the jurist Wesley N.
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Hohfeld who set out the following table of jural correlatives and opposites:
Contrasted with their opposites
right
privilege
no-right
duty

power
disability

immunity
liability

Displayed with their correlatives
right
privilege
duty
no-right

power
liability

immunity
disablity

rights ^
privileges
powers
immunities

X

iii

Justifying a rights-vocabulary

All the distinctions so far mentioned have been distinctions within the field of
rights. They contribute to the analysis of rights, although they do not settle the
fundamental issue of whether a rights-assertion is, on the one hand, a description
of a state of affairs or, on the other, some kind of decision, proposal or rhetorical
utterance. But the question of the deep analysis of rights does not affect their use
or usefulness, and this means that justifying the use of a rights-vocabulary is a
separate issue, to be approached in a different way.
Nevertheless, the analysis of rights does have implications for this further
question. First of all, the analysis of rights reveals a richness and complexity of
meaning that cannot be fully conveyed by any of the other moral terms available.
And secondly, it shows by implication that there is no reason to regard rights as
any more suspect logically than other moral terms such as ‘duty’ or ‘obligation’.
But in addition to these considerations, there are strong pragmatic reasons for
favouring a rights-vocabulary. Advocates of rights, for example, see it as an
important advantage that rights focus on an issue from the point of view of the
victim or the oppressed, rather than from the perspective of those with power. As
the black abolitionist leader Frederick Douglass said:
the man who has suffered the wrong is the man to demand redress . .. the man STRUCK is
the man to CRY OUT - and . . . h e who has endured the cruel pangs of slavery is the man to
advocate Liberty. (Quoted in Melden, 1974.)

Not unconnected with this point is the fact that rights have legal overtones
and appear to carry with them at least some implication that the use of force is
justified in securing them.
A second pragmatic justification is provided by the recent history of the notion
of rights. Appeal to rights is widely understood and accepted everywhere in the
world under all types of political regime. It is no small advantage to a moral notion
that it should be regarded as valid across many nations and cultures, and that it
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should have at least the potential of binding governments to the observation of
important moral constraints.

iv For and against rights
At this point, then, it is possible to turn to the specific questions listed earlier:
1 Who or what can have a right? A variety of criteria have been suggested by
different writers for bringing an entity within the range of rights protection. One
broad distinction is that if a right is understood to be a power, to be exercised or
not at the right-holder’s option, then only beings capable of choice can have
rights. But if a right is understood as a permission, linked with prohibitions against
interference by others, rights may be taken as benefits which are open to any kind
of entity capable of being benefited.
Some of the specific criteria suggested under this framework are more restric
tive than others. The capacity to suffer brings the animal world into the domain
of rights but excludes, for example, an irreversibly comatose human being (a
consideration of importance in deciding who or what has a right not to be the
subject of painful but important scientific experimentation). Having interests is a
criterion which could include, in addition to animals, the human fetus or embryo:
perhaps, too, aspects of the natural world such as trees and plants. Possessing
reason and the capacity for choice may seem to confine rights to humans, but some
animals have both these capacities in a limited way. And finally, the requirement
of being a person provides no solution to the question of criteria for potentially
having rights, for these criteria are themselves often proposed as definitions of
what it is to be a person, itself a contentious moral issue, as well as a complex
legal matter.
In sum, it would seem that there is no agreed a priori solution to the question
of who or what may have rights. It seems to be a matter of the generosity or
empathy of the person making the judgement to narrow or extend the circle.
Nevertheless, if the criterion adopted is too wide, the assertion of rights will tend
to lose its unique force; if too narrow, it will weaken the important intuitive
strength of the notion by omitting the categories people regard as most funda
mental. Some of these issues are taken up elsewhere in this volume, e.g. in Article
24, E N V I R O N M E N T A L ETHICS, Article 25, E U T H A N A S I A , Article 26, ABORTI ON,
and Article 30, a n i m a l s .
2 What can be the content or object of a right? To some extent the answer to this
question will depend on the answer to the preceding one. If having interests is an
essential qualification for having rights, then rights will consist of anything
necessary to protect or further those interests. If the capacity to suffer is singled
out, this suggests that rights are passive claims against the infliction of pain by
others. If the possession of reason and the capacity for choice are offered as criteria,
then rights will be rights to act in certain ways, and to have freedom of action
protected from interference by others. A broad condition, however, is that the
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behaviour of other people should be relevant to securing the right; a right to clean
air, for example, makes sense only in relation to pollution caused by human
agency, and would be a meaningless claim in the face of meteorological change
beyond the control of human beings.
3 How can rights be justified? In the past, as has been indicated above, this
question has been answered in terms of the social contract theory as variously
put forward by Hobbes, Locke and Rousseau. A contemporary justification in
these terms is offered by the American philosopher John Rawls in his book A
Theory of Justice. Rawls’s theory is based on a thought-experiment in which people
(‘rational contractors’) separated by a ‘veil of ignorance’ from knowledge of their
particular lot in life (wealth, social status, abilities, etc.) reflect upon the rules for
social life that they would make in advance to bind themselves, whatever their
later position in life. Like Locke, Rawls argues that they would commit themselves
to basic conditions of liberty and a qualified equality.
Social contract justifications, however, seem to require a prior commitment to
the rights they seek to justify. This objection is avoided by theories which ground
rights on utility. J. S. Mill offered a justification of this sort in his essay Utilitarianism,
where he argued that principles such as liberty and justice contribute in the long
run to human happiness, and it is the substantial position of his essay On Liberty.
The contemporary British philosopher R. M. Hare also grounds rights in utility
but, unlike Mill, acknowledges that in consequence circumstances could arise in
which rights might be sacrificed - in particular, if the sum of human preferences
favoured this.
A utilitarian justification, then, cannot give priority to rights. If this is what
is required of a defence of rights, this purpose is better served by linking the
question of justification to the two questions just considered: those concerned with
(i) the subjects and (ii) the content of rights. Such a justification is offered by the
American philosopher, Alan Gewirth, who argues that rights are necessary for
humans to be able to function as moral agents, displaying autonomy in the
exercise of choice.
Some philosophers, however, would regard rights as requiring no further
justification, but as being morally exigent in themselves. If this is so, then a rightsbased morality might be a possibility. The view that rights are self-justifying can
be defended, however, without necessarily going on to make the claim that they
are the fundamental or primary elements in moral discourse. One reason for
taking a more limited view is that the language of rights alone may be insufficient
to cover important areas of morality. For example, vitally important environmental
considerations may be difficult to express in terms of rights. Against this particular
objection, however, it could be argued that enviromental claims may be made
just as effectively without attributing rights to inanimate objects - the rights of
future generations could have the same implications for practice as far as main
taining the integrity of the planet is concerned.
4 Are rights inalienable? Whether a right is alienable or not is a matter of whether
it can be handed over or transferred to another person. So-called ‘marital rights’
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provide a good example of rights which are inalienable in this sense. But there is
also another contrast to be drawn here: while some rights may be waived or set
aside, others may be thought too important ever to be relinquished even by a
willing right-holder. Such fundamental rights would be those to life and liberty.
But while it would usually be agreed that this principle invalidates a willingness
to sell oneself into slavery, whether it would invalidate the rational decision of a
sick person to request euthanasia is more problematic.
5 Are there absolute rights? The most difficult problem for anyone wishing to
maintain that certain rights are absolute is that some of these rights may be in
conflict with each other. This means that it may be impossible to respect one right
without violating another. For example, an author’s right to publish what he or
she chooses without censorship may conflict with a claimed right of a religious
group not to be offended in respect of their deepest convictions. Or a policeman
may commandeer a private car in order to give chase to a criminal. If the rights
in question are rights to goods, then it is even clearer that it may not be possible
for everyone in the world to have, for example, modern medical treatment, or an
uncrowded habitation.
If there are absolute rights, then, there will be very few such rights - perhaps
to life and liberty alone. Even here, however, one person’s right to life may need
to be set against another’s, or against that of several others. And it is an accepted
principle of law, not seen as a violation of rights, that a person’s liberty is
forfeit if that liberty is used to threaten the rights of others. In practice, the UN
declarations of rights leave only one right unqualified - the right not to be tortured.
AH other rights are qualified and made subject to the needs of states.
Rights, then, while they may be self-justifying, cannot stand alone. They are only
one element in a universal morality, but an important element in that they form,
together with other key moral notions, part of a conception of the primacy of the
ethical in human affairs. It is a distinctive feature of this kind of perspective that
it is based on what human beings have in common, their common needs and
capacities, and on a belief that what they have in common is more important
than their differences.
Even in this limited role, however, they have been subjected to attack from a
number of directions. To begin with, they would, on the face of it, appear to be
unacceptable to utilitarians since they impede the unfettered pursuit of the social
good. Indeed the notion of natural rights was dismissed as nonsense by the
utilitarian Jeremy Bentham who, in a famous phrase, also dismissed absolute
natural rights as ‘nonsense upon stilts’. It is important to remember, however,
that the suppression of such fundamental rights as free speech, freedom of associ
ation, free publication and freedom from arbitrary arrest, imprisonment and
execution has very frequently seemed to would-be social and political reformers
an essential step on the road to the millennium. This would provide a utilitarian
justification of rights, but in the light of the human capacity for self-deceit, it may
be better seen as providing rights with a direct and independent justification.
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(Nevertheless, this very claim - that it is better for rights to be seen as justified
independently of utility - is something the utilitarian may (privately) accept on
utilitarian grounds.)
Rights have also been attacked by Marxists, not only because the rights of
individuals may stand in the way of social progress, but also because they do not
fit in with the cultural and historical relativism which is a central ingredient in
Marxist theory. Because they transcend social and economic context, they are
incompatible with a theory that displays human affairs and human society as the
product of such factors. Nevertheless, Marxists have recently reinterpreted and
reinstated the notion of rights, and made use of it in various popular and rev
olutionary movements. (Marxist ethics are discussed in Article 45, m a r x
AG A I N S T MORALI TY. )

However, universal rights do not only provide problems for the political left.
They are also criticized by conservative thinkers in the tradition stemming from
the writings of the eighteenth-century political philosopher Edmund Burke. The
conservative objection is that a doctrine of rights undermines the integrity of
culture and custom as these exist in particular times and particular places. It is
for reasons such as this that contemporary cultures based on religions such as
Islam may reject the liberal focus on rights. Beyond the liberal democracies,
pressure for rights may, in addition, be seen as cultural imperialism on the part
of Western liberal nations.
In general, contemporary writers in the conservative tradition object to the
individualism implicit in assertions of rights. They see the individual of Western
liberalism as rootless and want to replace the idea of the individual as a social
atom with the idea of individuals in their social roles within an organic community.
A general critique of Western liberalism in these terms has recently been offered
by Alasdair MacIntyre.
Liberal individualism, then, to which the theory of rights belongs, is attacked
from both left and right, and from both inside and outside the liberal democracies.
Against such criticisms it may be said that an attempt to formulate a limited list
of classic political liberties is bound to be resisted by strong political movements
with potentially totalitarian goals. However, it is important in evaluating this
opposition to remember that the notion of universal rights provides a moral
framework for law under any political regime. Rights are not incompatible with
social responsibility. Indeed they presuppose it, in that the assertion of rights
necessarily involves recognition of the rights of others as well as one’s own. They
contribute to overall utility - the general or public good - by being recognized
independently rather than being viewed as tools to secure that good. Politically
and ethically, they are themselves a part of that good. Their ultimate justification
is not that they are in fact universally accepted, but rather that, on the basis of
the contribution they can make to the realization of human hopes and aspiration
(human ‘flourishing’), they have the potential for securing widespread agreement
and acceptance. In the end, achieving this acceptance is a task of persuasion and
argument, and not of establishing any matter of fact, whether legal, political or
scientific.
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The liberal moral ideal finds its most coherent expression in the doctrine of
universal rights, and it can only be fully realized in a political context in which
these rights are respected and recognized.
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World poverty
N IG E L D O W E R

i

The challenge

o n s i d e r the following two facts: first, a thousand million human beings - a
fifth of the world’s population - live in absolute poverty: hunger, malnutrition,
widespread disease, high infant mortality, squalid living conditions, fear and
insecurity. Most of these people live in the poorer countries of the world, often
referred to as ‘developing countries’. Second, there are many rich individuals
living in the ‘rich’ countries with the wealth and resources to help reduce that
absolute poverty; and many governments in rich countries who similarly have
the capacity to transfer resources and expertise to reduce that poverty.
The question is: ought those of us who are well off help to alleviate poverty in
developing countries? Some say that we have no duty to do so, and some say that
we have a very extensive duty to do all we can. This essay examines these
arguments.

C

ii What is helping?
The phrase ‘help to alleviate poverty’ already contains several ambiguities which
need to be brought out. On the one hand there are disasters of various kinds, like
earthquakes, droughts or floods. Emergency assistance is given, people write
cheques, and for a moment, there is a strong sense of human solidarity.
On the other hand, there is the steady grinding poverty which grips hundreds
of millions of people and does not attract media attention. In response to this there
are various kinds of programmes, some organized by governments (with or
without foreign aid), some organized by private charities. These programmes aim
to help the very poor escape from their poverty, or to ensure that people do not
get into situations of extreme poverty in the first place. These programmes are
less glamorous than emergency aid, but their impact is far greater. My main
concern is with such ‘development assistance’.
Archbishop Helda Camara once remarked ‘When I help the poor I am called
a saint, but when I ask why they are poor I am called a communist’. What this
really shows is that true helping is not merely the palliative response of immediate
compassion, but the search for the causes of poverty and then the removal of those
causes which can be removed by human action. One need not be a communist to
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recognize that amongst the causes may be injustices, economic policies, and so
on.
What kind of helping is involved here? I am not just thinking here of the
variety of ways in which individuals can, of their own initiative, take action with
the aim of reducing distant poverty. In addition, there are many things that
governments can do, both through official aid and through appropriate trading
policies. The perspective which I shall assume is that the normal arguments for
assistance apply equally at both levels.
The word ‘help’ may also signal the idea that assistance is an expression of
benevolence, kindness or a desire to do good, and it is often linked with the idea
of ‘charity’. Whilst terms like ‘benevolence’, and ‘charity’, are acceptable if they
are carefully interpreted, they can give rise to a false impression. What is done
out of kindness or charity is often seen as something lying beyond duty or beyond
what is morally required. That is, if we do something to help, we can feel positively
good about it. The issue of this essay is whether helping is a duty, and in some
sense required of us.

iii

Justice not charity

Sometimes in development circles the point is made by saying that the issue is
about ‘justice, not charity, for the world’s poor’. One of the points made by this
important phrase is that justice is something required of us, whereas charity is
not. This point is misleading, since appeals to kindness, charity or compassion,
can all be seen as ways of stating an important duty, and as such they may require
quite as much action - if not more - than appeals to justice. Indeed ‘caring’ is the
term which I prefer to use, both because it brings out what helping is an expression
of, and because it can readily be seen as a ‘duty’ - and indeed a duty which
incorporates claims of justice.
The phrase ‘justice not charity’ is also used to indicate two further important
points. First, we tend to think of charity very much in terms of the responses of
individuals, whereas the idea of justice does not simply cover what individuals do
to one another but also covers the general structures and relationships which
exist, or ought to exist, in a society. For instance many people would accept it as
part of ‘social justice’ that a society should be so organized, with progressive
taxation to finance it, to ensure that the basic needs of all people are met. If this
is accepted for individual societies, why not accept it for the world as a whole?
International institutions and agreements should then reflect this goal. ‘A fair
distribution of the world’s resources’ requires at the very least that all should have
enough to meet basic needs.
But for many people a fair distribution of the world’s resources requires a lot
more than this. It requires that many things which are done in the world of
international trade and economic activity should be changed because they are in
themselves unjust. What is done in and to developing countries may be seen as
unjust, because of the exploitation of resources and of cheap labour. So the demand
for justice is not merely a forward-looking demand that the world be so organized
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as to meet basic needs. It is the demand that we stop active injustice as well, and
also make recompense for what has been done. Of course most of ‘us’ are not
directly involved in all this; but we are all part of, and beneficiaries of, the system
that does this.
This type of appeal to justice depends upon a rather more controversial
interpretation of what governments, banks and transnational companies are
doing. Whilst I have much sympathy with it, I think it is important not to base
the moral argument for aid too firmly on it. To do so would be to incur the
consequence of accepting that the very poor in a country which we were not
exploiting would not be entitled to our concern. Caring is primarily forwardlooking in orientation. Alleviating suffering, meeting basic needs, realizing basic
rights, implementing the principle of social justice, these are all aspects of the good
we can do. Stopping or rectifying injustices done by others ‘on our behalf’ is only
a part of that good.

iv

What is development?

I mentioned earlier that our real focus is with ‘development assistance’. But what
is ‘development’? Many people are put off by this word precisely because it suggests
the idea of economic growth. There are at least three kinds of difficulty with
thinking of development in terms of economic growth. First, growth as such may
not benefit the very poor, and indeed may be coupled with processes that actually
make things worse for the poor. Entrepreneurial use of the land or new agricultural
techniques may simply exclude poor peasants from the economic process. Second,
there is a danger that growth models reflect inappropriate Western models of the
changes which should be taking place, and that their implementation is part of a
global economy essentially controlled by the West. Third, even if the model of
growth which is advocated is designed to put priority on ‘growth for the poor’,
the assumption that general growth is necessary for the latter to happen may be
questioned. It needs in any case to be set in the context of environmental con
straints such as pollution and land degradation.
It has to be said that some, perhaps much, of the aid that is given is directed
to overall economic development in poorer countries and is not particularly
targeted upon the reduction of absolute poverty. Official aid is of course constrained
by the fact that it is a bilateral government-to-govemment transfer, or a multi
lateral government-to-UN-agency-to-government transfer. It has to some extent
to respect the wishes of the recipient government which may not itself have
poverty reduction at the top of its development agenda. On the other hand this is
not true of all government aid, nor is it true generally of the development assistance
funded by voluntary agencies which are explicitly concerned with the very poor.
(See R. Riddell, Foreign Aid Reconsidered, 1987, for a full and candid survey.)
The cynics who say that they would give generously or support government
aid but for the fact that aid does not work, must recognize that whilst some aid
certainly does not work, some does work, particularly that of voluntary agencies.
If one is committed to the goal of reducing poverty, one will take the necessary
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means, and if that involves being selective about what agencies one supports, or
involves campaigning to change the priorities in government aid policy, then one
will do that. One will not just give up being concerned. The fact that aid or
assistance sometimes fails, either because the goals are wrong or because things
just do not succeed, is rarely a reason for not supporting it, unless there are other
deeper reasons lying behind one’s refraining from supporting it.
It is necessary then to distinguish what may be called ‘real’ development from
conventional conceptions of development. Broadly one can see development as a
process of socio-economic change which ought to take place. This says very little
until one fills out what ought to happen, but it does show that at root the definition
of development is an evaluative matter which presupposes one’s value system. If
one thinks the general spread of economic and material prosperity, or the just
distribution of such growth, is what a country ought to be going for, one will
settle for conventional ‘growth’, or ‘growth with equity’ models. If we think that
other things are important, like processes which enable more and more to achieve
‘non-materialistic’ well-being, or processes which meet the basic needs of the poor,
or processes which are in harmony with the natural environment, then we will
present other models accordingly (Dower, 1988). Since aid is a ‘means’ to the
‘end’ of development, we need to be clear what the end is!

v

World population trends

A further argument casting doubt on the long-term value of aid comes from
pointing to population growth. This factor is sometimes used to justify one of two
conclusions. First, aid simply fuels the population explosion, which will simply
produce more problems in the future, so what is the point? Second, since the
world cannot carry vastly increasing populations without producing ecological
catastrophes which will pull everyone down, nations that are well off are entitled
to look after their own interests and ignore the rest.
The challenges here are great, but, briefly, it is by no means clear that ‘real’
development fuels population growth. Much evidence suggests that once basic
development is achieved - adequate food supplies, basic health, security in old
age, etc. - there is a ‘demographic transition’ to much lower levels of fertility (e.g.
Rich, 1973). ‘Development is the best pill’, as has been said.
Second, if the world is heading for ecological catastrophe it is more because of
the damage done by rich nations through ‘overdevelopment’ and the consequences
of the affluent consumer society, than because of the effects of underdevelopment,
such as soil erosion and desertification. No doubt there is an upper limit to what
the world can carry sustainably in the way of human population. But the general
empirical assumption made by many is that if rich nations take serious measures
to reduce consumption and environmental damage and if poor nations can achieve
the kinds of basic development which give poor people the confidence to reduce
sizes of families and make sustainable use of the land, then the world’s con
sumption and population could stabilize at a level which would allow ‘sustainable
development’ for all countries. Whilst the conditions indicated by those ‘ifs’ may
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not come to be realized, we are still in a position to act in a globally co-operative
way, both to further development and to protect the environment, as the Brundtland Commission Report Our Common Future (1987) assumes. The questions is:
ought we to do so?

vi

The duty to alleviate poverty

Why then do we have a duty to help alleviate poverty in other countries? It is not
being suggested that we do not have a duty to help alleviate poverty in our own
society. On the other hand, we would not suppose that one normally had a duty
to help alleviate poverty in another rich country like France or the United States.
The basic background assumption is this. A so-called rich country has the
resources to alleviate poverty and other forms of serious suffering within its own
borders and has further resources which it can use to help alleviate poverty in
other countries which lack the resources to alleviate extreme suffering. The general
force of this argument is not weakened if one accepts that in practice public
services and private caring do not in fact adequately meet all the needs of people
in rich countries, and that governments and rich people within poor countries do
not do all they can either. The argument is concerned with resources and what
could be done, not with what is done.
A further point is relevant. Whilst we should certainly care for those less
fortunate within our own societies or support publicly funded education, health
care and other services, the poverty in poorer countries is on the whole far greater
than the poverty and problems that face people in rich countries. That greater
degree of poverty gives it a certain moral urgency or seriousness which, if one
thinks one has a duty to care at all, will weigh in deciding what to support. I say
‘urgency’ rather than ‘priority’ because the idea of priority suggests that one could
put evils into some kind of order of degree or kind and then say: ‘Alleviate these
first, then when that is done these, and so on’. But this is not how we either do,
or should, determine the ways in which to express our caring. There are many
complicating factors.
One of these has to do with cost effectiveness. Clearly one may be able to make
more difference with a unit of resource helping to alleviate a lesser evil in one's
own society than helping to alleviate a greater evil elsewhere. This is one of the
sources of the commonly-stated resistance to overseas assistance, namely ‘charity
begins at home’. Here ‘home’ means ‘our own society’ and the implication is that
charity ends here too. However, it is clear that this is not always so: £10 to an
overseas aid organization may actually do more good than £10 to a domestic
charity. In any case it overlooks the fact that, as I said, there is a special moral
urgency or seriousness attached to absolute poverty. Should we say: the more evil
something is, the greater moral reason there is, other things being equal, to reduce
it?
We can in fact identify three aspects of extreme poverty which make it a
serious evil. First, it is significantly life-shortening. Second, it involves great
suffering and pain (from disease and hunger). Third, it undermines an essential
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dignity and decency to life. Although all three aspects usually go together, none
is essential to what makes extreme poverty a very bad state to be in. Great suffering
and humiliation may not shorten life, but still make life terrible. Early deaths
which rob lives of their potential fullness over time strike us as terrible for this
reason, even if there is little suffering or loss of dignity - consider the way infant
mortality is regarded. Sometimes great suffering and early deaths can be endured
with great dignity.
Can the special moral significance of extreme poverty be somehow registered
by invoking the idea of human rights? It is certainly the case that many who
advocate concern for world poverty would wish to couch their position in terms
of a right to subsistence, a right to basic needs, or a right to life (meaning a right
not just not to be attacked but to have the conditions necessary for a satisfactory
life). Does asserting such rights help the argument?
Unless one claimed that the only rights people had were these basic rights to
subsistence - and it would seem strange so to restrict the range of rights - the
problem re-emerges as to why some rights take precedence over other rights, such
as liberty-rights. One therefore needs a normative principle other than appeal to
rights themselves to establish what rights have priority or special moral serious
ness.
If we turn to the perspective of the agent who as a caring person needs to
decide how to express that caring, the factors which determine those decisions
are complex. Much has to do with circumstances, with temperament and ability,
and with occasion or opportunity. If someone put her energies into say prison
reform within her own country but did little about poverty elsewhere, it would
be a mistake to say that she ought to do that less and proportion her commitment
to overseas aid according to some objective ordering principle. Indeed it seems
equally clear that some people who are well off may find themselves committed
to caring for some particular individual, a friend in serious trouble, a handicapped
child, a dependent elderly relative, and this commitment may absorb virtually all
their time, energy and resources. Sometimes this would rightly do so.
Nevertheless we can recognize that, within the general duty of caring, the
reduction of extreme poverty has a special status, and that in normal circum
stances, a caring person would have reason to contribute to the alleviation of
extreme poverty, amongst the things he cares about. But why should one care at
all?
Whilst many may share the moral intuition that we have a duty to care for
others, there are a variety of ways in which that intuition can be supported or
interpreted. Some would see it as a specific duty to alleviate suffering; other as an
important application of a more general duty of beneficence - a duty to promote
good, of which reducing evil is an important part. Again, as we noted earlier in
the essay, the duty may be based on an appeal to justice; either to the realization
of rights or to some principle of ‘social justice* which requires that we all have a
responsibility to ensure that everyone’s basic needs are met. One recent and well
known theory of the latter kind is John Rawls’s A Theory of Justice (19 71), discussed
in Article 15, t h e s o c i a l c o n t r a c t t r a d i t i o n .
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Rather than explore these alternative ways of defending the duty of caring, I
shall consider two major objections to the whole idea that we have a duty to care
about distant poverty. The first objection claims that, whilst we may have a duty
to care for others, that duty does not extend beyond our own country’s borders.
The second denies that we have a general duty of caring at all, either within our
own country or outside it.

vii

Beyond the domain of our responsibility

The claim that ‘charity begins at home’ often stands for a more general objection
to assistance for other countries, namely a refusal to see what happens in the rest
of the world as being morally relevant at all. Suffering outside one’s country just
is not something one has a duty to help alleviate, because those suffering belong
to a different society, and hence a different moral community. Duties arise between
members of single communities, bound by ties of mutual co-operation and reci
procity. Whether we stress the duty to relieve suffering, the duty of beneficence,
the duty to realize rights or the duty to implement social justice, all these duties
are bounded by their social context. They are duties we have because of the social
relationships we have towards one another within our society.
Here two related claims are being made; first, a claim about what a society is,
second a claim that the domain of morality is restricted to a society so defined.
Thus one way of thinking of morality is to think of it as a set of rules governing
the interrelations between moral agents who live in an established community
with common traditions under a common legal authority, each playing his or her
part in a scheme of social co-operation for mutual benefit. One can see morality
so conceived as based on convention, consent, implicit agreement or contract.
(See Article 15, t h e s o c i a l c o n t r a c t t r a d i t i o n .)
A crucial issue about the nature of morality is being raised here. A quite
different view can be taken, if we deny one or both of the claims above. Another
way then of thinking of morality is to think of it in terms of individuals who as
moral agents recognize that they have the capacity by their choices to affect the
well-being of others and that therefore they have a duty to take into account the
effects of their actions on the well-being of others who are affected by their choices.
On this view it is irrelevant whether the ‘others’ whose well-being may be
affected are themselves reciprocating members of the same established, ongoing
moral community, or even that they are moral agents at all. What is important
is that they are beings who have a good or well-being which can be affected and
which makes them ‘morally considerable’, i.e. relevant to moral deliberation.
Whatever the origins of moral consciousness in the setting of particular
societies, reflection on the rationale of moral rules shows that it is arbitrary to
restrict the scope of the good promoted by these rules. This rationale does not just
include distant peoples, it also includes future generations whose environmental
well-being may be crucially affected by our decisions. It may also include animals,
life in general, species, the biosphere - indeed anything which is taken to have
value.
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In any case, even if we were to think it right to restrict the scope of moral
obligation to one's own society, the relevant sense of 'society' to invoke would
not be what those who take the 'anti-global' approach assume. The relevant sense
has to do with the fact that there are extensive interactions and transactions
between people, interdependencies, shared institutions etc., not with the more
stringent conditions of shared traditions, common authority or a widespread sense
that one belongs to the same society. In the relevant sense there already is a global
society: we need only look at world trade, global institutions and environmental
interdependence. The world is therefore actually, and not just potentially, a moral
community, even if the sense of it is poorly developed in most people. We are
global citizens even if we have not yet acquired our global souls.
If then we accept that the world is one moral domain across which responsi
bilities may in principle extend, we can go on to argue that aid should be seen as
an expression of such moral responsibility. So indeed should the general conduct
of international relations by governments, transnational corporations and other
‘international actors’.

viii

Not harming people and the value of liberty

We now come to the most basic objection to the idea that we have significant
duties to help the poor. This boldly challenges the underlying premise, namely
that we have a general duty to help - anywhere! Morality is more to be seen as
a set of rules which if followed prevents us from harming others or restricting their
liberty unduly, than as a requirement to prevent or reduce harm or suffering in
others. To be sure, people may have specific duties of care, as a parent has to a
child, or a doctor to a patient. But these are based on special relations, which are
often contractual in nature. No generalized duty of caring need be recognized.
This approach puts a high value on economic liberty and claims that so long
as possessions or ‘holdings’ are acquired through a succession of legitimate
‘voluntary’ transfers, the person is entitled to them (Nozick, 1974). At one level
this is seen as a way of showing that people are morally entitled to what they
possess and therefore have no duty to give it away. At another level it is seen as
a way of showing that the role of the ‘minimal state’ is to ensure that such free
transactions occur properly. The state’s role otherwise is to keep out of the
process, e.g. by not taxing wealth at progressive rates in order to finance ‘welfare’
programmes or overseas aid programmes. Taxation is the coercive taking of wealth
and therefore, beyond the minimum needed for maintaining social order, wrong.
In considering this approach, the question must first be asked: do we have a
clear and neat conception of what constitutes ‘harming’ anyway? Where does, in
the competing of interests, a legitimate infringement of another person’s liberty
end and an undue infringement start? More specifically, we can see that much of
the ‘harm’ which we do is not done directly, or even consciously, but is an
unwanted consequence of what we do. Often it is the cumulative effects of many
individual acts that cause the harm. Environmental damage is usually like that,
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and so is much of the poverty in the world, being the unwanted but natural result
of unrestricted free market transactions.
A more radical objection to those who deny a duty of caring is the ‘negative
actions’ thesis which some have put forward (e.g. Harris, 1980). This depends
upon questioning the moral significance of the distinction often drawn between
‘doing’ and ‘letting happen’. If killing a person is wrong, i.e. causing a person to
die, then what is so different about letting someone die, i.e. not acting to prevent
the death where one could have intervened (e.g. by sending a cheque to an agency
which uses it to save lives)? Is not one’s failure to act part of the causal chain that
led to the person’s death? If we accepted such an approach, (also discussed in
Article 17, c o n t e m p o r a r y d e o n t o l o g y , and Article 25, e u t h a n a s i a )
clearly letting people suffer would seem morally equivalent to. if not a form of,
‘harming’ them. Our failure to act reflects our priorities, e.g. our preference to
spend money on other things or to save it. So ultimately it is our lifestyles which
are a (negative) cause of continuing poverty.
Whilst this collapsing of the act/omission distinction is, I believe, liable to be
overdone (I return to the point below), it does usefully bring out the general idea
of ‘negative responsibility’, the idea that we are responsible at least to a degree
for the evils we can prevent, as well as for the evils we actively cause. Part of the
general disquiet often felt about high military spending, in rich countries and in
poor countries, is that if less were spent on armaments, then the resources released
both could and should be spent on welfare and development programmes. Indeed,
from this perspective, one of the significant causes of world poverty is excessive
commitment to military spending everywhere.

ix

How much caring?

A final question has to be faced: how much should we care? One answer that can
be given is: as much as we can. The ‘negative actions’ thesis mentioned earlier,
has this implication, as indeed does its positive counterpart, namely that we ought
to prevent all preventable evils, at least so long as we do not sacrifice anything of
comparable moral significance, as we would by breaking promises, stealing etc.
(Singer, 1979). So too does the utilitarian interpretation of beneficence, namely
that we always ought to promote the greatest balance of good over bad. So too
indeed could any theory which said that we ought to promote justice as much as
possible. Since promoting justice is quite different from acting justly in our own
personal interactions (see Philip Pettit’s distinction between promoting and hon
ouring values, in Article 19, c o n s e q u e n t i a l i s m ), what may be done in com
batting injustices and the failures of others to realize or protect rights is in principle
only limited by one’s capacity.
And yet there is something deeply counter-intuitive about this general sugges
tion - as counter-intuitive as the idea that we have no general duty of caring.
Virtually no-one, even amongst those who would be regarded as generous people,
actually acts on such a principle of unrelenting caring. Some exceptions - Mother
Theresa for instance - come to mind, but what is perhaps significant is that in
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such cases what for most people would be seen as a major sacrifice to their own
quality of life is not seen as such by those who live in that way. And there lies a
key to understanding the problem.
We all of us seek quality of life and think we do so legitimately. We do so for
ourselves, for those close to us. and we do so for our future selves, when we make
provision for our retirement, etc. Typically we form major goals and projects,
commit ourselves (if we can) to satisfying careers, all of which may absorb great
amounts of our time and energy. It is also a feature of quality of life, at least for
most people, that one has a degree of ‘moral space’ in the sense that, within the
constraints of what we must do and must not do morally, there is a significant
area of decision in which we can decide what to do - with our time and our
resources - just as we want, not as we think we ought. The measures we take for
our own well-being and the things we do within the space which we allow
ourselves - these are all things we choose. We could do otherwise. So if we do so
legitimately it is not true that we ought to care for others as much as we can.
Perhaps then we should say: we ought to care for others as much as we can
consistent with a reasonable concern for the quality of our own lives. Such a
modification, which would clearly be more realistic, would still constitute a
challenge to most of us. Few, at least of those reasonably well off, can honestly
claim that their quality of life is threatened if they are generous in their giving,
spend some time working for social change or writing letters to their elected
representatives, take more care over what they buy and consume, and so on. Most
would recognize that such activities may actually contribute to quality of life.
Nobody who is at all affected by the concerns explored in this essay is likely, once
the question is asked ‘What does your quality of life consist in?’, to return the
answer: ‘Having and consuming as many material goods as one can.’ Greed has
nothing to do with quality of life.
My argument then has been for a significant obligation to help alleviate world
poverty, not a relentless, overburdening one. But you may ask: how much is
‘significant’? My answer will seem like no answer: there is no percentage of wealth
or amount of time to be pulled out of a magic moral box. Caring is an unquantifiable dimension to moral responsibility. But if we have a proper appreciation of
the facts of world poverty, of our global moral identities, of the moral seriousness
of responding to extreme suffering, of what quality of life really consists in. and of
the duty of caring as much as we can consistent with our quality of life, then we
will care as we ought.
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Environmental ethics
R O B E R T E L L IO T

i

What is an environmental ethic?

K a k a d u N a t i o n a l P a r k in Australia’s Northern Territory, contains rugged

woodlands, swamps and waterways supporting a rich variety of life; it contains
species found nowhere else, including some, such as the Hooded Parrot and the
Pig-nosed Turtle, which are endangered. Kakadu affords aesthetic enjoyment and
recreational and research opportunities. Many think it is a place of immense
beauty and ecological significance. It is of spiritual significance to the Jawoyn
aboriginals. Kakadu is also rich in gold, platinum, palladium and uranium, which
some think should be mined. If this happens then, environmentalists claim,
aesthetic, recreational and research opportunities will be reduced, the beauty of
Kakadu will be lessened, species will disappear, ecological richness will decrease,
the naturalness of the place will be compromised and the spiritual values of the
Jawoyn discounted. Mining already goes on in the Kakadu area and there is
pressure to allow more. Should more mining be allowed? Should any mining at
all be allowed? How exactly might we reach answers to these ethical questions?
Empirical or factual evidence certainly plays a role. For example, opponents
of mining claim that it is likely to pollute rivers, poison wildlife, endanger species
and disrupt ecosystems. This opposition to mining relies on empirical claims; that
is, claims about what does and will in fact happen. Many supporters dispute these
empirical claims and there are some who think that even if the claims are true it
is better to go ahead with mining. Settling the jacts does not ensure that the
issue is settled. Arguments about such facts only have point, only make sense,
against a certain kind of background, and differences in this background give rise
to different assessments of what should be done. What constitutes this background
are such things as desires, preferences, aims, goals and principles, including moral
principles. An environmentalist might want to know whether mining is a threat
to wildlife because he or she desires that wildlife be protected or, more seriously,
because he or she thinks it is morally wrong to cause the death of wildlife. The
evaluative background need not include moral principles; some people might be
amoral. (They might be the kind of rational egoists described in Article i6 ,
e g o i s m .) However, many people do want their own actions and the actions of
others, including corporations and governments, to conform to moral principles.
For such people the resolution of the Kakadu controversy requires an appeal to
principles which offer moral guidance in our treatment of wild nature and which
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enable us to answer questions like: would it matter if our actions caused a species
to become extinct? Would it matter if our actions caused the death of individual
animals? Would it matter if we caused widespread erosion in Kakadu? Would it
matter if we turned the South Alligator River into a watercourse devoid of life? Is
it better to protect Kakadu or to generate increased material wealth which might
improve the lives of a number of people? Is the extinction of a species an acceptable
price to pay for increased employment opportunities? Such sets of principles, which
would guide our treatment of wild nature, constitute an environmental ethic in the
most general sense. There is a variety of competing, including partly overlapping,
environmental ethics.
People who have views of a moral kind about environmental issues are
committed to an environmental ethic consisting of at least one, but usually a
number of principles. Consider environmentalists who say that the extinction of
species as a result of human actions is a bad thing, maybe even a bad thing no
matter what the cause. This might be a basic principle in an environmental ethic.
Without having explicitly represented it as such, an environmentalist might
nevertheless be committed to the view that the extinction of species etc. is bad
considered in itself, quite apart from any consequences it might have. Another
possibility is that the principle is not itself basic but rests on a principle enjoining
concern for human welfare, combined with the belief that humans are harmed
by the extinction of species. Making the ethical commitment explicit is a first step
in subjecting it to critical appraisal or justification. Justification is necessary if
we are to adjudicate between the various competing environmental ethics we
encounter. It is not enough that an environmental policy conform to the principles
of some or other environmental ethic, it should conform to the correct, or best
justified, one. We have two questions: how might an environmental ethic be
fleshed out? How might putative environmental ethics be justified?
i

Human-centred ethics

Some think that environmental policies should be evaluated solely on the basis of
how they affect humans (see Baxter, 1974, and Norton, 1988). This entails a
human-centred environmental ethic. Although the classical utilitarians include
animal suffering in their ethical calculation, a variant of utilitarianism, which
enjoins us to maximize the surplus of human happiness over human unhappiness,
is one example of a human-centred ethic. Taking this ethic seriously obliges us to
calculate the varying effects of the Kakadu options on human happiness and
unhappiness. We might discover that mining would reduce the ecological richness
of the wetlands and that if this happened then some people would be made
unhappy: for instance, some might be moved by the plight of individual animals,
some might be saddened by the loss of species, some, including members of future
generations, might miss out on the chance of particular recreational or aesthetic
enjoyments, some might be adversely affected by resultant climatic changes,
changes in flood patterns and so on, some might be psychologically harmed by
the despoliation of areas to which they have a spiritual attachment. These negative
effects would have to be subtracted from any increases in happiness which
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resulted from mining in Kakadu. A human-centred ethic could lead to substantial
agreement with environmentalists about policy. This would depend on the facts
about the effects on humans of changes to the natural environment. However,
this decision would have been reached by considering the interests of humans
alone. A helpful way of putting this is to say that this ethic treats only humans
as morally considerable. Something is morally considerable if it enters into ethical
evaluation in its own right, independently of its usefulness as a means to other
ends. Consider the Pig-nosed Turtle. On the human-centred ethic just now
described neither the species as a whole nor the individual members of it are
morally considerable: it is only the happiness and unhappiness of humans which
is morally considerable and this might or might not be affected by what happens
to the turtles.
2

Animal-centred ethics

There is a view of ethics which counts not only humans as morally considerable
but non-human animals as well; it includes all animals in its scope. Many of the
things which we do to the natural environment do affect non-humans adversely
and this, it is suggested, must be taken into account. For example, if we thought
that cyanide pollution in the South Alligator River would cause non-humans to
suffer then this is a moral minus which must be taken into account independently
of how things will be for humans. The example is not fanciful: consider the effect
on non-humans caused by clear-cutting forests, damming river valleys, quarrying
mountains, constructing pipelines and so on. An animal-centred ethic enjoins the
moral consideration of individual animals not of species: what happens to species
is only of indirect concern insofar as it affects individual animals.
While an animal-centred ethic counts all animals as morally considerable it
does not necessarily rank them equally. A useful way of putting this is to say that
some animal-centred ethics will accord different moral significance to animals of
different kinds. One form this differentiation might take involves the arbitrary,
and many would say unjustified, discounting of the interests of non-humans
simply because they are the interests of non-humans. Just how this will affect
judgements about policy will depend on the degree of the discounting. It could be
such as to make human interests always count for more than non-human interests
no matter what the intensity or strength of the interests and no matter what the
numbers involved. It could be such as to allow stronger or more numerous non
human interests to prevail over weaker or fewer human interests. Avoiding
arbitrariness seems to require that equal interests be treated equally. This would
leave scope for differentiation, which might still be made on the basis of interests
which not all animals have. For example, humans have a capacity for developing
theoretical knowledge or for rational autonomous action, which are arguably not
capacities of kangaroos. These capacities might underpin certain interests which,
because they lack them, kangaroos could not have. Such additional interests
might swing a decision in favour of humans and against kangaroos. This is
particularly likely in, although not restricted to, cases in which their common
interests are equally threatened or equally protected: the appeal to the additional,
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unshared interest acts as a tie-breaker. Imagine that some important medical
breakthrough depended on confining either humans or kangaroos. Keeping
kangaroos in a very large enclosure in order to study them may be morally
preferable if it threatens no interests of theirs; if they are not treated cruelly, if
they are fed, if they are able to behave according to their nature. Confining
humans in the same way is not morally acceptable because of the additional
interests of humans. This mode of differentiation treats equal interests equally
regardless of species and it also allows that unshared interests leave room for
degrees of moral significance. (See Article 30, a n i m a l s , for further discussion of
animal-centred ethics.)
3

Life-centred ethics

The class of living things includes more than humans and non-human animals; it
includes plants, algae, single-celled organisms, perhaps viruses and, it is sometimes
suggested, ecosystems and even the whole biosphere itself (See Attfield, 1983,
Goodpaster, 1978, and Taylor, 1986). The complexity of a life-centred ethic will
depend on how the question ‘What is living?’ is answered. However this question
is settled it will make much of the idea of a self-regulating system which strives,
not necessarily consciously, towards certain goals. Moreover, it is this feature
which is typically supposed to confer moral considerability on living things. A lifecentred ethic counts all living things as morally considerable, although not
necessarily of equal moral significance. So, it might be better to save a Pig-nosed
Turtle than a waratah shrub, even though both are morally considerable. The
former, however, might be more morally significant because it is a more complex
living thing. Here complexity acts as an intensifier: if living, then the more
complex, the more morally significant. To take a different kind of case, it morally
might be preferable to save some plant rather than to save the Pig-nosed Turtle,
because only that plant can fill its particular ecological niche, whereas the Pig
nosed Turtle fills a niche that perhaps could be filled by similar turtles of a different
species. Here the differentiation is based on a moral assessment of the respective
consequences of the plant ceasing to exist and the Pig-nosed Turtle ceasing to
exist, and not on internal characteristics of the living things themselves.
A life-centred ethic requires that in deciding how we should act we need to
take account of the impact of our actions on every living thing affected by them.
For example, if mining goes on in Kakadu, it will involve cutting down trees and
destroying other plants; it will cause the death of some animals and impair, if not
destroy, wetland ecosystems. These facts and others count against mining and
collectively must be weighed against the good things that might result if mining
does go ahead. Since the good things would seem to include only material benefits
for some humans, it would be difficult to do the evaluation sum in such a way
that it sanctioned mining. This is not so say that it is never morally permissible
to fell trees, to flatten dunes, to kill animals, to modify ecosystems and so on.
Whether it is permissible depends on what the outcomes are and on differences
in moral significance within the class of the morally considerable. A life-centred
ethic, incidentally, might take a radical form: it might claim that not only are all
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living things morally considerable but also that they are of equal moral significance.
(See Naess, 1979.) This biotic egalitarianism, if it could be justified, would make
it very difficult indeed to defend morally human interventions in the natural
environment. It would allow only quantitative judgements; for example, that two
living things count for more than one. Most proposed life-centred ethics allow for
differential significance within the class of living things, although humans might
not be counted the most significant. The preservation of the biosphere and of large
ecosystems might be thought more significant than the preservation of large
numbers of humans.
4

Rights for rocks?

The ethics so far considered each evaluate actions by considering consequences
for individuals and adding them. What distinguishes these ethics are the kinds of
individuals within their scope; moreover, the later ones include all individuals
included by earlier ones in the list. It could be argued that we are drawn inexorably
to a life-centred ethic; that there is no non-arbitrary way of stopping the drift from
the ethic of narrowest scope to the ethic of widest scope. Why not take the
argument another step and count non-living things too as morally considerable?
There is no attempt here to attribute a mental life or a point of view to non-living
things; that would be to enter into an entirely different dispute. The claim is that
non-living things, which, like many living things, lack consciousness and which
also lack even rudimentary biological organization, are morally considerable. Call
this ethic the ‘everything ethic’.
Take rocks for example. Mining will involve smashing up rocks, disturbing
geological structures, spoiling fossils and the like. Is there anything wrong in
doing these things? Here we must take care to forget for a moment the con
sequential damage which would be done to plants, animals and ecosystems; we
must ask whether these things would be wrong considered in themselves. Another
example might highlight the issue. Imagine a plan to test a missile by firing it at
some distant and completely lifeless celestial body which will be thereby destroyed.
Would this be wrong considered in itself? On the ethic which attributes ‘rights’ to
rocks, so to speak, it would be. All things considered it might not be wrong, but
according to this ethic that is a case which must be made. Like the life-centred
ethic, this one can be fleshed out in a variety of ways. It may allow degrees of
moral significance and attribute comparatively minimal moral significance to
non-living things. It may mirror biological egalitarianism and deny that there are
gradations of moral significance, or it may fall somewhere in between.
5

Ecological holism

It was earlier said that any ethic which would guide us in our treatment of the
natural environment is, in the most general sense, an environmental ethic. The
term ‘environmental ethic’ sometimes has narrower uses. It is sometimes used to
indicate an ethic which counts as morally considerable individuals other than
humans and which provides some solid purchase for the moral demands of
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environmentalists. A life-centred ethic is an environmental ethic in this sense, an
animal-centred ethic less clearly so. However, some reserve the term for a specific
ethic, ecological holism, presumably because they think that only such an ethic
provides morally satisfactory protection for the natural environment. (See Callicott, 1979.) Ecological holism counts two kinds of things as morally considerable;
the biosphere as a whole and the large ecosystems which constitute it. Individual
animals, including humans, as well as the plants, rocks, molecules etc. which
constitute these large systems are not morally considerable; they matter only
insofar as they contribute to the maintenance of the significant whole to which
they belong. Why should we worry if some species is caused to become extinct?
We should worry not because of what this implies for its individual members or
even for the species itself but because the extinction runs counter to the goal of
maintaining the biosphere or ecosystems. It is a moot point whether ecological
holism should be thought to differ structurally from the other ethics. They had as
their focus individuals, and ‘holism’ might be thought to signal a different focus.
However, it is possible to view the biosphere and ecosystems as individuals, albeit
extremely complex ones. If so, the holism amounts to the view that individuals
many have hitherto regarded as morally considerable are not. Note that, although
the principles of ecological holism differ from those of the other ethics, this does
not entail that it differs from all of them in its policy implications. The life-centred
ethic and the everything ethic are likely to sanction similar environmental policies
as a result of the nature of the mechanisms which maintain ecosystems and the
biosphere. Also, it is possible to combine ecological holism with any of the other
ethics described. If, for instance, it was combined with the animal-centred ethic
we would be enjoined to consider the interests of animals and the goal of biospheric
maintenance. Where these conflict, for example in some odd case where animals
can only be saved by simplifying an ecosystem, then some kind of trade-off or
balancing would be required.

ii

Justifying an environmental ethic

It is not too difficult to appreciate what is compelling about the claim that humans
are morally considerable. Most obviously they are considerable because they have
interests which can be harmed or advanced. These interests are based on capacities
which humans have; for example, the capacity to experience pain and pleasure,
the capacity for rational choice, the capacity for free action. Less obviously, they
are considerable because of properties or characteristics which they possess which
do not give rise to interests, to things in which they themselves have a stake. For
example, it might be argued that anything which has the property of being a
complex living thing is, to that extent, intrinsically valuable, which is to say that
there is a moral reason for preserving it for its own sake independently of whatever
uses it serves.
What is compelling about a human-centred ethic pushes us toward an animalcentred ethic, possibly further. (This argument is developed by Lori Gruen in Article
30, a n i m a l s .) Consistency and the avoidance of arbitrary moral distinctions fuel
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the shift from a human-centred ethic to an animal-centred ethic. Also, in thinking
about non-humans we might notice new reasons for moral considerability; for
example, non-humans might have aesthetic properties such as beauty, which we
might think make them morally considerable. This, too, is a case where they are
morally considerable not because they have interests but because they possess
some property which gives them intrinsic value.
Do the reasons advanced in support of animal-centred ethics also support lifecentred ethics? If plants (and ecosystems or the biosphere) can be said to have
interests, such as an interest in continued existence, then perhaps they do. The
concept of interest is often explained in terms of a thing having a good of its own
which can be harmed or promoted. Some claim that plants have a good of their
own; for example, that the good of a tree is promoted by sufficient nutrients for
its continued flourishing and harmed when it is deprived of nutrients. A plant’s
good is determined by the kind of thing it is, by the type of biological organization
it exemplifies, by what it is for it to be a flourishing member of its kind. Plants
have a good in this sense but this is obviously not enough to ground the claim
that they have interests in any morally relevant sense. Plants do not have a point
of view from which they experience the world. It doesn’t matter to the tree that
it withers and dies from want of water; it would matter to a kangaroo. While
plants have natural goals, they have no attitude to those goals and progress
towards them is not something which they experience. Similar points can be made
about the biosphere and about ecosystems. It is this difference which is thought
by some to stop the drift, by providing a non-arbitrary cut-off, from an animalcentred to a life-centred ethic.
Even if it is denied that plants have interests, however, it does not follow that
they are not morally considerable. Recall that there were reasons suggested, which
did not have to do with interests, in virtue of which humans and non-humans
are morally considerable. These concerned the property of being a complex living
thing and the property of being beautiful. Plants can possess these properties and
if animals are morally considerable in virtue of possessing them, then so too are
plants. The key to defending thus a life-centred ethic is to establish that the
properties appealed to are intrinsically valuable.
Is there anything that might be said in defence of a life-centred ethic which
pushes us toward an everything ethic? The property of being a complex living
thing cannot be exemplified by rocks etc. but a related property, namely that of
being a complex system, can be exemplified by collections of non-living things
exhibiting certain relationships with one another. If it is organizational complexity
per se that makes something morally considerable, then some non-living things
will be morally considerable; for example, the bodies which make up the solar
system, patterns of weathering on a cliff and a snowflake. The relevance of
this suggestion to the Kakadu case depends, among other things, on whether
ecosystems count as living things. If they do not then they are non-living things
which exhibit complexity and which, given the suggestion, are morally con
siderable. The fact that they are morally considerable would provide an ethical
reason for opposing mining. Or again, we might judge that one reason we think
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that living things are morally considerable is because they exemplify beauty. In
some cases beauty might be exemplified by a thing’s more general, external
features, as in the case of tigers, whales, orchids and proteas. In addition, beauty
might be exemplified in the more specific detail of a thing’s biological functioning.
Now some non-living things such as boulders, dunes, lifeless moons and icebergs
can be beautiful, so, if exemplification of beauty is a basis for attributing moral
considerability to living things, then at least some non-living things are morally
considerable. The claim that exemplifying beauty is a basis for moral con
siderability is contentious; however, it is strongly supported by some, for example
Rolston, 1988. Those who oppose it typically urge that it is the appreciation of
beauty rather than beauty itself which is morally significant.
So, one way in which the move from one ethic to the next is accomplished is
by finding a determinant of moral considerability in that ethic and showing that
a rigorous application of it leads us to the next kind of ethic. Another way is by
showing that there are new morally relevant features which the more restrictive
ethics unjustifiably ignore. One such feature might be the property of being a
natural object; that is, an object which is not the product of human technology
and culture. Rocks are natural objects and so on this view it would be wrong,
although perhaps not all things considered wrong, to destroy them. There are
other candidate properties: for example, the property of exhibiting diversity of
parts, the property of functional integration of parts, the property of exhibiting
harmony and the property of being a self-regulating system. This last group of
properties, if deemed determinants of moral considerability, move us in the direc
tion of ecological holism or in the direction of a mixed ethic. This is because they
are properties quintessentially exemplified by ecosystems and the biosphere. If we
accept that they are determinants of moral considerability, then we are provided
with a reason, in addition to any we might derive from the other ethics we have
considered, for resisting policies which would lead to disruption of ecosystems.
How do we decide whether candidate determinants of moral considerability
are in fact such? Consider naturalness and exhibiting diversity of parts. Imagine
that a certain mine requires the destruction of a group of trees on a rocky
outcrop and of the outcrop itself. Environmentalists protest that this involves an
uncompensated loss of value. The mining company promises to reconstruct the
outcrop from synthetic parts and to replace the trees with plastic models. This bit
of artificial environment will be indistinguishable, except by laboratory analysis,
from what was originally there. It will be exactly as appealing to look at, no
animals will be harmed as a consequence and no ecosystem will be disrupted.
Neither the human-centred ethic nor the animal-centred ethic provides space for
an environmentalist rejoinder. The life-centred ethic does to the extent that it
permits a complaint about the killing of living trees. However, this does not seem
to some to be the only thing morally amiss with the mining company’s proposal.
Isn’t it also morally suspect because it replaces the natural with the artificial?
Imagine a modified case in which only a rock outcrop, devoid of life, is removed
and later replaced with synthetic rock. Not even the life-centred ethic allows for
a complaint about the morality of this. Some people think that even in the modified
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case the mining company does something to which a moral minus attaches. If
this thought is persistent it provides support for a variant of an everything ethic
which includes within its scope all natural items. (See Elliot, in VanDeVeer and
Pierce, 1986, 142-50.) It is difficult to be entirely sure about the source of the
belief, if we have it. that naturalness is a determinant of moral considerability. It
is possible that we think that there is something dubious about the artificial
outcrop because we cannot distance ourselves from the thought that it will be
detectably different or from the belief that it will harm animal interests or that it
will result in ecosystemic disruption. If these are the sources of our belief, then we
have no basis for the view that naturalness is a determinant of moral consid
erability. There is another possibility to which we should be alert. Naturalness
might be a conditional determinant; that is, it might require the presence of some
other property, for instance complexity. So, it isn’t natural items which are morally
considerable but things which are both natural and complex.
Consider the property of having a diversity of parts. Is this a determinant of
moral considerability? Here we might compare an area which is covered with
rainforest with an area which has been cleared of rainforest and is under culti
vation. Which is more valuable in itself? Again we must distance ourselves from
’ certain thoughts; for example, the thought that clearing rainforests is contrary to
long-term human interests, the thought that wild animals would have suffered
during the clearing or the thought that aboriginal peoples were displaced. Having
attempted this, many would say that the rainforest is of more value. Imagine,
then, that only one of these areas could be saved from massive devastation. Many
would say that, considering them just in themselves, the rainforest should be
saved. Moreover, one reason that will be given is that the rainforest exhibits more
diversity; it is constituted in a more complex, richer fashion. There are other
reasons that might also be given; for example, that there are aesthetic properties
possessed by the rainforest but not possessed by the cultivated area. Our pre
paredness, by the way, to attribute aesthetic properties, such as beauty, to the
rainforest, may well depend on whether we have an understanding of it as an
ecological system: knowing how the parts work in concert to maintain the whole
might assist us in seeing it as a thing of beauty. Counting these kinds of reasons
as reasons for avoiding environmental despoliation provides the basis for an
environmental ethic which reaches beyond either a human or animal-centred
one and possibly beyond a life-centred one as well.
Even if we accept, for example, that the ecosystems of Kakadu are morally
considerable, how do we weigh this against human (or other) interests? A first
step is to ask whether there are alternative ways of satisfying human interests.
Often there are. Moreover, the modification of ecosystems is often contrary to
long-term human interests. Sometimes there will be cases of genuine conflict
where the different moral considerations pull in different directions. Here we
must carefully enumerate the relevant moral considerations, ask ourselves how
important they are and then make an all-things-considered judgement. There is
no decisive calculus available to assist us in these judgements. It is not correct to
say that humans should always come first nor is it correct to say that preserving
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an ecosystem is always more important than protecting any set of human interests.
Nevertheless there will be cases, such as Kakadu, where the morally appropriate
policy is clear enough.
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Euthanasia
H E L G A K U H SE

i

Introduction

‘E u t h a n a s i a ’ is a compound of two Greek words - eu and thanatos - meaning,
literally, ‘a good death’. Today, ‘euthanasia’ is generally understood to mean the
bringing about of a good death - ‘mercy killing’, where one person, A, ends the
life of another person, B, for the sake of B. This understanding of euthanasia
emphasizes two important features of acts of euthanasia. First, that euthanasia
involves the deliberate taking of a person’s life; and, second, that life is taken for
the sake of the person whose life it is - typically because she or he is suffering
from an incurable or terminal disease. This distinguishes euthanasia from most
other forms of taking life.
Every society known to us subscribes to some principle or principles prohibiting
the taking of life. But there are great variations between cultural traditions as to
when the taking of life is considered wrong. If we turn to the roots of our Western
tradition, we find that in Greek and Roman times such practices as infanticide,
suicide and euthanasia were widely accepted. Most historians of Western morals
agree that Judaism and the rise of Christianity contributed greatly to the general
feeling that human life has sanctity and must not deliberately be taken. To take
an innocent human life is, in these traditions, to usurp the right of God to give
and take life. It has also been seen by influential Christian writers as a violation
of natural law. This view of the absolute inviolability of innocent human life
remained virtually unchallenged until the sixteenth century when Sir Thomas
More published his Utopia. In this book, More portrays euthanasia for the des
perately ill as one of the important institutions of an imaginary ideal community. In
subsequent centuries, British philosophers (notably David Hume, Jeremy Bentham
and John Stuart Mill) challenged the religious basis of morality and the absolute
prohibition of suicide, euthanasia and infanticide. The great eighteenth-century
German philosopher Immanuel Kant, on the other hand, whilst believing that
moral truths were founded on reason rather than religion, nonetheless thought
that ‘man cannot have the power to dispose of his life’ (Kant, 1986, p. 148).
Mercy for a hopelessly ill and suffering patient and, in the case of voluntary
euthanasia, respect for autonomy, have been the primary reasons given by those
who have argued for the moral permissibility of euthanasia. Today, there is
widespread popular support for some forms of euthanasia and many contemporary
philosophers have argued that euthanasia is morally defensible. Official religious
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opposition (for example, from the Roman Catholic Church) does, however, remain
unchanged, and active euthanasia remains a crime in every nation other than
the Netherlands. There, a series of court cases, beginning in 1973, have established
the conditions under which doctors, and only doctors, may practise euthanasia:
the decision to die must be the voluntary and considered decision of an informed
patient: there must be physical or mental suffering which the sufferer finds
unbearable; there is no other reasonable (i.e. acceptable to the patient) solution
to improve the situation; the doctor must consult another senior professional.
Before looking more closely at the arguments for and against euthanasia, it
will be necessary to draw some distinctions. Euthanasia can take three forms: it
can be voluntary, non-voluntary and involuntary.

ii

Voluntary, non-voluntary and involuntary euthanasia

The following case is an example of voluntary euthanasia:
Mary F. was dying from a progressively debilitating disease. She had reached the stage
where she was almost totally paralysed and, periodically, needed a respirator to keep her
alive. She was suffering considerable distress. Knowing that there was no hope and that
things would get worse, Mary F. wanted to die. She asked her doctor to give her a lethal
injection to end her life. After consultation with her family and members of the health
care team, Dr H. administered the asked-for lethal injection, and Mary F. died.

The case of Mary F. is a clear case of voluntary euthanasia; that is, euthanasia
carried out by A at the request of B, for the sake of B. There is a close connection
between voluntary euthanasia and assisted suicide, where one person will assist
another to end her life - for example, when A obtains the drugs that will allow B
to suicide.
Euthanasia can be voluntary even if the person is no longer competent to
assert her wish to die when her life is ended. You might wish to have your life
ended should you ever find yourself in a situation where, whilst suffering from a
distressing and incurable condition, illness or accident have robbed you of all your
rational faculties, and you are no longer able to decide between life and death. If,
whilst still competent, you expressed the considered wish to die when in a situation
such as this, then the person who ends your life in the appropriate circumstances
acts upon your request and performs an act of voluntary euthanasia.
Euthanasia is non-voluntary when the person whose life is ended cannot choose
between life and death for herself - for example, because she is a hopelessly ill or
handicapped newborn infant, or because illness or accident have rendered a
formerly competent person permanently incompetent, without that person having
previously indicated whether she would or would not like euthanasia under
certain circumstances.
Euthanasia is involuntary when it is performed on a person who would have
been able to give or withhold consent to her ov/n death, but has not given
consent - either because she was not asked, or because she was asked but withheld
consent, wanting to go on living. Whilst clear cases of involuntary euthanasia
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would be relatively rare (for example, where A shoots B without B’s consent to
save her from falling into the hands of a sadistic torturer), it has been argued that
some widely accepted medical practices (such as the administration of increasingly
large doses of pain-killing drugs that will eventually cause the patient’s death, or
the unconsented-to withholding of life-sustaining treatment) amount to invol
untary euthanasia.

iii Active and passive euthanasia
So far, we have defined ‘euthanasia’ loosely as ‘mercy-killing’, where A brings
about the death of B, for the sake of B. There are, however, two different ways in
which A can bring B’s death about: A can kill B by, say, administering a lethal
injection; or A can allow B to die by withholding or withdrawing life-sustaining
treatment. Cases of the first kind are typically referred to as ‘active’ or ‘positive’
euthanasia, whereas cases of the second kind are often referred to as ‘passive’ or
‘negative’ euthanasia. All three kinds of euthanasia listed previously - voluntary,
non-voluntary and involuntary euthanasia - can either be passive or active.
If we change the above case of Mary F. but slightly, it becomes one of passive
voluntary euthanasia:
Mary F. was dying from a progressively debilitating disease. She had reached the stage
where she was almost totally paralysed and periodically needed a respirator to keep her
alive. She was suffering considerable distress. Knowing that there was no hope and that
things would get worse, Mary F. wanted to die. She asked her doctor to ensure that she
would not be put on a respirator when her breathing would fail next. The doctor agreed
with Mary’s wishes, instructed the nursing staff accordingly, and Mary died eight hours
later, from respiratory failure.

There is widespread agreement that omissions as well as actions can constitute
euthanasia. The Roman Catholic Church, in its Declaration on Euthanasia, for
example, defines euthanasia as ‘an action or omission which of itself or by
intention causes death’ (1980, p. 6). Philosophical disagreement does, however,
arise over which actions and omissions amount to euthanasia. Thus it is sometimes
denied that a doctor practises (non-voluntary passive) euthanasia when she
refrains from resuscitating a severely handicapped newborn infant, or that a
doctor engages in euthanasia of any kind when she administers increasingly large
doses of a painkilling drug that she knows will eventually result in the patient’s
death. Other writers hold that whenever an agent deliberately and knowingly
engages in an action or an omission that results in the patient’s foreseen death,
she has performed active or passive euthanasia.
In spite of the great diversity of views on this matter, debates on euthanasia
have time and again focused on certain themes:
1

2

Does it make a moral difference whether death is actively (or positively)
brought about, rather than occurring because life-sustaining treatment is
withheld or withdrawn?
Must all available life-sustaining means always be used, or are there certain
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‘extraordinary’ or ‘disproportionate’ means that need not be employed?
Does it make a moral difference whether the patient’s death is directly intended,
or whether it comes about as a merely foreseen consequence of the agent’s
action or omission?

The following is a brief sketch of these debates.

iv Actions and omissions/killing and letting die
To shoot someone is an action: to fail to help the victim of a shooting is an
omission. If A shoots B and B dies, A has killed B. If C does nothing to save B’s
life, C lets B die. But not all actions or omissions that result in a person’s death
are of central interest in the euthanasia debate. The euthanasia debate is concerned
with intentional actions and omissions - that is, with deaths that are deliberately
and knowingly brought about in a situation where the agent could have done
otherwise - that is, where A could have refrained from killing B, and where C
could have saved B’s life.
There are some problems in distinguishing between killing and letting die, or
between active and passive euthanasia. If the killing/letting die distinction were
to rest simply on the distinction between actions and omissions, then the agent
who, say, turns off the machine that sustains B’s life, kills B, whereas the agent
who refrains from putting C onto a life-sustaining machine in the first place,
merely allows C to die. That killing and letting die should be distinguished in this
way has struck many writers as implausible, and attempts have been made to
draw the distinction in some other way. One plausible suggestion is that we
understand killing as initiating a course of events that leads to death; and allowing
to die as not intervening in a course of events that leads to death. According to
this scheme, the administration of a lethal injection would be a case of killing;
whereas not putting a patient on a respirator, or taking her off, would be an
instance of letting die. In the first case, the patient dies because of events set in
train by the agent. In the second case, the patient dies because the agent does not
intervene in a course of events (e.g. a life-threatening disease) already in train
that is not of the agent’s making.
Is the distinction between killing and letting die, or between active and passive
euthanasia, morally significant? Is killing a person always morally worse than
letting a person die? Various reasons have been proposed why this should be so.
One of the more plausible ones is that an agent who kills causes death, whereas
an agent who lets die merely allows nature to take its course. This distinction
between ‘making happen’ and ‘letting happen’, it has been argued, is a morally
important one insofar as it sets limits to an agent’s duties and responsibilities to
save lives. Whilst it requires little or no effort to refrain from killing anyone, it
usually requires effort to save a person. If killing and letting die were morally on
a par, so the argument goes, then we would be just as responsible for the deaths
of those whom we fail to save as we are for the deaths of those whom we kill and failing to aid starving Africans would be the moral equivalent of sending
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them poisoned food. (See Foot. 1980, p. 16 1 -2 .) This, the argument continues, is
absurd: we are more, or differently, responsible for the deaths of those whom we
kill than we are for the deaths of those whom we fail to save. Thus, to kill a person
is, other things being equal, worse than allowing a person to die.
But even if a morally relevant distinction can sometimes be drawn between
killing and letting die, this does not, of course, mean that such a distinction always
prevails. Sometimes at least we are as responsible for our omissions as we are for
our actions. A parent who does not feed her infant, or a doctor who refrains from
giving insulin to an otherwise healthy diabetic, will not be absolved of moral
responsibility by merely pointing out that the person in her charge died as a
consequence of what she omitted to do.
Moreover, when the argument about the moral significance of the killing/letting die distinction is raised in the context of the euthanasia debate, an
additional factor needs to be considered. To kill someone, or deliberately to let
someone die, is generally a bad thing because it deprives that person of her life.
Under normal circumstances persons value their lives, and to continue to live is
in their best interest. This is different when questions of euthanasia are at issue.
In cases of euthanasia, death - not continued life - is in the person’s best interest.
This means that an agent who kills, or an agent who lets die, is not harming but
benefiting the person whose life it is. This has led writers in the field to suggest:
if we are, indeed, more responsible for our actions than for our omissions, then A
who kills C in the context of euthanasia will, other things being equal, be acting
morally better than B who lets C die - for A positively benefits C, whereas B merely
allows benefits to befall C.

v

Ordinary and extraordinary means

Powerful medical technologies allow doctors to sustain the lives of many patients
who, only a decade or two ago, would have died because the means were not
available to avert death. With this an old question is raised with renewed urgency:
must doctors always do everything possible to try to save a patient’s life? Must
they engage in ‘heroic’ efforts to add another few weeks, days, or hours to the life
of a terminally ill and suffering cancer patient? Must active treatment always be
instigated with regard to babies born so defective that their short life will be filled
with little more than continuous suffering?
Most writers in the field agree that there are times when life-sustaining
treatment should be withheld and a patient allowed to die. This view is shared
even by those who regard euthanasia or the intentional termination of life as
always wrong. It raises the pressing need for criteria to distinguish between
permissible and impermissible omissions of life-sustaining means.
Traditionally, this distinction has been drawn in terms of so-called ordinary
and extraordinary means of treatment. The distinction has a long history and was
employed by the Roman Catholic Church to deal with the problem of surgery
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prior to the development of antisepsis and anaesthesia. If a patient refused ordinary
means - for example, food - such refusal was regarded as suicide, or the intentional
termination of life. Refusal of extraordinary means (painful or risky surgery, for
example), on the other hand, was not regarded as the intentional termination of
life.
Today, the distinction between life-sustaining means that are regarded as
ordinary and obligatory and those that are not is often expressed in terms of
‘proportionate’ and ‘disproportionate’ means of treatment. A means is ‘pro
portionate’ if it offers a reasonable hope of benefit to the patient; it is ‘dis
proportionate’ if it does not. (See Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of the
Faith, 1980, pp. 9-10.)
Understood in this way, the distinction between proportionate and dis
proportionate means is clearly morally significant. But it is not, of course, a
distinction between means of treatment, considered simply as means of treatment.
Rather, it is a distinction between the proportionate or disproportionate benefits
different patients are likely to derive from a particular treatment. The same
treatment can thus be proportionate or disproportionate, depending on the pati
ent’s medical condition and on the quality and quantity of life the patient is likely
to gain from its employment. A painful and invasive operation, for example, might
be an ‘ordinary’ or ‘proportionate’ means if performed on an otherwise healthy
20-year-old who is likely to gain a lifetime; it might well be considered ‘extra
ordinary’ or ‘disproportionate’ if performed on an elderly patient, who is also
suffering from some other serious debilitating disease. Even a treatment as simple
as a course of antibiotics or physiotherapy is sometimes judged to be extraordinary
and non-obligatory treatment. (See Linacre Centre Working Party, 1982, pp. 4 6 -

8 .)
This understanding of ordinary and extraordinary means suggests that an
agent who refrains from using extraordinary means of treatment engages in
passive euthanasia: A withholds potentially life-sustaining treatment from B, for
the sake of B.
Not everyone agrees, however, that the discontinuation of extraordinary or
disproportionate treatment is a case of passive euthanasia. ‘Euthanasia’, it is often
argued, involves the deliberate or intentional termination of life. Administering a
lethal injection, or withholding ordinary life-sustaining means, are cases of the
intentional termination of life; withholding extraordinary means and allowing the
patient to die, is not. The question then becomes: what does the doctor ‘do’ when
she withholds disproportionate life-sustaining treatment from B, foreseeing that
B will die as a consequence? And how can this mode of bringing the patient’s
death about (or of allowing the patient’s death to occur) be distinguished, in terms
of the agent’s intention, from the withholding of ordinary care on the one hand,
and the administration of a lethal injection on the other?
This brings us to the third major theme on which the debate about euthanasia
has focused: the distinction between deaths that are directly intended and deaths
that are merely foreseen.
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vi Intending death and foreseeing that death will occur
If A administers a lethal injection to B to end B’s suffering, A has intentionally
terminated B’s life. This case is uncontroversial. But has A also intentionally
terminated B’s life when she seeks to alleviate B’s pain by increasingly large doses
of drugs (‘pyramid pain-killing’) that she knows will eventually bring about B’s
death? And has A terminated B’s life intentionally when she turns off the respirator
that sustains B’s life, knowing that B will die as a consequence? Those who want
to hold that the first case is, but the second and third case is not, a case of
euthanasia or the intentional termination of life have sought to draw a distinction
between these cases in terms of directly intended results, and foreseen but non
intended consequences. Reflecting on the administration of increasingly large and
potentially lethal doses of pain-killing drugs, the Vatican’s Declaration on Euthanasia
thus holds that ‘pyramid pain-killing’ is acceptable because, in this case, ‘death is
in no w ay intended or sought, even if the risk of it is reasonably taken’ (p. 9). In
other words, even if A foresees that B will die as a consequence of what A does,
B’s death is only foreseen and not directly intended. The direct intention is to kill
the pain, not the patient.
This distinction between intended results and foreseen but non-intended
further consequences is formalized in the Principle of Double Effect (PDE). The
PDE lists a number of conditions under which an agent may ‘allow’ or ‘permit’
a consequence (such as a person’s death) to occur, although that consequence
must not be intended by the agent. Thomas Aquinas, with whom the PDE is said
to have its origin, applied the distinction between directly intended and merely
foreseen consequences to actions of self-defence. If a person is attacked and kills
the attacker, her intention is to defend herself, not to kill the attacker (Summa
Theologiae, II, ii).
Two main questions have been raised regarding the intention/foresight dis
tinction:
-

Can a clear distinction always be drawn between those consequences that an
agent directly intends and those that she merely foresees?
Is the distinction, to the extent that it can be drawn, morally relevant in itself?

Consider the first point in the light of the following frequently cited example:
A party of explorers is trapped in a cave, in whose narrow opening a rather fat member
of the party is lodged, and the waters are rising. If a member of the party explodes a charge
of dynamite next to the fat man, should we say that he intended the fat man’s death or
that he merely foresaw it as a consequence of either freeing the party, removing the fat
man’s body from the opening, or blowing him to atoms?
If one wants to hold that the fat man’s death was clearly intended, in what way,
then, is this case different from the one where a doctor can administer increasingly
large doses of a pain-killing drug that will forseeably bring about the patient’s
death, without that doctor being said to have intended the patient’s death?
There are serious philosophical problems in any systematic application of the
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intention/foresight distinction, and the literature is replete with criticisms and
refutations. Nancy Davis discusses some of this literature in the context of deontological ethics (where the distinction is crucial) in Article 17. c o n t e m p o r a r y
d e o n t o l o g y . Assuming that the difficulties can be overcome, the next question
presents itself: is the distinction between directly intended results and merely
foreseen consequences morally relevant in itself? Does it matter, morally, whether
a doctor when administering what she believes to be a lethal drug merely intends
to relieve the patient’s pain, or whether she directly intends to end the patient’s
life?
Here a distinction is sometimes drawn between the goodness and badness of
agents: that it is the mark of a good agent that she not directly intend the death
of another person. But even if a distinction between the goodness and badness of
agents can sometimes be drawn in this way, it is of course not clear that it can
be applied to euthanasia cases. In all euthanasia cases, A seeks to benefit B, thus
acting as a good agent would. Only if it is assumed that there is a rule which says
‘A good agent must never directly intend the death of an innocent’, does the
attempt to draw the distinction make sense - and that rule then lacks a rationale.

vii

Conclusion

The above distinctions represent deeply felt differences. Whether or not these
differences are morally relevant, and if so on what grounds, is a debate that is still
continuing.
There is, however, one other aspect of the euthanasia debate that has not yet
been touched on. People frequently agree that there may be no intrinsic moral
difference between active and passive euthanasia, between ordinary and extra
ordinary means, and between deaths that are directly intended and deaths that
are merely foreseen. Nonetheless, the argument is sometimes put that distinctions
such as these represent important lines of demarcation as far as public policy is
concerned. Public policy requires the drawing of lines, and those drawn to safe
guard us against unjustified killings are among the most universal. Whilst it is
true that such lines may appear arbitrary and philosophically troubling, they are
nonetheless necessary to protect vulnerable members of society against abuse.
The question is, of course, whether this kind of reasoning has a sound basis:
whether societies that openly allow the intentional termination of life under some
circumstances will inevitably move onto a dangerous ‘slippery slope’ that will lead
from justified to unjustified practices.
In its logical version, the ‘slippery slope’ argument is unconvincing. There are
no logical grounds why the reasons that justify euthanasia - mercy and respect
for autonomy - should logically also justify killings that are neither merciful nor
show respect for autonomy. In its empirical version, the slippery slope argument
asserts that justified killings will, as a matter of fact, lead to unjustified killings.
There is little empirical evidence to back up this claim. Whilst the Nazi ‘euthanasia’
programme is often cited as an example of what can happen when a society
acknowledges that some lives are not worthy to be lived, the motivation behind
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these killings was neither mercy nor respect for autonomy; it was, rather, racial
prejudice and the belief that the racial purity of the Volk required the elimination
of certain individuals and groups. As already noted, in the Netherlands a ‘social
experiment’ with active voluntary euthanasia is currently in progress. As yet
there is no evidence that this has sent Dutch society down a slippery slope.
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MARY ANNE WARREN

i

Introduction

Do w o m e n have the right to abort unwanted pregnancies? Or is the state
entitled (or perhaps ethically required) to prohibit deliberate abortion? Should some
abortions be permitted and others not? Does the proper legal status of abortion
follow directly from its moral status? Or should abortion be legal, even if it is
sometimes or always morally wrong?
Such questions have aroused intense debate during the past two decades.
Interestingly enough, in most of the industrialized world abortion was not a
criminal offence until a series of anti-abortion laws were passed during the second
half of the nineteenth century. At that time, proponents of the prohibition of
abortion generally stressed the medical dangers of abortion. It was also sometimes
argued that fetuses are human beings from conception onward, and that deliberate
abortion is therefore a form of homicide. Now that improved techniques have
made properly performed abortions much safer than childbirth, the medical
argument has lost whatever force it may once have had. Consequently, the focus
of anti-abortion arguments has shifted from the physical safety of women to the
moral value of fetal life.
Advocates of women’s right to choose abortion have responded to the anti
abortion argument in several ways. I shall examine three lines of argument for
the pro-choice view: (i ) that abortion should be permitted, because the prohibition
of abortion leads to highly undesirable consequences: (2) that women have a
moral right to choose abortion: and (3) that fetuses are not yet persons and thus
do not yet have a substantial right to life.

ii

Consequentialist arguments for abortion

If actions are to be morally evaluated by their consequences, then a strong case
can be made that the prohibition of abortion is wrong. Throughout history women
have paid a terrible price for the absence of safe and legal contraception and
abortion. Forced to bear many children, at excessively short intervals, they were
often physically debilitated and died young - a common fate in most pre-twentiethcentury societies and much of the Third World today. Involuntary childbearing
aggravates poverty, increases infant and child death rates, and places severe
strains upon the resources of families and states.
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Improved methods of contraception have somewhat alleviated these problems.
Yet no form of contraception is io o per cent effective. Moreover, many women
lack access to contraception, e.g. because they cannot afford it, or it is unavailable
where they live, or unavailable to minors without parental permission. In most
of the world, paid work has become an economic necessity for many women,
married or single. Women who must earn have an acute need to control their
fertility. Without that control, they often find it impossible to obtain the education
necessary for any but the most marginal employment, or impossible to combine
the responsibilities of childrearing and paid labour. This is as true in socialist as
in capitalist economies, since in both economic systems women must contend
with the double responsibility of paid and domestic work.
Contraception and abortion do not guarantee reproductive autonomy, because
many people cannot afford to have (and properly raise) any children, or as many
children as they would like; and others are involuntarily infertile. However, both
contraception and abortion are essential if women are to have the modest degree of
reproductive autonomy which is possible in the world as it is presently constructed.
In the long run, access to abortion is essential for the health and survival not
just of individual women and families, but also that of the larger social and
biological systems on which all our lives depend. Given the inadequacy of present
methods of contraception and the lack of universal access to contraception, the
avoidance of rapid population growth generally requires some use of abortion.
Unless population growth rates are reduced in those impoverished societies where
they remain high, malnutrition and starvation will become even more widespread
than at present. There might still be enough food to feed all the people of the
world, if only it were more equitably distributed. However, this cannot remain true
indefinitely. Soil erosion and climatic changes brought about by the destruction of
forests and the burning of fossil fuels threaten to reduce the earth’s capacity for
food production - perhaps drastically - within the next generation.
Yet opponents of abortion deny that abortion is necessary for the avoidance
of such undesirable consequences. Some pregnancies are the result of rape or
involuntary incest, but most result from apparently voluntary sexual behaviour.
Thus, anti-abortionists often claim that women who seek abortions are ‘refusing
to take responsibility for their own actions’. In their view, women ought to avoid
heterosexual intercourse unless they are prepared to complete any resulting
pregnancy. But is this demand a reasonable one?
Heterosexual intercourse is not biologically necessary for women’s - or men’s individual survival or physical health. On the contrary, women who are celibate
or homosexual are less vulnerable to cervical cancer, AIDS, and other sexually
transmitted diseases. Nor is it obvious that sex is necessary for the psychological
health of either women or men, although the contrary belief is widespread. It is,
however, something that many women find intensely pleasurable - a fact which
is morally significant on most consequentialist theories. Furthermore, it is part of
the form of life which the majority of women everywhere appear to prefer. In
some places, lesbian women are creating alternative forms of life which may better
serve their needs. But for most heterosexual women, the choice of permanent
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celibacy is very difficult. In much of the world, it is very difficult for single women
to support themselves (let alone support a family); and sexual intercourse is
usually one of the ‘duties’ of married women.
In short, permanent celibacy is not a reasonable option to impose upon most
women. And since all women are potentially vulnerable to rape, even those who
are homosexual or celibate may face unwanted pregnancies. Hence, until there
is a fully reliable and safe form of contraception, available to all women, the
consequentialist arguments for abortion will remain strong. But these arguments
will not persuade those who reject consequentialist moral theories. If abortion is
inherently wrong, as many believe, then it cannot be justified as a means of
avoiding undesirable consequences. Thus, we must also consider whether women
have a moral right to seek abortion.

iii

Abortion and women’s rights

Not all moral philosophers believe that there are such things as moral rights.
Thus, it is important to say a bit here about what moral rights are; in section (viii)
I will say more about why they are important. (See also Article 22, r i g h t s .)
Rights are not mysterious entities that we discover in nature; they are not, in fact,
entities at all. To say that people have a right to life is to say, roughly, that they
should never deliberately be killed or deprived of the necessities of life, unless the
only alternative is some much greater evil. Rights are not absolute, but neither
are they to be overridden for just any apparently greater good. For instance, one
may kill in self-defence when there is no other way to protect oneself from death
or serious harm unjustly inflicted; but one may not kill another person merely
because others may gain a great deal from the victim’s death.
Basic moral rights are those which all persons have, in contrast to those rights
which depend upon particular circumstances, e.g. promises or legal contracts.
The basic moral rights of persons are usually held to include the rights to life,
liberty, self-determination, and freedom from the infliction of bodily harm. The
prohibition of abortion appears to infringe upon all of these basic rights. Women’s
lives are endangered in at least two ways. Where abortion is illegal, women often
seek unsafe illegal abortions; the World Health Organization estimates that over
200,000 women die from this cause each year. Many others die from involuntary
childbirth, when abortion is unavailable, or when they are pressured not to use
it. Of course, voluntary childbirth also involves some risk of death; but in the
absence of coercion, there is no violation of the woman’s right to life.
The denial of abortion also infringes upon women’s rights to liberty, selfdetermination, and physical integrity. To be forced to bear a child is not just an
‘inconvenience’, as opponents of abortion often claim. To carry a pregnancy to
term is an arduous and risky undertaking, even when voluntary. To be sure,
many women enjoy (much of) their pregnancies; but for those who remain
pregnant against their will the experience is apt to be thoroughly miserable. And
involuntary pregnancy and childbirth are only the beginning of the hardships
caused by the denial of abortion. The woman must either keep the child or
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surrender it for adoption. To keep the child may make it impossible to continue
her chosen life work, or to meet her other family obligations. To surrender the
child means that she must live with the unhappy knowledge that she has a
daughter or son for whom she cannot care, often cannot even know to be alive
and well. Studies of women who have surrendered infants for adoption show that,
for most, the separation from their child is a great and lasting grief.
Even if we accept the view that fetuses have a right to life, it is difficult to
justify the imposition of such hardships upon unwilling individuals for the sake
of fetal lives. As Judith Thomson pointed out in her much-discussed 19 7 1 article,
‘A defense of abortion’, there is no other case in which the law requires individuals
(who have been convicted of no crime) to sacrifice liberty, self-determination, and
bodily integrity in order to preserve the lives of others. Perhaps one analogy to
involuntary childbirth is military conscription. However, that comparison can
lend only moderate support to the anti-abortion position, since the justifiability of
compulsory military service is itself debatable.
In popular rhetoric, especially in the United States, the abortion issue is often
seen as purely and simply one of ‘women’s right to control their bodies’. If women
have the moral right to abort unwanted pregnancies, then the law should not
prohibit abortion. But the arguments for this right do not entirely solve the moral
issue of abortion. For it is one thing to have a right, and another to be morally
justified in exercising that right in a particular case. If fetuses have a full and
equal right to life, then perhaps women’s right to abort should be exercised only
in extreme circumstances. And perhaps we should question further whether fertile
human beings - of either sex - are entitled to engage in heterosexual intercourse
when they are not willing to have a child and assume the responsibility for it. If
popular heterosexual activities are costing the lives of millions of innocent ‘persons’
(i.e. aborted fetuses), then should we not at least try to give up these activities?
On the other hand, if fetuses do not yet have a substantial right to life, then
abortion is not nearly so difficult to justify.

iv

Questions about the moral status of fetuses

When in the development of a human individual does she or he begin to have a
full and equal right to life? Most contemporary legal systems treat birth as the
point at which a new legal person comes into existence. Thus, infanticide is
generally classified as a form of homicide, whereas abortion - even where pro
hibited - generally is not. But, at first glance, birth seems to be an entirely arbitrary
criterion of moral status. Why should human beings attain full and equal basic
moral rights at birth, rather than at some earlier or later point?
Many theorists have sought to establish some universal criterion of moral
status, by which to distinguish between those entities that have full moral rights
and those that have no moral rights, or different and lesser rights. Even those
who prefer not to speak of moral rights may feel the need for a universally
applicable criterion of moral status. For instance, utilitarians need to know which
entities have interests that must be considered in calculations of moral utility,
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while Kantian deontologists need to know which things are to be treated as ends
in themselves, and not merely means to the ends of others. Many criteria of moral
status have been proposed. The most common include life, sentience (the capacity
to have experiences, including that of pain), genetic humanity (biological identi
fication as belonging to the species Homo sapiens), and personhood (which will be
defined later).
How are we to choose among these conflicting criteria of moral status? Two
things are clear. First, we may not treat the selection of a criterion of moral status
as a mere matter of personal preference. Racists, for instance, are not entitled to
recognize the moral rights only of members of their own racial group, since they
have never been able to prove that members of ‘inferior' races lack any property
that can reasonably be held to be relevant to moral status. Second, a theory of
moral status must provide a plausible account of the moral status not only of
human beings, but also of non-human animals, plants, computers, possible extra
terrestrial life forms, and anything else that might come along. I will argue that
life, sentience and personhood are all relevant to moral status, though not in the
same ways. Let us consider these criteria in turn, beginning with the most basic,
i.e. biological life.

v

The ethic of ‘reverence for life’

Albert Schweitzer argued for an ethic of reverence for all living things. He held
that all organisms, from microbes to human beings, have a ‘will to live’. Thus, he
says, anyone who has ‘an unblunted moral sensibility will find it natural to share
concern with the fate of all living creatures’. Schweitzer may have been wrong to
claim that all living things have a will to live. Will is most naturally construed as
a faculty which requires at least some capacity for thought, and is thus unlikely
to be found in simple organisms that lack central nervous systems. Perhaps the
claim that all living things share a will to live is a metaphorical statement of the
fact that organisms are teleologically organized, such that they generally function
in ways that promote their own survival or that of their species. But why should
this fact lead us to feel a reverence for all life?
I suggest that the ethic of reverence for life draws strength from ecological and
aesthetic concerns. The destruction of living things often damages what Aldo
Leopold has called the ‘integrity, stability and beauty of the biotic community’.
Protecting the biotic community from needless damage is a moral imperative, not
just for the good of humanity, but because the unspoiled natural world is worth
valuing for its own sake.
Reverence for life suggests that, other things being equal, it is always better
to avoid killing a living thing. But Schweitzer was aware that not all killing can
be avoided. His view was that one should never kill without good reason, and
certainly not for sport or amusement. Thus, it does not follow from an ethic of
reverence for all life that abortion is morally wrong. Human fetuses are living
things, as are unfertilized ova and spermatazoa. However, many abortions may
be defended as killing ‘under the compulsion of necessity’.
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Genetic humanity

Opponents of abortion will reply that abortion is wrong, not simply because
human fetuses are alive, but because they are human. But why should we believe
that the destruction of a living human organism is always morally worse than
the destruction of an organism of some other species? Membership in a particular
biological species does not appear to be, in itself, any more relevant to moral status
than membership in a particular race or sex.
It is an accident of evolution and history that everyone whom we currently
recognize as having full and equal basic moral rights belongs to a single biological
species. The ‘people’ of the earth might just as well have belonged to many different
species - and indeed perhaps they do. It is quite possible that some non-human
animals, such as dolphins and whales and the great apes, have enough so-called
’human’ capacities to be properly regarded as persons - i.e. beings capable of
reason, self-awareness, social involvement, and moral reciprocity. Some con
temporary philosophers have argued that (some) non-human animals have essen
tially the same basic moral rights as human persons. Whether or not they are
right, it is certainly true that any superior moral status accorded to members of
our own species must be justified in terms of morally significant differences between
humans and other living things. To hold that species alone provides a basis for
superior moral status is arbitrary and unhelpful.

vii The sentience criterion
Some philosophers hold that sentience is the primary criterion of moral status.
Sentience is the capacity to have experiences - for instance, visual, auditory,
olfactory, or other perceptual experiences. However, the capacity to have pleasur
able and painful experiences seems particularly relevant to moral status. It is a
plausible postulate of utilitarian ethics that pleasure is an intrinsic good and pain
an intrinsic evil. True, the capacity to feel pain is often valuable to an organism,
enabling it to avoid harm or destruction. Conversely, some pleasures can be
harmful to the organism’s long-term well-being. Nevertheless, sentient beings
may be said to have a basic interest in pleasure and the avoidance of pain. Respect
for this basic interest is central to utilitarian ethics.
The sentience criterion suggests that, other things being equal, it is morally
worse to kill a sentient than a non-sentient organism. The death of a sentient
being, even when painless, deprives it of whatever pleasurable experiences it might
have enjoyed in the future. Thus, death is apt to be a misfortune for that being,
in a way that the death of a non-sentient organism is not.
But how can we know which living organisms are sentient? For that matter,
how can we know that non-living things, such as rocks and rivers, are not sentient?
If knowledge requires the absolute impossibility of error, then we probably cannot
know this. But what we do know strongly suggests that sentience requires a
functioning central nervous system - which is absent in rocks, plants, and simple
micro-organisms. It is also absent in the early human fetus. Many neuro
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physiologists believe that normal human fetuses begin to have some rudimentary
capacity for sentience at some stage in the second trimester of pregnancy. Prior
to that stage, their brains and sensory organs are too undeveloped to permit the
occurrence of sensations. The behavioural evidence points in the same direction.
By the end of the first trimester, a fetus may have some unconscious reflexes, but
it does not yet respond to its environment in a way suggestive of sentience. By
the third trimester, however, some parts of the fetal brain are functional, and the
fetus may respond to noise, light, pressure, motion and other sensory stimuli.
The sentience criterion lends support to the common belief that late abortion
is more difficult to justify than early abortion. Unlike the presentient fetus, a thirdtrimester fetus is already a being - already, that is, a centre of experience. If killed,
it may experience pain. Moreover, its death (like that of any sentient being) will
mean the termination of a stream of experiences, some of which may have been
pleasurable. Indeed, the use of this criterion suggests that early abortion poses no
very serious moral issue, at least with respect to the impact upon the fetus. As a
living but non-sentient organism, the first-trimester fetus is not yet a being with
an interest in continued life. Like the unfertilized ovum, it may have the potential
to become a sentient being. But this means only that it has the potential to become
a being with an interest in continued life, not that it already has such an interest.
While the sentience criterion implies that late abortion is more difficult to
justify than early abortion, it does not imply that late abortion is as difficult to
justify as homicide. The principle of respect for the interests of sentient beings does
not imply that all sentient beings have an equal right to life. To see why this is so,
we need to give further thought to the scope of that principle.
Most normal mature vertebrate animals (mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians
and fish) are obviously sentient. It is also quite likely that many invertebrate
animals, such as arthropods (e.g. insects, spiders, and crabs), are sentient. For
they too have sense organs and nervous systems, and often behave as if they
could see, hear, and feel quite well. If sentience is the criterion of moral status
then not even a fly should be killed without some good reason.
But what counts as a good enough reason for the destruction of a living
thing whose primary claim to moral status is its probable sentience? Utilitarians
generally hold that acts are morally wrong if they increase the total amount of
pain or suffering in the world (without some compensatory increase in the total
amount of pleasure or happiness), or vice versa. But the killing of a sentient
being does not always have such adverse consequences. There is room in any
environment for only a finite number of organisms of any given species. When a
rabbit is killed (in some more or less painless fashion), another rabbit is likely to
take its place, so that the total amount of rabbit-happiness is not decreased.
Moreover, rabbits, like many other rapidly reproducing species, must be preyed
upon by some other species if the health of the larger biological system is to be
maintained. •
Thus, the killing of sentient beings is not always an evil in utilitarian terms.
However, it would be morally offensive to suggest that people can be killed just
because they are too numerous, and are upsetting the natural ecology. If killing
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people is harder to justify than killing rabbits - as even most animal liberationists
believe - it must be because people have some moral status that is not based upon
sentience alone. In the next section, we consider some possible arguments for this
view.

viii

Personhood and moral rights

Once they are past infancy, human beings typically possess not only a capacity
for sentience, but also such ‘higher’ mental capacities as self-awareness and
rationality. They are also highly social beings, capable - except in pathological
cases - of love, nurturance, co-operation, and moral responsibility (which involves
the capacity to guide their actions through moral principles and ideals). Perhaps
these mental and social capacities can provide sound reasons for ascribing a
stronger right to life to persons than to other sentient beings.
One argument for that conclusion is that the distinctive capacities persons
have enable them to value their own lives and those of other members of their
communities more than other animals do. People are the only beings who can
plan years into the future, and who are often haunted by the fear of premature
death. Perhaps this means that the lives of persons are worth more to their
possessors than those of sentient non-persons. If so, then killing a person is a
greater moral wrong than killing a sentient being which is not a person. But it is
also possible that the absence of fear for the future tends to make the lives of
sentient non-persons more pleasant, and more valuable to them, than ours are to
us. Thus, we need to look elsewhere for a rationale for the superior moral status
that most (human) persons accord to one another.
Moral rights are a way of talking about how we should behave. That it is
evidently only persons who understand the idea of a moral right does not make
us ‘better’ than other sentient beings. However, it does give us compelling reasons
for treating one another as moral equals, with basic rights that cannot be over
ridden for narrowly utilitarian reasons. If we could never trust other persons not
to kill us whenever they judged that some net good might result, social relation
ships would become immeasurably more difficult, and the lives of all but the most
powerful persons would be greatly impoverished.
A morally sensitive person will respect all life-forms, and will be careful to
avoid needlessly inflicting pain or death upon sentient beings. However, she will
respect the basic moral rights of other persons as equal to her own, not just because
they are alive and sentient, but also because she can reasonably hope and demand
that they will show her the same respect. Mice and mosquitoes are not capable of
this kind of moral reciprocity - as least not in their interactions with human
beings. When their interests come into conflict with ours, we cannot hope to use
moral argument to persuade them to accept some reasonable compromise. Thus,
it is often impossible to accord them fully equal moral status. Even the Jain
religion of India, which regards the killing of any being as an obstacle to spiritual
enlightenment, does not require the total avoidance of such killing, except in the
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case of those who have taken special religious vows. (For further information see
Article 9. I n d i a n e t h i c s .)
If the capacity for moral reciprocity is essential to personhood, and if personhood is the criterion for moral equality, then human fetuses do not satisfy that
criterion. Sentient fetuses are closer to being persons than are fertilized ova or
early fetuses, and may gain some moral status on that account. However, they
are not yet reasoning, self-aware beings, capable of love, nurturance, and moral
reciprocity. These facts lend support to the view that even late abortion is not
quite the equivalent of homicide. On this basis, we may resonably conclude that
the abortion of sentient fetuses can sometimes be justified for reasons that could
not justify the killing of a person. For instance, late abortion may sometimes be
justified because the fetus has been found to be severely abnormal, or because the
continuation of the pregnancy threatens the woman’s health, or creates other
personal hardships.
Unfortunately, the discussion cannot end at this point. Personhood is important
as an inclusion criterion for moral equality: any theory which denies equal moral
status to certain persons must be rejected. But personhood seems somewhat less
plausible as an exclusion criterion, since it appears to exclude infants and mentally
handicapped individuals who may lack the mental and social capacities typical of
persons. Furthermore - as opponents of abortion point out - history proves that
it is all too easy for dominant groups to rationalize oppression by claiming, in
effect, that the oppressed persons are not really persons at all, because of some
alleged mental or moral deficiency.
In view of these points it may seem wise to adopt the theory that all sentient
human beings have full and equal basic moral rights. (To avoid ‘speciesism’, we
could grant the same moral status to sentient members of any other species whose
normal, mature members we believe to be persons.) On this theory, so long as an
individual is both human and capable of sentience, his or her moral equality
cannot be questioned. But there is an objection to the extension of equal moral
status even to sentient fetuses: it is impossible in practice to grant equal moral
rights to fetuses without denying those same rights to women.

ix

Why birth matters morally

There are many instances in which the moral rights of different human individuals
come into apparent conflict. Such conflicts cannot, as a rule, be solved justly by
denying equal moral status to one of the parties. But pregnancy is a special case.
Because of the unique biological relationship between the woman and the fetus,
the extension of equal moral and legal status to fetuses has ominous consequences
for women’s basic rights.
One consequence is that abortion ‘on request’ would not be permitted. If
sentience is the criterion, then abortion might be permitted only in the first
trimester. Some argue that this is a reasonable compromise, since it would allow
most women time enough to discover that they are pregnant, and decide whether
or not to abort. But problems involving fetal abnormality, the woman’s health.
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or her personal or economic situation, sometimes arise or become severe only at
a later stage. If fetuses are presumed to have the same moral rights as alreadyborn human beings, then women will often be compelled to remain pregnant at
great risk to their own lives, health, or personal well-being. They may also
be compelled to submit, against their will, to dangerous and invasive medical
procedures such as Caesarean section, when others judge that this would be
beneficial to the fetus. (A number of such cases have already occurred in the
United States.) Thus, the extension of full and equal basic moral rights to fetuses
endangers the basic rights of women.
But, given these apparent conflicts between fetal rights and women’s rights,
one may still wonder why it is women’s rights that should prevail. Why not
favour fetuses instead, e.g. because they are more helpless, or have a longer life
expectancy? Or why not seek a compromise between fetal and maternal rights,
with equal concessions on each side? If fetuses were already persons, in the sense
I have described, then it would be arbitrary to favour the rights of woman over
theirs. But it is difficult to argue that either fetuses or newborn infants are persons
in this sense, since the capacities for reason, self-awareness, and social and moral
reciprocity seem to develop only after birth.
Why, then, should we treat birth, rather than some later point, as the threshold
of moral equality? A major reason is that birth makes it possible for the infant to
be granted equal basic rights without violating anyone else’s basic rights. It is
possible in many countries to find good homes for most infants whose biological
parents are unable or unwilling to raise them. Since most of us strongly desire to
protect infants, and since we can now do so without imposing excessive hardships
upon women and families, there is no evident reason why we should not. But
fetuses are different: their equality would mean women’s inequality. Other things
being equal, it is worse to deny the basic moral rights to beings that are clearly
not yet full persons. Since women are persons and fetuses are not, we should come
down on the side of respecting women’s rights in cases of apparent conflict.

x

Potential personhood

Some philosophers argue that, although fetuses may not be persons, their potential
to become persons gives them the same basic moral rights. This argument is
implausible, since in no other case do we treat the potential to achieve some status
entailing certain rights as itself entailing those same rights. For instance, every
child born in the United States is a potential voter, but no-one under the age of
18 has the right to vote in that country. Besides, the argument from potential
proves too much. If a fetus is a potential person, then so is an unfertilized human
ovum, together with enough viable spermatazoa to achieve fertilization: yet few
would seriously suggest that these living human entities should have full and
equal moral status.
Yet the argument from fetal potential refuses to go away. Perhaps this is
because the potential which fetuses have is often a sound reason for valuing and
protecting them. Once a pregnant woman has committed herself to the continued
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nurturance of the fetus, she and those close to her are likely to think of it as an
‘unborn baby’, and to value it for its potential. The fetus’s potential lies not just
in its DNA, but in that maternal (and paternal) commitment. Once the woman
has committed herself to the pregnancy, it is appropriate for her to value the fetus
and protect its potential - as most women do. without any legal coercion. But it
is wrong to demand that a woman complete a pregnancy when she is unable or
unwilling to undertake that enormous commitment.

xi

Summary and conclusion

Abortion is often approached as if it were only an issue of fetal rights; and often
as if it were only an issue of women’s rights. The denial of safe and legal abortion
infringes upon women’s rights to life, liberty, and physical integrity. Yet if the
fetus had the same right to life as a person, abortion would still be a tragic event,
and difficult to justify except in the most extreme cases. Thus, even those who
argue for women’s rights must be concerned with the moral status of fetuses.
Even an ethic of reverence for all life does not, however, preclude all intentional
killing. All killing requires justification, and it is somewhat more difficult to justify
the deliberate destruction of a sentient being than of a living thing which is not
(yet) a centre of experience; but sentient beings do not all have equal rights. The
extension of equal moral status to fetuses threatens women’s most basic rights.
Unlike fetuses, women are already persons. They should not be treated as some
thing less when they happen to be pregnant. That is why abortion should not be
prohibited, and why birth, rather than some earlier point, marks the beginning
of full moral status.
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i

Introduction

Q u e s t i o n s about the proper role of sex in the pursuit of the good life were central

in classical philosophy. But there came a time when sexual questions, although
still contested hotly by poets and libertines, assumed diminished significance
among philosophers. With the surge of contemporary interest in applied ethics,
however, discussion of sex is once again perceived as a legitimate and important
philosophical topic. We can only speculate whether the libidos of philosophers are
(happily) becoming more active or whether philosophers are merely confronting
and responding to more open societal attitudes about sex.
This essay addresses some of the major sexual issues about which philosophers
puzzle: are gender and reproductive roles natural or are they socially constructed?
Must morally permissible sex have only one function? Must it be heterosexual?
Must it occur within the confines of the institution of marriage? Which kinds of
sexual activity are morally permissible under what sort of circumstances?
Two cautions: the phrase ‘morally permissible’ means ‘not morally prohibited’.
Thus, to label an act morally permissible does not necessarily imply that the act
is ‘laudatory’ or ‘morally required’ or the ‘best available action' or ‘in one’s best
long-term interests’. Furthermore, the essay addresses the moral permissibility of
various kinds of sex from the standpoint of the actions themselves, not from the
standpoint of the widest conceivable consequences they produce. Thus, the essay
ignores extraordinary cases where the sexual acts seem of themselves morally
permissible but because of accompanying circumstances they produce extremely
harmful consequences for third parties.

ii

Traditional Western morality

i

D u a lis m in a n c ie n t G r e e c e

More than five centuries before the birth of Christ, the Pythagoreans taught a sharp
dualism between mortal human bodies and immortal human souls. Animated by
a belief in the unity of all life, they taught that individual souls were fragments of
the divine, universal soul. Pythagoreans contended that the proper quest of
persons on earth should be spiritual purity which prepared human souls for their
return to the universal soul. They argued that purification was gained through
silence, contemplation, and abstention from animal flesh. Until individual souls
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return to the universal soul, Phythagoreans claimed that souls are imprisoned in
bodies and endure transmigration: death dissolves the union of an individual soul
with a particular body, and that soul transmigrates into a new body of a human
or animal.
The Pythagoreans had significant influence on Plato’s doctrines of the immor
tality of the soul, the existence of Universals in a world of higher Truth and
Reason, and philosophy as preparation for human assimilation with the divine.
Later, Stoics posited the ideal of inner tranquillity based on self-discipline and
freedom from passion, an ideal accomplished in part by withdrawing from the
material world and its physical preoccupations in deference to ascetic, spiritual
concerns; while Epicureans aspired to a peace of mind forged in part by suppressing
raging physical desires.
Thus the seeds of dualism were firmly in place well before the birth of Christ,
and one strain of Western sexuality emerged: an asceticism that counsels detach
ment and freedom from sexual passion, or at least advises the subordination of
sexual desire to reason; that regards the body as a prison of the immortal human
soul; and is often accompanied by the view that our world is an ersatz version of
Truth and Reality.

2

J u d e o - C h r is t ia n t h o u g h t

The predominant view of the Old Testament emphasized the joy of sex, counselled
fecundity, and assumed that marriage and parenthood were natural. Motivated
in part by a concern for reproduction of family lines, the patriarchs and kings of
Israel practised polygamy; newly married males were excused from military service
for one year in order that couples might enjoy wedded sexual bliss; and levirate
marriages, in which the childless widow of a man could be impregnated by his
brother and the resulting child regarded as the offspring of the deceased, were
permitted. In contrast to Greek dualism and asceticism, the Old Testaments’s
attitudes toward sex and the material world were overwhelmingly positive.
In the few recorded gospel verses in which Jesus addressed sex he condemned
adultery and divorce. But he nowhere stigmatizes erotic impulses as inherently
evil. Preaching a law of love and assessing people on the basis of their inner
motives and intentions, Jesus castigates sex and the material world as obstacles
to eternal salvation only when they assume the role of idols.
It was St Paul who first presented the Christian ideal of celibacy (’It is well for
a man not to touch a woman .. . I wish that all men were as I myself am’ i Cor.
7) while advising against long periods of sexual abstinence within marriage for
those whose passions precluded celibacy (‘If they cannot restrain themselves, let
them marry. Better marry than be aflame with passion!’). He cautioned that sex,
along with all other things merely of this world, must be subordinate to earning
eternal salvation (‘The unmarried man is anxious about the affairs of the Lord .. .
but the married man is anxious about wordly affairs.’). Although St Paul posited
an ideal which contrasts with the counsel of the Old Testament, and though he
was affected by Greek dualist tendencies, he fell short of suggesting that sex is
inherently evil.
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As the Church sought converts among the Gentiles, its Jewish heritage tended
to diminish while Greek influences increased. With the rise of the Gnostics,
virginity became an important virtue and marriage an allowance for the spiritually
weak. After renouncing his colourful past, St Augustine in his Of Holy Virginity
and On Marriage and Concupiscence became the chief systematizer and refiner of a
tradition that exhorted humans to abrogate bodily pleasures for the higher ideal
of contemplation.
According to this line of thought, sex before the fall of Adam and Eve was
uncontaminated by raging passion and was controlled and restrained by the mind.
With original sin came burning sexual desire and much loss of control over the
body. Accordingly, all sexual desire was thought to be tainted with evil because
of its source. Moreover, original sin itself was thought to be transmitted generationally through sexual intercourse. Thus, the requirement of the virgin birth:
Jesus could be free from original sin only if he was not begotten through the
sexual act. Celibacy was reaffirmed as the highest ideal, and sex within marriage
was regarded as an evil necessary for the continuation of the species: morally
permissible only if it was motivated by a desire for children, realized by an act
which did not by its nature preclude procreation, and engaged in moderately and
decorously. Centuries later, St Thomas Aquinas in his Summa Theologiae echoed
Augustine’s account of sex, but ameliorated to some degree Augustine’s distrust
of bodily pleasure and joy within marriage.
While agreeing with most of the Augustinian-Thomist position on sex, Luther
rejected celibacy as an ideal. In his Letter to the Knights of the Teutonic Order, Luther
observed that few are liberated from erotic impulses, and that God has initiated
and demands marriage as a duty for all but a few. Calvin echoed this theme and
reaffirmed that sexual activity within marriage must be restrained and decorous.
Procreation remained for the Protestant reformers the main positive function of
sex.
The Roman Catholic position on sex has been reaffirmed numerous times in
papal encyclicals by Pope Leo XIII (1880), Pope Pius XI (1930), Pope Paul VI
(1968), and the Vatican’s Declaration on Certain Questions Concerning Sexual Ethics
(1975): sex is morally permissible only if it occurs within the institution of
marriage and the act is not deliberately rendered incompatible with human
reproduction. Under this view, all sexual activities that occur outside the insti
tution of marriage (e.g. adultery, promiscuity) and all sexual expressions that are
deliberately incompatible with human reproduction (e.g. masturbation, homo
sexuality, oral and anal sex, and even the use of a contraceptive device) are
stigmatized as ‘unnatural’ and thus immoral.
Various modifications can be made on this position. For example, one might
hold that sex is morally permissible if it occurs within the institution of marriage,
even when of a kind incompatible with reproduction. Thus oral and anal sex
may be accepted because pleasure within marriage may be acknowledged as a
legitimate goal of sex.
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Critique of the Christian position

These positions are usually criticized for their underlying presuppositions: an
ahistorical conception of human nature; an unchanging and limited perception
of the proper place of sex within that nature; a specialized view of the one
acceptable form of family; and a narrow perception of the function of human
sexual activity. Rather than deriving moral theory from an objective analysis of
human nature, those who make claims about what is ‘natural’ for humans often
seem to choose those elements of our nature which correspond to their own
preconceptions about how we ought to behave. Why is sex within marriage for
the purpose of procreation more in accordance with human nature than sex
outside marriage for the purpose of pleasure? (Article 13, n a t u r a l l a w , shows
the fallacy of attempting to use the notion of ‘natural law ’ in this way.)
4

Love and intimacy

One way of developing some of the basic classical positions is to contend that sex
is morally permissible only if it occurs within the experience of love and intimacy.
Variations of this position are held by Vincent Punzo in his Reflective Naturalism
and Roger Scruton in his Sexual Desire. This position, at least in Punzo’s version,
removes the restriction of ceremonial marriage but replaces it with a deeper view
of the necessity of mutual trust, acceptance, and reciprocal sharing of innermost
thoughts. Love and intimacy, although usually a part of successful marriages, are
not logically necessary for or confined to marriages.
Such a position is supported by two main allegations: a view of human nature
that suggests that sex is a paramount human activity reflective of those aspects
of personality closest to our being; and a claim that sex without love debases
and ultimately fragments human personality. This approach is animated by
the impulse to evade the alleged dehumanizing effects of mechanical, merely
promiscuous sex and, instead, to exalt sex as the most intimate physical expression
of the human self - an act worthy of special concern because of its unique effects
on our existential integrity.
Various modifications occur within this approach. Some proponents would
contend that the requisite love and intimacy must be exclusive. Thus, morally
permissible sex may occur with only one other person; but even here successive
sexual interactions which involve love would be morally permissible. Other pro
ponents argue that sex may be non-exclusive because a person is capable of
simultaneously loving more than one other person. Hence, simultaneous love
liaisons could be morally permissible.
5

Critique of love and intimacy

Critics charge that the love-intimacy approach overrates and universalizes the
importance of sexual activity for existential integrity and psychological flourishing.
First, it is clear that many people have not confined themselves to sex only with
love, yet such people do not necessarily exhibit the effects of dehumanization and
psychological disintegration so feared by proponents of this approach. Second,
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even where sex without love does lead to existential fragmentation it does not
follow that the sexual interactions were morally impermissible. Unless we are
morally required always to perform only those actions which facilitate existential
integrity the most that can follow is that sex without love in such cases is
strategically unsound or imprudent. The realm of the ‘moral’ is not co-extensive
with the realm of that which is in my ‘best interests’. That is, one is not morally
required to do all and only actions that facilitate one’s best interests. Finally,
although love and intimacy are important aspects of human personality it is not
clear that they are always primary. We engage in many worthwhile activities
that are unaccompanied by love and intimacy. Why must sex be different? If it is
claimed that sex is different because it is necessarily and deeply connected to
human personality, further questions remain: is that connection an ahistorical
fact? Cannot pleasure, without love and intimacy, serve as a legitimate goal of sex
for many people? Is the importance of sex for existential integrity a biological fact
or merely a social construct of certain sub-groups within society?
Dissatisfaction with traditional Western sexual morality has led to several
different approaches. The idea of contract has often provided an alternative to
traditional moralities, not only in regard to political obligation and justice, but
also in regard to sexual morality.

iii Contractarian approaches
Contractarian approaches contend that sexual activity must be morally assessed
by the same criteria as any other human activity. Hence they underscore the
importance of mutual, voluntary informed consent and highlight the appro
priateness of tolerating sexual diversity as a recognition of human freedom and
autonomy. Some contractualists, such as Russell Vannoy in his Sex Without Love,
are influenced by a strain of Western thought which depicts sex as a valuable gift
to be exercised boldly and frequently (e.g. Rabelais, Boccaccio, Kazantzakis); while
other contractarians subscribe to an ancient view that sex should be savoured in
proper moderation (e.g. Homer, Aristotle, Montaigne).

i

L ib e r ta r ia n v ie w

A libertarian position often gains much initial acceptance because it is invariably
proposed in those cultures that regard the right of contract as necessary for the
sanctity of human freedom. Applying libertarian philosophy to sexual relations
results in the view that sex is morally permissible if and only if it is consummated
with mutual and voluntary informed consent. Rather than focusing on a particular
conception of the marriage institution or a specialized understanding of the
‘proper’ function of sex or a natural law perception of the necessary link between
sex and human personality, this view highlights the importance of human auton
omy as reflected in the agreements we choose to undertake. Proponents insist that
the paramount values are individual freedom and automomy. Thus it is tyranny
to insist on a particular kind of sexual interaction or to prescribe a specific domain
for acceptable sex. The test of morally permissible sex is simple: have the parties,
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possessing the basic capacities necessary for autonomous choice, voluntarily
agreed to a particular sexual interaction without force, fraud, and explicit duress?
Accordingly, sex is impermissible where one or both parties lack the capacities for
informed consent (e.g. under-age, or significantly mentally impaired, or non
human); or where there is explicit duress (e.g. threats or extortion), force (e.g.
coercion), or fraud (e.g. one party deceives the other as to the nature of the act
or the extent of his or her feelings as a way of luring the other to ‘accepting’ the
liaison).
2

Critique of libertarianism

The most glaring weakness of this position is that it ignores numerous moral
distortions that occur in the realm of contract: parties to a contract may have
radically unequal bargaining power, prominent differences in vulnerability, one
of the parties may bargain under the oppression of destitute circumstances, or the
contract may treat important attributes constitutive of human personality as if
they were mere commodities subject to market bartering. Such distortions call
into question whether a particular contract is truly morally permissible. The
existence of a contract is not morally self-validating. That is, once we know that
a contract, arrived at through ‘voluntary consent’, exists, there is still the further
question: are the terms of that contract morally permissible? The libertarian
position can succeed only if voluntary contractual interaction comprises the
totality of morality. The following illustration is designed to call that assumption
into question.
Rocco is a poor but honest barber’s son whose family is in desperate need of
the basic requirements of life. He tries a variety of ways to secure the money he
needs but is unsuccessful. Finally, Rocco learns of the strange proclivities of his
neighbour, Vito. Vito, a wealthy and sadistic chap, has a standing offer of $5,000
plus medical expenses to all who will allow him to chop off the middle finger of
their right hand. In fact, Vito displays a handsome collection of various human
digits mounted tastefully on the wall of his den. Rocco approaches Vito and asks
him if the offer still stands. Vito brandishes $5,000 and exclaims, ‘Let’s make a
deal!’ After negotiating minor aspects such as the type of axe to be used, whether
or not Rocco’s hospital room should be private, and Rocco’s share of the proceeds
Vito will realize from the admission fees he charges those who view his den, the
contract is finalized and its terms consummated. Rocco is $5,000 richer and one
finger poorer!
Even though the contract imagined was voluntarily agreed to in the absence
of force, fraud, or duress, many would insist that such a contract is immoral
because Vito has exploited the dire circumstances, vulnerability, and outright
desperation that characterized Rocco’s situation. Moreover, both parties treated
part of Rocco’s body as if it were a mere commodity subject to market forces. It
might be objected that the libertarian can avoid such a counter-example because
Vito did harm Rocco: he cut off his finger. But this objection is not persuasive
because a libertarian seems to be committed to allowing Rocco to judge whether
the loss of a finger, combined with a gain of $5,000, amounts to a ‘harm’. For
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libertarians, consent vitiates harm, and thus they cannot claim that Vito violated
Rocco’s negative right not to be harmed. While libertarians have identified import
ant aspects of morality - notions of individual freedom and autonomy - they may
be seen as having exaggerated them to the point where these aspects constitute
the whole of morality.
3

Kantian modifications

It is possible to meet the above objection by modifying the libertarian view. One
way of doing this is to incorporate the Kantian principle that ‘it is morally wrong
for persons to treat others merely as a means to their own ends'. (See Article 14,
K a n t i a n e t h i c s , for discussion of this principle and its basis in Kant’s ethics.)
Such an approach is taken by Raymond Belliotti in ‘A philosophical analysis of
sexual ethics’ (1979). Kant’s maxim suggests that individuals are culpable if they
objectify their victims: if they treat others as mere objects or tools to be manipulated
and used for the users’ own purposes. One of the worst acts that one person can
inflict upon another is to recognize and treat the other as something less than the
other really is: to recognize the other not as an end, not as an equal subject
of experience. Arguably, treating important attributes constitutive of human
personality as if they are mere commodities susceptible to market transactions is
one example of exploitation in this broad sense. Here we acknowledge the import
ant insight that eluded libertarians: contracts are not morally self-validating.
Accordingly, such an approach maintains that sex is immoral if and only if it
involves deception, promise-breaking, illicit force, or exploitation.
This approach concedes that the nature of sexual interactions is contractual
and involves the notion of reciprocity. When two people voluntarily consent to a
sexual liaison they create mutual obligations based on their respective need and
expectations. We interact with others sexually in order to fulfil certain desires
which we cannot fulfil by ourselves (e.g. reproductive urges, desire for pleasure,
yearning for love and intimacy, and longing for validation by others, as well as less
laudatory drives such as aggression, submission and domination). This position
acknowledges explicitly that sexual activities are evaluated morally by the same
rules and principles generally relevant for assessing human actions. There is no
attempt here to conflate the domains of the ‘moral’ and ‘prudent’: to claim that
an act is morally acceptable does not imply that it is advisable to pursue. That is,
the morality of an action is not the only criterion we should use when deciding
whether to pursue it. An act may be morally permissible but stragegically unsound
and ill-advised because it is not in a person’s best long-term interests, or because
it is offensive to our tastes, or because it distracts us from more worthy endeavours.
4

Critique of the Kantian modification

Critics of this approach concentrate on a number of possible weaknesses: Does not
this view reduce sex to the same cold, bottom-line calculation endemic to corporate
transactions? Why is the realm of contract applicable to such an intimate area?
Unlike business contracts, sexual ‘contracts’ are rarely spelled out or subject to
protracted negotiations. How do we know when a contract is in place and what
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reasonable expectations can be formed? How can sex be morally permissible yet
contrary to our best long-term interests and happiness? Is not the notion of
‘exploitation’ malleable and indeterminate? Are not the indeterminate slogans ‘it
is wrong to use another’ and ‘it is wrong to commodify constitutive attributes’
worthless as guides to moral assessment?

iv Challenges from the political left
Marxist and feminist perspectives criticize other approaches on the basis of an
analysis of the nature of personal relationships, and deny the possibilities of
genuinely equal sexual relationships in the kind of society prevalent in the West.

i

C la s s ic a l M a r x i s m

In his The Origin of the Family, Private Property, and the State, Engels observed that
in bourgeois families wives provided cheap domestic labour and socially necessary
tasks (e.g. care of children and the elderly) and were expected to produce iden
tifiable and legitimate heirs for the orderly transfer of capitalist property, while
husbands provided lodging and board in return. This exchange presumably
explained the need for conjugal fidelity on the part of women and provided, in
predictable Marxist fashion, an economic basis for the existence of male pre
rogatives within the family. The bourgeois family was conceived on the unre
mitting foundation of capitalism: private gain. Because bourgeois women in a
capitalist society were excluded from the public workplace, they were forced to tie
themselves financially to men. The emotional and personal attachments seemingly
at play in marital sex reduce in fact to a series of commercial interactions where
purportedly reciprocal contractual benefits are exchanged. Accordingly,
the rhetoric of commodities pervades even the inner, private sanctum of capitalist
life.
Here Engels turns the Christian argument on its head: sex within the bourgeois
family is a form of prostitution (in a pejorative sense) and is thus immoral, because
its genesis is the economic exploitation of the deprived by the powerful and its
result is the commodification of the attributes constitutive of women’s innermost
selves. The solution to the maladies of the bourgeois family is the socialization of
housework, the full inclusion of women in the public arena, and, most important,
the dismantling of the capitalist framework which nurtures class division and
economic exploitation.
Classical Marxism protests that in a capitalist society the notion of ‘informed
consent’ is contaminated by the underlying need for economic survival. Reports
of ‘mutual agreement’ and ‘reciprocal benefit’ may be illusions emanating from
the false consciousness of capitalist materialism. Sex is morally permissible only
if the parties share a measure of equality, are not motivated by (conscious or
subconscious) economic needs, and do not treat their constitutive attributes as
mere commodities - all of which in turn require the elimination of capitalism.
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Critique of Marxism

Criticisms of the classical Marxist account of sex focus on more general complaints
about the persuasiveness of Marxism’s explanations of false consciousness, its
historical rendering of the origins of exploitation, its understanding of capitalist
economics, and its portrayal of the relationships of the various social classes. The
fuller presentation and analyses of these criticisms, however, must remain outside
the scope of this essay. A detailed account of Marxism and ethics can be found in
Article 45, m a r x a g a i n s t m o r a l i t y .
3

Feminist perspectives

Speaking from a socialist-feminist perspective in her Feminist Politics and Human
Nature, Alison jaggar insists that Marxism underscores the economic basis of
women’s oppression, but fails to highlight the true source of that oppression: the
aggression and domination of men. She points out that the elimination of the
capitalist economic system has not substantially transformed women in socialist
nations; distinguishes the kind of exploitation suffered by capitalist workers from
the oppression which suffocates wives; and thereby denies that gender inequality
can be explained adequately by economic causes.
Theological and contractual accounts fare no better at the hands of feminists.
Catharine MacKinnon, in her Feminism Unmodified, argues that the notions of
‘natural law ’ and ‘autonomous choice’ which underlie those traditional accounts
are fatally flawed. Radical feminists such as MacKinnon contend that socially
constructed sexual roles make it extraordinarily difficult for women to identify
and nurture their own sexual desires and needs. Women are socialized to meet
male sexual wants and needs in order to prove their own value and fulfil their
socially created duties. Male dominance and female submission are the accepted
norms of sexual behaviour, and broadly define the respective roles of the sexes
generally. The Christian reliance on natural law is misplaced because our sexual
needs and desires are mainly a matter of social conditioning, while the con
tractarian faith in informed consent is a sham because that same social con
ditioning limits the range of women’s real opportunities and choices and nurtures
a false consciousness about women’s place in the world and in relationship to
men.
Feminists such as MacKinnon claim to unmask the political implications of
sexual activity and conclude that women will always remain subordinate to men
unless sexuality is re-imagined and remade. Because they connect perceptions of
the proper kinds of sexual activity with wider views of the proper forms of politics,
the most radical feminists (e.g. lesbian separatists) tend to be suspicious of the
kinds of sexual activity commended in centrist regimes: married, heterosexual,
monogamous, reproductive, private, in a well-defined relationship, and so forth.
Many feminists suspect that such carefully defined sexual activity facilitates in a
direct fashion the general political subjugation of women. In her Lesbian Nation,
Jill Johnston champions the separatist position and endorses sex among women
only as a way of making a political statement and transcending male oppression.
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Under this view, women must undermine the domination and power of men in
all relevant contests, one of the most important of which is sexual activity.
What, then, do feminists view as morally permissible sex? Although there is
much internal disagreement, a few things do seem clear. Sex is morally permissible
only if the traditional roles of male dominance and female submission are absent,
women are not politically victimized by their sexuality, and women have the
power and capacity to control access to and define themselves. What events can
ensure that such conditions pertain? Here intramural disagreements intensify.
The range of answers includes: the total separation of women from men, including
a female boycott of heterosexual relations: the decommodification of the female
body: a biological revolution (e.g. artificial reproduction) to liberate women from
the fundamentally unequal tasks of child-bearing and rearing: economic inde
pendence of women from men: pay for those women who provide domestic and
socially necessary services which is comparable to the wages earned by men in
the public sphere: obliteration of the distinction between ‘men’s work’ and
‘women’s work’: and full access for women into the public spheres, particularly
those prestigious positions which define political and social power.
4

Critique of feminism

Criticisms of feminism are often highly specific. For example, lesbian separatists
would contend that only total separation from men can allow women to exercise
power and control over their bodies. Less radical feminists and non-feminists, on
the other hand, insist that such a posture is unnecessary and also limits women’s
choices and denies even the theoretical possibility of engaging in non-exploitative,
consensual heterosexual activity. It portrays men as incapable by nature of
anything other than oppression and exploitation. The separatist view seems flawed
because while it begins in a general disparagement of the idea of an ahistorical
human nature, it ends in reliance upon just such a notion.
More general criticisms of feminism focus on its conception of ‘free consent’
and its invocation of ‘false consciousness’. Taken literally, some feminists suggest
that virtually all women are incapable of informed consent because they have been
victimized by extended conditioning by male-dominated society. This concession,
however, seems too broad and could be used as a justification for paternalism: if
women are truly incapable of informed consent then why should they not be
subject to the same paternalistic treatment that is afforded other groups, such as
children, who lack that capacity? Moreover, if a woman does report satisfaction
and fulfilment from her heterosexual relations, should her report automatically
be stigmatized as arising from false consciousness just because it differs from the
fundamental doctrine of certain feminists?
Furthermore, why should we assume that sexuality is so essential to personhood or womanhood? One of the assumptions feminists have made is that
sexual activity implicates a wom an’s innermost being and most important consti
tutive attributes. But is that fact a biological necessity or merely a social artefact
of male-dominated society? In what principled way can we distinguish the consti
tutive attributes implicated in ordinary wage-labour from those animated in sexual
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activity? If we cannot, then perhaps Marxists are correct in thinking that both
wage-labour and sex must be decommodified; or perhaps certain contractualists
are correct in thinking that both wage-labour and sex may be commodified under
certain circumstances. Finally, political liberals would argue that the public sphere
is increasingly open to women, public consciousness has been raised concerning
the equitable allocation of domestic work and child-rearing, day care centers
abound, early education and socialization is much more compatible with sexual
equality, and women enjoy more opportunities for social and political power. For
a liberal this shows that heterosexual activity is not necessarily accompanied by
exploitation, commodification, and lack of informed consent.

v

Epilogue

Perhaps the most persuasive position on sexual morality is one based on the
libertarian model as modified by the Kantian maxim, but which pays special heed
when defining ‘exploitation’ to classical Marxism’s sensitivity to economic coercion
and feminism’s concern with the vestiges of male oppression.
This approach can reply to some of the criticisms raised earlier. The contractual
basis of sexual interaction stems from voluntary agreement founded on the
expectations of fulfilment of reciprocal needs and desires. While important feelings
of intimacy, which distinguish sex from normal business transactions, are often
at stake, and these feelings invoke special emotional vulnerabilities, that does not
prove sex is not contractual; rather, it shows that sexual contracts are often the
most important agreements we undertake. Moreover, while it is true that sexual
encounters are usually not as explicit as business pacts, the notion of reasonable
expectation based on specific context should guide us. This guide could be sup
plemented by a principle of caution; when in doubt do not overestimate what the
other party has offered and seek a more explicit overture if appropriate.
Furthermore, under this position the concepts of ‘morality’ and ‘happiness’
are not co-extensive. We would assume that if we performed only actions that are
morally permissible then a measure of happiness would ensure, but that cannot
be guaranteed. Achieving happiness is, among other things, hostage to a variety
of physical and material items (e.g. health and fulfilment of certain biological
needs) that moral action does not of itself provide.
But there is much that remains contestable and controversial. First, it must
be admitted that ‘exploitation’ is not a self-executing concept. The content of
expressions such as ‘use another as a mere means’, ‘commodify illegitimately
constitutive attributes of self’, and ‘objectify another’ must be supplied by a more
general social and political theory. Critics are correct in thinking that Kantians
use such phrases too often as talismanic incantations whose magical meanings
are intuitively obvious to all. Certainly, the position advocated here considers the
following cases illustrative of exploitation; taking advantage of another’s limited
alternatives, desperate situation, or dire needs; manipulating another into consent
through use of an inequality of power; and undermining the voluntary or informed
consent of another through deception or various forms of physical or economic
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coercion. But even these explanations of ‘exploitation’ are in need of further
specification. If they go too far when explicating these notions, proponents of this
approach will find themselves in the uncomfortable Marxist position of ruling
most ordinary wage-labour contracts illegitimate because employees often have
limited alternatives and they work in part to fulfil basic needs, whereas employers
often enjoy an advantage in bargaining power.
Moreover, when arguing that one party has taken advantage of another,
advocates of this approach must make fine distinctions between ‘justified per
suasion’, ‘unjustified manipulation’, and ‘implicit economic coercion’. Arguably,
any two parties will always be unequal in rhetorical skill, argumentative
technique, and personal charisma. Are these attributes the source of inherent
domination and ideological distortion, or merely the legitimate instruments of
rational persuasion? In this way questions about sexual morality lead to more
general issues about social relationships.
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HUGH L A F O L L E T T E

i

Morality and personal relationships: Do they conflict?

M o r a l i t y and personal relationships appear to conflict. Morality, as typically
conceived, requires impartiality: we must treat all humans (creatures?) alike unless
there is some general and morally relevant difference which justifies a difference
in treatment. A teacher should give equal grades to students who perform equally;
unequal grades are justified only if there is some general and relevant reason
which justifies that difference. For example, it is legitimate to give a better grade
to a student who does superior work; it is illegitimate to give her a better grade
because she is pretty, wears pink, or is named ‘Judith’.
On the other hand, personal relationships are partial to the core. We behave
toward intimates in ways we would never behave toward strangers; we allow
intimates to treat us in ways we wouldn’t tolerate from strangers. We give
preferential care; we expect it in return. Hence, the conflict. How can it be resolved?
Should we presume that morality is always more important? Could the demands
of personal relationships supersede those of morality? Or is there a way to show
that the conflict is more apparent than real?
The standard move is to deny that there is a conflict, to assume that the
apparent partiality of personal relationships is straightforwardly explicable by
impartial moral principles. Let me explain. The principle of equal consideration of
interests is not a substantive moral principle: it does not specify exactly how
anyone is to be treated. Rather it is a formal principle which requires that we
treat people the same unless there is some general and relevant reason which
justifies our treating them differently. It does not specify what counts as a general
and relevant reason, and thus does not specify how people should be treated.
Those taking this tack will then go on to claim that one general and relevant
reason why I should treat Eva (my wife) better than I treat Phyllis (a stranger) is
simply that she is my wife. All spouses, friends, lovers, etc. should treat their
intimates better than they treat others - after all, they have a personal relationship
and personal relationships are, by definition, partial. The moral rule which justifies
partiality is impartial: it allows (requires?) everyone to treat intimates better than
they treat strangers. The demands of morality and of personal relationships are
not at odds.
Does this strategy succeed? Well, intimacy is a general characteristic, but
differentiating characteristics must also be morally relevant. Is it? It is not difficult
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to see why we might think it is. Intimacy promotes honesty, caring, loyalty, selfknowledge, patience, empathy, etc. These are significant moral values by anyone’s
lights - values which arguably are best promoted by intimate relationships. So by
this line of reasoning impartial moral principles dictate that we pursue intimacy.
Since intimacy requires partiality, it is legitimate to treat intimates preferentially.
There is some force to this response, though it is not apparent that it is entirely
adequate as it stands. Even if this manoeuvre resolves the apparent tension
between morality and self-interest at this level, a parallel problem emerges at a
lower level. The previous considerations allegedly show that it is legitimate to
treat intimates better than we treat strangers. They thereby imply that we should
treat all intimates the same unless there is some general and relevant reason that
justifies a difference in treatment. However, we assume it is legitimate to treat
different friends differently. It is not clear that we can provide general and relevant
reasons which would justify this variation in treatment.
Perhaps we should conclude, instead, that the requirement of impartiality
undermines personal relationships as we presently understand them. That is,
relationships may be partial only in limited ways consistent with the principle of
the equal consideration of interests. As Rachels (1989, p. 48) puts it: ‘[Ujniversal
love is a higher ideal than family loyalty, and the obligation within families can
be properly understood only as particular instances of obligations to all mankind.’
Thus, people might still have special duties to others, but these would be more
limited than on our present view. For instance, we might decide that some people
should give preferential care for children in the same sort of way that we decide that
people in certain institutional roles (police-officers, judges, doctors, or lifeguards)
should give preferential consideration to people under their care. These rolespecific duties are, in important respects, stronger than general impersonal obli
gations. Your doctor should look after your health in ways that she does not have
to look after mine. Her duty to her patients will take precedence over the medical
needs of strangers.
We can similarly explain why parents have special responsibilities for their
children. They have special assigned roles which legitimate limited preferential
treatment of them. But not so preferential, Rachels claims, that they can justifiably
ignore the needs of other less well-off children. Hence, the conflict is resolved by
denying that fundamentally partial personal relationships are morally permissible,
let alone obligatory. We thought personal relationships as we conceived them were
compatible with morality, but we were wrong. The only legitimate personal
relationships are derivative from impartial duties, and therefore, are distant kin
to intimacy as we conceive it. The demands of morality are always superior.
This view will likely strike most readers as wrong and undesirable. To an
extent I agree. In its raw form it is wrong. Wrong, but not nonsense. It has
significant insights we should not ignore. Impartiality is vital to our understanding
of morality, ‘something deeply important, that we should be reluctant to give up.
It is useful, for example, in explaining w hy egoism, racism, and sexism are morally
odious, and if we abandon this conception we lose our most natural and persuasive
means of combatting these doctrines' (Rachels, 1989, p. 48).
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Moreover, though it is appealing to be able to lavish attention on those for
whom we care, such attention seems at least tacky and probably cosmically unfair
given that other people, through no fault of their own, are so poorly off. These
other people’s lives could be improved if we would spread our attention beyond
our close friends and family. For instance, it seems unfair that Sarah can legit
imately buy her child an expensive new toy or treat her husband to an exorbitant
gourmet meal, while the people living next door starve. Luck plays an inordinately
large role in determining a person’s lot in life. Morality should attempt to diminish,
if not eradicate, the undesirable effects of luck.
Despite these insights, if we completely embrace Rachels’s suggestion, there
are some undesirable consequences. It is not just that friends will be unable to
share the same depth and range of relationships they presently do - though that
most assuredly will be so. It appears it might completely undermine the very
possibility of personal relationships. On his view parents would care for children
because the impartial generalized rules of morality require it, not because they
love their children. Likewise, I would assume, for friends or spouses. We could
still establish quasi-intimate relationships, but these would be founded on general
moral rules, not on personal attraction or personal choice.
That would eliminate some of the primary benefits of personal relationships;
for instance, that they heighten our sense of self-worth. Close relationships are
those in which people like us because of who we are, because of our specific
personality traits. Thus, when someone loves you it makes you feel better about
yourself; they have chosen to love you because of who you are.
In contrast, on Rachels’s proposal others would befriend you because some
moral rule requires it. Duties of friendship would be just like other role-specific
duties. We think lawyers should work to promote their clients’ interests and that
physicians should be concerned with their patients’ medical needs - that is their
job. Likewise, parents would care for their children, and friends would care for
each other as prescribed by general moral rules.
But friends don’t want that sort of impersonal care; they want to be loved for
who they are. A complete commitment to an impartial moral theory seems to
preclude the love for which humans yearn.
This problem has led philosophers such as Bernard Williams, Susan Wolf, and
Thomas Nagel to argue that personal relationships and morality inevitably conflict,
and, at least on some occasions, morality loses. Suppose, Williams says, two people
are drowning and a rescuer can save only one of them. One is the rescuer’s wife.
Should he be impartial between them and decide, for example, by flipping a coin?
No, says Williams, he should straightforwardly save his wife. He doesn’t need to
argue for or justify his decision; nor need he make any reference to impartial
moral principles. In fact, to attempt to justify the action in that way would be
completely inappropriate.
The consideration that it was his wife is certainly, for instance, an explanation which
should silence comment. But something more ambitious than this is usually intended [in
someone’s saying that he was justified in his action], essentially involving the idea that
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moral principle can legitimate his preference, yielding the conclusion that in situations of
this kind it is at least all right (morally permissible) to save one’s wife . .. But this
construction provides the agent with one question too many: it might have been hoped
by some (for instance, his wife) that his motivating thought, fully spelled out, would be
the thought that it was his wife, not that it was his wife and that in situations of this kind
it is permissible to save one’s wife. (Williams, 1981, p. 18)

When close personal relationships are at stake it is inappropriate to assume
all of our actions must be guided by impartial moral standards. Moral standards
will occasionally be trumped by our personal projects - especially our com
mitments to friends and family. Without such relationships or projects, Williams
asserts, ‘there will not be enough substance or conviction in a man’s life to compel
allegiance to life itself’, (p. 18). Put differently, if life is to be meaningful, we cannot
guide our lives by impartial moral principles.

ii

The interplay of morality and personal relationships

It seems we have reached an impasse. There is something appealing about both
views. Sometimes when moral concern for strangers conflicts with concern for
those we love, we assume concern for our intimates should take precedence. Yet
that appears to conflict with the principle of impartiality, and that principle lies
at the heart of our ordinary moral understanding; moreover, it seems cosmically
unfair that someone’s life chances are significantly affected by an accident of birth.
I cannot completely resolve this conflict in this brief essay, but I offer the following
suggestions.
The problem arises if we assume the demands of morality and the concerns of
personal relationships unavoidably conflict. I acknowledge that they occasionally
conflict; however, we should focus instead on the important ways in which they
are mutually supportive, if we could identify these, then perhaps we might have
a clue about how to deal with apparent (or real) conflicts.
Here are two ways in which they are supportive: (1) close personal relation
ships empower us to develop an impersonal morality; and (2) intimacy flourishes
in an environment which recognizes the impersonal demands of all. If this is
right, then the tensions between impersonal moral demands and close personal
relationships may not evaporate, but they will be more amenable to resolution.
Close personal relationships are grist for the moral mill. Different ethical
theorists disagree about the extent of the concern we must have for everyone, but
all agree that morality requires that we consider (even promote) the interests of
others. But how do we learn to do that? And how do we become motivated to do
it?
We can develop neither the moral knowledge nor empathy crucial for an
impartial morality unless we have been in intimate relationships. Someone reared
by uncaring parents, who never established close personal ties with others, will
simply not know how to look after or promote the interests of either intimates or
strangers. No-one knows how to do mathematics or to play football without
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acquaintance with the discipline or the game. Likewise, no-one knows how to
consider the interests of others unless they have been in an intimate relationship.
Consider the following situation: suppose you are standing next to someone
who has an epileptic seizure, but you have never heard of epilepsy, let alone
witnessed a seizure. Or suppose you are stranded on an elevator with someone
having a heart attack, but you didn’t know people had hearts, let alone that
they could malfunction. In short, try to imagine that you were in one of these
circumstances when you were seven years old. You would do nothing. Or if you
tried, it would very likely do more harm than good; success would surely be
serendipitous.
The same would be true generally of efforts to promote the interests of others.
We cannot promote interests we cannot identify. And the way we learn to identify
the interests of others is through interaction with others. Most of us learn how to
discern the needs of others within our families: our parents comforted us when
we were hurt: they laughed with us when we were happy. Eventually, we came
to recognize their pain and happiness, and subsequently learned to be concerned
about them.
But without that experience, not only would we not have the knowledge to
promote other’s interests, we wouldn’t have the inclination either. Though I
expect we may have some biologically inherited sympathetic tendencies, these will
not be developed adequately unless others have cared for us and we have cared
for them. If we are not motivated to promote the needs of our families or friends,
how can we be motivated to promote the needs of a stranger?
On the other hand, if we develop empathy toward our friends, we will be
inclined to generalize it to others. We become so vividly aware of our intimate’s
needs that we are willing to help them even when it is difficult to do so. But
since empathy is often non-specific, we will be likewise inclined to ‘feel’ pain in
acquaintances and strangers. Having felt it, we are more likely to do something
about it.
That is not to say that those who develop close relationships always come to
care for the impersonal other, although most do. My point is simply that a person
must have some exposure to personal relationships to be motivated to be moral
or to know how to be moral. Put differently, people cannot be just or moral in a
vacuum: they can become just only within an environment which countenances
personal relationships.
Correspondingly, relationships between non-moral people are at risk. Intimates
must be honest with one another: any dishonesty will chip away at the foundations
of the relationship. Yet people cannot be as honest as they need to be if they are
immersed in a subculture built on dishonesty and deceit. Dishonesty, like all traits,
is not something someone can turn on and off. If people are dishonest with large
numbers of people at work, they will be similarly inclined at home.
Likewise, close relationships are possible only inasmuch as each party trusts
the other. But trust cannot survive, let alone flourish, in an environment of distrust
and hate. And, to tie these issues together, you cannot be completely honest with
me unless you trust me. Mistrust squelches honesty.
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In short, the possibility of genuine personal relationships is limited, if not
eliminated, in an immoral environment. If people are uninterested in the welfare
of other people - that is, if they are amoral or immoral - then when they enter
seemingly personal relationships, they will enter them for their own personal
gain; thus, the relationships will not be personal in the relevant sense. Since they
are not at all inclined to see the legitimate needs of other people, they will not be
inclined to see these needs in people they presumably befriend.
Consequently, personal relationships and morality are not at odds in the
ways many philosophers have supposed. Rather, they are mutually supportive.
Experience and involvement in close relationships will enhance one’s interest in
and sympathy for the plight of others. Concern about the plight of the stranger
will help her develop the traits necessary for close personal relationships.
Given these observations it appears we should seek a hybrid view to resolve the
conflict between morality and personal relationships. I have argued that (i) only
those who have experienced intimacy can have the knowledge and motivation
which undergirds an impartial morality, and (2) intimacy can flourish only in a
society which recognizes the demands of the impersonal other. Consequently,
these two points must be part of some larger moral picture.
Perhaps that picture can be sketched like this: if an impartial morality required
that we treat everyone impartially all of the time, then we couldn’t develop the
knowledge or motivation which enables us to act morally. So impartiality can’t
require that. It must allow at least some personal relationships - relationships
where people can justifiably treat intimates partially. Otherwise it is self-defeating.
Exactly how much partiality does it allow? Enough to permit people to develop
genuinely intimate relationships. How much is that? I don’t know. It seems
evident, however, that this would not justify unlimited partiality toward our
intimates. Partiality which regularly disregards strangers while heaping trivial
benefits on intimates is not justified. To that extent Rachels’s position is vindicated.
Of course conflicts will arise, but when they do, they will arise in the same
way that any moral conflicts arise; duties to two friends may conflict as may
duties to two strangers. But such conflicts don’t show that morality is impossible;
they only show that it is difficult to achieve. But then, we already knew that.
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Equality, discrimination and preferential
treatment
BERNARD R. BOXILL

i

Introduction

o o k i n g
back on the United States Supreme Court’s 1954 decision against
segregated schools, and the civil rights revolution it started, many people in the
late twentieth century began to hope that America’s sense of fair play had finally
gained the upper hand over prejudice and racism. They were therefore bitterly
disappointed when, more than thirty years after that historic decision, a wave of
racial incidents swept major American universities. They were aware, of course,
that racism persisted; they would have been saddened, but not surprised to hear
of comparable or even worse incidents in some rural backwater in the deep South.
But these incidents had happened in the North, and in traditional bastions of
enlightenment and liberalism like the universities of M assachusetts, Michigan,
Wisconsin, as well as Dartmouth, Stanford and Yale. What had caused the
setback?
According to some pundits, the blame should be placed on preferential treat
ment. Writing in Commentary, for example, Charles Murray maintained that
preferential treatment promotes racism because it maximizes the likelihood that
blacks hired for a job, or admitted to a university, will be less capable than the
whites besides them; and, he warned ominously that the recent racial incidents
were only a ‘thin leading edge of what we may expect in the coming years’.
The advocates of preferential treatment reply that although preferential treat
ment may provoke immediate animosity it will in the long run lead to a racially
and sexually harmonious society. Many also maintain that it is justified because
it helps to compensate those who have been wrongly harmed by racist and sexist
practices and attitudes. This essay is an attempt to evaluate these claims.
As the preceding paragraph suggests, there are two main kinds of argument for
preferential treatment. The first, forward-looking argument, justifies preferential
treatment because of its supposed good consequences. The second, backward
looking argument, justifies preferential treatment as compensation for past wrong
ful injuries. In this section I will briefly describe these arguments and the egali
tarian principles they rely on. Let us begin with the backward-looking argument.
The most plausible version of the backward-looking argument relies on the
principle of equal opportunity. The controlling idea of this principle is that the
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positions in a society should be distributed on the basis of a fair competition among
individuals. It has two parts, both necessary to capture that idea. The first is that
positions should be awarded to individuals with the qualities and abilities enabling
them best to perform the functions expected of those filling the positions. Thus it
requires that individuals be evaluated for positions strictly on the basis of their
qualifications for those positions. The second is that individuals should have the
same chances to acquire the qualifications for desirable positions. At a minimum
this requires that elementary and secondary schools provide everyone with the
same advantages whether they are rich or poor, black or white, male of female,
handicapped or whole.
Most societies routinely violate both parts of the equal opportunity principle.
In most societies, for example, people are frequently ruled out of consideration for
positions simply because they are handicapped, or aged, or female, or members
of a racial minority. And in most societies these violations of the first part of the
equal opportunity principle are compounded by violations of the second part of
the equal opportunity principle. Schools for the rich are usually better than schools
for the poor; schools for whites are usually better than schools for blacks; talented
girls are steered away from careers in engineering architecture and the physical
sciences; and the handicapped are more or less generally ignored.
Advocates of the backward-looking argument for preferential treatment main
tain that violations of the equal opportunity principle are seriously unjust, and
that those who have been harmed by these violations normally deserve com
pensation. In particular, they argue that preferential treatment is justified as a
convenient means of compensating people who have been systematically denied
equal opportunities on the basis of highly visible characteristics like being female
or black.
Let us now consider the forward-looking argument. Advocates of this argu
ment believe that preferential treatment will not only help to equalize opportunities
by breaking down racial and sexual stereotypes, but will also have deeper and more
important egalitarian consequences. To understand what these consequences are
it is necessary to see that the equal opportunity principle has limitations as an
egalitarian principle.
If we relied exclusively on the equal opportunity principle to distribute
positions, we would tend to put the more talented in the more desirable positions.
Since these positions usually involve work which is intrinsically more satisfying
than the work other positions involve, our practice would tend to do more to
satisfy the interests of the more talented in having satisfying work than to satisfy
the like interests of the less talented. Further, because the more desirable positions
generally pay better than the less desirable positions, use of the equal opportunity
principle to distribute positions would also enable the more talented more fully to
satisfy their other interests than the less talented, insofar at least as satisfying
these other interests costs money.
In general then, exclusive reliance on the equal opportunity to distribute
positions would tend to give greater weight to satisfying the interests of the more
talented than to satisfying the like interest of the less talented. This violates the
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principle of equal consideration of interests which forbids giving any person’s
interests greater or lesser weight than the like interests of any other person. This
principle does not presuppose any factual equality among individuals, for example,
that they are equal in intelligence or rationality or moral personality. Consequently
it is not contradicted by the fact that some people are more talented than others,
and it does not have to be withdrawn because of that fact. It is a fundamental
moral principle. It says that whatever the differences between people are, equal
weight ought to be given to their like interests.
The principle of equal consideration of interests is the moral basis of the
principle of equal opportunity. That principle has a limited place in egalitarian
theories because it helps to implement the principle of equal consideration of
interests. For, although it tends to give greater weight to the interests of the more
talented in having satisfying work, it also tends to get talent into positions where
it can better serve everyone’s interests. This defence of the equal opportunity
principle is, however, only partial. Although it justifies some reliance on the equal
opportunity principle to match talent and occupational position, it does not justify
the higher incomes which normally go with the more desirable positions. Admirers
of the market often argue, of course, that such incomes are necessary to encourage
the talented to acquire the qualifications required for the more desirable positions;
but this is not very compelling given that these positions are already usually the
most intrinsically satisfying in the society.
Advocates of the forward-looking argument for preferential treatment believe
that it will help implement the principle of equal consideration of interests in
addition to helping to equalize opportunities. Most societies don’t come close to
implementing either principle. They deny equal opportunities to certain individuals
and give far less weight to satisfying the interests of those individuals than to
satisfying the exactly similar interests of other individuals. For example, the
interests of the aged in finding rewarding employment are routinely treated as
being intrinsically less important than the similar interests of younger people, and
for this reason they are often denied rewarding employment, even when they are
the best qualified. The interests of the handicapped are more often downgraded
in violations of the second part of the equal opportunity principle, as are the
interests of women and the members of racial minorities. Such individuals are
normally not given the same chance to acquire qualifications for desirable positions
as men or those in the dominant racial group. If those favouring the forwardlooking argument are right, preferential treatment will gradually abolish these
violations of the equal opportunity principle, and help to usher in a society in
which equal consideration is given to the like interests of all.
We have now sketched the two main arguments for preferential treatment
and the egalitarian principles which are supposed to justify them. We must now
see how these arguments are worked out in detail, and whether they can stand
up to criticism. I will examine them mainly as they apply to preferential treatment
for women and black people, but they can be applied to other cases where
preferential treatment seems justified. In section (ii) I will examine the backward
looking argument, in section (iii) the forward-looking argument.
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The backward-looking argument

Perhaps the most common objection made against preferential treatment is that
distinctions based on race or sex are invidious. Especially in America, critics tend
to brandish Justice Harlan’s dictum, ‘Our Constitution is colour-blind
Justice Harlan’s point was that the American Constitution forbids denying a
citizen any of the rights and privileges normally accorded to other citizens on
account of his or her colour or race. The critics argue that the colour-blind
principle Justice Harlan’s dictum appeals to, and the similar sex-blind principle
follow from the equal opportunity principle if we assume that citizens have rights
to be evaluated for desirable positions solely on the basis of their qualifications for
these positions, and that neither colour, nor sex is normally a qualification for a
position. If they are right, preferential treatment violates the equal opportunity
principle because it violates the colour-blind and sex-blind principles.
Preferential treatment certainly seems to violate the first part of the equal
opportunity principle. It may, for example, require that a law school refuse
admission to a white male and admit instead a woman or black who on most
standards seems less qualified. But we must not forget the second part of the
equal opportunity principle that everyone must have an equal chance to acquire
qualifications. Unless it is satisfied, the competition for places will not be fair. And
in the case under discussion the second part of the equal opportunity principle
may very well not be satisfied. Whites generally go to better schools than blacks,
and society supports a complex system of expectations and stereotyping which
benefits white males at the expense of blacks and women. So preferential treatment
need not make the competition for desirable places and positions unfair. On the
contrary, by compensating women and blacks for being denied equal chances to
acquire qualifications, it may make that competition more fair.
In America the objection is often made that if blacks deserve compensation
for being unjustly discriminated against, so also do Italians, Jews, Irish, SerboCroatians, Asians, and practically every ethnic group in America, since these
groups too have been unjustly discriminated against. The implication is that since
the society obviously cannot meet all these claims for compensation, it has no
good reason to meet black claims for compensation.
I find no merit in this objection. In America, at least, discrimination against
blacks has historically been far more severe than discrimination against other
racial and ethnic groups. Further, while various European ethnic groups were
certainly discriminated against, they also profited from the severer discrimination
against blacks since they immigrated to America to take the jobs native blacks
were denied because of their race. So, the claim that many other ethnic groups
besides blacks have been discriminated against falls short of its goal. If society can
only meet some claims for compensation, it should meet the most pressing claims,
and blacks appear to have the most pressing claims.
This argument is compelling if we focus our attention on certain segments of
the black population, especially the black underclass. The black underclass is
characterized by alarming and unprecedented rates of joblessness, welfare depen
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dence, teenage pregnancies, out-of-wedlock births, female-headed families, drug
abuse and violent crime. But most blacks are not in the underclass. In particular,
many if not most of the blacks who benefit from preferential treatment have
middle-class origins. To be preferentially admitted to law school or medical school,
a black or woman must usually have attended a good college, and earned good
grades, and this gives those from the middle and upper classes a decided advantage
over those from the lower socio-economic classes. This fact has raised many
eyebrows.
Some critics complained that it showed that the typical beneficiaries of pref
erential treatment have no valid claim for compensation. They evidently assumed
that middle and upper-class blacks and women are unscathed by racist or sexist
attitudes. This assumption is unjustified. Because of the civil rights victories, most
forms of racial and sexual discrimination are illegal, and potential discriminators
are likely to be wary of indulging their prejudices against blacks and women who
have the money and education to make they pay for their illegality. But it does
not follow that middle-class blacks and women are unscathed by racist and sexist
attitudes. These attitudes do not support only discrimination. As I noted earlier,
they support an elaborate system of expectations and stereotyping which subtly
but definitely reduces the chances of women and blacks to acquire qualifications
for desirable positions.
A somewhat more serious objection, stemming from the facts about the middleclass origins of the beneficiaries of preferential treatment, is that preferential
treatment does not compensate those who most deserve compensation. The objec
tion itself can be easily dismissed. As long as preferential treatment compensates
those who deserve compensation, the fact that it does not compensate those who
most deserve compensation is hardly an argument against it. The objection does,
however, raise a serious difficulty since the society may not be able to compensate
all those who deserve compensation. In that case present programmes of pref
erential treatment which benefit mainly middle-class blacks and women may have
to be scrapped to make way for other programmes which compensate those
who more deserve it. Besides the underclass, the main candidate is the ‘working
poor’.
Recent commentators have complained that in the hullabaloo about the
underclass, society has forgotten the ‘working poor’. The schools their children
attend may be only slightly better than the schools black children in the underclass
attend. If so, present programmes of preferential treatment may be particularly
unfair. Because they compensate for the disadvantages of race and sex, but tend
to ignore the disadvantages of class, they are apt to discriminate against white
males from the ‘working poor’ and in favour of middle or even upper-class blacks
or women whose opportunities are already much better.
Fortunately, blacks, women and the ‘working poor’ need not quarrel among
themselves over who most deserves compensation. Although each of these groups
has probably profited from discrimination against the other two, preferential
treatment need not compensate one of them at the expense of the others. Con
ceivably, it can compensate all of them at the expense of white middle-class males.
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The members of this group have profited from discrimination against the members
of the other groups, but have escaped all systematic discrimination, as well as the
disadvantages of a lower-class education.
There is, however, a serious difficulty with viewing preferential treatment as
compensation. Insofar as its beneficiaries have been denied equal opportunities,
they deserve compensation; but it is not clear what compensation they deserve.
Perhaps this will be clear for specific violations of the first part of the equal
opportunity principle. If a firm denies a woman a job because of her sex, she
deserves that job as compensation whenever it becomes available, even if others
are at that time better qualified. In violations of the second part of the equal
opportunity principle, it will be more difficult to determine what compensation
those who have been wronged deserve. In particular it is far from clear that the
compensation they deserve is desirable places and positions.
Let us consider this difficulty as it applies to the middle class beneficiaries of
preferential treatment. In that case the stock answer to the difficulty is that, were
it not for racial and sexual discrimination and stereotyping, the middle-class blacks
and women who receive preferential treatment for desirable places and positions
would have been the best qualified candidates for these places and positions.
Unfortunately, however, it must contend with the equally stock objection that
were it not for the past history of racial and sexual discrimination and stereotyping,
the middle-class blacks and women who receive preferential treatment for desirable
places and positions would probably not even exist, let alone be best qualified for
any places and positions.
The point this objection makes cannot be gainsaid. Racial and sexual dis
crimination and stereotyping have radically changed the face of society. Had
they never existed, the ancestors of middle-class blacks and women receiving
preferential treatment would almost certainly never have met, which implies that
the middle-class blacks and women receiving preferential treatment would almost
certainly never have existed. But the objection may be irrelevant. The proposal is
not to imagine a world without a history of racial and sexual discrimination and
stereotyping; it is to imagine a world without racial and sexual discrimination
and stereotyping in the present generation. In such a world, most of the middleclass blacks and women receiving preferential treatment would certainly exist;
and the argument is that they would be the most qualified for the places and
positions they receive in the present world because of preferential treatment.
Unfortunately, this won’t quite do. In the alternative world we are asked to
imagine, most of the middle-class blacks and women who receive preferential
treatment would probably be much better qualified than they are in our present
world, for they would not have tc contend with any racial or sexual discrimination
and stereotyping. It does not follow, however, that they would be the most qualified
for the places and positions they receive because of preferential treatment. Present
programmes of preferential treatment have forward-looking aims. They try to
break down racial and sexual stereotypes by hastening the day when the races
and sexes are represented in desirable positions in proportion to their numbers.
This aim may not be consistent with a policy of benefiting only those who would
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be the most qualified for the places and positions they receive were there no racial
or sexual discrimination and stereotyping.
It may seem that this difficulty can be met if we assume that the races and
sexes are equally talented. Given this assumption it may seem to follow that in a
world without racial or sexual discrimination, the races and sexes will be rep
resented in desirable positions in proportion to their numbers, and accordingly
that the blacks amd women who receive preferential treatment for desirable places
and positions would be the most qualified for these places and positions were
there no racial or sexual discrimination. Both inferences, however, forget the
complication of class.
Take first this complication as it applies to race. The black middle class is much
smaller relative to the total black population than is the white middle class relative
to the total white population. Those who compete for the desirable positions in
society are drawn overwhelmingly from the middle classes; many in the lower
socio-economic classes are excluded by their relatively poor education. Conse
quently, even if the races are equally talented, and there were no racial dis
crimination, the numbers of blacks in desirable positions would still be
disproportionately small, and less than the number benefited by programmes of
preferential treatment.
A weaker, but still significant version of this difficulty affects the argument for
women. Since women are half the middle class, and half the population, perhaps
we can argue that preferential treatment benefits women who would have been
the most qualified for the positions it awards them, were there no sexual dis
crimination. It does not follow, however, that they deserve preferential treatment.
The force of the appeal to a world without sexual discrimination and stereotyping
is that, as far as possible, compensation should give people what they would have
received in a world without injustice. Sexual discrimination is not, however, the
only injustice. It is also an injustice that poor children are badly educated compared
to rich children. In the absence of that injustice it is far from clear that were there
no sexual discrimination and stereotyping the middle-class white women receiving
preferential treatment would have been the most qualified for the positions it
awards them.
I conclude that the forward-looking aims of preferential treatment outstrip its
backward-looking justification. Present programmes of preferential treatment with
their forward-looking aims cannot be justified solely on the backward-looking
ground that they are compensation for violations of the equal opportunity principle.

iii

The forward-looking argument

As we saw earlier, the forward-looking aims of preferential treatment are to help
make opportunities more equal, and ultimately, to enable society to give more
equal consideration to the like interests of its members. A plausible case can be
made for the claim that preferential treatment can help to make opportunities
more equal. Suppose, for example, that the culture and traditions of a society lead
its members to the firm conviction that women cannot be engineers. Since
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engineering is a rewarding and well-paid profession, and many women have the
talent to excel at it, preferential treatment to encourage more women to become
engineers may help to break the stereotype and equalize opportunities.
These possible consequences of preferential treatment may not be enough to
justify it if, as some critics object, it violates the rights of white males to be
evaluated for positions solely on the basis of their qualifications. This objection
follows from the colour-blind and sex-blind principles, which in turn follow from
the equal opportunity principle if we assume that the qualifications for positions
can never include colour or sex, but must be things like scores on aptitude tests,
and grades and university diplomas. I will argue, however, that this assumption
is false, and consequently that the colour-blind and sex-blind principles must
sometimes be relaxed. The crucial premise in my argument is the point made
earlier that applications of the equal opportunity principle must be framed so as
to serve the principle of equal consideration of interests.
Suppose that a state establishes a medical school, but most of the school's
graduates practise in cities, so that people in rural areas do not get adequate
medical care. And suppose it was found that applicants for medical school from
rural areas are more likely upon graduation to practise in these areas than
applicants from urban areas. If the state gave equal weight to the interests of rural
and urban people in receiving medical treatment, it seems that it could justifiably
require the medical school to begin considering rural origins as one of the quali
fications for admission. This could cause some applicants from urban areas to be
denied admission to medical school who would otherwise have been admitted;
but I do not see how they could validly complain that this violated their rights;
after all, the medical school was not established in order to make them doctors,
but in order to provide medical services for the community.
A similar example shows how race could conceivably be among the quali
fications for admission to medical school. Thus suppose that people in the black
ghettos do not get adequate medical care because not enough doctors choose to
practise there; and suppose it was found that black doctors are more likely than
white doctors to practise in black ghettos; as in the previous case, if the state gave
equal weight to the interests of black and white people in receiving medical
treatment, it could easily be justified in requiring medical schools to begin con
sidering being black as a qualification for admission.
Critics sometimes object that some white doctors are more likely to practise in
black ghettos than some black doctors. Although what they say is undeniable, it
does not invalidate the case for considering race a qualification for admission to
medical school. Practically all policies awarding places and positions must rely on
generalizations which everyone knows are not true in every case. For example,
no reasonable person suggests that universities should abandon their policy of
awarding places partly on the basis of test scores, although these scores do not,
of course, infallibly predict success and failure in university.
The implication of this discussion is that what counts as qualification for a
position is ultimately determined by the principle of equal consideration of inter
ests. In particular, the qualifications for a position are the qualities and abilities a
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person needs in order to perform adequately the functions expected of anyone
filling the position, and thereby to enable society to give more equal weight to the
like interests of all. So conceived, colour and sex may be among the qualifications
for positions. Although this implies that the colour-blind and sex-blind principles
are not always acceptable, it does not challenge the equal opportunity principle.
It allows that people have rights to be evaluated for positions strictly on the basis
of their qualifications for these positions. What it denies is that preferential
treatment necessarily violates these rights of white males.
Although preferential treatment need not violate anyone’s rights, the forwardlooking argument may be open to other sorts of objection. In particular, it depends
on factual claims about the consequences of preferential treatment. Sceptics
challenge these claims. They claim, for example, that preferential treatment
powerfully encourages the belief that women and blacks cannot compete against
white males without special help. This was the point of Charles Murray’s criticism
of preferential treatment cited in the beginning of this essay. But even if the
sceptics are mistaken, and preferential treatment is justifiable on purely forwardlooking grounds, the backward-looking considerations favouring it remain sig
nificant. People have like interests in being acknowledged to have equal moral
standing. When, as in the US, a society has systematically excluded the members
of a racial minority from the moral and political community, and in word and
deed denied their equal moral standing, it does not acknowledge that equality
simply by awarding them benefits, even if the benefits are generous. It must admit
that they are owed these benefits because of their past treatment. In such cases
especially, programmes based on preferential treatment are an important means
to achieving an egalitarian society.
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Introduction

I n o r d e r to satisfy the human taste for flesh, over five billion animals are
slaughtered every year in the United States alone. Most chickens, pigs and calves
raised for food never see the light of day. These animals are often so intensively
confined that they are rarely able to turn around or spread a wing. An estimated
200 million animals are used routinely in laboratory experiments around the
world annually. A large portion of the research causes the animals pain and
discomfort while providing absolutely no benefit to human beings. An estimated
250 million wild animals are shot and killed each year by hunters in the United
States. Over 650 different species of animals now threatened may be extinct by
the turn of the century. These realities have caused many people to question our
relationship to non-human animals.
The conditions under which animals are kept and the ways in which they are
used by factory farmers, experimenters, furriers, commercial developers and
others, tend to disregard the fact that animals are living, feeling creatures. Peter
Singer’s 1975 publication, Animal Liberation, challenged the attitude that animals
are ours to use in whatever way we see fit and offered a ‘new ethics for our
treatment of animals’. This book also provided the moral foundation for a budding
and boisterous animal liberation movement, and at the same time forced phil
osophers to begin addressing the moral status of animals. The ensuing discussion
led to a general agreement that animals are not mere automata, that they are
capable of suffering, and are due some moral consideration. The burden of proof
shifted from those who want to protect animals from harm to those who believe
that animals do not matter at all. The latter are now forced to defend their view
against the widely accepted position that, at least, gratuitous animal suffering and
death is not morally acceptable.
A few defences have been attempted. In his book, The Case for Animal Exper
imentation (1986a), Canadian philosopher Michael A. Fox set out to prove that
animals are not members of the moral community and therefore humans have
no moral obligation to them. He argued that ‘a moral community is a social group
composed of interacting autonomous beings where moral concepts and precepts
can evolve and be understood. It is also a social group in which the mutual
recognition of autonomy and personhood exist’ (Fox, 1986a, p. 50). An auton
omous person, according to Fox, is one who is critically self-aware, able to
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manipulate complex concepts, capable of using sophisticated language, and has
the capacity to plan, choose, and accept responsibility for actions. Members of the
moral community as described are morally superior. Animals, not having valuable
lives of their own to lead, cannot function as members of the moral community.
He concludes that ‘full members of the moral community may use less valuable
species, which lack some or all of these traits as means to their ends for the simple
reason that they have no obligation not to do so’ (p. 88).
Picking out one or more characteristics that are thought to differentiate non
humans from humans has been a constant theme in discussions regarding our
relationship to animals. In the Christian tradition the line was drawn at possession
of a soul; only creatures who had a soul mattered. When leaps of faith became
unacceptable grounds for argument, the focus shifted to other ‘measurable’ differ
ences such as tool use or brain size, but these did not prove particularly helpful
in maintaining the desired distinction. The line-drawing concepts that Fox relied
on, i.e. language use and autonomy, are more commonly used.
Some philosophers, most notably Donald Davidson in Inquiries into Truth and
Interpretation and R. G. Frey in Interests and Rights, have argued that beings cannot
have thoughts unless they can understand the speech of another. Language,
according to this view, is necessarily linked to propositional attitudes, such as
‘desires’, ‘beliefs’, or ‘intentions’. A being cannot be excited or disappointed without
language. While a being’s ability to conceptualize and thus be aware of its role in
directing the course of its life may indeed grant that being different moral status,
the desired exclusion of all animals and no humans by virtue of their alleged lack
of these abilities fails. It would be nonsensical to hold a lion morally responsible
for the death of a gnu. As far as we know, lions aren’t the sort of creatures that
can engage in deliberations about the morality of such behaviour. Similarly,
however, an infant cannot be held responsible for destroying an original sculpture,
or a child held culpable for accidentally shooting her sister. Animals are not moral
agents. While they may have choices, their choices are not the sort we would call
value choices - choices which underlie ethical decisions. Infants, young children,
developmentally impaired people, those in comas, victims of Alzheimer’s disease,
and other disabled human beings are also incapable of making moral decisions.
All of these being cannot be considered members of the moral community, as Fox
would have it. Therefore, according to Fox’s own logic, animals are not the only
beings whom moral community members can use as we wish: the ‘marginal’
humans are also fair game.
Recognizing this problem, Fox attempts to bring humans, of whatever capa
bility, into the protective moral community by arguing that their condition could
very well have been our own. I might have been born without a brain, autistic
or otherwise mentally impaired and if I had been, I would not want to be treated
as if my suffering did not matter. Thus, ‘charity, benevolence, humaneness, and
prudence require’ that we extend the moral community to include ‘under
developed, deficient or seriously impaired human being’ (Fox, 1986a, pp. 6 1-63).
One could argue, however, that I can no more imagine what it would be
like to be autistic than I could imagine what it would be like to be an aardvark.
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Simply being part of the same species doesn’t grant me a particularly special
insight into another human’s perspective, especially one who has a severe
disability; My autonomous awareness doesn’t necessarily provide me with a
sensitivity toward deficient humans that I don’t also have, or could not culti
vate. towards animals. Fox’s readiness to include the former but not the latter is
arbitrary.
Recognizing this, and other mistakes in his work. Fox radically changed his
views (Fox, 1986b; 1987). Less than a year after his book was published, Fox
rejected the main thesis of his book, stating: ‘I eventually came to believe that our
basic moral obligations to avoid causing harm to other people should be extended
to animals, and since I could not see any justification for our benefiting from harm
caused other humans, I inferred that it would likewise be wrong for us to benefit
from the suffering of animals.’ Yet there is another conclusion that could have
been drawn after recognizing that one couldn’t find a moral basis for drawing the
line around the human species while excluding non-humans. This is a position
that is maintained by R. G. Frey. Frey recognizes that animals and ‘marginal’
humans deserve certain moral considerations and includes them within the moral
community because they are beings who can suffer. However, he believes that
their lives are not of comparable value to those of normal adult human beings,
beings who are autonomous persons. Because he bases his argument on quality
of life and assumes that the quality of life of an normal adult human is always
greater than that of an animal or a deficient human, he concludes that one cannot
invariably use animals in preference to ‘marginal’ humans. He writes ‘the only
way we could justifiably do this is if we could cite something that always, no
matter what, cedes human life greater value than animal life. I know of no such
things’ (Frey, 1988, p. 197).
Others have tried to argue that species membership is enough. Animals are
not ethical beings and since they are not we owe them no moral considerations.
They insist that this cannot be refuted by the argument for marginal humans
because marginal humans are still humans and our obligations to them are
derived from the essential nature of human beings, not from borderline cases.
Frey, himself a proponent of a limited use of both animals and ‘marginal’ humans,
has a compelling response to those who hold this human supremacist view. ‘I
cannot see that species membership is a ground for holding that we stand in a
special moral relationship to our fellow humans .. . how, through merely being
born, does one come to stand in a special moral relationship to humans generally?’
(Frey, 1980, p. 199).
Frey’s position also has its problems. One might question his claim that normal
adult humans necessarily have lives more worth living than normal adult animals.
Yet Frey’s evolving position, unlike those attempts to maintain a total rejection
of the claim that animals matter, has benefited tremendously from the arguments
presented by the defenders of animals, arguments to which I will now turn. While
there are a number of them, I will discuss two of the most common ethical
positions, the rights argument and utilitarianism. I will point out some of the
problems with these views and attempt to clarify common misunderstandings. I
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will then propose a less common way of looking at the question and suggest that
this alternative may be worthy of further exploration.

ii

Rights

The view that animals deserve moral consideration is often labelled with the words
‘animal rights’. Journalists and activists alike have taken this slogan to refer to a
wide range of positions. While ‘animal rights’ serves as a catchy way to draw
attention to the plight of animals, much the way ‘women’s rights’ did a couple of
decades ago, it really refers to a very specific philosophical position. The view that
animals have rights was most eloquently articulated by Tom Regan in The Case
for Animal Rights.
Regan’s view, greatly abbreviated, goes like this: only beings with inherent
value have rights. Inherent value is the value that individuals have independent
of their goodness or usefulness to others and rights are the things that protect this
value. Only subjects-of-a-life have inherent value. Only self-conscious beings,
capable of having beliefs and desires, only deliberate actors who can conceive of
the future and entertain goals, are subjects-of-a-life. Regan believes that basically
all mentally normal mammals of a year or more are subjects-of-a-life and thus
have inherent value which allows them to have rights.
The rights which all subjects-of-a-life hold are moral rights, not to be confused
with legal rights. Legal rights are the products of laws, which can vary from
society to society. (See Article 22, r i g h t s .) Moral rights, on the other hand, are
said to belong to all subjects-of-a-life regardless of their colour, nationality, sex,
and as Regan argues, species. When people speak of animal rights then, they are
not speaking of a cow ’s right to vote, a guinea pig’s right to a fair trial, or a cat’s
right to religious freedom (three examples of legal right that adults have in the
US), but about the right an animal has to be treated with respect as an individual
with inherent value.
According to Regan, all beings who have inherent value have it equally.
Inherent value cannot be gained by acting virtuously or lost by acting evilly.
Florence Nightingale and Adolf Hitler, by virtue of the fact that they were subjectsof-a-life, and that fact alone, had equal inherent value. Inherent value is not
something that can grow or diminish based on fads or fashion, popularity or
privilege.
While this position is egalitarian and respects the value of individuals, it does
not provide any guiding principle for action in cases where values conflict. Consider
the following example, which Regan mentions: ‘Imagine five survivors are on a
lifeboat. Because of limits of size, the boat can only support four. All weigh
approximately the same and would take up approximately the same amount of
space. Four of the five are normal adult human beings. The fifth is a dog. One
must be thrown overboard or else all will perish. Whom should it be?’ (Regan,
1983, p.285). Regan argues that we should kill the dog, because he says ‘no
reasonable person would deny that the death of any of the four humans would
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be a greater prima facie loss, and thus a greater prima facie harm, than would be
true in the case of the dog. Death for the dog. in short, though a harm, is not
comparable to the harm that death would be for any of the humans. To throw
any one of the humans overboard, to face certain death, would be to make that
individual worse off (i.e. would cause that individual a greater harm) than the
harm that would be done to the dog if the animal was thrown overboard.’ He
goes further and suggests that this would be true if the choice had to be made
between the four humans and any number of dogs. He writes ‘the rights view still
implies that, special considerations apart, the million dogs should be thrown
overboard and the four humans saved’ (pp. 324-5).
Regan argues that a human being is made worse off by being killed than a
dog is, no matter who the dog or the human is. While it is true that humans can
aspire to things that animals can’t, such as finding a cure for A ID S or retarding
the greenhouse effect, it is not obvious that the value of these aspirations play any
morally significant part in determining the severity of the harm that death is. For
example, if I am thrown overboard before I get home to write the play I so often
dream of writing or a dog is killed before he gets to go for one more run by the
river, we both are having our desires thwarted and thwarted to the same degree totally. One can only say that I am worse off because one thinks writing a play is
more important than running by the river. But it surely isn’t more important to
the dog. The desire that a person has to accomplish their goals is presumably just
as great for a dog, even if the goals are very different. As Dale Jamieson has put
it, ‘Death is the great equalizer .. . Black or white, male or female, rich or poor,
human or animal, death reduces us all to nothing’ (Jamieson, 1985).
Regan’s rights view does have problems. It is a view that must either leave
one paralysed when making tough decisions or force one to contradict oneself by
maintaining that all are equal but in certain cases some beings are more equal
than others. His view is one that tries to preserve the value of the individual apart
from any consideration of that individual’s worthiness or usefulness to others.
However, in his attempt to minimize the impact on the individual of claims to
promote ‘the greater good’ or ‘welfare’, Regan fails to provide a consistent pre
scription for action.

iii

Utilitarianism

A utilitarian position does not focus on the equal value of all beings and therefore
does not leave one unable to choose in conflict situations. Utilitarianism is,
nonetheless, an egalitarian position. A utilitarian holds that in any situation the
equal interests of all beings affected by an action must be considered equally. The
equality that is important for this view is not the equal treatment of individuals,
perse, but the equal consideration of their abilities to experience the world, most
fundamental of which is the ability to suffer. (See Article 20 . u t i l i t y a n d t h e
g o o d .)
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The founding father of utilitarianism, Jeremy Bentham, writing in the late
eighteenth century, stated the positions thus:
The day may come when the rest of the animal creation may acquire those rights which
never could have been withholden from them but by the hand of tyranny. The French
have already discovered that the blackness of the skin is no reason why a human being
should be abandoned without redress to the caprice of a tormentor. It may one day come
to be recognized that the number of the legs, the villosity of the skin, or the termination
of the os sacrum are reasons equally insufficient for abandoning a sensitive being to the
same fate. What else is it that should trace the insuperable line? Is it the faculty of reason,
or perhaps the faculty of discourse? But a full-grown horse or dog is beyond comparison
a more rational, as well as a more conversable animal, than an infant of a day or a week,
or even a month, old. But suppose they were otherwise, what would it avail? The question
is not. Can they reason? nor Can they talk? but Can they suffer? (Introduction to the
Principles of Morals and Legislation, Chapter 17, footnote.)

Like the rights view, a utilitarian position is one which does not allow arbitrary
or prejudicial attitudes to influence moral judgements. All like interests are
counted, regardless of the skin colour, sex, or species of the interest holder. As
Peter Singer has stated. ‘If a being suffers, there can be no moral justification for
refusing to take that suffering into consideration. No matter what the nature of
the being, the principle of equality requires that its suffering be counted equally
with the like suffering - in so far as rough comparisons can be made - of any
other being.’ (Singer, 1979. p. 50)
The utilitarian position works very well when the moral issue at hand involves
making a decision that will cause pain or bring about pleasure. If an evil tyrant
forces you to decide whether to slap your mother or have your cat’s eye put out.
a utilitarian would slap her mother and thus bring about the least amount of
suffering, all else being equal. It should be pointed out that the principle of
minimizing pain and maximizing pleasure does not apply only to physical suffering,
but should also be looked to when psychological pain or pleasure is at stake,
although, admittedly, that is harder to determine. But the utilitarian does run
into problems when killing is involved. Let’s return to Regan’s lifeboat, only this
time let’s fill it with utilitarians and see what happens.
For a utilitarian, the lifeboat case becomes very complex. Because decisions
must be based on a range of considerations, the example must be clarified before
proceeding. Throwing any one of the passengers overboard may have effects on
others who are not immediately present, such as their families and friends. Since
a utilitarian must take into account the pain or suffering of everyone affected, not
just those immediately present, we will have to assume that the survivors on the
lifeboat lost all of their friends and family in the catastrophe which brought them
to their current situation. This way, the only being affected by the act is the being
who gets thrown overboard. We will also have to assume that whoever is thrown
overboard will be painlessly killed by a lethal injection before being dumped in
the ocean. No being’s death will be longer, or more painful, than any other.
For a classical utilitarian, the answer is now fairly straightforward. The being
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who should be thrown overboard is that being who is the least happy now and
is not likely to be particularly happy throughout his life. Since dogs are generally
easily satisfied, this could mean that one of the humans should be thrown
overboard. What matters to the utilitarian is not the species of those beings capable
of contributing to the overall happiness of the moral universe, but the amount
they contribute. In this situation, one is forced to reduce the total pleasure in the
universe by removing one of the passengers in the lifeboat. In order to minimize
the overall loss of happiness, the being who is the most likely to lead an unhappy
life will be the one to go.
Most people, even those who consider themselves utilitarians, can’t easily
swallow this decision. Indeed, it is exactly this sort of analysis that has spawned
such theories as that held by Regan. Singer, however, defends a more sophisticated
version of utilitarianism, namely preference utilitarianism, which attempts to
side-step this unsavoury conclusion. Singer argues that self-conscious, rational
human beings are capable of having a specific preference for continued existence.
Killing the humans on the lifeboat would clearly be in direct conflict with this pre
ference. It is not clear that dogs have distinct preferences for continued
existence, although they may have other preferences which would require
continued existence in order to be satisfied. The conclusion that an ‘enlightened’
utilitarian might reach is similar to that reached by Regan, but the reasons are
very different.
This agreement in practice is not uncommon. Those who agree with the rights
argument as well as those who adhere to utilitarianism will not eat animals, but
for different reasons. The former will be vegetarians, and perhaps vegans (those
who avoid all animal products, including milk and eggs), because to use animals
in such a way is not consistent with treating them as beings with inherent worth.
To a person who holds the rights view, using an animal as a means to an end, in
this case as food for the dinner table, is a violation of that being’s right to be
treated with respect. A utilitarian will abstain from eating animal products as
long as the process that is used to raise them involves a net balance of suffering.
If the animals live happy, stress-free, natural lives before they are painlessly killed,
the utilitarian may not object to their use as food.
In the case of using animals in experimentation, the conclusions reached again
differ more sharply in theory than in practice. According to Regan, ‘the rights
view is categorically abolitionist. . . This is just as true when they [animals] are
used in trivial, duplicative, unnecessary or unwise research as it is when they are
used in studies that hold out real promise of human benefits .. . The best we can
do when it comes to using animals in science is - not to use them’ (Regan, 1985,
p. 24). Singer’s position is very different. He would not advocate abolitionism in
theory because ‘in extreme circumstances, absolutist answers always break down
.. . if a single experiment could cure a major disease, that experiment would be
justifiable. But in actual life the benefits are always much, much more remote,
and more often than not they are nonexistent .. . an experiment cannot be
justifiable unless the experiment is so important that the use of a retarded human
being would also be justifiable’ (Singer, 1975, pp. 77-78).
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Singer is not advocating that mentally retarded humans be used in exper
imentation, although some have accused him of holding this view. The point
being made is that it is wrong to decide to experiment on animals rather than on
humans with similar abilities to comprehend their situation if the readiness to
experiment is based only on the fact that the animal is a different species. This
bias in favour of one’s own species has been called ‘speciesism’ and is considered
morally on par with sexism and racism.
As the animal liberation issue has become more popular, species-based dis
crimination has become synonymous with bigotry. This is a dangerous sim
plification. Discrimination is not always unjust, and in fact, in some cases it may
be crucial. As Mary Midgley has pointed out, ‘It is never true that, in order to
know how to treat a human being, you must first find out what race he belongs
to .. . But with an animal, to know the species is absolutely essential’ (Midgley,
1983, p. 98). The difference between an African and a cheetah is not the same as
the difference between an African and an Eskimo. We do animals a great disservice
if by including them in our sphere of moral concern we overlook their vast,
marvellous differences from us, some of which may be relevant in moral delib
erations.

iv

Sympathy

Regan and Singer argue that giving greater weight to the interests of members of
one’s own species is indefensible. They suggest that animals and humans share
the same morally relevant characteristics which provide each with equal claims.
In a very simple world, this suggestion would not be problematic. But animals
are not just animals - they are Lassie the dog and the family’s companion cat;
bald eagles and bunnies; snakes and skunks. Similarly, humans are not just
humans - they are friends and lovers, family and foe. Kinship or closeness is a
very important element in thinking about virtually every feature of our daily lives.
To deny the reality of the influence this factor has on our decision-making in
favour of some abstraction, like absolute equality, may be considered saintly, but
probably is not possible for most mortals faced with complex decisions. (Compare
Article 28, p e r s o n a l r e l a t i o n s h i p s .)
This focus on abstraction is not unique in moral theorizing. Philosophers long
before Regan and Singer postulated that in order for a decision to be ethical it
must go beyond our own preferences or partiality. Ethics, it has been said,
must be universal, and universality can only be accomplished through abstract
reasoning. (See A r tic le ^ , u n i v e r s a l p r e s c r i p t i v i s m .) If one values the life
of a being who can enjoy life, then one must value every life of like beings in the
same way. As Regan says, ‘We know that many - literally, billions and billions of these animals are subjects-of-a-life in the sense explained and so have inherent
value if we do. And since, in order to arrive at the best theory of our duties to one
another, we must recognize our equal inherent value as individuals, reason - not
sentiment, not emotion - reason compels us to recognize the equal inherent value
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of these animals and, with this, their equal right to be treated with respect’ (Regan,
1985. pp. 23-24).
In the preface to A n i m a l L ib e r a tio n . Singer describes the justification of oppo
sition to the Nazi experiments and animal experiments as ‘an appeal to basic
moral principles which we all accept, and the application of these principles to
the victims of both kinds of experiments is demanded by reason, not emotion’.
Obviously, reason has played a tremendous role in discussions of morality in
general and particularly in discussions pertaining to the way moral principles
apply to animals. If reason were the sole motivator of ethical behaviour, one might
wonder why there are people who are familiar with the reasoning of Singer’s
work, for example, but who nonetheless continue to eat animals. While many
have suggested that to act rationally entails acting morally, reason is only one
element in decision-making. Emotion, though often dismissed, plays a crucial role
as well. Feelings of outrage or revulsion, sympathy or compassion are important
to the development of complete moral sensibilities. As Mary Midgley has said,
‘Real scruples, and eventually moral principles, are developed out of this kind of
raw material. They would not exist without it.’ (Midgley, 1983 , p. 4 3 ). (See also
the discussions of the role of reason in morality in Article 1 4 , k a n t i a n e t h i c s ,
and Article 35 , r e a l i s m .)
Recognizing that appeals to sympathy are avoided by other proponents of
animal liberation, John Fisher suggests that the very project of including animals
in the moral community may be undermined by neglecting the powerful role
sympathy plays. He argues that sympathy is fundamental to moral theory because
it helps to determine who the proper recipients of moral concern are. Fisher
suggests that those beings with whom we can sympathize must be morally
considered. Presumably, how we treat those beings would be a function of our
ability to sympathize with them (Fisher, 1987.)
By arguing for the inclusion of animals in the moral sphere on the basis of
reason, not emotion, philosophers are perpetuating an unnecessary dichotomy
between the two. Certainly it is possible that a decision based on emotion alone
may be morally indefensible, but it is also possible that a decision based on reason
alone may be objectionable as well. One way to overcome the false dualism
between reason and emotion is by moving out of the realm of abstraction and
getting closer to the effects of our everyday actions. Much of the problem with the
attitude many have towards animals stems from a removal from them. Our
responsibility for our own actions has been mediated. Who are these animals who
suffer and die so that I can eat pot roast? I do not deprive them of movement and
comfort; I do not take their young from them; I do not have to look into their eyes
as I cut their throats. Most people are shielded from the consequences of their
actions. Factory-farms and laboratories are not places where many people go. The
sympathy that people might naturally feel towards a being who is suffering,
coupled with reasoned moral principles, would probably cause most to object to
these institutions. While it is not possible for everyone directly to experience the
effect of each and every one of their actions, that is no reason not to try. As
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feminist theorist Marti Kheel suggests, ‘in our complex, modern society we may
never be able to fully experience the impact of our moral decisions, we can,
nonetheless, attempt as far as possible to experience emotionally the knowledge
of this fact’ (Kheel, 1985).
While there are different philosophical principles that may help in deciding how
we ought to treat animals, one strand runs through all those that withstand
critical scrutiny: we ought not to treat animals the way we, as a society, are
treating them now. We are very rarely faced with lifeboat decisions: our moral
choices are not usually ones that exist in extremes. It simply isn’t the case that I
will suffer great harm without a fur coat or a leg of lamb. The choice between our
baby and our dog is one that virtually none of us will be forced to make. The
hypothetical realm is one where we can clarify and refine our moral intuitions
and principles, but our choices and the suffering of billions of animals are not
hypothetical. However the lines are drawn, there are no defensible grounds for
treating animals in any w ay other than as beings worthy of moral consideration.
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Business ethics
ROBERT C. SOLOMON

The public be damned. I’m working for my stockholders.
W I L L I A M V A ND E R B I L T

i

Introduction

B u s i n e s s ethics occupies a peculiar position in the field of ‘applied’ ethics. Like

its kin in such professions as medicine and law, it consists of an uneasy application
of some very general ethical principles (of ‘duty’ or ‘utility’ for example) to rather
specific and often unique situations and crises. But unlike them, business ethics
is concerned with an area of human enterprise whose practitioners do not for the
most part enjoy professional status and whose motives, to put it mildly, are often
thought (and said) to be less than noble. ‘Greed’ (formerly ‘avarice’) is often cited
as the sole engine of business life, and much of the history of business ethics,
accordingly, is not very flattering to business. In one sense, one can trace that
history back into medieval and ancient times, where, in addition to the attacks
on business in philosophy and religion, such practical thinkers as Cicero gave
careful attention to the question of fairness in ordinary business transactions. But
for much of this history, too, the focus of attention was almost entirely on such
particular transactions, surrounding the field with a strong sense of the ad hoc, an
allegedly non-philosophical practice which was more often than not dismissed as
‘casuistry’.
Accordingly, the subject of business ethics as currently practised is not much
over a decade old. Only ten years ago, the subject was still an awkward amalgam
of a routine review of ethical theories, a few general considerations about the
fairness of capitalism, and a number of already-standard business cases - most of
them disgraces, scandals and disasters displaying the corporate world at its worst
and its most irresponsible. Business ethics was a topic without credentials in
‘mainstream’ philosophy, without conceptual subject matter of its own. It was too
practical-minded even for ‘applied ethics’ and, in a philosophical world enamoured
with unworldly ideas and merely ‘possible’ worlds, business ethics was far too
concerned with the vulgar currency of everyday exchange - money.
But philosophy itself has tilted again toward the ‘real world’, and business
ethics has found or made its place in the junction between the two. New applica
tions and renewed sophistication in game theory and social choice theory have
allowed the introduction of more formal analysis in business ethics, and,
much more important, the interaction with and the submersion of business ethics
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practitioners in the working world of corporate executives, labour unions and
small business owners has consolidated the once awkwardly amalgamated
elements of business ethics into a subject matter, attracted the interest and
attention of business leaders and turned once ‘academic' practitioners into active
participants in the business world. Sometimes, one might add, they even get
listened to.

ii

A brief history of business ethics

In a broad sense, business has been around at least since the ancient Sumerians
who (according to Samuel Noah Kramer) carried out extensive trading and record
keeping nearly six thousand years ago. But business has not always been the
central and respectable enterprise that it is in modern society, and the ethical view
of business for most of history has been almost wholly negative. Aristotle, who
deserves recognition as the first economist (two thousand years before Adam
Smith) distinguished two different senses of what we call economics; one of them,
oikonomikos or household trading, which he approved of and thought essential to
the working of any even modestly complex society, and chrematisike which is trade
for profit. Aristotle declared such activity wholly devoid of virtue and called those
who engaged in such purely selfish practices ‘parasites’. Aristotle’s attack on the
unsavoury and unproductive practice of ‘usury’ held force virtually until the
seventeenth century. Only outsiders at the fringe of society, not respectable citizens,
engaged in such practices. (Shakespeare’s Shylock, in The Merchant of Venice, was
an outsider and a usurer.) This, on a large historical canvas, is the history of
business ethics - the wholesale attack on business and its practices. Jesus chased
the money-changers from the temple, and Christian moralists from Paul to Thomas
Aquinas and Martin Luther followed his example, roundly condemning most of
what we today honour as ‘the business world’.
But if business ethics as condemnation was led by philosophy and religion, so
too was the dramatic turn-around towards business in early modern times. John
Calvin and then the English Puritans taught the virtues of thrift and enterprise,
and Adam Smith canonized the new faith in 17 7 6 in his masterwork, The
Wealth of Nations. Of course, the new attitude to business was not an overnight
transformation and was built on traditions with a long history. The medieval
guilds, for example, had established their own industry-specific codes of ‘business
ethics’ long before business became the central institution of society, but the
general acceptance of business and the recognition of economics as a central
structure of society depended on a very new way of thinking about society
that required not only a change in religious and philosophical sensibilities but,
underlying them, a new sense of society and even of human nature. This trans
formation can be partly explained in terms of urbanization, larger more centralized
societies, the privatization of family groups as consumers, rapidly advancing
technology, the growth of industry and the accompanying development of social
structures, needs and desires. With Adam Smith’s classic work, chrematisike
became the central institution and primary virtue of modem society. But the
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degraded popular (‘greed is good’) version of Smith’s thesis was hardly conducive
to the subject of business ethics (‘isn’t that a contradiction in terms?’), and
moralizing about business retained its ancient and medieval bias against business.
Businessmen like Mellon and Carnegie gave public lectures on the virtues of
success and the noblesse oblige of the rich, but business ethics as such was for the
most part developed by socialists, as a continued diatribe against the amorality of
business thinking. It is only very recently that a more moral and more honourable
way of viewing business has begun to dominate business talk, and with it has
come the idea of studying the underlying values and ideals of business. We can
readily understand how freedom of the market will always be a threat to traditional
values and antagonistic to government control, but we no longer so glibly conclude
that the market itself is without values or that governments better serve the public
good than markets.

iii

The myth of the profit motive

Business ethics is no longer concerned solely or primarily with the criticism of
business and business practice. Profits are no longer condemned along with
‘avarice’ in moralizing sermons, and corporations are no longer envisioned as
faceless, souless, amoral monoliths. The new concern is just how profit should be
thought of in the larger context of productivity and social responsibility and how
corporations as complex communities can best serve both their own employees
and the surrounding society. Business ethics has evolved from a wholly critical
attack on capitalism and ‘the profit motive’ to a more productive and constructive
examination of the underlying rules and practices of business. But the old para
digm - what Richard DeGeorge has called ‘the myth of amoral business’ - persists,
not only among the suspicious public and some socialist-minded philosophers
but among many businesspeople themselves. The first task in business ethics,
accordingly, is to clear the way through some highly incriminating myths and
metaphors, which obscure rather than clarify the underlying ethos that makes
business possible.
Every discipline has its own self-glorifying vocabulary. Politicians bask in the
concepts of ‘public service’ while they pursue personal power, lawyers defend our
‘rights’ on the basis of handsome fees - and professors describe what they do in
the noble language of ‘truth and knowledge’ while they spend most of their time
and energy in campus politics. But in the case of business the self-glorifying
language is often especially unflattering. For example, executives still talk about
what they do in terms of ‘the profit motive’, not realizing that the phrase was
invented by the last century’s socialists as an attack on business and its narrow
minded pursuit of money to the exclusion of all other considerations and obli
gations. To be sure, a business does aim to make a profit, but it does so only by
supplying quality goods and services, by providing jobs and by ‘fitting in’ to the
community. To single out profits rather than productivity or public service as the
central aim of business activity is just asking for trouble. Profits are not as such
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the end or goal of business activity: profits get distributed and reinvested. Profits
are a means to building the business and rewarding employees, executives and
investors. For some people, profits may be a means of ‘keeping score’, but even in
those cases, it is the status and satisfaction of ‘winning’ that is the goal, not profits
as such.
A more sophisticated but not dissimilar executive self-image states that the
managers of a business are bound above all by one and only one obligation, to
maximize the profits for their stockholders. We need not inquire whether this is
the actual motive behind most upper management decisions in order to point out
that, while managers do recognize that their own business roles are defined
primarily by obligations rather than the ‘profit motive’, that unflattering image
has simply been transferred to the stockholders (i.e. the owners). Is it true that
investors/owners care only about the maximization of their profits? Is it the
stockholder, finally, who is the incarnation of that inhuman homo economicus who
is utterly devoid of civic responsibility and pride, who has no concern for the
virtues of the company he or she (or it?) owns, apart from those liabilities that
might render one vulnerable to expensive law suits? And if some four-month ‘in
and out’ investors do indeed care only about increasing their investments by 30
per cent or so, why are we so certain that the managers of the firm have any
obligation to them other than not to intentionally fritter away or waste their
money? The pursuit of profits is not the ultimate, much less the only goal of
business. It is rather one of many goals and then by way of a means and not an
end-in-itself.
This is how we misunderstand business: we adopt a too narrow vision of what
business is, e.g. the pursuit of profits, and then derive unethical or amoral
conclusions. It is this inexcusably limited focus on the ‘rights of the stockholders’,
for example, that has been used to defend some of the very destructive and
certainly unproductive ‘hostile takeovers’ of major corporations in the last few
years. To say this is not to deny the rights of stockholders to a fair return, of
course, nor is it to deny the ‘fiduciary responsibilities’ of the managers of a
company. It is only to say that these rights and responsibilities make sense only
in a larger social context and that the very idea of ‘the profit motive’ as an end
in itself - as opposed to profits as a means of encouraging and rewarding hard
work and investment, building a better business and serving society better - is a
serious obstacle to understanding the rich tapestry of motives and activities that
make up the business world.

iv

Other business myths and metaphors

Among the most damaging myths and metaphors in business talk are those macho
‘Darwinian’ concepts of ‘survival of the fittest’ and ‘it’s a jungle out there’. (For
the origin of these concepts, see Article 44, t h e s i g n i f i c a n c e o f e v o l u t i o n .)
The underlying idea, of course, is that life in business is competitive, and it isn’t
always fair. But that obvious pair of points is very different from the ‘dog-eat-dog’,
‘every [man] for [him]self’ imagery that is routine in the business world. It is true
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that business is and must be competitive, but it is not true that it is cut-throat or
cannibalistic or that ‘one does whatever it takes to survive’. However competitive
a particularly industry may be, it always rests on a foundation of shared interests
and mutually agreed-upon rules of conduct, and the competition takes place not
in a jungle but in a community which it presumably both serves and depends
upon. Business life is first of all fundamentally co-operative. It is only within the
bounds of mutually shared concerns that competition is possible. And quite the
contrary of the ‘every animal for itself jungle metaphor, business almost always
involves large co-operative and mutually trusting groups, not only corporations
themselves but networks of suppliers, service people, customers and investors.
Competition is essential to capitalism, but to misunderstand this as ‘unbridled’
competition is to undermine ethics and misunderstand the nature of competition
too. (So, too, we should look with suspicion upon the familiar ‘w ar’ metaphor
that is popular in so many boardrooms and the current ‘game’ metaphor and the
emphasis of ‘winning’ that tends to turn the serious business of ‘making a living’
into something of a self-enclosed sport.)
The most persistent metaphor, which seems to endure no matter how much
evidence is amassed against it, is atomistic individualism, the idea that business
life consists wholly of mutually agreed-upon transactions between individual
citizens (avoiding government interference) can be traced back to Adam Smith
and the philosophy which dominated eighteenth-century Britain. But most of
business life today consists of roles and responsibilities in co-operative enterprises,
whether they be small family businesses or gigantic multi-national corporations.
Government and business are as often partners as opponents (however frustrating
the labyrinth of ‘regulation’ may sometimes seem), whether by way of subsidies,
tariffs and tax breaks or as an intimate co-operative enterprise (‘Japan, Inc.’ and
such grand projects as the National Aeronautics and Space Administration space
shuttle.) But atomistic individualism is not only inaccurate in the face of the
corporate complexity of today’s business world; it is naive in its supposition that
no institutional rules and practices underlie even the simplest promise, contract
or exchange. Business is a social practice, not an activity of isolated individuals.
It is possible only because it takes place in a culture with an established set of
procedures and expectations, and these are not (except in the details) open to
individual tinkering.
Accordingly, it is a sign of considerable progress that one of the dominant
models of today’s corporate thinking is the idea of a ‘corporate culture’. As with
any analogy, there are, of course, disanalogies, but it is important to appreciate
the virtue of this metaphor. It is social, and rejects atomistic individualism. It
recognizes the place of people in the organization as the fundamental structure of
business life. It openly embraces the idea of ethics. It recognizes that shared values
hold a culture together. There is still room for that individualistic maverick, the
‘entrepreneur’, but he or she too is possible only insofar as there is a role (an
important one) for eccentricity and innovation. But the problem with the ‘culture’
metaphor, too, is that it tends to be too self-enclosed. A corporation is not like an
isolated tribe in the Trobriand Islands. A corporate culture is an inseparable part
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of a larger culture, at most a sub-culture (or a sub-sub-culture), a specialized
organelle in an organ in an organism. Indeed, it is the tendency to see business
as an isolated and insulated endeavour, with values different from the values of
the surrounding society, that characterizes all of these myths and metaphors.
Breaking down this sense of isolation is the first task of business ethics.

v

Micro-, macro- and molar ethics

We might well distinguish between three (or more) levels of business and business
ethics, from the micro - the rules for fair exchange between two individuals, to
the macro - the institutional or cultural rules of commerce for an entire society
(‘the business world’). We should also carve out an area which we can call the
molar level of business ethics, concerning the basic unit of commerce today - the
corporation. Micro-ethics in business, of course, is very much part and parcel of
much of traditional ethics - the nature of promises and other obligations, the
intentions, consequences and other implications of an individual’s actions, the
grounding and nature of various individual rights. What is peculiar to business
micro-ethics is the idea of a fair exchange and, along with it, the notion of a fair
wage, fair treatment, what counts as a ‘bargain’ and what instead is a ‘steal’.
Aristotle’s notion of ‘commutative’ justice is particularly at home here, and even
the ancients used to worry, from time to time, whether, for example, the seller of
a house was obliged to tell a potential buyer that the roof had had its day and
might start to leak at the first heavy rains.
Macro-ethics, in turn, becomes part and parcel of those large questions about
justice, legitimacy and the nature of society that constitute social and political
philosophy. What is the purpose of the ‘free market’ - or is it in some sense a good
of its own, with its own telos? Are private property rights primary, in some sense
preceding social convention (as John Locke and more recently Robert Nozick have
argued), or is the market too to be conceived as a complex social practice in which
rights are but one ingredient? Is the free market system ‘fair’? Is it the most efficient
way to distribute goods and services throughout society? Does it pay enough
attention to cases of desperate need (where a ‘fair exchange’ is not part of the
question)? Does it pay enough attention to merit, where it is by no means
guaranteed that virtue will be in sufficient demand so as to be rewarded? What
are the legitimate (and illegitimate) roles of government in business life, and what
is the role of government regulation? Macro-ethics, in other words, is an attempt
to take in the ‘big picture’, to understand the nature of the business world and its
functions as such.
The definitive ‘molar’ unit of modern business, however, is the corporation,
and the central questions of business ethics tend to be unabashedly aimed at the
directors and employees of those few thousand or so companies that rule so much
of commercial life around the world. In particular, they are questions that concern
the role of the corporation in society and the role of the individual in the corpor
ation. Not surprisingly, many of the most challenging issues are found in the
interstices of the three levels of ethical discourse, for instance, the question of
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corporate social responsibility - the role of the corporation in the larger society,
and questions of job-defined responsibilities - the role of the individual in the
corporation.

vi

The corporation in society: the idea of social responsibility

The central concept of much of recent business ethics is the idea of social responsi
bility. It is also a concept that has irritated many traditional free market enthusiasts
and prompted a number of bad or misleading arguments. Perhaps the most famous
of these is the diatribe by Nobel-winning economist Milton Friedman in The New
York Times (13 September 1970) entitled ‘The social responsibility of business is
to increase its profits’. In this article, he called businessmen who defended the idea
of corporate social responsibility ‘unwitting puppets of the intellectual forces that
have been undermining the basis of a free society’ and accused them of ‘preaching
pure and unadulterated socialism’. Friedman’s argument is, in essence, that
managers of a corporation are the employees of the stockholders and, as such,
have a ‘fiduciary responsibility’ to maximize their profits. Giving money to charity
or other social causes (except as public relations aimed at increasing business) and
getting involved in community projects (which do not increase the company’s
business) is akin to stealing from the stockholders. Furthermore, there is no reason
to suppose that a corporation or its officers have any special skill or knowledge
in the realm of public policy, and so they are over-extending their competence as
well as violating their obligations when they get involved in community activities
(that is, as managers of the company, not as individual citizens acting on their
own).
Some of the fallacies involved in such reasoning are consequent to the narrow
‘profit-minded’ view of business and the extremely unflattering and unrealistic
one-dimensional portrait of the stockholder that we mentioned earlier; others
(‘pure unadulterated socialism’ and ‘stealing’) are rather excesses of rhetoric. The
‘competence’ argument (also defended by Peter Drucker in his influential book on
Management) makes sense only insofar as corporations undertake social engin
eering projects that are indeed beyond their abilities; but does it require special
skills or advanced knowledge to be concerned about discriminatory hiring or
promotion practices within your own company or the devastating effects of
your waste products on the surrounding countryside? The overall rejoinder to
Friedmanesque arguments of this sort that has recently become popular in business
ethics can be summarized in a modest pun: instead of the ‘stockholder’ the
beneficiaries of corporate social responsibilities are the stakeholders, of whom the
stockholders are but a single sub-class. The stakeholders in a company are all of
those who are affected and have legitimate expectations and rights regarding the
actions of the company, and these include the employees, the consumers and the
suppliers as well as the surrounding community and the society at large. The
virtue of this concept is that it greatly expands the focus of corporate concern,
without losing sight of the particular virtues and capacities of the corporation
itself. Social responsibility, so considered, is not an additional burden on the
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corporation but part and parcel of its essential concerns, to serve the needs and
be fair to not only its investors/owners but those who work for, buy from, sell to,
live near or are otherwise affected by the activities that are demanded and
rewarded by the free market system.

vii

Obligations to stakeholders: consumers and community

The managers of corporations have obligations to their shareholders, but they
have obligations to other stakeholders as well. In particular, they have obligations
to consumers and the surrounding community as well as to their own employees
(see section (viii)). The purpose of the corporation, after all, is to serve the public,
both by way of providing desired and desirable products and services and by not
harming the community and its citizens. For example, a corporation is hardly
serving its public purpose if it is polluting the air or the water supply, if it is
snarling traffic or hogging communal resources, if it is (even indirectly) promoting
racism or prejudice, if it is destroying the natural beauty of the environment or
threatening the financial or social well-being of the local citizens. To consumers,
the corporation has the obligation to provide quality products and services. It has
the obligation to make sure that these are safe, through research and through
appropriate instructions and, where appropriate, warnings against possible
misuse. Manufacturers are and should be liable for dangerous effects and pre
dictable abuse of their products, e.g. the likelihood of a young child swallowing a
small, readily detachable piece of a toy made specially for that age group, and it
is now suggested by some consumer advocate groups that such liability should
not be excessively qualified by the excuse that ‘these were mature adults and
knew or should have known the risks of what they were doing’. This last demand,
however, points to a number of currently problematic concerns, notably, the
general presumption of maturity, intelligence and responsibility on the part of the
consumer and the question of reasonable limits of liability on the part of the
producer. (Special considerations obviously apply to children.) To what extent
should the manufacturer take precautions against clearly idiosyncratic or even
idiotic uses of their products'? What restrictions should there be on manufacturers
who sell and distribute provably dangerous products, e.g. cigarettes and firearms even if there is considerable consumer demand for such items - and should the
producer be liable for what is clearly a foreseeable risk on the part of the consumer?
Indeed, it is increasingly being asked whether and to what extent we should
reinstate that now ancient caveat, ‘Buyer beware’, to counteract the runaway
trend toward consumer irresponsibility and unqualified corporate liability.
Consumer intelligence and responsibility are also at issue in the much-debated
topic of advertising, against which some of the most serious criticisms of current
business practices have been directed. The classic defence of the free market system
is that it supplies and satisfies existing demands. But if manufacturers actually
create the demand for the products they produce, then this classic defence is clearly
undermined. Indeed, it has even been charged that advertising is itself coercive in
that it interferes with the free choice of the consumer, who is no longer in a
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position to decide how best to satisfy his or her needs but has instead been
subjected to a barrage of influences which may well be quite irrelevant or even
opposed to those needs. And even where the desirability of the product is not in
question, there are very real questions about the advertising of particular brand
names and the artificial creation of ‘product differentiation’. And then there are
those familiar questions of taste - on the borderline (and sometimes over) between
ethics and aesthetics. There is the use of sex - often seductive and sometimes quite
undisguised - to enhance the appeal of products from chewing gum to automobiles;
there are the implied but obviously false promises of social success and acceptability
if only one buys this soap or toothpaste; and there are the offensive portrayals of
women and minorities and often of human nature as such, just in order to sell
products that most of us could perfectly well do without. But is such superfluous
consumption and the taste (or lack of it) that sells it an ethical issue? Is anyone
actually expected to believe that his or her life will change with an added hint of
mint or a waxless, yellow-free kitchen floor?
Much more serious, of course, is outright lying in advertising. But what counts
as a ‘lie’ is by no means straightforward in this world of seduction, kitsch and
hyperbole. No-one, perhaps, will actually believe that a certain toothpaste or pair
of designer jeans will guarantee your success with the lover of your dreams
(though millions are willing to take the chance, just in case), but when a product
has effects that may well be fatal, the accuracy of advertising is put under much
closer scrutiny. When a medical product is advertised on the basis of misleading,
incomplete or simply untrue technical information, when an over-the-counter
‘cold remedy’ is sold with the promise but without any hard evidence that it can
relieve symptoms and prevent complications, when known and dangerous sideeffects are hidden behind a generic ‘with this as with all medicines, check with
your doctor’, then seemingly simple ‘truth in advertising’ becomes a moral impera
tive and ethical principles (if not the law) have been violated.
It has often been argued that in an ideally functioning free market the only
advertising that should be either necessary or permitted is pure information
regarding the use and qualities of the product. But in certain circumstances, the
average consumer may neither have nor be able to understand the relevant
information concerning the product in question. In a great many cases, however,
consumers take too little responsibility for their own decisions, and one cannot
properly blame advertising for their irresponsibility or irrationality. Corporations
have responsibilities to their customers, but consumers have responsibilities too.
As so often, business ethics is not a question of corporate responsibility alone but
an interlocking set of mutual responsibilities.

viii

The individual in the corporation: responsibilities and expectations

Perhaps the most abused stakeholder in the pattern of corporate responsibilities
is the company employee. In traditional free market theory, the employee’s labour
is itself just one more commodity, subject to the laws of supply and demand. But
whereas one can sell at ‘firesale’ prices or simply dispose of pins or parts of
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machinery that are no longer in demand, the employee is a human being, with
very real needs and rights quite apart from his or her role in production or in
the market. Cramped uncomfortable working space or long, gruelling hours
for employees may reduce overhead or increase productivity, and paying sub
subsistence wages to employees who for one reason or another cannot, dare not
or do not know how to complain may increase profits, but such conditions and
practices are now recognized by all but the most unreconstructed ‘Darwinian’ to
be highly unethical and legally inexcusable. And yet, the ‘commodity’ model of
labour still holds powerful sway over much business thinking, concerning man
agers and executives as well as workers both skilled and unskilled. It is for this
reason that much of recent business ethics has focused on such notions as
employees’ rights and, from a very different angle, it is for this reason too that the
old notion of ‘company loyalty’ had come back into focus. After all, if a company
treats its employees as nothing but disposable parts, no-one should be surprised
if the employees start treating the company as nothing but a transient source of
wages and benefits.
The other side of this disturbing picture, however, is the equally renewed
emphasis on the notion of employee roles and responsibilities, one of which is
loyalty to the company. It cannot be over-emphasized that ‘loyalty’ here is a twoway concern; the employee may by virtue of his or her employment have special
obligations to the company but the company has its obligations to the employee
in turn. But there is a danger in stressing such concepts as ‘loyalty’ without being
very clear that loyalty is tied not just to employment in general but to one’s
particular role and responsibilities as well. A role, according to R. S. Downie, is ‘a
cluster of rights and duties with some sort of social function’ - in this case, a
function in the corporation. (Roles and Values, p. 128.) Certain aspects of one’s
role and responsibilities may be specified in an employment contract and in the
law, but many of them - for example, the local customs, patterns of deference and
other aspects of what we earlier called ‘the corporate culture’ - may become
evident only with time on the job and continued contact with other employees.
Moreover, it is not just a matter of ‘doing one’s job’ but, as a matter of ethics as
well as economics, doing one’s job as well as possible. Norman Bowie says in this
regard, I think rightly, ‘A job is never just a job’. It also has a moral dimension:
pride in one’s product, co-operation with one’s colleagues and concern for the
well-being of the company. But, of course, such role-defined obligations have their
limits (however conveniently some managers tend to deny this). Business is not
an end in itself but is embedded in and supported by a society that has other,
overriding concerns, norms and expectations.
We sometimes hear employees (and even high level executives) complain that
their ‘corporate values conflict with their personal values’. What this usually
means, I suggest, is that certain demands made by their companies are unethical
or immoral. What most people call their ‘personal values’ are in fact the deepest
and broadest values of their culture. And it is in this context that we should
understand that now-familiar tragic figure of contemporary corporate life - the
‘whistle-blower’. The whistle-blower is not just some eccentric who cannot ‘fit’
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into the organization he or she threatens with disclosure. The whistle-blower
recognizes that he or she cannot tolerate the violation of morality or the public
trust and feels obliged actually to do something about it. The biographies of
most whistle-blowers do not make happy reading, but their very existence and
occasional success is ample testimony to the interlocking obligations of the cor
poration, the individual and society. Indeed, perhaps the most singularly important
result of the emergence of business ethics in the public forum has been to highlight
such individuals and give renewed respectability to what their employers wrongly
perceive as nothing but a breach of loyalty. But when the demands of doing
business conflict with the morality or well-being of society, it is business that has
to yield, and this, perhaps, is the ultimate point of business ethics.
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Crime and punishment
C . L . T EN

T he criminal law prohibits certain forms of conduct such as murder, assault, rape
and burglary. Offenders are liable to be punished, often with imprisonment. What
justifies the punishment? Punishment is a deprivation, taking away from offenders
what they value - their freedom, or some of their money when they are fined. We
are normally not justified in depriving people of these things. Even if we are
justified in punishing convicted offenders, there are limits to the extent of the
punishment. If a petty thief were sentenced to ten years’ imprisonment, this would
be considered excessive. On the other hand, if a cold-blooded murderer were
released after only one week in jail, this would be condemned as excessively lenient
punishment. But how do we determine the appropriate amount of punishment for
various offenders?
Theories of punishment seek to answer these and related questions. The aim
of these theories is not to explain the prevalence of certain kinds of crime in terms
of social conditions such as poverty. They do not tell us why crimes are committed.
They are normative theories, telling us how criminals ought to be treated. They
state the conditions under which punishment is justified, and provide the basis
for assessing the correct punishment.
There are two main types of theories of punishment. The utilitarian theory
justifies punishment solely in terms of its good consequences. Punishment is not
considered as good in itself. On the contrary, since punishment deprives offenders
of something they value, it is, taken on its own in isolation from its consequences,
bad. The utilitarian regards every kind of suffering as bad in itself, and to be
justified only if it prevents even greater suffering, or if it brings about greater good.
So if by punishing offenders you prevent them from repeating their crimes, or you
deter potential offenders from committing similar crimes, then the punishment
produces desirable consequences which outweigh the harm to the offender. The
chief function of punishment is to reduce crime.
The second type of theory is the retributive theory. There are many different
versions of this theory, but the central contention is that punishment is justified
because the offender has voluntarily committed a wrong act. Wrongdoers deserve
to suffer for what they have done, whether or not the suffering produces any good
consequences. Unlike utilitarians, retributivists do not regard the suffering through
punishment of wrongdoers as bad in itself. Whereas the suffering of the innocent
is bad. the deserved suffering of the guilty is just.
Various objections have been raised against both theories. The main problem
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for the utilitarian is to explain why punishment should be confined to the guilty
and not be extended to the innocent under appropriate circumstances. On the
other hand, retributivists have difficulty in explaining why the guilty should be
punished at all if punishment fails to produce any good consequences.
In most legal systems only those who have broken the criminal law are
punishable. But utilitarians are committed to punishing the innocent if by so
doing the best consequences are produced. For example, suppose that a particularly
horrific crime has been committed by a member of one racial or religious group
against a member of a different group, and unless an innocent member of the first
group is framed for the crime, the people in the second group will take the law
into their own hands and attack other innocent members of the first group. Swift
punishment is needed to restore the harmonious relationship between the two
groups, but the guilty person cannot be found, whereas it is quite easy to fabricate
evidence against an innocent person.
Utilitarians would respond to this objection by pointing out that in the long
run the bad consequences of framing and punishing an innocent person will
outweigh whatever good consequences are produced in the short run. The truth
will out. and confidence in the administration of justice will be destroyed. Innocent
people will be generally apprehensive that they too will, on future occasions, be
sacrificed for the social good.
However, this utilitarian calculation of the undesirable consequences of pun
ishing the innocent, even if correct, does not capture the full force of the objection
to such punishment. We do not punish the innocent for the crimes committed by
others, because we think it unfair or unjust to use them as means for the benefit
of society. This would be the major reason why, for example, we do not punish
families of criminals even if we are convinced that such punishment would be
most effective in reducing the rates of serious crimes.
It also seems unfair to punish offenders who could not reasonably have avoided
committing acts prohibited by the criminal law. Thus offenders who cause harm
accidentally, under duress, or because they were suffering from some serious
mental illness, should be excused from punishment. The utilitarian would try to
justify the recognition of excuses on the grounds that the punishment of these
offenders would be quite unnecessary in inducing compliance with the law.
For example, the fear of punishment could not have prevented a person from
accidentally breaking the law in the way that one who deliberately flouted the
law could have been stopped by the likelihood of being punished. My accidental
acts are not the product of my conscious choices, and I have no control over them.
The utilitarian justification of legal excuses is not wholly satisfactory. The
recognition of excuses makes it possible for those who voluntarily break the law
to fake excuses. The costs (in terms of increased crime) of accepting excuses could
be significant, and it might be quite unclear whether these costs are outweighed
by the benefits.
Finally, the utilitarian account of punishment permits punishment which is
disproportionate to the gravity of the offences. Utilitarians would not of course
inflict a form of punishment that causes worse consequences than the conse
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quences of not punishing the crime, but this restriction on the amount of pun
ishment to be imposed does not rule out the infliction of exemplary punishment
to deter many potential offenders from committing relatively minor crimes. The
harm caused by each offence is small, but the total harm of many offences is quite
great, and might be greater than the suffering inflicted on one offender. The
punishment is disproportionate to the actual harm done by the particular offender,
even though it is proportionate to the total harm that can be prevented by
deterring numerous offenders. But since the offender is only responsible for what
he himself has done, and not for acts committed by others, there is again unfairness
in imposing an exemplary punishment.
The retributive theory, on the other hand, restricts punishment to those who
voluntarily broke the law, for only they are guilty of moral wrongdoing. The
innocent may not be punished. Even those who broke the law with some relevant
excuse are not to be blamed for what they did. I am not morally responsible for
acts committed accidentally, and I do not deserve to be punished for them.
Again, since the retributivist justifies punishment on the basis of a person’s
past wrongdoing, the degree of punishment should vary with the extent of the
wrongdoing. A person who deliberately kills someone is obviously guilty of a far
more seriously wrong act than one who simply steals a shirt, and so the murderer
should be punished severely whereas the petty thief should not. In all these
respects the retributive theory seems to be superior to the utilitarian theory.
However, if we accept the retributive theory the case for punishing the guilty
becomes unclear, because the purpose of punishment is not to reduce crime.
Suppose we accept the claim that wrongdoers deserve to suffer for their past
acts. This in itself does not justify the imposition of punishment by the state in
order to make them suffer. Why is it the function of the state to see that wrongdoers
are given their deserts? Of course the state has the function of protecting its citizens
and punishment, if it deters crime, can be an instrument for such protection. But
the retributive theory does not rely on the effects of punishment to justify it, and
hence it cannot appeal to this protective function of the state to vindicate its
interest in making wrongdoers suffer. Again, some wrongdoers already suffer
either as a result of their crime or independently of it. A burglar breaks her leg in
the course of committing her crime; an incompetent armed robber shoots his foot;
an assailant suffers from an illness unrelated to the crime. None of them suffers
through punishment. Should the state make them suffer more by inflicting
punishment?
In an attempt to get round these difficulties, some retributivists have moved
away from the bald assertion that wrongdoers deserve to suffer. They try to justify
punishment by claiming that criminals have taken an unfair advantage of lawabiding citizens, thereby upsetting the just balance of benefits and burdens in
social life. Punishment, by taking away the unfair benefits of criminals, restores
the correct balance. The criminal law prohibits certain forms of conduct and
confers benefits on all who live in a society by providing an area of freedom for
them to carry out their plans secure from interference by others. But these benefits
can only be obtained if people accept the burdens of self-restraint by refraining
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from engaging in forbidden acts. Law-abiding citizens accept the burdens, but
criminals accept only the benefits. For example, assailants enjoy the protection of
the criminal law just as much as law-abiding citizens, but they fail to exercise the
self-restraint which law-abiding citizens show in obeying the law.
The theory locates the wrongness of the criminal’s act in the taking of an
unfair advantage of law-abiding citizens. But this is often misleading. The wrong
done by the murderer is mainly to his or her victim, and not to third parties. We
punish murder not just to remove the unfair advantage that the murderer has
taken of law-abiding citizens, but primarily to prevent more people from being
killed. Moreover, the claim that law-abiding citizens have accepted the burden of
self-restraint, which criminals renounce, presupposes that law-abiding citizens
have a desire to break the law. But many law-abiding citizens have no desire to
kill, assault, or steal. So in many cases the law does not impose any burden of
self-restraint on them. It is doubtful that the benefits and burdens are equally
distributed. The social circumstances of some people make them more likely to be
victims of crime. Again, the poor and deprived have to exercise greater restraint
in not stealing than the rich and privileged.
The retributive theory allows criminals to be punished without reference to
the social consequences of punishment. But suppose that, for a variety of reasons,
punishment significantly increases the crime rate rather than reduces it. Mentally
unstable persons might be attracted by the prospect of punishment. Punishment
might embitter and alienate criminals from society and increase their criminal
activities. If punishment had these and other bad effects, utilitarians would
renounce punishment in favour of some other more effective approach for dealing
with offenders. But retributivists are still committed to punishing criminals. The
effect of retributive punishment in such a situation is that there will be an increase
in the number of innocent victims of crime. For whose benefit is punishment to
be instituted? Surely not for the benefit of law-abiding citizens who run an
increased risk of being victims of crime. Why should innocent people suffer for
the sake of dispensing retributive justice?
Attempts have been made to remedy the defects of utilitarian and retributive
theories by putting forward mixed theories which combine elements from both.
One such mixed theory maintains that the justifying aim of punishment is the
utilitarian goal of preventing or reducing crime, but insists that the pursuit of this
aim must be constrained by the requirement that only those who have voluntarily
broken the law may be punished, and that their punishment should be pro
portionate to the gravity of their offences (Hart, 1968). These restrictions on who
may be punished and on the extent of the punishment are dictated by requirements
of fairness to individuals which insist that they should not be used for the benefit
of society unless they had the capacity and fair opportunity to conform to the law.
On the other hand if we punish those who voluntarily breached the law in order
to prevent them from repeating their offences, or to deter potential offenders, we
are not using them unfairly. The failure to punish in these cases would result in
there being additional innocent victims of crime. These victims could not reason
ably have avoided being harmed by criminal acts in the way that those who
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voluntarily broke the law could have refrained from criminal acts and therefore
avoided the resultant punishment.
Theories of punishment have a significant role to play in the ongoing debate
on capital punishment, especially for murder. Some retributivists appeal to the lex
talionis, the law of retaliation, to determine the appropriate amount of punishment.
This principle specifies that the punishment should inflict on offenders what they
have done to their victims: ‘an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth’, and ‘a life for
a life’. Capital punishment is therefore the only appropriate punishment for
murder. But the lex talionis is deeply flawed. It focuses on the harm done by
offenders without regard to their mental states. A life may be taken intentionally
or accidentally: a person may be killed for personal gain or in order to relieve him
or her of the agony of a terminal illness. Even if we restrict the scope of the lex
talionis to cases in which the wrongdoing is fully intentional, there is still the
problem about the level at which the punishment should imitate the crime. Should
murderers be killed in exactly the manner that they killed their victims? In any
case it is impossible to apply the lex talionis to many offenders: the penniless thief,
the toothless assailant who knocks out his victim’s teeth, the tax evader, etc.
If, conscious of the defects of the lex talionis, retributivists merely insist that
the punishment should be proportionate to the moral gravity of the offence, then
this requirement can be satisfied so long as the murderer is punished more severely
than less serious offenders. There is no need for capital punishment.
From the utilitarian point of view, capital punishment can only be justified if it
produces better consequences than less severe forms of punishment. This condition
would be satisfied if capital punishment is a superior deterrent to alternative forms
of punishment such as long periods of imprisonment. So utilitarians will try to
settle the issue on the basis of the evidence about the effects of capital punishment.
The statistical evidence is based on comparisons of murder rates in countries
where there is capital punishment with those in socially similar countries where
there is no capital punishment, and on comparisons of the murder rates in one
and the same country at different times when it had capital punishment and when
it later abolished it, or when it restored capital punishment after a period of
abolition. The evidence does not show that capital punishment is a superior
deterrent.
However, the utilitarian approach is rejected by those who wish to place
greater value on the lives of the innocent victims of murder than on the lives of
convicted murderers. It is suggested that the evidence does not conclusively rule
out the superior deterrence of capital punishment, and in the presence of such
uncertainty, it is better to have capital punishment. If there is capital punishment,
and it turns out that capital punishment is not a superior deterrent, then convicted
murderers have been unnecessarily executed. If, on the other hand, we abolish
capital punishment, and it turns out that it is a superior deterrent, then there
would be additional innocent victims of murder. But this argument is unacceptable
because where there is capital punishment, it is certain that convicted murderers
will die, but in the absence of capital punishment and in the light of the available
evidence there is only a remote probability that there would be more innocent
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victims of murder (Conway, 1974). In any case, there is a risk of a few innocent
people being wrongly convicted of murder and executed if there is capital pun
ishment. This has to put on the scales against capital punishment.
In recent years attempts have been made to replace punishment by alternative
methods of crime control. Insofar as these attempts reflect dissatisfaction with
particular forms of punishment they are to be welcomed. The indiscriminate use
of imprisonment has resulted in overcrowded jails. There is a need to search for
new and more imaginative forms of punishment for some offences. But so far we
are referring to changes within the institution of punishment itself. More radical
critics wish to replace the whole institution of punishment by some system of
social hygiene which, it is claimed, is more effective in reducing socially harmful
acts. To these critics there is something distinctly odd in, for example, punishing
severely those who intentionally killed, but in exempting from punishment those
who killed accidentally or with some other excuse. More social harm is caused by
non-voluntary killings, for example in traffic accidents, than by deliberate murders.
If the function of the criminal law is to prevent social harm rather than to punish
moral wickedness, it should ignore the mental state of offenders, and make all
offenders subject to possible treatment with a view to preventing them from
repeating their offences. It is sufficient for criminal conviction that a person has
committed an act forbidden by the law. It is not necessary that those who are
convicted should be at fault for what they have done. After conviction offenders
come up for sentencing. At this later stage some account may be taken of the
offender’s state of mind at the time of the crime, not with a view to determining
the degree of his or her fault, but as a guide to discovering the appropriate form
of treatment. The treatment is aimed at preventing a recurrence of the offence
(Wootton, 1981).
But the case for a system of social hygiene is not convincing. The criminal law
is not morally justified in adopting any means solely because it will most effectively
achieve its aim of preventing or reducing harmful conduct. For example, it might
be possible to reduce crime significantly by widespread telephone tapping and by
monitoring people’s conduct through massive invasions of their privacy. But the
cost is unacceptably high. So too it would be unjust to convict people and subject
them to compulsory treatment for non-voluntary conduct that they could not
reasonably have avoided. Individuals will lose control over their lives if they may
be interfered with by the law for conduct which does not reflect their free choices.
I do not know when I will accidentally cause harm to others, whereas my
deliberate acts are the results of choices I have made. Again, at the sentencing
stage, there is a danger that offenders who are treated as social nuisances, and
whose treatment need not be proportionate to their degree of moral culpability, will
be detained for indeterminate periods of treatment without adequate safeguards.
Winston Churchill said that democracy is the worst system of government,
except for all the others! Attempts to justify punishment face a similar situation.
No ethical theory appears to justify the institution of punishment in its present
form. Contending theories of punishment identify different flaws in the institution
and suggest different and incompatible changes. Meanwhile, since our present
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practice of punishment appears to serve an essential social purpose in a manner
broadly compatible with widely held ethical views, the institution of punishment
survives, and shows every sign of doing so for a long time to come.
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Politics and the problem of dirty hands
C . A . J. C O A D Y

i

Introduction

P o l it ic s has always posed threatening questions about the scope and authority
of common understandings of morality. It is politics that Thrasymachus has
foremost in mind, in Plato’s Republic, when he challenges Socrates to refute his
startling definition of justice as ‘the interest of the stronger’.
In a similarly deflationary spirit, some modern political theorists and advisers
seem to think that political realism implies that moral considerations have no
place at all in politics. One of President Kennedy’s advisers in the Cuban missile
crisis of 1962, Dean Acheson, proudly records that, when the deaths of hundreds
of thousands of innocent people and much else stood in the balance, ‘those
involved .. . will remember the irrelevance of the supposed moral considerations
brought out in the discussions .. . moral talk did not bear on the problem’
(Acheson, 19 7 1, p. 13). This seems to have been largely true of Acheson’s own
contributions to the crucial debates, but his view did not prevail and some of the
other arguments put to the President had a moral flavour, such as Robert Ken
nedy’s belief that the aerial attack upon the Cuban missile bases, a course favoured
by Acheson, would be a Pearl Harbor in reverse. Characteristically, Acheson
thought this a mere obfuscation and part of an ‘emotional or intuitive’ response
(Acheson, 1965, pp. 19 7-19 8 ). Nonetheless, if moral considerations were not
irrelevant, they were surprisingly lacking in weight when compared to other
factors of a more obviously political or even personal kind, such as the need for
President Kennedy to regain prestige, demonstrate his courage, and eliminate the
prospect of impeachment, as well as the necessity to avoid Democratic Party
defeats in upcoming Congressional elections.
Kennedy thought that political necessity justified what he himself counted as
a very high risk (between 1/3 and 1/2) of nuclear holocaust. (A more detailed
account of risk-taking in nuclear weapons policies can be found in Article 34,
w a r a n d p e a c e .) Those who refer to the necessities of politics have, at least
since Machiavelli, often thereby signified not only necessary risks of an apparently
immoral kind but necessary lies, cruelties and even murders. Taking their lead
from Sartre’s' play of the same name, modern philosophers tend to talk of the
necessity for ‘dirty hands’ in politics, meaning that the vocation of politics
somehow rightly requires its practitioners to violate important moral standards
which prevail outside politics.
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There is much that is puzzling about the idea that politics has some special
exemption from the moral order, not least the fact that the historical record gives
abundant reasons for wanting particularly close moral scrutiny to be directed
upon the activities of politicians. Nor do writers in this area always make clear
what they mean by morality or politics or ‘dirty hands’. I think that we best
interpret Machiavelli as insisting that political necessity sometimes rationally
requires the overriding of genuine moral reasons that would otherwise be decisive.
But modern discussions sometimes approach what is recognizably the same
problem by suggesting that there is a specific morality appropriate to political
activity and that its deliverances outweigh considerations of ‘ordinary’ or ‘private’
morality. Often this is bolstered by appeals to the notion of role morality, with
some implication that the political role exclusively or predominantly generates
the need for dirty hands. My own view, put too simply, is that insofar as there is
an issue about overriding the claims of morality (whether ‘real’ or merely ‘ordi
nary’) in the face of some overwhelming necessity, then it is an issue which can
arise in any area of life. It is not special to politics, though there are some aspects
of politics which perhaps raise the issue more acutely or dramatically.

ii

The Machiavellian challenge

It is not clear that Machiavelli would have disagreed. He is writing for and about
rulers and their advisers, and so his emphasis is heavily political; but, at least
sometimes, he writes as though the need for ‘dirty hands’ is part of the human
rather than the political condition. More recent philosophical writing, though
sometimes visited by this suspicion, has usually made a rather sharp division
between the political or public, on the one hand, and the private, personal or
ordinary, on the other. A book devoted in part to the issue of ‘dirty hands’ is
revealingly entitled Public and Private Morality and its editor, Stuart Hampshire,
speaks of ‘a conflict between two ways of life’ (p.45). Michael Walzer, in his
seminal paper on the topic, proceeds for the most part as if the problem is quite
special to politics, though he says that he doesn’t want to argue that ‘it is only a
political dilemma’ but merely that ‘it is easy to get one’s hands dirty in politics
and it is often right to do so’ (Walzer, 1973, p. 174). This is presumably not
meant to be true of what Walzer calls ‘private life’, though Walzer and other
contemporary writers on this theme do little to elucidate the basis for dis
tinguishing private and public. Public life is indeed so diffused and pluralistic
(ranging from politicians to clergymen, bankers to nurses, academics to town
planners, parliaments to local suburban associations) that it can come to seem
that there is very little left to contrast it with, other than drastic domesticity. The
idea that traditional morality speaks only to the familial or, perhaps, the amicable,
is a very strong but surely implausible one. There are serious problems lurking
here: but we shall not delay at this point with them, but shall proceed on the
assumption of some intuitively grasped contrast between the strongly political
and the obviously non-political.
Notoriously, there is a great deal of controversy about the interpretation of
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Machiavelli’s own views. I believe that his advocacy of ‘necessary immorality’ is
perfectly serious (rather than, as some hold, ironic), and that, although he has in
mind the need to override Christian morality, the point has wider application to
moral codes and virtues that are recognized in secular and other contexts beyond
Christianity. When Machiavelli says, ‘a man who wishes to profess goodness at
all times will come to ruin among so many who are not so good. Hence it is
necessary for a prince who wishes to maintain his position to learn how not to
be good, and to use this knowledge or not to use it according to necessity’ (The
Prince, 15 13 , p. 52) he is genuinely challenging a very deep and compelling
picture of morality. According to this picture, we can understand what it is to
lead a good life in terms of virtue and/or the duties of a moral code, and such an
understanding provides us with final, authoritative guidance on how to act. Moral
reason may not always have something to say to us about our choices and
decisions (though some have implausibly thought that it speaks to us ceaselessly)
but when it does intervene seriously and relevantly, it must carry the day against
all competing considerations.
This picture is challenged by Machiavelli because he thinks that there are
powerful reasons which can and should overrule the moral reasons. One could
anaesthetize the shock of his position (as he sometimes shows a tendency to do
himself) by incorporating these powerful reasons within morality. The utilitarian
reconstruction of morality does precisely this: it makes any reason for acting
which is ‘rationally’ strong enough to carry the day a moral reason. Other moral
stances can do something similar by treating the ‘learning how not to be good’
as simply acquiring distinctively political virtues or carrying out distinctively
political duties, but if they take both moral experience and Machiavelli's challenge
seriously, they will inevitably put pressure on the classical idea that the virtues
form a unity. Machiavelli explicitly casts doubt upon the unity of the virtues, at
one point, when he insists that it i» not possible (especially for a prince) to observe
all the virtues ‘because the hurmfri condition does not permit it’ (15 13 , p. 52).
Hence, doing ‘the right thing’ in politics will really sometimes mean cultivating
what is a genuine human vice. (Though Machiavelli sometimes backslides from
the severity of this position by talking of what ‘seems to be a vice’ as on p. 53 of
The Prince.) Similar considerations apply, perhaps even more stringently, to the
treatment of our problem area in terms of the morality of roles. No-one’s life is
exhausted by any one role and we seem to have no guarantee that the imperatives
of various roles must be in harmony. A serious clash between the demands of
significant roles is certain to require resolution in terms that transcend resort to
role morality. If role-morality is all there is to morality then the resolution will be
achieved by non-moral considerations. For a monistic utilitarian, by contrast,
whatever settles the matter rationally or satisfactorily will, ipso facto, be a moral
consideration.
Let us see what contemporary philosophers urge in favour of their view that
there is something special about politics that licenses Machiavellian conclusions.
We shall then return to Machiavelli, whose own arguments have a somewhat
different flavour. The modern Machiavellians urge or assume several consider
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ations. There is something in most of the points they make but they do not
generally go deep enough. Here are a few considerations gathered from their
writings. The ‘necessity’ to manipulate, lie, betray, steal or kill may arise in private
life occasionally but it is much more frequent in politics. The political arena involves
choices and consequences of much greater weight than does private life. Actors in
political life are representatives and so need to be morally assessed in a different
way. This point is often underpinned by some appeal to role morality. Relatedly,
much is made by some writers (Thomas Nagel comes particularly to mind) of the
dominance of considerations of impartiality in the morality appropriate to politics.
Nagel thinks that this fact underpins the legitimacy we accord to the state’s resort
to violence in contrast to the w ay we frown upon such resort by the individual
citizen.

iii

The contemporary debate examined

I cannot treat these arguments at length; a few comments will have to suffice. To
begin with, one may readily concede that some areas of life lead to more frequent
clashes between moral and non-moral values but we need to recall both that
precisely which areas these are is a matter of historical contingency, and that
frequency of confrontation need not correlate with frequency of justified overrid
ing. Politics may be very bland as, I imagine, in Monaco, and private life can be
a maelstrom of agonizing conflicts, as in a black ghetto or an Ethiopian village
during famine. Moreover, where politics is more morally perturbing it doesn’t
follow that decisions against morality will necessarily be legitimate. Some area may
be more morally dangerous than another without being less morally constrained.
Politics may often be sleazier than housekeeping without this fact licensing fewer
moral constraints in politics. On the contrary, the more frequent temptation is,
the greater, we might naturally suppose, the need for stern attachment to moral
standards and virtue. (This was indeed the view of Machiavelli’s famous humanist
contemporary, Erasmus, in his The Education of a Christian Prince.)
But if frequency itself is not enough perhaps the weight of consequences is.
Most of the modern discussions treat the dirty hands decisions as at least partly
dictated by the significance or weight of the consequences involved. It is true that
political decisions do have wide-ranging effects and often concern important
interests, though it is also true that the significance of political decisions and crises
can be easily exaggerated and politicians are the first to do so - closely followed
by the mass media. There is also the logical point that if political decisions are so
weighty, then so are many private decisions to get on with activities which
preclude a feasible involvement in politics. We do not want to say that these are
political decisions, but the fact that Jones is cultivating his garden or his intellect
instead of dealing with national affairs may have momentous consequences. In
addition, however, to the significance of outcomes and the numbers affected, there
is the question of probability. It is notoriously difficult to be at all confident in the
outcome of one’s political choices. By contrast some costs and issues in the personal
realm are of the greatest weight and frequently of much greater certainty. Consider
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the necessity of preventing the maiming or perversion of one’s own child and
compare it with the need to maintain a political career in the interests of national
independence.
The claims about representation and neutrality or impartiality raise very large
questions about which I can say only a little here. They are related to a certain
conception of the political role, and what one says about this will depend a
good deal on what one thinks about considerations of role morality. As already
suggested, my own view is that the political role is hardly a role at all. in the way
that being a doctor or a fireman is. The tasks of politics are so diffuse, so subject
to cultural determinations, so morally contestable, that drawing functional norms
from the interplay of actual political behaviour makes little sense. When one
politician says of another that he is ‘a real pro’ he is offering an assessment of
actual skills, relevant to certain political processes, but he may well be talking of
Josef Stalin or Adolf Hitler.
In any case, representation, by itself, does not do much to alter one’s moral
status; it extends one’s powers and capacities, though it also restricts them in
various ways, but the question of moral limits and freedoms will be largely a
matter for ordinary moral assessment of the institutional purposes for which these
powers have been created. The case of violence, the employment of which is cited
by Walzer, Hampshire and Nagel as distinctive of the political, may serve as an
illustration. It is often suggested that where it would be wrong for citizens to use
violence or the threat of it in their dealings with other citizens, it can be right for
their political representative to use it on their behalf. If this is meant to imply that
private citizens are never entitled to use violence, even lethal violence, to protect
their rights, then it is clearly dubious. One of the most plausible routes to the
legitimacy of the state’s employment of violence is through ‘the domestic analogy’
of an individual’s right to self-defence. But the implication may be weaker;
certainly, state agents are entitled to use or authorize violence where an individual
isn’t. Thomas Nagel puts this forcefully in discussing the issues of taxation and
conscription. As he says of taxation: ‘If someone with an income of $2,000 a year
trains a gun on someone with an income of $100,000 a year and makes him
hand over his wallet, that is robbery. If the federal government withholds a portion
of the second person’s salary (enforcing the laws against tax evasion with threats
of imprisonment under armed guard) and gives some of it to the first person in
the form of welfare payments, food stamps, or free health care, that is taxation.’
(Nagel, 1978, p. 55.) He goes on to say that the former is morally impermissible
and the latter morally legitimate, claiming that this is a case in which public
morality is not ‘derived’ from private morality but ‘from impersonal consequentialist considerations’. ‘There is no w ay,’ he adds, ‘of analysing a system of
redistributive taxation into the sum of a large number of individual acts all of
which satisfy the requirements of private morality’ (p. 55).
Leaving aside any doubts about the unjustifiability of an individual’s stealing
in extremis, what is odd about Nagel’s treatment of the problem is that the crucial
determinants that differentiate the cases of theft and taxation make reference to
perfectly ordinary moral considerations. Nagel’s general position is that political
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morality differs from private morality in allowing much more weight to consequentialist thinking whereas private morality is more agent-centred. There are
interpretations of this idea which do not involve any ‘dirty hands’ implications.
For instance, public officials should be particularly circumspect about the giving
and receiving of gifts, and they have to think a great deal about the consequences
of what they do and steel themselves to do the right thing even where it may
cause distress. But the example of taxation actually illustrates the strong continuity
of public and private morality. The ruler can take money from citizens, by threat
of violence if necessary, for such public purposes as the relief of the poor, because
this is much fairer than such alternatives as individual forays into even ‘justifiable’
theft. Given that some redistributive goal is morally legitimate, taxation ensures
that the burdens are distributed even upon those rich enough to afford bodyguards
and secure houses, and the benefits go even to those too timid or upright to steal.
It is also better for everyone that citizens not be judges in their own cause on such
matters, especially where violence may be invoked. The concepts of fairness,
justice and good at work here are surely the very same ones that operate within
familial and other intimate contexts. What Nagel says about the impossibility of
analysing a tax system into some sum of individual acts satisfying the requirements
of ‘private’ morality may nonetheless be true, but for reasons that have nothing
to do with morality in particular, i.e. no institutional system is analysable into a
sum of individual acts of whatever kind.
Nagel’s claim that political morality puts a much greater emphasis upon the
impartiality of the underlying core morality from which both it and private
morality supposedly derive is worth some attention. It is true that some political
cultures place a premium upon the avoidance of nepotism and patronage, but I
doubt that a great deal of mileage can be got from this. To begin with, there are,
or have been, many political cultures in which such restrictions on preference to
relatives and friends have been less prominent or non-existent; I do not want to
argue that the lack of such restrictions creates no problems but merely that it is
implausible to make their presence distinctive of political morality. We need to
recall that cultures which frown upon family patronage frequently condone or
encourage the advancement of political friends or cronies. It is true that the
exploitation of political position for personal profit is strongly disapproved of in
many cultures (though consistently practised in both direct and indirect ways).
Against this must be set the fact that the serious exploitation of highly personal
relationships for profit is profoundly immoral, just think of people who sell children
or pimp for their sexual partners. Furthermore, there is the recalcitrant fact, for
the impartiality thesis, that politicians are widely regarded as being correctly
influenced by considerations of partiality that differ only in scale from those of the
private citizen. Political leaders are thought to have special obligations to their
nation, their constituency, their party, their faction and even their race. The
impartiality thesis is not convincing. (See Article 28 , p e r s o n a l r e l a t i o n s h i p s ,
for an examination of the impartiality thesis in private morality; and see Article
19, c o n s e q u e n t i a l i s m , for a consequentialist approach to impartiality.)
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The problem of corruption

A more general difficulty confronts all of these arguments insofar as they rely
upon common features of political behaviour, and that is the way in which any
thesis about ‘dirty hands’ and the special nature of political morality has to come
to terms with the fact that political environments are so often morally corrupt.
The Psalmist warns against putting one’s trust in princes (Ps. 146: 3) and the
prophet Micah speaks for many when he says: T h at they may do evil with both
hands earnestly, the prince asketh, and the judge asketh for a reward: and the
great man, he uttereth his mischievous desire . . . ’ (Micah 7: 3). The point is not
just that ‘power tends to corrupt’, though it does, but that the values which
politicians find themselves driven to promote, and others find themselves driven
to endorse, may be the product of degraded social circumstances and arrange
ments. Both Rousseau and Marx have pertinent things to say here, as well as the
prophets of an earlier day.
Nonetheless, the problem posed by corruption is not just that we are likely to
draw the wrong norms from political behaviour (though this is important for
those who rely so heavily upon appeals to role morality) but that we tend to focus
our moral concerns too narrowly. We concentrate upon the particular act that
will require dirty hands and ignore the contingency and mutability of the cir
cumstances that have given rise to it. Yet it is precisely these circumstances which
often most deserve moral scrutiny and criticism, and the changes which may
result from such criticism can eliminate the ‘necessity’ for those types of dirty
hands in the future. This suggests that philosophers and other theorists have in
fact been too complacent in their acceptance of the neutrality and immutability
of the background circumstances which generate ‘dirty hands’ choices. Robert
Fullinwider once remarked that we need politicians just as we need garbage
collectors, and in both cases we should expect them to stink. But, once upon a
time, we needed the collectors of what was euphemistically called ‘night soil’ and,
in many parts of the world, human ingenuity has eliminated the need for that
very malodorous occupation.

v

The relevance of ‘moral situations'

We need to focus, as the contemporary debate does not, upon the ways in which
specific political predicaments embody quite general features which link the
political to the non-political and help to explain why the political arena should
pose the perplexities it does. These general features testify to the existence of
certain broad types of what I shall call ‘moral situations’. There are at least three
such moral situations pertinent to our subject: compromise, extrication and moral
isolation. In what follows I shall briefly sketch and discuss them. (I have discussed
some or all of them more fully in Coady, 1989, 1990a and 1990b.) All three can
occur in any area of life but they are specially significant for collaborative activities,
either joint enterprises or those which rely more indirectly upon the co-operation
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of others. Here lies their special relevance to politics, which is pre-eminently
collaborative in this sense.
Compromise. A compromise is a sort of bargain in which several agents who
see advantages in co-operative efforts of some sort agree to proceed in a way that
requires each of them to surrender, perhaps only temporarily, some of their ends,
interests or policies, in order to secure others. There is nothing immoral in
compromise, as such, but it is not surprising that the word commonly has some
negative implications, and that there is an application of it with essentially
derogatory meaning. This occurs when we talk of a person or an institution being
compromised. Some deals, we seem to think, go beyond the regrettable denial of
a worthy goal or abandonment of a significant interest; they require the under
mining of self and integrity.
These morally damaging compromises involve the sacrifice of basic principle,
where the notion of principle concerned is more to do with depth than universality.
Consequently, although it will inevitably have a moral flavour about it, such a
principle need not itself be a moral principle such as might be thought binding
upon every rational agent. It must nonetheless be sufficiently exalted to rule out
such guiding convictions as the Vicar of Bray’s axiom (‘Whatso’er king may reign
I’ll still be the Vicar of Bray, sir!’). Clearly, there are difficulties in characterizing
such a notion more accurately; here I shall have to rest with an intuitive grasp
on the idea, which should anyhow suffice to suggest the way in which principle,
in this sense, does much to constitute the core of character and to shape people’s
fundamental expectations of each other. Hence it is a central criticism of someone
that they are unprincipled or lack principle. When compromise reaches to the
sacrifice of principle then it ceases to be a normal, if perhaps unfortunate, require
ment of collaboration or conflict and becomes morally suspect. The Machiavellian
challenge suggests that this is sometimes or often necessary.
Extrication. An extrication problem exists when an agent has embarked on a
course of immoral actions or has instituted an abiding immoral state of affairs
and now repents of it and seeks to extricate him or herself from the mess. In the
political context, an agent may not have initiated the immorality herself, but may
be part of a group which did, or, more interesting still, the agent may have
inherited responsibility for the situation. Believing her situation to be seriously
immoral, she must surely try to change it, but just stopping may sometimes cause
greater harm than temporary persistence in the evil with a view to extrication.
Whether she stops or persists, the agent will cause harms for which she must take
responsibility, since they are not merely evils consequent upon her actions but
wrongs that she does. To say as much is not to engage in the wholesale attribution
of negative responsibility, characteristic of much utilitarian theory, for in the
extrication situation the agent has a quite specific responsibility for the situation
which generates harms whatever she does.
Suppose, as a political leader, you were responsible for embroiling your nation
in an unjust war, the injustice of which you have come to see or to repent of. You
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are largely responsible for conditioning people to believe in the justice of the cause
and for inculcating devotion to it. Were you to order immediate cessation, there
is not only the danger that your orders would be disobeyed and the slaughter
continue indefinitely, but also the strong probability that the enemy (whose cause
is, perhaps, also unjust, and whose methods certainly are) will respond to your
laying down of arms by exacting terrible vengeance against your people, including
thousands who are innocent of complicity in the war. Gradual disengagement,
however, offers good prospects of avoiding all this, though it means that you
continue to direct an unjust war and the unjust killings it entails. In some cases,
this may still be the right thing to do, even though, on non-utilitarian premises,
it involves acting immorally. Note, however, that it is not a simple case of politics
triumphing over morality; the primary moral verdict on the war remains dominant
because the agent is guided by it in seeking extrication. This idea is central to the
development of a non-consequentialist theory of moral extrication.
Moral isolation. This third situation is one much emphasized by Machiavelli,
though often ignored by his commentators, and it is of considerable independent
interest for any discussion of collaborative action. It is the problem posed by the
demands of virtue in a world or context dominated by evildoers. Machiavelli (and
later, Hobbes) thought it folly to behave virtuously in such a situation.
The insight behind the accusation of folly is that there is some fundamental
point to morality which is undermined by the widespread non-co-operation of
others. For both Machiavelli and Hobbes, it is a kind of survival. The survival of
the state and all it stands for (including a sort of glory) is pre-eminent in Machia
velli. whereas the individual’s self-preservation is Hobbes’s principal focus, though
each shares something of the other’s concerns.
Compelling as these ideas can seem, they are inadequate to the complex
realities of moral life. The accusation of folly makes most sense for those areas of
life which are dominated, in one way or another, by convention or other forms
of agreement. Indeed, there are some immoralities which cannot exist without
conventions: it is not folly to practise marital fidelity in a society without marriage
institutions, it is literally impossible. (Though there may be other forms of sexual
fidelity that are morally praiseworthy.) Less drastically than this, there may be a
widespread breakdown in compliance with a convention which makes it pointless
for the few who want to achieve the goal of the convention to continue their
compliance. There are obvious advantages in the various informal conventions
that dictate waiting in queues (or lines) for the availability of certain goods, and
these advantages are sufficiently important for most of us to keep conforming in
the face of the occasional queue-jumper. When, however, civilization has so
deteriorated that the majority are queue-jumpers then the advantages can no
longer be achieved for anyone by continued minority compliance. We must look
to other methods, such as law or violence, to protect the ill, the weak, and the
non-assertive.
But cases differ. Even where convention is involved, one might still prefer to
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conform in the face of widespread defection in order to try to halt the defection,
or merely to make a point, perhaps to a wider audience, about the values being
undermined. Even in the present political climate in democratic countries, one
might, in this spirit, make a point of giving few electoral promises and keeping all
of them. More broadly, there are important issues of character and integrity, there
are significant goals and achievements, that arguably go beyond the concern for
success, glory or survival, whether it be individual or national. In the moral chaos
of the Nazi death camps, individuals chose moral integrity ahead of survival, and
it is not at all clear that grave national dishonour is preferable to the loss of a
particular ruler or regime no matter how admirable.
Finally, we should stress that the ways in which politics can be challenging
to moral sensitivities are varied, and some do not raise issues as dramatic as those
usually invoked in the Machiavellian tradition. It is one thing to hold that politics
might require moral crimes, quite another to insist that it involves a lifestyle
which closes off certain morally attractive options. The life of politics may mean
that the values and pleasures of friendship, of family life and of certain forms of
spontaneity or privacy are less available. There is undoubtedly scope for regret
here, but any choice of lifestyle involves some closing of value options and some
consequent disadvantage to self and others. If this is dirty hands, then it is merely
the human condition.
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Ethics and the use of violence in war

T he thinking of policy-makers about issues of war and peace, as well as that of
the intellectuals whose work is most influential in the policy-making process, is
normally structured by a framework of assumptions that is largely amoral. The
problems are conceived of as ‘practical’ in nature: policy options are compared
solely in terms of their expected consequences, and consequences are evaluated
solely in terms of their impact on the national interest. To the extent that ethical
issues are raised at all, they are presented in a crude and oversimplified form best
suited to the manipulation of public opinion, which, interestingly, tends to reject
the amoralism of the policy-making elites.
In this article we will briefly explore the theory on which most national security
policies are founded and then go on to consider several alternative views which
insist that ethical principles must have a prominent role in the formulation of
these policies. Next we will examine the justification for the resort to violence and
killing in warfare, and will explore the grounds for the claim that there are limits
to the permissible use of violence in war. In the second half of the article we will
discuss the ethical issues raised by the practice of nuclear deterrence.

i

R e a lis m

The theory that generally underlies the formulation of policy is called ‘political
realism’. It holds that moral norms do not apply to the conduct of states, which
should instead be guided exclusively by a concern for the national interest. This
position faces an immediate objection. There are limits to what I, as an individual,
am permitted to do in order to protect or promote my interests. The same is true
of you. So how could it be that, by banding together and declaring ourselves a
state, we acquire the right to do things to protect or promote our collective interests
which neither of us alone would be entitled to do? The formation of the state may
(like the creation of a club) create new rights, but all are derivable from rights
which individuals possess independently of their membership in the state. Hence
the rights and prerogatives of states can extend no further than those of their
individual members taken collectively.
The realist may attempt to meet this challenge in one of three ways. He might
embrace moral nihilism, deriving the claim that moral norms do not apply to
states from the broader claim that moral norms have no application at all, even
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to the conduct of individuals. (See the comments on this position in Article 35.
r e a l i s m , and Article 38, s u b j e c t i v i s m . ) Or he might argue that the condition
of anarchy that structures relations among states is such as to suspend the
requirements of morality that would apply in other conditions. Or, finally, he
might claim that there is some peculiar alchemy in the formation of the state that
makes the state more than just a collective composed of individuals; that the state
is a higher and altogether different sort of entity that transcends the constraints
that apply to individuals. As I will often have to do in this short article, I can only
point towards the arguments rather than present and discuss them in detail; but
1 am persuaded that none of these replies is defensible and that realism, though
influential, is untenable.
Given the fact that national policies tend to be founded on purely prudential
reasoning, it should not be surprising that discussions of the ethics of war and
nuclear deterrence generally endorse positions and policies quite far removed from
the actual practices of states. Careful and conscientious ethical reflection tends to
be deeply subversive of established ideas about war, peace, and security.
2

P a c ifis m

According to the realist view, war is justified when it serves the national interest,
unjustified when it is against the national interest. The interests of other states or
nations are considered to be largely irrelevant, except instrumentally. But, just as
individuals are not normally permitted to ignore the interests of other individuals,
so too states are required to give some weight to the interests of other states (or,
rather, to the interests of people in other states). It seems implausible, however,
to suppose that states are required to be perfectly impartial, giving as much weight
to the interests of people in other states as they give to those of their own citizens.
In short, neither absolute partiality nor perfect impartiality seems appropriate. It
remains an unsolved problem of moral theory to determine in what conditions
and to what extent a state is entitled to give priority to its own interests and
concerns over those of other states or national groups. (Some forms of partiality
seem to us morally justified. For example, parents seem to be not merely permitted
but required to be partial, at least in some respects, to their own children. But
other forms of partiality, such as favouring the interests of members of one’s own
race, are morally arbitrary. It seems that nationalism and patriotism are in some
respects analogous to familial loyalty, but are in other aspects analogous to racism.
A deeper investigation of these analogies might help to illuminate the problem of
determining the scope and limits of justified national partiality.)
Most people believe that the justifiability of war depends, not just on con
siderations of actual or expected consequences, but also on what are often called
matters of principle. On this view, the rightness or wrongness of an act may be,
at least in part, a function of the inherent nature of the act itself, which is
independent of what its consequences are. (See Article 17, c o n t e m p o r a r y
d e o n t o l o g y , and Article 19, c o n s e q u e n t i a l i s m . ) Some people (called ‘absolists’) even believe that there are certain acts which can never be justified, simply
because of the kinds of acts they are. Persons who are absolutists with respect to
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acts of war are called pacifists. They believe that it is never permissible to engage
in war. While virtually everyone believes that there is a strong moral presumption
against the violence and killing involved in war, pacifists differ from most of us in
their belief that this presumption cannot be overridden, that the challenge to
provide a moral justification for war can never be met.
Like realism, however, pacifiscm is a difficult position to sustain. While it is
not implausible to hold that the burden of justification falls on the person who
claims that it may be permissible to engage in war, the situation is reversed in the
case of certain uses of violence at the individual level. If I am the victim of an
unjust and potentially lethal attack, the burden of justification falls, not on those
who believe that I am entitled to use violence to defend myself, but on those who
would deny this. Many pacifists would reply that what they reject is war and not
all uses of violence; hence individual self-defence may be justified even though
war is not. It is doubtful, however, that an absolute rejection of war can be
coherently grounded on anything other than an absolute prohibition of certain
types of act necessarily involved in war - e.g. intentional violence and killing.
And any prohibition of certain types of action that will rule out war in all instances
will almost certainly rule out the use of violence in individual self-defence. Indeed,
the acceptance of individual acts of self-defence may itself imply an acceptance in
principle of certain types of war, since certain wars may simply consist, on one
side, in the collective exercise of individual rights of self-defence.
3

Just-war theory

Over a number of centuries a tradition of thinking about the ethics of war has
developed which attempts to define a defensible middle ground between pacifism
and realism. The resulting view - known as the theory of the just war - provides
a defence of the use of violence in war that parallels both the common-sense
justifications for the use of violence by individuals and, perhaps more to the point,
common-sense justifications for the use of violence by the state for the domestic
defence of rights. Just as domestic police violence may be legitimate provided both
that it is intended to serve just and well-specified goals and that it is governed and
constrained by rules, so too the state’s use of violence against external threats
may be legitimate provided that the ends are just and the means subject to proper
limitations.
The theory of the just war, which provides the framework within which most
contemporary treatments of the ethics of war are developed, has two components;
a theory of ends and a theory of means. The first of these, known as the theory
of jus ad bellum, defines the conditions under which it is permissible to resort to
war. The second theory, that of jus in hello, sets the limits of permissible conduct
in war.
Both theories are too complex to be rehearsed here, even in outline. We should,
nevertheless, consider some of their more important provisions. The principal
component of the theory of jus ad bellum, for example, is the requirement that war
must be fought for a just cause. While just-war theorists are virtually unanimous
in the belief that national self-defence may provide a just cause for war, there is
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little agreement beyond that. Other candidates for just cause include the defence
of another state against unjust external aggression, the recovery of rights (that
is, the recovery of what may have been lost when earlier unjust aggression was
not resisted, or when earlier resistance ended in defeat), the defence of fundamental
human rights within another state against abuse by the government, and the
punishment of unjust aggressors.
If, as I have claimed, the rights of states are derived from and cannot exceed
the rights of the individuals who make up the state, then the right of national
self-defence will be compounded out of the rights of individual self-defence of the
citizens. The state is simply a vehicle through which its individual members
collectively exercise their individual rights to self-defence in a co-ordinated fashion.
The limits to what the state may do in national self-defence are therefore set by
the limits to what individual citizens may permissibly do to defend themselves.
The theory of jus in bello consists of three requirements, (i) The requirement of
minimal force: The amount of violence used on any occasion must not exceed what
is necessary to achieve one’s aim. (2) The requirement of proportionality: The
expected bad consequences of an act of war must not outweigh, or be greater
than, its expected good consequences. (3) The requirement of discrimination: Force
must be directed only against persons who are legitimate targets of attack.

4

T h e r e q u ir e m e n t o f d is c r im in a tio n

Each of these requirements raises formidable problems of interpretation. Consider,
for example, the requirement of discrimination. What determines whether a
person is a legitimate or illegitimate target of violence in war? It is often claimed
that the distinction between those who are and those who are not legitimate
targets coincides with the distinction between combatants and non-combatants,
or with the distinction between the morally innocent and the morally guilty.
These latter distinctions do, of course, have moral content: moral innocence entails
an absence of liability to punishment and, according to certain theories at least,
non-combatancy entails an absence of liability to self-defensive violence. But the
relevance of these notions to the permissibility of attacking certain types of people
needs to be established more directly. What is it about certain types of people that
confers on them a moral immunity to attack?
Our beliefs about discrimination are a function primarily of (1) our theory of
why violence and killing are normally wrong and (2) our theory of how, on
occasion, violence and killing may be justified. The latter tells us not only what
sorts of grievance can justify the resort to violence but also how people may be
rendered liable to attack through being connected to the relevant grievance in
certain ways. In short, it is our theory of how violence can be justified that tells
us which people are liable and which are innocent - innocent in the generic sense
that they are not connected with the grievance which provides the justification
for engaging in war in a way that makes them liable to attack. (For example, if
the justification for the use of violence is self-defence, then our theory of selfdefence will tell us who is liable and may be attacked.) Our theory of why violence
is normally wrong then tells us the precise way in which the distinction between
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those who are innocent and those who are liable functions to limit permissible
violence.
The justification for the violence and killing involved in war is given by the
theory of jus ad bellum. The requirement of discrimination is thus in part a corollary
of the theory of jus ad bellum. This contradicts the standard view that jus ad bellum
and jus in bello are logically independent. (Walzer, 19 7 7, p. 21.) According to the
standard view, soldiers fighting in a just cause and those fighting in an unjust
cause are both permitted to use violence within the same constraints. On the view
that I have sketched, this is a mistake. Soldiers fighting in a just cause are justified
in using violence within certain limits. But soldiers fighting in an unjust cause
are not morally justified in using violence, even against enemy combatants, in the
service of their country’s war aims. For no-one has a right to use violence as a
means to the achievement of immoral aims. Of course, if, as is usually the case,
a soldier’s participation in an unjust war is the result of some combination of
deception, indoctrination, and coercion, then his wrongful action may be to some
extent excused and his use of violence for the purpose of individual self-defence
may even be justified. But it remains the case that the range of legitimate targets
is narrower for the soldier fighting in an unjust cause than it is for the soldier
fighting in a just cause. (McMahan, 19 9 1.)
The requirement of discrimination has been challenged in a variety of ways.
It is sometimes claimed, for example, that, once a state of war exists, all moral
requirements are suspended, at least for the belligerent whose cause is just. (This
is an extreme variant of the view that jus ad belum and jus in bello are logically
related.) If, however, the rights of states are derived from and thus cannot exceed
the rights of individuals, then this view must be false; for there are always limits
to what individuals are morally entitled to do even in pursuit of ends which are
morally just. Apart from doctrines of collective responsibility which hold that wars
are fought between states as wholes, so that no-one within a belligerent state may
claim a right of immunity to attack, the main challenge to the requirement of
discrimination comes from the view that, in somes cases at least, considerations
of consequences are more important than matters of principle. According to one
such view, while attacking the innocent (in our generic sense) is normally wrong,
it may be permissible in circumstances in which the probable consequences of
refraining from attacking would be considerably worse than the consequences of
attacking. (Walzer. 19 7 7, Ch. 16.) A more radical view is that the conduct of war
should be entirely governed by considerations of consequences. On this view there
simply is no class of people who enjoy a general moral immunity to attack in war.
Those who hold that only consequences matter need not. however, consider
the issue of innocence irrelevant. They may distinguish between innocence and
non-innocence in terms of whether or not a person has done anything which
renders him or her liable to attack. And they may coherently believe that, other
things being equal, it is a worse outcome when an innocent person is killed than
it is when a non-innocent person is killed. But they are nevertheless committed
to the view that there may be cases in which it is permissible or even morally
required to attack and kill the innocent - for example, when this is necessary to
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prevent an even greater number of killings of the innocent.
These people - to whom we will refer, somewhat misleadingly, as ‘consequentialists’ - might argue as follows: ‘The wrongness of killing is to be explained
in terms of the effects of killing on the victim. It is a function of both the harm
involved in the victim’s loss of the future goods of life and the harm involved in
the violation of the victim’s autonomy. But the requirement of discrimination, as
it has been traditionally understood, presupposes that the wrongness of killing
cannot be explained in this way. According to the requirement of discrimination,
the wrongness of killing is at least in part inherent in the nature of the act itself.
This does not mean, however, that the requirement of discrimination holds that
the act of killing is itself a bad event or occurrence. A killing need not be regarded
as more horrible as an event than an accidental death. (Thus one may believe that
one’s reason to prevent the killing of an innocent person is no stronger than one’s
reason to prevent the accidental death of an innocent person.) But, if it is wrong
to kill because of the nature of the act, but not because of the nature of the act
considered as an event, then the wrongness of killing must have something to do
with the nature of the relations between the agent, his or her action, and the
consequences of the action. This, however, shifts the focus of moral concern
away from the victim of killing and towards the agent, thereby distorting our
understanding of the ethics of killing. Killing is wrong because of what it does to
the victim, not because of some fact about the way in which the agent is related
through his or her action to the death of the victim.' (Compare Philip Pettit’s
defence of promoting, rather than honouring, values, in Article 19, c o n SEQ U E N TIALISM .)

The defender of the requirement of discrimination may reply that our moral
intuitions favour the agent-centred rather than the victim-centred account of the
wrongness of killing. Consider the following example drawn from the area of
ethics and war. Most people distinguish between terrorism, which is wrong, and
legitimate acts of war. But what is terrorism? Insofar as the term retains any
descriptive meaning, it refers to the intentional use of violence, for political
purposes, against persons who are innocent in our generic sense, normally as a
means of influencing the behaviour of some other person or group of persons.
Terrorism, in short, consists in the violation of the requirement of discrimination.
Thus, if we are to uphold our unequivocal condemnation of terrorism, we will
have to accept an agent-centred explanation of the wrongness of killing. For what
we find particularly repugnant about terrorism is not simply that it involves
harming the innocent. Many legitimate acts of war also foreseeably harm the
innocent. What distinguishes terrorism from legitimate acts of war is rather that
terrorism aims to harm or kill the innocent, whereas legitimate acts of war, when
they do harm the innocent, do so unintentionally. Thus the difference between
terrorism and legitimate acts of war is not a difference of expected consequences.
It is, rather, a■ difference in the inherent natures of the two types of act, as defined
by their respective intentions. (The intention/foresight distinction is discussed in
Article 17, c o n t e m p o r a r y d e o n t o l o g y , and Article 25. e u t h a n a s i a . )
The question whether only consequences matter is among the deepest problems
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of ethical theory. It is considered elsewhere in this volume, in the articles referred
to above, and cannot be resolved here. It is perhaps worth noting, however, that
consequentialists are not necessarily committed to the view that terrorism is no
worse than ordinary acts of w ar that foreseeably harm the innocent are generally
thought to be. For an alternative view, equally compatible with consequentialism.
is that ordinary acts of war that harm the innocent are just as objectionable as
terrorism is ordinarily thought to be.

ii

Ethics and nuclear weapons

The ethical questions raised by nuclear weapons may be divided into two groups:
questions concerning the actual use of nuclear weapons in war and questions
concerning the possession of nuclear weapons for purposes of deterrence. Ques
tions of the first sort are normally answered by reference to the requirements of
jus in bello. Could the use of nuclear weapons satisfy the requirements of dis
crimination and proportionality? It has seemed to most (though by no means all)
moral theorists that there are some possible uses of nuclear weapons that would
not violate either requirement. As it has actually been practised, however, deter
rence has always involved threats to use nuclear weapons for the intentional
destruction of civilian populations, and this would clearly violate the requirement
of discrimination and almost certainly that of proportionality as well. (Finnis et
al., 198 7, Ch. I.) This fact raises fundamental questions for the morality of nuclear
deterrence: does deterrence depend on threats to use nuclear weapons in ways that
would be immoral? If so, what does this imply about the morality of deterrence?
There are both moral and strategic issues here. Suppose we knew which
possible uses of nuclear weapons would be morally acceptable. We would then
need to ask whether those uses are sufficiently extensive that the threat to use
nuclear weapons in those ways only could effectively deter whatever threats we
think it necessary to deter. This is a question of strategic theory. Given the fact
that all actual deterrent policies have involved explicit threats to destroy civilian
populations, together with the fact that there has been no significant challenge
within the strategic community to the idea that these threats are necessary, it is
reasonable to conclude that there is a broad consensus among strategists that
viable and effective deterrence requires threats to use nuclear weapons in ways
that would be condemned by the requirements of jus in bello.
1

The wrongful intentions argument

If we assume that deterrence depends on threats to use nuclear weapons in ways
that would be morally wrong, then we confront a problem that has generated
considerable discussion in the literature on the ethics of deterrence. For it seems
that, to be credible, nuclear deterrent threats must be sincere - that is, they must
be backed by an intention (given institutional expression in the elaborate plans
and preparations for the firing of nuclear weapons) to fulfil them in the event that
they are defied: hence deterrence involves a conditional intention to use nuclear
weapons in ways that would be immoral. If, further, we accept the principle that
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it is wrong to intend to do that which it would be wrong to do (usually referred
to as the ‘Wrongful Intentions Principle’), then it follows that deterrence is wrong.
This argument, which we may call the Wrongful Intentions Argument, has
been enormously influential, especially in theological circles where it is widely
accepted that the moral character of an act is principally determined by the
intention which defines its inherent nature. (It is defended, for example, in Finnis
et al., 1987.) Critics, however, have assailed all three of the argument’s premises.
Some have sought to establish the claim that deterrence could be adequately based
on sincere threats to use nuclear weapons in morally permissible ways only. These
critics have, for example, proposed deterrent strategies which renounce any
intention to harm the innocent and instead threaten the destruction of military
assets only. (See, for example, Ramsey, 1968.) These proposals often appeal to
the idea that deterrence would in part be guaranteed by the fact that potential
adversaries could never be entirely confident that one’s renunciation of immoral
uses was sincere. (Kenny, 1985.) These sanitized strategies have, however, been
forcefully criticized on the ground that even most uses of nuclear weapons against
purely military targets would violate the requirement of proportionality, either
directly through their immediate incidental effects on civilian populations or
indirectly through the risk of escalation to levels of violence that would be directly
disproportionate. Other critics of the Wrongful Intentions Argument have claimed,
rather lamely, that deterrence is or could be based on threats which are in fact
bluffs, so that deterrence need not involve wrongful intentions. (See Hare in Cohen
and Lee, 1986.) Still others have either rejected the Wrongful Intentions Principle
or else claimed that it fails to apply or is overridden in cases in which the formation
of a putatively wrongful intention would be likely to prevent the occurrence of
disastrous consequences, as many claim is true of the intentions required by the
practice of deterrence. (Kavka, 1987, Chs. 1 and 2.)
This latter view seems to have the endorsement of common-sense morality. If
there is a moral objection to deterrence that is not based entirely on considerations
of consequences, it is not that deterrence involves people having wrongful inten
tions (which, in any case, are not our intentions, since we, as ordinary citizens,
cannot control the use of nuclear weapons and hence can have no intentions
regarding their use). The objection to deterrence is, rather, that it involves a
serious risk that we will, through the agency of those whom we hire to implement
the policy, someday engage in terrorist violence on an unprecedented scale by
fufilling our deterrent threats. Futhermore, in risking this future wrongdoing, we
now deliberately impose a risk of death and injury on millions of innocent people
as a means of reducing the risks that we ourselves face. If we believe that
consequences are not all that matter (and even perhaps if we believe that they
are), then these related facts about deterrence establish a strong moral pre
sumption against it.
Some people believe that the presumption against deterrence is absolute - that
is, that it cannot be overridden by countervailing considerations. These people
often seek to defend their position by appealing to the traditional Christian principle
that one may not do evil that good may come - for example, in order to prevent
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greater evil from being done by others. Most of us, however, believe that the
objection to deterrence can in principle be overridden by considerations of conse
quences (or perhaps by some other countervailing duty, such as the duty of the
state to protect its citizens). The presumption against deterrence could be over
ridden if the expected consequences of abandoning deterrence would be very
much worse than those of continuing to practice it. Therefore even if we believe
that consequences are not all that matter, we will not, unless we are absolutists,
be able to avoid examining deterrence in the light of its expected consequences.
2

Deterrence and consequences

The conventional wisdom is that the expected consequences of abandoning deter
rence would be in fact considerably worse than those of continuing to practice it.
This view is, however, far from obviously true. To see why this is so, it will be
helpful to introduce a technical sense of the term ‘w ar’. As the term is ordinarily
used, an attack to which there is no military response may count as a war. But,
for the purposes of our discussion, let us stipulate that a war must involve attacks
by each of two sides against one another. The term ‘conflict’ can refer to either
an attack or a war in our sense.
The principal aim of a policy of nuclear deterrence is to prevent the loss or
compromise of a state’s political sovereignty and independence, primarily through
the prevention of attacks against the state (since it is through being attacked that
a state is most likely to have its independence compromised). But deterrence
is only one means of reducing the risk of attack. What the best means of prevent
ing attack are depends on what the likely causes of attack are. For prevention
of an attack requires suppressing the cause, and there are various possible causes
of attack. For example, if the threat of attack derives from the possibility of a
calculated act of aggression intended to achieve some political aim, then one must
aim to deter attack, either by driving up the costs and risks to the attacker or by
demonstrating a defensive capacity so robust as to convince potential aggressors
that an attack would be futile. (Here and elsewhere I am assuming that the attack
would be unjust.) If, on the other hand, the threat of attack arises because a
potential adversary appears likely to strike pre-emptively as a result of a fear of
being attacked first, then seeking to strengthen deterrence may be counter
productive. For it may be one’s own deterrent posture that is the problem. What
is necessary is instead to take action to reassure the potential adversary that one’s
intentions are not aggressive. (The recognition that military preparations may
provoke an attack rather than deterring it has led to proposals, primarily in
Western Europe, for a restructuring of a non-nuclear forces in such a way that
they physically could not be used for offensive operations.) There are other
possible causes of attack which a policy of deterrence may be largely powerless to
eliminate - for example, attack by accident, or inadvertence, or as a result of some
other form of misunderstanding. As in the case of pre-emptive attack, the practice
of deterrence may even exacerbate the risk of attack arising from these sources.
Not only is deterrence not the only means of attempting to prevent war, but
the prevention of war is not the only goal ol a security policy. Another important
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goal, for example, is to reduce the expected costs (including the costs to people
outside of one’s own state) of any conflict that might occur. There is, however,
an antagonism between this goal and the goal of deterring attack. Deterrence
works by driving up a potential attacker’s expected costs from the attack. For the
more likely it is that an attack would lead to a war that would be costly to the
attacker, the more reluctant (other things being equal) it will be to attack; while
the lower the expected costs of attacking are, the safer and more rational it will
seem for a state to resort to attack as a means of achieving its ends. But a state
that practises deterrence cannot drive up the costs of aggression to an attacker
without driving up the costs to all parties. So there is a trade-off to be made
between the two goals of reducing the likelihood of attack and reducing the
magnitude of the damage that both sides are likely to suffer in the event of a
conflict. Deterrence resolves this trade-off by giving more weight to the goal of
preventing attack.
The common view that deterrence reduces the risk of nuclear war is therefore
misleading, unless what is meant by nuclear war is simply a one-sided nuclear
attack. The practice of deterrence by a state in fact increases the probability of
large-scale nuclear war relative to what it would otherwise be. By threatening
nuclear war as the penalty for an attack, a state manipulates the risk of nuclear
war as a means of preventing attack.
It is important to bear in mind that the trade-off between the likelihood of
attack and the costs of conflict is not to be made on the basis of prudential or selfinterested criteria alone. Should war occur between major powers, the effects
would be suffered by people the world over. Consider, for example, the situation
in Europe. The West European defence establishment is concerned to link the fate
of the US to that of Europe by arranging matters so that any attack on Western
Europe will have a high probability of escalating to global nuclear war. These
theorists want the Soviets to believe that they could not fight a war confined to
European territory, but would instead become embroiled in a strategic nuclear
war with the US should they ever initiate a war in Europe. It is, they believe, this
prospect of large-scale nuclear war involving the Soviet Union itself that will
provide the most effective deterrence of Soviet aggression. But notice that what
increases the deterrence of conventional aggression is the deliberate creation of a
large-scale nuclear war. (Thus the risk of conventional attack is greater the more
stable relations of mutual nuclear deterrence are; while the risk of conventional
attack is lower the greater the risk of escalation to nuclear war is. The choice
between a lower risk of conventional attack and lower expected costs in the event
of an attack is an instance of the type of trade-off identified earlier.)
The important point here is that the practice of deterrence in Europe puts the
entire world at risk for the sake of West European security. Admittedly, the risks
to innocent people outside the Soviet bloc are not intended. So in this respect they
are unlike the risks the US imposes on innocent people within the Soviet Union.
Nevertheless the voluntary creation of these risks is profoundly unjust. To see this
we need only consult our own beliefs about the problem of nuclear proliferation.
Consider the conflict between Israel and the various Arab nations. The outcome
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of this conflict is of tremendous importance to both groups. It cannot be considered
a trivial affair. Yet we would regard it as monstrous if the various states within
the region were to acquire major nuclear arsenals, thereby imperilling the lives
of people everywhere, and putting at risk the very existence of future generations,
for the sake of their interests and parochial concerns. But, if our indignation at
being put at risk in this way would be justified, then the people of the world who
are endangered by the policies of the present nuclear powers are equally entitled
to condemn the practices that unjustly expose them to risk.
Let us now return to the question whether deterrence can be justified on the
basis of its expected consequences. While the conventional view is that any moral
presumption against deterrence can be defeated by the overwhelming value of
deterrence in preventing catastrophe, it seems that, on the contrary, a con
sideration of expected consequences establishes yet a further presumption against
deterrence. The argument for this claim may be stated in greatly oversimplified
terms as follows. Suppose we consider two broadly defined possible policies of the
US and its allies - namely, deterrence and non-nuclear defence - and the two
most salient of their possible disastrous outcomes - namely, Soviet domination
and large-scale nuclear war. It seems clear that nuclear war would be a worse
outcome than Soviet domination, even if we take into account only the interests
of the US and its allies, leaving aside those of the Soviet bloc, neutral countries,
and future generations. It is also the case that deterrence involves a greater risk
of large-scale nuclear war than non-nuclear defence does. It follows that deterrence
involves a greater risk of the worse outcome. Thus the onus is on the defender of
deterrence to show that this fact is outweighed by other considerations.
Some defenders of deterrence have sought to do this by arguing that non
nuclear defence has a greater overall risk of disaster. The argument is that the
probability of domination under a policy of non-nuclear defence is considerably
higher than the probability of large-scale nuclear war under deterrence, while the
probability of domination under deterrence is either lower than or roughly equal
to that of large-scale nuclear war under a policy of non-nuclear defence. Let us
suppose that these claims are true, as they may well be. A dilemma remains.
Should we opt for a lower probability of some disaster at the cost of a higher
probability of the worst disaster, or should we aim to minimize the probability of
the worst disaster at the cost of accepting a higher overall probability of some
disaster? In short, we face the sort of trade-off identified earlier between minimizing
the likelihood of disaster and minimizing the likely magnitude of disaster. (Kavka,
1987, Chs. 3 and 6; and McMahan, 1989.)
Given the nature of states and international society, no policy concerned with
problems of war, peace, and security is without grave risks. It may, however,
make a moral difference whether the risks associated with our policies are primarily
ones we choose to accept or whether they are primarily ones that we impose on
others. If we believe that there is a principled objection to imposing risks on the
innocent in order to reduce the risks to ourselves, then there will be a moral
presumption against deterrence. And, if there is such a presumption, it will not
be easy to overturn. For, as we have seen, not only is it not obvious that
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abandoning deterrence would have consequences that would be considerably
worse than those of continuing to practise it; it is not even clear that the aban
donment of deterrence would have worse consequences at all.
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35
Realism
M ICHAEL SMITH

I t is a commonplace that we appraise each other’s behaviour and attitudes from
the moral point of view. We say, for example, that we did the wrong thing when
we refused to give to famine relief this year, though perhaps we did the right thing
when we handed in the wallet we found on the street; that we would be better
people if we displayed a greater sensitivity to the feelings of others, though perhaps
worse if in doing so we lost the special concern we have for our family and friends.
Most of us take appraisal of this sort pretty much for granted. To the extent
that we worry about moral appraisal, we simply worry about getting it right.
Philosophers too have been concerned to get the answers to moral questions right.
However, traditionally, they have also been worried about the whole business of
moral appraisal itself. Their worry can be brought out by focusing on two of the
more distinctive features of moral practice; for, surprisingly, these features pull
against each other, so threatening to make the very idea of a ‘moral’ point of view
altogether incoherent.
To begin, as we have already seen, it is distinctive of moral practice that we
are concerned to get the answers to moral questions right. But this concern
presupposes that there are correct answers to moral questions to be had. It thus
seems to presuppose that there exists a domain of moral facts about which we
can form beliefs and about which we may be mistaken. Moreover, these moral
facts have a particular character. For we seem to think that the only relevant
determinant of the rightness of an act is the circumstances in which the action
takes place. Agents whose circumstances are identical face the same moral choice;
if they did the same then either they both acted rightly or they both acted wrongly.
Indeed, something like this view of moral practice seems to explain our
preoccupation with moral argument. What seems to give moral argument its
point and poignancy is the idea that, since we are all in the same boat, a careful
mustering and assessment of the reasons for and against our moral opinions is
the best way to discover what the moral facts really are. If the participants are
open-minded and thinking correctly then, we seem to think, such an argument
should result in a convergence in moral opinion - a convergence upon the truth.
Individual reflection may serve the same purpose, but only when it simulates a
real moral argument; for only then can we be certain that we are giving each
side of the argument due consideration.
We may summarize this first feature of moral practice in the following terms:
we seem to think moral questions have correct answers, that the correct answers
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are made correct by objective moral facts, that moral facts are determined by
circumstances, and that, by moralizing, we can discover what these objective
moral facts determined by the circumstances are. The term ‘objective’ here simply
signifies the possibility of a convergence in moral views of the kind just mentioned.
A second and rather different feature of moral practice concerns the practical
implications of moral judgement, the w ay in which moral questions gain in their
significance for us because of the special influence our moral opinions are supposed
to have upon our actions. The idea is that when, say, we come to think that we
did the wrong thing in refusing to give to famine relief, we come to think that we
failed to do something for which there was a good reason. And this has motiva
tional implications. For now imagine the situation if we refuse to give to famine relif
when next the opportunity arises. Our refusal will occasion serious puzzlement, for
we will have refused to do what we are known to think we have a good reason
to do. Perhaps we will be able to explain ourselves. Perhaps we thought there was
a better reason to do something else, or perhaps we were weak-willed. But, the
point remains, an explanation of some sort will need to be forthcoming. An
explanation will need to be forthcoming because, we seem to think, other things
being equal, to have a moral opinion simply is to find yourself with a corresponding
motivation to act.
These two distinctive features of moral practice - the objectivity and the
practicality of moral judgement - are widely thought to have both metaphysical
and psychological implications. However, and unfortunately, these implications
are the exact opposite of each other. In order to see why this is thought to be so,
we need to pause for a moment to reflect more generally on the nature of human
psychology.
According to the standard picture of human psychology - a picture we owe
to David Hume, the famous Scottish philosopher of the eighteenth century - there
are two main kinds of psychological state. On the one hand there are beliefs, states
that purport to represent the w ay the world is. Since our beliefs purport to
represent the world, they are subject to rational criticism: specifically, they are
assessable in terms of truth and falsehood according to whether or not they
succeed in representing the world to be the w ay it really is.
On the other hand, however, there are also desires, states that represent how
the world is to be. Desires are unlike beliefs in that they do not even purport to
represent the way the world is. They are therefore not assessable in terms of truth
and falsehood. Indeed, according to the standard picture, our desires are at bottom
not subject to any sort of rational criticism at all. The fact that we have a certain
desire is, with a proviso to be mentioned presently, simply a fact about ourselves
to be acknowledged. It may be unfortunate that we have certain combinations of
desires - perhaps our desires cannot all be satisfied together - but, in themselves,
our desires are all on a par, rationally neutral.
This is important, for it suggests that though we may make discoveries about
the world, and though these discoveries may rightly affect our beliefs, such
discoveries should, again with one proviso to be mentioned presently, have no
rational impact upon our desires. They may of course, have some non-rational
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impact. Seeing a spider I may be overcome with a morbid fear and desire never
to be near one. However, this is not a change in my desires mandated by reason.
It is a non-rational change in my desires.
Now for the proviso. Suppose, contrary to the example I just gave, that I
acquire the desire never to be near a spider because I come to believe, falsely, that
spiders give off an unpleasant odour. Then we would certainly ordinarily say that
I have an ‘irrational desire’. However, the reason we would say this clearly doesn’t
go against the spirit of what has been said so far. For my desire never to be near
a spider is based on a further desire and belief: my desire not to smell that unpleasant
odour and my belief that that odour is given off by spiders. Since I can be rationally
criticized for having the belief, as it is false, I can be rationally criticized for having
the desire it helps to produce.
The proviso is thus fairly minor: desires are subject to rational criticism, but
only insofar as they are based on beliefs that are subject to rational criticism.
Desires that are not related in some such way to beliefs that can be rationally
criticized are not subject to rational criticism at all. We will return to this point
presently.
According to the standard picture, then, there are two kinds of psychological
state - beliefs and desires - utterly distinct and different from each other. The
standard picture of human psychology is important because it provides us with a
model for understanding human action. Human action is, according to this
picture, produced by a combination of the two. Crudely, our beliefs tell us how
the world is, and thus how it has to be changed, so as to make it the way our
desires tell us it is to be. An action is thus the product of these two forces: a desire
representing the way the world is to be and a belief telling us how the world has
to be changed so as to make it that way.
Let’s now return to consider the two features of moral judgment we discussed
earlier. Consider first the objectivity of such judgement: the idea that moral
questions have correct answers, that the correct answers are made correct by
objective moral facts, that moral facts are determined by circumstances, and
that, by moralizing, we can discover what these objective moral facts are. The
metaphysical and psychological implications of this may now be summarized as
follows. Metaphysically, the implication is that, amongst the various facts there
are in the world, there aren't just facts about (say) the consequences of our actions
on the well-being of our families and friends, there are also distinctively moral facts:
facts about the rightness and wrongness of our actions having these consequences.
And, psychologically, the implication is thus that when we make a moral judge
ment we thereby express our beliefs about the way these moral facts are. In
forming moral opinions we acquire beliefs, representations of the way the world
is morally.
Given the standard picture of human psychology, there is a further psycho
logical implication. For whether or not people who have a certain moral
belief desire to act accordingly must now be seen as a further and entirely
separate question. They may happen to have a corresponding desire, they
may not. However, either way, they canot be rationally criticized. Having or
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failing to have a corresponding desire is simply a further fact about a person’s
psychology.
But now consider the second feature, the practicality of moral judgment. We
saw earlier that to have a moral opinion simply is, contrary to what has just been
said, to find ourselves with a corresponding motivation to act. If we think it right
to give to famine relief then, other things being equal, we must be motivated to
give to famine relief. The practicality of moral judgement thus seems to have a
psychological and a metaphysical implication of its own. Psychologically, since
making a moral judgement requires our having a certain desire, and no recog
nition of a fact about the world could rationally compel us to have one desire
rather than another, our judgement must really simply be an expression of that
desire. And this psychological implication has a metaphysical counterpart. For it
seems to follow that, contrary to initial appearance, when we judge it right to
give to famine relief we are not responding to any moral fact - the rightness of
giving to famine relief. Indeed, moral facts are an idle postulate. In judging it right
to give to famine relief we are really simply expressing our desire that people give
to famine relief. It is as if we were yelling ‘Hooray for giving to famine relief 1’ no mention of a moral fact there, in fact, no factual claim at all.
We are now in a position to see why philosophers have been worried about
the whole business of moral appraisal. The problem is that the objectivity and the
practicality of moral judgement pull in quite opposite directions from each other.
The objectivity of moral judgement suggests that there are moral facts, determined
by circumstances, and that our moral judgements express our beliefs about what
these facts are. This enables us to make good sense of moral argument, and the
like, but it leaves it entirely mysterious how or why having a moral view is
supposed to have special links with what we are motivated to do. And the
practicality of moral judgement suggests just the opposite, that our moral judge
ments express our desires. While this enables us to make good sense of the link
between having a moral view and being motivated, it leaves it entirely mysterious
what a moral argument is supposed to be an argument about.
The idea of a moral judgement thus looks like it may well be incoherent, for
what is required to make sense of such a judgement is a queer sort of fact about
the universe: a fact whose recognition necessarily impacts upon our desires. But
the standard picture tells us that there are no such facts. Nothing could be
everything a moral judgement purports to be - or so it may now seem.
At long last we are in a position to see what this essay is about. For moral
realism is simply the metaphysical (or ontological) view that there exist moral
facts. The psychological counterpart to realism is called ‘cognitivism’, the view
that moral judgements express our beliefs about what these moral facts are, and
that we can come to discover what these facts are by engaging in moral argument
and reflection.
Moral realism thus contrasts with two alternative metaphysical views about
morality: irrealism (sometimes called ‘anti-realism’) and moral nihilism. According
to the irrealists, there are no moral facts, but neither are moral facts required to
make sense of moral practice. We can happily acknowledge that our moral
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judgements simply express our desires about how people behave. This, the psycho
logical counterpart to irrealism, is called ‘non-cognitivism’. (There are different
versions of irrealism: e.g. emotivism, prescriptivism, and projectivism. For a fuller
discussion of these theories see Article 36, i n t u i t i o n i s m , Article 38, s u b 
j e c t i v i s m , and Article 40, u n i v e r s a l p r e s c r i p t i v i s m .)
By contrast, according to the moral nihilists, the irrealists are right that there
are no moral facts, but wrong about what is required to make sense of moral
practice. The nihilist thinks that without moral facts moral practice is all a sham,
much like religious practice without belief in God.
I have taken some time before introducing the ideas of moral realism, irrealism,
and nihilism because, as it seems to me, each has much to be said both in its
favour and against it. In what follows I will explain in more detail some of the
substantive views people have taken in this whole debate. However, I want to
emphasize at the outset that nearly every substantive position is fraught with
difficulty and controversy. The long introduction will hopefully have given some
hint of why this is so. The very idea of moral practice may well be in deep trouble,
much as the moral nihilist suggests.
Remember that, according to the irrealist, when we judge it right to give to
famine relief we are expressing our desire that people give to famine relief; it is as
if we were yelling ‘Hooray for giving to famine relief!’ Irrealism is certainly an
option to be considered. But it seems to me that it is ultimately an unattractive
option.
To be sure, irrealists have a perfect explanation of the practicality of moral
judgement. But it seems utterly implausible to suppose, as they therefore must,
that moral judgements aren’t truth-assessable at all. They must say this because
they model a moral judgement on a yell of approval or disapproval. But when I
yell ‘Hooray for giving to famine relief!’, though my yell may be sincere or
insincere, it can hardly be true or false. My yell reveals something about myself that I have a certain desire - not about the world.
The problem here isn’t just that we say that moral judgements can be true or
false, though we certainly do do that. The problem is rather that the whole business
of moral argument and moral reflection only makes sense on the assumption that
moral judgements are truth-assessable. When we agonize over our moral opinions,
we seem to be agonizing over whether our reasons for our beliefs are good enough
reasons for believing what we believe to be true. And no irrealist surrogate seems
up to the task of explaining this appearance away. For example, it seems utterly
hopeless to suppose that we are agonizing over whether we really have the desires
we have. Surely this question isn’t so hard to answer!
Indeed, in this context, it is worthwhile asking what the irrealists’ view of
moral argument is supposed to be. They presumably imagine that what we are
trying to do, when we engage in moral argument, is to get our opponent to have
the same desires as we have. But, at bottom, they must also say that we are
trying to do this not because the opponent rationally should have these desires remember that, subject to the proviso mentioned, desires aren’t supposed to be
subject to rational criticism at all - but rather just because these are the desires
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we want him to have. But in that case moral argument begins to look massively
self-obsessed, an imposition of our wants on others.
Irrealism isn’t an attractive option. The irrealist’s account of moral judgement
as the expression of a desire simply fails to make sense of moral reflection. And
the irrealist’s account of moral argument makes moral persuasion look like it is
itself immoral! What about the alternative, moral realism?
It might be thought that, since the moral realist admits the existence of moral
facts, he has therefore no problem explaining the objectivity of moral judgement
and the related phenomena of moral reflection and moral argument. It might be
thought that the realist’s only problem is that, if he is to eschew the existence of
‘queer’ moral properties whose recognition connects necessarily with the will,
then he cannot explain the practicality of moral judgement. But matters are in
fact much more complicated.
Certainly the moral realist needs to face up to the fact that the practicality of
moral judgement is problematic, from his point of view. But his problem is more
than that. His problem is that, because he has no explanation of the practicality
of moral judgement, he has no plausible story about what kind of fact a moral fact
is. And if he has no plausible story about the kind of fact a moral fact is, then,
despite initial appearance, he has no plausible story about what moral reflection
and moral argument are all about.
In order to see this, remember what we said at the outset when we first
introduced the idea of the practicality of moral judgement. We said then that the
practicality of moral judgement is a consequence of the fact that judgements about
right and wrong are judgements about what we have reason to do and reason
not to do. This is the subject matter of moral reflection and moral argument, our
reasons for action. But the moral realist who admits an array of moral facts about
which we may be motivationally neutral must reject such a conception of rightness
and wrongness. After all, we could hardly remain motivationally neutral about
what we think we have reason to do! The challenge such a realist faces is thus to
provide us with some alternative account of what kind of fact a moral fact is; an
alternative account of what moral reflection and moral argument are about.
Some moral realists do face up to this challenge. They have claimed, for
example, that moral facts are facts that play a certain explanatory role in the social
world: right acts are those that tend towards social stability, whereas wrong acts
are those that tend towards social unrest. An Aristotelian version of this might
be: right acts are those in accord with the ‘proper function’ of human beings - a
quasi-biological notion - wrong acts are those that are not in accord with this
proper function. Moral reflection and moral argument are thus, they suggest,
arguments about which features of actions feed this tendency towards unrest and
stability. Or, in the Aristotelian version, they are arguments about which acts are
in accord with the proper function of humans (and thus, ultimately, about what
the proper function of a human being is). The word ‘tendency’ is not idle here,
for such realists are quick to emphasize that other factors may mitigate the
tendency towards stability and unrest, or may stop humans actually having their
proper function.
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Let’s focus for a moment on the suggestion that a moral fact can be char
acterized in terms of a tendency towards social stability or unrest. This suggestion
cannot be dismissed out of hand, for reflection of an armchair-sociological kind
does suggest that the acts we are disposed to think of as right - those that provide
for a more equitable satisfaction of different people’s interests, say - do tend
towards social stabilty, and that the acts we are disposed to think of as wrong those that provide for a less equitable satisfaction of different people’s interests,
say - do tend towards social unrest. It is thus best to assume that we have here
two competing conceptions of a moral fact. Which conception seems the more
plausible?
On the one hand, we have the idea of a moral fact as a fact about what we
have reason to do or not to do. On the other, we have the idea of a moral fact in
terms of what tends towards social stability and unrest. If the question is ‘Which
conception allows us to make the best sense of moral argument?’ then the answer
must surely be the former. For, to the extent that moral argument does focus on
what tends towards social stability, it does so because social stability is deemed
morally important, an outcome we have reason to produce.
Indeed, it seems to me that even this kind of moral realist’s focus on explanation
pushes us back in the direction of the idea of a moral fact as a fact about what
we have reason to do. For, again, to the extent that we think of right acts as acts
that tend towards social stability, we think that they have this tendency because
they represent the reasonable thing for people to do. It is the tendency people have
to do what is reasonable that is doing the explanatory work. But that, too, simply
returns us to the original conception of a moral fact in terms of what we have
reason to do. (We might say similar things about the idea that we can characterize
a moral fact in terms of the proper function of human beings; for insofar as we
understand the idea of the ‘proper function’ of human beings, we think that their
proper function is to be reasonable and rational.)
In the end, then, we might object that this kind of moral realist fails to provide
us with a real alternative to our original conception of a moral fact. The real
question, then, is whether the moral realist is forced to reject the idea that rightness
and wrongness have to do with what we have reason to do and reason not to do.
In the remainder of this essay I want to explore this question.
The devil of the piece is what I have been calling the ‘standard picture’ of
human psychology. For the standard picture gives us a model of what it is to have
a reason in terms of a desire/belief pair. If the moral realist is to make headway
in combining the objectivity and the practicality of moral judgement without
appealing to ‘queer’ moral facts, he must challenge this standard picture.
The trouble is, however, that the standard picture looks substantially correct
as an account of human motivation. After all, it is uncontroversial that the
psychological states that motivate actions must be dispositions of some sort,
dispositions to produce acts of the relevant kind. And it is also uncontroversial
that actions are motivated by psychological states that have content: either they
are produced by states that represent the way the world is (beliefs) or by states
that represent the way the world is to be (desires), or, as the standard picture has
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it, they are produced by a pairing of the two (a desire and a belief).
But now reflect for a moment. A disposition to produce acts of some relevant
kind, if it has content, must have, as its content, a representation of the way the
world is to be, and so it must be a desire. For how else could the psychological
state in question target the state of affairs to be produced? (And how could it
produce what is to be produced without having targeted it?) Moreover, if this state
is to produce the targeted state of affairs, it must also be paired with a rep
resentation of how the world is, and so it must be paired with a belief. For only
so will the relevant change in the world be produced so as to bring about the
targeted state of affairs.
It therefore seems that the standard picture is right in insisting that desires
are required in order to motivate actions. The place to challenge the standard
picture, then, is not in its account of what motivates action, but rather in its tacit
conflation of reasons with motives. Seeing why this is a conflation also enables us
to see why we may legitimately talk about our beliefs about the reasons we have,
and why having such beliefs makes it rational to have corresponding desires.
Imagine that you are giving the baby a bath. As you do, it begins to scream
uncontrollably. Nothing you do seems to help. As you watch it scream, you are
overcome with a desire to drown the baby in the bathwater. Certainly you may
now be motivated to drown the baby. (You may even actually drown it.) But does
the mere fact that you have this desire, and are thus motivated, mean that you
have a reason to drown the baby?
One commonsensicaTanswer is that, since the desire is not worth satisfying, it
does not provide you with such a reason; that, in this case, you are motivated to
do something you have no reason to do. However, the standard picture seems
utterly unable to accept this answer. After all, your desire to drown the baby need
be based on no false belief. As such, it is entirely beyond rational criticism - or so
that standard picture tells us.
The problem, here, is that the standard picture gives no special privilege to
what we would want if we were ‘cool, calm and collected’ (to use a flippant
phrase). Yet we seem ordinarily to think that not being cool, calm and collected
may lead to all sorts of irrational emotional outbursts. Having those desires that
we would have if we were cool, calm and collected thus seems to be an independent
rational ideal. When cool, calm and collected, you would wish for the baby not
to be drowned, no matter how much it screams, and no matter how overcome
you may be, in your uncool, uncalm and uncollected state, with a desire to drown
it. This is why you have no reason to drown the baby.
Perhaps we have already said enough to reconcile the objectivity of moral
judgement with its practicality. Judgements of right and wrong are judgements
about what we have reason to do and reason not to do. But what sort of fact is a
fact about what we have reason to do? The preceding discussion suggests an
answer. It suggests that facts about what we have reason to do are not facts about
what we do desire, as the standard picture would have it, but are rather facts
about what we would desire if we were in certain idealized conditions of reflection:
if, say, we were well-informed, cool, calm and collected. According to this account,
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then, I have a reason to give to famine relief in my particular circumstances just
in case, if I were in such idealized conditions of reflection, I would desire that,
even when in my particular circumstances, I give to famine relief. And this sort
of fact may certainly be the object of a belief.
Moreover, this account of what it is to have a reason makes it plain why the
standard picture of human psychology is wrong to insist that beliefs and desires
are altogether distinct; why, on the contrary, having certain beliefs, beliefs about
what we have reason to do, does make it rational for us to have certain desires,
desires to do what we believe we have reason to do.
In order to see this, suppose I believe that I would desire to give to famine
relief if I were cool, calm and collected - i.e. more colloquially, I believe I have a
reason to give to famine relief - but, being uncool, uncalm and uncollected, I
don’t desire to give to famine relief. Am I rationally criticizable for not having the
desire? I surely am. After all, from my own point of view my beliefs and desires
form a more coherent, and thus a rationally preferable, package if I do in fact
desire to do what I believe I would desire to do if I were cool, calm and collected.
This is because, since it is an independent rational ideal to have the desires I would
have if I were cool, calm and collected, so, from my own point of view, if I believe
that I would have a certain desire under such conditions and yet fail to have it,
then my beliefs and desires fail to meet this ideal. To believe that I would desire
to give to famine relief if I were cool, calm and collected, and yet to fail to desire
to give to famine relief, is thus to manifest a commonly recognizable species of
rational failure.
If this is right, then it follows that, contrary to the standard picture of human
psychology, there is in fact no problem at all in supposing that I may have genuine
beliefs about what I have reason to do, where having those beliefs makes it rational
for me to have the corresponding desires. And if there is no problem at all in
supposing that this may be so, then there is no problem in reconciling the
practicality of moral judgement with the claim that moral judgements express our
beliefs about the reasons we have.
However, this doesn’t yet suffice to solve the problem facing the moral
realist. For moral judgements aren’t just judgements abut the reasons we have.
They are judgements about the reasons we have where those reasons are
supposed to be determined entirely by our circumstances. As I put it earlier, people
in the same circumstances face the same moral choice: if they did the same
action then either they both acted rightly (they both did what they had reason
to do) or they both acted wrongly (they both did what they had reason not to
do). Does the account of what it is to have a reason just given entail that this
is so?
Suppose our circumstances are identical, and let’s ask whether it is right for
each of us to give to famine relief: that is, whether we each have a reason to do
so. According to the account on offer it is right that I give to famine relief just in
case I have a reason to give to famine relief, and I have such a reason just in case,
if I were in idealized conditions of reflection - well-informed, cool, calm and
collected - I would desire to give to famine relief. And the same is true of you. If
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our circumstances are the same then, supposedly, we should both have such a
reason or both lack such a reason. But do we?
The question is whether, if we were well-informed, cool, calm and collected,
we would tend to converge in the desires we have. Would we converge or would
there always be the possibility of some non-rationally-explicable difference in our
desires even under such conditions? The standard picture of human psychology now
returns to centre-stage. For it tells us that there is always the possibility of
some non-rationally-explicable difference in our desires even under such idealized
conditions of reflection. This is the residue of the standard picture’s conception of
desire as a psychological state that is beyond rational criticism.
If this is right then the moral realist’s attempt to combine the objectivity and
the practicality of moral judgement must be deemed a failure. We are forced to
accept that there is a fundamental relativity in the reasons we have. What we have
reason to do is relative to what we would desire under certain idealized conditions
of reflection, and this may differ from person to person. It is not wholly determined
by our circumstances, as moral facts are supposed to be.
Many philosophers accept the standard picture’s pronouncement on this point.
But accepting there is such a fundamental relativity in our reasons seems alto
gether premature to me. It puts the cart before the horse. For surely moral practice
is itself the forum in which we will discover whether there is a fundamental
relativity in our reasons.
After all, in moral practice we attempt to change people’s moral beliefs by
engaging them in rational argument: i.e. by getting their beliefs to approximate
those they would have under more idealized conditions of reflection. And some
times we succeed. When we succeed, other things being equal, we succeed in
changing their desires. But if we accept that there is a fundamental relativity in
our reasons then we can say, in advance, that this procedure will never result in
a massive convergence in moral beliefs; for we know in advance that there will
never be a convergence in the desires we have under such idealized conditions of
reflection. Or rather, and more accurately, if there is a fundamental relativity in
our reasons then it follows that any convergence we find in our moral beliefs, and
thus in our desires, must be entirely contingent. It could in no way be explained
by, or suggestive of, the fact that the desires that emerge have some privileged
rational status.
My question is: ‘W hy accept this?’ Why not think, instead, that if such a
convergence emerged in moral practice then that would itself suggest that these
particular moral beliefs, and the corresponding desires, do enjoy a privileged
rational status? After all, something like such a convergence in mathematical
practice lies behind our conviction that mathematical claims enjoy a privileged
rational status. So w hy not think that a like convergence in moral practice would
show that moral judgements enjoy the same privileged rational status? At this
point, the standard picture’s insistence that there is a fundamental relativity in
our reasons begins to sound all too much like a hollow dogma.
The kind of moral realism described here endorses a conception of moral facts
that is a far cry from the picture presented at the outset: moral facts as queer facts
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about the universe whose recognition necessarily impacts upon our desires.
Instead, the realist has eschewed queer facts about the universe in favour of a
more ‘subjectivist’ conception of moral facts. This emerged in the realist’s analysis
of what it is to have a reason. (For a fuller discussion of subjectivist theories see
Article 38, s u b j e c t i v i s m .) The realist’s point, however, is that such a conception
of moral facts may make them subjective only in the innocuous sense that they
are facts about what we would want under certain idealized conditions of reflection,
where wants are, admittedly, a kind of psychological state enjoyed by subjects.
But moral facts remain objective insofar as they are facts about what we, not just
you or I, would want under such conditions. The existence of a moral fact - say,
the rightness of giving to famine relief in certain circumstances - requires that,
under idealized conditions of reflection, rational creatures would converge upon a
desire to give to famine relief in such circumstances.
Of course, it must be agreed on all sides that moral argument has not yet
produced the sort of convergence in our desires that would make the idea of
a moral fact - a fact about the reasons we have entirely determined by our
circumstances - look plausible. But neither has moral argument had much of a
history in times in which we have been able to engage in free reflection unham
pered by a false biology (the Aristotelian tradition) or a false belief in God (the JudeoChristian tradition). It remains to be seen whether sustained moral argument can
elicit the requisite convergence in our moral beliefs, and corresponding desires, to
make the idea of a moral fact look plausible. The kind of moral realism described
here holds out the hope that it will. Only time will tell.
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Intuitionism
JONATHAN DANCY

B e t w e e n the 1860s and the 1920s the term ‘intuitionism’ was another name

for pluralism, the view that there are a large number of different moral principles
which cannot be put into any general order of importance in a way that would
help to resolve conflicts between them. Pluralism of this sort would be naturally
contrasted with utilitarianism; utilitarians (e.g. J. S. Mill) tried to hold that there
was only one Supreme Principle. But nowadays an intuitionist is thought of as
someone who holds a particular view about the way in which we come to find
out which actions are right and which are wrong. Intuitionists in this sense claim
that we grasp basic moral principles by intuition, and one can believe this without
thinking that there is more than one such principle. To give one eminent example,
Henry Sidgwick was a utilitarian but thought of the basic principles he espoused
as grasped by intuition. He held that they were self-evident, meaning by this that
one only had to consider them in order to recognize their truth.
It was the work of W. D. Ross and H. A. Prichard in the 1930s which put the
two senses of intuitionism together, for they were both pluralists - that is,
intuitionists in the old sense - and committed to a special mode of cognition that is, intuitionistic in the new sense. (In this it resembled the position of the
forefather of modern intuitionism, Richard Price, who wrote 200 years earlier.)
They held that there are very many true moral principles, all of which we know
by intuition (i.e. they held them to be self-evident). Ross’s arguments in favour of
his pluralism are discussed in Article 18, a n e t h i c o f p r i m a f a c i e d u t i e s ,
and I shall not repeat them here. I am more concerned now with the claim that
the principles are known by intuition. There are two suggestions here which can
be separated, first that moral principles are the sorts of things that can be true
and known, second that they are known in a special and unfamiliar way. perhaps
even by a special faculty called moral intuition.
These things are contentious. Many thinkers (often called non-cognitivists)
hold that moral attitudes are not true or false, since there is nothing for them to
get right or wrong. A moral attitude is an expression of the individual’s moral
position, and as such can be sincere or insincere in itself and consistent or
inconsistent with other such, but hardly mistaken or correct. If moral attitudes
cannot be true or false, we should not claim that any such attitude amounts to
knowledge, since knowledge is only of what is true. So on this view moral
principles can be neither true nor known. Ross and Prichard held however that
there are facts of the matter about what is morally right and wrong, and that our
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grasp on some of these facts is firm enough to deserve the title of knowledge. This
second claim is even more disputable. If there are these moral facts, how do we
come to know them? The claim that they are known by intuition seems to suggest
that we have a moral faculty which reveals moral truth to us in much the same
sort of way that our eyes reveal truths about our surroundings. There would be
a tendency, if we thought this, to accuse those who disagree morally with us of
moral blindness; their moral faculty is not in good working order, as we can see
since their views are different from ours. But, in the absence of any account of
how this faculty is supposed to work, the idea is mysterious; no wonder it became
common for philosophers to complain that talk of moral intuition was just an
attempt to award an authority to one’s own moral opinion that one was not
willing to grant to others’.
I will begin with the notion of a moral sense or faculty called intuition. Before
criticizing the intuitionists, it is best first to be clear what their views here really
were. First, what did Ross think we can know by intuition? As I explained in the
essay referred to above, Ross held that moral knowledge arises first when we
notice a feature of the situation we are in which makes a moral difference to how
we should behave here; that I would have to distress you is a reason for me not
to say what I really think about your marriage. This knowledge is knowledge of
something that matters here; its relevance is at first restricted to the case before
us. But we immediately notice that what matters here must matter in the same
w ay wherever it appears; we discover a moral principle by intuitive induction from
what the initial case contains. Ross held that the principles we come to know are
self-evident to us, but for him this means only that no more is needed to reveal
their truth to us as general guides to our behaviour than what is in the case before
us. It doesn’t mean that we can discover whether a principle is true just by
thinking about it.
In what way does this story suppose that we have a mysterious faculty of
moral intuition? (Ross used the word ‘intuition’ very sparingly, if at all.) There
are two places for this faculty in the story. The second is in the move from what
we see as relevant to our action here to the thought that the same feature is
relevant in the same way everywhere. Ross thinks of this move as similar to the
one we make when looking at a particular argument helps us to see that any
argument of that form is valid. (Note that it is because this sort of logical move
was called ‘intuitive induction’ that the notion of intuition appears in Ross at all.)
Most would find this sort of generalization quite innocuous; it would be hard to
suggest that we need a special faculty to do it with. So it must be at the earlier
stage that intuition proper is supposed to come in, when we notice some feature
of the case as one which makes a difference to what we ought to do. The idea is
that if what is going on is that we are deciding to allow that feature to influence
us, there can be no complaint. The trouble only arises when we say that there is
a fact of the matter here - this feature’s mattering - which we somehow discern
and which we or another person might have missed; it is not so much a matter
for decision as for discovery. But what do we discover it with? Our eyes? Can one
literally see that something matters here?
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It would have been worse if Ross had held that we discern the truth of moral
principles directly, for then he would have had to show what faculty enabled us
to do this. A faculty that homes in on the true principles and naturally rejects the
false ones is very mysterious indeed (though Sidgwick seems happy enough to
suppose that we have one). But Ross doesn’t say that. Our knowledge of the
principles is not direct but indirect; we reach it via something we know better,
namely the nature of the particular case before us.
I said there were two generally contentious views held by the intuitionists.
The first is that there are moral truths which can be known, and the second is an
account of how we come to know them (by intuition?). Perhaps, in order to
understand how we come to know them, we would do better to ask some questions
about these so-called truths. Ross never seems to have doubted that there are
moral truths, facts of the matter in ethics which we can come to know. But he
could have argued for his position in the following way. Consider what it is like
to make up your mind how to act in a morally tricky situation. First you try to
decide which features here make a difference to how you should behave. It is true
we call this ‘deciding’, but it is no different from deciding that it will probably not
rain tomorrow; in both cases we think of what we are doing as the attempt to get
things right. We don’t suppose that it is up to us what matters, so that any sincere
‘decision’ is right, any more than that it is up to us what the weather will be. We
think that we may well miss the truth, and so that a feature does not count as
important because we take it to be important - rather we hope that we take it to
be important because it is important. Its importance is there for us to recognize,
and if we miss it there is a truth which we have failed to notice. This is why there
is a sense of thin ice about the whole process. Ross wants to say that this sense
is justified; he claims in general that his theory is true to ordinary moral thought,
and he would claim that in this case too.
But what sort of facts are these moral facts? And is there any room for facts
like these in a world which can be described by science? It would be easy to answer
this question if we could identify moral facts with natural facts. Naturalism is the
claim that moral facts just are natural facts. (See Article 37, n a t u r a l i s m .) For
instance, some utilitarians are naturalists, holding that the fact that this action
generates less happiness than some available alternative is the same fact as the
fact that it is wrong. If this were true, there would not be too much trouble finding
room for moral facts in a world of science. But the intuitionists rejected naturalism.
They did this because of their pluralism. If one thinks that there are lots of different
sorts of things that matter to how one should behave, in no very clear order or
shape, one is going to think that there are too many different ways in which
actions can be right or wrong. Rightness cannot be identified with any one of
these ways in preference to the others, and if we put them all together we find
that there is no natural similarity between them all - the only common feature
is the moral one, that each is a way in which an action gets to be right. The
natural base for moral facts has no natural shape, and hence there is no common
natural feature present for us to identify rightness with.
The best approach for an intuitionist is to try to show that though moral ‘facts’
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are not to be identified with natural facts, they are not so very different from other
facts as one might initially suppose. If we allow that the world we live in is roughly
the one captured by physics, where in that world are the moral facts to be found?
The first answer is to say that the world does not contain facts; the facts are facts
about the world, not in it. Second, the moral facts are facts about actions and
agents, things which clearly exist even though physics does not say a great deal
about them. Third, there is a comprehensible relation between moral and nonmoral facts; it is not as if the two are completely unrelated. The moral facts exist
in virtue of the non-moral ones. This ‘existing in virtue of’ is not well understood,
but it is common enough in other areas not to raise special problems in ethics.
For instance, the dangerousness of a cliff bears this relation to other features of
the cliff, such as its crumbly nature and steepness. Sometimes we express this
relation harmlessly using the word ‘because’. When we say that this is a house
because it has solid walls, doors, rooms and a roof, we are saying that this is what
makes it a house. Similarly, what makes an action good will be its generosity,
considerateness etc.; it is good because of its generosity or whatever it may be,
and generous because it was a substantial personal sacrifice, perhaps. Here we
see a moral fact existing in virtue of non-moral ones. So even though the world
can be described by physics, it cannot be completely described that way; there
remain other facts to mention, including moral facts, which are comprehensibly
related to the basic physical facts from which they result.
The question how one notices these facts has still to be answered. I think it is
made more difficult by a view which Ross took, and which his critics reasonably
fastened upon. He accepted the Humean view that beliefs cannot be an independent
source of motivation. Hume argued that our motives (our reasons for action) are
our beliefs and our desires. The beliefs are inert representations of the world, and
cannot comprehensibly be what drives us to action. What moves us is our desires,
which are pushy states. We have a desire (for an orange, say) which is channelled
by a belief that there is one in the larder so as to get us to stir ourselves in that
direction. Now for Ross our moral attitudes are beliefs, and so depend on the
existence of a suitable desire if they are to motivate us to action. So if our moral
opinions are to make any difference to how we act, there must be present also in
us something like a general desire to do the good - a desire which we might
comprehensibly have lacked. And if we had lacked it, we would still have been
able to tell what is right and what is wrong; we would merely have found in the
distinction between right and wrong nothing that made any difference to how we
felt called on to behave. Morality, being purely factual, is thus deprived of any
intrinsic relation to conduct in a way that critics found it easy to ridicule.
What the critics asked, quite fairly, was why, if moral facts are as the intuitionists said, we should care about them at all. There is enormous plausibility in
the thought that moral attitudes are intrinsically related to behaviour; to adopt
an attitude is just to accept a reason for action - to be motivated to do or not to
do actions of a certain sort. Of course that motivation can be defeated by stronger
motivation on the other side, or even annulled by a fit of severe depression. But,
barring these accidents, it can’t be right to say that one could be perfectly well
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aware of the wrongness of what one is doing and not think of this at all as a
reason for desisting. We could express this by saying that there is an internal
relation between moral attitudes and action, against Ross whose view was that
the relation is external: moral judgements, for Ross, only make a difference to
those who have an independent desire to do what is right, rather as horticultural
judgements only make a difference to those who care about that sort of thing. So
the critics’ view has been called internalism; an internalist holds that to accept
that one’s action is wrong is itself to be motivated not to do it. By contrast, an
externalist holds that moral judgements need the help of an independent desire if
they are to motivate us and make a difference to how we act.
So in asking why we should care about the moral facts that the intuitionists
talk about, these critics were complaining about Ross’s externalism. And I think
they were right. It is ludicrous to say that we might accept that an action is
outrageously wrong and still think of this as not in itself giving us good reason
to hold back. Surely to accept that the action is wrong is just to care about its not
being done. But in that case, given Hume's views about motivation and the
difference between belief and desire, a moral judgement must be some form of desire
(or, more generally, some form of ‘pro-attitude’) rather than, as the intuitionists
thought, a form of belief. For desires are forms of minding or caring, while beliefs
are not. It is this argument that led to the dominance of non-cognitivism in the
English-speaking world from the 1930s to the 1970s, and the eclipse of intuitionism. (See Article 38, s u b j e c t i v i s m .) The argument between cognitivists and
non-cognitivists is about whether moral attitudes are more like beliefs or like
desires; intuitionists come out as cognitivists on this approach, and therefore as
externalists (given the Humean picture).
The view that moral facts are inert states of the moral world, which one can
notice in a way which bears no direct relation to one’s choice of action, made it
all the harder for the intuitionists to answer the question how one comes to find
out about these funny facts. It was not really plausible to say that we infer them
from something else: our moral beliefs are not the product of reason. So they must
be the products of the senses, and since they cannot be the products of the
normal five senses they must be produced by a further, moral, sense. This is why
intuitionism is sometimes called the moral sense theory. And the absence of any
account of how this further, unnoticed sense works is what led to G. J. Warnock’s
well-known charge that here the intuitionists offer nothing better than a con
fession of bewilderment got up to look like an answer.
I think, however, that the problem lies more in Ross’s externalism that in his
claim that there are moral facts (which we might call his realism: see Article 35,
r e a l i s m ). R oss would have done better not to have accepted Hume’s account of
motivation and the account it gives of the different roles of belief and desire. More
recently writers in the intuitionist tradition such as Thomas Nagel and John
McDowell have challenged Hume here, claiming that desire is not necessary to
get an action going; belief alone is enough to do the job, sometimes. Ordinarily,
they admit, the story is as Hume tells it. I want an orange (desire) and my beliefs,
which are inert in themselves, channel the desire so that it can drive me in one
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direction (the larder) rather than another. But things are not always like this.
When I am standing on the kerb looking for a gap in the traffic so that I can cross
the street safely. I am not doing this because I desire a long and healthy life. I
experience no desire; I’m just looking for a gap in the traffic before I cross. Why
insist that there must have been a desire in there somewhere? All that is happening
here is that I take a fact (there is a bus coming now) as a reason for me not to
step out yet. This is what we call being prudent; prudent people are people whose
beliefs about safety and danger are enough to motivate them. The same is true in
ethics. One’s beliefs about right and wrong can be enough to move one to stop
w hat one is doing or change one’s intentions, without needing the help of an
independent desire. These moral beliefs are able to motivate us (stand as reasons
for us) in their own right.
This position is an internalist one, and for that reason generally preferable to
Ross’s externalism. Externalism was always implausible, and since it emerged as
a direct result of applying Hume’s views on motivation to Ross’s views on ethics,
the way to improve Ross’s position must be to abandon Humean accounts of belief
and desire. And I think this move also offers an easier answer to the question how
we come to find out moral facts. When we thought of these facts as inert, in the
Humean way, we only had two possible accounts of how we come to know them by the senses or by reason. But now we are thinking of them rather differently,
as reasons for action. Given this, we might claim that their discovery is a matter
of practical judgement, not of inference nor of perception, and in this way try to
avoid the suggestion that we have invented a special faculty or moral sense. After
all, we will be claiming that the story in the moral case is not significantly different
from the story in the case of prudence, and surely there it is a matter of judgement,
not of perception, when we take the fact that a bus is coming as a reason for not
stepping out yet.
AH this, however, is extremely controversial in the present state of moral
philosophy. (For an alternative view, see Article 35, r e a l i s m .) What I have been
aiming to do so far is to present the most effective objections that were raised
against the intuitionism of Ross and Prichard, and then to see how one might
move to escape them, with an eye to what has actually happened in moral
philosophy since. The most debatable point is the idea that Hume may have been
wrong about motivation, so that a set of beliefs alone can be enough to cause an
action. Since the non-cognitivist tradition is driven by Hume’s view here, we
cannot expect much consensus on the point.
The crucial application of Hume’s position is the following argument. No set
of beliefs alone is enough to motivate us (get an action going). But when we add
to a set of beliefs a moral attitude, we move to a new set which is capable of
motivating. So the moral attitude must either be or at the least centrally contain
a desire - probably the general altruistic desire for the welfare of others (which
Hume called a ‘natural sympathy’). It follows from this that there can be no moral
facts. Beliefs aim at facts, but desires do not. If moral judgements expressed beliefs,
we might suppose that there must be some moral facts for those beliefs to aim at.
But since they express desires, there is no such need for moral facts at all. And
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this is a welcome conclusion, for it removes from us all sorts of unpleasant
possibilities such as the idea that there might be accredited moral experts who
would somehow be in a position to dictate to the rest of us about which of our
actions are morally acceptable and which are not.
Intuitionists who want to escape this argument do best to start early, by
denying the first premise.
But even if everything we have so far said is accepted, there still remain some
awkward questions about these moral facts. The main difficulty lies in the question
whether these facts are objective or not. How can there be facts about the world
which are able in their own right to make a difference to how we should act?
McDowell asks this question by asking how an objective fact can be intrinsically
related to the will. The reason why this question seems worth asking is that there
is a very attractive conception of what it is for a fact to be objective, which derives
from physical science. An objective fact, on this conception, is just a scientific fact.
But scientific facts concern a world which exists independent of us. So objective
facts are facts which hold independent of the human mind. How then can there
be facts which are both objective and intrinsically related to the human will?
There are two current attempts to answer this hard question in the postintuitionist tradition. The first, Nagel’s, accepts the role of natural science in
determining our conception of objectivity. The second. McDowell’s, is more scep
tical. But both are working with the thought that in some sense or other there
are values which are there for us to recognize or miss. The world, as McDowell
nicely puts it, is not motivationally inert. One way to express this thought we
have already seen; we claim that beliefs alone can be enough to motivate, and
are not as Hume held inert. Another is to say that the world is richer than science
conceives. The physical world is motivationally inert, but the world for us is not
the physical world and our world is not so limited.
For Nagel, objectivity is a matter of degree. A point of view is more objective
if it is less coloured by the peculiarities of perspective of those who view the world
from that point of view. So, to make our metaphor literal, the colour we see in
the world would not appear from the most objective point of view, the point of
view with no peculiarities at all. From that point of view, the world is the world
of physical science, and that world is a world which lacks the sort of colour we
know. However, many of the ways the world seems to us from our present,
subjective point of view would persist for a while as we move towards greater
objectivity, gradually stripping off those features whose presence is due to pecu
liarities of our viewpoint. For instance, the fear of heights from which I suffer
makes heights seem terrible to me, but I know perfectly well that from even a
slightly more objective point of view than mine the heights that terrify me would
appear fairly unworrying. I express this by saying that really this drop is not the
awful chasm it appears to me. But the idea of what is real here is a matter of
degree, and we can travel further towards uncovering true (extreme) reality by
saying that really nothing is terrifying at all. There is no terrifyingness out there,
only terrified people. But this recognition does not prevent us from agreeing that
some things are really terrifying (King Kong, say, or nuclear war) and other things
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(spiders) are not. For Nagel, moral values are real enough in this way. They would
not be visible from the most objective point of view, but they are more than mere
appearance. They are objective, but other things are more objective.
McDowell’s way of claiming the objectivity of moral value is to distinguish
two conceptions of objectivity (Nagel says there is only one, but it is a matter of
degree). The first conception takes the objective to be that which exists independent
of human awareness or response, and in this sense physical facts are objective
and moral facts are not. The second conception takes the objective to be that
which exists independent of any particular human response. This is a much
broader conception of the objective. Colours are objective in this sense, since for
an apple to be red it is not required that anyone should actually be looking at it.
The redness of an apple can persist unseen; it is somehow there waiting for us to
notice it. In this weaker sense, then, the colour is objective. It is not objective in
the stronger sense, since colour is something essentially to do with appearance,
and appearance is appearance to us\ so colour does not exist independent of human
awareness and response. McDowell claims that values have the second, weaker
form of objectivity, and takes this to show that there can be objective facts about
what is right and wrong. If the world contains value in as strong a sense as it
contains colour, he would be satisfied.
I have slipped back to talking about moral facts, but intended rather to suggest
that these facts are best thought of not as facts perceived but as reasons recognized
in the exercise of practical moral judgement. Intuitionists hold that these reasons
exist for us to recognize - are there to be recognized. There are truths, facts of the
matter, about what reasons there are; and we may miss these truths if we are not
careful. What is more, a person whose grasp on the reasons is secure enough can
be said to know what ought to be done. So with the availability of moral truth
comes the possibility of moral knowledge.
I end by mentioning two main criticsms that are laid at the door of intuitionism.
The first is John Mackie’s complaint that it involves the gratuitous invention of
peculiar properties (rightness, wrongness) which bear little relation to others and
have the strange ability to attract us when we recognize them, as if they enjoyed
a form of odd magnetism (see Mackie, 1977, Ch. 1). I think this criticism is
misplaced. The post-intuitionist theories of Nagel and McDowell do not talk about
rightness and wrongness much, but concentrate on the thought that the pain I
would cause someone if I do what I intend is a reason for me not to act in that
way, and it is a reason whether I recognize it as such or not. There are no peculiar
properties here, only the comparatively ordinary suggestion that the pain of others
is relevant to one’s moral choice.
A different criticism, pressed by Simon Blackburn, asks again how we are
supposed to recognize the existence of these reasons. If it is suggested that they
are in some way analogous to colours, perhaps our awareness of them is to be
like our awareness of colours. But we discover what colours things are by entering
into causal relations with them. There is a complex causal story to be told about
how the colours of objects can impress themselves on us. But there is no such
story to be told about how values or reasons can impress themselves on us. This
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is because they are unable to enter into causal relations at all; so our awareness
of them cannot be seen as any sort of a response to what is independently there.
Instead we should accept that we project moral properties onto a world which in
itself has none. (Hence this position has come to be known as projectivism.)
There are two ways of replying to this attack. The first is to argue with
McDowell that values do enter into causal relations, though they cannot be said
to pull their own weight there. He compares this with the way in which we tell
the story of colour-perception. There is a causal story here, but the colours of the
objects we see do not pull any weight in that story; the story goes instead straight
from the nature of the surfaces we see to our perception of them as having this
or that colour. However, we are not tempted in this case to deny that the colours
are real (in McDowell’s weaker sense), and McDowell would say the same about
the values.
The other possibility is to compare intuitionism in ethics with intuitionism in
mathematics. In mathematics intuitionists claim that numbers are abstract objects
of whose existence and nature we can become aware, not by entering into natural
causal relations with them (which is impossible) but by the operation of reason
and judgement. The point here is that we can be led to recognize the properties
of real, independent objects in ways which are not causal.
These matters are still hotly debated, and I think it would be fair to say that
the interestingly new forms of intuitionism at present being worked out have not
yet entirely escaped the problems that dogged their predecessors.
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Naturalism
C H A R L E S R. P I G D E N

i

What naturalism is

I n p h i l o s o p h y , not only the doctrines but the definitions of the doctrines are
subject to dispute. Thus it is with ethical naturalism. My definition, therefore, is
personal but not, I hope, idiosyncratic. By naturalism I mean more or less what
other philosphers have in mind - though the more and the less will vary from
case to case.
Naturalism, then, is a cognitivist doctrine (or family of doctrines). It states that
moral judgements are propositions, capable of truth and falsity. Moral judgements
purport to tell it like it is. Naturalism is thus opposed to non-cognitivism, to
emotivism and prescriptivism, which represent moral judgements variously as
exclamations, psychological prods and quasi-commands. It is also (in a weak
sense) a realist doctrine; that is, it takes some moral judgements to be true. (More
detailed accounts of these positions can be found in Article 35, r e a l i s m , Article
38, s u b j e c t i v i s m , and Article 40, u n i v e r s a l p r e s c r i p t i v i s m .) It is thus
opposed to the error-theory of J. L. Mackie which agrees that moral judgements
make claims that are either true or false, but denies that any of them are true.
Morality, for the naturalist, is not a fiction, a mistake or a myth but a body of
knowledge, or at least, of information. Finally, naturalism is (in a loose sense) a
reductive doctrine. Though there are moral truths (i.e. true propositions) there
are no peculiarly moral facts or properties (no distinctively moral states of affairs)
over and above the facts and properties that can be specified using non-moral
terminology. The contrast here is with ‘intuitionist’ philosophers such as G.E.
Moore (1874-1958): ‘If I am asked “ What is good?” , my answer is that good is
good and that is the end of the matter. Or if I am asked “ How is good to be
defined?” , my answer is that it cannot be defined and that is all I have to say
about it* (Moore, 1903, p. 6). Moore does not mean he cannot tell you what things
are good. (He thinks for example that friendship and the contemplation of beauty
are good.) No, he is making a metaphysical or ontological point: the goodness of
good things consists in their possessing the property of goodness, a basic feature
of reality which cannot be further analysed or explained. (See Article 36, i n t u i 
t i o n i s m .) Naturalists disagree. For them, goodness can be further analysed or
explained; reduced to something else or identified with some other property. Indeed
naturalists think that goodness as Moore conceives it, a unique and sui generis
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property, does not exist. (And the same goes, naturally, for badness, rightness and
wrongness.)
But there consensus ends. Naturalists differ as to what good, evil etc. are to
be reduced to, and how this reduction is to be carried out. There are hedonistic
naturalists who reduce facts about goodness to facts about pleasure and pain.
(The goodness of friendship consists in its conduciveness to pleasure.) There are
Aristotelian naturalists who prefer (alleged) facts about human nature and human
flourishing. (Friendship is good in that it is somehow consonant with human
needs or human nature.) There are even theological naturalists, who think the
goodness of friendship amounts to its being sanctioned by God. Naturalists, in
short, resort to all sorts of supposed facts - sociological, psychological, scientific,
even metaphysical and theological - so long as they are not driven back on a
realm of irreducibly moral facts or properties. Since some of these facts are
metaphysical or supernatural, rather than natural in any ordinary sense of the
word (facts about the natural world) you may well wonder how such a disparate
group of moral theories came to wear the same label. The answer is historical.
According to G.E. Moore they all stand accused of the naturalistic fallacy (of
which, more later). He called this (supposed) fallacy naturalistic because it was
more common among philosophers of a narrowly naturalistic stamp - those who
wished to base morals on the kinds of facts that science could countenance. But
these were only a subclass of those who - according to Moore - commit the
fallacy. Nevertheless the name has stuck.
What is the impetus behind naturalism - what makes it attractive as a
theoretical option? This is a difficult question to deal with since naturalism is not
so much a doctrine as a family of doctrines held together by some shared theses.
But a rough answer is this. Naturalists combine a yen for moral truth, that is, a
conviction that some things really are right and others wrong, with a distaste for
Moore’s non-natural qualities of goodness, badness etc. Often this distaste is due
to the scientific outlook and the conviction that nothing exists beyond what
science licenses us to suppose. But it can be due to religious convictions, e.g. the
belief that value springs from God and cannot be separated from what he wills.
Either way, Moore’s peculiarly moral properties are unwelcome, and a reduction
must be sought which bases moral truths on the preferred metaphysic.

Naturalism
states

1

Moral judgements are
propositions. (They are
true or false.)

Non-cognitivism in its various
forms (emotivism and
prescriptivism) is false.

2

Some moral judgements
are true. (Morality not a
fiction.)

Nihilism (or the ‘error-theory’)
is false.

No irreducible moral facts
or properties.

Intuitionism (Moore’s doctrine)
is false.

Figure 1
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No^ought’-from -V, or the autonomy of ethics

If morality can be boiled down to truths of some other kind, ethics is not ‘auton
omous’. Truth in morals is determined by the goings-on in some other realm.
However, when naturalists and anti-naturalists quarrel about the autonomy of
ethics, this is not (usually) what they have in mind. By ‘the autonomy of ethics’
they mean some such thesis as that ‘ought’ cannot be derived from ‘is’, or more
generally that moral conclusions cannot be derived from non-moral premises,
values from facts. This is often mixed up with the idea that moral words do not
mean the same as non-moral words: that they lack ‘naturalistic’ synonyms. The
issue is thus about inference rather than reduction; about what can be inferred
from what. However, it is often assumed that if moral judgements can be derived
from non-moral propositions, naturalism is true. If not, naturalism is false. This
last claim is a mistake as I hope to show.
Anti-naturalists take as their text a famous passage from Hume (i 7 1 1 -1 7 7 6 ) .
Moralists (complains Hume) ‘proceed for some time in the ordinary way of
reasoning’ with proofs ‘of the being of God’ or ‘observations concerning human
affairs’, ‘when of a sudden, I am surprised to find that instead of the usual
copulations of propositions is and is not, I meet with no proposition that is not
connected with an ought, or an ought not .. . as this ought or ought not expresses
some new relation or affirmation ’tis necessary that it be observed and explained;
and at the same time a reason should be given for what seems altogether incon
ceivable, how this new relation can be a deduction from others which are entirely
different from it’ (Hume, 1738, Book III, Part 1).
This passage is often summed up in the slogan *no-“ ought” -from-“ is” ’ and
deified as ‘Hume’s Law’. It is alleged to do wonders - to point up a fundamental
distinction between facts and values, to prove non-cognitivism and (above all) to
refute naturalism. (This last is an odd claim, since Hume himself was a naturalist.)
In fact it can do none of these things. For Hume is making a simple logical point.
A conclusion containing ‘ought’ cannot (as a matter of logic) be derived from
‘ought’-free premises. (The same, of course, goes for the other moral words.) Logic
is conservative; the conclusions of a valid inference are contained within the
premises. You don’t get out what you haven’t put in. Hence if ‘ought’ appears in
the conclusion of an argument but not in the premises, the inference is not
logically valid.
Some anti-naturalists (notably R. M. Hare) have taken this ‘is’/‘ought’ gap as
a datum and sought to explain it by means of non-cognitivism. The reason you
can’t derive an ‘ought’ from an ‘is’, or, more generally, a moral conclusion from
non-moral premises, is because moral judgements differ fundamentally from
factual propositions. They don’t (primarily) describe how the world is but prescribe
how it should be - they are, in short, akin to orders. But we need not resort to
non-cognitivism to explain this logical gulf. For there is a similar gap between
conclusions about hedgehogs and premises which make no mention of them. You
can’t get ‘hedgehog’ conclusions from hedgehog-free premises (at least, not by
logic alone). Yet nobody proposes a fact/hedgehog distinction or alleges that
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propositions about hedgehogs are not really propositions but a quaint subclass of
commands. In both cases it is the conservativeness of logic that creates the gap,
not any arcane difference in semantic kind. There is thus no more reason to convert
moral judgements into quasi-commands than to subject hedgehog-propositions to
the same fate. Ethics may be logically autonomous, but it shares this trait with
every other kind of talk.
But even this innocuous thesis has been challenged. A. N. Prior (1 9 14 -19 6 9 )
proposed a number of logically valid inferences in which ‘ought’ does appear in
the conclusion but not in the premises. Here is one
(1)

Tea-drinking is common in England.

Therefore
(2)

Either tea-drinking is common in England or all New Zealanders ought to be
shot. (Prior, 1976)

There is something very fishy about this inference. You can’t help feeling that
the conclusion is not genuinely concerned with ‘ought’ at all. After all. the
following is also a consequence of (1):
(2')

Either tea-drinking is common in England or all New Zealanders are hedgehogs.

Here we have apparently hedgehog-conclusions from a hedgehog-free premise.
What this shows is that Prior’s counter-examples do not just threaten the auton
omy of ethics (no ‘ought’ from ‘is’) but the conservativeness of logic, the idea that
in logic you don’t get out w hat you haven’t put in. But it also becomes apparent
that the (italicized) last clauses in (2) and (2') are vacuous in a certain sense.
Given the premises they can be filled in anyhow without making the conclusions
untrue or affecting the validity of the inference.
We are now in a position to restate both the conservativeness of logic and the
autonomy of ethics. First we define inference-relative vacuity. An expression
occurs vacuously in the conclusion of a valid inference if it can be (uniformly)
switched for any other expression of the same grammatical type without prejudice
to the validity of the inference. (The italicized last clauses of (2) and (2') are
vacuous in this sense, since in an inference from (1) each can be switched with
the other.) The conservativeness of logic becomes the claim that no (non-logical)
expression can occur non-vacuously in the conclusion of a valid inference unless
it appears in the premises. This claim is susceptible of proof. The autonomy of
ethics is simply the moral incarnation of this claim - no non-vacuous ‘ought’ from
‘is’. (See Pigden, 1989.)
Where does all this leave naturalism? In fine fettle. We have already seen
that logical autonomy affords no support for non-cognitivism. Nor (despite a
widespread philosophical belief) does it endanger naturalism. As we have seen,
hedgehog-conclusions cannot be derived non-vacuously from hedgehog-free
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premises. But this does not entail that there is a realm of irreducible hedgehogfacts. (Hedgehogs are composite creatures whose workings can be explained in
terms of their parts.) So why should we posit a realm of irreducible moral facts to
explain why ‘ought’ cannot be derived from ‘is’?
The mistake is due to a confusion. For there are three forms of the autonomy
of ethics, logical, semantic and ontological. These are often confounded. But only
the last is incompatible with naturalism. Logical autonomy I have dealt with
already. Semantic autonomy (semantic because concerned with meanings) is the
thesis that moral words do not mean the same as any others, and furthermore that
they cannot be paraphrased in a naturalistic (or non-moral) idiom. Ontological
autonomy is the thesis that moral judgements, to be true, must answer to a realm
of sui generis moral facts and properties. (I call it ontological autonomy because it
is concerned with the kinds of things there must be.) Ontological autonomy is
thus the reverse of naturalism, which insists that nothing so queer as Moore’s
moral properties is required to sustain the truths of morals.
Now logical autonomy is correct. But it is no threat to naturalism unless it
entails ontological autonomy. The hedgehog parallel proves that it does not. Does
logical autonomy entail semantic autonomy? Again no. Logic alone does not
license us to infer conclusions about hedgehogs from premises dealing with
Erinaceus europeus. Hedgehog-talk is logically autonomous. But this says nothing
one way or the other about whether ‘hedgehog’ and ‘Erinaceus europeus’ are
synonymous (as in fact they are). So too in morals. Conclusions about good cannot
be logically derived from premises about pleasure. But this says nothing one way
or the other about whether ‘good’ and ‘pleasant’ are synonymous (as in fact they
are not).
‘But this can’t be right,’ you may say. ‘After all, if “ good” did mean “ pleasant”
we could logically derive conclusions about good from premises about pleasure
so long as these included the appropriate definition. Ethics would not be logically
autonomous after all. So if it is logically autonomous, it follows that goodness
cannot be defined. Which amounts to semantic autonomy.’ (See Prior, 1949,
p. 24.) This is a mistake. For a definition, although verbal, and hence, in a sense,
insubstantial, still constitutes an extra premise. So i f ‘good’ appears in a conclusion
as the result of a definition, this in no way violates logical autonomy. For it had
to appear in at least one premise to get there. So too with ‘hedgehog’. If hedgehogconclusions are derived from premises about Erinaceus europeus with the aid of a
definition (in this case a true one), this in no way violates the logical autonomy
of hedgehog-talk. For it had to appear in at least one premise to get there. The
truth or otherwise of the definition does not affect the logic of the matter. Now,
logical autonomy is about validity while semantic autonomy is about meanings. It
is a doctrine concerned with definitions. And on the truth or otherwise of defin
itions, logic is not competent to decide. (See Pigden, 1989.)
But is semantic autonomy true? And if so, does this entail ontological autonomy
and hence the falsehood of naturalism? This brings us back to -
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The naturalistic fallacy

In his famous Principia Ethica, G.E. Moore contended that most moralists have
been naturalists and that all naturalists are guilty of a common fallacy. They have
confused the property of goodness with the things that possess that property or
with some other property that good things possess. This is what the naturalistic
fallacy is; a mixing up of two distinct items.
Moore has two main arguments for this.
(1) Suppose goodness were identical with some other property such as
pleasantness. (Moore’s favoured candidate is what we desire to desire, but we shall
stay with pleasantness for shortness’ sake.) Then ‘good’ and ‘pleasant’ would be
synonymous. This would be known to every competent speaker. Hence the
question ‘Is what is pleasant, good?’ would be unintelligible. Here Moore’s choice
of words is unfortunate. It is not that the question would be senseless. Rather, to
ask it would show a want of sense, or at any rate, of understanding. For the
answer would be very obvious - yes. The question would be a mere tautology
with a question-mark tacked on the end. It would have the same meaning as ‘Is
what is pleasant, pleasant?’ or ‘Is what is good, good?’ Now, Moore takes it to be
obvious that the question ‘Is what is pleasant, good?’ is an open question; a
question it makes sense to ask. Hence ‘good’ does not mean ‘pleasant’. Hence
goodness and pleasantness are distinct. And the same goes for the other properties
with which goodness is identified.
A similar argument (dating back to Plato’s Euthyphro) has been deployed
against the theological naturalist. Does ‘X is right’ mean ‘X is commanded by
God’? Then ‘What God commands is right’ means ‘W hat God commands is what
God commands’, and the moral praise of God degenerates into a fanfare of
tautologies. But ‘What God commands is right’ is not a tautology. Hence the
naturalistic definition is false.
(2) If ‘good’ meant ‘pleasant’ then to say ‘What is pleasant is good’ would
provide us with no extra reason for promoting pleasurable states of affairs. (It
would amount to the tautology that what is pleasant is pleasant, and a tautology
cannot provide a motive for action.) But to call pleasure good is to suggest some
extra reason for promoting it. Therefore ‘good’ doesn’t mean ‘pleasant’. Again the
argument can be generalized.
These arguments fail in their intended purpose. They do not establish onto
logical autonomy and hence the falsehood of naturalism. At best they establish
semantic autonomy and thus disprove semantic naturalism - the thesis that moral
facts can be reduced to non-moral facts, because moral words are synonymous
with (combinations of) non-moral words. And there is some doubt even of this.
Argument (1) assumes that if goodness is identical with pleasantness, ‘good’
and ‘pleasant’ must be synonymous. This is false. Water and H20 are identical.
Yet ‘water’ is not synonymous with ‘H20 ’ even though they stand for the same
stuff. ‘Water’ expresses a pre-scientific concept accessible to children and savages roughly, the colourless, tasteless fluid that falls from the sky and is found in lakes
and rivers. ‘H20 ’, by contrast, expresses a scientific notion. You can’t understand
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it fully without a modicum of chemistry. People did not find out that water was
H20 by meditating upon meanings. Empirical enquiry did the trick. So too with
goodness and pleasantness. ‘Good’ may not be synonymous with ‘pleasant’. But
they might both stand for the same property. Semantic naturalism might be false
but synthetic naturalism might be true. That is, moral properties might be ident
ified with natural properties by means of empirical research rather than conceptual
analysis. Thus semantic autonomy, which says that moral words do not mean the
same as any others, does not entail ontological autonomy - that moral properties
are not identical with any others.
But there is more. Argument (i) also assumes that if two words or phrases
are synonymous, this is known to every competent speaker. And we can grant
that if synonymy is given a strict interpretation, this is so. But our concepts are
not transparent to us. The rules they obey, the presuppositions they embody, are
not things we are always fully conscious of. Thus it may be possible to give an
analysis of a word - a conceptual breakdown - which won’t be obvious to
competent speakers, although in some sense it expresses the word’s meaning.
(Otherwise the ‘paradox of analysis’ would preclude useful conceptual analyses.)
So it may be possible to formulate an analysis, X, of ‘good’ such that ‘Are X things
good?’ is an open question (i.e. one a competent speaker might sensibly ask) even
though X articulated the meaning of ‘good’. This puts semantic autonomy into
question.
Argument (2) likewise supports the conclusion that ‘good’ is without natu
ralistic (i.e. non-moral) synonyms or paraphrases. But this is semantic autonomy,
not the ontological autonomy that controverts naturalism. Moreover, the argu
ment is suspect. It trades on the idea that ‘good’ conveys some requirement on
action. If someone thinks something good, this usually disposes them to pursue
or promote it (in the appropriate circumstances). Fair enough. But perhaps an
analysis can be given which spells out this requirement without recourse to non
natural properties. ‘Pleasant’ may be a poor choice for this role, but this is not to
say that a better can’t be found. (For example, ‘good’ could mean required where
the requirements relate to some goal all rational beings could be expected to
share.) Of course, if such an analysis, X, could be constructed, ‘What is X. is good’
would be a tautology or conceptual truth, bereft of motivating power. But this is
irrelevant. For such a proposition would not be designed to commend X-ness, or
to indicate that X-ness was somehow required. Rather the purpose would be to
articulate the requirements wrapped up in the predicate ‘good’; to explain why it
is that calling things ‘good’ usually suggests a reason to promote them.
To sum up. Logical autonomy (no-‘ought’-from-‘is’) can be proved in an
amended form. But this does not endanger naturalism. Semantic autonomy may
be true too. Perhaps ‘good’ and the other moral words lack naturalistic or nonmoral synonyms or paraphrases - at least, synonyms or paraphrases with which
they are strictly synonymous. This disposes of semantic naturalism, but leaves
other kinds of naturalism intact. So naturalism could be true, despite Hume and
despite G. E. Moore.
Thus there is no need for naturalists to evade the arguments of Moore and
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Hume by making out that the moral ‘ought’ and the predicative ‘good’ (Hume’s
‘ought’ and Moore’s ‘good’) are senseless. (Something Anscombe in ‘Modern moral
philosophy’ and Geach in ‘Good and evil’ try to do.) Insofar as they are valid,
Hume’s arguments, and Moore’s too, are compatible with naturalism. Formal
attempts to refute naturalism having failed, it remains a live option.

iv

Variants of naturalism

I conclude with a survey of the leading brands of naturalism. My purpose is
exposition rather than critique, but I w on’t forswear critical comments.
(A) The best bet, given our objections to Moore, looks like synthetic naturalism.
‘Good’ (and the same goes for the other moral words) does not mean the same as
any naturalistic ‘X’. Nevertheless there is (or could be) some naturalistic predicate
‘X’ which stands for the same property. (Just as ‘water’ and ‘H20 ’ don’t express
the same concept, though they stand for the same stuff.) The identity between
goodness and X-ness would not be analytic, holding in virtue of the meanings of
words, but synthetic, a matter of (empirical?) fact. R.M. Adams, a theological
naturalist, tries to rehabilitate the Divine Command theory of ethics using this
idea (Adams, 1981). To say ‘X is right’ does not mean that God commands it.
Hence ‘What God commands is right’ is not tautologous. Nevertheless, rightness
and being commanded by God come to much the same thing. We apprehend that
certain actions are right and subsequently discover (through revelation or rational
theology) that what we were aware of was the Voice of God. But the problems
with this approach are best seen in a secular setting. If goodness is to be identified
with a naturalistic something by means of empirical enquiry, ‘good’ must express
an empirical concept. That is, ‘good’ must be defined in such a w ay that goodness
impinges upon us and can figure within an empirical theory. For instance, it
might be defined as the cause of certain effects, the ‘goodness-phenomena’; which
phenomena can (at least sometimes) be sensed by human beings. (Otherwise
empirical enquiry could not determine whether goodness and X-ness applied to
the same things.) But this, in turn, presupposes that ‘good’ can be subject to a
naturalistic analysis; that in some sense it means the same as a paraphrase which
relates it to sensory evidence. In other words, Moore must be wrong and ‘good’
must be analysable - although it need not be strictly synonymous with the
paraphrase which constitutes the analysis. The best candidate is the kind of theory
that (on some interpretations) was propounded by David Hume. ‘Good’ is not
defined in terms of our ordinary sensations - sight, smell, hearing, touch - but in
terms of internal sensations of approval and disapproval. ‘Good’ is (roughly) what
every informed and impartial spectator would approve of (and hence what we do
tend to approve of, when we rid ourselves of partial passions and try to work out
what is right.) Of course, once we have got such an analysis, naturalism is already
home and hosed. We don’t need to go on to establish a synthetic identity between
goodness, so analysed, and some other, natural property. If being good means
being approved of by an ideal spectator, we need not determine what the spectator
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would approve of to know we have moral truths without irreducible moral facts
(though what the spectator approves of will be of considerable practical import).
Morals boils down to an idealized psychology. Naturalism is vindicated.
The theory is beset by problems. Here are two. (a) It is not clear that all human
observers however impartial and well-informed would agree in their reactions.
Hence the possibility opens up that no (or very few) actions are good, since none
would excite the approbation of every spectator. We revert to the error theory we
were trying to avoid (Section i). (b) The analysis looks circular. For to approve of
something is to think (or feel) it is good or right. Hence the analysis of ‘good’
contains the very concept it is designed to explicate.
(B) (This theory is suggested by the writings of G. E. M. Anscombe, though I am
not sure whether she would agree with it. Sabina Lovibond, Realism and Imagin
ation in Ethics, believes something of the sort.) Suppose I have ordered some
potatoes and the grocer has delivered them and sent me the bill. Then I owe the
grocer money. Now, what makes it the case that I am in debt to the grocer? (i) A
history of personal transactions between the grocer and me; (ii) some general
rules, holding in virtue of social institutions and conventions, about how debts
are contracted; and (iii) the absence of special conditions which might cancel or
invalidate the debt. In other words, a complex of social facts which boil down to
human dispositions and actions. There is nothing more to my being in debt than
this; no special non-natural realm of debt-facts - just human actions in the context
of human institutions; which institutions are themselves dependent on continued
human action.
The naturalist hypothesis, then, is that some moral judgements (‘It was wrong
of you to tell that lie’) are like ‘I owe the grocer money’ - true in virtue of individual
human actions in the context of our institutions or language games. Other, more
general, judgements (‘It is usually wrong to lie’) resemble the propositions stating
the rules for contracting a debt - they hold true in virtue of human conventions
and institutions, shared social practices. Thus we have moral truths, both general
and particular, without peculiarly moral facts. Morals boils down to a sophisticated
sociology. Naturalism is vindicated.
The problem here (as Anscombe seems to realize) is relativity. Different societies
have different moral institutions sustaining different moral codes. Do we index
moral truth to the codes of particular societies, so that there is rightness for the
Azande, and rightness for the Aussies, but no such thing as rightness period? What
about divided societies where different codes and institutions compete (like most
Western societies)? And what becomes of moral dissidents? It seems that they are
not merely bad (because they disregard the only moral truth there is) but inco
herent, since we can give no content to the dissident’s thought that the code her
society sustains is not really right. (Sabina Lovibond wrestles with this problem
for io o pages. She does not come off the victor.) Finally, this approach has the
unfortunate consequence that the moral opinions of Margaret Thatcher and the
Ayatollah Khomeini do not really contradict one another, since both are indexed
to the institutions of their own society. (For a more sympathetic view of relativism,
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see Article 39, r e l a t i v i s m .) Suppose we remove the indices and just talk about
right or wrong. Then in the absence of cross-cultural institutions determining a
super-cultural ethic there is no such thing as moral truth. But a naturalistic basis
for moral truth was the object of the enterprise.

(C) Lastly I turn to a form of neo-Aristotelian naturalism hinted at by P. T. Geach
and developed in a rather haphazard way by M. Midgley and others. Rather than
worrying about what things are good and what goodness is (a mythical property
anyway) we should be concerned about what it is to be a good human being and
to perform good human acts. Geach seems to think that these notions carry no
metaphysical commitments and can be given a purely natural explication. Man
(presumably) has a function, and once we find out what that function is, we will
have no trouble finding out what being a good man consists in. Geach’s religious
beliefs have led him away from this project towards a Divine Command theory of
ethics. It has been left to others, principally Midgley, to develop these ideas in a
secular and biological context. Drawing on ethological literature, she suggests
that, given our natures, there are constraints on the kinds of lives humans will
find fulfilling, and hence on human action. Morality (it seems) can be boiled down
to a refined biology. Naturalism is vindicated.
I can only record my impression that after thirty years of effort, not a lot of
progress has been made with this programme. The writings of Geach, Midgley
and their allies are ‘suggestive’ but nothing more. First, it is far from obvious that
‘good hum an’ can be given a naturalistic reading without relapsing into the
sociologistic naturalism discussed above. Secondly, 1 doubt whether the Aris
totelian concept of a function can be revived within modern biology, at least for
such a flexible and acculturated creature as man. And this needs to be done if the
programme is to achieve anything concrete. If morals are to be based on biology
we must somehow generate a set of requirements out of human nature. These
must be (i) reasonably specific; (ii) rationally binding or at least highly persuasive;
and (iii) morally credible. So far, no such biologically based requirements have
been provided. We live in hope. (Michael Ruse discusses the relationship between
biology and ethics in Article 44, t h e s i g n i f i c a n c e o f e v o l u t i o n .)

This concludes my survey of the leading brands of naturalism. They are not so
much wrong in principle as deficient in detail. As we have seen, there is no
sweeping argument which condemns the naturalistic enterprise as unworkable.
It can’t be excluded on formal grounds. Nevertheless the variants currently on
offer leave much to be desired. But this doesn’t dispose of naturalism either, since
there may be other options. So for all the apocalyptic pronouncements of Moore
and the non-cognitivists, who dismissed naturalism (almost by definition) as
fallacious, naturalism nowadays is very much a going concern. Whether it is right
or wrong only time - and further argument - will tell.
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JAM ES R A C H E LS

I n 1973 religious conservatives were stunned by the US Supreme Court decision
legalizing abortion. Since then they have worked for the reversal of that decision.
They have had powerful allies in the White House, first in Ronald Reagan, who
made opposition to Roe v. Wade a condition for appointment to the federal bench,
and subsequently in George Bush, who after his election suggested to the Court
that it should reconsider the entire matter.
In President Bush’s mind, the question whether abortion should be legal is
closely linked to whether it is morally wrong: he opposes legalized abortion, he
says, because he believes that abortion is immoral. What should be our reaction
to this? One possibility is that we might agree with him, and say that abortion is
in fact immoral. Another possibility is that we might disagree, and say that
abortion is in fact morally acceptable. But there is a third possibility. We might
say something like this:
‘Where morality is concerned, there are no “ facts” and no one is “ right” or
“ wrong” . President Bush is expressing his own personal feelings about abortion,
and nothing more. He says it is wrong, but that is merely the way he feels about
it. Others disagree, and his feelings are no more “ correct” than anyone else’s.
Different people have different feelings, and that’s the end of it.’
This is the basic idea of ethical subjectivism. Ethical subjectivism is a theory
which says that, in making moral judgements, people are doing nothing more
than expressing their personal desires or feelings. On this view, there are no moral
‘facts’. It is a fact that there have been over a million abortions performed annually
in the United States since 19 73, but it is not a fact that this is a good thing or a
bad thing. And of course, abortion is only a convenient example: the same thing
can be said about any moral issue whatever.
This idea has appealed to a wide range of thinkers, especially those with an
empiricist turn of mind. David Hume expressed the essential point in 1738 when
he wrote in his great work A Treatise of Human Nature that morality is a matter
of ‘feeling, not reason’:
Take any action allow’d to be vicious: Wilful murder, for instance. Examine it in all lights,
and see if you can find that matter of fact, or real existence, which you call vice . .. You
can never find it, till you turn your reflexion into your own breast, and find a sentiment
of disapprobation, which arises in you, toward this action. Here is a matter of fact; but ’tis
the object of feeling, not reason.
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The function of moral judgement, says Hume, is to guide conduct; but reason
alone can never tell us what to do. Reason merely informs us of the nature and
consequences of our actions, and of the logical relations between propositions.
Thus, reason may tell a woman that if she has an abortion, her life will be easier
in some ways, but the fetus will die. However, nothing follows from this about
whether she should have an abortion. In order to decide what to do, it is necessary
for her emotions to come into play - does she care whether the fetus dies? How
much does she care about the easier life she may have? If she imagines herself
having the abortion, is she comfortable with the thought, or is she repelled by it?
Hume concludes that, in the final analysis, ‘Morality is determined by sentiment’.
People have been attracted to this view for various reasons, some of them good
and some not so good. Sometimes people embrace ethical subjectivism because
they associate it with an attitude of tolerance. We should be tolerant, they say, of
those who disagree with us. Each person has a right to their own opinion, and
no-one has the right to dictate to others what moral views they must accept.
Ethical subjectivism, which says that morality is nothing but a matter of personal
feelings, provides a plausible rationale for this attitude of tolerance. If no-one’s
feelings are any more ‘correct’ than anyone else’s, then no-one could be justified
in forcing their opinions upon others. Where morals affect politics, as it does in
the case of abortion, the implication is obvious: no segment of the community has
the right to impose its moral view on another.
This line of thought, however, involves a subtle mistake. The idea that we
ought to be tolerant is itself a moral judgement, and subjectivism does not mandate
the acceptance of any particular moral judgement, including this one. It is not
that sort of theory. Someone who accepts the theory will still have moral opinions,
of course - they might say that abortion is morally acceptable, or that it is odious.
But the theory does not tell us which stance to adopt. It only says that, whichever
stance we choose, our choice will not represent the ‘truth’. Our opinions will
represent our own personal feelings, and nothing more.
Exactly the same is true of a value such as tolerance. People who accept ethical
subjectivism might affirm the value of tolerance or deny it. But whichever stance
they choose, they will not believe their choice represents the ‘truth’ about how
we ought to behave. They will instead recognize that they are only expressing their
personal feelings. Moreover, a belief in tolerance is not the exclusive prerogative of
the subjectivist. Those who reject ethical subjectivism, and believe instead that
there are objective moral truths, might nevertheless believe that they should be
tolerant, because they might believe that ‘We should be tolerant’ is one of the
objective moral truths. (See Article 39, r e l a t i v i s m , for a discussion of tolerance
in the context of cultural or social divergence of moral views.)
Another common misconception is that, if ethical subjectivism is true, then
nothing is ‘really’ right or wrong. This notion might be expressed in different
ways: it might be said that ‘Everything is permitted’ or that ‘Nothing really
matters’. However it is expressed, many people find it a liberating idea and count
it as an argument in favour of subjectivism. Others think it is a pernicious idea
which negates all morality, and conclude that subjectivism should be rejected on
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account of it. Both reactions, however, are misguided, because ethical subjectivism
does not really entail that nothing is morally right or wrong.
To see why not, we need only to remember that, according to ethical subjec
tivism, moral judgements express feelings. Therefore, if you say that ‘Nothing is
right or w rong’ or that ‘Nothing matters’, you are expressing a truly extraordinary
lack of feeling about anything. This hardly seems possible, unless you are suffering
from some sort of extreme melancholia. Does it follow, if you accept ethical
subjectivism, that you will stop having feelings of the sort associated with moral
opinions? Does it even follow that you should stop having such feelings, or that it
is improper for you to have them? No. Therefore, it does not follow, if you accept
ethical subjectivism, that you must conclude that ‘Nothing is right or wrong’.
You may, in fact, have exactly the same moral views that you would have had if
you were not a subjectivist. Being a subjectivist only means that you have a
particular philosophical understanding of what such views come to.
We might call the idea that nothing is right or wrong moral nihilism. While
many philosophers have been attracted to subjectivism, few have been nihilists.
There is a simple reason why not. Consider what it would be like for someone
actually to believe that nothing is right or wrong. Someone who said this would
mean, presumably, that rape is neither right nor wrong; that torture is neither
right nor wrong; that murder is neither right nor wrong; and so on for anything
else that might be mentioned. If all this were said seriously, and not just as part
of a philosophical discussion, it would be alarming in the extreme. It would mean
that they were not opposed to rape, torture, murder, or anything else. Think how
strange this would be. Would they not mind if such things were done to them?
Would they think nothing of doing as much to others? No-one who was not in
the grip of a frightening pathology could endorse such an outlook; on the contrary,
it might be suggested that anyone tempted by it - really tempted to adopt it in
real life, and not just tempted to defend it in a philosophy seminar - should seek
psychiatric help.
This dismissal of moral nihilism may strike some readers as too quick. Surely,
they might think, there must be a connection at some deeper level between
subjectivism and nihilism. Doesn’t subjectivism mean that nothing is really right
or wrong? The answer just depends on what is meant by ‘really right or wrong’.
If by this we mean ‘right or wrong independent of how anyone feels’, then of
course subjectivism denies that anything is right or wrong in that sense. Ethical
subjectivism denies that there are moral facts independent of our feelings. If this
is what one means by moral nihilism, then ethical subjectivism does imply moral
nihilism. Nonetheless, it is still worth emphasizing that the subjectivist is not
committed to moral nihilism in our original sense: the subjectivist is not compelled
to say that nothing matters, or that nothing is right or wrong.
The historical development of ethical subjectivism illustrates a process typical of
philosophical theories. It began as a simple idea - in the words of David Hume,
that morality is more a matter of feeling than of reason. But, as objections were
raised against the theory, and as its defenders tried to answer those objections,
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the theory became more complicated. So far, we have not attempted to formulate
the theory very precisely - we have been content with a rough statement of its
basic idea. Now, however, we need to go a bit beyond that.
One way of formulating ethical subjectivism more precisely is this: we take it
to be the thesis that when a person says that something is morally good or bad, this
means that he or she approves of that thing, or disapproves of it, and nothing more. In
other words,

‘X is morally acceptable’
‘X is right’
‘X is good’
‘X ought to be done’

all mean:

‘I (the speaker) approve of X’;

all mean:

‘I (the speaker) disapprove of X’.

and, similarly:
‘X is morally unacceptable’
‘X is wrong’
‘X is bad’
‘X ought not to be done’

We might call this version of the theory simple subjectivism. It expresses the
basic idea of ethical subjectivism in a plain, uncomplicated form, and many people
have found it attractive. However, simple subjectivism is open to several rather
obvious objections, because it has implications that are contrary to what we know
to be the case (or at least, contrary to what we think we know) about the nature
of moral evaluation.
For one thing, simple subjectivism contradicts the plain fact that we can
sometimes be wrong in our moral evaluations. None of us are infallible. We make
mistakes, and when we discover that we are mistaken we may want to change
our judgements. But, if simple subjectivism were correct, this would be impossible because simple subjectivism implies that each of us is infallible.
Consider again Mr Bush, who says that abortion is immoral. According to
simple subjectivism, what he is really saying is that he, George Bush, disapproves
of it. Of course it is possible that he is not speaking sincerely - as recently as 1980
he publicly supported Roe v. Wade. Either he has changed his mind, or now he is
merely playing to his conservative audience. But, if we assume he is speaking
sincerely - if we assume he really does disapprove of abortion - then it follows
that what he says is true. So long as he is honestly representing his own feelings,
he cannot be mistaken.
Another serious problem is that simple subjectivism cannot account for the
fact that people disagree about ethics. George Bush says that abortion is immoral.
Betty Friedan, author of The Feminine Mystique and a leading feminist thinker,
denies this, saying that abortion is not immoral. Plainly, Mr Bush and Ms Friedan
disagree. But consider what simple subjectivism implies about this situation.
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According to simple subjectivism, when Mr Bush says that abortion is immoral,
he is merely making a statement about his attitude - he is saying that he, George
Bush, disapproves of abortion. Would Ms Friedan disagree with that? No, she
would agree that Bush disapproves of abortion. At the same time, when she says
that abortion is not immoral, she is only saying that she, Betty Friedan, does not
disapprove of it. And why should Mr Bush disagree with that? In fact, Mr Bush
would certainly acknowledge that Friedan does not disapprove of abortion. Thus,
according to simple subjectivism, there is no disagreement between them - each
would acknowledge the truth of what the other is saying! Surely, though, there
is something wrong here, for surely Bush and Friedan do disagree about whether
abortion is immoral.
There is a kind of eternal frustration implied by simple subjectivism: Bush and
Friedan are deeply opposed to one another; yet they cannot even state their
positions in a way that joins the issue. Friedan may try to deny what Bush says,
by denying that abortion is immoral, but according to simple subjectivism she
only succeeds in changing the subject.
These considerations, and others like them, show that simple subjectivism is
a bad theory. In the face of such difficulties, many philosophers have chosen to
reject the whole idea of ethical subjectivism. Others, however, have taken a
different approach. The problem, they say, is not that the basic idea of ethical
subjectivism is wrong. The problem is that ‘simple subjectivism’ is too simple a
way of expressing that idea. Thus, these philosophers have continued to have
confidence in the basic idea of ethical subjectivism, and have tried to refine it - to
give it a new, improved formulation - so that these difficulties can be overcome.
The improved version was a theory that came to be known as emotivism.
Developed most fully by the American philosopher Charles L. Stevenson, emotivism
has been one of the most influential theories of ethics in the twentieth century. It
is a more subtle and sophisticated theory than simple subjectivism because it
incorporates a more sophisticated view of language.
Emotivism begins with the observation that language is used in a variety of
ways. One of its principal uses is in stating facts, or at least in stating what we
believe to be facts. Thus we may say:
George Bush is President of the United States;
George Bush opposes abortion;
There have been over 1,000,000 abortions in the US each year since Roe v. Wade;

and so on. In each case, we are saying something that is either true or false, and
the purpose of saying such things is, typically, to convey information to the
listener.
However, there are other purposes for which language may be used. For
example, suppose I say to a pregnant woman, who is contemplating an abortion,
‘Please don’t do it!’ This utterance is neither true nor false. It is not a statement of
any kind; it is a command (or a request, or an entreaty), which is something
altogether different. Its purpose is not to convey information; rather, its purpose
is to prescribe a particular action or course of conduct.
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Or, consider utterances such as these, which are neither statements of fact nor
commands:
Hurrah for Betty Friedan!
Would that abortion were illegal!
Alas!
Damn Roe v. Wade!

These are perfectly familiar, common types of sentences which we understand
easily enough. But none of them is true or false. (It would make no sense to say
‘It is true that hurrah for Betty Friedan’ or ‘It is false that alas’.) Again, these
sentences are not used to state facts; instead, they are used to express the speaker’s
attitudes.
We need to note clearly the difference between reporting an attitude and
expressing the same attitude. If I say ‘I like Betty Friedan’, I am reporting the fact
that I have a positive attitude toward her. The statement is a statement of fact,
that is either true or false. On the other hand, if I shout ‘Hurrah for Friedan!’ I
am not stating any sort of fact. I am expressing an attitude, but I am not reporting
that I have it.
Now, with these points in mind, let us turn our attention to moral language.
According to emotivism, moral language is not fact-stating language; it is not
typically used to convey information. Its purpose is entirely different. It is used,
first, as a means of influencing people’s behaviour; if someone says ‘You ought
not to do that’, they are trying to stop you from doing it And, second, moral
language is used to express (not report) one’s attitude. Saying ‘Betty Friedan is a
good woman’ is not like saying ‘I approve of Friedan’, but it is like saying ‘Hurrah
for Friedan!’
The difference between emotivism and simple subjectivism should now be
obvious. Simple subjectivism interpreted ethical sentences as statements of fact,
of a special kind - namely, as reports of the speaker’s attitude. According to simple
subjectivism, when Mr Bush says ‘Abortion is immoral’, this means the same as
‘I (Bush) disapprove of abortion’ - a statement of fact about his attitude. Emotivism,
on the other hand, would deny that his utterance states any fact at all, even a
fact about himself. Instead, emotivism interprets his utterance as equivalent to
something like ‘Abortion - yecch!’ or ‘Don’t have an abortion!’ or ‘Would that noone ever had an abortion’.
This may seem to be a trivial, nit-picky difference that isn’t worth bothering
about. But, from a theoretical point of view, it is actually a very big and important
difference. It means that emotivism will not be vulnerable to the sorts of difficulties
that plagued simple subjectivism. Consider the two problems that we mentioned,
having to do with infallibility and disagreement. The problem about infallibility
arose only because simple subjectivism interprets moral judgements as statements
about our feelings. If people sincerely report their feelings, how can they be wrong?
Emotivism does not interpret moral judgements as statements about feelings, or
as statements that in any sense are true-or-false; and so the same problem will
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not arise for it. Similarly with moral disagreement. Emotivism deals with this
problem by emphasizing that there is more than one way in which people may
disagree. If I believe that Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone in the assassination of
John Kennedy, and you believe there was a conspiracy, it is a disagreement over
the facts - 1 believe something to be true that you believe to be false. But consider
a different type of disagreement. Suppose I favour strict gun-control legislation,
and you are opposed to it. Here we disagree, but in a different sense. It is not our
beliefs that are in conflict, but our desires. (You and I may agree about all the
facts surrounding the gun-control controversy, and yet still take different sides
concerning what we want to see happen.) In the first kind of disagreement, we
believe different things, both of which cannot be true. In the second, we want
different things, both of which cannot happen. Stevenson calls this a disagreement
in attitude, and contrasts it with disagreement about attitudes. Moral disagree
ments, says Stevenson, are disagreements in attitude. Simple subjectivism could
not explain moral disagreement because, once it interpreted moral judgements as
statements about attitudes, the disagreement vanished.
There is no doubt that emotivism represented an advance over simple sub
jectivism. This was not, however, the end of the story. Emotivism also had its
problems, and they were sufficiently serious that today most philosophers reject
the theory. One of the main problems was that emotivism could not account for
the place of reason in ethics.
A moral judgement - or, for that matter, any kind of value judgement - must
be supported by good reasons. If someone tells you that a certain action would be
wrong, for example, you may ask why it would be wrong, and if there is no
satisfactory answer, you may reject that advice as unfounded. In this way, moral
judgements are different from mere expressions of personal preference. If someone
says ‘I like coffee’, he does not need to have a reason - he may be making a
statement about his personal taste, and nothing more. But moral judgements
require backing by reasons, and in the absence of such reasons, they are merely
arbitrary. This is a point about the logic of moral judgement. It is not merely that
it would be a good thing to have reasons for one’s moral judgements. The point
is stronger than that. One must have reasons, or else one is not making a moral
judgement at all. Therefore, any adequate theory of the nature of moral judgement
should be able to give some account of the connection between moral judgements
and the reasons that support them. It is at just this point that emotivism falters.
What can an emotivist say about reasons? Remember that, for the emotivist,
a moral judgement is primarily a verbal means of trying to influence peoples’
attitudes and conduct. The view of reasons that naturally goes with this idea is
that reasons are any considerations that will have the desired effect, that will
influence attitudes and conduct in the desired way. Suppose I am trying to
persuade you to reject Betty Friedan’s view of abortion. Knowing you are antiSemitic, I say: ‘Friedan, after all, is one of those Jews’. That does the trick; your
attitude changes, and you agree that her view of abortion ought to be rejected.
Therefore, it would seem that, for the emotivist, the fact that Friedan is Jewish is,
at least in some contexts, a reason in support of the judgement that abortion is
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immoral. In fact, Stevenson takes exactly this view. In his classic work Ethics and
Language he says: ‘Any statement about any fact which any speaker considers
likely to alter attitudes may be adduced as a reason for or against an ethical
judgement’ (Stevenson, 1944).
Obviously, something had gone wrong. Not just any fact can count as a reason
in support of just any judgement. The fact must be relevant to the judgement, and
psychological influence does not necessarily bring relevance with it. Emotivism
will not do; we need at least one more refinement to produce a theory that will
account not only for the connection between moral judgement and emotion, but
for the connection between morality and reason as well.
The third and final refinement of ethical subjectivism, which its defenders hope
might solve this problem, has been suggested by such thinkers as John Dewey
and W. D. Falk. They have argued that, while moral judgements express feelings,
not just any feelings will do. The process of ‘thinking through’ the various facts,
arguments, and other considerations surrounding a moral issue can change the
way a person feels. It can cause old feelings to weaken, to be modified, or to
disappear; and new feelings to form. Or, it might have the effect of strengthening
the feelings that one already had. A distinction must be made, therefore, between
the feelings one has prior to ‘thinking things through’, and the feelings one might
have afterwards. It is the latter feelings - the ones that are produced or sustained
by reason - that are the proper basis of moral judgement. Hume had already made
this point in his Inquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals, when he wrote:
But in order to pave the way for such a sentiment [i.e. a sentiment that forms the basis of
a moral judgement] and give a proper discernment of its object, it is often necessary, we
find, that much reasoning should precede, that nice distinctions be made, just conclusions
drawn, distant comparisons formed, complicated relations examined, and general facts
fixed and ascertained. (Hume, 1752)

A person might have strong feelings about abortion, for example, without ever
having thought through the various issues surrounding it. Who, exactly, are the
women who have abortions? How are their lives affected by it? How are the lives
of women who do not have abortions affected? What of the fetus itself? Should it
be regarded as a person with a right to life? What characteristics must an individual
possess in order to have a right to life? Does a fetus have such characteristics? If
a fetus is a person with a right to life, does it follow that abortion is wrong in all
circumstances? In any circumstances? What part, if any, should religious argu
ments play in supporting moral judgements? Is there, in fact, a decent religious
argument against abortion, or is the so-called religious argument just a fun
damentalist bluff? Obviously there is a lot to think about here. Anyone who wants
to have an informed opinion about any of these matters has a great deal of work
to do.
But suppose someone had thought through all this in a thoroughly intelligent
and impartial manner, with their feelings being shaped by this process. Then their
feelings would be as much in harmony with reason as is possible. They would
have considered the nature and consequences of abortion, along with every
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possible reason for or against it, in an open-minded way, and every such con
sideration would have been allowed to have whatever effect on their attitudes it
could have. Reason, then, could do no more. Any disagreements that remained
between such people would be irresoluble - or at least, not resoluble by rational
means. Surely, one might think, there is no further role that reason in ethics could
have.
Thus, as our final attempt to formulate an adequate subjectivist understanding
of ethical judgement, we might say: something is morally right if it is such that
the process of thinking through its nature and consequences would cause or
sustain a feeling of approval toward it in a person who was being as reasonable
and impartial as is humanly possible. This is just a convoluted way of saying that
the morally right thing to do is whatever a completely reasonable person would
approve. This may seem to be some distance from the simple idea with which we
started, but it is the closest thing to that original idea which has a chance of being
true.
It is an encouraging fact that, as we have added qualifications to ethical
subjectivism to make it more adequate, it has become less subjectivist and has
begun to resemble other theories whose advocates have been working toward the
same goal. Our final formulation of ethical subjectivism makes it a close relative
to the ideal observer theory, which says that the right thing to do is whatever a
perfectly rational, impartial, and benevolent judge would think best. It also has
much in common with Richard Brandt's theory - Brandt holds that, in deciding
what is right, the key question is ‘What would a person (perhaps all persons), if
rational in the sense of having made optimal use of all available information,
want and choose to do?’ And it has many obvious features in common with R. M.
Hare’s theory (see Article 40 , u n i v e r s a l p r e s c r i p t i v i s m .) This is encouraging
because, if there is any such thing as truth in moral philosophy, we should expect
eventual convergence in those theories which seek after it. Agreement on basic
points, while not an absolute guarantee of truth, is at least more reassuring than
ceaseless argument.
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i

Introduction

M o r a l relativism is a common response to the deepest conflicts we face in our
ethical lives. Some of these conflicts are quite public and political, such as the
apparently intractable disagreement in the United States over the moral and legal
permissibility of abortion. Other conflicts inviting the relativistic response are of a
less dramatic but more recurrent nature. This author’s experience as a firstgeneration Chinese American exemplifies a kind of conflict that others have faced:
that between inherited values and the values of the adopted country. As a child
I had to grapple with the differences between what was expected of me as a good
Chinese son and what was expected of my non-Chinese friends. Not only did they
seem bound by duties that were much less rigorous in the matter of honouring
parents and upholding the family name, but I was supposed to feel superior to
them because of that. It added to my confusion that I sometimes felt envy at their
freedom.
Moral relativism, as a common response to such conflicts, often takes the form
of a denial that any single moral code has universal validity, and an assertion
that moral truth and justifiability, if there are any such things, are in some way
relative to factors that are culturally and historically contingent. This doctrine
is meta-ethical relativism, because it is about the relativity of moral truth and
justifiability. Another kind of moral relativism, also a common response to deep
moral conflict, is a doctrine about how one ought to act toward those who accept
values very different from one’s own. This normative moral relativism holds that
it is wrong to pass judgement on others who have substantially different values,
or to try to make them conform to one’s values, for the reason that their values
are as valid as one’s own. Another common response to deep moral conflict,
however, contradicts moral relativism in its two major forms. It is the universalist
or absolutist position that both sides of a moral conflict cannot be equally right,
that there can be only one truth about the matter at issue. This position is so
common, in fact, that William James was led to call us ‘absolutists by instinct’
(James, 1948). The term ‘universalism’ will be used hereafter, because ‘absolutism’
is used not only to refer to the denial of moral relativism, but also to the view that
some moral rules or duties are absolutely without exception.
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Meta-ethical relativism

The debate between moral relativism and universalism accounts for a significant
proportion of philosophical reflection in ethics. In ancient Greece at least some of
the ‘Sophists’ defended a version of moral relativism, which Plato attempted to
refute. Plato attributes to the first great Sophist, Protagoras, the argument that
human custom determines what is fine and ugly, just and unjust. Whatever is
communally judged to be the case, the argument goes, actually comes to be the
case (Theaetetus, 1 7 2 AB; it is unclear, however, whether the real Protagoras
actually argued in this manner). Now the Greeks, through trade, travel, and war,
were fully aware of wide variation in customs, and so the argument concludes
with the relativity of morality. The question with this argument, however, is
whether we can accept that custom determines in a strong sense what is fine and
ugly, just and unjust. It may influence what people think is fine and just. But it is
quite another thing for custom to determine what is fine and just. Customs
sometimes change under the pressure of moral criticism, and the argument seems
to rely on a premise that contradicts this phenomenon.
Another kind of argument given for relativism is premised on the view that
the customary ethical beliefs in any given society are functionally necessary for
that society. Therefore, the argument concludes, the beliefs are true for that
society, but not necessarily in another. The sixteenth-century essayist, Michel de
Montaigne, sometimes makes this argument (‘Of custom, and not easily changing
an accepted law’, in Montaigne, 1595), but it has had its greatest acceptance
among anthropologists of the twentieth century who emphasize the importance
of studying societies as organic wholes of which the parts are functionally inter
dependent. (See Article 2, e t h i c s i n s m a l l - s c a l e s o c i e t i e s .) The problem
with the functional argument, however, is that moral beliefs are not justified
merely on the grounds that they are necessary for a society’s existence in anything
like its present form. Even if a society’s institutions and practices crucially depend
on the acceptance of certain beliefs, the justifiability of those beliefs depends on
the moral acceptability of the institutions and practices. To show that certain
beliefs are necessary for maintaining a fascist society, for instance, is not to justify
those beliefs.
Despite the weaknesses of these arguments for moral relativism, the doctrine
has always had its adherents. Its continuing strength has always been rooted in
the impressiveness of the variation in ethical belief to be found across human
history and culture. In an ancient text (Dissoi Logoi or the Contrasting Arguments;
Robinson, 1979) associated with the Sophists, it is pointed out that for the
Lacedaemonians, it was fine for girls to exercise without tunics, and for children
not to learn music and letters, while for the Ionians. these things were foul.
Montaigne assembled a catalogue of exotic customs, such as male prostitution,
cannibalism, women warriors, killing one’s father at a certain age as an act of
piety, and recites from the Greek historian Herodotus the experiment of Darius.
Darius asked Greeks how much they would have to be paid before they would eat
the bodies of their deceased fathers. They replied that no sum of money could get
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them to do such a thing. He then asked certain Indians who customarily ate the
bodies of their deceased fathers what they would have to be paid to burn the
bodies of their fathers. Amidst loud exclamations, they bade him not to speak of
such a thing (Montaigne’s ‘Of custom’ (1595), and Herodotus, Persian Wars, Book
III. 3 8 ).

But while many have been moved by such examples to adopt moral relativism,
the argument from diversity does not support relativism in any simple or direct
way. As the Socrates of Plato’s dialogues observed, we have reason to listen only
to the wise among us (Crito, 44 CD). The simple fact of diversity in belief is no
disproof of the possibility that there are some beliefs better to have than the others
because they are truer or more justified than the rest. If half the world still believed
that the sun, the moon, and the planets revolved around the earth, that would
be no disproof of the possibility of a unique truth about the structure of the
universe. Diversity in belief, after all, may result from varying degrees of wisdom.
Or it may be that different people have their own limited perspectives of the truth,
each perspective being distorted in its own way.
It is sometimes thought that the extent and depth of disagreement in ethics
indicates that moral judgements are simply not judgements about facts, that they
assert nothing true or false about the world but straightforwardly express our
own subjective reactions to certain facts and happenings, whether these be
collective or individual reactions (e.g. see C.L. Stevenson, Ethics and Language
( 1944); for further discussion, see Article 3 8 , s u b j e c t i v i s m ) . A more complicated
view is that moral judgements purport to report objective matters of fact, but that
there are no such matters of fact (see J. L. Mackie, Ethics: Inventing Right and
Wrong, 1977). The success of modern science in producing a remarkable degree
of convergence of belief about the basic structure of the physical world probably
reinforces these varieties of scepticism about the objectivity of moral judgements.
It is hard to deny that there is a significant difference in the degree of convergence
of belief in ethics and in science. Yet there are possible explanations for that
difference that are compatible with claiming that moral judgements are ultimately
about facts in the world. These explanations might stress, for instance, the special
difficulties of acquiring knowledge of subjects that pertain to moral knowledge.
An understanding of human nature and human affairs is necessary for for
mulating an adequate moral code. The enormously difficult and complex task of
reaching such an understanding could be a major reason for differences in moral
belief. Furthermore, the subject matter of ethics is such that people have the most
intense practical interest in what is established as truth about it, and surely this
interest engenders the passions that becloud judgement (for a reply in this spirit
see Nagel, 1986, pp. 185-88). Universalists could point out that many apparently
exotic moral beliefs presuppose certain religious and metaphysical beliefs, and
that these beliefs, rather than any difference in fundamental values, explain the
apparent strangeness. Consider, for example, the w ay our view of Darius’ Indians
would change if we were to attribute to them the belief that eating the body of
one’s deceased father is a w ay of preserving his spiritual substance. Finally, some
of the striking differences in moral belief across societies may not be rooted in
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differences in fundamental values but in the fact that these values may have to
be implemented in different ways given the varying conditions that obtain across
societies. If one society contains many more women than men (say. because men
are killing each other off in warfare), it would not be surprising if polygamy were
acceptable there, while in another society, where the proportion of women to men
is equal, monogamy is required. The difference in accepted marriage practice may
come down to that difference in the proportion of women to men, and not to any
difference in basic moral ideals of marriage or of the proper relationships between
women and men.
The mere existence of deep and wide disagreements in ethics, therefore, does
not disprove the possibility that moral judgements can be objectively correct or
incorrect judgements about certain facts. Moral relativists must chart some other
more complicated path from the existence of diversity to the conclusion that there
is no single true or most justified morality. I believe (and have argued, in Moral
Relativity, 1984) that the relativist argument is best conducted by pointing to
particular kinds of differences in moral belief, and then by claiming that these
particular differences are best explained under a theory that denies the existence
of a single true morality. This would involve denying that the various ways that
universalists have for explaining ethical disagreement are sufficient for explain
ing the particular differences in question. (For another strategy of argument that
relies more on an analysis of the meaning of moral judgements, see Harman,
I 9 7 5 -)
One apparent and striking ethical difference that would be a good candidate
for this sort of argument concerns the emphasis on individual rights that is
embodied in the ethical culture of the modern West and that seems absent in
traditional cultures found in Africa, China, Japan and India. The content of duties
in such traditional cultures instead seems organized around the central value of
a common good that consists in a certain sort of ideal community life, a network
of relationships, partially defined by social roles, again, ideal, but imperfectly
embodied in ongoing existing practice. The ideal for members is composed of
various virtues that enable them, given their place in the network of relationships,
to promote and sustain the common good.
Confucianism, for instance, makes the family and kinship groups the models
for the common good, with larger social and political units taking on certain of
their features, such as benevolent leaders who rule with the aim of cultivating
virtue and harmony among their subjects. (See Article 6 , c l a s s i c a l C h i n e s e
e t h i c s .) Moralities centred on such values would seem to differ significantly from
ones centred on individual rights to liberty and to other goods, if the basis for
attributing such rights to persons does not seem to lie in their conduciveness to
the common good of a shared life, but in a moral worth independently attributed
to each individual. By contrast a theme frequently found in ethics of the common
good is that individuals find their realization as human beings in promoting and
sustaining the common good. Given this assumption of the fundamental harmony
between the highest good of individuals and the common good, one might expect
the constraints on freedom to have greater scope and to be more pervasive
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when compared to a tradition in which no such fundamental harmony between
individual and common goods is assumed.
If the contrast between the two types of morality is real, it raises the question
of whether one or the other type is truer or more justified than the other. The
argument for a relativistic answer may start with the claim that each type focuses
on a good that may reasonably occupy the centre of an ethical ideal for human
life. On the one hand, there is the good of belonging to and contributing to a
community; on the other, there is the good of respect for the individual apart from
any potential contribution to community. It would be surprising, the argument
goes, if there were just one justifiable way of setting a priority with respect to the
two goods. It should not be surprising, after all, if the range of human goods is
simply too rich and diverse to be reconciled in just a single moral ideal.
Such an argument could be supplemented by an explanation of why human
beings have such a thing as a morality. Morality serves two universal human
needs. It regulates conflicts of interest between people, and it regulates conflicts
of interest within the individual born of different desires and drives that cannot
all be satisfied at the same time. Ways of dealing with those two kinds of conflict
develop in anything recognizable as human society. To the extent that these ways
crystallize in the form of rules for conduct and ideals for persons, we have the
core of a morality. Now in order to perform its practical functions adequately, it
may be that a morality will have to possess certain general features. A relatively
enduring and stable system for the resolution of conflict between people, for
instance, will not permit the torture of persons at whim.
But given this picture of the origin and functions of morality, it would not be
surprising if significantly different moralities were to perform the practical func
tions equally well, at least according to standards of performance that were
common to these moralities. Moralities, on this picture, are social creations that
evolve to meet certain needs. The needs place conditions on what could be an
adequate morality, and if human nature has a definite structure, one would expect
further constraining conditions on an adequate morality to derive from our nature.
But the complexity of our nature makes it possible for us to prize a variety of goods
and to order them in different ways, and this opens the way for a substantial
relativism to be true.
The picture sketched above has the advantage of leaving it open as to how
strong a version of relativism is true. That is, it holds that there is no single true
morality, yet does not deny that some moralities might be false and inadequate
for the functions they all must perform. Almost all polemics against moral rela
tivism are directed at its most extreme versions: those holding that all moralities
are equally true (or equally false, or equally lacking in cognitive content). Yet a
substantial relativism need not be so radically egalitarian. Besides ruling out
moralities that would aggravate interpersonal conflict, such as the one described
above, relativists could also recognize that adequate moralities must promote the
production of persons capable of considering the interests of others. Such persons
would need to have received a certain kind of nurturing and care from others. An
adequate morality, then, whatever else its content, would have to prescribe and
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promote the sorts of upbringing and continuing interpersonal relationships that
produce such persons.
A moral relativism that would allow for this kind of constraint on what could
be a true or most justified morality might not fit the stereotype of relativism, but
would be a reasonable position to hold. One reason, in fact, that not much progress
has been made in the debate between relativists and universalists is that each side
has tended to define the opponent as holding the most extreme position possible.
While this makes the debating easier, it does nothing to shed light on the vast
middle ground where the truth indeed may lie. Many of the same conclusions
could be drawn about the debate over normative moral relativism: much heat,
and frequent identification of the opponent with the most extreme position possible.
iii

N orm ative relativism

The most extreme possible position for the normative relativist is that no-one
should ever pass judgement on others with substantially different values, or try
to make them conform to one’s own values. Such a definition of normative
relativism is usually given by its opponents, because it is an indefensible position.
It requires self-condemnation by those who act according to it. If I pass judgement
on those who pass judgement, I must condemn myself. I am trying to impose a
value of tolerance on everyone, when not everyone has that value, but this is not
what I am supposed to be doing under the most extreme version of normative
relativism. Philosophers are usually content with such easy dismissals of the most
extreme version of normative relativism, but there is reason to consider whether
more moderate versions might be more tenable. The reason is that normative
relativism is not just a philosophical doctrine but a stance adopted toward morally
troubling situations.
Anthropologists are sometimes identified with this stance, and it is instructive
to understand how this identification emerged from a historical and sociological
context. The birth of cultural anthropology in the late nineteenth century was in
part subsidized by colonizing governments needing to know more about the
nature and status of ‘primitive’ peoples. Influenced by Darwinian theory, early
anthropological theory tended to arrange the peoples and social institutions of the
world in an evolutionary series, from primordial man to the civilized human being
of nineteenth-century Europe. Many anthropologists eventually reacted against
the imperialism of their governments and to its rationalization supplied by their
predecessors. More importantly, they came to see the peoples they studied as
intelligent men and women whose lives had meaning and integrity. And this led
to questioning the basis for implicit judgements of the inferiority of their ways of
life, especially after the spectacle of the civilized nations in brutal struggle with
one another in the First World War (see, for example, Ruth Benedict. Patterns
of Culture, 1934. and more recently, Melville Herskovits, Cultural Relativism:
Perspectives in Cultural Pluralism, 1972).
The normative relativism of some of the anthropologists of that period, then,
was a response to real moral problems concerning the justifiability of colonization
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and more generally concerning intervention in another society so as to cause
major changes in previously accepted values or in people’s ability to act on those
values. No simple version of normative relativism is the answer to these problems,
as was illustrated by the fact that an ethic of non-judgemental tolerance would
self-destruct when used to condemn the intolerant. The inadequacy of the simple
versions also is illustrated by the swing in anthropology on the question of
normative relativism after the Second World War. That war, many realized, was
a battle against enormous evil. Such a realization brought vividly to the forefront
the necessity of passing judgement at least sometimes and of acting on one’s
judgement. And accordingly there was a new trend within cultural anthropology
toward finding a basis for making judgements that would depend on criteria to
be applied to all moral codes.
A more reasonable version of normative relativism would have to permit us
to pass judgement on others with substantially different values. Even if these
different values are as justified as our own from some neutral perspective, we still
are entitled to call bad or evil or monstrous what contradicts our most important
values. What we are entitled to do in the light of such judgements, however, is
another matter. Many of us who are likely to read this book would be reluctant
to intervene in the affairs of others who have values substantially different from
ours, when the reason for intervention is the enforcement of our own values, and
when we think that we have no more of an objective case for our moral outlook
than the others have for theirs. The source of this reluctance is a feature of our
morality. A liberal, contractualist outlook is very much part of our ethical life in
the postmodern West, whether we acknowledge it or not. (See Article 15, t h e
s o c i a l
c o n t r a c t t r a d i t i o n .) We want to act toward others in such a way
that our actions could be seen as justified by them if they were fully reasonable
and informed of all relevant facts. If we hold a meta-ethical moral relativism,
however, then we must recognize that there will be occasions when some other
wise desirable course of action toward others with different values will violate this
feature of our morality.
At that point, there is no general rule that will tell us what to do. It would
seem to depend on what other values of ours are at stake. If a practice performed
by others were to involve human sacrifice, for example, then the value of tolerance
might indeed be outweighed, and we may decide to intervene to prevent it. The
disagreement over the legal permissibility of abortion demonstrates how difficult
the weighing can be, however. Consider the position of those who believe that
abortion is morally wrong because it is the taking of life that has moral status.
Within this group some seem undisturbed by the fact that there is deep dis
agreement over the moral status of the fetus. They wish to prohibit abortion. But
others in this group, while holding that abortion is wrong, admit that reasonable
persons could disagree with them and that human reason seems unable to resolve
the question. For this reason they oppose legal prohibitions of abortion. The former
believe that the latter do not take the value of human life seriously, while the
latter believe that the former fail to recognize the depth and seriousness of the
disagreement between reasonable persons. (See also Article 26, a b o r t i o n .)
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Each position has some force, and clearly normative relativism offers no simple
solution to the dilemma. What the doctrine provides, however, is a set of reasons
for tolerance and non-intervention that must be weighed against other reasons.
The doctrine applies not only to proposed interventions by one society in another,
but also, as in the case of abortion, to deep moral disagreements within pluralistic
societies containing diverse moral traditions. If meta-ethical relativism is true,
even if only with respect to a limited set of moral conflicts such as abortion, then
our moral condition is immeasurably complicated. We must strive to find what
will be for us the right or the best thing to do, and also deal with the feelings of
unease caused by the recognition that there is no single right or best thing to do.
This task, no matter how difficult, is not the end of moral reflection. It instead
may be the beginning of a different sort of reflection that involves on the one hand
an effort to reach an understanding with those who have substantially different
values, and on the other the effort to stay true to one’s own values. Some of those
who believe that abortion is the taking of a life with moral status, for instance,
have chosen to oppose it by placing their efforts into organizations that aim to
lessen the perceived need for abortion, organizations that aid unwed mothers, for
example.
One final issue regarding relativism needs addressing. Relativism has a bad
name in some quarters because it is associated with a lack of moral conviction,
with a tendency toward nihilism. Part of the reason for the bad name may be the
identification of relativism with its most extreme forms. If these forms are true,
then everything is permitted, on someone’s morality. But another reason for the
bad name is the assumption that one’s moral confidence, one’s commitment to
act on one’s values, is somehow dependent on maintaining the belief that one’s
morality is the only true or the most justified one. But surely some reflection will
reveal that such a belief alone would not guarantee a commitment to act. The
commitment to act involves a conception of what one’s morality means to the
self, whether it be the only true one or not. It involves making a connection
between what one desires, what one aspires to, and the substantive content of
one’s moral values. It is being able to see morality as important to us in these
ways that allows us to avoid nihilism. The belief that our morality is the only true
or most justified one does not automatically create this kind of importance, nor is
it a necessary condition for this kind of importance, because the values I may see
as important and part of what makes life most meaningful to me may not have
to be values that all reasonable persons would accept or recognize to be true.
Here, as in other matters concerning relativism, the emotion provoked by the
mere name tends to muddle the issues and to polarize unnecessarily. When we
get through defending and attacking what most people conceive as relativism or
what they associate with it, then most of the real work remains to be done. What
is left is a moral reality that is quite messy and immune to neat solutions. But
why should we have expected anything else?
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Universal prescriptivism
R. M . HARE

U n i v e r s a l p r e s c r i p t i v i s m is best seen as an attempt to locate both the faults
and the true insights in other current ethical theories, to remedy the faults while
preserving the insights, and so to provide a synthesis between them. The expression
‘ethical theory’ covers attempts to say what we are asking when we ask moral
questions. What do we mean by the words or the sentences that we use in moral
discourse; what is the nature of the moral concepts or of morality? If successful,
these attempts will have implications for another, epistemological, question which
also belongs to ethical theory: how should we set about answering our moral
questions rationally? Or can there be no rational way - is it just a matter of how
we feel or what the current mores dictate? On the other hand, if there can be
rational discussion of moral questions, does it demand that there be a truth about
them, or a set of facts, that can be discovered?
The main division is between descriptivist and non-descriptivist theories. These
are distinguished in various more or less misleading ways (Hare, 1985b). It is said
that descriptivists hold that moral judgements can be true or false, while nondescriptivists deny this. But since there is a perfectly good sense, as we shall see,
in which non-descriptivists can use the term ‘true’ of moral judgements, this way
of speaking obscures the issue. So does the use of the terms ‘cognitivism’ and
‘non-cognitivism’, implying that the former does, and the latter does not, allow
that we can know that some moral judgements are true. For again, there is a
perfectly good sense in which non-descriptivists can allow this, as we shall see.
Equally misleading is the ontological way of putting the distinction, by saying
that descriptivists claim that there are moral qualities or facts existing in the
world, whereas non-descriptivists deny this: for as soon as we start asking what
it is for a moral quality or fact to exist in the world, we get lost.
Both non-descriptivism in all its varieties, and the descriptivist theories to be
discussed, are semantical, not ontological theories. So-called ontological theses in
ethics (e.g. ‘ontological naturalism’) may be substantial moral claims about what
is or is not right, etc. (e.g. that what maximizes happiness is always, or perhaps
even necessarily, right). The question of what they mean, which is our present
topic, is a different one. On the futility of ontological disputes in ethics, see Hare,
1985b; for a different view, see Article 37, n a t u r a l i s m .
We can avoid these difficulties if we put the distinction in terms of a theory of
meaning which has been very popular: the truth-condition theory. This is not the
same as the old ‘verification theory’ advocated by some logical positivists; but it
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shares some of its insights. According to this theory, to understand the meaning
of a sentence, as used to make a statement, is to understand the truth-conditions
of the statement, i.e. what has to be the case for it to be called true. Those who
hold that this is true of all sentences may be called descriptivists tout court.
Descriptivism of this sweeping sort is obviously false - Austin even called it
‘the descriptive fallacy’ (Austin, 19 6 1, p. 234; 1962, p. 3). For there are certainly
sentences and utterances whose meaning is not determined by truth-conditions.
Imperatives are the obvious example: in order to know what the request ‘Shut
the door’ means, we do not have to know, and cannot know, its truth-conditions,
because it does not have any. But maybe one can safely be a descriptivist with
regard to large classes of sentences. It can perhaps be said that sentences expressing
typical ordinary statements of fact do have their meaning determined by the
truth-conditions of the statements they express, so perhaps we can happily be
descriptivists with regard to such sentences. But since not all sentences are like
this, as we have seen, the question arises, for any given class of sentences, whether
their meaning is wholly determined by truth-conditions or not - i.e., whether they
can be classified as purely descriptive.
The word ‘purely’ is important. It is possible for part, but not the whole, of the
meaning of a sentence to be determined by truth-conditions. We may call such
‘mixed’ sentences ‘descriptive’ in a weak sense, but not in the strong sense here
being used. In the strong sense a sentence is not descriptive (i.e. not purely
descriptive) unless its meaning is wholly determined by truth-conditions. Ethical
descriptivism is the view that this is true of sentences expressing moral judgements.
Ethical non-descriptivists, including prescriptivists, can readily admit that there is
an element in the meaning of moral judgements (the descriptive meaning) which
is determined by truth-conditions: but they differ from descriptivists in thinking
that there is a further element in their meaning, the prescriptive or evaluative, or
in earlier writers the emotive, which is not so determined, but expresses pre
scriptions or evaluations or attitudes which we assent to without being constrained
by truth-conditions.
Kant was saying the same thing in other words when he spoke of the autonomy
of the will: ‘the property the will has of being a law to itself (independently of any
property belonging to the objects of volition)’ (Kant, 1785, BA87 = 440). To adopt
an attitude, evaluation or prescription is a function of the autonomous will,
constrained only, in Kant’s words, ‘by the fitness of its maxims for its own making
of universal law ’ (Kant, 1785, BA88 = 441 - see below).
Having distinguished descriptivist from non-descriptivist ethical theories in
general, we can now proceed to subdivide each of these, in order to put pre
scriptivism in its proper slot. Descriptivist theories can be divided broadly into
naturalism and intuitionism. Both terms can be misleading, but they will serve.
The dispute between these is about whether or not the truth-conditions or moral
judgements, which according to descriptivism give them their meaning, are to be
determined by definitions (or, more loosely, explanations of meaning) which refer
only to non-moral truths or properties. Naturalists think that this is possible;
intuitionists, by contrast, think that no such definitions or explanations can
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capture the meanings of the moral words. Note that the dispute between natu
ralists and their intuitionist opponents is not the same as that between descriptivists and non-descriptivists: it is a dispute within descriptivism. Non-descriptivists
reject naturalism because they reject descriptivism of all kinds. They can use such
of the intuitionist arguments against naturalism as are valid; but the main impetus
of their attack is independent of these.
The main impetus comes from the recognition that both forms of descriptivism,
in different ways, are destined to collapse into relativism. Though relativism has
its supporters (among them, we are often told, most of the callower among
American students - though this is an exaggeration), it is certainly not what most
descriptivists are trying to establish. They set out with the aim of showing, rather,
that there can be rational moral enquiry, yielding conclusions to which we must
all in reason assent. It is the fact that both kinds of descriptivism signally fail, and
are bound to fail, to show this that condemns them even by their own standards.
Naturalism collapses into relativism in the following way. If the meanings of
moral words are explained in terms of truth-conditions, then what will ultimately
determine the truth or falsity of moral judgements will be the particular truthconditions accepted in a given society as determining the meanings of the moral
words. So (to take an over-crude example) if we explain the meaning of ‘ought’
in the sentence ‘Wives ought to obey their husbands in all things’ by saying that
the statement it expresses is true if and only if some conjunction of non-moral
statements is true, we shall then have to specify this set of non-moral statements.
Perhaps we shall say that the statement is true if and only if wives obeying their
husbands would contribute to the stability of society. Now it may be that in a
given society it is generally accepted that one ought to do what would contribute
to the stability of society. That, perhaps, is one of the moral principles that the
society believes in. But this is a principle which could be rejected by feminists.
They might think that although wives obeying their husbands would indeed
contribute to the stability of society, they ought not always to obey, because
husbands sometimes make demands that wives ought to disobey even at the cost
of impairing stability.
What is happening in this example is that a substantial moral principle, that
one ought to do what would contribute to the stability of society, has got promoted
into an analytic truth, true in virtue of the meaning of ‘ought’. But it is not an
analytic truth. If it were, then the anti-feminists would win the argument, because
the feminists, in contending that wives sometimes ought not to obey although
this would destabilize society, would be contradicting themselves, by saying
something which the very meaning of ‘ought’ establishes as false. If ‘ought’ has
its meaning fixed by truth-conditions, and if the truth-conditions are those
accepted by native speakers of the language, and if the native speakers of this
language (apart from a very few deviants) use ‘ought’ in such a way that what
destabilizes society must be something that one ought not to do, then one cannot
in logical consistency say what the feminists are saying. We can see from this
over-simple example that the effect of naturalism is to force everybody to embrace
the accepted mores on pain of self-contradition; and this is relativism. For a fuller
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account see Hare, 1985a, 1986; for a defence of a form of relativism, see Article
39, R E L A T I V I S M .
The other variety of descriptivism, intuitionism, collapses into relativism in an
even simpler way. Intuitionism is the view that the truth-conditions of moral
judgements, which give them their meaning, consist in conformity with the data
on which we have to base our moral reasoning, and with which its conclusions
have to square; and these data are the common moral convictions that all morally
educated people have. Since these convictions will vary from one society to
another, the effect of intuitionism is, again, to anchor our moral reasoning to
something relative to particular societies. True, there are convictions which are
common to most societies; but there are others which are not, and no way is
given by intuitionists of telling which are the authoritative data. To revert to our
example, if it is a universal conviction in a society that wives ought to obey their
husbands, then the feminists’ case is ruled out of court; but if there were a society,
as there may come to be, in which it was a universal conviction that wives have
no such duty, then the anti-feminists’ case will similarly be ruled out of court.
Relativism is again the result.
One further kind of descriptivism may be mentioned here, namely subjectivism.
This term is used very loosely, but here we shall be using it strictly for that kind
of naturalistic descriptivism which holds that the meaning of ‘ought’ and other
moral words is to describe the attitudes or feelings of people - for example to
attribute to people in general, or to the speaker of the sentence, an attitude or
feeling of approval or disapproval towards a certain kind of act. This is intended
to be understood as a statement of non-moral, psychological fact about the speaker
or about people in general - a fact which could be discovered by observation or
reported introspection. Thus the theory is a naturalistic one. But the fact in
question (which establishes the truth of a moral judgement, and is thus its truthcondition) instead of being, as in our previous example, one about what would
happen in society if wives disobeyed their husbands, is a subjective fact about what
people disapprove of. (James Rachels uses the term simple subjectivism to refer to
this theory; See Article 38, s u b j e c t i v i s m .)
The words ‘objective’ and ‘subjective’ have a clear use here; we are dis
tinguishing between two kinds of facts: facts about what will actually happen in
society if wives disobey, and facts about what people think. The former are objective
facts, the latter subjective. To define the moral words in terms of subjective facts
would be one kind of naturalistic descriptivism. It is helpful, however, to notice
that there is no important distinction between this kind of subjectivism and
intuitionism; for intuitions and moral convictions are also subjective facts - facts
about what people think; and therefore many of the objections that are commonly
accepted against subjectivism apply equally to intuitionism. That explains why
intuitionism collapses into relativism; intuitionists are appealing for support to
nothing objective, but only to their own and other people’s thoughts, and these
will vary from one person and society to another.
When used outside this context, the words ‘objective’ and ‘subjective’ can
be a source of confusion (Hare, 1976). In particular, if various kinds of non454
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descriptivism are said to be ‘subjectivist’, this can only be in a quite different sense.
They do not make moral judgements equivalent to statements of psychological
fact, because they do not make them equivalent to any kind of factual statement.
True, they agree with subjectivists in rejecting both objectivistic naturalism,
and the objectivist claims of intuitionists; but that is all they have in common.
Subjectivism, in the sense used here, and prescriptivism (or for that matter
emotivism) fall on opposite sides of the main division of ethical theories into
descriptivist and non-descriptivist theories (see above). It therefore risks serious
confusion to use the term ‘subjectivist’ to apply to both.
Non-descriptivism likewise can be subdivided. The earlier versions, mostly
forms of emotivism, were essentially irrationalist. Having rejected the view that
moral judgements are equivalent to statements of non-moral facts (naturalism)
and the view that they are sui generis statements about moral facts discernible by
intuition or appeal to convictions (intuitionism), they concluded too hastily that
one cannot reason about moral questions; moral judgements are the expressions
of irrational or at least non-rational attitudes of approval or disapproval. They
concluded this because they added an additional premise which is false, namely
that the only questions one can reason about are factual ones. A reading of Kant
with his ‘Practical Reason’ (1785, BA i o i = 448), or even of Aristotle with his
‘phroriesis’ or ‘practical wisdom’ (which he says is epitactic or prescriptive Nicomachean Ethics, 114 3 a 8) should have cured them of this mistake.
The genesis of prescriptivism lay in the realization that this premise is false.
It has been generally recognized that there is something unsatisfactory about
emotivism. Those who are beguiled by the false premise just mentioned have
reacted by reverting to some form of descriptivism. Prescriptivists, on the other
hand, have reacted in a more positive way by looking for a kind of non-descrip
tivism which would not be open to the charge of irrationality - a charge which
most moral philosophers want to escape. They claim to have found it by showing
that there are rules of reasoning which govern non-descriptive as well as descrip
tive speech acts.
The standard example is again imperatives: if (as is certainly the case) there
can be logical inconsistency between contradictory prescriptions, someone who
wants the totality of the imperatives, or in general prescriptions, that he (or
she) accepts to be self-consistent will have to observe the rules which govern
consistency. What these rules are should therefore be the main concern of the
practical philosopher.
Some emotivists became irrationalists because they both assimilated moral
judgements to imperatives and made a mistake about imperatives which is still
too common, namely to think that they get their meaning from their causal
properties. This may be termed the ‘verbal shove’ theory of the meaning of
imperatives. It involves a failure to distinguish between what Austin calls perlocutionary acts (what one is doing by saying things) and illocutionary acts (what
one is doing in saying them) (Austin, 1962). Verbal shoves and psychological
prods are not part of the meaning of either imperatives or moral speech acts
(Urmson, 1968, p. 130 ff.; Hare, 19 7 1, s.f.).
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If one thought that imperatives owed their meaning to their causal properties,
one might easily become an irrationalist about imperatives and thus about moral
judgements, if these were prescriptive. But if this mistake is avoided, the thesis
that moral judgements are a kind of prescriptions (perhaps not identical with the
simple imperative kind, and certainly more complex in their logic) is consistent
with there being reasoning-rules that govern moral thinking.
Prescriptivists have looked for such rules. They claim to have found them in
a combination of the rules that govern ordinary simple imperatives, and a further
set of rules that govern ‘ought’ and other deontic modal words like ‘must’ in its
moral sense, which stands to imperatives in much the same relation as modal
indicatives to non-modal ones (Hare, 19 8 1, p. 23). These words are not peculiar
to moral discourse, so it may be that further rules are needed for moral discourse
in particular. But that can be left open for the present (see Hare, 19 8 1, p. 52ff.).
In any case some differentia is needed to distinguish the rules common to all
prescriptions, which govern imperatives as well as ‘ought’-statements, from those
which are peculiar to ‘ought’-statements; otherwise we shall be left making no
logical distinction between two classes of speech acts which are clearly different
in their meaning, and therefore in their logic.
The most-discussed kind of prescriptivism, known as universal prescriptivism,
finds this differentia in what has been called the universalizability of ‘ought’sentences and other normative or evaluative sentences. Most descriptivists too
acknowledge this feature of moral judgements. One cannot with logical consist
ency, where a and b are two individuals, say that a ought, in a certain situation
specified in universal terms without reference to individuals, to act in a certain
way, also specified in universal terms, but that b ought not to act in a similarly
specified way in a similarly specified situation. This is because in any ‘ought’statement there is implicit a principle which says that the statement applies to all
precisely similar situations. This means that if I say ‘That is what ought to be
done; but there could be a situation exactly like this one in its non-moral properties,
but in which the corresponding person, who was exactly like the person who
ought to do it in this situation, ought not to do it’, I contradict myself (Hare, 1963,
p. 1 off.). This would become even clearer if I specified my reasons for saying why
it ought to be done; ‘It ought to be done because it w as a promise, and
there were no conflicting duties’ .
Three warnings are necessary here to avoid confusions which have been too
common. First, the ‘situation’ is to be taken as including the characteristics of the
people in it, including their desires and motivations. If, therefore, the speaker says
that a ought to do something to c, but that b ought not to do the same thing to
d, because the desires of c and d are quite different, he is not offending against
universalizability, because the different desires make the situations different.
Bernard Shaw said ‘Do not do unto others as you would they should do unto you.
Their tastes may not be the same’ (Shaw. 1903, p. 227): but this is not an
objection to universalizability. If I ought to tickle one child’s toes because it loves
it, it does not follow that I ought to tickle another child’s toes, however similar,
if the second child hates it.
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Secondly, universality must not be confused with generality (Hare, 1972, p.
iff.) The principle involved in an ‘ought’-statement may be a highly specific,
complex and detailed one, perhaps too complex for formulation in words. It does
not have to be very general and simple. Complaints against universalizability, that
it makes us the slaves of very simple general rules, therefore miss their target. To
use an example which gave trouble to Kant: my moral principles do not have to
be as general as ‘Never tell lies’; they can be more specific, like ‘Never tell lies
except when it is necessary in order to save an innocent life, and except when ....
and except when . . . ’ (Kant, 1797). In a morally developed person the exceptions
may get too complex to be formulated in words. But see below for the value, in
our human situation, of general (i.e. not too specific) principles.
Thirdly, there can be universal relations as well as qualities (many-place as
well as one-place predicates). Such is the relation mother of. The statement that
everyone ought to look after his (or her) mother in her old age is therefore a
universal statement, and the statement that a ought to look after his mother (but
has no such duty to look after other people’s mothers), is universalizable. The
same can be said about the statement that I ought to keep my promises but not
other people’s. It is therefore no objection to the thesis of universalizability that
there can be duties that one owes just to one person, provided that that person
can be specified in universal quantitative or relational terms. It is no objection,
even, that one can have the relation in question only to one person. ‘Mother o f’
is an example.
This point can be related to the previous one by citing a famous though much
misused example given by Jean-Paul Sartre (1946, p. 40). During the Nazi
occupation of France, a student came to seek Sartre’s advice. The student’s
dilemma was whether to join the Free French forces to fight against the evil of
Nazism, or to stay with his widowed mother, who depended on him. Sartre uses
the case to suggest that universal principles are useless in such situations, since
each case is unique. Sartre himself seems to confuse universality with objectivity,
though they are obviously different concepts.
But apart from that, his student did not have to find for himself any very
simple, general principle. Perhaps he was the only person who had ever been in
that particular complex situation. But he ought to have been able to form for
himself a principle (a highly specific one) which he could accept for situations just
like his. Perhaps other such situations would never occur. But one can conceive
of hypothetical situations as like to his as one wishes; and he would be committed,
on pain of self-contradiction, to admit that if they occurred, the same thing should
be done in them. That our moral judgements have to extend to identical situations,
hypothetical as well as actual, is an important tool in moral argument (Hare,
1981, p. ii2 ff.). But none of this implies that Sartre’s pupil would be entitled to
reproach or interfere with, unasked, someone else in the same situation who acted
otherwise; he might think it an impertinence not to keep his thoughts to himself.
Universal prescriptivists hold, then, that ‘ought’-judgements are prescriptive
like plain imperatives, but differ from them in being universalizable. The task of
explaining what prescriptivity is (the feature that ‘ought’-statements share with
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imperatives) can be attempted here only in the sketchiest way. A speech act is
prescriptive if to subscribe to it is to be committed, on pain of being accused of
insincerity, to doing the action specified in the speech act, or, if it requires someone
else to do it, to willing that he do it.
Prescriptivism thus falls within the class of ethical theories known as ‘inter
nalist’: those which hold that to accept some moral judgement is eo ipso to be
motivated in a certain way. This must not be confused with the view that for a
moral judgement to be true is for someone to be motivated in some way; this
would be a form of subjectivism in the sense used above. Internalist theories are
contrasted with externalist theories, which hold that one can accept a moral
judgement independently of one’s motivations. So, for example, one may, accord
ing to externalists, say without contradiction or even pragmatic inconsistency ‘I
ought, but I have absolutely no inclination to’. By ‘pragmatic inconsistency’ is
meant the logical fault that we all find in the statement ‘He has been here already,
but I don’t believe it’.
Internalists and prescriptivists have been attacked on the ground that they
make it impossible consistently to say ‘You ought, but don’t’, or to think that one
ought, but not be at all disposed to. The opposite side of this coin is that, as the
‘but’ shows, we all feel that there is something - even something conceptually and
not just morally - wrong with people who say this sort of thing, which there
would not be if externalism and descriptivism were correct. If someone were
agonizing about what he ought to do, the agony would evaporate if he came to
think the answer to his question quite irrelevant to his motivations or to what he
actually did. This problem, sometimes called the problem of akrasia or weakness
of will, is outside the scope of this article (see Hare, forthcoming).
We are now in a position to take up again the question of whether moral
judgements can be called true or false. Imperatives clearly cannot. We can most
easily sort out the problem by reverting to the notion of descriptive meaning
explained earlier. Moral judgements have this because of their universalizability.
To make one is, as we have seen, implicitly to invoke some principle, however
specific. In any moderately stable society, the principles that people accept and
invoke in their moral judgements will be fairly uniform and constant. As a result,
when one person says that somebody did what he ought in the circumstances,
anybody who knows the circumstances and shares these commonly accepted
moral principles will assume that, if he did what he ought, what he did was in
accord with them: so he will think he knows what in particular the speaker was
saying he did. If, then, it turned out that the person did not do that, he will say
that the speaker was speaking falsely. And so he was. according to the commonly
accepted descriptive meaning (i.e. truth-conditions) of the word ‘ought’ in that
society.
This is not inconsistent with prescriptivism - which is w hy the ‘true-or-false’
characterization of descriptivism is so misleading. For prescriptivists too can give
a limited role to truth-conditions in determining the meanings, in a given society,
of moral words. If, as descriptivists think, the descriptive meanings of moral
judgements, as so determined, were their entire meaning, then relativism would
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be the consequence. For we can know the descriptive meaning of ‘ought’ in a
given society; but it does not follow that it will have the same meaning in another
society. A visitor from Saudi Arabia, hearing an Australian say that Tom’s wife
did what she ought, might assume that he meant that the wife obeyed. But the
Australian might have meant that she disobeyed, because the subjection of women
is not one of the principles accepted in Australia; Australians have another
principle, that one ought to keep one’s own end up.
So, although there is a perfectly good sense in which Saudi Arabians, speaking
among themselves, can attribute truth or falsity to each others’ moral judgements
on the basis of the descriptive meanings of the moral words that they all accept,
this attribution will break down when they are talking to Australians. It would
break down even if they were speaking in Saudi Arabia to an Australian feminist
missionary. The difficulty could be concealed by saying that both mean by ‘ought’
something rather vague, for example that to do it would make people happy. But
if they try to establish the truth-conditions or descriptive meaning of this, they
will disagree as before, and communication will again break down; for we may
suppose that what counts as domestic happiness in Australia and Saudi Arabia
is very different. The only way a descriptivist can get out of this difficulty is to say
either (if he is a naturalist) that ‘ought’ and ‘happy’ have different meanings in
the two places, and therefore different truth-conditions, or (if he is an intuitionist)
that, because the convictions of people in the two places differ, there is eo ipso also
a difference in how wives ought to behave; and both these ways of escape lead to
relativism (MacIntyre, 1985; Hare, 1986).
The fact that moral judgements have descriptive meaning, and can therefore
be said, within the limits just explained, to have truth-conditions and to be true
or false, can be used to shed light on the much-disputed question of whether
‘ought’ can be derived from ‘is’ (moral judgements from non-moral facts). Given
these features of moral judgements, it is easy to see why people should have
thought that they can be derived from non-moral descriptive judgements, either
deductively with the aid of a naturalistic definition, or by appeal to some substantial
synthetic a priori moral principle grasped by intuition. For, as a Saudi Arabian
might say, it is obvious that if a wife disobeys her husband (fact) she does what
she ought not (moral judgement). Either this is true in virtue of the meanings of
the words, given that disobedience by wives disrupts society (naturalism), or it is
obvious anyway to those who have been properly morally educated (intuitionism).
This obviousness is reinforced if, as will be the case in stable societies, the moral
education has instilled not just a certain use of language, nor just consistent
behaviour in accord with the current mores, but deeply held convictions and
feelings that such behaviour is required - that to depart from it goes against
conscience. It is easy to see how people become naturalists or intutionists, and in
both cases think that some non-moral factual premises make some ‘ought’conclusions inescapable. Prescriptivists have to deny this, because they hold that
moral judgements commit the speaker to motivations and actions, but non-moral
facts by themselves do not do this. The moral judgement, therefore, introduces a
further element into the thought (the prescriptive or motivative element) which
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is not there in the bare description of the facts. But the prescriptivist, if he is to
win over the opposition, will have to provide an explanation, not merely of why
people should think that moral judgements are inescapable given the facts, but of
how (by what rational process) we can arrive at a prescriptive moral judgement
on the basis of the given facts. Is this possible for prescriptivists, who think that
moral judgements are prescriptions, and so more than factual? It will not seem
possible to those who think that only facts can be discovered by reason; but this
is an error, as we have seen.
Kant, who understood that it is an error, gives some hints on how to proceed.
He says ‘Act only on that maxim through which you can at the same time will
that it should become a universal law ’, applicable, that is, whatever role you
yourself occupy in the resulting situations (Kant, 178 5, BA 82 = 421). If moral
judgements have the features of prescriptivity and universalizability that pre
scriptivists say they have, this method is imposed on us by the logic of the moral
concepts. What maxims we can adopt, or what moral judgements we can accept,
will then depend on what we are prepared to prescribe for all like situations
(whether, for example, we were the unfaithful husband or his deserted wife).
‘Imagining ourselves in others’ positions’ is a difficult operation which presents
both practical and philosophical problems. The practical ones are evidence only
that moral thought just is difficult: humans cannot do it at all well. The remedy
for this incapacity we shall discuss below. The philosophical difficulties are too
big a subject for this short article. They concern the problem of how to compare
the strengths of the preferences of different people with each other and with our
own preferences; the problem of ‘other minds’ to which philosophers have devoted
so much attention; the problem of whether it makes sense to imagine myself being
someone else (would it still be me?), and of what I am constrained to say about
that person’s situation when I do it (Hare, 19 8 1, Ch. 7 and refs.).
A possible move for one who is looking for the necessary constraints on moral
thinking is to say that unless I treat the person, in whose place I am imagining
myself being, on equal terms with myself, showing him equal concern, I am not
really imagining him as being me. This entails treating his preferences as of equal
weight with my own present preferences, and thus forming preferences for the
hypothetical situation in which I am he, equal in strength to those which he
actually has.
This is what is involved in following the Golden Rule, doing to others as we
wish others to do to us, and loving our neighbours as ourselves. It is also implicit
in Bentham’s maxim ‘Everybody to count for one, nobody for more than one’
(cited in Mill, 18 6 1, Ch. 5 s.f.). The Kantian method we have been outlining is
consistent with a form of utilitarianism (though not, we must add, exactly
Bentham’s form, because that is put in terms of pleasure, whereas Kant’s theory
is put in terms of will).
It is wrong to think, as many do, that Kantianism and utilitarianism have to
be at odds. To treat a person ‘never simply as a means but always at the same
time as an end’ requires, as Kant himself says on the next page, that ‘the ends of
a subject who is an end in himself must, if this conception is to have its full effect
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in me, be also, as far as possible, my ends’ (i 785, BA 69 = 430 f.). An end is what
is willed for its own sake; so we are, according to Kant, to give equal respect to
everybody's wills-for-ends, including our own; and this is what utilitarianism also
binds us do. This involves, in a harmless sense, treating the ends of many people
as if they were the ends of one person (myself). But this does not involve failing
to ‘take seriously the distinction between persons’ (Rawls, 19 7 1, pp. 27, 187) a distinction of which Kant and the utilitarians are well aware.
Kant, though he may not have realized it, runs up here against the same
difficulty that has often been alleged against utilitarianism, that it leads us to
moral conclusions which seem counter-intuitive (e.g. that punishment of the
innocent would be right, given assumptions which in practice would seldom be
satisfied). For this might, on such rare occasions, be what someone would do who
was making other people’s ends his own and so trying maximally to further them.
To punish an innocent man might avert some major disaster to almost everybody’s
ends. The solution is that actually suggested by many utilitarians, which involves
a division of moral thinking into two levels - an idea that reminds us of the
distinction made by Plato (Meno, 98b) and Aristotle (Nicomachean Ethics, especially
Book VI) between right opinion or desire and practical understanding or wisdom
(phroriesis). ‘Critical’ and ‘intuitive’ thinking are convenient names for these two
levels. If we were perfect moral thinkers we might use the Kantian-utilitarian
method, i.e. critical thinking, always. But if humans did this it would lead them
astray: they would not have enough time or information, and would be at the
mercy of self-deception and special pleading; and as a result they would often
pretend to themselves that the conclusion which suited their own interests was
the one demanded by the method.
Humans, therefore, would be well advised to school themselves to have the
good dispositions or virtues which will lead them, on the whole, to do what an
unbiased and otherwise perfect critical moral thinker would bid them do - if
necessary without too much thought, if thought is inopportune. In other words,
they should cultivate the same intuitions as intuitionists appeal to, coupled with
strong inclinations to follow them, and with other morally desirable feelings (love,
for example) which will reinforce them. Only when these general dispositions
conflict (as they sometimes will) shall we be driven to do some critical thinking,
and even then we shall doubt our own powers.
However, if it comes to deciding what intuitions and dispositions to cultivate,
we cannot rely on the intuitions themselves, as intuitionists do. When we have
the leisure and are free from selfish bias, we should think critically about which
are the right or the best ones, as judged by the extent to which, in general, their
cultivation fulfils people’s ends. And over the ages the wise have done this; so
there is a presumption that the moral convictions shared by thinking people are
the right ones to have. But it is only a presumption: some of them may not be the
right ones. Is it right, for example, to think that it is morally quite legitimate to
eat non-human animals? If we doubt whether our predecessors are right, we are
constrained to do some critical thinking ourselves; but even then it will be as well
to be humble and not too self-confident. The ‘wisdom of the ages' has some
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authority simply because it is the result of the thought of a great many people in
diverse situations.
Descriptivists draw comfort from this ‘wisdom of the ages’: they claim that
they know that its deliverances are correct. And indeed in a sense they do know;
they have learnt, and not forgotten, that certain kinds of act are right and others
wrong. But before they draw too much comfort, they should have a conversation
with an Afrikaner who knows that it is wrong for blacks to claim equality with
whites, or a Muslim fundamentalist who knows that it is right to stone adulteresses.
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4i
Morality and psychological development
LAU RENCE TH OM AS

i

Introduction

A re there universal stages of psychological development? Are there universal
stages of moral development? The first question asks whether proper psychological
development is the same for all human beings. It asks whether there are beliefs,
(other and self-regarding) attitudes, emotions, modes of interaction, motivational
orientation, cognitive skills, and so on which should be characteristic of all
human beings at different stages of life. An affirmative answer means that the
psychological growth of all human beings can be assessed from the same vantage
point. The second question asks whether proper moral development is the same
for all human beings. It asks whether there are moral beliefs, values, judgements
and behaviour which should be characteristic of all human beings at different
stages of life. An affirmative answer means that the moral growth of all human
beings can be assessed from the same vantage point. Many would like to think
that these two questions admit of an affirmative answer.
Now, there is a third question which raises the stakes, so to speak: if the
answer to the first two questions is affirmative, then are these two universal
forms of development linked in fundamental ways? An affirmative answer to this
question would be very significant, indeed. It perhaps seems clear enough that
moral development presupposes a considerable measure of psychological develop
ment. After all, we do not suppose that a one-year-old can engage in abstract
moral reasoning: for example, grasp Kant’s categorical imperative or understand
the utilitarian edict of the greatest good for the greatest number. But this shows
only that moral development is impossible without psychological development not that if we have psychological development, then we must have moral develop
ment. So, the more interesting question is: are psychological and moral develop
ment related in such a w ay that moral development goes hand in hand with
psychological development - or at least with some aspects of psychological develop
ment?
In recent times, Lawrence Kohlberg stands foremost among those who have
offered an affirmative and systematic answer to these questions. He believes that
there are definitive stages of moral development and, moreover, that there is a
measure of congruence between it and psychological development. Specifically,
he believes that in the wake of psychological development, with regard to cognitive
skills, comes moral development. Cognitive skills refer to, among other things, the
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reasoning skills characteristic of logical and abstract thinking, the imaginative
capacity, and the ability to engage in significant conceptual categorization animals and sand fall into different moral categories: merely hurting a person,
which can be done accidentally and without negligence, is different from inten
tionally hurting a person. So, the latter may be understood to include the ability
to grasp the ways in which actions (and events, generally) may differ from one
another.
While I am very much in sympathy with many aspects of Kohlberg’s theory,
I believe that there are insuperable difficulties with it. One of these difficulties,
concerning gender bias, has been raised by Carol Gilligan (1982). I shall not
discuss this concern, since the question of the separateness of a ‘female ethic’ is
discussed by Jean Grimshaw in this volume (Article 43). I voice other concerns in
the final section, ‘What is moral development?’

ii

Kohlberg’s account of moral development

Kohlberg maintains that there are three levels of moral development, each having
two stages. So, we have six stages in all; and it is claimed that these stages are
invariantly followed, meaning each individual moves from one stage to the next
without ever skipping any. The claim here is not that all must advance to the
highest level - Stage 6. A person may, in fact, plateau at Stage 4 or 5. Rather, the
point is simply that in order to reach Stage 6 a person must pass through each of
the preceding stages, and do so sequentially. Here is a brief description of each of
the stages, grouped according to levels.
Level A. Preconventional
Stage 1 The stage of punishment and obedience. One obeys in order to avoid
being punished; consequently, one’s only reason for doing what is
right is to avoid punishment. The concerns and interests of others are
irrelevant to one except insofar as they bear upon one’s well-being.
Stage 2 The stage of individual instrumental purpose and exchange. One’s
objective is to do what one can to advance one’s own interests while
acknowledging that others have interests. It is deemed right for all
individuals to pursue their own interests. The only reason to do what
is right is to advance one’s own interests. Conflicts are to be resolved
through instrumental exchange of services.
Level B. Conventional level
Stage 3 The stage of mutual interpersonal expectations, relationships, and
conformity. The expectations of others become important to one. The
concerns of one’s group can take primacy over one’s own interests.
One is able to put oneself into the other’s position. Doing what is right
means living up to the expectations of those who are close to one.
One does what is right in order to meet with their approval.
Stage 4 The stage of social system and conscience maintenance. One is loyal
to one’s social institutions. Doing what is right means fulfilling one’s
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institutional duties and obligations. One does what is right in order
to maintain one’s institutions.
Level C. Postconventional and principled level
Stage 5 The stage of prior rights and social contract. One acknowledges that
there is a rational perspective according to which there are values
and rights - such as life and liberty - which do not owe their
importance to social institutions, and which must be upheld in any
society. Otherwise, one is concerned that the laws and duties to society
be based upon the ideal of the greatest good for the greatest number.
So long as life and liberty are protected, doing what is right means
honouring the values of one’s society because they are widely accepted
and impartially adhered to. One does what is right because as a
rational creature one is obligated to abide by the precepts, which
embrace life and liberty, to which one had otherwise agreed.
Stage 6 The stage of universal ethical principles. There are universal ethical
principles that all should follow, and which take priority over all legal
and other institutional obligations. Doing what is right is acting in
accordance with these principles. One does what is right because as
a rational creature one grasps the validity of these principles and is
committed to following them.
At the very heart of Kohlberg’s view is the following most provocative thesis:
we begin life with an egocentric point of view and, through cognitive development
owing both to our endeavour to resolve increasingly more complex conflicts and
to our capacity for sympathy, come to have an increasingly genuine altruistic or
other-regarding moral perspective, the full expression of which is reached at
Stage 6.
Kohlberg maintains that each higher stage represents a form of cognitive
development which in fact constitutes a form of moral development, as well. He
writes:
I present a psychological theory explaining ... why movement is always upward and
occurs in an invariant sequence. My psychological theory as to why moral development
is upward and sequential is broadly the same as my philosophical justification for claiming
that a higher stage is more adequate or more moral than a lower stage. (Kohlberg, 1981,
p. 13 1, emphasis in original)
Thus, I have argued for a parallelism between a theory of psychological development and
a formalistic moral theory on the ground that the formal psychological development criteria
of differentiation and integration of structural equilibrium map into the formal moral
criteria of prescriptiveness and universality. (Kohlberg, 1981, p. 180, emphasis in original)

Cognitive and moral development are said to go hand in hand because (1)
conflicts are an ineliminable part of the fabric of social interactions; (2) appeal to
morality is ultimately the only satisfactory w ay to resolve conflicts: and (3) since
conflicts will inevitably become increasingly difficult, it is necessary to move to a
higher stage, and so to a more adquate form of moral reasoning in order to resolve
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them adequately. The moral reasoning at each higher level is said to be both more
morally adequate and cognitively complicated, involving new forms of reasoning
as opposed to merely extending the existing forms of reasoning to new cir
cumstances (Kohlberg, 198 1, pp. 137, 147). An adult whose cognitive skills were
the equivalent of a five-year-old’s could, in terms of moral development, never
advance to Stage 4 or higher, because the individual would not be capable of the
abstract thinking which these stages call for. Nor would the individual ever be
able to see the inadequacy of the moral reasoning characteristic of the lower stage.
Kohlberg maintains that the moral stage of persons can be determined by
their responses to various moral scenarios presented to them, such as the Heinz
dilemma. This dilemma arises from an imaginary case of a woman who is dying
from a kind of cancer. A drug exists which might save her, but the druggist wants
$2,000 for a small dose of it, which is ten times what the drug costs to make.
Being able to procure only about $1,000 and proving unsuccessful in his pleas
to the druggist, Heinz in a fit of desperation breaks into the druggist’s store and
steals the drug for his wife (Kohlberg, 19 8 1, p. 12). According to Kohlberg, Heinz
does the right thing, because life is more valuable than property; what is more,
Kohlberg claims that only Stage 6 moral reasoning can adequately handle this
dilemma. What follows is a brief statement as to why, in Kohlberg’s view, each
of the earlier stages cannot adequately handle the Heinz dilemma, where this is
understood to mean yielding the conclusion that the husband should put his
wife’s life over the safety of the druggist’s property.
Stage 5 moral reasoning cannot adequately do so, although it recognizes that
there are values independent of society, because Stage 5 thinkers believe morality
to be based essentially upon rational agreement in the endeavour to secure the
greatest good for the greatest number, with life and liberty both being nonnegotiable goods. Thus, this stage does not have the resources to resolve conflicts
arising from competing claims between life and liberty. Stage 4 moral reasoning
cannot because according to Stage 4 moral thought right and wrong is simply a
matter of what the law says it is; and the law may or may not acknowledge the
importance of all life. The moral reasoning of Stages 1 through 3 cannot really do
justice even to the idea that life should be respected. Individuals at Stage 3 define
right and wrong in terms of the expectations of others; those at Stage 2 believe
that doing what is right comes second to advancing one’s interests; and those at
Stage 1 are only concerned with avoiding punishment. It is not a feature of these
three stages that even lip service is paid to the importance of life itself.
The most salient feature of Stage 6 individuals is said to be their cognitive
capacity for what Kohlberg calls reversibility:
a moral judgment must be reversible ... we must be able to live with our judgements or
decisions when we trade places with others in the situation being judged. (Kohlberg, 1981,
P- 197)
all Stage 6’s can agree because their judgements are fully reversible: they have taken
everyone’s viewpoint in choosing insofar as it is possible to take everyone’s viewpoint,
where viewpoints conflict. (Kohlberg, 1981, p. 214. emphasis added)
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Reversibility, so Kohlberg seems to hold, is our capacity for sympathy given its
fullest and most logical expression in the context of social interaction. (See also
the concept of universalizability, discussed in this volume in Article 14, k a n t i a n
e t h i c s , and Article40, u n i v e r s a l p r e s c r i p t i v i s m .) As Kohlberg remarks:
‘Anyone who understands the values of life and property recognizes that life is
morally more valuable than property’ (Kohlberg, 19 8 1, p. 123). A Stage 6 person
sees this rather like a person sees that the night follows the day.
Before turning to examine Kohlberg’s theory, some final observations are in
order. First, Kohlberg does not hold that all persons reach Stage 6. Indeed, he
seems to think that most people are at Stage 4. Second, although Kohlberg
seems to suggest that moral development comes in the wake of psychological
development, he does hold that the parallelism between cognitive and moral stages
is not perfect. He claims: ‘This is because a person at a given cognitive stage may
be one or more stages lower in morality’ (138). Of Stage 6 he observes: ‘but
perhaps those capable of reasoning that w ay [at Stage 6] do not wish to be martyrs
like Socrates, Lincoln, or King and prefer to reason at a lower level’ (p.139,
emphasis in the original). (In due course, I shall offer an explanation of this claim.)
Kohlberg invokes these three figures in history as exemplars of Stage 6 thinking.
Finally, Kohlberg’s account of moral development is not neutral between moral
theories. He tells us that ‘Stage 6 is a deontological theory of morality’ (169),
whereas with Stages we get a utilitarian moral theory (175). (See Article 14,
k a n t i a n e t h i c s , Article 17, c o n t e m p o r a r y d e o n t o l o g y , and Article 19,
c o n s e q u e n t i a l i s m ). But since each higher stage is claimed to be more adequate
than those below it, then it follows, on Kohlberg’s view, that deontological moral
theory is more adequate than utilitarian moral theory. This is a very controversial
claim, to say the least. Our critical discussion of Kohlberg might well begin here.

iii

Kohlberg’s theory examined

Many have claimed that utilitarian moral theory is inadequate. Whether or not
the criticisms are sound, what seems manifestly false on the face of it is Kohlberg’s
contention that moral reasoning which embraces utilitarianism is, on that very
account alone, cognitively less sophisticated than moral reasoning which
embraces a deontological moral theory, such as Kant’s. The very idea seems
ludicrous when one considers the long line of distinguished thinkers who have
embraced some form of utilitarianism: Jeremy Bentham, John Stuart Mill, and
Henry Sidgwick.
It is not at all obvious why Kohlberg thinks that he has made a case for the
view that deontological moral reasoning is cognitively more sophisticated than
utilitarian moral reasoning. Recall that the cognitive skill of reversibility is the most
salient feature of the moral reasoning of Stage 6 individuals. Their judgements are
said to be fully reversible. Reversibility is the cognitive ability to put oneself
imaginatively into another’s place, and to stand by a judgement which takes into
account as much as possible the other’s point of view. A fully reversible moral
judgement is a non-egocentric one. But given this characterization of Stage 6
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deontological moral reasoning, there is absolutely no reason to think that utili
tarian moral reasoning cannot exhibit such cognitive complexity and richness.
Indeed, Kohlberg is plainly mistaken here. (See Article40, u n i v e r s a l p r e 
scriptivism

.)

Now, w h at Kohlberg w ants to claim, of course, is that the cognitive skill of
reversibility, coupled with universality, is loaded w ith substantial moral content that it comes w ith a particular set of moral lenses, so to speak. Thus, he m aintains
that all Stage 6 people just plainly ‘see’ that life is alw ays more valuable than
property - a judgem ent w hich utilitarianism allegedly fails to yield. This claim on
behalf of cognitive skills with regard to Stages 5 and 6 is at the very heart of
Kohlberg’s theory. But, alas, Kohlberg seems to say nothing at all in defence of it.

This a good point at which to bring out an important difference between the
claims concerning moral reasoning made on behalf of the cognitive skills of
Stages 5 and 6, on the one hand, and Stages 1 through 4, on the other. The
cognitive skills of 5 and 6 are claimed to have substantive moral content, with
the cognitive skills of the latter having more such content than those of the former.
With their exercise one ‘sees’ that certain moral values are to be embraced: society
must always respect both life and liberty, in the case of Stage 5; life is always to
be valued over property, in the case of Stage 6. By contrast, the cognitive skills of
earlier stages are not claimed to have any substantive moral content. There is no
identifiable set of values the embracing of which is characteristic of persons at
these earlier stages.
Rather, individuals at Stages 1 through 4 are, it seems, identifiable solely by
the way in which they arrive at the moral values they embrace. With the Stage 4
person what is right is what society says is right - no more, no less. With the
Stage 3 person, what is right is what the group with which one identifies says is
right. With Stage 2, what is right is what advances one’s own interest - though
one acts with an awareness that others have interests, too. And with Stage 1,
doing what is right comes to no more nor less than avoiding punishment. From
Stages 1 through 4, what we have essentially is a progression along a single
dimension, namely that of identifying with the interests and values of others: at
each succeeding stage of moral development a person identifies with the interests
of a significantly wider circle of people. With these stages, there are no restrictions
whatsoever on what the objects of these interests and values can be or how
interests and values are to be ranked. So, from a Stage 4 perspective, a society
which seeks to preserve its homogeneity at the expense of minority ethnic groups
is just as good as a society which endeavours to treat all people equally, regardless
of their ethnic background. Accordingly, proper moral development for children
in either society would be for them to embrace at Stage 4 the interests and values
of their own society because they (the children) sufficiently identify with members
of their society. The implications of this point are astounding, and I shall return
to it in the following section.
Starting with Stage 5, however, we get a qualitative change in the character
of moral development. What we get is not so much a newer or deeper form of
identification with others, but instead a judgement about the content and ranking
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of interests and values. Whereas with lower stages life and liberty are negotiable,
so to speak, they become non-negotiable at Stage 5. For the first time, moral
development includes a critical component, as an aspect of this development is
now the wherewithal to criticize those with whom one identifies. A society which
summarily takes the life and restricts the liberty of any of its members is wrong,
period. A Stage 5 person would judge the matter in this way - and presumably
would do so regardless of how many members of society thought otherwise. Thus,
moral courage also enters into the picture; for unlike those at Stage 4, Stage 5
individuals are not so concerned to identify with the interests and values of others
that they uncritically adopt the moral perspective of society. And individuals who
are prepared to be known for having moral beliefs which are at odds with the
majority of their fellow citizens exhibit a measure of moral courage. For example,
in the United States some two hundred years ago, anyone who spoke out against
chattel slavery, if only in casual conversation, exhibited a measure of moral
courage, given the moral climate of the time. To be sure, an abolitionist exhibited
even more courage. But then courage is not an all-or-nothing matter.
The difference between Stages 5 and 6 is not only that the cognitive skills
characteristic of Stage 6 are said to yield more substantive moral content and thus
a wider critical perspective, but also that moral courage is more fully exhibited.
Recall Kohlberg’s remarks that ‘perhaps those capable of reasoning that way [at
Stage 6] do not wish to be martyrs like Socrates, Lincoln, or King and prefer to
reason at a lower level*. The natural inference to make here is that Stage 6 persons
are prepared to lay down their lives for their moral convictions (since these
individuals were killed for what they believe) and that individuals who are not
prepared to do so are not fully at Stage 6. This would certainly suggest that
courage now has a more central role in moral development. It would seem that
in the move from Stage 5 to 6 two things are equally important: the development
of the requisite cognitive skills and the acquisition of a certain motivational
structure to have the courage of one’s convictions though one’s life should be at
stake. And by his own admission Kohlberg cannot claim that the former entails
the latter, since he acknowledges that persons can be capable of reasoning at
Stage 6 but prefer to reason at a lower stage. The question that obviously comes
to mind then is: how do individuals come to have the courage which is required
to be at Stage 6? Kohlberg does not offer an answer to this very important question.
Whether or not one agrees with Kohlberg’s explanation for how people pro
gress from Stages 1 through 5, he does address how this is supposed to happen.
And even with the qualitative move from Stage 4 to Stage 5, Kohlberg says enough
to give us a handle on how the transition might come about. It does seem
intuitively acceptable that with sufficient cognitive skills a person comes to see
that summarily restricting the liberty of others or depriving them of their life is
morally wrong. And it makes sense to suppose that in the normal course of things
we come to identify with a wider range of people, at least up to a point. But with
cognitive skills in place, what brings it about that individuals become full-fledged
Stage 6 individuals - that is, that they come to have in a profound way the courage
of their convictions? I attempt an answer in the following section.
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What is moral development?

Consider what Kohlberg-like moral development up to Stage 4 means in con
temporary Canada, on the one hand, and what it means in the case of the Third
Reich, on the other. Canada represents an example of a liberal egalitarian society,
which with its wide-ranging health care benefits would seem to place the import
ance of life at the very pinnacle of values. Nazi Germany, on the other hand, is
one of a few institutions in modem history (American slavery, Stalinist Russia,
and Apartheid are among others) which are unequivocally thought to be deeply
evil institutions. If Kohlberg’s theory is to be taken literally, then the initial stages
of moral development have nothing whatsoever to do with the kinds of values
which persons come to embrace, the kind of training that persons receive. Thus,
Kohlberg offers a very non-Aristotelian approach to moral development, since
Aristotle thought that a person could come to be morally good only by first coming
to do morally good things habitually (Nicomachean Ethics).
If Kohlberg is to be taken literally, then people who at Stage 4 came to embrace
Nazi anti-Semitic ideology were exhibiting as much proper moral development as
contemporary Canadians who at Stage 4 come to embrace the egalitarian ideology
of Canadian society. For at Stage 4, there are no proper moral values to embrace only the values of one’s society. Now, it seems reasonable enough to hold that
the ability to identify increasingly with a wider group of people and, in the end,
with society itself, constitutes a form of psychological development. Accordingly,
there is no difficulty supposing that we have parallel psychological development
in these two cases. But parallel moral development? Well, that seems to be another
matter entirely.
The above suggests two things. One is that we cannot talk about moral
development completely independent of content. The other is that cognitive and
moral development are not as parallel or isomorphic as Kohlberg would like to
think (Kohlberg, 1983, p. 136). For if Nazi Germany is any indication, it would
seem that people can be at Stage 4 cognitively and yet be downright evil human
beings. And Kohlberg has to hold that by and large the people of Nazi Germany
were - for all of their cognitive skills - no higher than Stage 4, since he claims
that, by Stage 5, a person recognizes life and liberty as non-negotiable values to
which all people have a ciaim.
In defence of Kohlberg, it might be pointed that his theory allows that even
Stage 6 people can hold different moral judgements about fundamentally import
ant moral issues, since he acknowledges that ‘Socrates was more accepting of
slavery than was Lincoln, who was more accepting of it than King’ (Kohlberg,
1983, p. 129). Indeed, Kohlberg writes that ‘It is easier to develop to Stage6 in
modern America than in fifth-century Athens or first-century Jerusalem’ (ibid.).
But even if we concede, as I believe we should, that historical contexts should be
taken into account (Thomas, 1989, Sect. 1), this thought hardly serves to put
Nazi Germany in a better moral light. We can say that Socrates and Lincoln were
both in morally admirable ways ahead of their time, although they were accepting
of slavery to varying degrees (Thomas, 1989, Sect. 1). No such claim can be made
on behalf of Nazi Germany.
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But supposing historical contexts do matter, does this not vitiate the Kohlbergian enterprise in a fundamental way? If people at Stage 6 can hold different moral
values, then what exactly are we to make of the universality of moral judgements
that he claims for this stage? Or did he mean by this claim, not the strong thesis
that all Stage 6 persons hold the same moral judgements regardless of historical
contexts, but instead, only the considerably weaker thesis that all Stage 6 persons
in the same historical contexts hold the same moral judgements? If not the strong
thesis, then, once again, this would suggest that cognitive and moral development
are not as isomorphic as Kohlberg would like to believe - if the isomorphism is
taken to mean that cognitive moral development yields the same set of substantive
moral judgements, period..
Now, as I remarked, on Aristotle’s view, moral training is indispensable to
moral development; for he held, among other things, that a firm disposition to
do what is right is necessary for having a good moral character; and it
seems reasonable enough to hold that in general a firm disposition to do what
is right is acquired only with the passing of time. To see that Aristotle’s view
plainly makes more sense here, consider the implication of Kohlberg’s thought
with regard to Stage 4 persons in a Nazi society and their moving to Stages 5
and 6.
In terms of so moving, what does it mean to say that Nazi society exhibits
proper moral development at Stage 4? One is hard-pressed to think of Nazi ideology
as in any way a precursor of better moral thought and attitudes. The point here
is that if the move to a higher stage constitutes a form of moral betterment, then
it would seem that not anything whatsoever can serve as a touchstone for such
betterment. If acquiring the virtue of honesty is an instance of moral betterment,
one hardly contributes to this end by teaching individuals how to prevaricate
masterfully. Again, if acquiring the virtue of kindness is an instance of moral
betterment, one certainly does not contribute to this end by teaching people how
to treat others ruthlessly and sadistically. It seems absolutely ludicrous and
thoroughly contrary to common sense to say that a Stage 4 Canadian who
embraces the ideals of equality and a Stage 4 member of the Third Reich who
embraces the ideals of Nazi ideology are both making equally good progress along
the road of moral development.
In general, it would seem that there can be no moral development in the
absence of some substantive content about right and wrong. It seems true enough
that moral development calls for a significant measure of identification with others.
However, this does not suffice - even early on. Accordingly, it is not clear
that Kohlberg’s earlier stages constitute stages of moral development. Moral
development would seem to be absolutely impossible in the absence of moral
training. Kohlberg’s theory is not incompatible with such training. It is just that
he presents his theory as if such training were not really central to this kind of
development. The claim here is that this is no small omission.
Even if an adequate theory of moral development must give moral training a
central role among its tenets, another very important question remains: are the
fully developed moral persons those who are prepared to give their lives for their
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moral convictions? Martin Luther King, Jr., proclaimed that life is not worth living
if one is not prepared to die for something. This seems intuitively right. But if it is
not on account of the mere recognition of what is right that a person is prepared
to die for something, as Kohlberg himself concedes, then on account of what is
this so? An answer that very strongly recommends itself is moral self-esteem.
Self-esteem generally is anchored in the conviction that there are activities
which we are capable of performing especially well and in virtue of which our lives
can be judged meritorious by those at least with whom we identify. Our self
esteem can be tied to almost any kind of activity: dancing, boxing, scholarship,
housekeeping, parenting; our ability to attract sexual partners (recall Oscar Wilde’s
Dorian Gray), our mechanical skills, our loyalty, and so on. In particular, our self
esteem can be tied to our moral activities. Self-esteem so anchored is being called
moral self-esteem here. Usually more than one activity contributes to a person’s
general self-esteem: a person is a good spouse and parent, a good (but not
exceptional) businessperson, and a highly respected member of the local syna
gogue - not to mention a fairly decent individual. However, it is quite possible
that the primary source of a person’s self-esteem is a single endeavour. Virtually
all of their efforts and energies are devoted to its success, and nothing else much
matters to them. Presumably, Mother Teresa is a case in point. In comparison to
the success of her charitable efforts no doubt everything else pales in importance
to her; and we deeply admire her for being that way. Many professional athletes
(on the American scene, at any rate) constitute another example of individuals
for whom the primary source of their self-esteem is very largely a single endeavour.
In the twilight of their careers this has often proved to be a very poignant
matter; accordingly, some often postpone retirement to the point where it becomes
embarrassing for virtually everyone. This is significant because it points to the
extraordinary difficulty of giving up an end, the successful pursuit of which has
been the primary source of our self-esteem.
When the successful pursuit of a singular end is the primary source of a
person’s self-esteem, virtually no sacrifice is too great to ensure its success. So, I
suggest that if the mark of Stage 6 is that individuals at this stage are prepared to
be martyrs for the cause of right, then this is because Stage 6 individuals are those
for whom leading a moral life is the primary source of their self-esteem. If this
statement seems all too innocuous, then think again. First, for most of us who
lead meaningful lives, leading a moral life is probably not the primary source of
our self-esteem. More often than not, our careers are. This should come as no
surprise: most of us generally lead ordinary moral lives; we do not in any significant
way stand head and shoulders above others in our moral living. We need not
suppose this is simply a matter of our choosing as such. It is probably the case
that most of us go through life without ever finding ourselves in a situation which
would catapult us into such a position. Secondly, nothing is without a price,
including leading a high moral life - or so it seems. Socrates was too concerned
with teaching virtue to be much of a father and husband to his family. Gandhi,
who made civil disobedience against the British an art form, and whom we greatly
admire for it, was far from being a good husband. And Martin Luther King, Jr.,
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had important shortcomings on the home front as well. Having our self-esteem
so tied to the pursuit of one aspect of morality can leave us less sensitive to moral
claims in other areas.
Being highly successful in most endeavours in life is thought to have its pitfalls,
which are not easily avoided. Morality, one might have thought, is surely the
exception. These last remarks, however, would suggest otherwise. Our com
mitment to morality is not independent of the positive effects it will have upon
our self-esteem. And when our self-esteem is deeply anchored in any activity, be
it moral or otherwise, we tend to experience blind spots in other areas of life even other areas of the moral life. From the standpoint of moral development,
especially in terms of a commitment to morality for which one is prepared to die,
this is a very sobering thought, indeed - whether or not in the end there turn out
to be Kohlberg-like stages of moral development.

v

Conclusion

One of Kohlberg’s most interesting claims is that there is a universal parallelism
between both psychological and moral development. Another is that up to a point,
at any rate, moral development can take place without reference to any substantive
moral content. A third is that deontological moral reasoning is superior to utili
tarian moral reasoning.
While I have not denied that there are universal stages of moral and psycho
logical development, I have strenuously challenged the thesis that there is a
parallelism between the two. If, on any account, we cannot call the attitudes
embodied in Nazi ideology a form of moral development, then perhaps there is
some universal content to moral development in that, at the very least, there are
some universal restrictions on what can be countenanced as a species of such
development. And the reference to Artistotle with regard to moral training invites
the idea that when it comes to such development there is some universality with
respect to procedure: lessons in gratuitous harm are not likely to inspire moral
development. These remarks speak to the second claim as well. As to the third,
suffice it to say that the debate between utilitarians and deontologists is a long
standing one, which is not likely to be settled by an appeal to cognitive psychology.
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Method and moral theory
DALE JAMIESON

i

Introduction

C o n t e m p o r a r y moral philosophers have taken up a wide range of questions.
These questions include the significance of moral language, the nature of value
and obligation, the defensibility of various normative theories, and the duties
we may have concerning animals and future generations. Contemporary moral
philosophers have been much less interested in questions concerning moral the
ories themselves: what they are, why we might want to have them, and what
methods we should use in constructing them. In this article I will take up some
of these questions. I will be mainly concerned with questions about moral theory
rather than with questions in moral theory.
One reason why questions about moral theory have been relatively neglected
is because, until recently, there appeared to be widespread agreement about the
nature of moral theories and the acceptability of various methodological practices
Moral theories were commonly regarded as abstract structures whose role is to
supply justification rather than motivation. The proper method was thought by
most to be some version of coherentism (see section (iii. 2) for a discussion of this
concept). While these remain the dominant views, the intellectual landscape is
not as uniform as it once was.
In recent years there has been increasing anxiety about the nature, status,
and role of moral theory. For example Bernard Williams has expressed scepticism
about the deliverances of theory, Jonathan Dancy and John McDowell see little
role for theories to play in practical reasoning, and Susan Wolf has attacked the
ideals that she sees as implicit in traditional moral theories. Robert Fullinwider
has staked an avowedly anti-theoretical position. Michael Stocker has proffered a
diagnosis: the problems of modern moral theory stem from its ‘schizophrenic’
nature.
While problems of theory have been the main focus of some philosophers,
others have primarily been concerned with what they see as a crisis of method.
According to Alasdair MacIntyre, modern moral philosophy serves up a cafeteria
of conflicting moralities among which it is powerless to decide. Annette Baier
claims that this way of teaching moral philosophy breeds scepticism in students.
In this article I cannot hope to resolve or even address all of these disputes. I
will discuss some of them, survey the issues that I take to be central, and gesture
towards what I take to be the truth. In the next section I will discuss the nature
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of theories, and in the following section I will discuss some questions of method.
In section (iv) I will discuss the role of examples in producing the ‘moral intuitions’
with which theories work. In the final section I will draw some conclusions.

ii

The nature of moral theories

There is a dominant conception of moral theory that is presupposed or endorsed
by theorists of many different stripes. Although this conception is currently under
vigorous attack, there is surprisingly little explicit defence or even articulation of
it. The dominant conception is mainly known through the writings of its opponents
and the practices of its adherents. I will try to make explicit some of the imporant
features of this conception.

i

T h e d o m in a n t c o n c e p t io n

On the dominant conception, moral theories are abstract structures that sort
agents, actions, or outcomes into appropriate categories. Proposed categories
include virtuous, vicious, right, wrong, permitted, forbidden, good, bad, best,
worst, supererogatory, and obligatory. Characteristically outcomes are ranked
according to their goodness, actions according to their rightness, and agents
according to their virtuousness. Different theories take different categories as
primary. For example utilitarianism takes the goodness of outcomes as primary,
and from this derives accounts of the rightness of actions and the virtuousness of
agents. Deontology, on the other hand, takes the rightness of actions as primary
and either derives from this accounts of other categories that it takes to be morally
relevant, or supplements it with accounts of the other categories. (See Article 1 7,
C O N T E M P O R A R Y D E O N T O L O G Y , and Article 19, C O N S E Q U E N T I A L I S M . )
The job of moral theorists, on the dominant conception, is to make particular
moral theories explicit, to describe their universality, and to make vivid their
coercive power. This is done through examining arguments, assessing evidence,
and scrutinizing logical relationships. Moral-theoretic reasoning is often modelled
on legal or economic reasoning. The legal model is implicit in the work of Bentham,
while the economic model is often identified with Hobbes. The difference between
law or economics on the one hand, and morality on the other, is often taken to
involve the reasons agents have for conformity to the practices of the respective
institutions, or the mechanisms that are available for enforcing conformity.
As I have said, the dominant conception is mainly implicit rather than explicit
in contemporary ethical theory. For this reason it is dangerous to name names.
However, without suggesting that they would endorse every feature of the domi
nant conception as I have described it, we can associate the dominant conception
with the nineteenth-century philosopher, Henry Sidgwick, and such contemporary
philosophers as Richard Brandt, Derek Parfit, John Rawls, and Judith Jarvis
Thomson.
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The anti-theorists

Challenges to the dominant conception have become increasingly prominent.
One source of these challenges is a feminist sensibility that began to emerge in
professional philosophy in the 1970s. Another source is the widespread scepticism
about authority that was characteristic of the 1960s. Philosophers whose views
were affected by these tendencies have profound differences among them.
However, many of these philosophers have emphasized character and motivation
rather than consequences and obligations. They have found their inspiration in
Aristotle and Hume rather than Kant and Sidgwick. They are inclined to view
morality ‘from the ground up’, as a kind of social practice, rather than ‘from the
top down’, as an expression of theory.
One of the first influential critiques of the dominant conception was G. E. M.
Anscombe’s 1958 essay, ‘Modern moral philosophy’. Here Anscombe objects to
the ‘law conception of ethics’, which she sees as characteristic of English phil
osophy from Sidgwick on. Anscombe argues that this view is untenable without
the notion of a divine lawgiver. Since modern moral philosophy banishes God,
regarding him as either dead, non-existent, or irrelevant, its conception of moral
theory is ultimately anachronistic.
It is as if the notion ‘criminal’ were to remain when criminal law and criminal courts had
been abolished and forgotten. (Anscombe, 1958, p. 30)

Anscombe’s conclusion is that if moral philosophy is to be secular, it had better
be more like Aristotle’s than Sidgwick’s. But if we do return to Aristotle, then
moral philosophy ‘should be laid aside . . . until we have an adequate philosophy
of psychology’ (p. 26).
According to Alasdair MacIntyre and Bernard Williams, moral theory does
not have the authority that it claims for itself. MacIntyre argues generally that
there can be no moral authority in pluralistic, liberal societies. He urges us to
subvert liberalism by developing common narratives and ways of life. Williams,
on the other hand, takes pluralism and liberalism as given in societies like ours,
and goes on to reflect on the prospects for iiving an ethical life in such societies.
Despite their differences, both MacIntyre and Williams find modern moral
philosophy to be part of our cultural problem rather than a solution. In Whose
Justice? Which Rationality? MacIntyre writes that:
[mjodern academic philosophy turns out by and large to provide means for a more accurate
and informed definition of disagreement rather than for progress toward its resolution.
(1988. p. 3)

In Ethics and the Limits of Philosophy Williams tells us that ‘philosophy should not
try to produce ethical theory’ (p. 17), because ethical theory does not have the
authority to ‘give some compelling reason to accept one intuition rather than
another’ (p. 99).
Williams has much in common with Anscombe, but there are important
differences. Although both advocate the abolition of morality as it is understood
by many philosophers, their reasons are quite different. For Anscombe, the belief
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in a distinctive, authoritative kind of obligation that is moral is a perversion of
theistic ethics. The abolition of this kind of morality would clarify our existing
beliefs and practices since morality, as many of us understand it. does not exist
anyway. Williams distinguishes ethics from morality, and identifies morality with
a ‘peculiar institution' that is a modern expression of the ethical. Morality focuses
on obligations, and makes claims for itself that are so grandiose that fidelity to
this harsh master alienates us from our personal relationships and commitments
and erodes our integrity. For Anscombe, the law conception of morality is unten
able without God. For Williams, the law conception of morality may be tenable,
but it is vicious and repressive. We can be free to live our own lives in a truly
secular society only when we have overcome the bondage of morality.
Much of the feminist critique of traditional moral theories has been influenced
by psychological research, such as Carol Gilligan’s, that suggests that women
have different patterns of moral response than men. Annette Baier, an influential
feminist voice in contemporary philosophy, takes this research to suggest that
while traditional male ethics focuses on obligation, female ethics focuses on love.
Baier hopes to reconcile these moralities in an ethics of trust. (See also Article 43,
THE I DEA OF A FE MAL E ETHIC. )

Without endorsing all of their claims, there is much that we can learn from
the anti-theorists. Their attacks on the dominant conception challenge us to
rethink the relationship between moral theory and moral practice.
3

Reconciling theory and practice

In my view moral theorizing is something that real people do in everyday life. It
is not just the domain of professors, expounding in their lecture halls. Moral
theorizing can be found on the highways and byways, practiced by everyone from
bartenders to politicians.
In everyday life it is common for people to apply role reversal tests, to appeal
to possible outcomes of actions or policies, or to point to special responsibilities
and obligations. This is the stuff of moral persuasion, reasoning, and education.
For example we ask children how they would feel if they were treated as they
have treated others. To an acquaintance we point out that it would not cost much
to visit a sick parent, and that it would do the parent a world of good. We condemn
a friend for not acting as a friend.
When we ask why we should be moved by such considerations, or we test
them in order to see whether they hang together with other beliefs and com
mitments that we have, we are engaging in moral theorizing. However, the result
of this theorizing hardly ever leads to the creation of a full-blown moral theory.
Generally we are pushed into theorizing by pragmatic considerations rather
than by the disinterested search for truth. We are usually pushed out of it by
conversational closure - one of us gets our way, or we agree to disagree. Moral
theorizing typically emerges when there is a conversational niche for it to fill.
If this is correct, then the distinction between moral theorizing and moral
practice is an untenable dualism. Moral theorizing is part of moral practice. It is
a way of trying to ensure that the moralizing of ourselves and others is defensible
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It is a way in which our ‘better self’, or at least our more reflective self, sometimes
tries to carry the day.
Moral theories, the abstract conceptions that we study in moral philosophy,
are derivative of moral theorizing. They are hypostatizations of an activity that is
part of everyday moral practice. We use these abstract structures for various
purposes: to grade and categorize agents, acts, and outcomes; to relate to various
religious beliefs and cultural outlooks; to evaluate, analyse, extend, and so on. As
the anti-theorists point out, what we almost never use them for is making moral
decisions.
But this overstates the case. Many of us, and not just philosophers, are driven
to evaluate systematically our own moral theorizing and that of others. These
evaluations often go beyond what would be required by the exigencies of the
immediate situation. Some of these systematic evaluations result in theories or
theory-fragments. While these theories or theory-fragments may not play a star
ring role in moral decision-making, they surely have some effect, even if indirectly,
on our moral practices.
The anti-theorists remind us that people in their everyday moral practices
create theory; that there are limits on what these theories can do; that their job
is to help us do what is right rather than to be true. In these ways their attack on
the dominant conception is important and helpful. However, what they do not
succeed in showing is that we would be better off without moral theory.

iii

The methods of theorizing

If what I have said in the previous section is correct, much of our moral theorizing
goes on as part of our ordinary moral practices. Rather than being orderly and
systematic, it is eclectic and incremental. Despite this, many philosophers have
been concerned to discover principles of grand method. Philosophers who are
enthralled by the dominant conception of moral theory have wanted to construct
theories that are explicit and universal. In order to help them to do this they have
wanted to identify the principles that govern theory building. Such philosophers
have often looked to epistemology - the study of how we can know things - as
providing the models for this enterprise.
The two most influential approaches to theory construction in epistemology
are foundationalism and coherentism. Most attempts at theory construction in
ethics follow one of these two models. Coherentism is currently in vogue but it
suffers from serious difficulties, as does foundationalism.
i

Foundationalism

Foundationalism is (roughly) the view that systems of belief are justified in virtue
of the logical relations that obtain between beliefs that require justification, and
other beliefs that themselves are in no need of justification.
Consider an example. Suppose that John believes that it is wrong to kill his
next-door neighbour gratuitously, and takes this to follow from the self-evident
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principle that it is wrong to kill people gratuitously, and his belief that his nextdoor neighbour is a person. What has been offered is a foundationalist justification
for this fragment of John’s belief system.
Traditionally people have been tempted by foundationalist accounts for the
following reason. At some point, it seems, justification must end. The beliefs in
which a chain of justification terminates must themselves be justified but require
no justification. For if they were not justified then the system of beliefs which is
justified by reference to them would not itself be justified. If these ‘terminating’
beliefs themselves required justification then they would not in fact be the beliefs
in which the chain of justification terminates.
There are a number of problems with this foundationalist picture. One problem
concerns how it could be that some beliefs require no justification. Traditionally
such beliefs have been thought either self-justifying or self-evident.
Consider first the idea that some beliefs are self-justifying. My belief that there
are such things as beliefs may be an example of a self-justifying belief, for it is true
in virtue of my believing it to be true (although some would deny even this). It is
a long way from this kind of self-justifying belief, however, to an interesting moral
theory. Other candidates for self-justifying beliefs have been suggested. Some
philosophers have thought that there are common-sense propositions that we
cannot help but believe: for example that we sometimes act freely, that there is
an external world, and so on. On this view, since we cannot help but believe these
things, these beliefs are self-justifying. But this claim is far from convincing. It
seems possible that we are the sort of creatures who cannot help but believe some
things that are false. There seems to be no guarantee that our epistemic capacities
really give us access to the world.
There are also problems about deriving a moral theory from self-evident truths.
There isiittle controversy about whether logical truths are self-evident (for example
that all ravens are ravens), so logical truths are good candidates for self-evident
truths. But logical truths are not rich enough to permit the derivation of any
interesting moral theory. And once we go beyond logical truths, disagreement
breaks out about what other truths, if any, are self-evident.
This leads to a further problem. If there are self-evident or self-justifying truths
that are rich enough to permit the derivation of an interesting moral theory, then
they must go beyond logical truths and those which are ‘pragmatically necessary’.
Yet it is far from clear that there are such truths or how we could recognize them
if there are.
Foundationalism dominated epistemology for the first half of this century, but
it has fallen upon hard times. Attempts to construct the world from the incorrigible
deliverances of the senses have largely been abandoned in the wake of attacks by
Wittgenstein, Quine and others. Foundationalism in ethics was always more
problematical than foundationalism in general epistemology, for it was never clear
what was to do the work of sense-data. It is not surprising that in our post
positivist philosophical climate, there are few moral theorists willing to endorse
foundationalist methodology.
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Coherentism

These days some version of coherentism is the dominant view of what constitutes
proper method for theory construction in ethics. Coherentism can be roughly
characterized as the view that beliefs can be justified only by their relation to other
beliefs. This is in clear distinction to foundationalism which holds that some
beliefs, those that are foundational, are justified independently of their relations
to other beliefs.
The most influential form of coherentism is Rawls’s method of reflective
equilibrium. According to Rawls, proper method involves beginning with a set of
considered beliefs, formulating general principles to account for them, and then
revising both principles and beliefs in the light of each other, until an equilibrium
is reached.
There are many problems with this methodology. Some philosophers, such as
Brandt, Hare, and Singer, have denied that our considered beliefs have probative
force. It appears that Nazis or Pharaohs employing the method of reflective
equilibrium would arrive at outlooks that are grossly immoral. This is an instance
of an old problem for coherence theories: there can be an indefinite number of
sets of beliefs in reflective equilibrium, yet there may be no reason to suppose that
any of these constitute a true theory.
One response, suggested by Holmgren, is to couple reflective equilibrium with
a commitment to objective moral truths. But this only raises the question of how
objective moral truths are to be identified. Rawls’s own solution is to introduce
(tacitly) further considerations for evaluating considered judgements and moral
outlooks. This shifts the burden of justification from reflective equilibrium to these
reliability tests. The question then arises as to what underwrites these reliability
tests. And this seems to put us back in the soup. Is our belief in these tests
foundational, or do the beliefs that are sanctioned by these tests gain their
credibility from their relations to other beliefs?
Coherentism and foundationalism have resourceful defenders, and this short
discussion cannot do justice to the subtle versions of these approaches that have
been developed. Moreover, methodological space is not exhausted by foun
dationalism and coherentism. Many other views are possible. One that seems
increasingly popular is derivationism. Philosophers such as Brandt and Gauthier
seek to derive a moral theory from what they regard as more fundamental
considerations concerning rationality. They do this because they regard questions
about rationality as clearer than questions about morality, or because they believe
that rationality has motivational force in a w ay that morality does not. Though
Brandt and Gauthier are derivationists, they are not foundationalists. For they do
not claim that the beliefs from which their theories are derived are self-evident or
self-justifying.
3

Other questions of method

Dramatically contrasting foundationalism and coherentism on the big screen of
the philosophical dialectic may obscure the fact that they have much in common.
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One important issue in the background of this debate concerns whether and to
what extent moral theories can or must be revisionary. On this issue foundationalism and coherentism have more in common than might be imagined.
Some have thought that since coherentist views begin with our considered
moral beliefs, they must inevitably sanctify ‘common sense morality’ - that ragtag
collection of moral prejudices, habits, judgements, and behaviours which people
of ‘our’ class and culture exhibit or engage in. Because foundationalist approaches
start from the beginning, it has been thought that only they are in a position to
challenge those prejudices and promote moral progress. While there may be
something to this view, it would be very difficult to say exactly what it is. Even if
we are coherentists and believe that our considered moral beliefs are privileged,
it is still not clear how we should settle conflicts between those beliefs and the
deliverances of a moral theory. The corpus of our beliefs may be privileged, but it
does not follow from this that each belief is privileged, or that those beliefs that
are privileged are all equally privileged. It thus does not follow (for example) that
utilitarianism should be rejected or revised because it makes demands that many
people believe are excessive. It is consistent with even conservative views in moral
epistemology to suppose that (some of) our everyday moral beliefs should be
revised or rejected instead. Nor is it obvious that foundationalism must serve the
cause of moral progress. Whether a foundationalist morality is conservative or
not depends on what people take for foundational beliefs, not on the fact of its
being a foundationalist theory.
There are also some constraints that any moral theory, whether coherentist
or foundationalist, must satisfy. One of these is consistency. An inconsistent theory
implies anything, and therefore fails to fulfil whatever role we might want theories
to play. Theories must also be complete enough to provide a moral perspective.
While it may be appropriate for moral theories to be silent over some range of
hard cases, too much silence about the wrong cases would vitiate the claims to
importance that are made on their behalf.
The goal of both foundationalists and coherentists is also the same: the
identification of a defensible set of moral beliefs, convictions, dispositions, and
purposes. Sometimes the members of this set are called ‘intuitions’.
The search for this set begins in midstream. Even foundationalists must grant
that we begin as well as end with moral intuitions. Both foundationalists and
coherentists are interested in methods for identifying and assessing the intuitions
with which we begin. Since coherentists are in the business of systematizing our
‘considered’ intuitions, they need methods for identifying them. Since derivations
of moral truths from foundational beliefs are notoriously indeterminate (or at least
controversial), foundationalists may want to identify our considered intuitions, in
order to see how bodies of belief hang together, or how thefr proposed derivations
map on to people’s pre-theoretical beliefs.
For these reasons (and others) both coherentists and foundationalists have
been interested in mechanisms for identifying and assessing our moral intuitions.
Different techniques for eliciting and assessing moral intuitions have been
employed. One of the most common is the use of examples. Philosophers present
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us with various cases - some from literature, some from real life, some from the
imagination - and ask what intuitions we have about them. Although the
intuitions that are elicited play different roles in foundationalist and coherentist
theories, the use of examples is common to both. I believe that the limitations of
this approach have not been sufficiently appreciated. In order to see why this
approach is problematical, I shall conclude with a brief discussion of the role of
examples in moral philosophy.

iv

The role of examples

In moral philosophy examples are used for many different purposes. Kant, in the
Groundwork, uses a series of examples to show us how the several formulations of
the categorical imperative may be applied to cases. In ‘Existentialism is a human
ism' Sartre discusses the young man who is torn between caring for his mother
and fighting for the Free French in order to show that there are (many?) moral
problems that cannot be solved by appeals to principles. In contemporary moral
philosophy examples are often used as ‘intuition-pumps’. For example in Reasons
and Persons Derek Parfit describes a number of worlds with different populations at
different levels of welfare in order to elicit our intuitions about different population
policies.
Following (but revising) Onora O’Neill, we can distinguish four kinds of
examples that are used in moral theorizing: literary, ostensive, hypothetical, and
imaginary. Literary examples are commonly used and have various strengths and
weaknesses that cannot be explored here. (For an example, see the opening of
A rticle2 1, v i r t u e t h e o r y . ) Ostensive examples are those taken from real life.
We may discuss the My Lai massacre, for example, as a case in which soldiers
had to choose between following orders and obeying moral injunctions.
The distinction beween hypothetical and imaginative examples is important,
but difficult to make clear. A hypothetical example may involve a decision between
going to the movies or visiting a sick friend. The question of whether or not to
enter a teletransporter that will destroy your body at point of entry but create a
replica at your destination is an imaginary example. Hypothetical examples
involve instances of situations or events that have occurred, or could occur
without requiring us to rewrite physics or change our basic conception of how
the world.works. Imaginary examples involve logical possibilities that could occur
only in worlds very different from ours.
Almost all philosophers make appeals to hypothetical cases. It is hard to see
how we could go on without doing so. Deciding what to do involves hypothetical
reasoning. Appeals to imaginary cases, however, are problematical because such
examples are indeterminate with respect to background. In order to be valid,
counterfactual reasoning must go on against a fixed background. When we
consider whether to visit a sick friend or to go to the movies instead, we have a
relatively clear idea about what will be different and what will be the same
whatever we do. In imaginary cases we often do not really know what is up for
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grabs. We have intuitions, but these intuitions may be untrustworthy. For we
may have dragged along part of the ‘real world’ into the counterfactual one.
Imaginary examples are often described in a very schematic way. We tacitly
supply the background that makes these cases intelligible. But we may simply be
wrong about what a world with teletransporters would be like.
A second problem is that imaginary cases are (typically) tendentiously
described. This is due to the function that they are supposed to perform. A ‘good’
imaginary case is one about which we have clear intuitions. The idea is to transfer
these clear intuitions to a relevantly similar case about which our intuitions are
confused. However, it may be that our intuitions are different about the two cases
because they are not relevantly similar. What we may think, on the face of it, is
that some important features of the actual case are not present in the imaginary
one. One such feature is ambiguity and complexity. As O’Neill points out in ‘How
can we individuate moral problems?’, how we identify and describe cases is already
an important part of our response to them. Real life is open to different descriptions
and interpretations. It may not even be clear when some situation or circumstance
presents a moral problem, or if it does, what kind of moral problem it presents.
Imaginary cases come with their own descriptions. The battle for identification
and description is suppressed. For this reason our intuitions about them are
untrustworthy.
These problems can be seen by considering a series of imaginary examples,
presented by Michael Tooley in his book, Abortion and Infanticide (pp. 1 9 1 ff), in
defence of ‘the moral symmetry principle’ - roughly the view that the wrongness
of intervening to stop a causal process is equivalent to the wrongness of failing to
initiate the process. Tooley asks us to imagine a chemical that, when injected into
the brain of a kitten, causes it to develop into a cat ‘possessing a brain of the sort
possessed by normal adult human beings’. According to Tooley, killing a kitten
that has been injected but has not yet begun to develop ‘those properties that
would make it a person’ is morally equivalent to killing an uninjected kitten. He
goes on to apply these results to the issue of abortion, arriving at the conclusion
that ‘it is prima facie no more seriously wrong to kill a human organism that is
a potential person, but not a person, than it is intentionally to refrain from
injecting a kitten with the special chemical, and to kill it instead’.
Should we trust our intuitions about these cases? I think not. It is not clear
what continuities and differences there are between our world and one in which
it is possible to transform kittens into persons. Nor is it clear that we have been
presented with all the relevant moral features of these cases. When we imagine
cats with language are we also supposed to imagine that they have developed
vocalization capacities like ours and now speak English? What do they talk about?
Are they burdened with shame and guilt? Do they appreciate art, music, and
literature? We might also want to know whether we like them and whether they
like us. Only by asking these and other questions can we expose what has been
suppressed by the schematic description of the case, and thus even begin to know
whether or not we should trust our intuitions.
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Conclusion

The general topic of theory and method in moral philosophy is large, important,
and underexplored. In this article I have canvassed various views, and expressed
some of my own: that moral theories are derivative of moral theorizing, that moral
theorizing is part of everyday moral practice, that both foundationalism and
coherentism are problematical, and that appeals to imaginary cases are often
misleading and unreliable.
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The idea of a female ethic
J E A N G R IM S H A W

Q u e s t i o n s about gender have scarcely been central to mainstream moral phil
osophy this century. But the idea that virtue is in some way gendered, that the
standards and criteria of morality are different for women and men, is one that
has been central to the ethical thinking of a great many philosophers. It is to the
eighteenth century that we can trace the beginnings of those ideas of a ‘female
ethic', of ‘feminine’ nature and specifically female forms of virtue, which have
formed the essential background to a great deal of feminist thinking about ethics.
The eighteenth century, in industrializing societies, saw the emergence of the
concern about questions of femininity and female consciousness that was import
antly related to changes in the social situation of women. Increasingly, for middle
class women, the home was no longer also the workplace. The only route to
security (of a sort) for a woman was a marriage in which she was wholly
economically dependent, and for the unmarried woman, the prospects were
bleak indeed. At the same time, however, as women were becoming increasingly
dependent on men in practical and material terms, the eighteenth century saw
the beginnings of an idealization of family life and the married state that remained
influential throughout the nineteenth century. A sentimental vision of the sub
ordinate but virtuous and idealized wife and mother, whose specifically female
virtues both defined and underpinned the ‘private’ sphere of domestic life, came
to dominate a great deal of eighteenth and nineteenth-century thought.
The idea that virtue is gendered is central, for example, to the philosophy of
Rousseau. In Emile, Rousseau argued that those characteristics which would be
faults in men are virtues in women. Rousseau’s account of female virtues is closely
related to his idealized vision of the rural family and simplicity of life which alone
could counteract the evil manners of the city, and it is only, he thought, as wives
and mothers that women can become virtuous. But their virtue is also premised
on their dependence and subordination within marriage; for a woman to be
independent, according to Rousseau, or for her to pursue goals whose aim was
not the welfare of her family, was for her to lose those qualities which would
make her estimable and desirable.
It was above all Rousseau’s notion of virtue as ‘gendered’ that Mary Wollstonecraft attacked in her Vindication of the Rights of Woman. Virtue, she argued,
should mean the same thing for a woman as for a man, and she was a bitter critic
of the forms of ‘femininity’ to which women were required to aspire, and which,
she thought, undermined their strength and dignity as human beings. Since the
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time of Wollstonecraft, there has always been an important strand in feminist
thinking which has viewed with great suspicion, or rejected entirely, the idea that
there are specifically female virtues. There are very good reasons for this suspicion.
The idealization of female virtue, which perhaps reached its apogee in the effusions
of many nineteenth-century male Victorian writers such as Ruskin, has usually
been premised on female subordination. The ‘virtues’ to which it was thought
that women should aspire often reflect this subordination - a classic example is
the ‘virtue’ of selflessness, which was stressed by a great number of Victorian
writers.
Despite this well-founded ambivalence about the idea of ‘female virtue’,
however, many women in the nineteenth century, including a large number who
were concerned with the question of women’s emancipation, remained attracted
to the idea, not merely that there were specifically female virtues, but sometimes
that women were morally superior to men, and to the belief that society could
be morally transformed through the influence of women. What many women
envisaged was, as it were, an extension throughout society of the ‘female values’
of the private sphere of home and family. But, unlike many male writers, they
used the idea of female virtue as a reason for women’s entry into the ‘public’
sphere rather than as a reason for their being restricted to the ‘private’ one. And
in a context where any sort of female independence was so immensely difficult to
achieve, it is easy to see the attraction of any view which sought to re-evaluate
and affirm those strengths and virtues conventionally seen as ‘feminine’.
The context of contemporary feminist thought is of course very different. Most
of the formal barriers to the entry of women into spheres other than the domestic
have been removed, and a constant theme of feminist writing in the last twenty
years has been a critique of women’s restriction to the domestic role or the ‘private’
sphere. Despite this, however, the idea of ‘a female ethic’ has remained very
important within feminist thinking. A number of concerns underlie the continued
interest within feminism in the idea of a ‘female ethic’. Perhaps most important
is concern about the violent and destructive consequences to human life and to
the planet of those fields of activity which have been largely male-dominated,
such as war, politics, and capitalist economic domination. The view that the
frequently destructive nature of these things is at least in part due to the fact that
they are male-dominated is not of course new; it was common enough in many
arguments for female suffrage at the beginning of the twentieth century. In some
contemporary feminist thinking this has been linked to a view that many forms
of aggression and destruction are closely linked to the nature of ‘masculinity’ and
the male psyche.
Such beliefs about the nature of masculinity and about the destructive nature
of male spheres of activity are sometimes linked to ‘essentialist’ beliefs about male
and female nature. Thus, for example, in the very influential work of Mary Daly,
all the havoc wreaked on human life and the planet tends to be seen as an
undifferentiated result of the unchanging nature of the male psyche, and of the
ways in which women themselves have been ‘colonized’ by male domination and
brutality. And contrasted with this havoc, in Daly’s work, is a vision of an
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uncorrupted female psyche which might rise like a phoenix from the ashes of
male-dominated culture and save the world. Not all versions of essentialism are
quite as extreme or vivid as that of Daly: but it is not uncommon (among some
supporters of the peace movement for example) to find the belief that women are
‘naturally’ less aggressive, more gentle and nurturing, more co-operative, than
men.
Such essentialist views of male and female nature are of course a problem if
one believes that the ‘nature’ of men and women is not something that is
monolithic or unchanging, but is, rather, socially and historically constructed.
And a great deal of feminist thinking has rejected any form of essentialism. But if
one rejects the idea that any differences between male and female values and
priorities can be ascribed to a fundamental male and female ‘nature’, the question
then arises as to whether the idea of a ‘female ethic’ can be spelled out in a way
that avoids essentialist assumptions. The attempt to do this is related to a second
major concern of feminist thinking. This, concern can be explained as follows.
Women themselves have constantly tended to be devalued or inferiorized (fre
quently at the same time as being idealized). But this devaluation has not simply
been of women themselves - their nature, abilities and characteristics. The
‘spheres’ of activity with which they have particularly been associated have also
been devalued. Again, paradoxically, they have also been idealized. Thus home,
family, the domestic virtues, and women’s role in the physical and emotional care
of others have constantly been praised to the skies and seen as the bedrock of
social life. At the same time, these things are commonly seen as a mere ‘backdrop’
to the more ‘important’ spheres of male activity, to which no self-respecting man
could allow himself to be restricted: and as generating values which must always
take second place if they conflict with values or priorities from elsewhere.
The second sort of approach to the idea of a ‘female ethic’ results, then, both
from a critique of essentialism, and from an attempt to see whether an alternative
approach to questions about moral reasoning and ethical priorities can be derived
from a consideration of those spheres of life and activity which have been regarded
as paradigmatically female. Two things, in particular, have been suggested. The
first is that there are in fact common or typical differences in the ways in which
women and men think or reason about moral issues. This view of course, is not
new. It has normally been expressed, however, in terms of a deficiency on the part
of women; women are incapable of reason, of acting on principles: they are
emotional, intuitive, too personal, and so forth. Perhaps, however, we might
recognize difference without ascribing deficiency; and maybe a consideration of
female moral reasoning can highlight the problems in the male forms of reasoning
which have been seen as the norm?
The second important suggestion can be summarized as follows. It starts from
the assumption that specific social practices generate their own vision of what is
‘good’ or what is to be especially valued, their own concerns and priorities, and
their own criteria for what is to be seen as a ‘virtue’. Perhaps, then, the social
practices, especially those of mothering and caring for others, which have tra
ditionally been regarded as female, can be seen as generating ethical priorities
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and conceptions of ‘virtue’ which should not only not be devalued but which can
also provide a corrective to the more destructive values and priorities of those
spheres of activity which have been dominated by men.
In her influential book In A Different Voice: Psychological Theory and Women’s
Development (1982) Carol Gilligan argued that those who have suggested that
women typically reason differently from men about moral issues are right; what
is wrong is their assumption of the inferiority or deficiency of female moral
reasoning. The starting point for Gilligan’s work was an examination of the work
of Lawrence Kohlberg on moral development in children. Kohlberg attempted to
identify ‘stages’ in moral development, which could be analysed by a consideration
of the responses children gave to questions about how they would resolve a moral
dilemma. The ‘highest’ stage, the stage at which, in fact, Kohlberg wanted to say
that a specifically moral framework of reasoning was being used, was that at
which moral dilemmas were resolved by an appeal to rules and principles, a logical
decision about priorities, in the light of the prior acceptance of such rules or
principles. (For a general consideration of Kohlberg’s work, see Article 41,
MOR A L I T Y AND P S YCHOLOGI CAL DEVELOPMENT. )

A much quoted example of Kohlberg’s method, discussed in detail by Gilligan,
is the case of two eleven-year-old children, ‘Jake’ and ‘Am y’. Jake and Amy were
asked to respond to the following dilemma; a man called Heinz has a wife who is
dying, but he cannot afford the drug she needs. Should he steal the drug in order
to save his wife’s life? Jake is clear that Heinz should steal the drug; and his answer
revolves around a resolution of the rules governing life and property. Amy,
however, responded very differently. She suggested that Heinz should go and talk
to the druggist and see if they could not find some solution to the problem.
Whereas Jake sees the situation as needing mediation through systems of logic or
law, Amy, Gilligan suggests, sees a need for mediation through communication
in relationships.
It is clear that Kohlberg’s understanding of morality is based on the tradition
that derives from Kant and moves through the work of such contemporary
philosophers as John Rawls and R. M. Hare. The emphasis in this tradition is
indeed on rules and principles, and Gilligan is by no means the only critic to
suggest that any such understanding of morality will be bound to misrepresent
women’s moral reasoning and set up a typically male pattern of moral reasoning
as a standard against which to judge women to be deficient. Nel Noddings, for
example, in her book Caring: A Feminine Approach to Ethics and Moral Education
(1984), argues that that a morality based on rules or principles is in itself
inadequate, and that it does not capture what is distinctive or typical about female
moral thinking. She points out how, in a great deal of moral philosophy, it has
been supposed that the moral task is, as it were, to abstract the ‘local detail’ from
a situation and see it as falling under a rule or principle. Beyond that, it is a
question of deciding or choosing, in a case of conflict, how to order or rank one’s
principles in a hierarchy. And to rank as a moral one, a principle must be
universalizable; that is to say, of the form ‘Whenever X, then do Y ’. (See Article
40, u n i v e r s a l p r e s c r i p t i v i s m .) Noddings argues that the posing of moral
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dilemmas in such a way misrepresents the nature of moral decision-making.
Posing moral issues in the ‘desert-island dilemma’ form, in which only the ‘bare
bones’ of a situation are described, usually serves to conceal rather than to reveal
the sorts of questions to which only situational and contextual knowledge can
provide an answer, and which are essential to moral judgement in the specific
context. (See also Dale Jamieson’s remarks about the use of examples in moral
philosophy in Article 42, m e t h o d a n d m o r a l t h e o r y .)
But Noddings wants to argue, like Gilligan, not merely that this sort of account
of morality is inadequate in general, but that women are less likely than men
even to attempt to justify their moral decisions in this sort of way. Both of them
argue that women do not tend to appeal to rules and principles in the same sort
of way as men; that they are more likely to appeal to concrete and detailed
knowledge of the situation, and to consider the dilemma in terms of the relation
ships involved.
Gilligan and Noddings suggest, therefore, that there are, as a matter of fact,
differences in the ways in which women and men reason about moral issues. But
such views of difference always pose great difficulties. The nature of the evidence
involved is inevitably problematic; it would not be difficult to find two elevenyear-old children who reacted quite differently to Heinz’s dilemma; and appeals
to ‘common experience’ of how women and men reason about moral issues can
always be challenged by pointing to exceptions or by appealing to different
experience.
The question, however, is not just one of empirical difficulty. Even if there were
some common or typical differences between women and men, there is always a
problem about how such differences are to be described. For one thing, it is
questionable whether the sort of description of moral decision-making given by
Kohlberg and others really does adequately represent its nature. Furthermore, the
view that women do not act on principle, that they are intuitive and more
influenced by ‘personal’ considerations, has so often been used in contexts where
women have been seen as deficient that it is as well to be suspicious of any
distinction between women and men which seems to depend on this difference. It
might, for example, be the case, not so much that women and men reason differently
about moral issues, but that their ethical priorities differ, as that what is regarded as
an important principle by women (such as maintaining relationships) is commonly
seen by men as a failure of principle.
At best then, I think that the view that women ‘reason differently’ over moral
issues is difficult to spell out clearly or substantiate; at worst, it runs the risk of
recapitulating old and oppressive dichotomies. But perhaps there is some truth in
the view that women’s ethical priorities may commonly differ from those of men?
Again, is not easy to see how this could be very clearly established, or what sort
of evidence would settle the question: but if it is correct to argue that ethical
priorities will emerge from life experiences and from the ways these are socially
articulated, then maybe one might assume that, given that the life experiences of
women are commonly very different from those of men. their ethical priorities
will differ too? Given, for instance, the experience of women in pregnancy, child
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birth and the rearing of children, might there be, for example, some difference in
the way they will view the ‘waste’ of those lives in war. (This is not an idea that
is unique to contemporary feminism; it was, for example, suggested by Olive
Schreiner in her book Woman and Labour, which was published in 19 1 1.)
There have been a number of attempts in recent feminist philosophy to suggest
that the practices in which women engage, in particular the practices of childcare
and the physical and emotional maintenance of other human beings, might be
seen as generating social priorities and conceptions of virtue which are different
from those which inform other aspects of social life. Sara Ruddick, for example,
in an article entitled ‘Maternal thinking’ (1980) argues that the task of mothering
generates a conception of virtue which might provide a resource for a critique of
those values and priorities which underpin much contemporary social life including those of militarism. Ruddick does not want to argue that women can
simply enter the public realm ‘as mothers’ (as some suffragist arguments earlier
in the twentieth century suggested) and transform it. She argues, nevertheless,
that women’s experience as mothers is central to their ethical life, and to the ways
in which they might articulate a critique of dominant values and social mores.
Rather similarly, Caroline Whitbeck has argued that the practices of caring for
others, which have motherhood at their centre, provide an ethical model of the
‘mutual realization of people’ which is very different from the competitive and
individualistic norms of much social life (Whitbeck, 1983).
There are, however, great problems in the idea that female practices can
generate an autonomous or coherent set of ‘alternative’ values. Female practices
are always socially situated and inflected by things such as class, race, material
poverty or well-being, which have divided women and which they do not all
share. Furthermore, practices such as childbirth and the education and rearing
of children have been the focus of constant ideological concern and struggle; they
have not just been developed by women in isolation from other aspects of the
culture. The history of childcare this century, for example, has constantly been
shaped by the (frequently contradictory) interventions both o f‘experts’ in childcare
(who have often been male) and by the state. Norms of motherhood have also
been used in ways that have reinforced classist and racist assumptions about the
‘pathology’ of working-class or black families. They have been used, too, by
women themselves, in the service of such things as devotion to Hitler’s ‘Fatherland’
or the bitter opposition to feminism and equal rights in the USA. For all these
reasons, if there is any usefulness at all in the idea of a ‘female ethic’, I do not
think it can consist in appealing to a supposedly autonomous realm of female
values which can provide a simple corrective or alternative to the values of maledominated spheres of activity.
Nevertheless, it is true that a great deal of the political theory and philosophy
of the last two hundred years has operated with a distinction between the ‘public’
and ‘private’ spheres, and that the ‘private’ sphere has been seen as the sphere of
women. But that which is opposed to the ‘world’ of the home, of domestic virtue
and female self-sacrifice, is not just the ‘world’ of war, or even of politics, it is also
that of the ‘market'. The concept o f‘the market’ defines a realm o f‘public’ existence
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which is contrasted with a private realm of domesticity and personal relations.
The structure of individuality presupposed by the concept of the market is one
which requires an instrumental rationality directed towards the abstract goal of
production and profit, and a pervasive self-interest. The concept of ‘the market’
precludes altruistic behaviour, or the taking of the well-being of another as the
goal of one’s activity.
The morality which might seem most appropriate to the marketplace is that
of utilitarianism, which, in its classic forms, proposed a conception of happiness
as distinct from the various activities which lead to this, of instrumental reason,
and of an abstract individuality, as in the ‘felicific calculus’ of Bentham, for
example, whereby all subjects of pain or happiness are to be counted as equal and
treated impersonally. But, as Ross Poole has argued, in ‘Morality, masculinity and
the market' (1985), utilitarianism was not really able to provide an adequate
morality, mainly because it could never provide convincing reasons why indi
viduals should submit to a duty or obligation that was not in their interests in the
short term. It is Kantianism, he suggests, that provides a morality that is more
adequate to the market. Others have to figure in one’s scheme of things not just
as means to an end, but as agents, and the ‘individual’ required by the market
must be assumed to be equipped with a form of rationality that is not purely
instrumental, and to be prepared to adhere to obligations and constraints that are
experienced as duty rather than inclination. The sphere of the market, however,
is contrasted with the ‘private’ sphere of domestic and familial relations. Although
of course men participate in this private sphere, it is the sphere in which female
identity is found, and this identity is constructed out of care and nurturance and
service for others. Since these others are known and particular, the ‘morality’ of
this sphere cannot be universal or impersonal; it is always ‘infected’ by excess,
partiality and particularity.
The first important thing to note about this contrast between the public sphere
of the market and the private sphere of domestic relations is that it does not. and
never has, corresponded in any simple way to reality. Thus working-class women
have worked outside the home since the earliest days of the Industrial Revolution,
and the exclusive association of women with the domestic and private sphere has
all but disappeared. Secondly, it is important to note that the morality of the
marketplace and of the private sphere exist in a state of tension with each other.
The marketplace could not exist without a sphere of domestic and familial relations
which ‘supported’ its own activities; yet the goals of the marketplace may on
occasion be incompatible with the demands of the private sphere. The ‘proper’
complementarity between them can only exist if the private sphere is subordinate
to the public sphere, and that subordinacy has often been expressed by the
dominance of men in the household as well as in public life. The practical
subordinacy of the private sphere is mirrored by the ways in which, in much
moral and political philosophy and social thought, the immediate and personal
morality of the private sphere is seen as ‘inferior’ to that which governs the
exigencies of public life.
Furthermore, although, ideologically, the public and private spheres are seen
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as separate and distinct, in practice the private sphere is often governed by
constraints and requirements deriving from the public sphere. A clear example of
this is the ways in which views on how to bring up children and on what the
task of motherhood entailed have so often been derived from broader social
imperatives, such as the need to create a ‘fit’ race for the task of ruling an empire,
or the need to create a disciplined and docile industrial workforce.
The distinction between the public and the private has nevertheless helped to
shape reality, and to form the experiences of people’s lives. It is still commonly
true, for example, that the tasks of the physical and emotional maintenance of
other people largely devolve upon women, who often bear this responsibility as
well as that of labour outside the home. And the differences between male and
female experience which follow from these things allow us to understand both
why there may well often be differences between women and men in their
perception of moral issues or moral priorities, and why these differences can never
be summed up in the form of generalizations about women and men. Women and
men commonly participate both in domestic and familial relations and in the world
of labour and the marketplace. And the constraints and obligations experienced by
individuals in their daily lives may lead to acute tensions and contradictions which
may be both practically and morally experienced. (A classic example of this would
be the woman who faces an acute conflict between the ‘impersonal’ demands of
her situation at work, as well as her own needs for activity outside the home, and
the needs or demands of those such as children or aged parents whose care cannot
easily be fitted into the requirements of the workplace.)
If ethical concerns and priorities arise from different forms of social life, then those
which have emerged from a social system in which women have so often been
subordinate to men must be suspect. Supposedly ‘female’ values are not only the
subject of little agreement among women: they are also deeply mired in con
ceptions of ‘the feminine’ which depend on the sort of polarization between
‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’ which has itself been so closely related to the sub
ordination of women. There is no autonomous realm of female values, or of female
activities which can generate ‘alternative’ values to those of the public sphere:
and any conception of a ‘female ethic’ which depends on these ideas cannot, I
think, be a viable one.
But to say this is not necessarily to say that the lives and experiences of women
cannot provide a source for a critique of the male-dominated public sphere.
Experiences and perspectives which are articulated by gender cannot be sharply
demarcated from those which are also articulated along other dimensions, such
as race and class; and there is clearly no consensus among women as to how a
critique of the priorities of the ‘public’ world might be developed. Nevertheless
taking seriously the experiences and perspectives of women - in childbirth and
childcare for example - whilst not immediately generating any consensus about
how things might be changed, generates crucial forms of questioning of social
and moral priorities. It is often remarked, for example, that if men had the same
sort of responsibility for children that women have, or if women had the same
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sorts of power as men to determine such things as priorities in work, or health
care, or town planning, or the organization of domestic labour, many aspects of
social life might be very different.
We cannot know in advance exactly what sorts of changes in moral and social
priorities might result from radical changes in such things as the sexual division
of labour or transformed social provision for the care of others; or from the
elimination of the many forms of oppression from which women and men alike
suffer. No appeal to current forms of social life can provide a blueprint. Nor should
women be seen (as they are in some forms of feminist thinking) as ‘naturally’
likely to espouse different moral or social priorities from men. Insofar as there are
(or might be) differences in female ethical concerns, these can only emerge from,
and will need to be painfully constructed out of, changes in social relationships
and modes of living; and there is every reason to suppose that the process will be
conflictual. But there is every reason, too, to suppose that in a world in which the
activities and concerns which have traditionally been regarded as primarily female
were given equal value and status, moral and social priorities would be very
different from those of the world in which we live now.
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The significance of evolution
MICHAEL RUSE

i

Introduction

E v o l u t i o n a r y ethics is a subject with a bad reputation, not entirely undeserved.

It is associated with some of the more grotesque moral and political excesses of
the past century, not to mention philosophical fallacies of the most blatant kind.
Yet, thanks particularly to new developments in biological evolutionary theory most particularly those associated with social behaviour (so-called ‘sociobiology’) there is a growing feeling that perhaps the last word has not yet been said.
I shall start with a brief review of traditional evolutionary ethicizing: ‘social
Darwinism’. Following criticism, I shall look at new directions being taken today.
It will be seen that many of the usual fears are no longer well-grounded, although
it will be seen also that an evolutionary approach does have some fairly serious
implications for our thinking about morality.

ii

Social Darwinism

Charles Darwin, the father of modern evolutionary theory, published his major
work, On the Origin of Species, in 1859. He argued that all organisms are the end
products of a long, slow natural process of development or evolution. In addition
he proposed a mechanism: natural selection. More organisms are born than can
possibly survive and reproduce. This leads to a ‘struggle for existence’. The success
of the successful - the ‘fittest’ - tends to be a function of their superior features.
Given enough time, this natural process of selection leads to full-blown change,
where the distinguishing mark of organisms is their adaptedness. And. although
Darwin rather downplayed this point in the Origin, he made it clear always that
his theory was intended to apply, absolutely and completely, to our own species.
Darwin drew on threads already floating in the air of Victorian Britain. Indeed,
even before he published there were those - dissatisfied with Christianity as a
working philosophy for industrialized societies - who tried to convert biological
ideas into a fully fledged socio-political-economic programme. After the Origin,
this movement gathered strength, particularly at the hands of Darwin’s fellow
Englishman Herbert Spencer. Thus was born ‘social Darwinism’. It came in many
forms; but usually it involved a simple move of Darwinian struggle and selection
from the world of biology to the human social realm. Generally - although there
are interesting exceptions we shall note in a moment - this was believed to yield
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a fairly straightforward laissez-faire social morality. Just as in nature one has
competition, struggle, success and failure, so also in society one has competition,
struggle, success and failure. Moreover, depending on one’s viewpoint, this is
either positively a good thing or (more negatively), an inevitable consequence
which it would be foolish to ignore.
It is perhaps not surprising that social Darwinism transplanted particularly
well to North America. It appealed to the successful businessmen of the day, who
found within it justification of their beliefs and practices. In the words of the Yale
sociologist and spokesperson for the cause. William Graham Sumner:
Let it be understood that we cannot go outside of this alternative: liberty, inequality,
survival of the fittest: not-liberty, equality, survival of the unfittest. The former carries
society forward and favors all its best members: the latter carries society downwards and
favors all its worst members. (Sumner, 1914. p. 293)

I referred above to variants. In Germany, particularly at the hands of Ernst
Haeckel, social Darwinism became more of an ideology glorifying the state. There
was less emphasis on the individual and more on the group. More interesting as
alternative readings of Darwinism, perhaps, were those strands which tried to
justify less harsh, more gentle and caring social policies. One who tried to do just
this was the Russian anarchist Prince Peter Kropotkin (1902). He argued that
the struggle takes place only between species. Within a group, such as the human
race, biology promotes harmony and friendship (‘mutual aid') and therefore it is
our moral duty to go with this.
By this stage, questions and objections start to rise up. Why should we follow
the dictates of evolution? What of foundations? What meta-ethical justification
can be offered for the various dictates, admirable or otherwise?
Both biologists and philosophers sense trouble here. The biological worry is
that the foundation of the social Darwinian is invariably some kind of biological
progress. It is argued that development is an upward process - molecules to men and to avoid degeneration and fall-back it is therefore our moral duty to aid, to
enforce, the processes of evolution. Unfortunately, since Darwin it has been seen
that all such hopes of progress are illusory (Midgley, 1985). Natural selection
cares only about winners, not about the best. As Darwin’s great supporter, T. H.
Huxley, said: ‘ “ Fittest” has a connotation of “ best” : and about “ best” there hangs
a moral flavour. In cosmic nature, however, what is “ fittest” depends upon the
conditions’ (Huxley, 1947, p.298). You cannot avoid the conclusion that evol
ution is a slow process, going nowhere, which in itself justifies nothing.
The philosophical worry is that the social Darwinian makes an illicit slide from
the way that things are to the way that things ought to be. One crashes through
the is/ought barrier (on which see Article 37, n a t u r a l i s m ). In pre-evolutionary
times, David Hume pointed to the failure of this as a general strategy (Hume,
1738). Specifically against Herbert Spencer, the British philosopher G. E. Moore
showed that it was necessary to smuggle in extra premises (about morality) to get
conclusions about the virtue of individualism in the state (Moore, 1903).
In short, whatever the merits or demerits of the social Darwinians’ proposals
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for action, under scrutiny the foundations crumble and decay. No true support is
offered.

iii

Sociobiology: from ‘altruism’ to altruism

So much for traditional evolutionary ethics. Have we said all that there is to be
said on the subject? Some, myself included, think not. We believe that it simply
has to matter that we are modified monkeys rather than the special creation of a
good God, in his image, on the Sixth Day. Fortunately, in recent years, advances
in biological science enable us to put some flesh on our intuitions. So let us start
there.
The new scientific claims are as simple as this. We now know that despite an
evolutionary process, centring on a struggle for existence, organisms are not
necessarily perpetually at conflict with weapons of attack and defence. In particu
lar, co-operation can be a good biological strategy. We know also that humans
are organisms which have pre-eminently taken this route of co-operation and
working together. Further, there is good reason to think that a major way in
which humans co-operate together is by having an ethical sense. Humans believe
that they should work together, and - with obvious qualifications - they do so. I
emphasize, in connection with this last point, that the claim is not that humans
are hypocritically consciously scheming to get as much out of each other as they
possibly can whilst perhaps pretending to be nice, but rather that humans do
have a genuinely moral sense and awareness of right and wrong. It is this which
motivates them.
Now, let us unpack the science. We begin with the general claims about co
operation, or as today’s evolutionists dealing with social behaviour (the so-called
‘sociobiologists’) like to call it, altruism (Wilson, 1975: Dawkins, 1976). I should
emphasize at this point there is nothing being said about disinterested giving to
others because it is right - that is to say, literal altruism, or what one might call
Mother Teresa altruism. Rather, the talk is of co-operating for one’s biological
ends, which today translates into co-operation to maximize one’s units of heredity
(the genes) in the next generation (Maynard Smith, 1978). In this sense, therefore,
evolutionary altruism is a metaphorical sense of the term and perhaps is best thus
marked in quotes: ‘altruism’.
Both the theory and the empirical evidence that biological ‘altruism’ is wide
spread and promoted by natural selection is very secure and well documented.
The simple fact of the matter is that, although winning outright in the struggle
for existence is the best of all possible results, such success is often not possible especially given that every other organism is likewise trying to win. Consequently,
one is frequently much better off if one decides to accept a cake shared rather
than gambling on the possibility of a whole cake but one which might be lost
entirely.
There are various mechanisms which are believed to promote this kind of co
operation. The most striking examples occur in the social insects, where some
females devote their whole lives to the well-being of the offspring of their mother,
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having none of their own (Hamilton, 1964a, b). But in organisms closer to us
one likewise sees much evolutionary ‘altruism’ (Trivers, 19 71). The dog family,
for instance, relies very heavily on co-operative hunting, with the concern of the
whole pack being devoted to the well-being of pregnant or lactating females and
their offspring.
The next point is that humans are obviously animals that need biological
‘altruism’ and are moreover animals which are very skilled at employing it. They
are not particularly good as hunters or fighters or even as escapers from danger;
but they are good at working together (Isaac, 1983). Of course, our ability to co
operate and our need to co-operate did not just come about by chance. There was
a feedback process in evolution, as so frequently occurs. It is now believed by
paleoanthropologists that a very important part of human evolution involved
scavaging together in bands. Clearly, if one is to be successful at this, one must
have the ability to locate dead or dying animals and to warn or frighten off possible
competitors - which competitors may or may not have been our fellow humans.
By working together humans succeeded, and those that worked together more
successfully tended to have more offspring than those who did not. Hence, down
through the ages we evolved as highly successful ‘altruists’.
Now we start to get more speculative - although I emphasize that this is still
intended as claims of empirical fact. The question arises as to how humans have
evolved to put their ‘altruism’ into place. How is it that we work so well together?
The key hypothesis is that evolution has made us innately inclined to think in
certain ways. In particular, biology has pre-programmed us to think favourably
about certain broad patterns of co-operation. This pre-programming is not so
stringent as to restrict our actions completely in any particular situation. We are
not hardline ‘genetically determined’ like (say) ants, who go through life like
robots. Nor are our patterns of thinking so fixed by our biology that culture has
no effect. But, the fact remains that, to make us co-operators, to make us ‘altruists’,
nature has filled us full of thoughts about the need to co-operate. We may not
always follow these thoughts, but they are there.
We humans, therefore, are somewhat in the same situation as today’s com
puters which have been programmed to play chess. The early chess-playing
computers thought through every option rationally before making a move. Unfor
tunately, they were virtually useless because, within a move or two, there were
so many alternatives to be calculated they could never make up their minds.
Today’s computers can, in fact, be beaten by the very top masters, but normally
they win because, when a particular configuration comes up on the board, they
have certain strategies pre-programmed in which are best in those circumstances.
Likewise, we humans may sometimes act against our own best interests, but
overall we do fairly well because we have thoughts about the need to co-operate.
(In biology, as in chess-playing, time and efficiency are valuable commodities. We
need to co-operate, but we need to get on with life.)
What is the nature of these thoughts about the need to co-operate? The final
move of today’s evolutionary biologists is to suggest that these thoughts are none
other than beliefs about obligations to help. In other words, to make us ‘altruists’
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nature has made us altruists. At once, I emphasize a point made just above,
namely that there is no question that we are scheming to do what is in our own
interests and yet pretending to be nice. Rather, as any evolutionist will point out,
often we perform better if we are deceived by our biology - and this seems to be
the general case with respect to co-operation (Trivers, 1976). We think that we
ought to help, that we have obligations to others, because it is in our biological
interests to have these thoughts. But, from an evolutionary perspective these
thoughts exist because and simply because those of our would-be ancestors who
had such thoughts survived and reproduced better than those that did not. In
other words, altruism is a human adaptation, just as our hands and eyes and
teeth and arms and feet are. We are moral because our genes, as fashioned by
natural selection, fill us full of thoughts about being moral.
This is the empirical background to the new evolutionary ethics. I re-emphasize
that although much of what has just been presented is speculative it is intended
seriously as empirically true. Indeed, today, much evidence is starting to come in
support. For instance, detailed studies have and are being done on some of our
closest relatives, like the gorillas and chimpanzees (de Waal, 1982; Goodall, 1986).
These suggest that such animals rely heavily on altruistic acts (or if you prefer,
since they do not have articulate language, proto-altruistic acts). Likewise, there
is evidence from human studies pointing to uniformities of moral beliefs beneath
all the cultural variations and that these uniformities are innate rather than
learned (van den Berghe, 1979). Without putting too great an emphasis on the
analogy between language and morality, just as the evidence seems to be hard
ening that some form of Chomsky’s beliefs about the innate nature of language is
well-taken (Lieberman, 1984), so likewise cross-cultural and developmental
studies suggest that human moral beliefs are rooted in biology as well as in the
environment of culture.

iv

The biological contract

Let us suppose now, if only for the sake of argument, that the empirical scenario
sketched in the last section is correct. We now must ask about implications. With
respect to questions about what is expected of us as social beings, questions to do
with substantive rules, note that the discussion has been knocked sideways a
little. The question is no longer ‘What should we do?’ but ‘What (thanks to our
biology) do we think we should do?’ With this revision noted (a revision we shall
have to pick up again in a moment), the answers come fairly readily. Moreover,
if the biology be accepted, even if only for the sake of discussion, then they are
probably not as surprising as all that. The kinds of animals whose evolution has
just been sketched will be animals which work together, certainly for their own
ultimate biological gain, but not necessarily for their own conscious immediate
gain. They will rather be animals which, as it were, throw their efforts into the
general pool and then draw upon them as needed or as necessary. Animals,
furthermore, who think it is right and proper to behave in the w ay that they do.
In some respects, therefore, this sounds remarkably like animals which have
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made some sort of social contract. (See Article 15, t h e s o c i a l c o n t r a c t
.) And, indeed, if one thinks of some of the versions of social contract
theory, particularly some of the modern versions like that of John Rawls, then the
above-given evolutionary scenario seems to mesh very nicely. In other words, we
have a social contract, but it is not one which involved our ancestors deciding
literally to co-operate. Rather, it is one which was put in place by evolutionary
biology. It is interesting to note, incidentally, that Rawls himself is not unsym
pathetic to this idea. (See Rawls, 19 7 1, pp. 502-3.)
Does this mean that a biological approach sits comfortably with what just
about any modern moral philosopher would want to claim about obligations?
Almost certainly not! Indeed, to be candid it probably intensifies worries that
many have about social contract theories. For the evolutionist, sentiments must
track biological consequences, and this point must apply equally to moral sen
timents, even though they may be distinctive. But if one thing is certain to the
evolutionist it is the following: not all social interactions are going to have the
same pay-off. All other things being equal, your best reproductive investments are
going to be in helping close kin. Then, probably, more distant kin and those non
relatives who offer most likelihood of reciprocation. Biologically, it makes more
sense to co-operate with those in a position to co-operate and with a common
interest in co-operation (Wilson, 1978). Finally, one reaches an outer limit, where
one is dealing with strangers and, indeed, where the possibilities of danger from
the unknown may well exceed any virtues of possible reciprocation.
What all of this seems to mean, from a biological perspective, is that not only
will one’s feeling of affection fall away as one moves beyond one’s immediate
family but so also will one’s sense of moral obligation. It is virtually a truism that
one loves one’s children more than one loves some unknown stranger: but the
evolutionist’s position seems to imply also that one will feel a greater sense of
moral obligation towards one’s own children than towards some unrelated child.
Even with non-relatives there will be a moral differential, with a stronger sense
of obligation within one’s own society than towards those without.
But this seems flatly to go against what has been argued by many moralists,
among them Peter Singer. He argues that our obligation to the unknown starving
child in Africa is no less than our obligation to one of our own children (Singer,
1972; for a slightly different view, see the conclusion of Article 23. w o r l d
p o v e r t y .) Of course, he loves his own children more than he loves the children
of others, but this is not quite the point. He asserts that we have identical
obligations to all.
I am not sure how one can resolve a disagreement like this other than by
appealing to people’s feelings and asking them to examine themselves deeply and
carefully. Of course, we do feel that we have obligations to others but given the
care and attention that we lavish first on our own children and then on those
within our neighbourhood, it seems pushing a philosophical thesis to the point of
extremity to suggest that all of the time we think that we are behaving in a grossly
immoral way. Were you to learn of me that I give 90 per cent of my income to
some charity like Oxfam, whilst my children have to eat at the Salvation Army
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soup kitchen, it is unlikely that you would think me a candidate for sainthood.
You would rather be indignant at my failure to discharge my proper obligations.
In this context, it is worth remembering the stark moral message of Dickens’s
great novel Bleak House. Mrs Jellyby spends all her time concerned with the welfare
of the natives of some faraway African country. Dickens responds savagely that
her first obligations are to her own family which she neglects, then to the
unfortunates in her own society, like Jo the crossing boy, and then and only then
to those beyond one’s societal boundaries.
The evolutionary ethicist is not arguing that one has no obligations whatsoever
to people in other parts of the world. Thanks to modern technology we are all
brought much more closely together. But he or she does argue that it is foolish to
pretend that we have an equal obligation. Indeed, he or she would argue that
once we recognize the limited nature of our moral sentiments, we will probably
all be much better off recognizing that, in dealing with other people, proper
attitudes are often those of enlightened self-interest rather than mystical and
unfounded feelings of affection. (As it happens, nations - which have to take
international relations seriously - are much less inclined to the pretence that
they are dealing with each other on grounds other than self-interest. The
evolutionary ethicist takes this as confirmation of the position; but see also Article
3 4 , WA R AND PEACE. )

What now of justification? What can one say here? What of meta-ethical
foundations? One suspects that it is at this point that many traditional philosophers
will fall away. However much empathy might be felt for the kind of position
which has been articulated thus far, the traditional thinker will argue that to
think that a genetic account of the evolution of morality says anything about
justification is to leave an unfilled gap. At best one’s position is incomplete
and at worst one smashes into the is/ought barrier. In the end, therefore, one
is still no further along than is the traditional evolutionary ethicist. (Rawls says
this.)
Perhaps so. But, possibly there is a third option. This is the option which
suggests that there is no foundation to ethics at all! This is not to say that
substantive ethics does not exist, but, it is to say that the supposed underpinning
is chimerical in some sense or another (Murphy, 1982; Mackie, 1977; Ruse,
1986). Is it not the case that sometimes, when one has given a causal explanation
of certain beliefs, one can see that the beliefs, themselves, neither have a foundation
nor could ever have such a foundation? At least, so argues today’s evolutionary
ethicist. Once we see that our moral beliefs are simply an adaptation put in place
by natural selection, in order to further our reproductive ends, that is an end to
it. Morality is no more than a collective illusion fobbed off on us by our genes for
reproductive ends.
It must be noted that the qualification ‘collective’ is very important here. One
can certainly distinguish between sensible ethical beliefs like ‘Don’t hurt old ladies’
and crazy ethical beliefs like ‘Be kind to cabbages on Fridays’. The whole point
about ethics is that we are all in it together. If we are not, then some can cheat
and the rest of us lose out in the evolutionary game. Ethics has its own standards
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and rules, just as do baseball or cricket. Yet, contrary to the beliefs of some
devotees, just as baseball and cricket tell us nothing about the real world, in the
sense of the world ‘out there’, neither does ethics. For this reason, the question
‘What ought we do?’ and ‘What do we (as a group) think we ought to do?’ collapse
into each other.
The position which is being articulated here is a form of ‘ethical scepticism’.
(See Article 35, r e a l i s m , and Article 38, s u b j e c t i v i s m . ) It is important to
emphasize that the scepticism is not about the substantive claims of ethics. Noone, least of all the evolutionary ethicist, denies the existence of these. The
scepticism is about the foundations which supposedly lie beneath substantive
ethics. The claim is that sometimes, once you have given a causal analysis of why
people believe certain things, you see that the call for reasoned justification is
illicit. The messages of spiritualism, satisfying (as they do) people’s anxieties and
needs, are a case in point. Ethics is another. Moral claims are simply adaptations.
There is neither place for, nor need of, rational justification.
What of the objection that, even though evolution may have led us to think
in moral ways, this does not deny that some objective foundation for morality yet
exists? After all, to take a popular analogy, your evolved organs of sense are
unlikely to make you conscious of an approaching train, if such a train is
not really approaching. (Nozick, 19 8 1, makes this objection.) The evolutionary
ethicist’s counter is that morality is not like trains. If you would be a better cooperator by believing the very opposite to what we understand by morality, then
so be it. Try a thought experiment. Suppose evolution had led us to believe, not
that we should be just and fair and so forth, but rather that we should be unjust
and unfair and so forth. Suppose also that evolution made us aware that others
felt the same way about us. Taking a leaf from the Cold War of the 1950s, we
might end in an uneasy alliance of co-operation, not unlike our differently based
present state. But, who is to say that we are truly right and our inverse world
truly wrong? There is no guarantee that evolution has directed us to believe
precisely that which coincidentally happens to be objectively true. That way lie
thoughts of directed, progressive evolution. At the very least, an objective morality
is irrelevant, which is surely a contradiction in terms.
Morality remains without foundation. Yet, to ask one final question: Why does
such a thesis as is being argued for here seem so intuitively implausible? Why
does it seem - or so it appears to many people - so ridiculous to argue that morality
is no more than an illusion of the genes? Why does it seem so silly to suggest that
moral claims are on a par with the rule in cricket that there should be six balls
to an over? (Actually, it is not quite on a par with such a rule, since a moral claim
is imposed on us by our genes, whereas a cricket law is imposed on us by our
predecessors and could, in principle, be changed. Witness the great changes that
have occurred in cricket in the last thirty years.) There is a simple answer and
when seen it adds to the evolutionist’s case rather than detracts from it. The
simple fact is that if we recognized morality to be no more than an epiphenomenon
of our biology, we would cease to believe in it and stop acting upon it. At once,
therefore, the very powerful forces which makes us co-operators would collapse.
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Unfortunately, from a biological point of view, although some of us might get an
immediate gain, most of us would be losers.
It is important, therefore, that biology should not simply put moral beliefs in
place but should also put in place a way of keeping them up. It must make us
believe in them. W hat this means is that, even though morality may not be
objective in the sense of referring to something ‘out there’, it is an important part
of the experience of morality that we think it is. Its phenomenology, if you like,
is that we believe it to be objective. In the words of the late John Mackie, we are
led to ‘objectify’ morality, in thinking that morality is something imposed on us
rather than a matter of free choice (Mackie, 1979). Hence, we are led to obey it
and thus it works. If, when I interact with you, I realize that I could simply pull
out of the deal if I so wish, then very shortly that is precisely what I will be doing.
But, if as is the case, I think that morality is truly binding on me - and even the
fact that I can recognize its base does not alter the psychological feelings that I
have - 1 am led to continue in moral ways. (Obviously, no-one is claiming that
we are always moral. The whole point is that we do have the choice to be moral
or not to be moral. Where we have no choice is in the beliefs that we have. I can
decide whether or not to steal. What I cannot decide is whether stealing is right
or wrong.)
In short, the claim is being made that when people like G. E. Moore argued
that morality is a non-natural property or some such thing, they were correctly
identifying an important aspect of our experience of morality. It is not simply
something which we choose or decide on, like the clothes we put on. Yet, at the
same time the evolutionist argues that Moore was wrong in his analysis of the
objectivity of morality. It is rather something subjective or non-cognitive. Where
it differs from other subjective feelings is in having an aura of objectivity about it.
Just as the Freudian argues that those who deny his or her explanation thereby
confirm it, so the evolutionist argues that those who find his or her explanation
implausible support the very point which is being made!

v

Conclusion

A promising new approach to ethics asks as many questions as it gives answers.
Certainly, there is much yet remaining to be unpacked from evolutionary ethics:
about the interplay between biology and culture, for instance: about where it
should be positioned with respect to the great thinkers in the history of ethics.
(David Hume is my favoured father-figure.) And about the way or ways in which
knowledge of our biological state might help us to avoid the taking of short-term
routes to pleasure to avoid long-term disaster. But these and other questions must
wait for the future. Now it is enough if the reader is convinced that biology is not
quite so irrelevant to our morality as most of us have for so long assumed.
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Marx against morality
A LL E N WOOD

i

Introduction

M a r x i s t s often express a contemptuous attitude toward morality, which (they

say) is nothing but a form of illusion, false consciousness or ideology. But others
(whether they consider themselves Marxists or not) often find this attitude hard
to understand. The Marxists condemn capitalism for exploiting the working class
and condemning most people to lives of alienation and unfilfilment. What reasons
can they give for doing so, and how can they expect others to do so as well, if
they abandon all appeals to morality? The Marxist rejection of morality, however,
begins with Marx himself. And it is, I will contend, a defensible view, a natural
consequence, as Marx says it is, of the materialist conception of history. Even if
we do not accept Marx’s other views, his attack on morality raises significant
issues concerning the way we should think about morality.

ii

Marx’s anti-moralism

Marx is habitually silent about the sorts of issues which interest moralists and
moral philosophers. But from what he does say, it is clear that this silence is not
due to benign neglect. His attitude is rather one of open hostility to moral
theorizing, moral values, even to morality itself. Against Pierre Proudhon, Karl
Heinzen and the German ‘true socialists’, Marx regularly employs ‘morality’
and ‘moralizing criticism’ as epithets of abuse. He bitterly condemns the Gotha
Programme’s demand for ‘just wages’ and ‘just distribution’, asserting that such
phrases ‘confound the realistic outlook’ of the working class with 'outdated
verbiage’ and ‘ideological trash’ which his scientific approach has rendered obsol
ete (MEW 19: 22, S W 325). When others do prevail upon Marx to include bland
moral rhetoric in the Rules for the First International, he feels he must apologize
to Engels for it: ‘I was obliged to insert two phrases about “ duty” and “ right” .. .
ditto about “ truth, morality and justice” , but these are placed in such a way that
they can do no harm’ (CW 42, p. 18).
Marx regularly describes morality, along with religion and law, as forms of
ideology, ‘so many bourgeois prejudices behind which lurk just as many bourgeois
interests’ (MEW 4, p.472; CW 6, p.494-95; cf. MEW 3, p. 26: CW 5, p. 36).
But he does not condemn only bourgeois ideas about morality. His target is
morality itself, all morality. The German Ideology claims that the materialist con
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ception of history, by exhibiting the connection between moral ideology and
material class interests, has ‘broken the staff of all morality’, irrespective of its
content or class affiliation (MEW 3, p.404; CW 5, p .419). When an imaginary
critic charges that ‘communism does away with all morality and religion instead
of forming them anew’, the Communist Manifesto replies not by denying that this
charge is true, but instead by observing that just as the communist revolution
will involve a radical break with all traditional property relations, so it will also
involve the most radical break with all traditional ideas (MEW 4, p. 480-81; CW
6, p. 504). Evidently it is Marx’s view that just as doing away with bourgeois
property will be one task of the communist revolution, so ‘doing away with all
morality’ will be another. Marx even goes so far as to side with moral evil against
moral good. He insists that in history ‘it is always the bad side which finally
triumphs over the good side. For the bad side is the one which brings movement
to life, which makes history by bringing the struggle to fruition’ (MEW 4, p. 140;
CW 6, p .174 ).
Some, such as Karl Kautsky, have interpreted such remarks as pleas for the
‘value freedom’ of Marxian social science. But that reading is both implausible
and anachronistic. It is not at all what the passages themselves say. And the idea
that science should be ‘value-free’ was largely a neo-Kantian invention; Marx
wrote at a time, and in a tradition, which was both unfamiliar with and unsym
pathetic to it. No reader of Marx could possibly deny that he makes ‘value
judgements’ about capitalism, and Marx never attempts fastidiously to segregate
his scientific analysis of capitalism from his angry condemnation of it. When Marx
accuses capitalism of stunting human potentialities, stifling their development and
preventing their actualization, he avails himself unashamedly of judgements about
people’s needs and interests, and even of a (recognizably Aristotelian) naturalistic
framework of ideas concerning the nature of human well-being and fulfilment.
Judgements about what is good for people, what is in their interests, certainly
are ‘value judgements’, but they are not necessarily moral judgements, since even
if I care nothing about morality at all, I may still be interested in promoting the
interests and well-being of myself and others whose welfare I happen to care
about. It would be entirely consistent for Marx to reject morality and nevertheless
advocate the abolition of capitalism on the ground that it frustrates human well
being, so long as his concern with human well-being is not based on any moral
values or principles. Marx’s attack on morality is not an attack on ‘value judge
ments’, but it is a rejection of specifically moral judgements, especially those
involving the ideas of right and justice.

iii

Historical materialism

It is the materialist conception of history which Marx credits with ‘breaking the
staff of all morality’. Historical materialism treats history as divided into epochs,
each characterized fundamentally by its mode of production. A mode of production
consists of a set of social relations of production, a system of economic roles assigning
effective control over the means, processes and fruits of social production to the
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occupants of some roles and excluding the occupants of other roles. These differ
ences between roles are the basis of class differences in society.
On the materialist theory, social change comes about because society’s powers
of production are not static but change, and on the whole tend to grow. At any
stage of their development, the employment of the powers of production and their
further growth are facilitated more by some social relations than by others. No
one set of production relations has a permanent advantage over all others in this
regard; instead, at different stages of the development of productive powers,
different sets of social relations are better suited to promote productive develop
ment. Eventually, any given set of production relations becomes obsolete; they
become dysfunctional in relation to the employment of the productive powers,
and they ‘fetter’ their further development. A social revolution consists in a trans
formation of the social relations of production which is required by and for the
growth of the powers of production (MEW 13, p. 9; SW, p. 183).
The mechanism by which social relations are adjusted so as to promote the
development of productive powers is the class struggle. The social relations of
production divide societies into groups, determined by their roles in production
and their degree and type of control over the material instruments of production.
These groups are not themselves classes, but they become classes as soon as there
exists a political movement and an ideology representing their class interests. The
interests of a class are based on the common situation of the class’s members, and
especially on its hostile relation to other classes. Generally speaking, members of
those classes which control the conditions of production have an interest in
retaining their dominance, and those over whom this control is exercised have
an interest in wresting it away from those who have it. These individual interests,
however, are not directly class interests. Since classes are not just categories of
individuals but social and political organizations or movements bound together
by ideologies, the interests of a class are always something distinct from the
interests of the class’s individual members. In fact, Marx identifies the interests of
a class with the political interests of the movement which represents the class
(MEW 4, p .18 1; CW 6, p .2 11).
Ultimately, the interests of a class consist in the establishment and defence of
the set of relations of production which assign control of production to the
members of that class. But it does not follow from this that class interests are
simply the self-interest of the class’s members, or that class interests are pursued
in the form of egoistic interests. For in a war between classes, as in a war between
nations, victory is sometimes possible only through the sacrifice of individual
interests. The individuals who are called upon to make such sacrifices see them
selves as fighting for something greater and worthier than their self-interest; and
in this they are right, for they are fighting for the interests of their class.

iv

Ideology

This greater and worthier thing, however, is seldom presented to them as the
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interest of a social class. Instead, a class shapes from its material conditions of life
‘a whole superstructure of different and characteristic feelings, illusions, ways of
thinking and views of life’ (MEW 8. p .13 9 : CW 11 . p .128 ) which serve its
members as the conscious motives of the deeds they do in its behalf. When these
feelings, thoughts and views are the products of a special class of mental labourers
working in the class’s employ, Marx has a special name for them: ideology. The
products of ideologists - of priests, poets, philosophers, professors and pedagogues are, on the materialist theory, typically ideological. That is, the content of these
products can best be accounted for by the w ay in which it represents the world
views of particular social classes at a particular time and serves the class interests
of these classes.
In a well-known letter to Franz Mehring, Friedrich Engels describes ideology
as ‘a process carried out by the so-called thinker with consciousness, but with a
false consciousness. The real driving forces that move him remain unknown to
him; otherwise it would not be an ideological process. Thus he imagines to himself
false or apparent driving forces’ (MEW 39, p. 97; SC p. 459). According to this,
the chief illusion in any ideology is an illusion about its own class basis. This is
not ignorance, error or deception about the individual psychology of one’s actions.
When ideologists think they are being motivated by religious or moral enthusiasm,
very often they really are - Engels does not mean to claim that they are necessarily
victims of the sort of self-deception which occurs when I act self-interestedly but
deceive myself into thinking I am acting from moral duty or philanthropic love.
But the question is: what does it really mean to act on moral, religious or
philosophical grounds? What is the relation of such actions to the social life of
which they are a part? When we act from such grounds, what are we really
doing?
When they are motivated by ideologies, people do not understand themselves
as representatives of a class movement; but they are just the same. They do not
think of class interests as the fundamental explanation of the fact that these ideas
appeal to them and to others; but that is the correct explanation nevertheless.
They do not act with the intention of promoting the interests of one social class
as opposed to others; but they go right on doing so, and sometimes all the more
effectively just because they truly have no such intention. For if they truly knew
what they were doing, they might not continue to do it.

v

Ideology as unfreedom

The Marxist attitude toward ideological false consciousness reflects the fact that
it is taken to be a form of unfreedom. On the most obvious and superficial level
(where, in the English-speaking liberal tradition, issues about freedom usually
remain) freedom is taken away from us when we are frustrated in the pursuit of
our goals by external obstacles, such as prison bars and threats of violent harm.
Going a little deeper, we may also recognize internal obstacles (such as compulsive
desires and incapacities) as destructive of freedom. If we go deeper still, we may
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see that ignorance can be unfreedom, when our intentions are formed without
accurate knowledge of the way our actions affect the outcomes we care about, or
without correct ideas about the range of alternatives open to us. The threat to
freedom posed by ideology is something like this, yet not quite the same, since it
is quite possible for victims of ideology to be fully informed as regards the things
they care about. The problem is that the full significance of our actions may extend
beyond what we care about, even beyond what we are capable of caring about,
because it extends beyond what we understand about ourselves and our actions.
I act from religious motives, for example, but I promote the interests of a certain
class without realizing that I am doing so. When this happens I am unfree in
what I do because the meaning of my actions eludes my free agency; because it
is not l as a thinking and self-knowing being who does it. This is not the unfreedom
of being unable to do what I intend; in fact, one could describe it as the unfreedom
of being unable to intend what I do.
I am fully free in this respect only if my actions have what we may call ‘selftransparency’: I know these actions for what they are and I do them intentionally
in light of this knowledge. When a certain system of ideas is socially available to
me because of the class interests it serves and my actions are motivated by it, then
I can be fully free in performing those actions only if I understand the role which
class interests play in my actions and choose those actions in light of that
understanding. But if the system of ideas itself inhibits such an understanding by
disguising or falsifying the role played by class interests in its own genesis and
effect, then it destroys self-transparency of action of those who act on it; it
undermines their freedom.
Self-transparency of action is not merely a theoretical value. For knowledge is
subversive; if we clearly understood the social basis and significance of what we
do, we would not go on doing it. Humanity may be unacquainted as yet with any
social way of life which could be led self-transparently by its human participants.
If Marx is right, then all societies based on class oppression - and that means
every social order which history records, including our own - depend for their
stability on the fact that their members are systematically deprived of the freedom
of social self-transparency. The oppressed can be kept in their place only if their
ideas about that place are suitably mystified; and the system might be threatened
even if the oppressors acquired excessively accurate ideas about the relations
which benefit them at others’ expense. Revolutionary classes can more effectively
enlist the support of other classes, and even that of their own members, if
they present their class interests in a glorified form. Ideology is not a marginal
phenomenon, but essential to all social life as it has existed up to now.

vi

Morality as ideology

In the light of this, it should not be surprising that Marx regards morality, along
with law, religion and other forms of social consciousness, as fundamentally
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ideological. Morality is a system of ideas which both interprets and regulates
people’s behaviour in ways which are vital for the workings of any social order.
It also has the potentiality for motivating them to make large-scale social changes.
If the history of past societies is fundamentally a history of class oppression and
class struggle, then it is only to be expected that the prevalent systems of moral
ideas would take the form of ideologies through which class warfare is being
simultaneously waged and disguised. In this way, Marx thinks that historical
materialism has ‘broken the staff of all morality’ by revealing its foundation in
class interests.
Perhaps we are not surprised to find Marx attacking morality in this way, but
we may think his position exaggerated and needlessly paradoxical, even if we
grant him for the sake of argument that historical materialism is true. Some moral
precepts (such as minimal respect for the lives and interests of others) seem to
have no conceivable class bias, but apparently belong to any conceivable moral
code, since without them no society at all would be possible. How can Marx want
to discredit these precepts, or think that historical materialism has discredited
them? Further, if all class movements need morality, then apparently the working
class will need it too. How can Marx want to deprive the proletariat of an important
weapon in the class struggle?
To reject morality, however, is not necessarily to reject all the behaviour
morality enjoins and advocate the behaviour it prohibits. There may be some
patterns of behaviour common to all moral ideologies, and we might expect moral
ideologies to emphasize them, since it helps to disguise the class character of the
ideology’s more characteristic features. If people must do and refrain from certain
things in order to have a decent social life, then Marx would certainly want those
doings and retrainings to continue in the communist society of the future. But
Marx would not want them to be done because some moral code enjoins them,
since moral codes are class ideologies, which undermine the self-transparency of
the people who act on them.
Perhaps the fear is that without moral motives, nothing will prevent us
from falling into the uttermost barbarism. Marx does not share this fear, a first
cousin of the superstitious fear that if there is no God, then all is permitted. The
task of human emancipation is to build a human society on rational self
transparency, free from the mystification of morality and other ideologies. Marx
knows that at present we have no clear conception of what such a society
would be like, but he believes that humanity is equal to the task of bringing
one into being.
Marx has powerful reasons for refusing to exempt working-class moral ideol
ogies from these strictures. The historic mission of the working-class movement
is human emancipation; but every ideology, including working-class ideologies,
undermines freedom by destroying self-transparency of action. Marx rails against
moralizing within the movement because he regards the ‘realistic outlook’ brought
to it by historical materialism as indispensable for its revolutionary task (MEW
19, p. 22; SW, p. 325).
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Justice

Marx supplements his attack on working class moralizing with an account of the
justice of economic transactions.
The justice of transactions which go on between agents of production rests on the fact
that these transactions arise out of the production relations as their natural consequence.
[The content of a transaction] is just whenever it corresponds to the mode of production,
is adequate to it. It is unjust whenever it contradicts it. (MEW 25, p. 351-2; C 3, p. 33940).
A transaction is just whenever it is functional within the existing mode of
production, unjust whenever it is dysfunctional. From this it follows directly that
the exploitative transactions between capitalist and worker, and the system of
capitalist distribution resulting from them, are perfectly just and violate no-one’s
rights (MEW 19, p. 18; SW, p. 3 2 1-2 ; MEW 19, pp. 359, 382; MEW 23, p. 208;
C 1, p. 194). But equally, once we see that this is what it means for capitalist
exchanges and distribution to be just, we will no longer take the fact that they
are just as any sort of defence of them.
As Marx tells us, his conception of justice rests on the way in which moral
norms arise out of relations of production. It is not an account of justice which
either a defender of the system or a moral critic of it would give, and it is not
intended to be a conception of justice which captures the way in which social
agents think about the justice of the transactions they regard as just. But it is an
account which intends to identify what in fact regulates their usage of terms like
‘just’ and ‘unjust’, and in this way it anticipates certain features of some
contemporary philosophical theories of reference. According to these theories,
people’s use of a term like ‘water’ refers to H20 if people’s use of this term is
regulated by the fact that the substance they refer to is H20 , even if they would
not accept this as an account of what they mean by ‘water’ (because, for instance,
they have no concept of H20 , or because they have superstitious folk-beliefs about
the nature of water). Analogously, Marx holds that people’s use of terms like
‘justice’ and ‘injustice’ of economic transactions is regulated by the functionality
of these transactions for the prevailing mode of production, and hence that these
are the properties of the transactions to which such terms refer - even though
understanding justice and injustice in this way has the effect of depriving these
terms of the persuasive force they are usually taken to have. In Marx’s view, it is
only moral ideology which makes us regard moral properties such as justice as
inherently or necessarily desirable. (Once we come to understand what justice
really is, we will acquire a more sober view about how desirable it is.)

viii

Morality and rationality

There are some conceptions which are essentially self-defining, through an activity
which is associated with them. Scientific rationality, for example, is not limited to
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what people have called ‘science’ in the past, because the activity of science
consists in criticizing itself, rejecting its present content and giving itself a new
one. What has in the past been considered ‘rational’ behaviour, even the very
criteria of rationality, may be subjected to self-criticism and now treated as less
than rational. In modern culture, there has been a strong tendency simply to
identify morality with practical reason, and consequently to regard moral reason
ing too as a self-critical and self-determining notion. On this view, all errors in
moral thinking are errors in the content of particular moral beliefs; ‘morality itself
always (perhaps even ‘by definition’) transcends all moral errors, at least in
principle.
Marx’s view of morality involves the denial that morality can be regarded in
any such way. If there is a kind of practical thinking which is self-correcting in
this manner, morality is not it. The reason is that morality, moral concepts and
principles, moral thoughts and feelings, have already been appropriated to quite
a different sort of task with quite a different method of operation. Along with
religion and law, the essential tasks of morality are social integration and class
advocacy, its essential method is ideological mystification and self-disguise. A
morality which understood its own social basis would be as impossible as a religion
which founded itself on the clear perception that every belief in the supernatural
is a superstition.

ix

The illusion of impartial benevolence

We can see why this is so if we attend to one fundamental feature of morality as
such. It is characteristic of moral thinking to present itself as founded on such
things as the will of a universally benevolent God, or a categorical imperative
legislated by pure reason, or a general happiness principle. Whatever the theory,
morality is depicted as the standpoint of impartial or disinterested well-wishing,
which takes account of all relevant interests and gives preference to some over
others only when there are good (impartially based) reasons for doing so. It is this
feature of morality which renders it fundamentally ideological.
No doubt people can think they are behaving in such a manner, and a particular
action may even actually be impartially benevolent as regards the immediate
interests of the small number of people whom it immediately affects. As long as
we think only of our particular actions and their immediate consequences, as
morality encourages us to do, there is no general problem about achieving the
impartiality it demands. But morality also encourages us to think of our actions
as conforming to a moral code which is valid for others as well as for ourseives.
When we do this, we implicitly represent our actions as conforming systematically
to principles of impartial benevolence which we imagine as possibly effective on
a large scale. It is at this point that the illusory character of moral impartiality
becomes evident. For in a society based on class oppression and torn by class
conflict, there can be no socially significant and effective form of action which has
this character of impartial benevolence. Actions which are commended as ‘just’
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(because they correspond to the prevailing mode of production) systematically
promote the interests of the ruling class at the expense of the oppressed. Actions
taken to overthrow the existing order, which may be commended by some
revolutionary moral code, advance the interests of the revolutionary class at the
expense of other classes.
According to Marx, the most pervasive characteristic of ideology is its tendency
to represent the standpoint of one class as a universal standpoint, the interests of
that class as universal interests (MEW 3, p.46-49; CW 5, p. 59-62; MEW 4,
p. 477; CW 6, p. 501). This is precisely what moral ideologies do: they represent
actions which benefit the interests of one class as disinterestedly good, as actions
in the common interest, promoting the rights and well-being of humanity in
general. But it would be an illusion to think that this deception could be remedied
by some new moral code which succeeds in doing what these class ideologies only
pretend to do. For in a society based on class oppression and torn by class conflict,
impartiality is an illusion. There are no universal interests, no cause of humanity
in general, no place to stand above or outside the fray. Your actions may be
subjectively motivated by impartial benevolence, but their objective social effect
is never impartial. The only actions which do not take sides in a class war are
actions which are either impotent or irrelevant.
All this is just as true of the working class as of any other. Marx thinks the
working-class movement is in the interests of ‘the vast majority’ (MEW 4: 472;
CW 6: 495); but working-class interests are the interests of one particular class,
not the interests of humanity in general. Marx does believe that the working-class
movement will eventually abolish class society itself, and thereby achieve universal
human emancipation. But its first step toward this must be to emancipate itself
from the ideological illusions of class society. And that means that it must
pursue its class interest in its own emancipation consciously as its class interests,
undistorted by ideological illusions which would portray its interest in a glorified,
moralized form - for instance, as already identical with universal human interests.
Marx thinks that it is only by becoming clearsighted about itself in this way that
the revolutionary proletariat can hope to create a society which is free both from
ideological illusions and from the class divisions which create the need for them.

x

Can Marx do without morality?

Marx was a radical thinker, and his attack on morality is clearly one of his most
radical ideas. The Marxian idea of a revolutionary social movement and even a
radically new social order which would abolish all morality was intended to shock,
frighten and challenge its audience, to test the limits even of what it could conceive.
Perhaps it is understandable that many who are sympathetic to Marx’s critique
of capitalism should find this idea useless, barely intelligible, embarrassing, and
that they should think the only viable or sympathetic interpretation of Marx is
one which reads it entirely out of his texts. Marxist anti-moralism combines badly
with the widespread notion that the monstrous atrocities which have disillusioned
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our century (and for which self-proclaimed Marxists have borne no light burden
of responsibility) have been due fundamentally to calamitous moral failures on
the part of politicians, parties and peoples. The notion itself may be highly dubious typical of the sad human tendency to react first with moral blame toward whatever
we hate and fear but do not understand. But to those for whom it is second nature,
a Marx who attacks morality is easily groomed as someone whose thought leads
straight to the purge, the gulag and the killing fields.
But this way of thinking rests on some erroneous assumptions, and some
invalid reasoning. To reject morality is not necessarily to approve of everything
morality would condemn, nor is it even to deprive oneself of the best reasons for
disapproving of it. We may reject morality and nevertheless have a rational,
humane outlook - as Marx did. Morality is not the only possible remedy for the
abuses which Marxism has suffered, nor is it even, I venture to say, a very good
remedy. Fanatics continue to prove every day that even the purest moral intentions
cannot prevent us from committing the most monstrous crimes unless we suc
cessfully employ our intelligence along with our moral fervour. Thus a better
remedy might be simply to address the human intellect seriously to deciding
whether our means will in fact achieve our ends, and whether our ends truly
answer to our considered desires.
But the fear will be that without morality we have no way of trusting our
desires. Why should we bother to overthrow capitalist oppression, or avoid the
nightmares of totalitarianism, if, on reflection, we don’t happen to want to? What
if our own self-interest happens to lie on the side of the oppressors? What, if not
morality, could provide the necessary counterpoise? But it is a basic tenet of
historical materialism that the human motivation which is most powerful in
human affairs, and explains the fundamental dynamics of social change, falls
neither into the category of self-interest nor that of morality. Marx regards selfinterest as an important human motive, but he thinks the self-interest of indi
viduals as such is too varied in its effects to effect any world historical trans
formation. On the other hand, a high-minded concern for the universal interest
or for justice in the abstract is going to achieve results only if it serves as the
illusory pretext for the promotion of definite class interests.
It is these class interests themselves which are the real driving forces of history.
Class interests are far from impartial - they do not aim at the general welfare or
impartial justice, but at the achievement and defence of a certain set of production
relations, those which signify the emancipation and dominance of a certain social
class under given historical conditions. It is solely to the class interests of the
revolutionary proletariat that Marx means to appeal in advocating the overthrow
of capitalism and the establishment of a more emancipated and more human
society. Marx does think that proletarian class interests will appeal to some who
are not themselves proletarians but who have risen to a theoretical comprehension
of the historical process (MEW 4, p. 472; CW 6, p. 494). This appeal arises from
an informed identification with a concrete historical movement, not from crude
self-interest, and even less from any impartial commitment to moral principles
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and aims which the movement is thought to serve. Those who join the proletarian
cause with the latter attitude have not risen to a theoretical comprehension of the
historical movement; they have simply been caught in the snares of moral ideology.
It is evidently from Hegel that Marx derives the idea that abstract (Kantian)
morality is impotent, and that the motives which are historically effective always
harmonize individual interests with those of a larger social order, movement or
cause. (Similar neo-Aristotelian - or neo-Hegelian - ideas have recently been
defended by Alasdair MacIntyre and Bernard Williams, among others.) But Hegel
(like these more recent philosophers) attacks ‘morality’ only in a narrow sense,
while trying to save it in a larger one. He locates the harmony of individual
interests and social action in ‘ethical life’, which remains something distinctively
moral by the fact that its ultimate appeal to us is supposed to be the appeal of
impartial reason. The system of ethical life is a system of right, duty and justice,
which actualizes the universal good; it even includes ‘morality’ (in the narrower
sense) as one of its moments.
Marxian class interests, however, are not ‘moral’ even in an extended sense.
They are the interests of one class which stands in a hostile relation to other
classes, and they can be advanced only at the expense of the interests of their
class enemies. All this holds, moreover, as much for proletarian interests as for
those of any other class. To represent working-class interests as universal interests
or as something impartially good (as happens when they are treated as a morality)
is for Marx a paradigm of ideological falsification - and an act of betrayal against
the working-class movement (MEW 19: 25, SW 325).

xi

Has morality any future?

There is one passage in Anti-Duhring in which Engels contrasts the ideological
moralities of class society with an ‘actual human morality of the future’ (MEW
20, p. 88; AD, p. 132). This passage conflicts with the anti-moralism characteristic
of Marx (and of Engels too, in many other passages). But we ought to be clear
about just where the conflict lies, and how profound it really is. There is a direct
conflict between the claim that there will be morality in future communist society
and the Communist Manifesto’s assertion that the communist revolution will ‘do
away with all morality instead of founding it anew’. But perhaps the conflict does
not go very deep after all. Morality thinks its principles are impartial and univ
ersally human, and that following them will give your actions a justification
which transcends the conflicting interests of particular individuals and groups.
The Marxian view is that this cannot be done as long as class society exists, and
that the fundamental ideological deception of morality is the way it passes off
particular class interests as universal interests. But Marx and Engels think that
after class society has been abolished, it will be possible for individuals to relate
to each other simply as human beings, whose interests may diverge at the margins
but are fundamentally identified through their common participation in a fully
human social order. It is the classless society, therefore, which will actually
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accomplish what morality deceptively pretends to do. And on this ground, it may
be understandable that Engels should speak of the ‘actual human morality’ of
future society, even though this involves a revision in the more characteristic
(and clarifying) Marxian concept of morality as essentially the false pretence to
universality found in class ideologies. The point not to overlook, however, is that
Engels regards this ‘actual human morality’ as something future, not something
available to us now, while we are still the prisoners of class society and its
inevitable conflicts. Engels is emphatic in denying that there are any ‘eternal
truths’ about morality. He plainly thinks that the principles of an ‘actual human
morality’ - belonging as they do to a future social order - are as unknowable by
us as the scientific truths which will belong to some future theory which lies on
the far side of the next major scientific revolution. Nothing in Engels’s remarks
gives any comfort to those who would use moral standards to criticize capitalism
or guide the working-class movement.

xii

Conclusion

Marx’s anti-moralism is not an easy idea to accept. It is not clear how we could
think of ourselves and our relations with others entirely in non-moral terms. If
all morality is an illusion, then a clear-sighted person must be able to go through
life entirely without moral beliefs, moral emotions, moral reactions. But is it
possible for anyone to do this? Yet Marx’s anti-moralism is far from being his only
shockingly radical proposal for humanity’s future. After all, communism as Marx
conceives it would abolish not only all morality, but also all religion, law, money
and commodity exchange, along with the family, private property, and the state.
Marx’s anti-moralism actually appeals to some of us - as it surely must have
appealed to Marx himself - precisely because it is such a radical, dangerous and
paradoxical idea - especially since, as I have been trying to argue, it is at the
same time a disturbingly well-motivated idea in the context of Marx’s materialist
conception of history.
Yet even if we are not persuaded by historical materialism, Marx’s critique of
morality raises some troubling questions for us. Do we pretend that we understand
the real social and historical significance of the moral standards we employ? Can
we be sure that we would still accept those standards if we did understand their
significance? In the absence of such understanding, how can we suppose that a
devotion to moral ends and principles, which we so closely associate with our
sense of self-worth, is compatible with the autonomy and dignity which we want
to ascribe to ourselves as rational agents? And what sort of life, individual or
collective, might there be without morality? What does it look like, that territory
which lies (in Nietzsche’s uncanny phrase) beyond good and evil?
Modern moral thought sees itself as essentially critical and reflective, not
merely preaching traditional morality but questioning received moral ideas and
seeking out new ways of thinking about both our individual lives and our collective
life. Marx belongs to a radical tradition of modern thought about morality - a
tradition which also includes Hegel, Nietzsche and Freud - thinkers who have
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made us painfully aware of the ways in which the moral life involves us inevitably
in irrationality, self-opacity and self-alienation. What this tradition suggests is the
enigmatic and abysmal possibility that it may not be feasible for modern moral
reflection to go all the way with its critical thinking without undermining the
moral character of that thinking. To paraphrase Marx (MEW i, p. 387; CW 3,
p. 184): what may turn out to be Utopian is a merely reformist thinking about
morality, which hopes to make repairs in the structure of our moral convictions
but still to leave the pillars of the house standing.
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How could ethics depend on religion?
J O N A T H A N BERG

I n t h e light of the venerable and intimate association between religion and
ethics, it is only natural that the question arises whether ethics depends on religion
in any essential way. The circumstantial evidence abounds: ethical norms form a
large part of religious teachings, which, for their part, correspond closely to the
norms of secular ethical theories. But does that mean that ethics depends on
religion? And if so, how?

i

God and the moral good

One simple way to think of ethics as depending on religion will be mentioned only
to be immediately set aside. One may reason that if God created the universe and
everything that is in it - absolutely everything - then he created, inter alia, the
good. Were it not for him there just would not be any such thing as goodness. So
ethics, being essentially concerned with the good, would depend directly on God
for its very existence. Assuming, at least for the sake of argument (perhaps too
generously), that dependence on God carries with it dependence on religion
(religion being something like a theory - or the theory - of God), it would follow,
then, that ethics depends on religion. But this trivial kind of dependence on religion
is far too common to be of much interest. For in this way everything would depend
on religion, from physics and mathematics to physiology and psychology. (See
William Frankena’s remarks on a similar view attributed to Dietrich von Hilde
brand in Frankena, 19 8 1, p. 309).
A more interesting way to construe ethics as depending on religion would be
on the basis of a ‘Divine Command Theory’ of ethics, identifying the moral good
with God’s will or with what God commands. In its strongest form this is a theory
about the very meanings of the words - what Jonathan Harrison has called a
‘linguistic’ theory. The idea would be not merely that God’s will and the good
happily coincide, which would typically be taken for granted (inasmuch as God
is good), but rather, that they are one and the same, that to be morally good just
is, by definition, to be as God wills.
One problem with such a strong version of the Divine Command Theory,
where the expression ‘good’ just means the same (roughly) as the expression ‘as
God wills’, is that it then becomes a seemingly empty tautology that God is good.
God’s great goodness would be no more remarkable than, say, a circle’s roundness.
Though some theologians might embrace this result, it would not be acceptable
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to theists who take the assertion that God is good as more significant and
informative than the assertion that circles are round. (See Article 37, n a t u 
ralism

.)

In any case, this linguistic version of the Divine Command Theory runs into
trouble with the apparent fact that many people have beliefs about what is morally
good without having the corresponding beliefs about what God has willed. That
is, there seems to be no shortage of atheists and agnostics who, despite their lack
of belief in God, do not suffer from any lack of moral beliefs. Defenders of the
linguistic Divine Command Theory might dig in their heels and deny that there
really are such people. Those who appear to be moral-minded atheists, one might
venture, either are not really atheists or do not really have beliefs about the moral
good. One might say, for instance, that those who believe there is order in the
universe, or who believe in their own conscience - or hold any beliefs at all that
they cannot rationally justify - therefore believe in God, even though they,
themselves, would be disinclined to put it that way. But as Frankena says of
similar arguments, whatever victory they may win, ‘it is a hollow and verbal one’
(Frankena, 19 8 1, p. 3 11). For in whatever sense of the words these people might
be correctly said to ‘believe in God’, clearly there is also an ordinary, everyday
sense in which they do not believe in God, as evident from their sincere pro
nouncements. And this latter, ordinary sense is the relevant one here; construing
belief in God differently could only make the theory trivially true, merely by
definition, void of any significant content. (Alternatively, on the grounds that
synonymous expressions are not interchangeable salva veritate in belief ascriptions,
one might simply deny that the good’s being defined in terms of God indeed
precludes having beliefs about the good without having beliefs about God.)
Another way to deal with the problem posed for the Divine Command Theory
by the existence of moral non-theists is suggested by Robert Adams, who, biting
the bullet, restricts the scope of his ‘modified’ version of the theory to ‘JudeoChristian religious ethical discourse’ (Adams, 19 8 1, p. 319) and suggests that
what theists and non-theists mean by moral terms ‘may well be partly the same
and partly different’ (p. 342). That is, faced with the undeniable existence of
moral-minded atheists and agnostics, Adams concedes that the Divine Command
Theory cannot be a correct account of what we all mean by moral terms. So from
the very start he sets for himself the more modest task of developing the theory
only as an account of what he and like-minded theists mean by moral terms,
hoping subsequently to show that what the theists mean and what the non-theists
mean is at least in large part the same, despite some significant differences.
An easier route for Divine Command Theorists might be to abandon the
linguistic version of the theory in favour of a more modest extensional version,
holding that although ‘the good’ and ‘God’s will’ do not mean the same thing,
they amount to the same thing - that is, God wills whatever is good, and whatever
God wills is good. This yields the intended equivalence without requiring the
troublesome semantic claims.
But even in this weakened form, the Divine Command Theory still arouses
many objections. For one thing, much of what God is often taken as commanding.
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from ritual practices to sabbath observance, does not seem to be a matter of what
is most commonly thought of as morality. (Of course, what is commonly thought
is not necessarily right.) Insofar as it is possible to distinguish a conception of
morality properly pertaining only to some of God’s commands, such as those
about murder and theft, but not to other divine commands, such as those requiring
the performance of rituals, the Divine Command Theory founders.
Apart from this problem of whether the requisite equivalence actually obtains,
the Divine Command Theory faces deeper problems, traditionally seen as arising
from the dilemma put by Plato in the Euthyphro (ioa): ‘Do the gods love holiness
because it is holy, or is it holy because they love it?’ Or in terms of the present
discussion, does God command (or will) the good because it is good, or is it good
because he commands (or wills) it? The question can be understood as one of
priorities. If God wills the good because it is good, then the good is somehow prior
to God’s will (though not necessarily temporally prior). On this view something
is first of all good, and it is in virtue of its being good that God wills it; his will is
somehow determined or directed by its goodness. This would be a theory of ‘divine
psychology’, of what it is that moves God or motivates him to will the things he
wills. It is a reply to the question, ‘Why does God will what he wills?’ On the other
hand, if what is good is good because God wills it, then God’s will is prior (in the
relevant sense) to the thing’s goodness - as if the thing is not good to begin with,
but only becomes good as a result of God’s willing it. This would be a meta-ethical
theory, about the nature or essence of goodness. It is a reply to the question,
‘What makes a thing good?’ (Harrison, 19 7 1, provides an extended exposition
along these lines.)
The main objection raised against the first theory, explaining God’s will in
terms of the good, is that it seems to infringe on God’s sovereignty or omnipotence,
making him subject to some independent moral norm. Any such constraints on
God’s freedom and power would be objectionable to those who maintain that
there can be no limit whatsoever on what God can will or command. In reply
there are basically two ways to argue that God’s omnipotence is not infringed:
either on the grounds that he nevertheless could will other than the good, or on
the grounds that although he cannot will other than the good, his not being able
to does not preclude his being omnipotent. The first of these replies would have it
that God commands the good not out of any inability to do otherwise, but only
because he freely wants to. He certainly has the power in him, on this view, to
choose otherwise, but being as benevolent as he is, he wills - freely - the good.
(See Nelson Pike’s ‘Omnipotence and God’s inability to sin’, 1981.)
The second way of reconciling God’s omnipotence with his willing only the
good is taken by R. G. Swinburne, proceeding on the basis of a distinction between
necessary and contingent moral truths (Swinburne, 1974). Necessary moral
truths are understood to be moral truths which cannot but be true; they are true
in every possible (consistently conceivable) set of circumstances, regardless of
which circumstances actually happen to obtain. These would include general
principles of conduct, such as that one ought to keep one’s promises (suitably
qualified). Contingent moral truths are those that are true on account of particular
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actual circumstances. For instance, if it happen to be the case that I promised my
neighbour not to make noise on weekends, and if it also happens to be the
case that operating certain power tools makes a lot of noise, then under those
circumstances it would be a contingent moral truth that I should not operate
those power tools on weekends. Though this contingent moral truth is just an
instance of the necessary moral truth that one ought to keep one’s promises, it is
contingent because it is an instance of the general principle only in virtue of
circumstances that could have been otherwise. This distinction allows Swinburne
to argue that at least necessary moral truth cannot infringe on God’s omnipotence
by restricting his will, no more than the logical truth can. Just as God’s inability
to make a round square does not detract from his omnipotence, neither does his
inability to command that (in general) one ought not to keep one’s promises. (As
for contingent moral truth, Swinburne’s view will come below.)
On the other horn of the dilemma of the Euthyphro was the view that the
reason the good is good is because God wills it; his willing the good (and nothing
else) is what makes it good. To this the principal objection has been that it makes
goodness too arbitrary. For if goodness comes down to nothing but being willed
by God, then since anything could, in principle, be willed by God, it follows that
anything could, in principle, be good. Even such things as cruelty for its own sake
could, on this view, be good - and would be good had God so willed. Adams cites
William of Ockham as accepting this consequence, explicitly mentioning ‘theft’,
‘adultery’, and ‘hatred of God’ as things that would have been good had God
commanded them (Super 4 libros Sententiarum, II, 19) - a position Adams suspects
likely to be found ‘somewhat shocking, even repulsive’ (19 8 1, p. 321). (See Article
1 1 , m e d i e v a l a n d r e n a i s s a n c e e t h i c s .) Rejecting this consequence as
unacceptable for its failure to accord with common usage of moral terms (at least
among like-minded believers), Adams endeavours to salvage the Divine Command
Theory by modifying it in a way that would avoid this unacceptable result. To
this end he proposes to temper the link posited between God’s will and the good
by resting it in a certain way on the assumption that God loves us. While accepting
as a logical possibility that God could command cruelty for its own sake, Adams
avoids concluding that cruelty for its own sake would therefore be good or
permissible. For if God commanded cruelty for its own sake, it would not be true
that he loves us; but without the assumption that God loves us, explains Adams,
our moral concepts (or at least his own) would simply ‘break down’, thereby not
allowing the conclusion that under such incomprehensible circumstances (as
those in which God commanded cruelty for its own sake) cruelty for its own sake
would not be wrong.
For Swinburne the second horn of the dilemma is the place to hang contingent
moral truths. That cruelty for its own sake is wrong is probably a necessary moral
truth, so that God could not make cruelty for its own sake good, even if he wanted
to. But it would only be a contingent moral truth that it is wrong to throw babies
off tall buildings (barring highly unlikely extenuating circumstances). For we
could imagine a bizarre world in which throwing babies off tall buildings had
consequences radically different from those it actually has, in our own world 528
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physics and physiology might be so different, that being thrown off a tall building
would be beneficial, pleasurable, or even necessary for healthy growth. In full
control of such contingencies. God could freely have the world one way or the
other, making throwing babies off tall buildings good, bad, or neither, however
he wills. So the arbitrariness of goodness ensuing from the good’s being determined
simply by God’s will seems not to cause offence, so long as only contingent
goodness, as given by contingent moral truths, is being considered.
So what is the fate of the Divine Command Theory? Though the theory seems
hard to maintain as a general theory of meaning, a suitably qualified version could
be plausible for theists prepared to accommodate the dilemma of the Euthyphro.
Depending on one’s intuitions about God and about morality, one might simply
accept that God’s choices are constrained by morality, or on the other hand, that
what in fact strikes us as morally repugnant would actually be virtuous were God
to command it. A number of ways have been suggested for making such positions
easier to swallow. One could argue that the moral constraints on God’s choices
come from God, himself (Pike), or that such constraints are in effect necessary
truths, not to be thought of as genuine limits on God’s power (Swinburne). Or
one could argue that the conviction that God loves us renders incomprehensible
the very idea of God’s commanding things we find morally repugnant, such as
cruelty for its own sake (Adams), or that what is good depends on God’s will only
because of God’s power to determine what is contingently true (Swinburne). (As
in any philosophical discussion, of course, there are other lines of argument not
discussed here, and for all the objections and replies considered there are further
objections and replies, that for now must go unmentioned. For more extensive
discussion of these and related matters, see the suggestions for further reading,
below.)

ii

God and the moral knowledge

This discussion of how ethics might depend on religion has concentrated so far
on links that might be thought to obtain between God and the good. But since it
is (alas!) one thing for an act to be good and quite another for us to know that it
is good, it may be that only the latter depends on God (or religion). That is, while
an act’s being good or not may have nothing to do with God, our knowing
whether it is good or not might depend on God. To whatever extent moral
knowledge depends on God, ethics could be said to depend on religion epis
temologically.
Again there is a trivial kind of dependence to be set aside from the start. God
could be said to be the source of moral knowledge in the same way that he is the
source of all knowledge. Apart from creating the universe and everything that is
in it, it is he who endowed us with the capacity to know whatever we know,
moral and otherwise. But the more interesting question in the present context is
whether or not there is some specific way that moral knowledge, in particular as opposed to astronomical knowledge, say - depends essentially on God. One
could still take a simple way out by arguing that moral intuition is divinely
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inspired, whether the inspired individuals realize it or not. But as an answer to
the question at hand, this would be no more satisfying than the previous one.
The most straightforward way to view moral knowledge as depending on God
would probably be by holding that it is impossible to have any moral knowledge
without having some knowledge of or about God. Although such a view does not
require the Divine Command Theory, they would obviously go well together. In
any case, the prevalence of moral non-theists once again seems to pose a problem.
For there seem to be plenty of people who know, for instance, that murder is
wrong, without knowing (without even merely believing) anything about God at
all.
Short of denying the sincere atheistic or agnostic pronouncements of these
prima facie moral theists (an option seen, in the above discussion of the linguistic
version of the Divine Command Theory, to lack plausibility), those who would
insist that moral knowledge depends on knowledge of or about God have at least
two main lines of defence. One would be to loosen the connection between moral
knowledge and the requisite knowledge of or about God, enough to accommodate
the individuals in question. This could be accomplished by allowing that they
need not, themselves, have the requisite knowledge of or about God. Rather, it
would be enough for them to be suitably influenced, perhaps even very indirectly,
by those who do have the requisite knowledge. In this vein one could argue that
moral non-theists - and many or even most theists, too - gained their moral
knowledge from duly qualified theists, perhaps through a chain of many gener
ations. (Such a picture, though with regard to theists, is presented at the beginning
of Pirkei Avot: ‘Moses received the Law at Sinai and passed it on to Joshua, who
passed it on to the elders, who passed it on to the prophets, who passed it on to
the people of the Great Assembly.’) Or one might say that the moral non-theists
were taught their moral knowledge by a society morally informed by theists. The
problem with such a line (as with some of the other positions mentioned above)
is that it provides at most a causal account of non-theists' moral knowledge,
offering only an explanation of how it came to be that these non-theists wound
up with moral knowledge. All this could show is that ethics is causally dependent
on religion, which is not to say that it depends on religion in any essential way.
Those who maintain that ethics depends on religion generally have some more
substantial connection in mind.
Alternatively, one could try to defend the view that moral knowledge depends
on knowledge of or about God, by denying that moral non-theists actually have
moral knowledge. Regardless of the sincerity and fervour with which they affirm
and argue for their correct moral beliefs, such as that murder is wrong, nontheists could be held incapable of having any genuine moral knowledge; their
correct moral views could be seen as no more than just serendipitously true beliefs.
The issue here is about justification. Their moral beliefs would fall short of moral
knowledge for want of sufficient justification, owing to their lack of the requisite
knowledge of or about God. To make this view more palatable, one need not
relegate the status of a non-theist’s moral belief to that of mere lucky guesses. The
moral beliefs of non-theists could be compared to the beliefs non-physicists have
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about sub-atomic particles, the beliefs therapists have about what it is like to
undergo experiences they, themselves, never had, or the belief of children parroting
their parents. In each case the relevant beliefs may well be correct and may well
be had with good reason (more or less), but the believer is just not in a position
to give a full enough justification of his beliefs for his having them to count as
full-fledged knowledge.
This position, that the moral beliefs of non-theists are too lacking in justification
to count as moral knowledge, is vulnerable to two strong objections. One objection
is that this view just runs roughshod over common sense, or at least common
parlance. For we would typically say of almost any sane adult that he knows that
murder is wrong, no matter what he thinks of God. Certainly Bertrand Russell
knew that murder is wrong, despite his well-known atheism. To dismiss all
this as mere fagon de parler would require tremendously compelling argument.
Secondly, in denying the possibility of justifying moral beliefs without appeal to
God, the position in question entails the rejection of every single rational nontheistic theory of ethics. Kant, for example (like so many others), argued that
moral knowledge can be obtained by reason alone. Those who would refuse to
recognize as adequately justified any moral beliefs not derived from knowledge of
or about God, would have to refute the whole vast range of arguments put by
Kant and all others who ever proposed a rational basis for ethics! (Indeed, on
Kant’s view one’s reasons for acting morally must be the right - rational - reasons;
moral actions cannot be prompted by any ulterior motives, such as the desire to
obey God, but must be done simply on account of their intrinsic accord with
unconditional, self-imposed moral principles.)

iii

God and moral motivation

Conceding that knowledge of or about God may not be necessary as a reason for
moral knowledge, one may claim that it is necessary nevertheless as a reason for
moral behaviour. This turns on a distinction between justification and motivation.
One might argue (as many have, throughout the history of ethics) that whatever
reasons there might be in support of various moral principles, the only reason to
behave morally is that God rewards the good and punishes the evil, whether in
this life or in some other. The underlying question here is ‘Why be moral?’ And
the answer being considered is that there is no reason to be moral, except for the
promise of divine reward and the threat of divine punishment.
There are at least two different ways to understand the claim that God’s
approval (or disapproval) is the only reason for being moral. It might be put forth
on the assumption that the justification of moral principles falls short of providing
sufficient reason for following them - as if one might concede, for instance, that
stealing is wrong, without feeling any compulsion to refrain from it. Generally,
however, when people justify a moral principle, giving reasons for following it is
exactly what they mean to do. In fact, it would be hard to think of what a
justification of a moral principle - that one ought not to steal, say - would look
like, if it did not provide reasons for following the principle - reasons for not
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stealing. Reasons for morality - for behaving morally - may thus be seen as
inherently superfluous, like reasons for doing what is desirable (and recognized
as such). (See Kai Nielsen’s ‘Is “ Why should I be moral?” an absurdity?’ (1958)
and Article 35, r e a l i s m .)
A different way of interpreting the claim that the prospects of divine reward
and punishment are the only reasons for moral behaviour would be as an empirical
claim about human psychology. Thus construed the claim would be that human
beings, as a sad but simple matter of fact, are just not moved to refrain from
wrongdoing and to do what is right, unless they fear God’s wrath and seek his
favour. But then the claim seems patently false. For despite the many people of
whom it is true - people who are moved to moral behaviour only by considerations
of divine reward and punishment - there are perhaps just as many, if not more,
who behave morally with no regard whatsoever to divine reward and punishment.
One may protest that moral behaviour not inspired by thoughts of divine reward
and punishment is not rational, but this just brings us back to the question of
justification (considered above). (See also Article 16, e g o i s m .)

iv

Preaching and proving

In considering arguments on how ethics might depend on religion it may be useful
to keep in mind just what and whom the arguments are aimed at. Almost all the
discussion here (and traditionally) has been about the compatibility of theism with
theistic theories of ethics, especially Divine Command Theories. The major concern
has been to reconcile beliefs and intuitions about morality with beliefs and
intuitions about God and his goodness and power. Naturally these arguments
have the most significance for those who share the beliefs and intuitions whose
joint consistency is at issue (e.g. that there exists an omnipotent, benevolent God
whose will is identical to the good). Of somewhat more general significance are
arguments intended to establish a theistic theory of ethics on the assumption that
God exists and has the attributes generally attributed to him. (See, for instance,
Baruch Brody’s ‘Morality and religion reconsidered’, 1974.) Such arguments are
directed to virtually all theists, whether they already hold a theistic theory of
ethics or not. These arguments cannot, however, prove to a non-theist that ethics
depends on religion. The most they could show him is that if God exists, with the
usual divine attributes, then ethics could (in the case of the consistency arguments)
or would (in the case of the arguments from theism) depend on religion.
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The implications of determinism
ROBERT YOUNG

i

What determinism is all about and why it is supposed to matter ethically

D e t e r m i n i s m is a doctrine that makes claims about the nature o f the world, or,

if you prefer, it is a metaphysical doctrine. For our purposes we will understand
the doctrine of determinism to assert that the state of the entire universe at any
particular time is linked by way of causal laws to the states of the universe both
before and afterwards. Or, to put the point in a more rough and ready way: all
states of the universe are the result of prior sufficient conditions and are in their
turn sufficient for the later states of the universe. Thus if someone (perhaps God
or maybe a ‘superscientist’) were to have perfect knowledge of the state of the entire
universe at a particular time, and of the causal laws governing the operations of
the universe, the state of the universe at any future time (or, indeed, any past
time) could be deduced. (For further discussion of the doctrine of determinism see
Honderich, 1988.)
In this essay I will concentrate on the supposedly fearful ethical implications
of the truth of determinism. First, however, I must put aside one argument
for supposing that determinism cannot be true. In my brief characterization of
determinism I mentioned the idea of a perfect knower. This may seem to suggest
that the doctrine of determinism is an epistemological doctrine (a doctrine about
what can be known), rather than the metaphysical one I suggested at the outset.
However, if the world is deterministic, that it is will be true whether or not there
is a perfect knower, or indeed a knower of any sort. This point must be insisted
on because there have been many (such as Lucas, 1970) who have thought to
attack the doctrine of determinism and its putative ethical implications by arguing
that there are conceptual obstacles to the prediction of human action that are
unparalleled in the case of physical events like hurricanes and the orbits of
satellites. They conclude that to suggest that human decisions and actions could
be determined is incoherent. Goldman (1970) has convincingly shown, however,
that both physical phenomena and human activities can be determined without
it being possible for us to predict them.
I shall also ignore the sceptical view that the very idea of a complete description
of the state of the entire universe at a certain time is incoherent and presume, for
the sake of argument, that we can make coherent sense of it. If we suppose it to
be sensible, among the elements which comprise the state of the universe at any
time, or the states at different times, will be human thoughts, decisions, actions
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and the like. What many people believe is that if determinism is true, this threatens
just such human activities. In particular it seems to many that if our decisions
and actions were determined they would have no practical effect on the world
and would be mere epiphenomena. Worse still, our lack of freedom would signal
that we were in no position to shape the moral character of our world. The reason
is that were determinism to be true, human beings would have no more control
over what happens to them than does a salmon returning to its spawning grounds
or a cog-wheel in a piece of machinery.
Now even though many find this idea persuasive it is easily refuted. Unlike
returning salmon, and unlike pieces of machinery, people sometimes act inten
tionally. This intentionality in behaviour of persons is enough to show that such
behaviour is not merely a tropism like the ‘turning’ of a sunflower toward the
sun. Suppose that this be agreed. Won’t it nonetheless be true, if determinism is
true, that our intentions are determined and, if so, won’t it follow that our
behaviour is outside our control?
As agents who act intentionally we would be different from sunflowers, moths
flying into candles, returning salmon and so forth, but we would still lack a crucial
capacity if it was not ultimately up to us how we behaved. Since it would not be we
who ultimately determined the courses of our lives (but instead the circumstances
making up the conditions sufficient for our various decisions and actions) we
would lack the capacity to be free because we would lack the capacity to decide
anything or do anything other than what we in fact decide to do.
The sentiment is humorously captured in a limerick by M. E. Hare:
There once was a man who said ‘Damn!
It is borne in upon me I am
An engine that moves
In predestinate grooves:
I’m not even a bus, I’m a tram.’

It is not hard to see how various flow-on effects can be derived from such a
conclusion. For example, it is widely, even if not unanimously (see Frankfurt,
1969), thought that being able to do otherwise is necessary for moral responsi
bility. But if determinism is true, it seems that no-one can do otherwise and so
no-one can be morally responsible for any decisions or actions. If moral responsi
bility (not merely causal responsibility) is a prerequisite for guilt, blame, pun
ishment and the like, and likewise for credit, praise and reward, then no-one
will properly be subject to punishment or reward since strictly no-one will be
blameworthy or praiseworthy. Social sanctions to be employed against the socially
disruptive would still be needed but would require a different rationale to the one
with which we presently operate (based as it is on a presumption that wrongdoers
are responsible for their wrongdoings, a presumption which can, of course, be
rebutted if there are shown to be suitable excuses).
Some even go so far as to say that if determinism is true and we, therefore,
are not free agents, morality itself becomes of no account. Moral nihilism, the
doctrine that nothing moral matters, is said to follow from our lacking freedom
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because our inability to exercise control over the moral quality of our behaviour
evacuates all moral significance from that behaviour. (On ‘nihilism’ see also Article
38, S U B J E C T I V I S M . )
It will help bring these various contentions into clearer focus if we have before
us a more formal statement of the course of the argument from the truth of
determinism to the denial of freedom, responsibility and the significance of moral
ity. Here is one statement of the argument:
1
2
3
4

5

If human decisions and actions are determined, then for all such decisions and
actions, there are antecedently sufficient causal conditions.
If there are (antecedently) sufficient conditions for all decisions and actions,
then decisions and actions are necessitated by these conditions.
But if decisions and actions are necessitated, no-one acts freely; that is, noone is able to decide or act differently from the w ay he or she does.
Since it is required inter alia of morally responsible decisions and actions that
agents act freely - that is, that they be able to decide or act differently from
the ways they do - if determinism is true no-one ever decides or acts morally
responsibly.
If no-one ever acts freely or morally responsibly many moral (and legal)
practices lose their justification, and thus morality itself can have no objective
foundation.

ii

Three traditional responses to the problem

The task now is to assess the soundness of this argument. The obvious place to
start is with the issue of how determinism bears on freedom. My statement of the
argument implies that the relation between determinism and freedom is one of
incompatibility. Those who think that it can’t both be that determinism is true
and that we are free are, accordingly, known as incompatibilists. A moment’s
reflection will make clear that there can be incompatibilists who think we have
every reason to believe that the world is deterministic and therefore conclude that
we cannot be free, and incompatibilists who are convinced that we are free and
therefore conclude that determinism must be false. And indeed both kinds of
incompatibilists exist. The former are known as ‘hard determinists’ (because they
take a hard line on the implications of determinism). The argument sketched
above is one many hard determinists would fully support (cf. Skinner, 19 7 1), but
there are others who would jib at step 5, namely, the claim that nihilism follows
from the truth of determinism. These latter adopt a form of utilitarianism of a
crude instrumentalist sort, so that where behaviour is modifiable by reward or
punishment, positive or negative reinforcement and so on (cf. Edwards, 19 6 1) we
can consider it ‘morally’ good, but only in the same way as we consider our welltrained companion animals to behave well when they are properly responsive.
Incompatibilists who are convinced that we are free and hence that deter
minism is false are known as ‘libertarians’ (not to be confused with political
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libertarians, who seek to minimize the role of the state). They accept that if
determinism were true - step I in the argument above - the subsequent steps
would indeed follow. But, they claim, determinism is false because on some
occasions at least, we act freely. The most common versions of libertarianism are
contra-causal ones (Campbell, 1957). According to contra-causal libertarianism,
while we inhabit a world that is largely deterministic, on those occasions when
we act freely we act without being determined by states or events (such as our
desires) which it is plausible to think operate deterministically. Rather, our selves
act ‘in opposition to’ or, perhaps, transcend such deterministic forces. Though
this is vague, and seems to suggest that when we act freely we (our inner selves?)
have the power to act contrary to the laws of nature, the best sense that can be
made of the idea is to see it as the claim that when we act freely our actions are
rationally, but not deterministically, explicable. Taken this way the claim is that
reasons are radically different from causes (compare Kant; see Article 14, K a n t i a n
e t h i c s ). It is a common objection (Hobart, 1966) that a libertarian freedom,
being uncaused, would be valueless because if free decisions and actions are just
fortuitous or random outcomes, to decide or act freely is not to be in control. By
placing the emphasis on the rational rather than the causal explication of decisions
and actions, contra-causal libertarians can evade this common objection. Not so
another group of libertarians, the existentialists. Existentialists from Kierkegaard
to Sartre have proclaimed that to be fully human is to make radical choices; that
is, choices that not only are not determined but choices for which no rationally
persuasive support can be offered. Only by making such choices and eschewing
all talk of excuses can we make ourselves responsible agents.
Other libertarians contend that since free actions have unique status they are
best understood as being caused in a unique way, namely by an agent who is not
himself or herself caused to act in this way. This is known as agent-causation
libertarianism (Chisholm, 1964; van Inwagen, 1983). This move breaks the
deterministic chain, understood as one event causing another event, but has
seemed to most contemporary philosophers to depend for its explanatory power
on an obscure and perhaps not even coherent idea of causation. One further
proposal that has had some contemporary influence is that free actions are
intelligible because they fit with our choices and purposes (Wiggins, 1973).
Though this is plausible enough, it is unlike the contra-causalist’s claim that free
decisions and actions are rationally but not deterministically explainable, in that
there is nothing specifically indeterministic about it. It therefore could equally be
said by compatibilists.
‘Compatibilists’ reject the argument outlined earlier as unsound. In doing so
they do not have to claim that determinism holds, only that should it hold, its
doing so is compatible with our being able freely to decide and act. Compatibilists
have employed various strategies in the process of defending their shared con
viction that we can be both determined and free. Perhaps most famously there
have been attempts to show that even in a deterministic world we could decide
and act differently from the ways in which we in fact decide and act, if only we
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should choose to do so or should want to do so. These so-called ‘hypothetical’
analyses of the requirement for being morally responsible - see step 4 in the
argument outlined earlier - have been vigorously criticized. Of these criticisms,
one that many find persuasive is as follows: if determinism is true, the laws of
nature, taken in conjunction with a statement of the conditions of the universe
at any time before my birth, entail every true statement about my behaviour. But
surely I could have refrained from behaving in these ways only if I could have
falsified the laws of nature or altered the states of the universe which were true
prior to my birth. Since I could not have done either of these things, no hypothetical
analysis of my capacities could be devised to show that I could have done them
(van Inwagen, 1983). The reply that a compatibilist disposed to the hypothetical
analysis would make is obvious: that I had the capacity to choose and act differently
is not gainsaid by the claim that I lack the capacity miraculously to overturn the
laws of nature or to do the impossible in altering the past. My having the capacity
to choose and act differently from the ways I in fact do (or have done) is consistent
with my not exercising the capacity. Accordingly there is no incoherence in the
suggestion that my capacity to act differently (an unexercised capacity) is just the
capacity so to act that past situations would have been other than they in
fact were had I exercised that capacity. Had I, on occasion, behaved differently,
then, on the assumption that determinism is true, the past would have been
different.
A second compatibilist strategy has been to set aside hypothetical analyses of
statements like ‘she could have done otherwise’, in favour of taking sentences
ascribing powers to perform particular actions to be presumptively true in the
absence of the sorts of factors which would defeat the exercise of such powers
(Goldman, 1970; Dennett, 1984). Thus, for example, if it is said that I can mow
my lawn, that will be presumed true unless it can be shown that there is present
some defeating factor (such as my being in a coma, my being subject to a post
hypnotic command not to mow my lawn, the lawn being covered with snow,
there being no mower in working order ...). Such defeating conditions are, of
course, often taken to be defeating conditions of moral responsibility even when
determinism is not the focus. But the crucial claim here is that since the truth of
determinism (or its falsity) seems to make no difference to the accuracy of this
understanding of what we can or cannot do. compatibilists of this persuasion
contend that it is not determinism as such that robs us of the power to do things
other than those we do. Rather it is the particular defeating factors that have that
effect. Certainly in a deterministic world there will be a deterministic account of
the presence of a defeater on any particular occasion (consider, for instance, the
post-hypnotic suggestion mentioned above). But that only goes to reinforce the
point that not all deterministically produced states of affairs are incompatible with
our being free to act as we choose or desire. Only some are. (It is worth noting
that though, as we have seen, compatibilists who adopt this second strategy reject
the hypothetical analysis approach, a sophisticated hypothetical analysis could
be supplemented with the defeating conditions account (Young, 1979: Dennett,
1984).)
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iii

Some contemporary attempts at reorienting the debate

In a famous contemporary contribution to the debate Peter Strawson contends
that our interpersonal attitudes and behaviour are premised on the idea that
(mature) people are free and are responsible for their actions (Strawson, 1962).
He argues that, to a very great extent, our personal reactions and feelings depend
upon, or involve, our beliefs about the attitudes and intuitions of others and of
ourselves. Thus when we see someone’s behaviour as unintentional or compulsive
we do not experience normal participant reactive attitudes like resentment and
moral indignation, but instead take the objective or clinical attitude characteristic
of impersonal relations. Where, however, the actions of others display the goodwill,
ill-will or indifference they intend, there is a range of participant reactive attitudes
which is appropriate just because of our involvement or participation with others
in interpersonal relations. Thus it is that gratitude, goodwill, resentment, moral
indignation and so forth are so integral to our concept of ourselves and others as
persons, that we could not abandon them in the way urged by the hard determinist.
The hard determinist, in effect, insists that we judge the significance of these
reactive attitudes from the objective or impersonal standpoint, a feat which it is
impossible to carry out in our interpersonal dealings with others. So whether
determinism is true or not, our view of ourselves and of the place we accord to
the reactive attitudes is not negotiable. Hence the truth of determinism does not
render nugatory claims about freedom, moral responsibility, moral obligation,
praise, blame and punishment. Though Strawson’s contribution can. therefore,
be seen as a strategy for rejecting incompatibilism, it is more accurate to see it as
an attempt at reorienting the debate to make it focus on what is essential to the
moral life and not on the intellectual niceties of metaphysics.
There has been a further such reorienting of the debate in Harry Frankfurt’s
work (19 7 1, 1987). Frankfurt accepts that to act freely is fundamentally a matter
of doing what one wants to do, but argues that it is misleading to think that
something similar holds for freedom of the will. One can be free to do what one
wants but not have a free will. To enjoy freedom of the will is to be free to want
what one wants to want, or, more precisely, to have the will one wants. Such a
view of freedom of the will is, he contends, neutral with regard to the truth of
determinism. Whether it is because of a deterministic process or because of chance
(luck) that we have the will we want is not the issue. (A libertarian will be apt to
see this as a tendentious way of stating matters.) What is it to have the will we
want? It is to have the capacity to form effective second-order volitions, that is,
to be able to want a certain desire to be our will. An unwilling drug addict who
has conflicting first-order wants (to take a certain drug and to refrain from taking
it), does something he wants to do, whichever of these desires is the one he finally
acts on, but if it is to take the drug he can truly say it is not of his own free will
that he does it since he identifies with the desire to refrain. By contrast an addict
who does not care about her will, and so has no second-order volitions relating
to her desire for drugs, lacks a free will because of her wanton lack of care about
her will. This is an appealing idea because it suggests (especially as regards those
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whose behaviour is to be regarded as compulsive) that it is impairments in people’s
capacity to deliberate rationally that obstructs their freedom, rather than any
deterministic structure the world may have. Nonetheless it has been criticized on
the ground that in being unconcerned about the aetiology of people’s secondorder volitions it implausibly leaves it open for, say, the citizens of Aldous Huxley’s
Brave New World, whose motivations are programmed for them, to count as
having free wills (Watson, 1975; Slote, 1980). If so, the proposal would need to
be shored up in such a w ay as to give higher-order desires, acquired in the way
they are in the Brave New World, a different status from those acquired through
reflective evaluation by the agent on her desires (Young, 1986). This would
reinstate the agent’s effective control over her own behaviour, but equally would
put back on the agenda the issue of whether, when reflective evaluations are
determined, they can themselves be appropriately regarded as under the agent’s
control. Compatibilists believe the regress that looms here can be halted; incompatibilists, as we have previously seen, deny that it can. Put another way:
compatibilists think it possible for us to regard ourselves as responsible, moral
beings, even if it should turn out that we, along with everything else in the
universe, are determined beings; incompatibilists hold that we can’t both be
responsible moral beings and determined beings.

iv

Moral responsibility, rewards and punishments, nihilism

It is worth reminding ourselves that although whether people act freely and
responsibly cannot be detached from the sorts of metaphysical questions we have
been considering, it is our concern with ethics that motivates those questions. In
particular, to the extent that we can regard someone as a free, responsible agent
of an action, we can morally assess both the action and the agent. If jacinta was
morally responsible for her actions in driving dangerously and causing injury to
Cedric, her behaviour is morally condemnable and she herself is seen to be morally
deficient in that she took insufficient account of the interests of others in behaving
as she did.
We saw earlier that according to Strawson we cannot contemplate setting
aside our reactive attitudes even if, as incompatibilists contend, such attitudes
would be objectively unjustifiable in a deterministic world. Let’s suppose Strawson
is right. Let’s also suppose that determinism is true (and known to be true). Hard
determinists have wanted to say that, given the truth of determinism, the reactive
attitudes can have at best an instrumental role, namely one of social control
(Edwards, 1961). Misbehaviour won’t be immoral behaviour (because those who
misbehave will not be able to do anything else). But it will still need to be controlled
if the interests of those who don’t pose a social problem are not to be subject to
intolerable risk of being interfered with by miscreants. In the extreme, a form of
social control involving the isolation of those who pose a severe risk of causing
death, bodily harm or damage to the property of others would be justifiable
according to such hard determinists. It would be more accurately thought of as
a form of quarantine - we do take steps to protect ourselves against carriers of
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contagious diseases even though they aren’t usually considered responsible for
posing a threat to society. Alternatively, therapeutic treatment may be linked with
attempted rehabilitation as a substitute for punishment. Either approach would
be justifiable instrumentally in terms of the benefits exceeding the costs.
Though it is an underlying assumption of our everyday moral practices that
most offenders are fully responsible - the exceptions being some minors, certain
psychiatrically disturbed individuals and so forth - a good deal of contemporary
penology does see legal punishment as unjustifiable for reasons like those offered by
hard determinists. According to such views, in addition to the truth of determinism
showing that none of us is the free, responsible agent our moral and legal practices
presume we are, we have a host of empirical grounds for the view that traditional
penal practices are unsuccessful and need to be replaced with more effective
strategies. Even if no-one deserves to be punished, and the usual forms which
punishment takes have little to recommend them, we still need to protect the lawabiding from those who, because of their individual psychology or the sociology
of their situation, break the laws (Murphy, 1973).
Article 32, c r i m e a n d p u n i s h m e n t , should be consulted on the moral
issues punishment raises. One point worth some comment here, however, is that
in relation to punishment an alliance is possible between libertarians and certain
compatibilists. Libertarians insist that unless an individual is the ultimate cause
of a particular action, it is inappropriate to punish him or her (though it may be
appropriate, nonetheless, to provide an alternative form of institutionalization to
protect the community, such as a psychiatric facility, or to provide therapeutic
rehabilitation). But on matters like excuses such as ignorance and inability there is
no reason why compatibilists need disagree with libertarians. Where compatibilists
(such as Mackie, 19 77) have adopted an instrumentalist approach to the moral
reactive attitudes of praise and blame and to the legal ones of reward and
punishment, they have done so more often than not because of their denial of the
objectivity or realism of claims about moral wrongdoing, and not because of any
wish to embrace a bloodless form of freedom. Compatibilists who are metaethical subjectivists or relativists (see Article 38, s u b j e c t i v i s m , and Article 39,
r e l a t i v i s m ) likewise tend to reject any retributivist foundation for punishment
and propose instead a wholly consequentialist one. But once again this does not
require them to line up with hard determinists who reject the relevance of ideas
of moral fault to the use of social sanctions. That is why they can unite with
compatibilists who are moral realists (see Article 35, r e a l i s m ), with thinkers
like Strawson and Frankfurt, and with libertarians, in insisting that morality does
matter and hence that nihilism is to be rejected.
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Afterword
PETER SINGER

w o u l d
be easy to think of ethics as a field in which, since ancient times,
proponents of opposing views have been engaged in unending disputes without
prospect of resolution. After all, does not each culture have its own ethical
tradition, hopelessly at odds with all the others? And even within the narrow
confines of modem Western philosophical ethics, are there not irreconcilable
differences about what is good, or obligatory? Worse still, philosophers cannot
even agree about what we are doing when we make such ethical judgements:
whether we are describing some kind of moral reality, or expressing our attitudes,
or prescribing what is to be done.
The contents of this Companion to Ethics may seem to confirm such a view. A
quick summary might go like this: in the first part, we see how little we know
about the origins of ethics, how ethics in small-scale societies takes forms very
different from those it takes in our own, and how the most ancient ethical writings
already reflect a variety of views about how life is to be lived. Then the great
ethical traditions are put on display: and we find divergence of opinion not only
between the different traditions, but within each tradition itself. The history of
Western philosophical ethics shows how, from the earliest Greek thinkers to the
present day, old philosophical positions have resurfaced at intervals, and old
battles have had to be fought out all over again in more modern terms. When, in
Part IV, the volume moves from the past to the present, we are presented with
many theories of how we ought to live, and about the nature of ethics, all plausible,
but all disagreeing with every other approach. Since we conclude with a set of
challenges to the viability of the entire enterprise of ethics, we will surely close
the book in a sorry state of confusion, not knowing what to think about any of
it.
As I complete the editing of this volume, however, I am left with a quite
different impression. If ethics is a jigsaw puzzle, then we are now at the stage
where we have laid out all the pieces, and are beginning to see the outline of the
picture. For ethics is not a meaningless series of different things to different people
in different times and places. Rather, against a background of historically and
culturally diverse approaches to the question of how we ought to live, the degree
of convergence is striking. Human nature has its constants and there are only a
limited number of ways in which human beings can live together and flourish;
indeed, as the opening essay of this volume argued, some of the features common
to the nature of human beings in different societies are common to the nature of
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any long-lived, intelligent social mammals, and are reflected in our behaviour as
they are reflected in that of other primates.
Hence what is recognized as a virtue in one society or religious tradition is
very likely to be recognized as a virtue in the others; certainly, the set of virtues
praised in one major tradition never make up a substantial part of the set of vices
of another major tradition. (Exceptions tend to be short-lived, societies in the
process of decay or self-destruction.) Moreover within each tradition, the same
oscillating currents can be observed; there are periods in which the emphasis is
on the performance of conventional duties, obligations or roles; then a great
reformer will appear, urging that we have become so far steeped in obedience to
the rules, so conventional in our ways of thinking and acting, that we have
forgotten the higher goods by which the moral conventions themselves must be
justified. Thus Buddha stressed egolessness rather than observance of the Hindu
rituals of his day, as Mozi argued that we should follow universal love, not the
particular duties specified by Confucianism, and as Jesus taught that love of God
and neighbour was more important than following the letter of the prevailing
Jewish moral law.
Granted, this oscillation might be seen as no more than a recurring, insoluble
conflict between an ethic based on rules and one based on consequences - a
conflict that, as the articles that make up Part IV show, is still very much part of
contemporary ethics. But we could also see these two views of ethics as ineliminable aspects of a complete account of the nature of ethics. Any attempt to explain
or understand the phenomenon of ethics must give each tendency its proper place;
and although such an explanation of ethics would not in itself justify any particular
ethical theory that tries to answer the question of how we ought to live, a better
understanding of the nature of ethics would at least make it easier for us to see
what kind of answer that question might need to have.
The applications of ethical theory to practical issues in Part V show dis
agreements about many specific points, but they share an implicit assumption:
that even the most difficult practical ethical issues are amenable to discussion and
argument. According to at least some views of the nature of ethics, reasoning
about ethics should be no more profitable than reasoning about matters of taste.
Yet could anyone say that the arguments in the articles in this section generally not here and there on specific points, but systematically and as a whole - fail to
make progress towards the goal of better reasoned conclusions about world
poverty, the environment, euthanasia, abortion, and all the other issues covered
in this part of the book? I take a much more positive view of the achievements of
applied ethics; a view which acknowledges that we can agree on some standards
of good and bad reasoning in ethics, as in other areas of our intellectual life. I
think the essays in Part V support that view.
It was in reading over Part VI, on The Nature of Ethics, however, that I was
most struck by the unexpected extent to which writers who had started from quite
different places all seemed to be heading in the same direction. Consider the
implications of the following set of articles. For Michael Smith, defending a realist
view of ethics, the kind of objective moral reality that can be consistent with the
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action-guiding nature of ethics is to be found not in some set of queer facts about
the universe, but in the reasons for action that we would accept if we were
reasoning under certain idealized conditions. The objectivity of morality, then,
comes down to the possibility that if we were all reasoning under such conditions,
we would reach the same conclusions. Jonathan Dancy, writing about intuitionism, another realist or objectivist view of ethics, denies that intuition provides
a means of perceiving moral facts. Instead Dancy settles on the most plausible
version of intuitionism as one which regards moral ‘facts’ as reasons recognized
in the exercise of our practical judgment. James Rachels approaches these ques
tions from the opposite direction. He starts with a subjectivist account of ethics
that takes feelings of approval as the basis of ethical judgment. Yet Rachels finds
this and successive more refined versions of ethical subjectivism unsatisfactory,
because they do not allow sufficient scope for disagreement and reasoned argument
about ethics. Rachels’s final attempt at an adequate formulation of subjectivism
is one in which our individual feelings of approval are so constrained by require
ments of impartiality and reasonableness that the outcome is scarcely to be
distinguished from the objective notion of reasons for action reached by Smith
and Dancy. Moreover, as Rachels himself notes, this conclusion is in important
respects close to that of universal prescriptivism, the ethical theory proposed by
R. M. Hare, which requires us to carry out our moral reasoning under the
constraint of universalizability. Hare himself, in his article on universal pre
scriptivism, argues that this constraint can suffice to lead us to agreed conclusions
about how to act, conclusions that are based on a method of reasoning supported
not only by utilitarians and by Kant, but also by the ‘Golden Rule’ that, as the
articles in Part II have shown, is central to several of the great ethical traditions.
This is, admittedly, a selective drawing together of common themes. The
conclusions of the articles on naturalism and relativism do not fit quite so neatly
with those of the other articles in Part VI; but at the same time their conclusions
are not, strictly, incompatible with the common approach that I have identified.
To defend this common approach against some of the more radical challenges
posed by the articles in Part VII one would need tOj show that these challenges
could be met by, or somehow accommodated within, a view of morality that
draws on the common core. Whether that can be done is not a question that can
be answered here; but the prospects strike me as encouraging. I persist in thinking
that the puzzle of ethics is starting to come together, and that few, if any. pieces
are missing.
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15 3 -4 . 15 6 . 2 17 , 267
a n d p o v erty 2 7 9 - 8 0

in K a n t 1 7 6

c e li b a c y 3 0 4 - 5
in B u d d h is m 6 4
in C h r i s t i a n it y 3 1 6 . 3 1 7
s e e a ls o c o n t in e n c e , s e x u a l

c e r t a in t y , m o r a l 2 2 3 , 2 3 3
c h a n g e , s o c ia l 2 6 - 7 , 9 2
c h a r a c te r , m o ra l 9 4 , 1 4 0 - 1 ,
2 4 9 -5 0 . 2 5 1 -2 . 2 5 2 . 2 54 .
2 5 6 .4 7 2
a n d s o c ie t y 2 5 6 - 7
c h a r it y 6 7 . 8 5 . 1 1 3 . 2 5 2 . 2 7 4
c h a s t it y 6 4 , 2 5 4 , s e e a ls o
c e li b a c y ; c o n t in e n c e , s e x u a l
c h ild r e n 2 5 7
a n d fe m a le e t h ic 4 9 6 , 4 9 8

C h r y s ip p u s 1 2 1

in t r a d itio n a l s o c ie t ie s 4 4 5 - 6

C h u rch ,

s e e a ls o s o c ie t y

a n d C h r i s ti a n e t h ic s 9 2 , 1 0 2 -

4
a n d t e a c h in g o f J e s u s 9 8 , 9 9
C ic e r o 1 2 1 - 2 , 1 6 3 , 1 6 4 - 5 . 1 6 7 .

354
c iv il d is o b e d ie n c e 5 3 - 4 . 5 5

c o m m u n it y , m o r a l, a n d a n i m a ls

343 - 5 . 3 5 i
c o m p a s s io n 5 . 2 5 0 , 2 5 4 . 2 5 5 - 6 ,
273
a n d a n im a ls 3 5 1
in B u d d h is m 6 1 , 6 2 . 6 4 , 6 5 ,

66

c la s s ,
a n d d is a d v a n ta g e 3 3 7 , 3 3 9

in G a n d h ia n e t h ic s 5 5

in H in d u is m 4 5 , 4 6 , 4 7 , 5 0 ,

in H in d u is m 4 8 . 5 0

54
s tr u g g le 5 1 3 . 5 1 4 . 5 1 6 . 5 1 9 .

in J a in is m 5 3
c o m p a tib ilis m 5 3 7 - 8 , 5 4 0 - 1

521

c o m p e n s a tio n , a n d p r e fe r e n tia l

C le a n th e s 1 2 1

tre a tm e n t 3 3 4 . 3 3 6 - 9

549

NDEX
c o n t in e n c e , s e x u a l ,

c o m p e titio n ,

c u ltu r e .

in b u s in e s s 3 5 8

in C h r i s t i a n it y 3 1 6 - 1 7

and ch an g e

a n d e x t r e m e in d iv id u a lis m 5 -

in H in d u is m 5 0

a n d C h r i s t i a n e t h ic s 9 2 - 3

in J a in is m 5 3

c o rp o ra te 3 5 8 - 9 , 3 6 3

in S t o ic is m 3 1 6

G re ek 1 2 7

6. 11
a n d s o c ia l D a r w in i s m 5 0 1
c o m p le x it y , a n d m o r a l s t a t u s
287, 290, 292

s e e a ls o c e li b a c y ; c h a s t i t y

c o n t r a c e p t io n 3 0 3 - 5

c o m p r o m is e , in p o litic s 3 8 0

a n d C h r i s t i a n e t h ic s 9 7 . 3 1 7

C o m te. A u g u s te 1 5 4

a n d n a tu ra l la w 1 6 1 . 1 7 1 , 1 7 2

2 6 -7 , 92

s e e a ls o r e la t iv is m , c u l t u r a l :

s o c ie t y
cu sto m .
in C h i n e s e e t h ic s 7 3

c o n f id e n t ia l it y 2 2 7

c o n t r a c t , b io l o g ic a l 5 0 4 - 8

in I n d ia 4 3 , 4 6

c o n flic t ,

c o n t r a c t , s o c ia l 1 8 6 - 9 6 , 2 6 5 ,

a n d r e l a t iv is m 2 6 7 , 4 4 3

e t h ic a l r e s o l u t io n 2 0 1 - 2 , 2 0 3 .
446, 4 6 6 -7
a s n e c e s s a r y t o m o r a l it y 9 . 1 1 ,

in s m a ll - s c a l e s o c ie t ie s 1 7 , 1 8 -

448
a n d e g o is m 4 - 5 . 7 - 8 , 1 4 8 - 9
a n d e v o l u t i o n a r y e t h ic s 5 0 5

19
C y n ic s 1 2 2

h i s t o r ic a l b a c k g r o u n d 1 8 6 - 8

12
in s m a ll - s c a l e s o c ie t ie s 2 1 - 2
C o n f u c iu s 6 9 - 7 2 . 7 3 . 7 5 , 7 6 - 7 ,
7 8 . 7 9 - 8 0 . 8 1 , 4 4 5 . [2]

H o b b e s ia n 1 8 9 - 9 1 , 1 9 4 - 5
K a n tia n 1 9 1 - 5
in m o d e m t h o u g h t 1 5 6 . 1 8 8 -

in B u d d h is m 6 3

a n d m o r a l d e v e lo p m e n t 4 6 6

in C h i n e s e e t h ic s 7 4

a n d o r ig in o f e t h ic s 3 - 4 , 1 2 ,

in C h r i s t i a n e t h ic s 9 2 , 1 0 4 ,
13 5 -7 . 260
d e v e lo p m e n t 1 0

D a n cy , J o n a th a n 2 1 5 , 4 7 6 , 5 4 5
D a n ie l, a n d p r o b le m o f e v il 3 9

95

c o n s c ie n c e 4 5 9

D a ly , M a r y 4 9 2 - 3

dao (w a y ) 6 9 , 7 4 - 5 , 7 7 , 78

in C o n f u c ia n i s m 6 9 - 7 2 , 7 6 ,
80. 8 1

279
c o n t r a c t a r ia n i s m , a n d s e x u a l it y
3 19 -2 2 . 323. 325

a n d M ozi 7 2 - 3
D a o is m . r e l a t iv is t 7 8 - 9

in G r e e k e t h ic s 2 5 9

c o n t r o l, s o c ia l 5 4 0

D a r w in , C h a r le s 6 , 7 , 9 - 1 0 , n ,

in Is la m 1 0 8

c o n v e n t io n , 5 4 4
a n d c o n t r a c t a r ia n i s m 1 8 9

447. 500
D a r w in i s m , s o c ia l 3 5 7 , 5 0 0 - 2

s o c ia l 1 0 8

a n d n a t u r a li s m 4 2 9

D a v id s o n , D o n a ld 3 4 4

f a ls e 3 2 4 . 5 1 1 , 5 1 4

a n d p o litic s 3 8 1 - 2

d e a th ,

in J a in is m 5 1

a n d r ig h t s 2 5 9

c o n s c io u s n e s s ,

c o n s c r ip t io n 3 7 7
consent 1 7 9 , 2 7 9 , 3 1 9 -2 1 ,

in G r e e k e t h ic s 1 6 2 . 1 6 7
a n d s o c ia l c o n t r a c t t h e o r y

3 2 2 -6
c o n s e q u e n t i a l is m 2 4 , 6 2 . 6 3 ,

6 4 - 5. 9 5 .
4 7 8 . 544

c o n v e n t io n a li s m ,

138 . 1 4 1 . 2 3 0 -9 ,

a n d a b o r t io n 3 0 3 - 5
a c t-c . 2 3 6
a r g u m e n t s a g a in s t 1 7 1 , 2 1 0 ,
2 2 0 -1, 2 3 4 -7
a r g u m e n t s fo r 2 3 7 - 9
d e fin e d 2 3 0 - 1
a n d d e o n to lo g y 2 0 5 - 1 0 , 2 1 1 ,
2 1 1 -1 4 , 2 12 -14 . 230.

239
in d ir e c t 2 3 6

18 8 . 279

d e c is io n , m o r a l, s e e c h o ic e , m o r a l

440. 444.
c o r p o r a t io n ,

D e c la r a t i o n o n E u t h a n a s i a , R o m a n

543

a n d in d iv id u a l 3 6 2 - 3

d e lib e r a t io n , in c o n s e q u e n t i a l is m

a n d s ta k e h o ld e rs 3 6 0 , 3 6 1 - 2

235 - 6 . 2 3 9
d e o n to lo g y ,

A r e o p a g it e 1 3 8

c o n s id e r a t io n , m o r a l , s e e s t a t u s ,

in B u d d h is m 6 5

c o rru p tio n 3 7 9

c a ta s tr o p h e c la u s e 2 1 5 - 1 6

c o u n t e r - e x a m p le s , r o le in m o r a l

in C h in e s e e t h ic s 7 2

p h i lo s o p h y 2 0 , 1 9 8 , 2 2 2 - 3 ,
424
co u rage 2 5 0 , 2 5 3 -4 , 4 7 °

and w a r 38 5, 3 8 8 -9 0 , 3 9 2 -5

C a t h o l ic C h u r c h 2 9 6 , 3 0 0
D e G e o r g e , R ic h a r d 3 5 6

a n d s o c ie t y 3 5 6 , 3 6 0 - 1
C o r p u s D i o n y s i a c u m , D io n y s u s t h e

a n d p u n is h m e n t 5 4 1

a n d th e o ry o f th e go o d 2 4 1 - 8

in I n d i a n t r a d i t io n s 4 4
D e c a lo g u e 8 4 , 1 3 6 . 2 4 8

co n vergen ce 3 9 9 -4 0 0 , 4 0 8 -9 ,

C o u n t e r - R e f o r m a t io n 9 4

r u le - c . 2 3 6 . 2 3 9

h a r m in flic t e d b y 3 4 6 - 7

d e c e p tio n , a n d s e x u a l i t y 3 2 1

a n d p o litic s 3 7 6 , 3 7 7 - 8
r e s t r ic t i v e 2 3 6 - 7

o f a n im a ls 3 4 3

in G r e e k e t h ic s 1 2 3 , 1 2 4 , 1 2 7 ,
12 8
c o v e n a n t,
in Is la m 1 0 8
in J u d a is m 3 6 , 3 8 , 3 9

a n d c o n s e q u e n t i a l is m 2 0 5 10 . 2 1 1 , 2 1 2 - 1 4 , 230 . 2 39
co n te m p o ra ry 2 0 5 - 1 8 , 4 6 8 -

9 .4 7 4
a n d i n t e n t io n 3 0 0
a n d m o ra l sta tu s 3 0 7
a n d n a tu ra l la w 1 7 1
a n d u til it a r ia n is m 2 3 8 - 9 ,
248. 249. 474

crim e 3 6 6 - 7 2

and w ar 385

c o n s is t e n c y , m o r a l 2 2 8 , 4 5 5 - 6 .

C r itiq u e o f P r a c tic a l R e a so n , K a n t

s e e a ls o r ig h t

483
c o n s tr a i n ts , d e o n t o l o g ic a l 2 0 6 -

C r itiq u e o f P u r e R e a so n , T h e , K a n t

m oral

7, 2 0 8 -10 . 2 1 1 - 1 7
a s n a r r o w ly fra m ed a n d
d ir e c t e d 2 0 8 . 2 0 9 - 1 0 , 2 1 3
c o n s t r u c t iv is m . K a n t i a n 1 8 4
c o n t e m p l a t io n 3 1 5 . 3 1 7

550

18 0

175
c r u e lty ,
a n d p o litic s 3 7 3
a n d s u ff e r in g o f a n i m a l s 2 8 5 ,

34 3 . 345 . 347 - 9 . 35 1 -2

d e r iv a t io n is m 4 8 2
d e s c r ip tiv is m 4 5 1 - 4 , 4 5 6 . 4 5 8 9 , 4 6 2 , s e e a ls o in t u itio n is m ;
n a t u r a li s m ; r e la t iv is m ;
s u b je c ti v is m
desert 4 5 , 7 2 , 3 3 8 , 3 6 6
‘d e s e r t - is la n d d i le m m a ' 4 9 5

INDEX
in C h r i s ti a n e t h ic s 9 6

e n e m y , in C h r i s ti a n e t h ic s 9 5

in B u d d h is m 6 0

in C o n f u c ia n i s m 7 0

E n g e ls , F r ie d r ic h 3 2 2 , 5 1 4 , 5 2 1 -

in C h in e s e e t h ic s 7 6 , 8 0

in H in d u is m 4 6 , 4 7 , 4 8 - 5 0

in G r e e k e t h ic s 1 2 6 - 7 , 3 1 6 ,

p e r fe c t/ im p e r fe c t 1 7 8 . 1 7 9

d e s ir e s 7 3 . 1 4 7 . 2 8 4

461

p o s itiv e 2 1 6 - 1 7

2
e n l ig h t e n m e n t , in B u d d h is m 5 8 ,
67

r o le in a c ti o n 4 0 0 - 2 , 4 0 3 - 4 ,

p r im a f a c ie 2 1 9 - 2 8

E n u m a e l i s h c r e a t io n e p ic 3 0

4 0 5 -9 , 4 1 4 - 1 6 . 4 4 9
sexual 3 16 , 3 1 7 . 3 2 1, 323

p ro p er 2 2 3 - 5

e n v ir o n m e n t a l e t h ic s 5 4 4

a n d v ir t u e t h e o r y 2 5 1 , 2 5 2

a n d u t ilit a r ia n is m 2 4 5

d e te r m in is m 5 3 4 - 4 1
h ard 5 3 6 . 5 3 9 . 5 4 0 -1
in K a n t 1 7 6 , 1 8 0
d e te r r e n c e 3 6 6 , 3 6 8 , 3 6 9 - 7 0
n u c le a r 3 8 5 . 3 9 0
d e v e lo p m e n t, a n d a id 2 7 5 - 6

r o le - s p e c ific 3 2 8 - 9 , 5 4 4

in C h r is tia n e t h ic s 9 4

90. 2 9 1

a n d v ir t u e t h e o r y 2 5 0 , 2 5 6

d e fin itio n 2 8 4 - 8

s e e a ls o d e o n to lo g y ; h e lp : K a n t,

‘e v e r y t h i n g ’ 2 8 8 . 2 8 9 , 2 9 0 - 2

I m m a n u e l; o b lig a t io n :
p o v e r t y , w o r ld , a lle v ia t io n ;

a n d h o lis m 2 8 8 - 9 , 2 9 1
h u m a n -c e n tre d 2 8 5 - 6 . 2 8 9 90. 2 9 1

d ha rm a

ju s ti fi c a t io n 2 8 5 , 2 8 9 - 9 3

D w o r k in , R o n a ld 2 6 2

life -c e n tr e d 2 8 7 - 8 . 2 8 9 , 2 9 0 ,

d e v e lo p m e n t, m o r a l,
d e fin itio n 4 7 1 - 4

a n i m a l- c e n t r e d 2 8 6 - 7 , 2 8 9 -

E c c le s ia s te s , a n d m e a n in g o f life

37

291
e n v y , in B u d d h is m 6 4

a n d h i s to r ic a l c o n t e x t 4 7 1 - 2

E c k h a r d t , M e is te r 1 4 2

E p ic u r e a n is m 1 2 1 - 2 , 3 1 6

in I s la m 1 1 6

e c o n o m ic s , a s m o d e l fo r m o r a l

E p ic u r u s 1 2 1 , 1 2 2 , 1 2 3 . 1 2 6 - 7

a n d p s y c h o l o g ic a l
d e v e lo p m e n t 6 4 , 7 4 , 4 6 4 -

7 4 - 494
s ta g e s 4 6 5 - 8 . 4 9 4

th e o ry 4 7 7

e p is t e m o lo g y , m o r a l 1 4 3 , 2 2 3 -

ec o sy stem s, m o ra l s ta tu s 2 8 7 ,
288, 289, 290, 2 9 1-3
E c u m e n ic a l M o v e m e n t 9 3 . 1 0 4

D ew ey, John 15 4 , 4 3 9

e d u c a t io n , m o r a l 4 5 9

d ha rm a,

E d w ard s. J o n a th a n 2 5 6

3 4 7 -8 . 350

E fro s. I s r a e l 8 3

in H in d u is m 4 3 . 4 4 . 4 5 - 9 , 5 4 ,

e g a li t a r i a n i s m 2 0 , 7 2 , 2 4 7 . 3 3 4 -

56
D ig g s . B.J. 1 8 6 , 1 9 2
d i g n it y o f p e r s o n , s e e r e s p e c t fo r
p erso n
D io n y s iu s t h e A r e o p a g it e 1 3 6 ,
138

5.

34i .

k n o w le d g e , m o r a l
a n d a n im a ls 2 5 4 , 2 8 6 - 7 ,

in B u d d h is m 6 5

in J a in is m 5 1

4 . 4 8 0 , 4 8 3 , s e e a ls o
e q u a lit y .

h u m an 6 5 , 80, 14 9 , 18 8 ,
3 4 6 -7

19 0 -4 . 254 , 26 5. 3 1 0 -1 2
o f in c o m e 9 7 . 3 3 5

b io t ic 2 8 8

o f o p p o r t u n it y 9 7 , 3 3 3 - 5 .

e g o is m 1 9 7 - 2 0 4 . 3 2 8 , 5 3 1 - 2
in C h in e s e e t h ic s 7 4

336.3 3 8 - 4 1
o r ig in a l p o s itio n 1 9 1 - 3

in C h r i s ti a n e t h ic s 9 6

r a c ia l 3 3 3

and com m on good 20 0 , 203

sexu al 9 7 , 2 1 2 . 3 2 2 , 3 2 5 .

e n l ig h t e n e d 7

3 3 3 . 335
in B u d d h is m 6 5

‘d ir ty h a n d s ' 2 3 3 , 3 7 3 - 8 2

e t h ic a l 2 0 1 - 3

d is a g r e e m e n t , m o r a l 4 3 5 - 8 ,

in G r e e k e t h ic s 1 2 7

in G r e e k e t h ic s 1 2 9 - 3 0

4 4 0 , 4 4 4 - 5 . 4 4 8 -9
d is c ip lin e , in Is la m 1 1 6

in I n d ia n e t h ic s 4 4 . 4 6

in J u d a is m 3 7 , 8 4

p s y c h o l o g ic a l 1 9 7 - 9 . 2 ° 3

in M e s o p o t a m ia 3 2 - 3

d is c r im in a t io n ,
in w a r 3 8 7 - 9 0
s e e a ls o r a c is m ; s e x is m ;

s p e c ie s is m
d is h o n e s ty 3 4 , 3 3 1
d is in te r e s te d n e s s ,' s e e a c tio n .
d is in te r e s te d
d iv o rc e 9 7 . 2 5 0 . 3 1 6

a n d p u n is h m e n t 7 2

a n d u t il it y

r a t io n a l 1 9 1 . 2 0 1 - 4 , 2 8 4

o f v a lu e 3 4 6

a n d s o c ia l c o n t r a c t 4 - 5 , 7 , 8 9. 10 . 12

e q u ilib r iu m , r e f le c t iv e 4 8 2
e q u iv o c a t io n 9 4

e g o le s s n e s s , in B u d d h is m 5 8 . 5 9 60. 6 7. 544

E r a s m u s , D e s id e r iu s 3 7 6
eros 9 8 -9

E g y p t, e v id e n c e o f a n c ie n t e t h ic s

e r r o r - th e o r y 4 2 1 , 4 2 2 , 4 2 6 - 7 ,
429

16 . 29. 3 3 -5 . 37

d o lp h in s , a n d h u m a n i t y 3 0 8

e lim in a t is m 2 5 3 , 2 5 4 - 5

D onagan, A . 2 1 1 . 2 1 2 - 1 3 , 2 15

E lio t. T .S ., M u r d e r in t h e C a t h e d r a l

d o u b le e ffe c t p r in c ip le 2 0 9 . 2 1 5 ,

2 47, 346

e s c h a t o l o g y a n d e t h ic s 3 8 - 9 .
10 2
e s s e n t ia lis m 4 9 2 - 3

96
E m i le , R o u s s e a u 4 9 1

e t h ic , fe m a le 4 9 1 - 9

D o u g la s s . F r e d e r ic k 2 6 3

e m o t io n , see fe e lin g s

E th ic s: In v en tin g R ig h t a n d W r o n g .

D o w n ie , R .S . 3 6 3

e m o t iv is m 2 6 2 . 4 2 1 . 4 2 2 , 4 3 6 -

300

D ru c k e r, P eter 3 6 0
d u a lis m 6 - 7 , 3 8 , 3 1 5 - 1 6
d u k k h a ( u n s a tis fa c t o r in e s s ) 5 9 -

60, 63
D u n s S c o t u s E r iu g e n a 1 3 6 , 1 3 9 ,
140 . 14 2
d u ty ,
b ey o n d b o rd ers 2 7 9 - 8 0
in B u d d h is m 6 2 , 6 5

M a c k ie 2 5 3
e t h ic s ,

9 .4 5 5

ju s tific a t io n 5 0 6 - 7 , 5 4 3

en d s,
in H in d u is m 4 5 , 4 7 - 8 . 5 6

t h e is tic 4 7 9
e u d a e m o n is m 5 2 . 6 2 . 1 2 3 - 5 ,

o f ju st w a r 3 8 6
and m eans 2 0 5. 2 10 , 2 76 ,

14 1-2

4 6 0 - 1 .4 9 7
in th e m s e lv e s 2 0 , 2 7 . 1 2 5 .

e u d a im o n ia 1 2 2 - 4 , 1 2 5 . 1 3 0 - 1 ,

1 7 8 - 9 . 1 9 1 . 307 .
see a ls o p u r u s h a r t h a

e u t h a n a s ia 1 7 0 , 2 9 4 - 3 0 2 , 5 4 4

3 9 i . 393 .

357

142
a c tio n s / o m is s io n s 2 9 7 - 8

5 51

INDEX
e u th a n a s ia - c o n t.
a c ti v e / p a s s i v e 2 9 6 - 7 . 2 9 9 .

a n d r e a lis m 3 9 9 - 4 0 9

fid e lity 4 5 , 2 5 0 , 3 2 2 , 3 8 1

a n d r e l a t iv is m 4 4 4

F in n is , J o h n . N a t u r a l L a w a n d
N a tu r a l R ig h ts 1 7 1 - 2

r ig h t s a s 2 6 2

301
a n d in t e n t io n 2 9 9 . 3 0 0 - 1

a n d s u b je c ti v is m 4 3 2 - 4 , 4 5 4 -

o r d i n a r y / e x t r a o r d in a r y m e a n s
2 9 8 -9 . 30 1
a n d r ig h t s 2 6 6
‘s lip p e r y s lo p e a r g u m e n t ’ 3 0 1 2

F lo r e n ti n e A c a d e m y 1 4 4

5
a n d v a lu e 6 3 - 4 . 1 3 6 , 1 5 3 ,

in v o l u n t a r y 2 9 5 - 6 ,
302

in J u d a is m 3 7 , 3 8

fa c u lt ie s ,

p e r v e r t e d f a c u lt y a r g u m e n t

in J a in is m 5 3
a n d v ir t u e t h e o r y 2 5 7

E v a n s - P r it c h a r d . E.E . 2 4

in b u s in e s s 3 5 4 , 3 5 9

e v il.

in C h r i s ti a n e t h ic s 9 8

fo r m s , P l a t o ’s t h e o r y o f 1 2 2 ,
12 7 -8 . 13 7 , 152
f o u n d a t i o n a l is m 4 8 0 - 1 . 4 8 2 ,

a n d a n im a ls 7

in d e o n t o l o g y 2 1 1

in B u d d h is m 6 4

a n d p o litic s 3 7 8

a n d d e o n to lo g y 2 1 1 - 1 2

a n d p r e f e r e n tia l t r e a t m e n t

in t r in s i c 3 0 8

in C h r i s t i a n e t h ic s 9 5 . 9 8
in H in d u is m 4 5 , 4 9

fa ir n e s s ,
in B u d d h is m 6 5

9

f o r e s ig h t , s e e in t e n t io n
f o r g iv e n e s s ,

4 11-13 , 416
171-2

E u th y p h r o , P la to 1 2 2 . 4 2 6 , 5 2 7 -

fo r e ig n e r s ,
in a n c ie n t s o c ie t ie s 3 5 . 3 7

4 2 2 -5. 459
in n a te 1 3 5 , 1 3 7 , 1 4 9 , 1 6 8 ,

v o l u n t a r y / n o n - v o lu n t a r y /

F is h e r , J o h n 3 5 1

483-4
F o x , M ic h a e l A . 3 4 3 - 5
F r a n k e n a , W .K . 5 2 5 , 5 2 6

3 3 6 -7

in Is la m 1 1 2

a n d p r im a f a c ie d u tie s 2 2 0

F r a n k fu r t, H a r r y 5 3 9 , 5 4 1

in m e d ie v a l e t h ic s 1 3 5 . 1 3 8 .

a n d p u n is h m e n t 3 6 7 - 8 . 3 6 9

fr e e d o m ,

16 5

c o n s tr a in ts 4 4 5 - 6

fa it h ,

p o v erty as 2 7 7 - 8

in C h r i s t i a n e t h ic s 9 1 , 9 3 . 9 5

c o n tr a c ta r ia n v ie w 3 1 9

a n d p r im a f a c i e d u t y 2 2 7

in Is la m 1 1 2

a n d d e te r m in is m 5 3 5 - 7 , 5 3 9 -

in r e l a t iv is m 4 4 8

a s v ir t u e 2 5 2

4i

a n d s e x u a lity 3 1 6 , 3 1 7

F a lk . W .D . 4 3 9

in K a n t 1 7 9 - 8 1 , 1 8 3

in Z o r o a s t r ia n is m 3 8 - 9

fa ll, t h e , a n d s e x u a l i t y 3 1 7

a n d u n fr e e d o m 5 1 4 - 1 5

s e e a ls o b a d ; s in ; w r o n g

f a l la c y , g e n e t i c 1 2

e v o l u t io n 5 0 0 - 8
a n d b io l o g ic a l c o n t r a c t 5 0 4 - 8
a n d d u a l is m 7
a n d e x t r e m e in d iv id u a l is m 5 6.

8 -9

o f w il l, s e e w il l, fr e e d o m o f

fa ls e w it n e s s , in J e w is h e t h ic s 8 4
a f fe c t io n 5 , 1 0 , 7 5 , 1 5 0 , 3 2 8 ,

a n d r e l a t iv is m 4 4 7
s e e a ls o s o c io b io l o g y

e x a m p le s 4 8 3 , 4 8 4 - 6

F r e y , R .G . 3 4 4 . 3 4 5
F r ie d , C h a r le s 2 0 5 - 6 , 2 0 8 - 9 ,

33i
in B u d d h is m 6 0 , 6 5 , 6 7

a n d n a t u r a l a f fe c t io n s 1 1

s e e a ls o lib e r t y

F r e u d , S ig m u n d 1 9 9 , 5 2 2

fa m ily ,

in C h i n e s e e t h ic s 7 2 , 7 5 , 7 6 ,

2 1 1 -1 3 . 2 1 5 -1 6 , 2 18
F r ie d m a n , M ilto n 3 6 0
fr ie n d s h ip 5 , 1 0 , 1 8 , 6 2 , 2 5 7 ,

445
in C h r i s t i a n e t h ic s 1 0 0 , 1 0 2

329. 3 3 1, 501
in C h r i s t i a n e t h ic s 9 9

a n d e v o l u t io n 5 0 5

in I n d ia n t r a d i tio n s 4 3 , 5 0

h y p o t h e t ic a l 4 8 4 - 5

in G r e e k e t h ic s 1 2 5

s e e a ls o c o u n t e r - e x a m p le s

in H in d u is m 4 5 - 6 , 4 9

in n a t u r a li s m 4 2 2

e x c u s e s , a n d crim e 3 6 7

id e a liz a t io n 4 9 1

s e e a ls o r e la t io n s h ip s

e x e m p la r is m . d iv in e 1 3 7

in I s la m 1 0 8 , 1 0 9

F u llin w id e r , R o b e r t 3 7 9 . 4 7 6

e x is t e n t ia l is m 1 5 5 , 5 3 7

in J u d a is m 3 6 , 3 7

f u n d a m e n t a l is m , I s la m ic 1 1 7

e x p e r i e n c e , s e e d u t y , p r im a f a c ie

in M a r x is m 3 2 2

e x p e r i m e n t a t io n , a n i m a l s in 3 4 3 .

349 - 5 0 .

351

in M e s o p o t a m i a n l a w c o d e s 3 2
s e e a ls o k in : r e l a t io n s h ip s

A l-F a r a b i 1 1 3 , 1 1 4

e x p lo ita tio n 2 7 . 5 2 , 9 8 , 1 0 9 ,

f a r m in g , in t e n s iv e 3 4 3 , 3 5 1

1 8 9 -9 1 . 2 7 4 -5 , 3 2 0 -6 ,

517
e x t e r n a l is m 4 1 5 - 1 6 , 4 5 8
e x t i n c t io n 2 8 5 , 2 8 9 , 3 4 3
e x t r i c a t io n , in p o litic s 3 8 0 - 1
E zra, a n d c o v e n a n t 3 8

fe e lin g s 1 4 9 - 5 1 . 1 5 3 . 1 5 5 . 1 7 6 .

255 - 6 .

3 5 1 .4 6 1 . 508, 539

a n d s u b je c t i v is m 4 3 2 - 4 , 4 3 7 -

4 9 1-9

a n d s e x u a l it y 3 2 3 - 5
a n d in t u i t i o n is m 4 1 1 - 1 8 ,

4 5 4 . 545
a n d n a t u r a li s m 4 1 3 . 4 2 1 - 2 ,
4 2 5 ,4 2 6 . 4 2 9
a n d p r e s c r ip t iv is m 4 5 1

552

G a u t h ie r , D . 1 8 9 , 4 8 2
G e a c h , P .T . 4 2 8 . 4 3 0
b ia s 4 6 5

f e m in is m ,
an d m o ral th eo ry 4 7 8 . 4 7 9

fa c t, m o r a l,

97
G a n d h i. M a h a t m a 5 1 , 5 3 - 5 . 4 7 3

gen d er,

4 0 .5 4 5
a n d fe m a le e t h ic

G /w i B u sh m e n 1 9 - 2 3 , 2 5 , 26
g a m b l in g , a n d C h r i s t i a n e t h ic s

ex p erts, m o ra l 4 1 7

s e e a ls o v ir t u e , f e m a le

a n d v ir t u e 4 9 1 - 2 , 4 9 3 - 4 ,
496, 498
G e n e a lo g y o f M o r a l s , T h e ,

N ie t z s c h e 1 5 4
g e n e r a t io n s , fu t u r e , r ig h t s o f

F e m i n i s m U n m o d if ie d ,

265. 279. 285, 394

M a c K in n o n 3 2 3
fe tu s , r ig h t s 2 2 6 , 2 6 4 , 3 0 3 , 3 0 6 ,

g e n e r o s it y 5 . 2 0 , 4 5 , 6 4

307 - 9 . 3 1 1 - 1 3 .
F ic in o , M a r s ilio 1 4 4

g e n e s , a n d s e lf- in te r e s t 8 . 1 1 ,

4 3 9 . 448

504, 5 0 6 -7

INDEX
G e r m a n Id e o lo g y , T h e . M a r x 5 1 1 -

in n a t u r a li s m 4 2 1 - 2 , 4 2 5 ,

in Is la m 1 1 4 , 1 1 5

4 2 6 -3 0

12

in K a n t 1 8 0

G e w ir th , A l a n 2 6 5

sh a re d v ie w o f 1 7 , 1 8 , 2 4

A l - G h a z a li 1 1 4 , 1 1 6

in u til it a r ia n is m 2 2 0 , 2 4 1 - 8 ,

G ilg a r a e s h e p ic 3 0 - 1 . 3 7
G illig a n , C a r o l 4 6 5 . 4 7 9 . 4 9 4 - 5
G la s s e . 2 4

233
a n d s e x u a l it y 3 2 5

2 5 0 .4 7 7
s e e a ls o r ig h t

a n d u til it a r ia n is m 1 5 2 - 3 ,

g o o d s, h u m a n , a n d n a tu ra l la w

g l u t t o n y , a n d v ir t u e t h e o r y 2 5 7
G n o s tic is m 3 1 7

in m o d e m W e s t e r n e t h ic s 1 5 0 ,

17 0 -3
g o o d s , m a t e r ia l, in G r e e k e t h ic s

g o a ls 2 8 4 , 2 8 7 , 2 8 9 - 9 0

13 0

230, 2 3 4 -5 . 2 3 7. 2 8 5 -6 .

349 . 497
H a r e , M .E . 5 3 5
H a r e . R .M . 1 5 5 . 2 6 5 . 4 2 3 . 4 4 0 .

G o r g ia s , P la t o 1 2 2 . 1 2 5

G od.
in C h r is tia n e t h ic s 8 5 , 9 1 , 9 8 ,

482. 494. 545

g o r illa s , a s a l t r u is tic 5 0 4

h a rm ,

G o u g h , J .W . 1 9 0

a n d a id 2 8 0 - 1

a n d e g o is m 2 0 2 - 3

g r a c e , u n iv e r s a l 1 3 5

a n d d e o n to lo g y 2 0 7 . 2 0 8 ,

a n d e v o l u t io n 7 , 5 0 2

g ra c e o f G od 9 9 , 1 3 6 , 1 4 0 . 1 4 2

im ita tio n o f 8 4 - 5 , 8 6 . 8 7 - 8

g r a t it u d e 5 . 1 1 , 4 5 . 6 4 , 2 2 1 . 2 6 1

in I s la m 1 0 7 - 8 . m - 1 3 . 1 1 6

G r e e c e , a n c ie n t 3 , 1 2 1 - 3 1 , 1 6 2 ,

10 1 , 10 4 . 14 7 . 40 9

in K a n t 1 7 5 . 1 8 0

44

18 6 . 2 5 2 -4 , 3 1 6 -2 7 , 543

in J e w is h e t h ic s 3 5 - 8 , 8 3 , 8 4 6, 8 7, 40 9

210 , 2 12 . 2 1 4 -1 5
u n a v o id a b le 2 0 0
h a r m o n y , in I n d ia n t r a d itio n s

h is to ry 1 2 1 - 2

H a r r is , J. 2 8 1

in f lu e n c e o n C h r i s ti a n e t h ic s

H a r r is o n , J o n a t h a n 5 2 5 , 5 2 7

in m e d ie v a l e t h ic s 1 3 5 . 1 3 6 -

93. 10 2. 13 4 . 13 6 -7 . 1 4 1,

H a r t, H .L .A . 2 6 1

7. 1 4 2 - 3 . 2 5 2
in m o d e m e t h ic s 1 4 8 - 9 . 1 6 7 .

144 . 317

H a r tm a n n , N ic o la i 1 5 3

in f lu e n c e o n Is la m n o , m

4 7 8 -9 . 5 2 5 -9

114

a n d m o r a l k n o w le d g e 5 2 9 - 3 1

i n f l u e n c e o n J u d a is m 8 7

an d n a tu ra l la w 1 6 4
a n d n a t u r a li s m 4 2 2 , 4 2 6 .

t h e m e s a n d is s u e s 1 2 2 - 3 1 ,

428. 430
a n d p r o b le m o f e v il 3 9
p r o o fs o f e x is t e n c e 1 3 9 , 1 7 5 .
18 0

,

H a s id e i A s h k e n a z 8 8
h a tr e d , in B u d d h is m 6 3
h e a v e n , in C h r i s ti a n e t h ic s 1 0 3 ,
s e e a ls o a fte r life

25 9 .

H e b r e w s 3 5 - 9 . s e e a ls o J e w is h

E p ic u r e a n is m : P la to ;

h e d o n is m .

294
s e e a ls o A r is to t le :
S o c r a te s : S o p h is ts
greed ,

e t h ic s ; J u d a is m
in a n c ie n t s o c ie t ie s 3 1 , 3 5 . 3 7
a n d B u d d h is m 6 0 , 6 2

a n d s e x u a l it y 3 1 7

in a n c ie n t s o c ie t ie s 3 4

a n d v a l u e o f life 2 9 4

in B u d d h is m 6 3 . 6 4 . 6 7

in G r e e k e t h ic s 1 2 3 , 1 2 6 - 7

w ill o f 4 . 8 4 . 1 3 7 , 1 4 0 . 1 4 2 -

a n d b u s in e s s e t h ic s 3 5 4 , 3 5 6

se c u la r is t 1 5 1 , 1 5 3

3, 1 4 7 . 5 2 5 -9
s e e a ls o c o m m a n d , d iv in e ;

in s m a ll- s c a le s o c ie t ie s 2 5

in s m a ll- s c a le s o c ie t ie s 2 4

a n d v ir t u e t h e o r y 2 5 7

s e e a ls o p le a s u r e ; u til it a r ia n is m

g o o d : K in g d o m o f G od :

G re g o ry o f N yssa . S t 1 3 5

r e lig io n a n d e t h ic s

G r o tiu s , H u g o 1 4 4 , 1 4 8 , ^ 4 9 , -

g o d s , a n d m a n , in M e s o p o t a m ia

30
G o ld e n R u le 1 0 . 1 1 - 1 2 , 7 2 . 8 6 -

16 6 -9 , 259

e t h ic a l / p s y c h o lo g ic a l 2 4 2 - 3

H e g e l. G .F .W .,
on K ant 18 1. 52 1
o n m o r a l c o m m u n it y 4 6 , 1 5 4 ,
522

G rou n d w ork, K a n t 1 7 6 , 1 8 1

H e id e l, A . 3 0

g u ilt ,

7, 9 5 , 18 2 . 1 9 2 , 4 6 0 .

a n d B u d d h is m 6 2

H e in e , H e in r ic h 1 8 0

545

a n d v ir t u e t h e o r y 2 5 7

H e in z d ile m m a 4 6 7 , 4 9 4 - 5

G o ld m a n , A . 5 3 4

H e in z e n , K a r l 5 1 1

good,

h e ll, in C h r i s ti a n e t h ic s 9 6 . 1 0 3

in C h r i s ti a n e t h ic s 1 3 5 . 1 3 7 8, 1 4 0 . 1 4 7
co m m o n 200 , 2 0 3 , 4 4 5 -6 .
506

H a e c k e l, E r n s t 5 0 1
H a g erstro m , A x e l 2 6 2
H a l a k h a h , a n d e t h ic s 8 3 . 8 6 . 8 9

h e lp ,
as d u ty 2 7 4 - 8 2 . 5 0 3 - 4
a s im p e r fe c t d u t y 1 7 8 , 1 7 9

H a m m u ra b i la w cod e 3 2 -3

H e n ry o f G h en t 1 4 0

in d e o n t o l o g y 2 0 6

H a m p s h ir e . S t u a r t 3 7 4 . 3 7 7

H e r fo r d , R .T . 8 6

an d G od 5 2 5 - 9

h a n d ic a p .

H e ro d o tu s 4 4 3 - 4

in G r e e k e t h ic s 1 2 4 , 1 2 6
hum an 17 0 -3
in I n d ia n t r a d itio n s 4 3 - 4 . 5 0 -

1
in d iv id u a l 2 0 1 , 2 0 3 , 4 4 5 - 6
in t r in s ic 3 0 8

a n d e q u a l it y o f o p p o r t u n it y

335

h eroes 2 5 0 . 2 5 5
H ille l, R a b b i 8 6 - 7 .

97

m e n ta l 3 1 1

H i m m le r , H e in r ic h 2 5 6

a n d m o r a l r e s p o n s ib ilit y 3 4 4 -

H in d u e t h ic s 4 4 , 4 5 - 5 1 . 5 3 - 4

5
h a p p in e s s ,

c l a s s ic a l 4 5 - 8
E p ic s a n d G ita 4 9 - 5 1

a n d in t u itio n is m 4 2 1

in B u d d h is m 6 0 . 6 2

m o r a l a u t h o r it a r ia n i s m 4 5

in Is la m 1 1 2

in C h i n e s e e t h ic s 7 3

s m a r t a e t h ic s 4 8 - 9

in K a n t 1 7 6 , 1 8 0 . 1 8 4

a n d e g o is m 2 0 1

in m o d e m W e s t e r n e t h ic s 1 4 7 ,

in G r e e k e t h ic s 1 2 2 - 3

148 , 150 . 230. 2 5 1. 543

in I n d ia n t r a d itio n s 4 3 . 5 0

U p a n is h a d ic e t h ic s 4 8
h is to r y , m a t e r ia lis t c o n c e p t io n .
s e e m a t e r ia lis m , h is to r ic a l

553

NDEX
in B u d d h is m 6 2

a n d u t il it y 2 4 2 . 2 4 7

H o b b es. T h o m a s .
a n d e g o is m 3 - 4 , 5 , 9 , 1 2 , 2 0 1

a n d C h i n e s e e t h ic s 7 3

a n d v ir t u e 1 5 0 , 2 5 3
H u m e ’s L a w 4 2 3

d e o n t o l o g ic a l 8 1

a n d n a tu ra l la w th e o ry 1 4 8 - 5 0

h u m il it y 2 5 0 , 2 5 4

a n d f e m a le e t h ic 4 9 6

o n p o litic s 3 8 1

h u n g e r , d u t y t o a l l e v ia t e 2 7 3

in G r e e k e t h ic s 1 2 7

a n d s o c ia l c o n t r a c t 3 - 4 , 5 . 8 -

h u n tin g 3 4 3

a n d h o l is m 5 6

H u x le y , T .H . 5 0 1

in J a in is m 5 1 . 5 2

h y g i e n e , s o c ia l 3 7 1

in J u d a is m 3 6 , 3 9

a s m o r a l t h e o r is t 4 7 7

9.

12 , 2 7 , 18 8 , 1 8 9 -9 1 .

265

m odern 1 4 8 , 1 5 3 - 4 , 1 5 5 - 6

a n d u t il it y 2 4 2

p o s s e s s iv e 1 0 4

H o d g s o n . M .G .S . 1 1 1
h o lin e s s , d e m a n d fo r 8 4 - 5 ,

a n d r ig h t s 1 6 8 , 2 6 7 , 4 4 5

i ( m o r a li ty ) 7 0 , 7 3 , 7 4

H o h fe ld , W e s l e y N . 2 6 2 - 3
86

h o lis m ,

Ib n R u sh d ( A v e n u e s ) 1 1 3 , 1 1 4

a n d th e state 5 0 1

I b n S in a ( A v i c e n n a ) 1 1 3 . 1 1 4

in d u c t i o n , in t u i t i v e 2 2 4 . 4 1 2

e c o lo g ic a l 2 8 8 - 9 . 2 9 1

id e a l s p e c t a t o r t h e o r y 1 9 4 , 4 2 8 -

i n e q u a lit y 2 0 , 3 7 . 4 7 , 5 4

o f I n d i a n t r a d i t io n s

9 . 4 4 0 . 545
id e a s , i n n a t e 7 4 , 7 7 . 1 2 8

in f a llib ilit y / fa llib ilit y 1 0 4 . 2 3 6 ,

H o lm g r e n . M . 4 8 2
h o m ic id e , s e e k illin g ; m u r d e r

id e o l o g y 5 1 1 . 5 1 2 , 5 1 3 - 1 5 ,

in fa n t ,

56

h o m o s e x u a l it y , a n d n a t u r a l l a w
16 1, 172, 3 17
h o n e s t y , in J u d a is m 8 5
H o o k e r . R ic h a r d 1 4 4
h o p e , a s v ir t u e 2 5 2

.

4 3 5 .4 3 7
a n d e u th a n a s ia 2 9 5 , 2 9 6 , 2 9 8

5 1 7 519
m o r a l it y a s 5 1 6 - 1 7 , 5 1 8 .

a n d m o r a l r e s p o n s ib ilit y 3 4 4
in f a n t ic id e 2 9 4 , 3 0 6 , 3 1 1

5 2 1-2
i g n o r a n c e , in m e d ie v a l e t h ic s
140

in f e r t i'tt y , in I n d ia n t r a d i tio n s

44

H u li p e o p le 2 4

Ik p e o p le 2 6 - 7

in j u s t ic e 2 7 4 - 5 , 2 8 1 , 3 3 9

h u m a n n a tu re ,

illu s i o n , c o l l e c t iv e , m o r a l it y a s

in n o c e n t ,

in C h r i s t i a n e t h ic s 1 4 1 , 1 4 7 .
2 12 , 318
a n d e g o is m 1 9 9 . 2 0 3

h a r m in g 2 0 7 , 2 0 8 , 2 1 0 , 2 1 2 ,

506, 5 1 1
Im am 1 1 5 - 1 6

2 1 4 - 1 5 . 3 8 9 -9 1
p u n is h m e n t 2 2 7 , 3 6 7 , 3 6 8 ,

im ita t io C h r is t i 8 5

in G a n d h ia n e t h ic s 5 4

im ita t io D e i 8 4 - 5 , 8 6 , 8 7 - 8

in G r e e k e t h ic s 1 2 4 , 1 2 7 - 8 .

im p a r t i a l it y ,

I n t e r p r e t a t i o n . D a v id s o n 3 4 4

16 3 -5
in J u d a is m 8 7

in B u d d h is m 6 5

in K a n t 1 8 0 - 1

in c o n t r a c t a r ia n i s m 1 9 1 - 5 ,

m a l e a n d f e m a le 4 9 2 - 5 , 4 9 8
in m o d e m e t h ic s 1 4 7 , 1 4 9 5 1 .4 3 0 . 54 3
an d n a tu ra l la w 1 6 3 - 5 . 1 6 7 ,
16 9. 170 . 1 7 2 -3
a n d o r ig in o f e t h ic s 4 4 5 - 6
p r e p r o g r a m m in g 5 0 3
a n d s o c ia b i lit y 7 - 8 , 9 , 1 2
a n d s o c ia l c o n t r a c t 1 8 7
s e e a ls o b e h a v io u r i s m :

s o c io b io l o g y
H u m a n N a tu r e a n d C o n d u c t,

D ew ey 15 4
h u m a n is m ,
b a s is o f e t h ic s 9 3
m e d ie v a l 1 3 4 , 1 4 4
h u m a n ity ,
in C h i n e s e e t h ic s 7 0 . 7 1 - 2 . 7 3 .

74
g e n e tic 3 0 7 . 3 0 8
H u m e . D a v id ,

in c o n s e q u e n t i a l is m 2 0 7
19 6

in p e r s o n a l r e l a t io n s h ip s 3 2 7 -

32

in t e g r it y ,
e x is t e n t ia l 3 1 8 - 1 9 , 3 8 2

in p o litic s 3 7 6 , 3 7 7 - 8 . 3 8 5
a n d s u b je c t i v is m 4 3 9 - 4 0 , 5 4 5
in u t il it a r ia n is m 2 4 6 - 7
im p e r a t iv e s 4 5 2 , 4 5 5 - 6 , 4 5 7 ,
4 5 8 , see a ls o c o m m a n d s
im p e r s o n a l it y 2 4 6 , see a ls o
im p a r t i a l it y

p h y s ic a l 3 0 5 - 6
s e e a ls o v ir t u e , t h e o r y

in t e lle c t ,
in A r is t o t le 1 2 3 - 4 , 1 2 6
a n d e v o l u t io n 7 , 9 , 1 1
in t e m p e r a n c e , a n d v ir t u e t h e o r y

257

im p r o v e m e n t , m o r a l 1 8 0
In a D i f fe r e n t V o ic e : P s y c h o l o g i c a l

in t e n t io n ,
in B u d d h is m 6 1

T h e o r y a n d W o m e n 's

a n d d e te r m in is m 5 3 5

D e v e lo p m e n t , G ill ig a n 4 9 4

a n d d e te rre n c e 3 9 0 - 1

in c e s t ,

a n d f o r e s ig h t 2 0 8 - 1 0 , 2 1 5 ,

a n d a b o r t io n 3 0 4

2 9 9 , 3 0 0 -2 , 38 9

in a n c ie n t E g y p t 1 6 , 3 3 - 4
in s m a ll - s c a l e s o c ie t ie s 2 2 , 2 4
in c o m p a t ib ilis m 5 3 6 - 7 , 5 3 9 40
i n c o n s is t e n c y , p r a g m a t i c 4 5 8

4 1 5 - 1 6 . 4 1 7 . 478
a n d s a n c t i t y o f life 2 9 4

In d ia , e t h ic s 4 3 - 5 6

a n d s o c ia l c o n t r a c t 1 8 8

445 - 6 . 513
in d iv id u a lis m ,

in d iv id u a l , a n d s o c ie t y

in Is la m 1 1 3
in m e d ie v a l e t h ic s 1 4 0 - 1
W r o n g f u l I n t e n t io n s P r in c ip le
3 9 0 -1
in t e r c o u r s e , s e x u a l 3 0 4 - 5 . 3 0 6 ,

a n d m o t iv a t i o n 9 , 4 0 0 . 4 1 4 ,

554

in s tit u t io n s , s o c ia l 4 2 9 - 3 0 , 4 4 3 .
4 6 5 -6

in n a t u r a li s m 4 2 8 - 9

a n d is / o u g h t g a p 4 2 3 . 4 2 7 - 8 .

439

M o r a ls , H u m e 4 3 9

S h a fte s b u r y 1 4 9

in M a r x is m 5 1 8 - 1 9 , 5 2 0 - 1

in c li n a t io n s , a n d d u t y 1 8 3

a n d s u b je c ti v is m 4 3 2 - 3 , 4 3 4 ,

I n q u ir y C o n c e r n in g th e P r in c ip le s o f

I n q u ir y c o n c e r n in g V ir tu e ,

in e g o is m 2 0 1 - 2
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33
m e t a - e t h ic s 1 3 9 , 1 5 5
s e e a ls o d e v e lo p m e n t, m o r a l;

in J u d a is m 8 4
in m e d ie v a l C h r i s t i a n it y

137. 142
com m on 1 1 - 1 2 , 9 5, 99, 1 5 1 2, 1 5 3 . 1 5 5 , 2 1 2 - 1 3 . 38 6,

3 9 1 .4 8 3
c o m m u n it y - b a s e d 2 7 9
a s id e o lo g y 5 1 5 - 1 7 . 5 1 9 - 2 0
o b je c ti v e 5 0 6 - 8

M ark , G osp el o f 9 2 , 9 4 , 9 7 , 1 0 0

in t u itio n is m ; m o r a l t h e o r y ;

p r u d e n t ia l 9 6

m a r k e t , fre e 2 8 1 , 3 3 5 , 3 5 6 , 3 5 9 ,

n a t u r a li s m : r e a lis m :

p u b lic / p r iv a t e 1 4 7 . 3 7 4 . 3 7 7 -

3 6 1 -2 , 4 9 6 -8

r e la t iv is m : s u b je c tiv is m :

m a rria g e 2 5 0 , 2 5 7

u n iv e r s a l p r e s c r ip t iv is m

a n c ie n t E g y p t 3 3 - 4

M e ta p h y s ic s o f M o r a ls , K a n t 1 7 8

in C h r i s t i a n it y 9 7 , 9 9 , 1 0 1 - 2 ,

m eth o d , a n d m o ra l th e o r y 4 7 6 -

3 16 -18
a n d fe m a le e t h ic 4 9 1

86
c r is is 4 7 6

8, 4 9 6
r e a s o n s f o r o b e d ie n c e t o 1 6 7
a s s o c ia l p r a c t i c e 4 4 6 , 4 6 6 .
467, 478. 493
s e e a ls o m o t iv a tio n : o b lig a t io n ,

to a c t m o r a l l y

in H in d u is m 4 5

M e t h o d s o f E t h ic s , T h e , S id g w i c k

M o r e , S ir T h o m a s , U t o p ia 1 4 4 - 5 ,

in J a in is m 5 3
in J u d a is m 3 1 6

153. 241
M ic a h , o n ju s t i c e 3 8

m o t h e r in g , e ffe c ts 4 9 5 - 6

in s m a ll- s c a le s o c ie tie s 2 1

M id g le y , M a r y 3 5 0 , 3 5 1 , 4 3 0

m o t iv a t i o n 6 , 7 , 2 0 5 , 4 7 8

M a r x . K a r l,
a n t i- m o r a lis m 5 1 1 - 1 2 , 5 1 9 22
a n d e g o is m 1 9 9
a n d h is to r ic a l m a t e r ia lis m
5 12 -14
o n s o c ie t y a n d in d iv id u a l 1 5 4 ,
18 0 , 3 79 . 5 13

M ill. J o h n S t u a r t 1 5 2 . 1 5 3 . 1 8 1 ,
243, 2 5 1, 265, 4 1 1 , 468
o n s a n c t it y o f life 2 9 4
o n s e lf- in te r e s t 2 0 0

294

a n im a ls 7 - 8
in B u d d h is m 6 1
in C h i n e s e e t h ic s 6 5 , 7 4 , 7 5 .
80

M ir a n d o la . G io v a n n i P ic o d e lla

in C h r i s ti a n e t h ic s 9 3 - 4 . 9 5 .

1 3 6 . 144
M is h n a h 8 6 . 8 8

9 6 ,9 8 - 9 . 13 8
in c o n t r a c t a r ia n i s m 1 9 5

m is ta k e s 4 3 5

a n d d e o n to lo g y 2 1 2 - 1 3

557

NDEX
7, 1 4 1 - 3 . 14 4 . 14 8 . 1 6 5 -

m o t iv a t i o n - c o n t .
in e g o is m 4 - 5 , 1 9 8 - 9
an d G od 5 3 1 - 2

6. 3 1 8 . 3 2 3
a n d c o n t r a c t a r ia n i s m 1 9 6

H u m e a n th e o ry 4 1 4 . 4 1 5 - 1 6 ,

h i s to r ic a l b a c k g r o u n d 1 6 2 - 6

417

a n d h u m a n go o d s th e o ry 1 7 0 -

a n d in t u i t i o n is m 4 1 3 - 1 7

3
a n d h u m a n r ig h t s 1 6 6 - 8 .

in Is la m 1 1 6
in K a n t 1 8 3 , 1 9 5 , 2 1 9 - 2 0 .

18 7, 2 5 9 -6 0
in m o d e m e t h ic s 1 4 8 - 5 0 .

53i

16 6 -7 3 , 176 . 294

in M a r x is m 5 2 0
in m o d e m W e s t e r n e t h ic s 1 5 1 ,

N a tu r a l L a w a n d N a tu r a l R ig h ts ,

15 2 . 33i
a n d m o r a l d e v e lo p m e n t 4 7 0

n a t u r a li s m 6 3 . 4 1 3 , 4 2 1 - 3 0 ,

a n d p e r s o n a l r e l a t io n s h ip s

F in n is 1 7 1

545
a n d a u t o n o m y o f e t h ic s 4 2 2 - 5

3 3 1-2

16 6 , 3 8 4 -5 . 4 0 2 -3 , 422
a n d d e te r m in is m 5 3 5 - 6 , 5 4 1
a n d r e l a t iv is m 4 4 9
a n d s u b je c ti v is m 4 3 4
N ir v a n a ( n i b b a n a ) 5 5 . 6 0 . 6 1 , 6 3
N o d d in g s , N e l 4 9 4 - 5
n o n - c o g n it iv is m 4 0 2 - 3 , 4 1 1 ,
4 1 5 , 4 16 , 4 2 1, 4 2 2 -4 ,

4 3 0 .4 5 1
in C h in e s e e t h ic s 7 9
s e e a ls o s u b je c t i v is m

n o n - c o n s e q u e n t ia lis m 2 0 6 .
2 3 0 -1, 233.

234-5.

237-

9-

381
n o n - d e s c r ip t iv is m 4 5 1 - 3 , 4 5 4 5 , s e e a ls o r e l a t iv is m

in p r e s c r ip t iv is m 4 5 9

c r i t iq u e 4 2 3

in r e a lis m 4 0 0 - 2 , 4 0 4 , 4 0 5 - 9

d e fin itio n 4 2 1 - 2

n o n -in te r v e n tio n 4 4 9

s e lfis h 8 - 9

a s d e s c r ip tiv e 4 5 2 - 3 , 4 5 5 ,

n o n - l iv in g t h in g s , m o r a l s t a t u s

s o c ia l 7 - 8 . 9 - 1 0

459

in v ir t u e t h e o r y 2 5 5 - 6

h e d o n is t ic 4 2 2

s e e a ls o a lt r u is m

a n d in t u i ti o n is m 4 1 3

M ozi 7 0 , 7 2 - 3 , 7 4 - 5 , 7 6 , 78 ,

a n d m e d ie v a l e t h ic s 1 4 2 . 1 4 3
a n d n a t u r a li s t ic f a l la c y 4 2 2 ,

544
M u h a m m ad (M oham m ed ) 1 0 6 7. 1 0 9 -1 0 , 1 1 2 - 1 4
m u rd er,

4 2 6 -8
n e o - A r is t o t e lia n 2 5 2 , 4 2 2 ,
430

288. 2 9 0 -1
n o n v io l e n c e ,
in G a n d h ia n e t h ic s 5 4 - 5
in H in d u is m 5 0 . 5 6
in J a in is m 5 2 , 5 3
n o r m s , o b je c t i v e 1 1 2 . 1 1 7 . 2 0 6 .
208
N o z ic k , R o b e r t 1 6 9 , 1 7 0 , 2 6 2 ,
280. 359

a b s o lu t e p r e s c r ip t io n 2 0 5

o n to lo g ic a l 4 5 1

in c o n s e q u e n t i a l is m 2 3 4

a n d r e l a t iv is m 4 2 9 - 3 0 , 4 5 3

N u e r p e o p le 2 3 , 2 4

in H in d u is m 4 9 , 5 0

s e m a n t ic 4 2 6 - 7

n u rtu ra n c e 7 5 . 2 5 6 , 3 1 0 . 3 1 1 .

in Is la m 1 1 3

s y n t h e t ic 4 2 6 , 4 2 8 - 9

in J e w is h e t h ic s 8 4

th e o lo g ic a l 4 2 2 , 4 2 6 , 4 2 8

a n d p o litic s 3 7 3
in s m a ll- s c a le s o c ie t y 2 3 , 2 4

n a t u r a ln e s s 2 9 1 - 2 , 3 1 8
n a tu re ,

in s u b je c t i v is m 4 3 4

and ch an ge 16 2 , 16 3 , 16 6

a n d v ir t u e t h e o r y 2 5 6

a n d c o m p e ti ti o n 5 0 1

M u r r a y . C h a r le s 3 3 3 . 3 4 1
M u s lim s 1 0 6 , 1 0 8 , s e e a ls o I s la m
M u 't a z il a M u s lim s

h

i

. 112

m u t u a l it y , a n d s e lf- in t e r e s t 2 0 0 .

a n d o r ig in s o f e t h ic s 7 5 , 8 0 ,
18 1
sta te o f 4 . 8, 1 8 7 , 1 9 2
tre a tm e n t o f 2 8 4 - 5

4 9 2 -3
N u ssb a u m . M a rth a 1 2 1 . 1 8 3
N y g re n , A n d ers, A gap e and E ros

99
o b e d ie n c e ,
to la w 2 1 7
to m o r a l it y 3 6 - 7 . 1 4 7 , 1 6 7 .
465
o b je c t, n a t u r a l , m o r a l s t a t u s 2 9 1

N azi G e rm a n y 9 9 . 2 5 6 , 3 0 1 - 2 ,

o b je c ti v i s m 1 8 9

a n c ie n t 1 3 5

3 5 1 . 3 8 2 . 4 7 i . 4 7 2 .4 7 4
n e c e s s it y , p o l it i c a l 3 7 3 - 6 , 3 7 9

o b je c t i v i t y ,

in In d ia 4 3 . 4 8

need 20, 2 5 1

in Is la m 1 1 6

n e e d s , b a s ic 2 7 4 - 5 , 2 7 8

in J u d a is m 8 8

n e g o t ia t io n , m o r a l 1 9

in m e d ie v a l e t h ic s 1 4 2 , 1 4 4

N e h e m ia h , a n d c o v e n a n t 3 8

501
m y s tic is m ,

m y t h s , o f o r ig in 3

n e i g h b o u r , in C h r i s t i a n e t h ic s 9 5 ,
9 8 -9
N e ls o n , E d w a r d 2 3

N a g e l, T „
o n d e o n to lo g y 2 0 8 , 2 0 9 - 1 0 .
2 11-12
o n in t u i ti o n is m 4 1 5 . 4 1 7 - 1 8

n e o - A r is t o t e lia n is m 2 5 1 , 2 5 5
N e o p la t o n is m 1 3 8 , 1 4 4
N e t h e r la n d s , p r a c t i c e o f
e u th a n a s ia 2 9 5 . 3 0 2

in G r e e k e t h ic s 1 2 9
o f m o ra l fact 4 0 0 - 4 , 4 1 7 - 1 8 ,

45 4
o f m o ra l ju d g e m e n t 1 5 3 , 4 0 0 2, 4 0 4 , 4 0 5 - 6 , 4 0 8 - 9 ,4 3 3 ,

4 4 4 . 4 5 7 . 507 - 8 . 544
o f m o ra l tru th 4 3 3 , 4 8 2
o f v a lu e s 5 3 , 1 9 5 , 4 1 8
s e e a ls o r e a lis m

o b l ig a t io n ,
to a c t m o r a lly 1 9 5 . 4 7 8 - 9 .

543

o n p e r s o n a l r e la t io n s h ip s 3 2 9

n ib b a n a ( N i r v a n a ) 5 5 , 6 0 , 6 1 . 6 3

in B u d d h is m 6 2

o n p o litic s 3 7 6 , 3 7 7 - 8

N ic h o la s o f C u s a 1 4 4

o f b u s in e s s m a n a g e r s 3 6 1 .

n am es,
in L a o z i 7 6 - 7
r e c t i fy i n g 7 0 , 7 1 , 7 2 - 3 . 7 8
s c h o o ls o f 7 7 - 8
n a t io n a li s m 1 3 0 , 5 4 5
n a tu ra l la w 1 6 1 - 7 3 , 1 8 7 . 2 3 0
in C h r i s ti a n e t h ic s 1 0 3 , 1 3 6 -

558

N ie b u h r . R ic h a r d 9 2 - 3
N ie t z s c h e , F .,
o n ch a ra c te r 2 5 4

363
c o n f l ic t 1 2 5 . 1 8 3 , 2 1 4 , 2 1 5 .
222. 2 5 5 -6 . 332

on K ant 18 0

in C o n f u c ia n i s m 7 0

a n d m o r a l n ih ili s m 1 1 . 1 5 4 ,

in c o n s e q u e n t i a l is m 2 3 4

522
n ih ilis m , m o r a l 1 1 , 1 5 2 , 1 5 4 ,

in c o n t r a c t a r ia n i s m 1 8 6 - 8 ,
19 0 . 1 9 4 -5

NDEX
in d e o n t o l o g y 2 0 9 . 2 1 1 , 2 1 4 .

in p o litic s 3 8 5

a n d n a t u r a li s m 4 2 6

p a r ts , d iv e r s it y 2 9 2

a n d p e r f e c tio n is m 8 5 . 1 7 6

P a s c a l. B la is e 9 4

a n d p ra c tic a l rea so n 1 3 4 , 4 6 1

p a s s io n , fr e e d o m fr o m 3 1 6

a n d r e la t iv is m 4 4 3

in G r e e k e t h ic s 1 2 5

p a te r n a lis m 3 2 4

r o le in m o d e m t h o u g h t 1 2 1 .

in H in d u is m 4 9

p a tr io t is m 3 8 5

a n d h u m a n r ig h t s t h e o r y 1 6 8

P au U St 9 1, 92, 96, 10 0 -2

216
in e v o l u t io n a r y e t h ic s 5 0 3 - 4 ,
5 0 5 -6

in Is la m 1 1 2 - 1 3 , 1 1 6
in J u d a is m 8 6
in K a n t 1 7 7 - 8 . 1 7 9 . 1 8 2 - 3 .

a n d m o t iv e 9 3 - 4
a n d s e x u a lity 3 1 6
peace 56 , 1 4 9 , 18 0
in C h r i s ti a n e t h ic s 9 2

18 4

12 2 . 13 8 . 2 5 1
a n d v ir t u e t h e o r y 2 5 1
p le a s u r e .
in B u d d h is m 6 0 . 6 2 . 6 6
in C h in e s e e t h ic s 7 3
in C h r i s t i a n it y 3 1 7 - 1 8

in m e d ie v a l e t h ic s 1 4 2 , 1 8 6

in I s la m 1 0 9

a n d e u d a im o n i a 1 2 3 . 1 2 6 - 7

n o t to d o h a r m 2 0 7 , 3 4 5

in M e s o p o t a m ia n l a w c o d e s 3 2

in I n d ia n t r a d itio n s 4 3 . 4 7 . 5 2

p o litic a l 1 8 6 - 8

p e r f e c tio n 2 5 1

in m o d e m W e s t e r n e t h ic s 1 5 0 .

a n d v ir t u e t h e o r y 2 5 0

in a n c ie n t G r e e k e t h ic s 2 5 4

s e e a ls o d u t y

in C h i n e s e e t h ic s 7 5

a n d n a tu ra l la w 1 7 2

Jesu s’ te a c h in g a s c o u n s e ls o f

a n d n a t u r a li s m 4 2 2 . 4 2 5

O liv e c r o n a , K a r l 2 6 2

p. 9 9 . 1 0 3

o m n ip o t e n c e o f G o d 5 2 7 - 8
On th e L a w o f N a tu r e a n d N a tio n s ,
P u fe n d o r f 1 6 8
O n th e L a w o f W a r a n d P ea ce,

G r o t iu s 1 4 8 . 1 6 6 - 7 . 1 6 8
O n L i b e r t y , M ill 2 6 5

O 'N e ill,

0.

220. 485

in J u d a is m 8 4 . 8 5 , 8 7
in m e d ie v a l e t h ic s 1 3 6 . 1 4 1
p e r fe c tio n is m 1 7 6
a n d c h a ra c te r 2 5 4
p erju ry 9 4
p e r m is s ib le / im p e r m is s ib le 2 0 9 .
2 11, 214

O r ig e n 1 3 5
O r i g in o f t h e F a m i l y , P r i v a t e

p erso n ,

304

a n d p r im a fa c ie d u tie s 2 2 3 .
228
a n d s e x u a l it y 3 1 9 . 3 2 1
a n d u til it a r ia n is m 2 4 2 - 3 .
246, 308, 309. 34 8 -9 . 460
in v ir t u e t h e o r y 2 5 1
s e e a ls o h e d o n is m

P lo tin u s 1 3 5
p lu r a lis m .

P ro p e r ty , a n d th e S ta te . T he.

c o m a to s e , a n d r ig h t s 2 6 4

o f h u m a n ends 16 9 . 1 7 3

E n g e ls 3 2 2

good 2 4 9

a n d Is la m 1 1 7

O r i g in o f S p e c i e s , D a r w in 6 . 5 0 0

im p a ir e d 3 4 4

m o ral 2 1 5 . 4 4 8 -9 . 4 7 8

o r ig in s o f e t h ic s 3 - 1 2 . 7 5 . 8 0 ,

’m a r g i n a l ’ 3 4 4 - 5

o f R e n a is s a n c e 1 4 3 - 5

4 4 5 - 6 . 543
‘o t h e r m in d s ’ p r o b le m 4 6 0 - 1 ,

s e e a ls o r e s p e c t fo r p e r s o n

s e e a ls o d u t y , p r im a fa c ie :

4 6 8 -9
o th e r w o r ld lin e s s 1 0 0
‘o u g h t ’ .
is / o u g h t g a p 4 2 3 - 5 . 4 2 7 . 4 5 9 .
5 0 1. 506
in p r e s c r ip t iv is m 4 5 3 , 4 5 6 - 9

p e r s o n a lity .
c o m m u n it a r i a n v i e w 1 5 6
c o rp o ra te 3 6 . 3 6 0 - 1
p erso n h o o d.

in C h in e s e e t h ic s 7 4

a n d r ig h t s 2 6 4 , 3 0 7 , 3 0 8 .

in G r e e k e t h ic s 1 2 7

3 1 0 - 1 1 , 3 12 . 343
a n d s e x u a l it y 3 2 4 - 5

a n d C h r i s ti a n it y 9 7
p a in .

m o r a l p r o b le m s o f 3 7 3 - 8 2
a n d m o ra l situ a tio n s 3 7 9 - 8 2 .

433

P h a r is e e s 1 0 0 . 1 0 1

a n d n a tu ra l la w 1 4 8 - 9

P h y s i c s . A r is t o t le 1 6 3

in s m a ll- s c a le s o c ie t ie s 2 0 - 1

p ie tis m 8 6 . 8 8 . 9 2

in I n d ia n t r a d itio n s 4 4

30i
p o litic s .

p o t e n t ia l 3 0 9 . 3 1 2 - 1 3

p e r s u a s io n , m o r a l 4 0 4
p a c ifis m 3 8 5 - 6

in t u itio n is m
p o lic y , p u b lic , a n d e u t h a n a s ia

p ie ty .

p o ly g a m y 3 1 6 . 4 4 5
p o l y g y n y , in I s la m 1 0 9

in J a in is m 5 2 - 3

in C h r i s t i a n it y 9 2 , 1 0 2

P o m p o n a z z i. P ie tr o 1 4 3

a n d p le a s u r e 1 2 6 , 4 2 2

in G r e e k e t h ic s 1 2 3 . 1 2 4 . 1 2 9

P o o le . R o s s 4 9 7

an d p o v e rty 2 7 7 - 8

in Is la m 1 1 6

p o p u la tio n le v e ls 2 7 6 - 7 , 3 0 4 .

a n d p r im a f a c ie d u tie s 2 2 2 - 3

P ik e , N e ls o n 5 2 7 . 5 2 9

a n d u t ilit a r ia n is m 2 4 2 - 3 ,

P in c o ffs , E d m u n d 2 5 5

p o s itiv is m , l o g ic a l 1 5 4 - 5

P it ja n t ja t ja r a p e o p le 2 5

p o v e r t y , a n d Is la m 1 1 7

p la n t s , m o r a l s t a t u s 2 9 0

p o v e r t y , w o r ld 2 7 3 - 8 2 . 5 4 4

2 46 . 308. 30 9. 348
P a in e , T o m , T h e R i g h t s o f M a n
260
p a r e n th o o d ,

P la t o .
a n d a r e te 1 2 3 - 3 0

484

a lle v ia t io n 2 7 3 - 4 . 2 7 7 - 9 .
2 8 1 -2 . 2 9 7 -8 . 506

in J u d a is m 3 1 6

a n d C h r i s t i a n it y 1 3 5 . 1 3 7

a n d d e v e lo p m e n t 2 7 3 . 2 7 5 - 6

r e s p o n s ib ilitie s 6 2 . 3 2 8 - 9 .

a n d D iv in e C o m m a n d T h e o r y

a n d e c o n o m ic lib e r ty 2 8 0 - 1

527

3 3 1 . 385
p a r e n ts , h o n o u r fo r 3 4 . 8 5

a n d d u a lis m 6 - 7 . 3 1 6

P a r e to . V .F .D . 2 4 5

a n d im i ta tio n o f G o d 8 5

P a r fit, D e r e k 4 7 7 , 4 8 4

a n d I s la m ic p h i lo s o p h y 1 1 4

p a r t ia lity ,

o n ju s t i c e 3 7 3

in p e r s o n a l r e la t io n s h ip s 1 0 1 1 , 3 2 7 -8 . 3 2 9 -3 2 . 350

a n d n a tu ra l la w 1 6 1 - 2 , 1 6 3 .
16 5

a n d ju s t i c e 2 7 4 - 5
a n d r e s p o n s ib ilit y 2 7 9 - 8 0 .
2 9 7 -8
a n d w o r ld p o p u la tio n 2 7 6 - 7
p o w er,
a c q u i s it io n 1 9 . 1 5 4
in a n c ie n t s o c ie t ie s 3 7

559

INDEX
in H in d u is m 4 9

Q u in e . W .V .O . 4 8 1

in H in d u is m 4 5

in K a n t 1 7 7 - 8 , 1 8 2

Q u ra n (K o ran ) 1 0 6 - 1 1 . 1 1 2 ,

u nequal 18 9 -9 0 , 19 5 . 325

a n d p r im a f a c ie d u tie s 2 2 1

p o w e r - c o n i.

p r a c t i c a l e t h ic s 6 6 - 7
p r a c t i c a lit y , o f m o r a l ju d g e m e n t
40 0, 4 0 2 -4 , 4 0 5 -8
p r a c ti c e , s o c ia l 4 7 8 , 4 9 3 - 4

114 -15

a n d s e x u a lity 3 2 1
in s o c ia l c o n t r a c t t h e o r y 1 8 7 -

8
p ro p e rty 2 5 1 . 2 6 0 , 2 8 0 , 4 6 7 - 9

R a c h e ls , J. 3 2 8 - 9 . 3 3 2 . 4 5 4 , 5 4 5
r a c is m 6 5 . 1 3 0 , 3 0 7 , 3 2 8 , 3 3 3 -

in a n c ie n t e t h ic s 3 2 , 3 3 . 3 4

5 . 336 - 9 . 3 5 0 . 3 8 5
R a h m a n . F a z lu r 1 0 6 - 7

A m e ric a n 1 5 4

in B u d d h is m 6 6 , 6 7

r a i n fo r e s t 2 9 2

in C h i n a 7 9 - 8 0 , 8 1

a n d b u s in e s s e t h ic s 3 5 9

Ram ayana 49

a n d u t il it a r ia n is m 2 4 7

rape.

p ra g m a tis m ,

p r a is e , m o r a l 2 5 7
p r e d e s t in a ti o n 5 3 4 - 5
a n d I s la m 1 1 2
p re fe re n ce 1 6 9 - 7 0 , 1 8 4 , 1 8 9 ,

p r o p o r t io n a l it y , a n d w a r 3 8 7 ,
3 9 0 -1
P r o ta g o r a s 1 6 2 , 4 4 3

242. 2 4 3 -4 . 2 4 5 -6 , 26 5.

P r o ta g o r a s. P la to 1 2 3

284. 349

P ro te sta n tism 9 3 . 1 4 8 . 3 1 7

a n d p r e s c r ip t iv is m 4 6 0
p r e s c r ip t iv is m 1 3 6 . 1 8 2 , 4 2 1 ,
422. 4 5 1-6 2 . 543
d e s c r ip tiv is t 4 5 1 - 4 , 4 5 5 . 4 5 8 9.

462

n o n - d e s c r ip t iv is t 4 5 1 , 4 5 2 .

4 5 4 -5

P r o u d h o n , P ie r r e 5 1 1
P r o v in c e o f J u r isp r u d e n c e , T h e ,

A u s tin 2 3 4 - 5
p ru d en ce 3 - 4 . 3 2 1 , 3 9 3 , 4 1 6
p s y c h o l o g y , p h i lo s o p h y o f 4 7 8
p s y c h o lo g y , m o ra l 1 4 9 - 5 0
in B e n t h a m 2 4 3

a n d c o n s e q u e n t i a l is m 2 3 4 .
30 4. 305
in M e s o p o t a m i a n l a w c o d e s 3 2
a n d s u b je c t i v is m 4 3 4
r a t io n a lis m ,
e t h ic a l , a n d e g o is m 2 0 1 - 3
a n d m e d ie v a l C h r i s t i a n it y 1 3 5
r a t io n a lit y , s e e r e a s o n
R a w ls , J o h n 4 9 4 , 5 0 6
a n d c o n s t r u c t iv is m 1 8 4
a n d c o n t r a c t a r ia n i s m 1 9 1 - 5 .

505

a s s e m a n t ic a l t h e o r y 4 5 1

in K a n t 1 8 3

a n d d e o n to lo g y 2 0 6

u n iv e r s a l 4 5 6 - 6 2 , 5 4 5

a n d r e a lis m 4 0 0 - 2 . 4 0 5 - 8

a n d ju s tic e 1 5 5 - 6 , 2 6 5 , 2 7 8

p r e s c r ip t iv it y 4 5 7 - 8 , 4 6 0
P r ic e , R ic h a r d 4 1 1
P r ic h a r d , H .A . 2 1 9 , 4 1 1 , 4 1 6
p r id e 2 5 0
P r i n c i p i a E t h ic a , M o o r e 1 5 3 ,

243
p r in c ip le s 2 8 4 , 4 5 8 - 9 . 4 6 6

P u b lic a n d P r iv a te M o r a lit y ,

H a m p s h ir e 3 7 4
p u b li c / p r iv a t e s p h e r e s 3 7 4 . 3 7 7 8, 4 9 2 , 4 9 6 -8
p u b li c a t io n , fre e 2 6 6
P u fe n d o r f, S a m u e l 1 6 8 , 2 5 9
p u n is h m e n t ,

a n d f e m a le e t h ic 4 9 4 - 5

a l t e r n a t iv e s t o 3 7 1

a n d in t u i t i o n is m 4 1 1 - 1 2

in a n c ie n t E g y p t 3 3

in K a n t 1 7 6 - 7 , 1 7 9 - 8 0 , 1 8 1 -

in B u d d h is m 6 1 , 6 3

2. 18 2
a n d p r im a fa c ie d u ti e s 2 1 9 ,
2 2 1 -6 , 2 2 7 -8

in C h i n e s e e t h ic s 7 2 , 8 o , 8 1
in C h r i s t i a n e t h ic s 1 0 3 . 1 4 8 ,

173

an d m o ral th e o ry 4 7 7 . 4 8 2
a n d r ig h t s 2 6 5
a n d u t il it a r ia n is m 1 5 5 - 6 , 4 6 1
r e a lis m 3 9 9 - 4 0 9 , 4 1 5 . 4 2 1 ,

5 4 1 . 544
A r is t o t e li a n 4 0 4 . 4 0 9
in C h i n e s e e t h ic s 7 8
J u d e o - C h r is t ia n t r a d i tio n 1 7 6 .
409
in m o d e m W e s t e r n e t h ic s x 5 0 ,
5 4 3 . s e e a ls o o b je c tiv is m ,
o b je c t i v i t y
p o litic a l 3 7 3 . 3 8 4 - 5
rea so n ,

a n d r u le s 2 4

a n d c rim e 3 6 6 - 7 2

a n d v ir t u e t h e o r y 2 5 3 - 4 , 2 5 6

in d e te r m in is m 5 4 0 - 1

a n d a n i m a l r ig h t s 3 5 0 - 1

s e e a ls o r u le s

e x e m p la r y 3 6 8

in C h r i s t i a n e t h ic s 9 2 , 1 0 4 .

P r io r , A .N . 4 2 4

in H in d u is m 4 6 . 4 7

p r iv a c y , r i g h t t o 2 5 5

in I s la m 1 1 3

134 - 5 . 1 3 7 . 1 4 0 - 2
in C h u r c h F a t h e r s 1 3 4

p r o - a tt it u d e s 4 1 5

in J u d a is m 3 6

a n d c o n s e q u e n t i a l is m 2 3 8

p r o b a b ility , in p o litic s 3 7 6 .

m ix e d t h e o r ie s 3 6 9 - 7 0

a n d e g o is m 2 0 1 - 3

in m o d e m e t h ic s 1 4 9 , 4 6 5

a n d fe m a le e t h ic 4 9 3 - 5

a n d n a tu ra l la w 1 6 4

in G r e e k e t h ic s 1 2 6 - 8 , 1 3 0 ,

r e t r ib u t iv e t h e o r y 3 6 6 - 7 .

1 34 . 137
in H in d u is m 4 9

394
p r o c r e a t io n , a n d s e x u a l i t y 3 1 7 18
p r o d u c t io n , m o d e s o f 5 x 2 - 1 3 .
5 17 . 520
p r o fit m o t iv e 3 5 5 , 3 5 6 - 7 , 3 6 0
p r o g r e s s , b io l o g ic a l 5 0 1

3 6 8 -9 , 370 . 5 4 1
a n d s e lf- in t e r e s t 2 0 2 - 3
in s m a ll - s c a l e s o c ie t ie s 2 2 , 2 4 -

6

in s tru m e n ta l 1 8 2 , 1 8 4 , 4 9 7
in Is la m 1 0 7 , 1 1 1 - 1 2 , 1 1 4 - 1 5

in t e a c h i n g o f J e s u s 9 4 - 5 . 9 6

in K a n t 1 7 5 , 1 8 0 - 1 . 1 8 4 . 2 5 2
a n d M a r x is m 5 1 8

c a te g o r ic a l 2 1 5

a n d t h e is m 5 3 1 - 2

in m o d e m e t h ic s 1 4 9 . 1 5 0 ,

d e o n t o l o g ic a l c o n t r a i n t a s

u t il it a r ia n t h e o r y 3 6 6 - 8 , 3 6 9 ,

p r o h ib itio n ,

2 0 8 -10 , 2 1 1 - 1 2 . 2 15
p r o je c tiv is m 4 1 9
p r o m is c u it y 3 1 7
p r o m is e ,

370
s e e a ls o c a p it a l p u n is h m e n t;

in n o c e n t , p u n is h m e n t
P u n z o , V in c e n t 3 1 8

1 5 3 -4
a n d m o r a l b e lie fs 4 1 5 , 4 3 2 - 3 .

521
a n d m o ral sta tu s 3 0 8 . 3 1 0 ,

312

in C h i n e s e e t h ic s 7 2

p u r it y 6 4 . 3 1 5

a n d m o ra l th e o ry 4 8 2

in c o n s e q u e n t i a l is m 2 2 0

p u ru sh a r th a (h u m a n en d s) 4 7 - 8

a n d n a tu ra l la w 1 6 3 - 5 . 1 6 7 .

in d e o n t o l o g y 2 1 6

P y th a g o re a n s 3 1 5 - 1 6

560

17 2 -3

INDEX
p r a c ti c a l ( r a t io p r a c t i c a ) 1 3 4 ,

135 . 137 . 1 4 8 . 1 7 1 . 1 8 0 1. 18 4 , 2 0 2 , 4 5 5 . 5 1 8

in s m a ll- s c a le s o c ie t ie s 1 5
R e li g io n w i t h in t h e L i m i t s o f R e a s o n
A lo n e , K a n t 1 8 1

in B u d d h is m 6 2 . 6 4 . 6 5
in C o n f u c ia n i s m 7 0

p l u r a lis m 1 4 3 - 5

14 1 , 14 2 , 16 4 . 16 7

r e n u n c i a t io n ,

a n d r ig h t s 2 6 4

in H in d u is m 4 6 , 4 9

a n d s u b je c tiv is m 4 3 8 - 4 0

in H in d u is m 4 5 - 6 . 4 7 - 8 , 5 0

in u t ilit a r ia n is m 3 7 5

in J a in is m 5 1 . 5 2

in W e s t e r n e t h ic s 6 9

le g a l 3 2 . 2 6 1 , 3 4 6

C ice ro 1 6 4

r e c ip r o c ity 2 7 9 . 3 0 8 . 3 1 0 - 1 2 ,

P la to 1 2 2 . 1 2 5 . 1 2 8 - 9 .

505
io

-

it

,

n a tu ra l 2 6 6

135 .

1 4 4 . 2 5 1 . 373
r e s p e c t, fo r v a l u e s 1 7 1
r e s p e c t fo r p e r s o n 8 6 - 7 , 1 0 4 .

3 10
in B u d d h is m 6 2 . 6 5
in C h in e s e e t h ic s 7 2
a n d C h r i s ti a n e t h ic s 9 5 - 6 . 9 9
a n d s e x u a l it y 3 2 1
r e c o n c ilia ti o n , in C h r i s t i a n it y 9 8
r e d u c tio n is m 4 2 1
R e fo r m a t io n .
a n d d e c lin e o f s c h o la s tic is m
a n d P a u l in e C h r i s t i a n it y 1 0 0

2 7 9 . 3 3 6 . 339 -4 1
in a n c ie n t e t h ic s 2 9 . 3 0 . 3 1

in d e o n t o l o g y 2 1 1 - 1 2 , 2 1 3 .

r ig h t s , m o r a l,
a b s o lu te 2 2 7 , 2 6 6 , 3 0 5

in K a n t 7 2 . 1 7 5 . 1 7 8 - 9 , 1 8 4 .

a n a ly s is 2 6 1 - 3
o f a n im a ls 2 6 4 . 2 7 9 . 3 0 8 .

32 1. 4 6 0 -1
r e s p o n s ib ilit y 3 1 0 . 3 4 4 , 5 3 5 - 6 ,

5 3 8 . 539 . 540-1
a c q u i s it io n 1 1 2
to a ll e v ia t e p o v e r t y 2 7 9 - 8 0 .

143

55
r ig h t s , h u m a n 2 6 1 , 2 7 5 . 2 7 8 .

R ig h ts o f M a n , T h e, P a in e 2 6 0

in R a w l s 1 9 1 - 4 . 4 6 1

R e fl e c t i v e N a t u r a li s m , P u n z o 3 1 8

r ig h t s , c iv il, a n d G a n d h i 5 4 .

237. 2 7 7 - 8
in C h r i s t i a n it y 1 0 4
217

in s m a ll- s c a le s o c ie tie s 1 8 , 2 7

in J u d a is m 3 6 - 9 , 8 6 , 8 7
r ig h t s .

R e p u b li c ,

r e b ir th , in H in d u is m 4 7

a m o n g a n i m a ls 7 - 8 .

s e e a ls o a c ti o n , r ig h t ; g o o d

r ig h t e o u s n e s s ,

R e n a is s a n c e e t h ic s 1 3 3 - 4

r ig h t ( r e c t a r a t io ) 1 3 4 . 1 3 5 .

in u til it a r ia n is m 4 7 7

282

3 4 6 -50
in B u d d h is m 6 2
in C h r i s ti a n e t h ic s 9 6
c o n f lic t 2 6 6 . 3 1 1 - 1 2
c o n t e n t & o b je c t 2 6 4 - 5
a n d c o n t r a c t a r ia n i s m 1 8 9 - 9 0

R egan. T om 3 4 6 -7 . 3 4 9 . 3 5 0

c o l l e c t iv e 3 8 8

o f e m p lo y e e 3 6 3

R e id . T h o m a s , a n d c o m m o n -

fo r d e a t h s 2 9 7 - 8

e n t it le m e n t 2 6 4

s e n s e m o r a l it y 1 4 7 . 1 5 1 - 2 .

n e g a tiv e 2 8 1 , 3 8 0

e t h ic s o f 6 5 . 2 4 9 , 2 5 9 - 6 8 .

153

s o c ia l 3 6 0 - 1

3 0 7 -8 . 3 1 0 - 1 1

r e la t io n s , u n iv e r s a l 4 5 7

r e s tit u t io n 2 2

a s in a li e n a b l e 1 4 9 , 2 6 5 - 6

r e la t io n s h ip s 3 2 7 - 3 2

r e s tr ic tio n , m e n t a l 9 4

in d iv id u a l 4 4 5 - 6

in B u d d h is m 6 5

r e t a l ia t io n 2 2 , 3 7 0

in J a in is m 5 3

in C h in e s e e t h ic s 7 2

r e t r ib u tio n 2 3 , 4 7

ju s ti fi c a t io n 2 6 1 , 2 6 5 . 2 6 6 - 7 ,

a n d f e m a le e t h ic 4 9 4 - 5

r e v e la t io n .

in l a r g e - s c a le s o c ie t ie s 2 7 . 2 4 1 .
3 10

305

in C h r i s t i a n it y 1 3 4 - 5 . 1 3 6 .

a n d m o r a l c o n f lic t s 3 2 9 , 3 3 0 2 . 4 4 5 -7
a n d m o ral th e o ry 4 7 9

to life 2 2 6 - 7
in M a r x 5 1 7

14 2 . 148
in Is la m 1 0 6 - 8 . n o . 1 1 2

in m o d e m e t h ic s 1 4 8 - 9 . 1 8 4

r e v e r s i b ilit y 4 6 7 - 9

n e g a tiv e 2 6 0 . 3 2 1

rew ard ,

p o s itiv e 2 6 0

sexu al 3 2 2 -5 . 3 2 6

in B u d d h is m 6 1

o f states 3 8 6 - 7

in s m a ll- s c a le s o c ie t ie s 1 4 , 1 6 ,

in C h r i s t i a n it y 9 5 , 9 6 , 1 0 3 ,

taxo n o m y 2 6 2 -3

18 -2 2 . 24, 2 5 -7 . 44 5
r e la t iv is m 6 3 . 1 5 2 . 1 5 4 . 1 6 6 .
2 6 7 . 4 0 8 . 442in D a o is r a 7 8 - 9

9 . 541 . 545

a s ‘t r u m p s ’ 2 2 6 - 7 , 2 6 2

148 , 17 3
a n d d e te r m in is m 5 4 0 - 1
in I n d ia n e t h ic s 4 7
in J u d a is m 3 6 . 3 9

a n d u til it a r ia n is m 2 4 7 - 8 ,
259. 265. 2 6 6 -7
v io la t i o n 2 1 2

a n d d e s c r ip tiv is m 4 5 3 . 4 5 8 - 9

in K a n t 1 8 0

in H in d u is m 4 9

a n d s e lf-in te r e s t 2 0 2

a n d in t u itio n is m 4 5 4

in s m a ll- s c a le s o c ie t y 2 5

v o c a b u la r y 2 6 3 - 4

a n d t h e is m 5 3 1 - 2

s e e a ls o fe tu s , r ig h t s : lib e r ty ,

m e t a - e t h ic a l 4 4 2 . 4 4 3 - 7 .
4 4 8 -9
a n d n a t u r a li s m 4 2 9 - 3 0 . 4 5 3 -

'

in v ir t u e t h e o r y 2 5 1
r ig h t .

a n d v ir t u e t h e o r y 2 5 3 , 2 5 5 ,

257

r ig h t to ; life , r i g h t to;
n a t u r a l la w ; w o m e n

in C h in e s e e t h ic s 7 2 - 3 . 7 4 - 5 .

r is k , a n d w a r 3 7 3 , 3 9 1 , 3 9 3 - 4

76 . 7 8 -9
in c o n s e q u e n t i a l is m 2 0 6 , 2 3 0 .

r it u a l.

r e la t iv is m , c u l t u r a l 1 1 - 1 2 . 1 5 1 7 . 1 2 9 . 4 4 5 . 5 4 3 -4
r e lig io n a n d e t h ic s 8 2 , 8 3 , 8 6 .

241
in d e o n t o l o g y 2 0 6 . 2 0 9 , 4 7 7

in C h i n e s e e t h ic s 7 0 - 3 . 7 5 .

a n d e g o is m 2 0 1

a n d in t r in s i c m o r a l w o r t h 4 4 .

4
n o r m a t iv e 4 4 2 , 4 4 7 - 9

18 4 . 5 2 5 -3 2
in C h r i s t i a n it y 1 4 2 . 1 4 7 - 8 .
212

and good 206, 2 4 1

in B u d d h is m 6 7 , 6 8 . 5 4 4
80
4 8 . 50

in G r e e k e t h ic s 1 2 5 - 6

in J u d a is m 3 6 . 8 5

in I s la m 1 1 4 . 1 1 7

in I s la m 1 0 7 - 8 , 1 1 2

in s m a ll- s c a le s o c ie tie s 2 5

in K a n t 1 7 9 - 8 1 . 1 8 4

a n d r it u a l 4 4 , 4 8

R o b in s o n , R ic h a r d 9 7

561

INDEX
r o c k s , m o r a l s i g n if i c a n c e 2 8 8 .
2 9 0 -1
r o le m o r a l it y 3 7 4 . 3 7 5 - 6 . 3 7 7 .

379

S a rtre , J e a n -P a u l 1 5 5 . 3 7 3 , 4 5 7 ,

s e p a r a t is m , le s b ia n 3 2 3 - 4

4 8 4 . 537
S a t a n , in Is la m 1 0 7

S e rm o n o n th e M o u n t 9 6 , 9 7 , 9 9

s c e p t ic is m 6 3 . 7 7 . 1 2 2 . 1 4 3 ,
1 5 4 ,4 7 6

r o le s ,
in C h i n e s e e t h ic s 7 1 - 2 , 8 0
a n d r e s p o n s ib ilit ie s 3 6 3
R o m a n C a th o l ic is m ,
e t h ic s 9 3 , 9 4 , 1 0 1 , 1 0 3
a n d e u th a n a s ia 2 9 5 , 2 9 6 ,

a n d c o n t r a c t a r ia n i s m 1 9 0 - 1 ,
19 4

s e x a n d s e x u a l it y 3 1 5 - 2 6
a n a l sex 3 1 7
in a n c ie n t G r e e c e 3 1 5 - 1 6
in a n c ie n t s o c ie t ie s 3 4
in B u d d h is m 6 6

a n d e v o l u t i o n a r y e t h ic s 5 0 7

a n d fe m in is m 3 2 3 - 5

re b u tta ls 1 6 6 , 1 6 7 , 1 7 3

in J u d a e o - C h r is tia n t r a d itio n s

S ch ap e ra, Isa ac 18
S c h e le r , M a x 1 5 3

3 16 -19 , 323
K a n tia n v ie w 3 2 1 - 2

a n d n a tu ra l la w 1 6 1 , 1 7 1

S c h ille r , F . v o n 1 8 3

l ib e r t a r ia n v i e w 3 1 9 - 2 1

a n d s e x u a lity 3 1 7

S c h li c k , M o r itz 1 5 4 - 5

lo v e le s s s e x 3 1 8 - 1 9

s c h o la s t i c is m I 3 3 ~ 4 . I 3 9 “ 4 3

a n d M a r x is m 3 2 2 - 3

2 9 8 -9 . 300

R o m a n E m p ir e ,
a n d C h r i s t i a n it y 9 3 , 1 0 2 , 1 3 4 .
13 8 -9
a n d G r e e k p h i lo s o p h y 1 2 1 ,

d e c l in e 1 4 3 - 5
S c h r e in e r , O liv e 4 9 6

a n d n a tu ra l la w 1 7 1 , 1 7 2
o ra l sex 3 1 7

S c h w e it z e r , A l b e r t 3 0 7

S e x w ith o u t L o v e , V a n n o y 3 1 9

S c ru to n , R o g e r 3 1 8

s e x is m 3 2 8 , 3 3 4 , 3 3 6 - 9 , 3 5 0

s e c u la r is m , a n d n a tu r a l la w 1 6 8

S e x u a l D e s ir e , S c r u t o n 3 1 8

R o s s , W .D . 2 1 9 - 2 8 , 4 1 1 - 1 6

s e c u r i t y , n a t io n a l 3 8 4 , 3 9 2 - 3

A l - S h a f i ‘i 1 1 2

R o u sse a u , J ea n -J a cq u es 4 , 1 7 9 ,

s e le c tio n ,

S h a ft e s b u r y , L o r d ( A .A . C o o p e r )

260
m y s t e r y r e l ig io n s 9 1

2 6 5 . 379
a n d v ir t u e a s g e n d e r e d 4 9 1
R u d d ic k , S a r a 4 9 6
r u le s ,

n a tu ra l 50 0 . 5 0 1 . 5 0 2 -4 , 50 6
s e lf - a w a r e n e s s 3 0 8 , 3 1 0 - 1 2 ,

343

in a n c ie n t E g y p t 3 3

s e lf - d e c e p tio n 5 1 4

a s b a s is o f m o r a l it y 3 - 4 . 2 7 9 .

s e lf- d e fe n c e 3 0 0 , 3 0 5 , 3 7 7 , 3 8 6

280, 300. 4 9 4 -5 . 544
in B u d d h is m 6 7

s e lf - d e te r m in a tio n 1 7 9 - 8 0 ,

in C h r i s t i a n e t h ic s 9 4 . 1 0 0 .
10 2 , 13 6
in C o n f u c ia n i s m 7 0
a n d c o n s e q u e n t i a l is m 2 3 6 .

239
a n d d e o n to lo g y 2 0 5 , 2 0 6 .
2 0 8 -10 . 2 16
G o ld e n R u le 1 0 , 1 1 - 1 2 . 7 2 ,
8 6 -7 , 95, 18 2, 19 2 , 460,

545
in G r e e k e t h ic s 1 2 5
in I n d ia 4 3 , 4 7 , 4 8
in I s la m 1 0 7
in J u d a is m 3 6 - 7

14 9

k in 1 1

n a tio n a l 3 8 6 - 7

sh am e,
in C h i n e s e e t h ic s 7 4
in G r e e k e t h ic s 1 2 5
in v ir t u e t h e o r y 2 5 7
S h a m m a i, R a b b i 9 7
S h a n k a r a . a n d r e b i r th 4 7
S h a r i 'a ( Is la m ic l a w ) n o , 1 1 3 ,

116

3 0 5-6
s e lf- e s te e m 4 7 3 - 4

S h i 'a M u s lim s i n , 1 1 5 - 1 6

s e lf- in te r e s t.

S h o n a p e o p le 1 6 , 1 7 , 2 4

an d co m m o n good 20 0 , 506
in G r e e k e t h ic s 1 2 5 , 1 2 6 - 7 ,

S id g w i c k , H e n r y ,
a n d i n t u i t i o n is m 1 5 3 , 4 1 1 ,

413

253
in J a in is m 5 2
a n d M a r x is m 5 2 0 - 1

a n d m oral th e o ry 4 7 7
a n d u t il it a r ia n is m 2 0 2 , 2 3 4 ,
241, 468

a n d m o r a l d e v e lo p m e n t 4 6 5 ,
4 6 9 . 497
a n d s o c ia l c o n t r a c t 4 . 8 - 9 ,

S ig e r o f B r a b a n t 1 4 2
s im p lic it y , m e t h o d o l o g ic a l 2 3 7 -

8

14 8 -5 0 , 15 2 , 19 2 , 19 4
a n d s o c ia l d i s l o c a t io n 2 6
s e e a ls o e g o is m

s in .
in B u d d h is m 6 2

in K a n t 1 8 2

s e lf- p e r fe c tio n 1 3 7

in C h r i s t i a n it y 9 9

o r ig in s 3 - 5 , 9 - 1 0 , 1 1 , 4 4 6

s e lf - p r e s e r v a t io n 3 8 1

d e m a r c a t io n 9 4

a n d r e l a t io n s h ip s 3 2 7 , 3 2 9

s e lf - r e a liz a t io n , in J u d a is m 8 4 , 8 7

in Is la m 1 1 3

in s m a ll - s c a l e s o c ie t ie s 1 7 , 2 3 -

s e lf- r e s tr a in t,

in m e d ie v a l e t h ic s 1 4 0

24
R u s k in , J o h n 4 9 2

in B u d d h is m 6 4

o r ig in a l 3 1 7

in H in d u is m 4 8 , 4 9

p h i lo s o p h ic 9 4

R u th , a n d t r e a t m e n t o f f o r e ig n e r s

in J a in is m 5 2

a n d p u n is h m e n t 3 6 - 7

4.

38

s e lf- s a c r ific e 4 8 , 9 8 , 2 4 3 , 2 8 2

u n f o r g iv e a b le 1 0 3

s e lf is h n e s s 1 4 9 - 5 0 , s e e a ls o

s e e a ls o b a d ; e v il: w r o n g

e g o is m
s a c r if ic e , h u m a n 4 4 9

sen se, m o ra l 1 3 5 , 1 4 9 . 4 1 1 - 1 2 ,

s a in t s 2 5 0 , 2 5 2

4 1 5 - 1 6 , 5 0 2 , s e e a ls o

s a lv a t io n .

f a c u lt ie s , in n a t e

in J a in is m 5 2
in m e d ie v a l e t h ic s 1 3 4 - 5 , 1 4 0 ,

147
a n d te a c h in g o f Jesu s 3 1 6

s e n tie n c e ,
a n d a b o r t io n 3 0 7 . 3 0 8 - 1 0 ,

3i i
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W o lls to n e c r a ft , M a r y 4 9 1 - 2

in s m a ll- s c a le s o c ie t ie s 1 9

w om en,

Y an gzh u 7 4 -5

zaka t 1 0 9 . 1 1 3

W e a lt h o f N a t i o n s . T h e 3 5 5

a n d a b o r t io n 3 0 3 - 4 . 3 0 5 - 6 ,

Z e n o o f C itiu m 1 2 1

W eb er, M a x 4 5 , 9 2

3 11-13
in a n c ie n t e t h ic s 3 2 - 3 , 3 4 , 3 7

Zhuangw i 77. 78 -9

w e ll- b e in g , in M a r x 5 1 2

Z o r o a s tr ia n is m 3 8 - 9
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